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ACOUSTICAL NEWS—USA
Elaine Moran
Acoustical Society of America, Suite 1NO1, 2 Huntington Quadrangle, Melville, NY 11747-4502

Editor’s Note: Readers of this Journal are encouraged to submit news items on awards, appointments, and other activities about
themselves or their colleagues. Deadline dates for news items and notices are 2 months prior to publication.

New Fellows of the Acoustical Society of America

ASA member Jan F. Lindberg receives IEEE
award

ASA member Jan F. Lindberg was awarded the 2001 IEEE-USA Elec-
trotechnology Transfer Award. This award honors individuals whose contri-
butions in key government or civilian roles led efforts to effectively transfer/
apply federal or state sponsored developments in advancing electrical,
electronic, and computer technologies to successful commercial sector op-

portunities. Mr. Lindberg was selected because of his innovative transducer
concepts that have advanced the art and science of underwater acoustic
technology.

Jan Lindberg is a Fellow of the Acoustical Society of America and has
recently served as a member of the Technical Committee on Engineering
Acoustics.

The award was presented at the 2001 IEEE-USA Awards Ceremony
held at the IEEE-USA Workshop in Richardson, Texas, on 13 April 2002.

Kerry W. Commander—For contribu-
tions to ocean bubble acoustics and so-
nar systems development.

Peter H. Dahl—For contributions to
scattering by ocean waves and bubbles.

Brian H. Houston—For contributions
to acoustic scattering and radiation from
structures.

Andrzej Rakowski—For contributions
to music perception and education.

Nicholas Rott—For pioneering work in
thermoacoustics.

Leon H. Sibul—For contributions to un-
derwater acoustic signal processing.
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USA Meetings Calendar
Listed below is a summary of meetings related to acoustics to be held

in the U.S. in the near future. The month/year notation refers to the issue in
which a complete meeting announcement appeared.

2002
19–21 Aug. INTER-NOISE 2002, Dearborn, MI@INTER-NOISE

02 Secretariat, The Ohio State University, Department
of Mechanical Engineering, 206 West 18th Ave.,
Columbus, OH 43210-1107; E-mail: hp
@internoise2002.org#.

2–6 Dec. Joint Meeting: 144th Meeting of the Acoustical Society
of America, 3rd Iberoamerican Congress of Acoustics,
and 9th Mexican Congress on Acoustics, Cancun,
Mexico @Acoustical Society of America, Suite 1NO1, 2
Huntington Quadrangle, Melville, NY 11747-4502;
Tel.: 516-576-2360; Fax: 516-576-2377; E-mail:
asa@aip.org; WWW: asa.aip.org/cancun.html#.

2003
28 April–2 May 145th Meeting of the Acoustical Society of America,

Nashville, TN @Acoustical Society of America, Suite
1NO1, 2 Huntington Quadrangle, Melville, NY 11747-
4502; Tel.: 516-576-2360; Fax: 516-576-2377; E-mail:
asa@aip.org; WWW: asa.aip.org#.

16–20 Sept. 7th International Conference on Spoken Language
Processing ~ICSLP 2002!, Interspeech 2002,
Denver, CO @ICSLP 2002, Centennial Conferences,
801 Main St., Suite 010, Louisville, CO 80027;
Tel.: 303-499-2299; Fax: 303-499-2599;
E-mail: icslp@centennialconferences.com; www:
www.icslp2002.org#.

10–14 Nov. 146th Meeting of the Acoustical Society of America,
Austin, TX @Acoustical Society of America, Suite
1NO1, 2 Huntington Quadrangle, Melville, NY 11747-
4502; Tel.: 516-576-2360; Fax: 516-576-2377; E-mail:
asa@aip.org; WWW: asa.aip.org#.

2004
24–28 May 75th Anniversary Meeting~147th Meeting! of the

Acoustical Society of America, New York, NY@Acous-
tical Society of America, Suite 1NO1, 2 Huntington
Quadrangle, Melville, NY 11747-4502; Tel.: 516-576-
2360; Fax: 516-576-2377; E-mail: asa@aip.org;
WWW: asa.aip.org#.

29 Nov.–3 Dec. 148th Meeting of the Acoustical Society of America,
San Diego, CA@Acoustical Society of America, Suite
1NO1, 2 Huntington Quadrangle, Melville, NY 11747-
4502; Tel.: 516-576-2360; Fax: 516-576-2377; E-mail:
asa@aip.org; WWW: asa.aip.org#.

Cumulative Indexes to the Journal of the
Acoustical Society of America

Ordering information: Orders must be paid by check or money order in
U.S. funds drawn on a U.S. bank or by Mastercard, Visa, or American
Express credit cards. Send orders to Circulation and Fulfillment Division,
American Institute of Physics, Suite 1NO1, 2 Huntington Quadrangle,
Melville, NY 11747-4502; Tel.: 516-576-2270. Non-U.S. orders add $11 per
index.

Some indexes are out of print as noted below.
Volumes 1–10, 1929–1938: JASA and Contemporary Literature, 1937–
1939. Classified by subject and indexed by author. Pp. 131. Price: ASA
members $5; Nonmembers $10.
Volumes 11–20, 1939–1948: JASA, Contemporary Literature, and Patents.
Classified by subject and indexed by author and inventor. Pp. 395. Out of
Print.
Volumes 21–30, 1949–1958: JASA, Contemporary Literature, and Patents.
Classified by subject and indexed by author and inventor. Pp. 952. Price:
ASA members $20; Nonmembers $75.
Volumes 31–35, 1959–1963: JASA, Contemporary Literature, and Patents.
Classified by subject and indexed by author and inventor. Pp. 1140. Price:
ASA members $20; Nonmembers $90.
Volumes 36–44, 1964–1968: JASA and Patents. Classified by subject and
indexed by author and inventor. Pp. 485. Out of Print.
Volumes 36–44, 1964–1968: Contemporary Literature. Classified by sub-
ject and indexed by author. Pp. 1060. Out of Print.
Volumes 45–54, 1969–1973: JASA and Patents. Classified by subject and
indexed by author and inventor. Pp. 540. Price: $20~paperbound!; ASA
members $25~clothbound!; Nonmembers $60~clothbound!.
Volumes 55–64, 1974–1978: JASA and Patents. Classified by subject and
indexed by author and inventor. Pp. 816. Price: $20~paperbound!; ASA
members $25~clothbound!; Nonmembers $60~clothbound!.
Volumes 65–74, 1979–1983: JASA and Patents. Classified by subject and
indexed by author and inventor. Pp. 624. Price: ASA members $25~paper-
bound!; Nonmembers $75~clothbound!.
Volumes 75–84, 1984–1988: JASA and Patents. Classified by subject and
indexed by author and inventor. Pp. 625. Price: ASA members $30~paper-
bound!; Nonmembers $80~clothbound!.
Volumes 85–94, 1989–1993: JASA and Patents. Classified by subject and
indexed by author and inventor. Pp. 736. Price: ASA members $30~paper-
bound!; Nonmembers $80~clothbound!.
Volumes 95–104, 1994–1998: JASA and Patents. Classified by subject and
indexed by author and inventor. Pp. 632. Price: ASA members $40~paper-
bound!; Nonmembers $90~clothbound!.
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ACOUSTICAL NEWS—INTERNATIONAL

Walter G. Mayer
Physics Department, Georgetown University, Washington, DC 20057

New Books and Monographs

The French magazinePour la Science, which is a French edition of
Scientific American, has published a special issue on Acoustics~Pour la
Science, Dossier No. 32—Juillet/Octobre 2001!. The 128 pages of the maga-
zine contain 27 articles, ranging from two to eight pages each, covering
some fascinating aspects of acoustics:

The world of sounds, by J. Kergomard
The human voice, by R. Sataloff
The songs of the Touvas, by T. Levin and M. Edgerton
The sounds of whales and dolphins, by B. Woodward
Sources of noise in the ocean, by J. Potter
The sonic boom, by F. Coulouvrat
The tuning fork, by R. Lehoucq and E. Kierlik
Sand noise, by F. Nori, P. Sholtz, and M. Bretz
The acoustic laser~or ‘‘saser’’!, by J.-Y. Prieur, J. Joffrin, and M. Devaud
Biomedical ultrasonic imaging, by C. Sohn
Mapping the ocean floor, by X. Lurton, J.-M. Augustin, and M. Voisset
Underwater acoustical imaging, by M. Buckingham, J. Potter, and C. Epi-
fanio
Underwater detection of seismic activity, by P.-F. Piserchia, F. Schindele´,
and O. Hyvernaud
Atmospheric infrasounds, by A. Le Pichon
Wave propagation in the earth crust, by J.-P. Massot
Wave propagation in the sun, by R. Garcia and S. Couvidat
Picosecond acoustics, by H. Maris
Aeroacoustics, by D. Juve´ and C. Bailly
Human hearing, by R. Pujol
The sonar of the bats, by N. Suga
Time reversal, by M. Fink
Shock wave and lithotripsy, by D. Cathignol
Sonoluminescence, by S. Putterman
Thermoacoustic refrigeration, by S. Garrett and S. Backhaus
Active wall materials in architectural acoustics, by H. Lissek and X. Mey-
nial
Source localization and virtual sources, by J. Martin
Outdoor sound propagation, by J. Defrance and E. Premat.

This special issue has broad appeal. Anyone with an inquisitive mind
and with some basic French reading skills will tremendously enjoy reading
it.

YVES H. BERTHELOT
Mechanical Engineering Department
Georgia Institute of Technology
Atlanta, Georgia 30332-0405

International Meetings Calendar

Below are announcements of meetings to be held abroad. Entries pre-
ceded by an* are new or updated listings with full contact addresses given
in parentheses.Month/yearlistings following other entries refer to meeting
announcements, with full contact addresses, which were published in previ-
ous issues of theJournal.

June 2002
1–3 AES 21st International Conference on Architectural

Acoustics and Sound Reinforcement, St. Petersburg.
~Fax: 17 812 316 1559; Web: http://www.aes.org/
events/21! 4/02

4–6 6th International Symposium on Transport Noise
and Vibration , St. Petersburg.~Fax:17 812 127 9323;
Web: webcenter/ru/;eeaa/tn/eng/tn2002! 2/01

12–14 *29th National Meeting of the Italian Acoustical As-
sociation, Ferrara, Italy.~Fax:139 532 73 56 66; Web:
acustica.ing.unife.it/aia2002!

10–14 Acoustics in Fisheries and Aquatic Ecology, Mont-
pellier. ~Web: www.ices.dk/symposia! 12/00

24–27 6th European Conference on Underwater Acoustics,
Gdańsk. ~Fax: 148 58 347 1535; Web:
www.ecua2002.gda.pl/! 10/01

24–28 11th Symposium of the International Society for
Acoustic Remote Sensing, Rome. ~Fax: 139 06
20660291; Web: ISARS2002.ifa.rm.cnr.it/! 10/01

24–28 11th International Symposium on Nondestructive
Characterization of Materials, Berlin. ~Fax: 149 30
678 07129; Web: www.cnde.com! 2/02

24–26 *Dynamics of Speech Production and Perception
„NATO ASI …, Il Ciocco/Lucca, Italy. ~e-mail:
pdivenyi@ebire.org!

July 2002
2–5 *8th International Conference on Auditory Display,

Kyoto, Japan.~ICAD2002, ATR Media Integration and
Communication Laboratories, 2-2-2 Hikaridai, Seika-
cho, Kyoto 619-0288, Japan; Fax:181 774 95 1408;
Web: www.mic.atr.co.jp/icad2002/page/welcome.html!

2–7 ClarinetFest 2002, Stockholm. ~e-mail:
kkoons@pegasus.cc.ucf.edu! 10/01

15–17 International Symposium on Active Control of
Sound & Vibration „Active 2002…, Southampton.
~Fax: 144 23 8059 3190; Web: http://
www.isvr.soton.ac.uk/active2002! 10/01

17–21 7th International Conference on Music Perception
and Cognition „7th ICMPC …, Sydney.~Fax: 161 2
9772 6736; Web: www.uws.edu.au/marcs/icmpc7! 2/02

19–21 *Auditorium Acoustics: historical and contempo-
rary design and performance†cosponsored by ASA‡,
London, UK. ~Institute of Acoustics, 77A St. Peter’s
Street, St. Albans, Hertfortshire AL1 3BN, UK; Fax:
144 1727 850553; Web: www.ioa.org.uk/aa2002!

August 2002
19–23 16th International Symposium on Nonlinear Acous-

tics „ISNA16…, Moscow.~Fax:17 095 126 8411; Web:
acs366b.phys.msu.su/isna16/! 12/00

26–28 2nd Biot Conference on Poromechanics, Grenoble.
~Web: geo.hmg.inpg.fr/biot2001! 8/01

26–28 Joint Baltic-Nordic Acoustical Meeting 2002,
Lyngby. ~Fax:145 45 88 05 77; Web: www.dat.dtu.dk/
;b-nam! 10/01

September 2002
10–12 32nd International Acoustical Conference—EAA

Symposium, Banska´ Štiavnica. ~Fax: 1421 45 532
1811; Web: http://alpha.tuzvo.sk/skas/acoustics! 4/02

11 Dutch and Belgian Acoustical Societies Joint Meet-
ing, Utrecht.~e-mail: info@nag-acoustics.nl! 4/02

11–13 10th International Meeting on Low Frequency Noise
and Vibration , York. ~Fax: 144 1277 223 453; Web:
http://www.lowfrequency2002.org.uk! 12/01

16–18 International Conference on Noise and Vibration
Engineering, Leuven. ~Fax: 132 1632 2987; Web:
www.isma.isaac.be! 2/02
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16–21 Forum Acusticum 2002„Joint EAA-SEA-ASJ Meet-
ing…, Sevilla. ~Fax: 134 91 411 7651; Web:
www.cica.es/aliens/forum2002! 2/00

26–28 Autumn Meeting of the Acoustical Society of Japan,
Akita. ~Fax: 181 3 5256 1022; Web: http://
wwwsoc.nii.ac.jp/asj/index-e.html! 12/01

October 2002
9–11 Acoustics Week in Canada, Charlottetown, PE.~Fax:

11 902 628 4359; Web: http://caa-aca.ca/PEI-
2002.html! 4/02

26–28 6th National Congress of the Turkish Acoustical So-
ciety, Kars. ~Fax: 190 212 261 0549; Web: http://
www.takder.org/kongre-2002/kongre2002.html! 4/02

November 2002
13–15 *Australian Acoustical Society Conference 2002,

Adelaide, Australia.~AAS 2002 Conference Secretariat,
Department of Mechanical Engineering, Adelaide Uni-
versity, SA 5005, Australia; Fax:161 8 303 4367; Web:
www.mecheng.adelaide.edu.au/aasconf!

15–17 *Reproduced Sound 18: Perception, Reception, De-
ception, Stratford-upon-Avon, UK.~Institute of Acous-
tics, 77A St. Peter’s Street, St. Albans, Herts AL1 3BN,
UK; Fax: 144 1727 850553; Web: www.ioa.org.uk!

21–22 New Zealand Acoustical Society 16th Biennial
Conference, Auckland. ~e-mail: graham
@marshallday.co.nz! 2/04

30–6 Joint Meeting: 9th Mexican Congress on Acoustics,
144th Meeting of the Acoustical Society of America,
and 3rd Iberoamerican Congress on Acoustics, Can-
cún. ~Web: asa.aip.org/cancun.html! 10/00

December 2002
9–13 International Symposium on Musical Acoustics

„ISMA Mexico City …, Mexico City.~Fax:152 55 5601
3210; Web: http://www.unam.mx/enmusica/
ismamexico.html! 2/02

March 2003
17–20 German Acoustical Society Meeting„DAGA2003…,

Aachen.~Fax: 149 441 798 3698; e-mail: dega@aku-
physik.uni-oldenburg.de! 2/02

18–20 *Spring Meeting of the Acoustical Society of Japan,
Tokyo, Japan.~Acoustical Society of Japan, Nakaura
5th-Bldg., 2-18-20 Sotokanda, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 101-
0021, Japan; Fax:181 3 5256 1022; Web: http://
wwwsoc.nii.ac.jp/asj/index-e.html!

April 2003
7–9 WESPAC8, Melbourne, Australia. ~Web:

www.wespac8.com! 10/01

June 2003
8–13 XVIII International Evoked Response Audiometry

Study Group Symposium, Puerto de la Cruz.~Web:
www.ierasg-2003.org! 8/01

16–18 Acoustics—Modeling & Experimental Measure-
ments, Cadiz. ~Fax: 144 238 029 2853; Web:
www.wessex.ac.uk/conference/2003/acoustics/index.
html! 4/02

29–3 8th Conference on Noise as a Public Health Prob-
lem, Amsterdam-Rotterdam.~Fax: 131 24 360 1159;
e-mail: office.nw@prompt.nl! 4/02

July 2003
7–10 10th International Congress on Sound and Vibra-

tion, Stockholm. ~Fax: 146 88 661 9125; Web:
www.congex.com/icsv10! 4/02

14–16 *8th International Conference on Recent Advances
in Structural Dynamics, Southampton, UK.~Web:
www.isvr.soton.ac.uk/sd2003!

August 2003
6–9 Stockholm Music Acoustics Conference 2003

„SMAC03…, Stockholm. ~Web: http://
www.speech.kth.se/music/smac03!

25–27 Inter-Noise 2003, Jeju Island, Korea.~Fax:182 42 869
8220; Web: www.icjeju.co.kr! 4/02

September 2003
1–4 Eurospeech 2003, Geneva.~Web: www.symporg.ch/

eurospeech2003! 8/01
7–10 *World Congress on Ultrasonics, Paris, France.~P.

Laugier, Laboratoire d’Image Parame´trique, Universite´
Paris 6, 15 rue de l’Ecole de Me´decine, 75006 Paris,
France; Fax: 133 1 46 33 56 73; Web: http://
www.sfa.asso.fr/wcu2003!

October 2003
15–17 *34th Spanish Congress on Acoustics, Bilbao, Spain.

~Sociedad Espan˜ola de Acústica, Serrano 144, 28006
Madrid, Spain; Fax: 134 91 411 7651; Web:
www.ia.csic.es/sea/index.html!

March 2004
22–26 *Joint Congress of the French and German Acous-

tical Societies„SFA-DEGA…, Strasbourg, France.~So-
ciété Française d’Acoustique, 23 avenue Brunetie`re,
75017 Paris, France; Fax:149 441 798 3698; e-mail:
sfa4@wanadoo.fr!

April 2004
5–9 18th International Congress on Acoustics

„ICA2004…, Kyoto. ~Web: http://www.ica2004.or.jp!
4/01

September 2004
13–17 *4th Iberoamerican Congress on Acoustics, 4th Ibe-

rian Congress on Acoustics, 35th Spanish Congress
on Acoustics, Guimarães, Portugal.~Sociedade Portu-
guesa de Acu´stica, Laborato´rio Nacional de Engenharia
Civil, Avenida do Brasil 101, 1700-066 Lisboa, Portu-
gal; Fax:1351 21 844 3028; e-mail: dsilva@lnec.pt!
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ADVANCED-DEGREE DISSERTATIONS IN ACOUSTICS

Editor’s Note: Abstracts of Doctoral and Master’s theses will be welcomed at all times. Please note that
they must be limited to 200 words, must include the appropriate PACS classification numbers, and
formatted as shown below. If sent by postal mail, note that they must be double spaced. The address for
obtaining a copy of the thesis is helpful. Submit abstracts to: Acoustical Society of America, Thesis
Abstracts, Suite 1N01, 2 Huntington Quadrangle, Melville, NY 11747-4502, e-mail: asa@aip.org

Subjective evaluation of temporal fluctuation of sound source
and sound field [43.55.Hy]—Junko Atagi,Graduate School of Science
and Technology, Kobe University, Kobe, Japan, September 2001 (Ph.D.).
Physical properties and subjective evaluation of the time-variant sound field
were investigated. Physical properties were analyzed by the autocorrelation
function ~ACF!. Three temporal factors are extracted from the ACF:~i!
effective duration,te , which is ten-percentile delay of the envelope of the
ACF; ~ii ! the delay of the first peak of the ACF,t1 ; and~iii ! its amplitude,
f1 . The results showed that the physical properties of the time-variant
sound field are identified byte and the envelope of the ACF of the sound
field. Paired-comparison tests on subjective preference and perception of
echo in the time-variant sound field were also conducted. It was found that
the subjective preference and the perception of echo in time-variant sound
field can be described byte and the envelope of the ACF of the sound field.
In the second part, physical properties and subjective annoyance of traffic
noise were investigated. It was found that the physical properties are iden-
tified by the temporal factorst1 and te of the traffic noise. Paired-
comparison tests on subjective annoyance of the traffic noise were also
conducted. It was found that the subjective annoyance is associated with the
temporal factorst1 andte of the traffic noise.

Thesis advisor: Yoichi Ando

Copies of this thesis written in English can be obtained from Junko Atagi,
6813 Mosonou, Saijo-cho, Higashi-Hiroshima 739-0024, Japan. E-mail ad-
dress: atagi@urban.ne.jp.

Duration sensation in relation to the autocorrelation function of
sound stimuli [43.66.Mk, 43.66.Lj]—Kazi Saifuddin,Graduate School
of Science and Technology, Kobe University, Kobe, Japan, September 2001
(Ph.D.). Relationships were investigated between subjective judgment of
physical duration and the factors extracted from the autocorrelation function
~ACF! of sound stimuli. Factors of ACF were changed by using different
properties of pure-tone, complex-tone, white noise and bandpass-noise
stimuli. Experiments by paired-comparison method were conducted in the
sound proof chamber except for one in a concert hall. Sound stimuli were
selected on the basis of the measured factors of ACF as parameters. Subjects
were asked to compare the durations of two stimuli in the pair. Subjective
durations were obtained in the psychometric function and were interpreted
as duration sensation~DS! on the basis of the auditory-brain model and the
theory of primary sensation. Results (p,0.05) are shown as below.~1! DSs
are longer with largert1 ~being time delay of first peak of ACF correspond-
ing to pitch. ~2! DSs are longer with higherF (0) ~being energy at the
beginning of ACF!. ~3! DSs are longer with smallerfm ~being constant
amplitude of all peaks of ACF!. ~4! DSs are similar for pure-tone and
complex-tone stimuli with same pitch.

Thesis advisor: Yoichi Ando

Copies of this thesis written in English can be obtained from Kazi Saifuddin.
E-mail address: ‘‘Kazi Saifuddin’’ kazi64@hotmail.com

Perception and psychological evaluation for visual and auditory
environment based on the correlation mechanisms [43.10.Nq,
43.66.Lj, 43.50.Rq]—Kenji Fujii, Graduate School of Science and
Technology, Kobe University, Kobe, Japan, March 2002 (Ph.D.).In this

dissertation, the correlation mechanism in modeling the process in the visual
perception is introduced. It has been well described that the correlation
mechanism is effective for describing subjective attributes in auditory per-
ception. The main result is that it is possible to apply the correlation mecha-
nism to the process in temporal vision and spatial vision, as well as in
audition. ~1! The psychophysical experiment was performed on subjective
flicker rates for complex waveforms. A remarkable result is that the phe-
nomenon of missing fundamental is found in temporal vision as analogous
to the auditory pitch perception. This implies the existence of correlation
mechanism in visual system.~2! For spatial vision, the autocorrelation
analysis provides useful measures for describing three primary perceptual
properties of visual texture: contrast, coarseness, and regularity. Another
experiment showed that the degree of regularity is a salient cue for texture
preference judgment.~3! In addition, the autocorrelation function~ACF! and
inter-aural cross-correlation function~IACF! were applied for analysis of the
temporal and spatial properties of environmental noise. It was confirmed
that the acoustical properties of aircraft noise and traffic noise are well
described. These analyses provided useful parameters extracted from the
ACF and the IACF in assessing the subjective annoyance for noise.

Thesis advisor: Yoichi Ando

Copies of this thesis written in English can be obtained from Yoichi Ando,
Graduate School of Science and Technology, Kobe University, Rokkodai,
Nada, Kobe 657-8501, Japan. Phone/Fax:181-78-803-6038. E-mail ad-
dress: andoy@kobe-u.ac.jp.

Dynamic analysis, psychological and physiological evaluations
of the visual environment [43.64.Bt, 43.75.Cd]—Yoshiharu Soeta,
Graduate School of Science and Technology, Kobe University, Kobe, Japan,
March 2002 (Ph.D.).Attempts are made to apply preference theory for
sound fields to visual fields. To investigate how the periodical flicker and
movements in vertical and horizontal directions are preferred, preference
judgments were conducted by paired-comparison tests. Results show that
each stimulus has each preference period. The scale value of preference is

formulated approximately in terms of the
3
2 power of the normalized period

of stimulus. It is interesting that this formulation corresponds to that of
temporal factors in sound fields. Next, relationships between the subjective
preference and the factors extracted from the autocorrelation function~ACF!
and the cross-correlation~CCF! of the EEG and MEG alpha waves were
investigated. Remarkably, preferred stimulus shows a significantly longer
effective duration of the ACF,te , of the alpha waves than that of less
preferred stimulus. This tendency was also found in previous studies that
varied the delay time of a single sound reflection and the reverberation time
of a music sound field. Also, the preferred stimulus shows a significantly
greater magnitude of the CCF between the alpha waves from different lo-
cations on the brain. Thus, a similar rhythm repeats over a wider range of
the brain, in both space and time, under a preferred condition.

Thesis advisor: Yoichi Ando

Copies of this thesis written in English can be obtained from Yoshiharu
Soeta, Graduate School of Science and Technology, Kobe University,
Rokkodai, Nada, Kobe 657-8501, Japan. E-mail address: soetay@anet.ne.jp
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BOOK REVIEWS

P. L. Marston
Physics Department, Washington State University, Pullman, Washington 99164

These reviews of books and other forms of information express the opinions of the individual reviewers
and are not necessarily endorsed by the Editorial Board of this Journal.

Editorial Policy: If there is a negative review, the author of the book will be given a chance to respond to
the review in this section of the Journal and the reviewer will be allowed to respond to the author’s
comments. [See ‘‘Book Reviews Editor’s Note,’’ J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 81, 1651 (May 1987).]

Handbook of Neural Network Signal
Processing

Yu Hen Hu and Jeng-Neng Hwang, Editors

CRC Press, Boca Raton. 2001.
408 pp. Price: $129.95 (hardcover) ISBN: 0849323592.

Neural Networks have found application in solving a wide variety of
signal processing problems.Handbook of Neural Network Signal Processing
edited by Hu and Hwang aptly demonstrates the effectiveness and wide
scope of the neural network paradigm for signal processing. The editors
have brought together many leading experts in the neural network and signal
processing fields to cover a wide variety of topics and recent developments.
While many texts exist describing neural network algorithms, this book is
unique in its solid coverage of neural network concepts, approaches to sig-
nal processing problems, and applications. The book consists of three parts.
The first part of the book describes the various neural network paradigms.
The different neural network approaches are described clearly and recent
developments outlined. The second part of the book covers neural network
approaches to some important signal processing problems. The final part of
the book examines some successful neural network based applications and
systems.

The book begins with an introductory chapter by Hu and Hwang. This
chapter is well written and familiarizes the reader with the basic concepts on
which the remainder of the book is built. This chapter begins with neural
network architectures and theory such as the McCulloch and Pitts’ neuron,
Multi-Layer Perceptrons, Radial Basis Networks, Competitive Learning
Networks, Committee Machines, and Support Vector Machines. Code writ-
ten forMATLAB is available for download from the publisher to allow readers
to experiment with the various types of neural network, and useful refer-
ences to publicly available software are given. The remainder of the chapter
provides background on the various problems to signal processing examined
by the book and concludes with an overview of the material in each chapter.

Chapter 2 is written by Manry, Chandrasekaran, and Hsieh and de-
scribes signal processing using Multi-Layer Perceptrons~MLPs!. A major
consideration when implementing MLPs is how to choose the best network
topology and estimate the error on unseen test data based on the perfor-
mance on training data. Efficient algorithms are presented in this chapter to
train MLPs as well as estimate the optimal topology of a MLP for any
particular problem and bound the error expected for new test data. The
algorithms presented are tested by designing and training a MLP to estimate
mechanical loads on a helicopter during flight based on cockpit measure-
ments.

In Chap. 3, Andrew Back describes Radial Basis Function~RBF! net-
works and presents recent advances. The chapter begins with an overview of
RBF networks and then describes the theoretical capabilities. Like MLPs,
RBF networks have been shown to be able to approximate any smooth
nonlinear function to any desired degree of accuracy when enough neurons
are used. Algorithms are presented to train RBF networks and select the
most effective number of hidden units. Finally, an indication of the capa-
bilities of RBF networks is given by examining a number of real-world
applications.

In the next chapter Mu¨ller, Mika, Rätsch, Tsuda, and Scho¨lkopf
present the theory of Kernel-Based Algorithms. After describing the Vapnik-
Chervonekis Theory and kernel feature spaces, the chapter moves on to

supervised and unsupervised learning using Support Vector Machines
~SVMs!, Kernel Fisher Discriminants, and Kernel Principal Component
Analysis. The choice of kernel for particular applications is examined and
the chapter concludes with some applications of this class of algorithm to
signal processing.

Chapter 5 is written by Volker Tresp and presents the theory behind
committee machines. By merging the results of many classifiers, a commit-
tee machine can achieve performances exceeding any of its component clas-
sifiers. Tresp examines the various methods for constructing committee ma-
chines and presents in detail two examples, the Mixture of Experts and the
Bayesian Committee Machine.

Jose Principe has contributed the first chapter in part two of the book.
This chapter looks at how Dynamic Neural Networks can be applied to the
problem of optimal signal processing. The chapter begins by formulating the
problem in terms of the more general problem of function approximation
and then examines how the uniform approximation properties of Dynamic
Neural Networks allow them to be applied to this problem. The chapter
concludes by presenting a class of generalized delay operators for optimal
filtering.

Scott Douglas presents the difficult problem of Blind Source Separa-
tion and Blind Signal Deconvolution in Chap. 7. This chapter covers the
basic theory, recent advances, and important applications in a manner that is
both clear and interesting. The chapter concludes with a discussion of open
issues.

In Chap. 8 Konstantinos Diamantaras examines various neural net-
work architectures designed to perform Principal Component Analysis
~PCA!. The basic theory is presented as well as application examples and
the benefits and disadvantages of the various approaches. The neural net-
work models are then expanded to perform nonlinear PCA and applications
such as blind image separation are showcased.

Chapter 9 is written by Liao, Moody, and Wu and examines the prob-
lem of predicting a complex time series using neural networks. The chapter
starts with an overview of the problem and traditional approaches. The
authors then describe how the time delay neural networks and recurrent
neural networks have been developed to solve this problem. Recent research
is presented showing how committee machines and regularization schemes
for recurrent networks can improve the accuracy of the results obtained.
Finally, a case study involving the prediction of economic indicators using
the proposed methods is studied in detail.

The final part of the book deals with real-world application of neural
networks in signal processing. The first topic considered is speech recogni-
tion. Shigeru Katagiri describes the fundamentals of the speech recognition
problem before examining four approaches that remain the subject of con-
tinued research. Generalized Probabilistic Descent is examined before sec-
tions on recurrent neural networks and Support Vector Machines. The chap-
ter concludes with a discussion of signal separation theory, essential to
developing speech recognition technologies to function in noisy general
environments.

Chapter 11 was contributed by Muneesawang, Wong, Lay, and Guan
and describes a successful application of a radial basis function network to
the problem of content-based image retrieval.

In Chap. 12, Adali, Wang, and Li look at various applications of neural
networks to the field of biomedical image analysis. The chapter begins by
examining the methods by which neural networks may be used for image
characterization. This field is concerned with identifying and measuring dif-
ferent tissue types and structures in medical imagery. The second half of the
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chapter describes the problem of computer-aided diagnosis and examines
neural network approaches to identifying tumors in x-ray imagery. In each
section, real-world applications and results are shown to validate the theory
presented.

The final chapter in the book was contributed by Taur, Kung, and Lin
and introduces a decision-based neural network with application to pattern
classification. The decision-based network merges concepts from modular
neural networks and fuzzy logic. Numerous applications from image pro-
cessing are also examined.

This book is an excellent resource for anyone interested in neural
networks, both in general and the applications to signal processing. The
book covers both basic theory and advanced concepts and so will be useful
to the experienced and inexperienced researcher alike. The division of the
book into methods, problems, and applications seems to work well and the
fact that most chapters are well stocked with application examples helps
greatly to understand the material. Most applications in the book revolve
around image processing, however, there is sufficient material on signal

separation and speech recognition to interest acousticians. In addition, much
of the material in the first part of the book is relevant to many applications.

The fact that the editors have brought together many experienced re-
searchers in the field means that most chapters are easy to read and yet the
mathematical fundamentals of the methods, problems, and applications are
well covered. The breadth and depth of the material covered in this book has
made it difficult to adequately describe each chapter in this review. In con-
clusion, the label of ‘‘Handbook’’ as referred to in the title seems well
deserved, as I would recommend this book to anyone interested in neural
networks.

STUART W. PERRY
Aeronautical and Maritime Research Laboratory
Defence Science and Technology Organisation
PO Box 44, Pyrmont, New South Wales
Australia 2009

BOOKS RECEIVED

Computational Atmospheric Acoustics.Erik M. Salomons. Kluwer Aca-
demic, Boston, 2001. 348 pp. $109.00hc. ISBN 0792371616.

Inverse Problems and Inverse Scattering of Plane Waves.Dilip N.
Ghosh Roy and L. S. Couchman. Academic Press, New York, 2001. 320
pp. $75.00hc. ISBN 0122818652.

Acoustic Characterization of Contrast Agents for Medical Ultrasound
Imaging. Lars Hoff. Kluwer Academic, Dordrecht, The Netherlands,
2001. 230 pp. $74.00hc. ISBN 1402001444.

Auditory Sound Transmission: An Autobiographical Perspective.Jozel
J. Zwislocki. Erlbaum, Hillsdale, NJ, 2002. 419 pp. $99.95hc. ISBN
0805806792.

Higher Order Numerical Methods for Transient Wave Equations. Gary
C. Cohen. Springer, New York, 2001. 348 pp. $69.95hc. ISBN
354041598X.

Transient Aeroelasticity of Spherical Bodies.A. G. Gorshkov and D. V.
Tarlakovskii. Springer, New York, 2001. 250 pp. $99.00hc. ISBN
3540421513.

Environmental Urban Noise. Amando Garcia, Editor. Wit, Boston, 2001.
225 pp. $136.00hc. ISBN 1853127523.

Duct Aeroacoustics: From Technological Applications to the Flute.
Sylvia Dequand. Technische Universiteit-Eindhoven, Eindhoven, 2000.
203 pp. Price not available. ISBN 90-386-1889-1pb.

Design of Knock Sensors and Piezoaccelerometers.Alexander A. Ba-
zhenov and Valery I. Yarovikov. Futurepast, Inc., Arlington, VA, 2002. 176
pp. $115.00hc. ISBN 0971046409.

The Intelligent Ear. Reinier Plomp. Erlbaum, Hillsdale, NJ, 2001. 174 pp.
$39.95hc. ISBN 0805838678.

Listening to Nineteenth-Century America. Mark M. Smith. University of
North Carolina Press, Chapel Hill, NC, 2001. 368 pp. $55.00hc. ~$19.95
pb.!. ISBN 080782657Xhc. ~0807849820pb.!.

The Virtual Score: Representation, Retrieval, Restoration.Walter B.
Hewlett and Eleanor Selfridge-Field, Editors. MIT Press, Cambridge, MA,
2001. 291 pp. $28.00pb. ISBN 0262582090.

Advanced Signal Processing Handbook.Stergios Stergiopoulos, Editor.
CRC Press, New York, 2000. 752 pp. $99.95hc. ISBN 0849336910.

Statistical Quality Control. M. Jeya Chandra. CRC Press, Boca Raton, FL,
2001. 284 pp. $89.95hc. ISBN 0849323479.

Handbook of Multisensor Data Fusion.David L. Hall and James Llinas,
Editors. CRC Press, Boca Raton, FL, 2001. 568 pp. $159.95hc. ISBN
0849323797.

Continuous Signals and Systems with MATLAB.Taan S. Elali and Mo-
hammad A. Karim. CRC Press, Boca Raton, FL, 2001. 544 pp. $89.95hc.
ISBN 0849303214.

Filter Design with Time Domain Mask Constraints: Theory and Appli-
cations. Ba-Ngu Vo, Antonio Cantoni, and Kok Lay Teo. Kluwer Aca-
demic, Boston, 2001. 350 pp. $136.00hc. ISBN 0792371380.

Handbook of Neural Network Signal Processing.Yu Hen Hu and Jeng-
Neng Hwang, Editors. CRC Press, New York, 2001. 408 pp. $129.95hc.
ISBN 0849323592.

Wavelets in Signal and Image Analysis: From Theory to Practice.
Arthur A. Petrosian and Francois G. Meyer, Editors. Kluwer Academic,

Dordrecht, The Netherlands, 2001. 543 pp. $143.00hc. ISBN
1402000537.
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REVIEWS OF ACOUSTICAL PATENTS
Lloyd Rice
11222 Flatiron Drive, Lafayette, Colorado 80026

The purpose of these acoustical patent reviews is to provide enough information for a Journal reader to
decide whether to seek more information from the patent itself. Any opinions expressed here are those of
reviewers as individuals and are not legal opinions. Printed copies of United States Patents may be
ordered at $3.00 each from the Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks, Washington, DC 20231.
Patents are available via the Internet at http://www.uspto.gov.

Reviewers for this issue:

GEORGE L. AUGSPURGER, Perception, Incorporated, Box 39536, Los Angeles, California 90039
MARK KAHRS, Department of Electrical Engineering, University of Pittsburgh, 348 Benedum Hall, Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania 15261
DAVID PREVES, 4 Deerfield Drive, Princeton Junction, New Jersey 08550
DANIEL R. RAICHEL, 2727 Moore Lane, Fort Collins, Colorado 80526
CARL J. ROSENBERG, Acentech, Incorporated, 33 Moulton Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138
KEVIN P. SHEPHERD, Mail Stop 463, NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia 23681
WILLIAM THOMPSON, JR., Pennsylvania State University, University Park, Pennsylvania 16802
ERIC E. UNGAR, Acentech, Incorporated, 33 Moulton Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138

6,317,388

43.30.Nb THERMOACOUSTIC BI-STATIC SONAR
SYSTEM

Harvey C. Woodsum et al., assignors to Lockheed Martin
Corporation

13 November 2001„Class 367Õ131…; filed 28 June 1982

A laser or particle accelerator13 mounted in aircraft11 produces a
pulsed electromagnetic or ion beam14 directed at the surface of the water
15. Sound17 is produced in the water either by thermal expansion or ex-

plosive vaporization of the small volume of water upon which the beam is
incident. Echoes16 from a target are subsequently received by a series of
sonabouys19.—WT

6,327,220

43.30.Tg SONAR LOCATION MONITOR

Benjamin K. Miller, Jr. et al., assignors to Johnson Engineering
Corporation

4 December 2001„Class 367Õ134…; filed 15 September 1999

The object of this patent is to provide a system for detecting and
quickly locating swimmers who are at risk of drowning in, for example, a
pool, lake, or water park, based on preset limits of such factors as time and
depth. Each such swimmer wears a small electronic package that assesses

the extent of danger and emits an ultrasonic alarm signal when these preset
limits are exceeded. Thereupon, an audible or visual alarm is activated at the
water’s surface. The swimmer’s location is tracked in real time and dis-
played on monitors by processing the ultrasonic alarm signal as received at
a series of hydrophones positioned around the periphery of the swimming
area.—WT

6,314,811

43.30.Yj ACOUSTIC SENSOR MODULE DESIGN
AND FABRICATION PROCESS

Eric Lee Goldner and Joseph Scott Salinas, assignors to Litton
Systems, Incorporated

13 November 2001„Class 73Õ570…; filed 24 January 2000

This patent describes the design of a sensor module and an associated
two-part rubber shell that sandwiches several of the sensor modules so as to
create a blanket structure for mounting on the hull of a surface ship or
submarine. The inner details of sensor module20 are not described. Items
110 and120 are rubber sheets with molded bosses130 and140 as well as
shoulder boss1408, all of whose positions are determined with high-
dimensional precision in order to accurately locate the sensors20. The
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shoulder boss1408 is shaped to join with opening160 in each sensor mod-
ule. The upper and lower annular faces170 and180 of each sensor module
may contain hemispherical depressions to mate with the bosses130and140.
The space between the rubber sheets not occupied by sensor modules is
filled with an acoustically transparent urethane. The telemetry connections
between the sensor modules are accomplished within that space prior to the
urethane encapsulation.—WT

6,322,527

43.35.Wa APPARATUS FOR ULTRASONIC BONE
TREATMENT

Roger J. Talish, assignor to Exogen, Incorporated
27 November 2001„Class 601Õ2…; filed 18 April 1997

This apparatus is a portable ‘‘strap-on’’ device intended for therapeutic
treatment of injuries through ultrasound application. It includes a transducer

and an integrated circuit unit which generates a driving signal for the trans-
ducer. During operation, the signal generator drives the transducer to emit
therapeutic ultrasound.—DRR

6,311,558

43.35.Yb ULTRASONIC STRAIN GAGE USING A
MOTORIZED ELECTROMAGNETIC ACOUSTIC
TRANSDUCER

Alfred V. Clark et al., assignors to the United States of America as
represented by the Secretary of Commerce

6 November 2001„Class 73Õ643…; filed 23 March 1998

This strain gage is intended for the measurement of plane stress in
such metallic components as rolled plates of steel or aluminum. In such
components the velocities of SH-waves polarized in the direction of rolling
generally exceed that of such waves polarized in the transverse direction.
The characteristics of these waves change as stress is applied, and the
changes are used to evaluate the stress. The device described in this patent
consists of a small-aperture electro-magnetic acoustic transducer~EMAT!
that is rotated automatically about an axis perpendicular to the plate being
investigated. The birefringence of the induced waves is measured as a func-

tion of the angle of rotation, and the resulting data are used to determine the
strain.—EEU

6,315,731

43.35.Yb ULTRASONIC DIAGNOSTIC APPARATUS
CAPABLE OF FUNCTIONAL ADDITION

Yoshiyuki Okuno and Masahiko Gondoh, assignors to Olympus
Optical Company, Limited

13 November 2001„Class 600Õ459…; filed in Japan 31 March 1999

This ultrasonic diagnostic apparatus obtains a biogenic tomogram by
irradiating an ultrasonic pulsein vivo and receiving a reflecting wave from a
biogenic tissue. The mechanical scanning system consists of an ultrasonic
transducer unit and a personal computer. The computer controls a motor-
driving circuit which rotates the ultrasonic transducer, controls the
transmitting/receiving module, and performs digital signal processing of the
ultrasonic echo signal.—DRR

6,315,741

43.35.Yb METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR
MEDICAL PROCEDURES USING HIGH-INTENSITY
FOCUSED ULTRASOUND

Roy W. Martin, Seattle, Washington et al.
13 November 2001„Class 601Õ3…; filed 31 October 1997

The purpose of this apparatus is to enable substantially bloodless sur-
gery and for stemming hemorrhaging. High-intensity focused ultrasound
~HIFU! is used to form cauterized tissue regions prior to surgical incision,
e.g., forming a cauterized tissue shell around a tumor to be removed. This
procedure is referred to as ‘‘presurgical volume cauterization.’’ For one em-
bodiment, this method is supposed to be particularly effective for use in
surgical lesion removal or resection of tissue having a highly vascularized
constitution, such as the liver or spleen, which have a high propensity for
hemorrhaging. In other embodiments, the methods and apparatus for hemo-
stasis using HIFU should be useful for surgical, presurgical, and medical
emergency situations. In an apparatus embodiment, a telescoping acoustic
coupling provides for an adjustable depth of focus of the HIFU energy. Yet
other embodiments include apparatus designed for portability, useful for
emergency medical situations.—DRR

6,319,204

43.35.Yb ULTRASONIC METHOD FOR INDICATING
A RATE OF PERFUSION

George A. Brock-Fisher and Mckee D. Poland, both of Andover,
Massachusetts

20 November 2001„Class 600Õ458…; filed 26 January 2000

This method for control of an ultrasonic system produces images to
indicate the rate of perfusion in a region of interest~ROI! of an anatomical
area. A contrast agent introduced into the ROI provides an ultrasonic image
for a specific instant. That image is processed to identify regions of the ROI
that include the contrast agent. Thereafter, an attribute, such as a color, is
assigned to the region of the ROI which includes the contrast agent. The
ROI is imaged again after a discrete time interval and a second color is
assigned to identify regions of the ROI that include the contrast agent but
have not previously been assigned a color. This process is repeated a number
of times, with each successive region of the ROI that manifests the presence
of the contrast agent being assigned a still different color. An image of the
ROI is then displayed, enabling the user to determine from the progression
of the colors across the image the rate and type of perfusion that occurs in
the ROI.—DRR
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6,322,505

43.35.Yb MEDICAL DIAGNOSTIC ULTRASOUND
SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR POST
PROCESSING

John A. Hossacket al., assignors to Acuson Corporation
27 November 2001„Class 600Õ437…; filed 8 June 1999

In this system ultrasonic data is generated by a receive beamformer.
An ultrasound image is computed by a process in which some of the steps
may be reversed. For example, persistence processing may be reversed to
obtain ultrasound data associated with data prior to persistence processing.
This recovered data may be used to generate an image showing no persis-
tence effects or the data may be reprocessed with a different amount of
persistence. Other processes that may be reversed to recover ultrasound data
include focal and depth gain compensation, dynamic range compression,
intensity or color mapping, and various filtering, such as spatial or persis-
tence filtering.—DRR

6,322,507

43.35.Yb ULTRASONIC APPARATUS AND METHOD
FOR EVALUATION OF BONE TISSUE

Garri Passi et al., assignors to Medson Limited
27 November 2001„Class 600Õ437…; filed 25 October 1998

This system for ultrasonic imaging of bone tissue uses a wide-band
scanning crystal that emits an ultrasonic signal with multiple full waves into
the bone tissue and a second wide-scanning receiver crystal. The transmis-
sion frequency is progressively decreased until the number of full waves in
the received signal equals that of the transmitted signal, defining an upper
frequency limit. The number of full waves in the transmitted signal is then
gradually increased until the received signal contains at least two consecu-
tive full waves of equal amplitude, defining a lower frequency limit. The
resultant transmission signal is then used to measure signal attenuation and
velocity in bone tissue, in terms of standard bone imaging techniques. Bone
tissue images are derived from ultrasonic frequency spectra and the differ-
ence between upper and lower frequency limits.—DRR

6,322,509

43.35.Yb METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR
AUTOMATIC SETTING OF SAMPLE GATE IN
PULSED DOPPLER ULTRASOUND IMAGING

Lihong Pan et al., assignors to GE Medical Systems Global
Technology Company, LLC

27 November 2001„Class 600Õ443…; filed 1 May 2000

This patent relates to the methods for positioning the gate or sample
volume in medical diagnostic ultrasound imaging. Here the apparatus auto-
matically initializes and adjusts the Doppler sample gate position and size
settings based on actual vessel data. A vessel segment search method em-
ploys an object search technique based solely on geometric and morphologi-
cal information in a digitized vessel image obtained from either B-mode or
color flow image data. The morphologically best or nearest vessel segment
within a search region in the two-dimensional image is found. The sample
gate is placed at or near the center of the targeted vessel segment. The
sample gate size is adjusted relative to the vessel size, and then the optimum
available steering angle that minimizes the Doppler angle is selected.—DRR

6,315,727

43.35.Yb METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR
ULTRASOUND CORNEAL SCANNING

D. Jackson Coleman et al., assignors to Cornell Research
Foundation, Incorporated

13 November 2001„Class 600Õ452…; filed 29 September 1999

The objective of this apparatus is to provide high-frequency ultrasonic
scanning of the human cornea while immersed in a liquid transmission
medium~e.g., a balanced saline solution!. Prior devices required the patient
to lie supine while a dam to retain the solution was attached around the eyes.
This approach has the subject sit and lean forward over the device. The eye

is positioned downward into a cup of solution which contains the ultrasound
scanner and a video camera to monitor for correct alignment. Ultrasound
waves are transmitted through the liquid medium to achieve the corneal
scan. It is intended that the setup of the apparatus would be more comfort-
able and less stressful for the patient.—DRR

6,315,728

43.35.Yb ULTRASOUND COLOR FLOW ADAPTIVE
SCANNING TECHNIQUES

David John Muzilla and Theodore Lauer Rhyne, assignors to
General Electric Company

13 November 2001„Class 600Õ454…; filed 21 December 1999

The preferred embodiment for this fluid flow evaluation technique is
designed to lessen the amount of processing and digital memory that are
required to produce a color flow image of an entire range of interest. The
typical ultrasound system usually interleaves B-mode imaging with color
flow imaging. Flow vectors formed over the entire region of interest~ROI!
for every acoustic frame are incorporated in several interleaved groups

across the ROI. Each vector position in the color field of the ROI is dis-
played. In this embodiment, an ultrasound survey frame determines the por-
tions representing fluid flow. A beam source again rescans only the portions
in which fluid flow occurs. Target frames then are created from the rescan
and provide a color flow image restricted to the portions of the survey frame
in which fluid flow exists.—DRR
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6,318,179

43.35.Yb ULTRASOUND BASED QUANTITATIVE
MOTION MEASUREMENT USING SPECKLE
SIZE ESTIMATION

James D. Hamiltonet al., assignors to GE Medical Systems Global
Technology Company, LLC

20 November 2001„Class 73Õ606…; filed 20 June 2000

This measurement procedure determines the relative movement in a
‘‘first direction’’ F1 of one material, such as blood flowR1, and another
material, e.g., an arterial wall8, in a subjectS under study. A beam of
ultrasonic waves defining a plurality of beam positions and beam axes is

moved in scan directions having components parallel to directionF1. Blocks
of data representing the two materials are generated. A speckle-size analysis
of the first data set and an analysis of the second data set yield a measure-
ment of the relative movement of the two materials.—DRR

6,322,506

43.35.Yb INCLINATION ANGLE DETECTING
DEVICE FOR AN ULTRASOUND PROBE

Hiroshi Nagai et al., assignors to Nihon Kohden Corporation
27 November 2001„Class 600Õ437…; filed in Japan 16 July 1998

This device provides a means of positioning an ultrasound probe to
obtain three-dimensional images. To detect the probe’s inclination angle, a
rotating reference arm6 is attached near the contact area1a. The reference
arm can be pressed in a direction away from the probe and a detection unit

12 measures the rotation of the arm. Placing the probe against the surface of
the body causes the arm to be rotated and pressed into close contact with the
surface of the body. The amount of rotation indicates the inclination
angle.—DRR

6,324,289

43.35.Yb PICK-UP HEAD FOR AN ELECTRONIC
STETHOSCOPE

Birger Orten, assignor to Meditron A ÕS
27 November 2001„Class 381Õ67…; filed in Norway 16 November

1995

This stethoscope pick-up head incorporates an acousto-electric trans-
ducer that converts sound vibrations into electrical signals and a sound-
shaping bell arranged around a slim peg bonded directly to the transducer.

The sound-influencing bell delimits a listening area on the body surface and,
by a combination of internal reflection and/or absorption, affects the direct
sound picked up by the peg. The bell is acoustically decoupled from the
center peg.—DRR
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6,310,429

43.38.Ar ACOUSTIC WAVE TRANSDUCER DEVICE

Andre John Van Schyndel, assignor to Nortel Networks Limited
30 October 2001„Class 310Õ367…; filed 18 May 1998

The transducer described in this patent consists of a strip of a material,
such as polyvinylide fluoride~PVDF!, which responds electrically to acous-
tic waves. The width of the strip varies along its length, so that the voltage
signal produced by this sheet represents a convolution of the incident acous-
tic wave and the strip’s width function. A signal processor, in whose
memory the width function is stored, deconvolves the voltage signal to
retrieve the acoustic signal. This device is claimed to provide better signal-
to-noise and directional characteristics than more conventional
transducers.—EEU

6,304,434

43.38.Ja PORTABLE COMPUTER WITH BOTH
DYNAMIC AND PIEZOELECTRIC TRANSDUCERS

Mitchell A. Markow, assignor to Compaq Computer Corporation
16 October 2001„Class 361Õ683…; filed 28 May 1998

For enhanced stereo sound from a laptop computer, piezoelectric driv-
ers vibrate the display shell to generate rear-directed sound. These can be
augmented by a second pair of electrodynamic speakers to provide front
image localization.—GLA

6,304,661

43.38.Ja LOUDSPEAKERS COMPRISING PANEL-
FORM ACOUSTIC RADIATING ELEMENTS

Henry Azima et al., assignors to New Transducers Limited
16 October 2001„Class 381Õ152…; filed in the United Kingdom 2

September 1995

It is common commercial practice to mount a panel form loudspeaker
in a rectangular frame and support its edges with a resilient suspension. In
this case, the concept is applied to a particular kind of panel form speaker
already covered by several earlier patents. Whatever novelty the design
possesses is buried in impenetrable legal phrases such as ‘‘...selected values
of certain physical parameters.’’—GLA

6,310,958

43.38.Ja SOUND-PRODUCING ARRANGEMENT
FOR A MOTOR VEHICLE

Viktor Eisner, assignor to Volkswagen AG
30 October 2001„Class 381Õ86…; filed in Germany 24 April 1997

Automobile manufacturers try to utilize every square inch of passenger
space. Even a miniaturized subwoofer requires volume that could otherwise
be used for more important things like cup holders or map lights. There may
be unused space outside the trunk or passenger compartment, but it is ‘‘wet’’
space. The patent suggests that the loudspeaker can be mounted in a water-
proof compartment which transmits sound to the passenger area through
watertight tubes. ‘‘In an especially advantageous arrangement, the bass
speaker is located in a bumper...since bumpers have a relatively large unused
volume.’’—GLA

6,307,947

43.38.Ja LOW PROFILE SPEAKER ENCLOSURE

David Wiener, Park City, Utah
23 October 2001„Class 381Õ386…; filed 1 March 2000

Loudspeaker14 is mounted in shallow box10 which includes rela-

tively long vent 42. That’s it. Twenty-two patent claims were granted.—
GLA

6,310,959

43.38.Ja TUNED ORDER CROSSOVER NETWORK
FOR ELECTRO-ACOUSTIC LOUDSPEAKERS

Eric Alexander, assignor to Diaural, LLC
30 October 2001„Class 381Õ99…; filed 24 August 1999

This circuit merits the Wishful Wizard award for 2002. Tweeter52 and
woofer54 are simply connected in parallel across the output of network48.

‘‘Such parallel coupling enables both transducers to retain commonality and
phase with the specific signals passing therethrough.’’—GLA

6,314,191

43.38.Ja FIREPLACE ACCESSORY

Mignon J. Smith, Mesa, Arizona
6 November 2001„Class 381Õ160…; filed 20 July 2000

Think of a winter fire: the sizzling and popping of the wood, the smell
of the pine...But what to do if you have a gas or electric fire? The patent

proposes putting a sound chip in an artificial log and reflecting the sound off
the fireplace back. The device also dispenses pine scent.—MK
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6,307,942

43.38.Kb PANEL-FORM MICROPHONES

Henry Azima et al., assignors to New Transducers Limited
23 October 2001„Class 381Õ152…; filed in the United Kingdom 2

September 1995

A multi-resonant panel, when fitted with one or more vibration pick-
ups, can function as a microphone. The patent is clearly written and includes
useful information about the construction of such a device.—GLA

6,263,154

43.38.Md MULTIPLE USER RECORDING SYSTEM

Robert G. Scheffler, assignor to Broadbus Technologies,
Incorporated

17 July 2001„Class 386Õ96…; filed 6 January 1987

Although originally filed in 1987, this patent was not issued until last
year. It describes a re-recording system for producing custom recordings
from a library of existing recordings. The technology described was stan-
dard for the early 1980s but is of little use in a current design.—MK

6,292,854

43.38.Md METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR
PROVIDING HIGH QUALITY AUDIO IN A
COMPUTER SYSTEM

Curtis Priem, assignor to Nvidia Corporation
18 September 2001„Class 710Õ22…; filed 14 April 1995

One reason for the creation of the cache in the IBM 360/85 circa 1965
was to reduce traffic on the main computer bus. Well, if you put a cache on
a sound card, you can achieve the same result!—MK

6,286,973

43.38.Md COMBINATION FLASHLIGHT AND AUDIO
RECORDER ASSEMBLY

Wallace Jackson Thrower, Pinehurst, North Carolina
11 September 2001„Class 362Õ86…; filed 28 February 2000

Police on the beat might need a combination audio recorder and a

flashlight. As such, this patent exactly fits that bill. Microphone placement at
the opposite end of the light might not be optimal.—MK

6,269,065

43.38.Ne RECORDING MEDIUM AND RECORDINGÕ
REPRODUCTION APPARATUS THEREOF

Yasuhiro Ogura and Ayataka Nishio, assignors to Sony
Corporation

31 July 2001„Class 369Õ94…; filed in Japan 9 August 1995

Sony and Philips teamed up to create the Compact Disk. Now, they
have collaborated to create the Super Audio Compact Disk~SACD! for
storage of the Direct Stream Digital~DSD! format. The DSD format is the

delta-sigma bit stream, stored at 2.824 Mhz. This patent describes the SACD
disk, with particular attention to the compatability with existing CD players.
Compatability is maintained by addition of a second layer that is not read by
existing CD players.—MK

6,320,821

43.38.Pf FLUIDBORNE SOUND PROJECTOR

Jeffrey S. Goldring et al., assignors to the United States of
America as represented by the Secretary of the Navy

20 November 2001„Class 367Õ143…; filed 27 April 2000

A projector assembly for generating fluidborne acoustical waves
within a tubular waveguide is described. An electromechanical shaker unit
longitudinally vibrates a piston located at one end of the tubular waveguide.
The piston is housed within a pressure-sealed chamber to which gas and
liquid are applied or vented, on opposite faces of the piston, to automatically
balance pressures and regulate the piston position. The maximum displace-
ment of the piston is also mechanically limited by snubbers to prevent
damage.—WT
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6,317,389

43.38.Rh ULTRASOUND-SIGNAL RADIATING
DEVICE

Kohji Toda, Yokosuka, Japan
13 November 2001„Class 367Õ164…; filed 21 April 2000

A SAW device features two sets of interdigital electrodes2 and3 on
one face of a piezoelectric substrate1 that function as input terminals and
another set4 that functions only as an output terminal. The region on the
opposite face of the substrate near terminal sets2 and4 is shielded from the
water medium in contact with that face by cap5 that encloses a volume of
air. An input electrical signal to electrode set2 generates a wave in the
substrate which is nonradiative because of the cap. However, this wave is
detected by output terminal set4. The output signal is amplified and a part

of it is fed back to input terminals2 and the rest to a modulator7 which
amplitude modulates this original carrier signal by some other signal applied
at the indicated input terminal. This AM signal is then input to the second
set of output electrodes3 wherein a second wave is excited in the piezo-
electric substrate which does effectively radiate into the medium in contact
with this portion of the substrate. The possibility of a second set of output
interdigital electrodes near input set3 ~not shown! that would respond to
echoes generated by scatterers in the medium is discussed.—WT

6,307,943

43.38.Si ELECTRO-ACOUSTIC TRANSDUCER AND
HOUSING

Makoto Yamagishi, assignor to Sony Corporation
23 October 2001„Class 381Õ312…; filed in Japan 30 September 1989

The device is a kind of two-way semi-phone that not only produces
sound from a source2 close to the user’s ear but also conducts sound into

the ear through tube3. The sound conducting tube is smaller than the ear
canal so that it does not block external sounds.—GLA

6,307,941

43.38.Vk SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR
LOCALIZATION OF VIRTUAL SOUND

Theodore Calhoun Tanner, Jr. and James Patrick Lester III,
assignors to Desper Products, Incorporated

23 October 2001„Class 381Õ17…; filed 15 July 1997

Interaural crosstalk cancellation has previously been used to improve
the stereo imaging of two-channel program material reproduced by two
separated loudspeakers. The technique has the unfortunate side effect of
making a restricted sweet spot even smaller. The patent describes a method
of ‘‘modulating’’ crosstalk cancellation to provide improved virtual sound
images.—GL

6,301,968

43.40.Yq VIBRATION MEASUREMENT METHOD
AND APPARATUS

Tetsuro Maruyama and Akiyoshi Ohno, assignors to Suzuki
Motor Corporation

16 October 2001„Class 73Õ657…; filed in Japan 30 October 1998

A laser beam of a first wavelength is applied to the object whose
vibration is to be measured. A beat wave is generated between a beam from
a second laser with a different wavelength and the return beam from the first
laser. The beat wave then is processed to provide the desired vibration
information.—EEU

6,311,557

43.40.Yq MAGNETICALLY TUNABLE RESONANCE
FREQUENCY BEAM UTILIZING A STRESS-
SENSITIVE FILM

J. Kenneth Daviset al., assignors to UT-Battelle, LLC
6 November 2001„Class 73Õ514.31…; filed 24 September 1999

An array of cantilever ferro-magnetic beam elements is used to mea-
sure vibrations at the resonant frequencies of these elements. In order to
make these elements tunable, so that different frequencies can be measured,
the beam elements are provided with a coating whose stiffness varies with
the stress to which they are subjected. An adjustable magnetic field is used
to deflect the beam elements statically, thus changing their effective stiff-
nesses, and correspondingly their natural frequencies. It is claimed that ap-
propriate arrays may be made by micro-machining or semiconductor manu-
facturing methods.—EEU

6,311,559

43.40.Yq VIBRATION MEASUREMENT METHOD
AND APPARATUS

Tetsuro Maruyama and Akiyoshi Ohno, assignors to Suzuki
Motor Corporation

6 November 2001„Class 73Õ655…; filed in Japan 31 March 1998

This patent pertains to a laser Doppler velocimeter. The accuracy of
the measurements is improved by processing the data by use of various
alternative algorithms so as to define more precisely the point at which the
slopes of the observed waves change sign.—EEU
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6,275,590

43.50.Ed ENGINE NOISE SIMULATING NOVELTY
DEVICE

Robert S. Prus, Seabrook, Texas
14 August 2001„Class 381Õ61…; filed 17 September 1998

As if it weren’t noisy enough inside a vehicle, this patent proposes
adding additional engine noise for different models. Now you too can have
the roar of a Ferrari inside your compact car without having to imagine
it.—MK

6,290,557

43.50.Gf EXHAUST SYSTEM FOR JET
PROPULSION BOAT

Noboru Yokoya, assignor to Honda Giken Kogyo Kabushiki
Kaisha

18 September 2001„Class 440Õ89…; filed in Japan 29 March 1999

An exhaust system for a jet propulsion boat~a jet ski! consists of two
mufflers, arranged in series, which connect to the water jet nozzle. In con-
trast to a conventional design, this geometrical arrangement prevents water
from entering the muffler, thus avoiding a resultant reduction in volume and
subsequent degradation of acoustical performance.—KPS

6,296,074

43.50.Gf NOISE REDUCING EXHAUST SYSTEM
AND METHOD

Charles W. Ridlen, Decatur, Illinois
2 October 2001„Class 181Õ272…; filed 19 November 1998

A ‘‘time warp’’ method of reducing exhaust noise from an internal
combustion engine consists of splitting the gas stream21 into two equal

parts22a and22b. Parabolic reflectors25 serve to reflect the acoustic dis-
turbances toward point24, where destructive interference is supposed to
occur. A combination of these reflectors and path length differences for the
two exhaust streams is said to reduce radiated noise while minimizing
backpressure.—KPS

6,302,235

43.50.Gf HIGH-PERFORMANCE MUFFLER

Carson J. Matherne, Pierre Part, Louisiana
16 October 2001„Class 181Õ268…; filed 3 March 2000

An automobile muffler has inlet4 and exhaust10 and various baffles.

This tapered design is said to reduce heat transmission to the engine and
provide a ‘‘pleasant, deep sound.’’—KPS

6,308,799

43.50.Gf INTEGRATED MUFFLER-BUMPER
SYSTEM

George A. Konstantakopoulos, assignor to DaimlerChrysler
Corporation

30 October 2001„Class 181Õ282…; filed 18 May 2000

An integrated muffler and rear bumper for an automobile consists of
inlet 16 and multiple flow paths and connected cavities running the length of
the bumper. Provision is also made for incorporation of sound-absorbing

material and active control techniques. The primary motivation for this de-
sign appears to be reduction of parts count and ease of automobile assembly,
but potential acoustical benefits would seem to be significant.—KPS
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6,312,650

43.50.Gf SILENCER

Svend Frederiksenet al., assignors to Silentor Holding AÕS
6 November 2001„Class 422Õ180…; filed in Denmark 15 May 1996

A combination muffler/catalytic converter primarily aimed at diesel
engines consists of two parallel flow paths. Exhaust gases flow through
filters 5, reverse flow direction into annulus7, and flow through diffuser9

adjacent to sound absorbing material28. The subvolumes of this muffler
configuration, along with long lengths obtained though flow reversals, allow
for a relatively compact design. Extensive construction details are provided
as well as several alternative geometrical variations.—KPS

6,296,202

43.50.Nm AIRCRAFT WEAPONS BAY ACOUSTIC
SUPPRESSION APPARATUS

Michael J. Stanek, assignor to the United States of America as
represented by the Secretary of the Air Force

2 October 2001„Class 244Õ1 N…; filed 9 February 2000

Flow-induced cavity resonances can yield high-amplitude acoustic os-
cillations that can damage the contents of the cavity, an example being a
military aircraft’s weapons bay. A method that seeks to control this acoustic
resonance consists of a plate12 which is placed close to the leading edge of

the cavity16. Electromagnetic actuators26 drive the plate in order to gen-
erate large-amplitude, high-frequency disturbances that interfere with flow
instabilities in the shear layer near the cavity’s leading edge. Several geo-
metrical arrangements are described, but little information is provided on
selection of appropriate control signals.—KPS

6,290,022

43.55.Ev SOUND ABSORBER FOR SOUND WAVES

Franz Josef Wolf et al., assignors to Woco Franz-Josef Wolf &
Company

18 September 2001„Class 181Õ292…; filed in Germany 5 February
1998

This sheet absorber has cavities to absorb sound in the manner of
Helmholtz resonators, for use in motor vehicle construction. The particular
design uses differently tuned chambers on one side of the panel so as to
obtain a broadband absorptive performance.—CJR

6,297,176

43.55.Ev NON-FIBERGLASS SOUND ABSORBING
MOLDABLE THERMOPLASTIC STRUCTURE

John M. North and Michael P. Albert, assignors to Harodite
Industries, Incorporated

2 October 2001„Class 442Õ120…; filed 15 July 1998

As a moldable headliner for use in motor vehicles, this product uses a
laminate of fibrous batts and stiffening mats that are made of mono-filament
polyester~not a glass fiber!.—CJR

6,305,495

43.55.Ev SURFACING PANELS FOR ACOUSTICAL
CEILING SYSTEMS

Terence M. Keegan, assignor to Capaul Corporation
23 October 2001„Class 181Õ290…; filed 2 November 1999

This panel is used to provide a new decorative face over older dam-
aged acoustical tiles. The surface is made of a flexible porous mat.—CJR

6,290,021

43.55.Rg METHOD OF MANUFACTURING A
SANDWICH BOARD AND A SOUND INSULATING
STRUCTURE

Christian Strandgaard, assignor to Sika AG, vorm. Kaspar
Winkler & Company

18 September 2001„Class 181Õ290…; filed 9 October 1997

This sandwich construction has a core of an elastic vibration deaden-
ing mass that joins the outer parallel plates. At least one through opening is
provided in each of the outer plates with the purposes of permitting escape
of any trapped air and of permitting inspection of the space between the
structural layers.—CJR

6,263,620

43.55.Ti SOUNDPROOF HANGAR FOR AIRPLANES

Thomas J. Meyer, assignor to G¿H Montage GmbH
24 July 2001„Class 52Õ64…; filed in Germany 13 August 1996

This invention concerns a soundproof hangar for airplanes. To provide
noise reduction at the open side, there is a series of adjustable deflecting
angled surfaces. These deflecting surfaces have sound-absorbing
properties.—CJR
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6,297,818

43.58.Jq GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE HAVING
SOUND EFFECTS FOR OPERATING
CONTROL ELEMENTS AND DRAGGING OBJECTS

Robert Ulrich and Arlo Rose, assignors to Apple Computer,
Incorporated

2 October 2001„Class 345Õ326…; filed 8 May 1998

Why not annoy the computer user by creating sounds when you drag
and drop with the mouse? Unfortunately, the patent doesn’t mention how to
turn it off.—MK

6,298,990

43.58.Wc CONTAINER WITH SOUND CHIP

Barbara J. Amrod et al., assignors to Kraft Foods Holdings,
Incorporated; Graphic Packaging Corporation

9 October 2001„Class 206Õ459.1…; filed 6 September 2000

Those minds at Kraft Foods won’t stop at making junk food—they

want sound effects when you open the box. Maybe it’ll replace the sound of
the cookie jar top?—MK

6,308,114

43.60.Bf ROBOT APPARATUS FOR DETECTING
DIRECTION OF SOUND SOURCE TO MOVE
TO SOUND SOURCE AND METHOD
FOR OPERATING THE SAME

In-Kwang Kim and Dongjak-Ku, Seoul, the Republic of Korea
23 October 2001„Class 700Õ245…; filed in the Republic of Korea 20

April 1999

An illustrative example of the subject of this patent might be a robotic
household appliance, such as a vacuum cleaner, which could find a charging
station and move to it. A sound signal generator that has a specific pattern is
provided at the position to be approached. The robot is fitted with three or
more sound receivers and a unit that detects phase differences between the
received signals. A controller uses this information to determine the location
of the sound source and to cause the robot to move toward it.—EEU

6,317,703

43.60.Cg SEPARATION OF A MIXTURE OF
ACOUSTIC SOURCES INTO ITS COMPONENTS

Ralph Linsker, assignor to International Business Machines
Corporation

13 November 2001„Class 702Õ190…; filed 12 November 1996

This system for the isolation of the acoustic signal from a particular,
single source out of a composite acoustic signal makes use of the direction-
of-arrival information as recovered from an array of microphones. Each
microphone signal is processed by a bank of filters, such as Gaussian log-
Gabor filters. The kurtosis of the filter outputs tends to characterize the
independent sources, from which source-specific properties, such as phase,
delay interval, and gain, are recovered. This information is processed by a
‘‘comparison unit,’’ which recovers a selected acoustic source signal.—DLR

6,320,969

43.66.Ts HEARING AID WITH AUDIBLE ALARM

Mead C. Killion, assignor to Etymotic Research, Incorporated
20 November 2001„Class 381Õ323…; filed 29 September 1989

A low battery detection circuit generates an audible output signal from
a hearing aid when the battery voltage falls below a predetermined level.
Once initiated, the audible signal progressively increases in level and in
frequency as the battery voltage continues to fall. The circuitry is said to
require a minimal amount of additional size and current drain from the
battery.—DAP

6,327,370

43.66.Ts HEARING AID HAVING PLURAL
MICROPHONES AND A MICROPHONE SWITCHING
SYSTEM

Mead Killion et al., assignors to Etymotic Research, Incorporated
4 December 2001„Class 381Õ313…; filed 13 April 1993

A first-order or second-order directional microphone system is de-
scribed in which the wearer may manually switch or the circuit automati-
cally switches between omnidirectional and directional operating modes.
Automatic switching from omnidirectional to a first-order directional mode
occurs when the ambient noise exceeds a moderate preset level, and may
optionally switch to a second-order directional mode if the ambient noise
level exceeds a high preset level. Automatic switching is made gradual via a
fader circuit resulting in an output containing the summed signals from up to
three microphones. The low frequency gain loss due to directionality is at
least partially compensated for by equalization circuitry.—DAP

6,324,291

43.66.Ts HEAD-WORN HEARING AID WITH
SUPPRESSION OF OSCILLATIONS AFFECTING
THE AMPLIFIER AND TRANSMISSION
STAGE

Tom Weidner, assignor to Siemens Audiologische Technik GmbH
27 November 2001„Class 381Õ322…; filed in Germany 10 June 1998

A formed elastic material lies against the hearing aid amplifier assem-
bly and fills the remaining interior space in a behind-the-ear hearing aid case
assembly. The elastic material holds the amplifier assembly and other com-
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ponents in place so as to prevent them from producing self-resonant or
externally excited vibrations which can result in distortion of the hearing aid
signal processing.—DAP

6,319,207

43.66.Yw INTERNET PLATFORM WITH SCREENING
TEST FOR HEARING LOSS AND FOR
PROVIDING RELATED HEALTH SERVICES

Sharmala Naidoo, Bern, Switzerland
20 November 2001„Class 600Õ559…; filed 13 March 2000

Hearing loss screening is implemented over the internet by using short
duration level differences, frequency differences, or duration differences.
Calibration is achieved by utilizing the differences in abilities between per-
sons with normal-hearing and persons with hearing loss to detect small level
differences, small frequency differences, and small duration differences. For
example, one such test is based on the theory that persons with normal
hearing may not be able to detect a short-duration 1-dB increase in intensity,
whereas persons with sensorineural hearing loss will be able to detect this
change.—DAP

6,322,521

43.66.Yw METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR ON-LINE
HEARING EXAMINATION AND CORRECTION

Zezhang Hou, assignor to Audia Technology, Incorporated
27 November 2001„Class 600Õ559…; filed 24 January 2000

Testing for hearing loss, sound customization for hearing loss, and
simulation of hearing loss are done on-line. Calibration for hearing loss
testing is accomplished by obtaining reference levels using a reference sub-
ject with normal hearing or with known hearing loss. Compensation for
hearing loss and hearing loss simulation are done by manipulating an audio
sound file at a remote site or at the local computer.—DAP

6,324,337

43.72.Ew AUDIO SPEED SEARCH

Eric P. Goldwasser, Yorktown Heights, New York
27 November 2001„Class 386Õ75…; filed 1 August 1997

Using audio time compression~not specified!, you can search an
audio/video steam during fast forward. Therefore, ‘‘the listener can listen for
key words that will identify the subject matter while listening to the audio at
many times the normal rate.’’—MK

6,314,401

43.72.Fx MOBILE VOICE VERIFICATION SYSTEM

Stephen T. Abbeet al., assignors to New York State Technology
Enterprise Corporation

6 November 2001„Class 704Õ273…; filed 29 May 1998

This voice verification system would be used at a border-crossing
check station to allow rapid acceptance of preapproved travelers. The user
would speak into a special handset and then aim the unit at an infrared

collector at the border station. In the figure, ‘‘HHT’’ is the hand-held infra-
red transmitter. The patent is almost entirely concerned with the mechanics
of transmitting the signal and barely mentions the voice verification
technology.—DLR

6,313,765

43.72.Gy METHOD FOR SAMPLE RATE
CONVERSION OF DIGITAL DATA

Lyndon M. Keefer, assignor to L-3 Communications Corporation
6 November 2001„Class 341Õ61…; filed 10 October 1997

It seems that some modern would-be inventors~or maybe the patent
examiners! have not studied mathematics. The 18th-century technique
known as first-order Lagrangian interpolation describes this sample rate con-
version method. Following the interpolation, the new samples are com-
pressed according to standard mu-law principles.—DLR

6,308,156

43.72.Ja MICROSEGMENT-BASED SPEECH-
SYNTHESIS PROCESS

William Barry et al., assignors to G Data Software GmbH
23 October 2001„Class 704Õ268…; filed in Germany 14 March 1996

This speech synthesizer constructs the output signal by concatenation
of stored microsegments, meaning relatively small portions of the phonetic
units of speech. The argument is made, for example, that the transition into
a consonant closure is relatively independent of the manner of articulation,
being primarily dependent on the place of articulation. The center portions
of consonants are generally kept intact. Vowels are represented by vowel
halves and semivowel halves along with various quasi-stationary units
which may be inserted as needed. The general principle is that a microseg-
ment can be reused in a variety of contexts. The method is said to reduce the
memory for a given language to less than one megabyte.—DLR
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6,315,631

43.72.Ja METHOD OF GENERATING DUAL TRACK
SOUNDS FOR AN ELECTRONIC TOY

Ralph Beckman et al., assignors to Design Lab, LLC
13 November 2001„Class 446Õ297…; filed 18 June 1999

One problem with mechanical toys is that they don’t know when to be
quiet. Even if you clamp the mouth, they’ll soldier on. This patent proposes
the use of force feedback, which induces the sound generator to hum instead
of sing when the mouth is closed.—MK

6,282,154

43.72.Ne PORTABLE HANDS-FREE DIGITAL VOICE
RECORDING AND TRANSCRIPTION DEVICE

Howarlene S. Webb, Wakefield, Rhode Island
28 August 2001„Class 369Õ25…; filed 2 November 1998

Many professions require transcription. This patent proposes a dicta-
tion machine that can be offloaded to another machine for automatic speech
recognition~ASR!. No details are provided for either the recorder or the
ASR algorithms.—MK

6,296,489

43.72.Ne SYSTEM FOR SOUND FILE RECORDING,
ANALYSIS, AND ARCHIVING VIA THE
INTERNET FOR LANGUAGE TRAINING AND
OTHER APPLICATIONS

Laurie J. Blass and Pamela H. Elder, assignors to Heuristix
2 October 2001„Class 434Õ185…; filed 23 June 1999

The patent proposes a system for language learning by recording and
comparing student responses against a master. While this seems like a rea-
sonable concept, no details are given about the critical comparison
algorithm.—MK

6,326,532

43.75.Tv HARMONICA HAVING REED VIBRATION
CONVERSION CAPABILITY AND ASSOCIATED
RETROFITTING METHOD

James F. Antaki, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
4 December 2001„Class 84Õ377…; filed 2 December 1999

Why not use the diatonic harmonica as an electronic instrument? Just

install the new circuit board with sensors76 and away you go!—MK

6,259,015

43.75.Wx ACOUSTIC SIGNAL PRODUCING
APPARATUS

Makoto Takahashi et al., assignors to Yamaha Corporation
10 July 2001„Class 84Õ626…; filed in Japan 10 August 1994

This patent gives a vague description of a digital karaoke machine. No
algorithms are given and the hardware and software architecture are
sketched.—MK

6,281,423

43.75.Wx TONE GENERATION METHOD BASED
ON COMBINATION OF WAVE PARTS AND
TONE-GENERATING-DATA RECORDING METHOD
AND APPARATUS

Masahiro Shimizu and Hideo Suzuki, assignors to Yamaha
Corporation

28 August 2001„Class 84Õ622…; filed in Japan 27 September 1999

A sound can be decomposed into the time domain waveform, pitch,
amplitude, and frequency. These waveforms can be stored and edited and
the patent describes the details of doing so. Synthesis algorithms are not
included.—MK

6,284,965

43.75.Wx PHYSICAL MODEL MUSICAL TONE
SYNTHESIS SYSTEM EMPLOYING TRUNCATED
RECURSIVE FILTERS

Julius O. Smith III and Maarten Van Walstijn, assignors to
Staccato Systems, Incorporated

4 September 2001„Class 84Õ661…; filed 19 May 1998

In waveguide modeling an acoustic instrument with a conical bell, the
scattering junction will result in an unstable pole. This can be modeled with
a long FIR filter, but the computation time is excessive. The patent describes
the use of a truncated IIR filter for the bell. The patent also describes a state
switching method to avoid unstable behavior due to roundoff. The patent
includes detailed C11 code.—MK

6,292,791

43.75.Wx METHOD AND APPARATUS OF
SYNTHESIZING PLUCKED STRING INSTRUMENTS
USING RECURRENT NEURAL NETWORKS

Wen-yu Su et al., assignors to Industrial Technology Research
Institute

18 September 2001„Class 706Õ23…; filed 27 February 1998

Given a digital waveguide filter of a musical instrument, one question
is how to set the scattering parameters at the waveguide junctions. This
patent proposes using trainable neural networks to set these
parameters.—MK
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6,313,388

43.75.Wx DEVICE FOR ADDING FLUCTUATION
AND METHOD FOR ADDING FLUCTUATION TO AN
ELECTRONIC SOUND APPARATUS

Takashi Suzuki, assignor to Kawai Musical Instruments
Manufacturing Company, Limited

6 November 2001„Class 84Õ622…; filed in Japan 25 December 1998

Adding AM ~tremolo! and FM~vibrato! to stored samples should be a
well-described art by now. This patent manages 37 claims to the
contrary.—MK

6,325,020

43.80.Ev FISH SIZING SONAR SYSTEM

Jacques Y. Guigne and Thomas J. McKeever, assignors to Guigne
International, Limited

4 December 2001„Class 119Õ215…; filed 28 October 1999

A narrow beam of high-frequency~100 to 600 kHz! acoustic energy
insonifies a fish tank. The resulting echoes are analyzed to provide an esti-
mate of the size~length and thickness! of the fish.—WT
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Articulation index predictions for hearing-impaired listeners
with and without cochlear dead regionsa) (L)

Christine M. Rankovicb)

Articulation Incorporated, 36 Hampshire Street, 2nd Floor, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139

~Received 19 October 2001; accepted for publication 19 March 2002!

Vickers, Moore, and Baer@J. Acoust. Soc. Am.110, 1164–1175 ~2001!# reported that
hearing-impaired subjects with cochlear ‘‘dead regions’’ benefited from amplification of frequencies
up to an octave above the estimated edge frequency of the dead region, but not beyond, whereas
hearing-impaired subjects without dead regions did show benefit beyond this boundary. Dead
regions are thought to have no functioning inner hair cells. Vickerset al. indicated that a clinical test
for detecting dead regions would provide supplementary information that is important for hearing
aid fitting. Furthermore, they suggested that the articulation index~AI ! may overestimate the
potential benefit of amplification for listeners with dead regions because the AI does not account for
the presence of dead regions. To evaluate their claims, we conducted an AI analysis@H. Fletcher,
Speech and Hearing in Communication~Van Nostrand, New York, 1953!; H. Fletcher and R. H.
Galt, J. Acoust. Soc. Am.22, 89–151~1950!#. Results show that the AI is generally accurate in
predicting the consonant recognition test scores of Vickerset al.’s subjects irrespective of the
presence/absence of dead regions. This suggests that audiogram differences account for the
observed performance differences; it was not necessary to invoke dead regions to explain the speech
test results. The results of the AI analysis are sufficiently accurate to call in to question whether a
clinical test for dead regions would offer additional predictive information. ©2002 Acoustical
Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1476922#

PACS numbers: 43.66.Ba, 43.66.Ts, 43.71.Ky@MRL#

I. INTRODUCTION

In their recent report, Vickerset al. ~2001! warn that
commonly used versions of the articulation index~AI ! may
overestimate the benefit to intelligibility from hearing aids
for individuals with sensorineural hearing loss who show
evidence of cochlear ‘‘dead regions.’’ Dead regions are de-
fined as regions without functioning inner hair cells. Their
presence and location are deduced from psychoacoustical
tests such as those described by Mooreet al. ~2000!. Vickers
et al.’s caution about AI usage is based on the idea that au-
diometric pure-tone thresholds~the input to the AI calcula-
tion! do not reflect the limited ability of dead regions to
process suprathreshold speech components.

To exploit the AI for hearing aid fitting and design, it is
important to determine whether listeners who exhibit dead
regions constitute an exceptional case and, if so, attempt to
repair the AI calculation. The AI framework is worth main-
taining because it predicts performance on speech recogni-
tion tests from the audiogram taken together with a physical
description of the listening channel~speech intensity,
frequency-gain characteristics, noise spectrum!; no other tool
has this capability. The purpose of this letter is to analyze
Vickers et al.’s data using the Fletcher AI~Fletcher, 1953;
Fletcher and Galt, 1950!. The Fletcher AI calculation differs
from less complicated, more familiar versions in that it ac-
counts for short- and long-term average speech intensity-
level effects, loudness, spectral imbalance, and other factors

that contribute significantly to speech sound recognition.
Rankovic~1997, 1998! reported that the Fletcher AI resolves
prediction errors noted by researchers who used simpler ver-
sions of the calculation. This preliminary success motivated
the choice of the Fletcher AI over other versions for the
present analysis.

II. METHODS

Two groups of subjects with high-frequency sensorineu-
ral hearing loss participated in the Vickerset al. study: a
group of seven subjects who exhibited dead regions and a
group of three subjects who did not exhibit dead regions.
Vickers et al. presented subjects with lists of vowel–
consonant–vowel nonsense disyllables~VCVs! that were
low-pass filtered with various cutoff frequencies. Prior to
low-pass filtering, the VCVs were amplified uniquely for
each subject according to the ‘‘Cambridge’’ formula~Moore
and Glasberg, 1998! in an effort to provide audible speech
across the entire speech spectrum~up to 7.5 kHz!. Filter
cutoff frequencies were selected to introduce incremental
amounts of the amplified high-frequency speech spectrum
into the dead region. For subjectswith dead regions, Vickers
et al. found that VCV test scores increased with cutoff fre-
quency until the cutoff exceeded the dead region boundary
by a factor of ‘‘about 1.7’’@see Vickerset al. ~2001!, p. 1168#
at which point further increases were minimal or lacking. In
contrast, subjectswithoutdead regions showed progressively
increasing scores with increasing speech spectrum band-
width. Based on this performance difference, they concluded
that a special clinical test is necessary to identify listeners

a!Submitted as Letter to the Editor.
b!Electronic mail: rankovic@world.std.com
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with dead regions in order to avoid superfluous high-
frequency hearing aid amplification that may drive hearing
aids to distortion, cause acoustic feedback, or otherwise re-
duce speech intelligibility.

Vickers et al. provide enough experimental detail to de-
rive input values for an AI analysis. These values are the
audiogram, the nominal speech intensity level, and the
frequency-gain characteristic. Here, AIs are calculated for all
conditions for all of their subjects. Hearing thresholds that
exceeded audiometer limits were assigned a value 5 dB
higher than the upper limits of a typical audiometer. As in
other studies by this author~Rankovic, 1997, 1998!, Fletch-
er’s calculation was not modified in any way to account for
peculiarities that have been associated with sensorineural
hearing loss in psychoacoustical experiments@see Moore
~1995! for a review of these phenomena#.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 provides the AIs and consonant recognition
scores @plotted as proportion correct,P(c)# for Vickers
et al.’s data. There are no clear differences in the accuracy of
predictions for the two hearing-impaired subject groups. For
listenerswith dead regions, data points from conditions with
filter cutoffs above 1.7 times the dead region boundary~tri-
angles! do not distinguish themselves from the rest of the
data.

In Fig. 1, a slope of roughly 1.0 describes howP(c)
increases with AI for the VCV speech test materials. Vickers
et al. provided us with theP(c)’s collected from one
normal-hearing listener, and those data, too, exhibit a slope
of roughly 1.0 over the AI range of interest. The slope of 1.0
indicates that any change in AI should be associated with a

FIG. 1. Consonant recognition test scores@P(c)# and AIs for all test con-
ditions for the two hearing-impaired subject groups, and for one normal-
hearing subject. Across-subject variability forP(c)’s is similar to that re-
ported by Rankovic~1997, 1998!. The normal-hearing subject was tested
with speech at the nominal level that was then low-pass filtered with cutoff
frequencies ranging from 0.5 to 7.5 kHz.

FIG. 2. Results for six earswithout dead regions. Tri-
angles indicateP(c)’s. Circles indicate AIs for corre-
sponding conditions.
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FIG. 3. Results for six earswith dead regions. As for
Fig. 2. Arrows indicate dead region boundaries.

FIG. 4. Results for six more earswith dead regions. As
for Fig. 3.
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similar change inP(c) as long as the variability associated
with the P(c) is sufficiently low. For the purposes of this
analysis, it is fortunate that Vickerset al. tried to minimize
this variability by collecting additional scores whenever the
first two scores were substantially different from one another.

Results for individual subjects appear in Fig. 2 for sub-
jectswithout dead regions and in Figs. 3 and 4 for subjects
with dead regions. There is one panel for each test ear and
each panel contains two curves. The curves with triangles
show P(c) plotted as a function of low-pass filter cutoff
frequency, and were taken directly from Vickerset al.’s Figs.
1–3. The curves with circles provide AIs calculated for those
conditions. Curves on the same panel share the ordinate to
facilitate comparing AIs toP(c)’s. When displayed this way,
the vertical distance between AI andP(c) curves reflects the
AI transformation depicted in Fig. 1.

The graphs show the AI curves are similar in form to
their respectiveP(c) curves, with few exceptions. That is,
the AI predicts the general direction and size of the change in
P(c) with increasing cutoff frequency. For the subjectswith-
out dead regions~Fig. 2!, both AIs andP(c)’s increase with
increasing cutoff frequency, with few exceptions. For most
subjectswith dead regions~LR, CA, NC, MW, and PJ in
Figs. 3 and 4!, there is little or no AI change with increasing
low-pass filter cutoff frequency, particularly at cutoffs within
the dead regions. Subject RC-left~Fig. 3! has a single roll-
over point for the full band condition~7.5-kHz cutoff! that
the AI did not predict. Overall, the AI predicts theP(c)
curves reasonably well for subjectswith and without dead
regions.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The Fletcher AI predicts—with reasonable accuracy—
the limited benefit or lack of benefit derived from high-

frequency amplification by the subjects with cochlear dead
regions evaluated by Vickerset al. ~2001!. This finding im-
plies that the audiogram characterizes the functionality of
dead regions. It also highlights a confounding factor in the
Vickerset al.study: that their subjectswith dead regions had
more high-frequency hearing loss than did their subjects
without dead regions~see Vickerset al.’s Table I!.

Based on the AI analysis, it seems premature to intro-
duce a clinical test for identifying dead regions because it is
not clear what information is gained beyond what is obtain-
able by calculating the AI.
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Response to ‘‘Articulation index predictions for hearing-
impaired listeners with and without cochlear dead regions’’
[J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 111, 2545–2548 (2002)] (L)

Brian C. J. Moore
Department of Experimental Psychology, University of Cambridge, Downing Street, Cambridge CB2 3EB,
England

~Received 4 March 2002; revised 11 March 2002; accepted 19 March 2002!

Rankovic@J. Acoust. Soc. Am.111, 2545–2548~2002!# argues that the AI, calculated according to
Fletcher’s method, gives good predictions of speech intelligibility for subjects with high-frequency
hearing loss listening to amplified speech, regardless of the presence or absence of dead regions. She
suggests further that ‘‘...it seems premature to introduce a clinical test for identifying dead regions
because it is not clear what information is gained beyond what is obtainable by calculating the AI.’’
I argue that, in fact, the AI is not accurate in predicting theincrementalbenefit of amplifying
frequencies well above the estimated edge frequency~Fe! of a dead region. For five out of nine
cases, application of the AI leads to the prediction that amplification of frequencies well aboveFe
would improve speech scores by 10%–15%; in fact, the largest improvement was 7%.
© 2002 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1476923#

PACS numbers: 43.66.Ba, 43.66.Ts, 43.71.Ky@MRL#

Rankovic~2002! presents a convincing case that the AI
calculated according to Fletcher’s~1953! method does a rea-
sonable job in predicting most of the speech intelligibility
data from the study of Vicker’set al. ~2001!, obtained using
vowel–consonant–vowel~VCV! stimuli that were amplified
individually for each subject~Moore and Glasberg, 1998!
and then low-pass filtered with various cutoff frequencies.
These data cover a wide range of conditions. However, close
inspection of the data and predictions indicates that the AI
does not predict accurately theincrementalbenefit of ampli-
fying frequencies well above the estimated edge frequency
~Fe! of a dead region. The data of Vickerset al.suggest that,
for subjects with dead regions at high frequencies, there is
some benefit for speech intelligibility of amplifying frequen-
cies up to about 1.7 timesFe. However, there appears to be
no benefit of amplifying frequencies beyond that limit. For
subjects without dead regions, in contrast, intelligibility im-
proves with increasing bandwidth over a wide frequency
range. Vickerset al. proposed that a test for the diagnosis of
dead regions, such as the TEN test~Moore et al., 2000!,
might be useful in deciding on an appropriate amplification
strategy for people with high-frequency hearing loss: when a
dead region is identified, amplification should not be applied
for frequencies above 1.7Fe; when a dead region is not iden-
tified, amplification should be provided over the widest fre-
quency range possible.

Rankovic correctly points out that, in the study of Vick-
ers et al., the subjects with dead regions tended to have
greater hearing losses than those without. This is what allows
the AI to predict the general form of the results. Rankovic
concludes ‘‘...it seems premature to introduce a clinical test
for identifying dead regions because it is not clear what in-
formation is gained beyond what is obtainable by calculating
the AI.’’ To assess this conclusion, I calculated, for each
subject with a high-frequency dead region starting below 3
kHz, the percent correct identification score for stimuli low-
pass filtered at 1.7Fe ~interpolating where necessary! and the

percent correct score for the widest bandwidth used. The
difference~latter minus former! is a measure of the benefit
~or penalty if negative! of increasing the cutoff frequency
beyond 1.7Fe. I also extracted, from the figures presented by
Rankovic, the AI at 1.7Fe and the AI for the widest band-
width used. The difference in AI gives a measure of the
benefit predicted from the AI of increasing the cutoff fre-
quency beyond 1.7Fe. A scatter plot of the difference in AI
versus the difference in obtained score is given in Fig. 1.
Each point represents one ear of one subject.

The differences in obtained scores range from slightly
positive to clearly negative values. The largest value is 0.07
and the smallest is20.19. The mean is20.016 ~standard
deviation s.d., 0.08!. This is consistent with the conclusion of
Vickers et al. that, for people with high-frequency dead re-
gions, amplification of frequencies above 1.7Fe is typically
of no benefit. In fact, none of the positive differences in
obtained scores is significantly different from zero~based on
t-tests!. In contrast, all but one of the changes in AI are
positive. The mean change is 0.084~s.d. 0.06!. The~Pearson!
correlation between the score differences and the AI differ-
ences is 0.44, which is not significant at the 0.05 level. Fig-
ure 1 of the letter by Rankovic~2002! shows that, for AI
values below about 0.5, the function relating proportion cor-
rect to the AI has a slope close to 1. Thus, an increase in AI
of 0.1 would be expected to give an increase in proportion
correct VCV identification of 0.1. For five out of nine ears,
the change in AI is 0.1 or more, and for two ears it is above
0.15. A person fitting a hearing aid might well consider in-
telligibility increases of 10%–15% worthwhile to try to
achieve. However, the data indicate that intelligibility never
increased by more than 7%. Based on a related-samples
t-test, the differences in AI are significantly greater than the
differences in obtained score (p50.0034).

The above analysis is based on only nine cases. Further
data are needed to establish clearly whether a test for diag-
nosing dead regions provides useful information over and
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above that provided by deriving the AI from the audiogram.
However, the analysis does suggest that application of the
Fletcher AI to people with high-frequency dead regions
would sometimes lead to the expectation that amplification
of frequencies above 1.7Fe would give a worthwhile im-
provement in speech intelligibility~10%–15%!, when in fact
the improvement would typically be 7% or less. Other re-
searchers have noted that speech identification scores can
differ markedly across individuals with similar audiograms,
and some have suggested that those showing poorer-than-
expected speech scores~and failing to benefit from amplifi-
cation! may have dead regions~Halpin et al., 1994; Ching
et al., 1998; Hogan and Turner, 1998; Turner and Cummings,
1999!.

In conclusion, application of the Al to people with high-
frequency dead regions might lead the clinician to spend
time and effort trying to achieve the large required gain at

high frequencies, only to find that this effort was fruitless.
Furthermore, achieving sufficient gain might involve penal-
ties in terms of an increased susceptibility to acoustic feed-
back ~for example, produced by jaw movements!, a tightly
fitting unvented earmold~necessary to reduce acoustic feed-
back but perhaps leading to physical discomfort and an in-
creased occlusion effect!, and increased distortion in the
hearing aid. I maintain, therefore, that a test for dead regions,
such as the TEN test~Moore et al., 2000!, can be clinically
useful, especially for people with hearing losses at high fre-
quencies between about 60 and 90 dB, and when the hearing
loss exceeds 60 dB at a frequency below 2 kHz. For larger
losses, dead regions may be common, but it may be difficult
in practice to apply sufficient gain to restore the audibility of
speech. For dead regions starting above about 2.5 kHz, am-
plification should probably be provided for frequencies at
least up to about 4 kHz, so the amplification strategy would
not differ markedly from that for a person without a dead
region.
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Detection thresholds for a signal sinusoidal amplitude modulation~SAM! were measured in the
presence of an additional, masking SAM. Signal and masker modulations were applied
synchronously to a gated white noise carrier. The masker modulation frequency was fixed at 16 Hz
and the signal modulation frequency ranged from 2 to 256 Hz. Modulation masking patterns were
measured in three listeners for stimulus durations of 500, 1000, and 2000 ms. The results showed
that modulation masking was reduced or abolished at signal modulation frequencies of 2, 14, and 18
Hz when stimulus duration was increased from 500 to 2000 ms. The effect at 2 Hz suggests that
fringe effects in modulation masking previously reported by Bacon and Grantham@S. P. Bacon and
D. W. Grantham, J. Acoust. Soc. Am.91, 3451–3455~1992!# were at least partly due to an increase
in masker modulation duration. The reduction in modulation masking observed at signal modulation
frequencies of 14 and 18 Hz was similar to that at 2 Hz, suggesting that listeners use a
low-frequency temporal envelope beat cue~in this case at 2 Hz! when the distance between the
signal and masker modulations is small. ©2002 Acoustical Society of America.
@DOI: 10.1121/1.1475341#

PACS numbers: 43.66.Mk, 43.66.Dc@MRL#

I. INTRODUCTION

Modulation masking has been used to estimate the de-
gree of frequency selectivity of the auditory system in the
amplitude modulation domain~for a recent review see Ewert
and Dau, 2000!. In a pioneering study, Houtgast~1989!
showed that detection thresholds for a 2-s signal sinusoidal
amplitude modulation~SAM! applied to a broadband noise
carrier increase if additional, continuous masker AM is su-
perimposed on that carrier. The masker AM used in this case
was a narrow band of noise~half an octave wide! with a
center frequency of 4, 8, or 16 Hz. Modulation masking pat-
terns showing the amount of masking as a function of signal
frequency were bandpass and peaked at the masker fre-
quency. This indicated that masking is most effective when
the signal modulation frequency falls within the masker-
modulation band. Houtgast~1989! interpreted these results
as evidence for frequency selectivity in the amplitude modu-
lation domain.

In a concurrent study using the same masking paradigm,
Bacon and Grantham~1989! presented both the signal and
masking SAM only during the 500-ms observation intervals.
The results were consistent with Houtgast~1989! in that the
greatest amount of modulation masking occurred when the
frequency of the signal SAM was near the modulation fre-
quency of the masking SAM. However, although the amount
of masking decreased as the signal modulation frequency
was decreased below the masker frequency, masking in-
creased again at low~2-8 Hz! signal modulation frequencies.
This ‘‘upturn’’ in masking was not reported by Houtgast
~1989!.

Bacon and Grantham~1992! suggested this discrepancy
might be due to the fact that the masker was modulated
throughout an experimental run in Houtgast~1989!, but only
during the 500-ms observation intervals in Bacon and
Grantham~1989!. They addressed this possibility by assess-
ing ‘‘fringe effects’’ on modulation masking. In their study,
both the signal and masker carriers were presented continu-
ously and the signal SAM was 500-ms long. When the mask-
ing SAM was present, it was presented only during the signala!Electronic mail: r.e.millman@ncl.ac.uk
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SAM or started for a certain amount of time before and/or
continued after the signal SAM. The duration of this
‘‘fringe’’ ranged from 62.5 ms to continuous~masker modu-
lated throughout the experimental run!. Masking patterns ob-
tained without a fringe were consistent with those observed
in the authors’ previous work~Bacon and Grantham, 1989!,
including the increase~upturn! in masking at low modulation
frequencies~2–8 Hz!. The fringe had its greatest effect~a
4–6 dB decrease in masking! at low modulation frequencies
~2–8 Hz!, and little or no effect at other modulation frequen-
cies.

Bacon and Grantham~1992! explored a number of hy-
potheses to account for their observations including adapta-
tion, perceptual grouping, and temporal pattern discrimina-
tion. An additional experiment in which the respective
contributions of the forward and backward fringe were ex-
amined led Bacon and Grantham to conclude that their re-
sults could not be explained through adaptation alone, since
masking release at 2 Hz was also observed with only a back-
ward fringe.

Further consideration of the methodology used by Hout-
gast~1989! and Bacon and Grantham~1989! reveals an ad-
ditional source of discrepancy between these two studies,
namely differences in overall stimulus duration. In Houtgast
~1989!, the signal and masker SAM duration was much
longer than in Bacon and Grantham~1989!. The aim of the
present work was to investigate the effect of duration on
modulation maskings for synchronous signal and masker
modulations, so as to determine whether this methodological
difference could have contributed to the different results.

II. METHODS

A. Listeners

Three listeners~aged between 22 and 28 years! took part
in this experiment. All listeners had pure-tone audiograms
within normal limits for octave frequencies between 0.25 and
8 kHz, and had extensive experience as listeners in psychoa-
coustic experiments.

B. Stimuli

Stimuli were generated using a 16-bit D/A converter at a
sampling frequency of 44.1 kHz and delivered binaurally via
Sennheiser HD 565 earphones at a level of 75 dB SPL~rms!.
Each trial consisted of a standard and a target stimulus pre-
sented successively in random order to the listener. The stan-
dard consisted of a white noise carriern(t) sinusoidally am-
plitude modulated at the masker frequency. The expression
describing the standard~i.e., the masker alone! was

S~ t !5c@11mm cos~2p f mt !#n~ t ! ~1!

wheremm is the modulation depth of the masker, fixed at 0
in the unmasked condition and 0.5 in the masked condition,
f m is the masker modulation frequency, fixed at 16 Hz, andc
is a multiplicative compensation term defined below. The
target consisted of white noise carriern(t) amplitude modu-
lated by the sum of two sinusoidal modulators, the signal and
the masker modulators. The expression describing the target
~i.e., the signal-plus-masker waveform! was

T~ t !5c@11mm cos~2p f mt1fm!

1ms cos~2p f st1fs!#n~ t ! ~2!

where ms is the modulation depth of the signal,f s is the
signal modulation frequency,fs is the starting phase of the
signal modulator, andfm is the starting phase of the masker
modulator. The starting phases of the masker and signal
modulator were 0 and 270 degrees, respectively. This en-
sured there was always a phase difference of 90 degrees
between the onset of the signal and masker modulators~Ba-
con and Grantham, 1992!. The termc is a compensation
factor ~Bacon and Grantham, 1989! set such that the overall
power was the same in all intervals. The expression forc is
given as follows:

c5@11~mm
2 1ms

212mmms!/2#20.5 ~3!

Statistically independent realizations of the white noise car-
rier were used in all experiments~i.e., within and between
trials!. In the main experiment both the signal and the mask-
ing SAMs were applied~synchronously! over the full dura-
tion of the carrier. The standard and target duration was ei-
ther 500, 1000, or 2000 ms, including 25-ms rise/fall times
shaped using a raised-cosine function. The interstimulus in-
terval was 1 s. For each stimulus duration, thresholds for
signal modulation frequency alone were obtained for modu-
lation rates of 2, 4, 8, 14, 16, 18, 32, 64, 128, and 256 Hz.
Modulation detection thresholds were then measured as a
function of f s but in the presence of the 16-Hz masker. An
additional experiment was run in which the standard and
target duration was 2000 ms. When present, the 16-Hz mask-
ing SAM was applied over the full duration of the 2000-ms
carrier. However, the 2-Hz signal SAM started 750 ms after
the onset of the masking SAM and ended 750 ms before the
offset of the masking SAM. This supplementary experiment
~called the ‘‘fringe condition’’! corresponded to the paradigm
used by Bacon and Grantham~1992! that investigated
forward- and backward-fringe effects on modulation mask-
ing. In each experimental condition, the amount of masking
was taken as the difference between the unmasked and
masked detection thresholds, expressed on a decibel scale
(20 logm). Listeners were tested individually in a sound-
proof booth.

C. Procedure

Modulation detection thresholds were obtained using an
adaptive two-interval, two-alternative forced choice proce-
dure with a two-down, one-up stepping rule that estimates
the modulation depth required for 70.7% correct detection.
The listeners had to choose which interval contained the sig-
nal modulation and received visual feedback at the end of
each trial. The step size of the signal modulation depthms

corresponded initially to a factor of 1.585~4 dB! and was
reduced to 1.26~2 dB! after the first two reversals. The mean
of the last 10 reversals in a block of 14 reversals was used as
the detection threshold estimate for that block. Thresholds
reported here are the mean of three estimates.
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III. RESULTS

Figure 1 shows individual and mean modulation mask-
ing patterns for stimulus durations of 500, 1000, and 2000
ms. The isolated point~star! at a signal modulation frequency
of 2 Hz shows the amount of modulation masking produced
by a 2000-ms masking SAM on the detection of a 500-ms
signal SAM temporally centered in the masking SAM~the
‘‘fringe’’ condition !. Overall, the results are in agreement
with previous studies showing that, for each stimulus dura-
tion tested, the greatest mean amount of masking occurs
when the signal modulation frequency is near the masker
modulation frequency. Modulation masking is reduced or
abolished at signal modulation frequencies of 2, 14, and 18
Hz when stimulus duration increases from 500 to 2000 ms.
The decrease in masking is about 7 dB at a signal modulation
frequency of 2 Hz and 5 dB for signal modulation frequen-
cies of 14 and 18 Hz. The average amount of masking mea-
sured in the ‘‘fringe condition’’ for a 500-ms signal modula-
tion frequency of 2 Hz is about 2 dB. Surprisingly,
modulation masking increases by about 2–4 dB at signal
modulation frequencies of 16 and 32 Hz when the stimulus
duration increases from 500 to 2000 ms.

IV. DISCUSSION

The increase in stimulus duration eliminated the upturn
in modulation masking patterns previously observed at 2 Hz.
No effect of duration was observed at 4 and 8 Hz. This result
suggests that at the lowest signal modulation frequency~i.e.,
2 Hz!, differences in signal and masker modulation duration
were, at least in part, responsible for the discrepancy be-
tween the results of Bacon and Grantham~1989! and Hout-
gast~1989!. The amount of masking measured in the ‘‘fringe

condition’’ ~2 dB! is in between the amount of masking mea-
sured in the ‘‘synchronous conditions’’ for a 500-ms~6 dB!
and a 2000-ms~21 dB! signal and masker duration. This
suggests that at extremely low signal modulation frequen-
cies, it is not the masker duration~and hence the fringe!
alone that contributes to the reduced masking, but that the
signal durationper se is also important. However, another
explanation is still required to account for the fringe effects
reported at 4 and 8 Hz by Bacon and Grantham~1992! be-
cause the increase in stimulus duration does not affect modu-
lation masking at these signal modulation frequencies.

The decrease in masking observed at a 2-Hz signal
modulation frequency with increasing duration is incompat-
ible with an interpretation in terms of temporal pattern dis-
crimination or perceptual grouping because the masker and
signal are always gated together when they are both present.
However, this result remains consistent with the interpreta-
tion in terms of adaptation effects proposed by Bacon and
Grantham~1992!. It may reflect a decline in the modulation
of neural activity over time due to adaptation~Smith et al.,
1985!. If the response modulation to the masker is initially
large but later declines to some steady-state, then the relative
response modulation to the signal modulation should be
larger during the steady-state portion of the neural response.
This could occur when both signal and masker modulations
are of sufficient duration~e.g., 2000 ms!. Such effects would
be most apparent at low signal modulation frequencies where
relatively few complete signal modulation cycles would exist
following the initial large response to the masker.

An increase in stimulus duration produces a similar re-
duction in modulation masking at signal modulation frequen-
cies of 2, 14, and 18 Hz. Listeners reported hearing a 2-Hz
beat cue under these conditions which is consistent with the
idea that listeners use a low temporal beat cue when the
spectral distance (D f ) between the signal and masker modu-
lations is small~Strickland and Viemeister, 1996!, e.g., with
a 16-Hz masker,D f is 2 Hz when the signal modulation
frequency is 14 or 18 Hz.

The signal and masker modulation frequencies used in
this study encompass the range of modulation frequencies
~2–16 Hz! present in continuous speech~e.g., Steeneken and
Houtgast, 1980!. The results presented here therefore suggest
that the deleterious effect of fluctuating background noise on
speech perception should be reduced whenboth the speech
and noise segments are sufficiently long, or if background
noise precedes or follows the speech signal.
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FIG. 1. Amount of modulation masking~masked modulation thresholds
minus unmasked modulation thresholds! as a function of signal modulation
frequency for a 16-Hz masker modulation frequency. The stimulus duration
was 500 ms~open circles!, 1000 ms~closed diamonds!, and 2000 ms~closed
triangles!. The star shows the amount of masking produced by a 2000-ms,
16-Hz masking modulation on the detection of a 500-ms, 2-Hz signal modu-
lation temporally centered in the masker.
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Analysis of one-dimensional wave scattering by the random
walk method
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The random walk method is applied to a one-dimensional Helmholtz equation with a variable wave
number. The solution is represented as a mathematical expectation of a specified functional on paths
in a complex space. This solution degenerates to the ray-method approximation in domains where
the latter method may be used, but the probabilistic formulas presented describe also backscattered
waves whose existence is not explained by the standard asymptotic techniques. The numerical
results confirm the efficiency of the random walk approach to the analysis of wave
propagation. ©2002 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1474441#
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I. INTRODUCTION

It was recently shown1 that problems of wave propaga-
tion may be addressed by a random walk method combining
the physical clarity of the approximate ray method2,3 with
advantages of both exact analytical methods and direct nu-
merical techniques. As with the ray method, the random walk
method is based on the Liouville representationc(x)
5f(x)eiS(x) of solutions of the Helmholtz equation¹2c
1k2c50. The phaseS(x) is determined by the eikonal
equation (¹S)25k2, which admits efficient analysis by the
Hamilton–Jacobi technique of classical mechanics.4 When
the eikonalS(x) is determined, the amplitudef(x) has to be
computed from the complete transport equation i¹2f
22¹(S)•¹(f)2¹2(S)f50, whose rigorous treatment dis-
tinguishes the random walk method from asymptotic ap-
proaches, such as the ray method or the method of parabolic
equations,5,6 that employ different approximations to this
equation.

The central idea of the random walk method is to repre-
sent the exact solution of the complete transport equation as
a mathematical expectation of a specified functional on the
space of Brownian motions. The obtained solution may be
either numerically simulated or it may be used for deriving
various approximate solutions. In particular, in certain cir-
cumstances, the exact solution provided by the random walk
method straightforwardly degenerates to the well-known as-
ymptotes of the ray method. However, the random walk
method, as a rigorous approach, makes it possible to study, at
least in principle, any phenomenon described by the consid-
ered equations, including, for example backscattering, which
is predicted by neither the ray method nor by a more general
parabolic equation method.

Probabilistic methods have been increasingly used in re-
cent years for analysis of wave propagation7,8 in random me-
dia. In Ref. 8 the competitiveness of probabilistic methods in
wave propagation is discussed, and in Refs. 7 and 8 these
methods are used to study the transport of energy by waves

propagating in random media. Such transport is described by
first-order differential equations and a probabilistic method is
developed in these papers for their analysis. Here, instead,
we deal with problems in nonrandom media but employ
probabilistic methods for the analysis of the second-order
auxiliary equations whose first-order components are also
known in ray theory as transport equations.

Here, we consider a simple one-dimensional example
demonstrating that, within the context of the random walk
method, backscattering may be explained as propagation
along complex rays that may turn around, while the real rays
considered in the classical ray theory go strictly along
straight lines. This example shows the potential of random
walk methods, both for theoretical analysis of wave propa-
gation and for computational applications.

II. ONE-DIMENSIONAL SCATTERING PROBLEM

Consider the one-dimensional Helmholtz equation

c91V2k2~x! c50, ~2.1!

with a frequencyV.0 and with a variable wave number

k~x!5k61oS 1

uxud
D , d.0 asx→6`, ~2.2!

approaching certain limitsk6 asx→6`.
The scattering problem consists of finding a solution of

Eq. ~2.1! with the following structure at infinity:

c~x!5H eiVk2x1T2e2 iVk2x1o~1!, as x→2`,

T1eiVk1x1o~1!, as x→1`,
~2.3!

where the term eiVk2x represents the incident wave arriving
from 2`. The scalar constantsT2 andT1 are interpreted as
reflection and transmission coefficients of the potential
V(x)5V2k2(x). Computation of the coefficientsT6 is often
considered the main task of the scattering problem. Here,
however, we will focus on the general problem of computing
the total wave fieldc(x) satisfying~2.1!–~2.3!.

To make the presentation more transparent, we focus
here on a particular case with the wave numberk(x) defined
by an analytic formula

a!Electronic mail: budaev@cml.me.berkeley.edu
b!Electronic mail: dbogy@cml.me.berkeley.edu
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k~x![kg~x!5
k21k1ex/g

11ex/g
5

k2

11ex/g
1

k1

11e2x/g
,

~k2,k1!, ~2.4!

where, for definiteness, we assume thatk2,k1 . If g.0,
this function smoothly increases fromk2 to k1 as x varies
from 2` to 1`. In the limit g→0 function ~2.4! degener-
ates to a step function

k0~x![ lim
g→0

kg~x!5H k2 , if x,0,

k1 , if x.0,
~2.5!

which provides a means for estimating the reflection and
transmission coefficientsT2 and T1 for smooth but arbi-
trarily steep wave numbersk(x). Indeed, the scattering prob-
lem ~2.1!–~2.3! with the step-function wave numberk(x)
5k0(x) has the elementary exact solution

c0~x!5H eiVk2x1T2
0 e2 iVk2x, T2

0 5
k22k1

k21k1
if x,0,

T1
0 e1 iVk1x, T1

0 5
2k2

k21k1
if x.0,

~2.6!

suggesting that the constantsT2
0 and T1

0 from ~2.6! may
approximate the reflection and transmission coefficients from
~2.3! corresponding to wave numberskg(x) for a sufficiently
small parameterg.

III. THE EIKONAL

We seek a solution of the problem~2.1!–~2.3! in the
Liouville form

c~x!5f~x! eiVS(x). ~3.1!

Then, Eq.~2.1! may be split onto the eikonal equation

@S8~x!#22k2~x!50, ~3.2!

and the ‘‘complete’’ transport equation

i

2V
f92A f82

1

2
B f50, ~3.3!

whose coefficients are explicitly defined by formulas

A~x!5S8~x!, B~x!5S9~x!. ~3.4!

The eikonal equation in the one-dimensional case is best
analyzed by extension to the complex plane wherex is con-
sidered as a complex variable andk(x) is an analytic wave
number.

Let C1 andC2 be two copies of the complex plane, and
let the eikonal’s gradientS8(x) be defined on these copies by

S8~x!56k~x!, xPC6 , ~3.5!

which conform with ~3.2!. First, we determine the ‘‘rays’’
defined as integral lines of the one-dimensional complex
vector fieldS8(x), i.e., as curvesx(t) on a complex plane
satisfying an ordinary differential equation (d/dt) x(t)
5S8(x(t)).

The rays form 2ipg-periodic structures onC6 . Figure 1
shows one period of this structure onC1 , where S8(x)
5k(x). For Re(x)!0 on C1 all rays point in the positive
direction parallel to the real axis. As Re(x) increases, these
rays split into two groups. Rays originating in the strips
uIm(x)22npgu,pg* , where g* is a certain point in 0
,g* ,g, continue their paths toward Re(x)→1`, gradu-
ally drifting closer to the axis Im(x)5(2n11) pg. Rays
originating in the stripsuIm(x)2(2n11)pgu,p(g2g* )
have principally different structures as they are attracted to
the nearest zeros

x0
n5g lnS k2

k1
D1 ipg~2n11!, n50,61,62, . . . , ~3.6!

of the wave numberk(x). These two groups of rays are
separated by isolated rays that go directly to the nearest one
of the poles

x
*
n 5 ipg~2n11!, n50,61,62, . . . , ~3.7!

of k(x), which, in the considered case withk2,k1 , are
always located to the right of the zerosx0

n .
It is instructive to emphasize the principal difference

between complex and real rays. Rays launched from the real
axis never leave this axis, never change their direction, and
go straight from2` to `. On the contrary, a ray launched
off of the real axis from a complex point may be captured by
zerosx0

n of the wave numberk(x).
On the planeC2 the rays follow the same lines as on

C1 , but run in the opposite direction. Thus, onC2 all rays
end at Re(x)→2`, while they start either from Re(x)
→1`, or from the zerosx0

n of the wave numberk(x).
From the above it follows that onC1 all rays originate

from Re(x)→2`, but some of the rays are captured by
points from ~3.6!, whereas the opposite is true onC2 ; all
rays onC2 run to infinity Re(x)→2`, but some of the rays
originate fromx0

n . These features ofC6 make it possible to
construct a two-sheet manifoldS on which all the rays cor-
responding tok(x) start and end at infinity. Indeed, suchS
may be introduced as a junctionS5C1øC2 , where the

FIG. 1. Complex rays onC1 .
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complex planesC1 andC2 are attached to each other along
infinitely small circles surrounding zero pointsx0

n of k(x),
and identified according to the rules

@x0
n1«eiu#onC1

5@x0
n2«eiu#onC2

, «→0, ~3.8!

illustrated in Fig. 2.
To determine the eikonalS(x) satisfying~3.2! let us first

notice that

E k~x!dx5K~x!1const, ~3.9!

whereK(x) is an analytic function

K~x!5k2x1g~k12k2!ln~11ex/g!

5k1x1g~k12k2!ln~11e2x/g!, ~3.10!

defined onC1 with slits originating at the logarithmic singu-
larities ofK(x) located at the polesx

*
n of K(x). For definite-

ness, we fix the branch ofK(x) by the condition

K~x!5k6x1o~e2uxu/g!, as Re~x!→6`, ~3.11!

and we fix this branch onC1 by slits between the points
x
*
2n22 andx

*
2n21 .

In the above we defined rays on a two-sheet manifoldS
constructed from two copiesC1 and C2 of the complex
plane. Then, we introduced the functionK(x) defined on the
planesC1 and C2 with specified slits. Let us assume that
each sheet ofS has these slits. Then, the eikonalS(x) sat-
isfying ~3.5! may be defined onS by the formula

S~x!56K~x!, xPC6 , ~3.12!

whereK(x) is the function from~3.10!.
It is instructive to observe thatS(x) from ~3.12! is a

piecewise analytic function onS with a continuous deriva-
tive S8(x) satisfying ~3.5! and ~3.2!. It also follows from
~3.11! that on C1 and C2 of S the eikonalS(x) has the
asymptotic behavior

S~x!5H k6x1o~e2uxu/g!, x→6`, Re~x!PC1 ,

2k6x1o~e2uxu/g!, x→6`, Re~x!PC2 ,
~3.13!

which suggests that the componentC1 of S supports the
waves propagating from Re(x)→2` to Re(x)→1`, while
the componentC2 supports waves propagating in the oppo-
site direction.

IV. PROBABILISTIC SOLUTION OF THE TRANSPORT
EQUATION

After the eikonalS(x) is defined on the two-sheet mani-
fold S, the complete transport equation~3.3! may be explic-
itly solved on this surface by exact probabilistic formulas
provided by the random walk methods briefly discussed in
the Introduction.

Consider the complete transport equation~3.3! in the
domainS with the ‘‘boundary’’ conditions

lim
Re(x)→`

f~x!5x~x`!,

x~x`!5H 1, if x`PC1 , Re~x`!→2`,

0, if x`PC1 , Re~x`!→1`.
~4.1!

The solutionf of this problem is represented by the proba-
bilistic formula

f~x!5E$Ix~j`
x ! e2 1/2*0

`S9(j t
x) a2(j t

x) dt%, ~4.2!

where E denotes the mathematical expectation evaluated
over all random walksj t

x on S governed by the stochastic
differential equation

dj t
x52S8~j t

x! a2~j t
x! dt1A i

V
a~j t

x!dwt, ~4.3!

with the standard one dimensional Brownian motionwt , and
with an auxiliary smooth functiona(x) whose particular
choice may be made as convenient for a considered particu-
lar problem. In many cases the simplest choicea(x)[1 is
sufficient, but in every particular case another choice may be
advantageous.

Random walk~4.3! on the manifoldS is a superposition
of the standard Brownian motionwt multiplied by some fac-
tor, and of the deterministic drift along the vector fieldA
52S8(x)a2(x). Based on the structure of the integral lines
of S8(x) discussed above, we can derive here some qualita-
tive conclusions about the amplitudef defined by the math-
ematical expectation~4.2!.

Let x be a point onC1 located far left of the zerosx0
n of

the wave numberk(x), i.e., 2u,Re(x)!Re(x0
0). The vec-

tor field A52S8 in this domain is estimated asA521
1o(1), and itsintegral lines are close to straight lines run-
ning parallel to the real axis in the negative direction. There-
fore, paths~4.3! almost certainly run out to Re(x)→2` on
C1 where the boundary conditions are set by~4.1! to unity. It
is also clear that along the pathsj t

x we haveS95o(1), which
results in the estimate

f~x!'1, if xPC1 , Re~x!!0. ~4.4!

Similarly, if x is located onC2 and Re(x)@0, then paths
j t

x almost certainly run out to Re(x)→` in a domain where
the boundary conditions are set by~4.1! to zero, which leads
to the estimates

f~x!'0, if xPC2 , Re~x!@0. ~4.5!

Next, let x be a real point of the right side ofC1 , i.e.,
xPC1 , Re(x)@1, and Im(x)50. Then the paths~4.3!
launched fromx have nonzero chances to run out to infinity
either on the left side ofC1 or somewhere else. In both of

FIG. 2. Attachment of sheets along circles around zeros
x0

n of k(x).
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these cases the derivativeS9(x) may also be distinct from
zero along the pathj t

x . All of these result in the estimate

f~x!'T1 , if xPC1 , Re~x!@0, ~4.6!

whereT1 is a constant whose exact value may not be pro-
vided by this qualitative reasoning. Similarly, we get the es-
timate

f~x!'T2 , if xPC2 , Re~x!!0, ~4.7!

valid if x is a real point in the left side of the sheetC2 , i.e.,
xPC2 , Re(x)@0, Im(x)50.

It is clear that the asymptotics off(x) on C1 provided
by ~4.4! and~4.7! agree with the pre-exponential coefficients
from the first line of~2.3!. Similarly, the asymptotics off(x)
on C2 provided by ~4.5! and ~4.7! conform with the pre-
exponentials from the second line of~2.3!. We will see below
that this coincidence makes it possible to use the amplitude
f defined by the probabilistic formula~4.2! to construct the
solution of the scattering problem~2.1!–~2.3!.

Finally, having the eikonalS(x) and the amplitudef(x)
completely defined on the sheetsC6 by formulas~3.12! and
~4.2!, we readily represent the solution of the scattering prob-
lem ~2.1!–~2.3! as a superposition

c~x!5c f~x!1cb~x!, ~4.8!

of the ‘‘forward’’ and of the ‘‘backscattered’’ wavesc f(x)
andcb(x), defined by the expressions

c f~x!5f~x1! eiVK(x), cb~x!5f~x2! e2 iVK(x), ~4.9!

wherex is a point on the real axis; andx1 , x2 are the points
corresponding tox. Comparing~4.8! and ~4.9! with the as-
ymptotics ~3.11! of K(x) and with the asymptotics~4.4!–
~4.7! of the amplitudef(x), one may readily see thatc(x)
defined by~4.8! has the required asymptotics~2.3!.

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS

To get an indication of the numerical efficiency of the
random walk approach to problems of wave propagation, we
simulated solutions of the scattering problem~2.1!–~2.4!
with

V51, k251, k154, 0.1<g<0.6 . ~5.1!

The results of the numerical simulation are shown in Fig. 3.
The top diagram of Fig. 3 shows profiles of the wave

numberskg(x) defined by ~2.4!. The steepest line corre-
sponds tog50.1, the most gradual line corresponds tog
50.6, and four other lines correspond to intermediate values
of g with the increment 0.1. Since all wave numberskg(x) in
the selected range of the parameterg become practically
constant outside the intervalxP@23,3#, we estimate that
further computations of the wave fields may be restricted to
the intervalxP@25,5#.

The next diagram of Fig. 3 shows results of the numeri-
cal simulation of the amplitudef f(x)[f(x1) of the for-
ward wavec f(x) from ~4.9!. The values off f(x) are com-
puted by the probabilistic formula~4.2!. The lines on this
graph display absolute values of the amplitudesf f(x) of the
forward waves corresponding to different profiles of the
wave number defined by~2.4! with the parameterg varying

from 0.1 to 0.6 as discussed above. The phases off f(x) are
not plotted because they never differed from zero by more
than 610°. Similar to the top graph of Fig. 3, the steepest
line of the second graph corresponds tog50.1, and the most
gradual line corresponds tog50.6 with the other lines cor-
responding to the intermediate values ofg.

In the domainx,23 all lines of the second graph of
Fig. 3 approach unity, which perfectly conforms with the
estimate~4.4! and with the physical interpretation of the for-
ward wave in this domain, where it is interpreted as the
incident wavec inc51•eiVk2x.

In the domainx.0 the amplitudes of the forward wave
also approach some constant levels, which may be identified,
according to~2.2!, with the transmission coefficientsT1

5T1(g) corresponding to the different profiles of the wave
number from~2.4! determined byg. The steepest line on the
second graph of Fig. 3 corresponds tog50.1, and the most
gradual line corresponds tog50.6. From the diagram we see
that asg increases, the transmission coefficientT1(g) also
increases from the levelT1(0.1)'0.4 corresponding tog
50.1, up to the levelT1(0.6)'0.5 which remains practi-
cally unchanged for allg.0.6.

Let us see if the values obtained for the transmission
coefficients perfectly match the values of these coefficients
suggested by qualitative considerations.

Indeed, from~2.6! it follows that if the wave number
k(x)5kg(x) is defined as a piecewise constant function~2.5!
with the parameters assigned by~5.1!, then T1

0 50.4 is the
exact value of the transmission coefficient in this case.
Therefore, the approximationT1(0.1)'0.4 obtained from
the computations, may be interpreted as an indication that
the smooth wave numberkg(x) with g50.1 approximates
sufficiently well the piecewise constant wave numberk0(x)
from ~2.5!, and vice versa.

On the other hand, from the ray method it follows that if
the wave numberkg(x) is sufficiently smooth, then the am-
plitude f f of the forward wave may be approximated as

f f~x!'f r~x!5A k2

k~x!
, ~5.2!

wheref r(x) is the exact solution of the reduced transport
equation

2kf r82k8f r50, f r~2`!5k2 , ~5.3!

which is customarily considered in the ray theory as an ap-
proximation to the complete transport equation~3.3!, ~3.4!,
produced by the rigorous analysis of the scattering problem
~2.1!–~2.3!. Then, in the ray theory the transmission coeffi-
cient is approximated asT1'f r(1`)5Ak2 /k1, which
does not depend on the particular profile of the wave number
k(x), but depends only on its asymptotesk6 at Re(x)
→6`. In the particular case of~5.1! the approximation
~5.2!, ~5.3! gives exactly the valueT150.5, which was ob-
tained from random walk simulation for the wave numbers
kg(x) with g.0.6. This agreement may be viewed as an-
other confirmation of the effectiveness of the random walk
approach to problems of wave propagation. Additionally,
these results may be interpreted as an indication that the ray
method remains accurate for problems of scattering on a po-
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tential whose profile is smoother than that of the wave num-
ber kg(x) with g.0.6.

The last diagram of Fig. 3 shows results of the numerical
simulation of the amplitudefb(x)[f(x2) of the backward
wave cb(x) from ~4.9!. The values offb(x) are computed
by the probabilistic formula~4.2!. The lines on this graph
display absolute values of the amplitudesfb(x) of the back-
ward waves corresponding to different profiles of the wave
number defined by~2.4! with the parameterg varying from
0.1 to 0.6 as discussed above. In the domain Re(x).0 all
lines of the second graph of Fig. 3 approach zero, which
perfectly conforms with the estimate~4.5! and with the
physical interpretation of the backscattered wave, which
should not exist on the right of the jump of the wave number.

In the domain Re(x),22 the amplitudes of the back-

scattered waves approach some constant levels, which may
be identified, according to~2.2!, with the reflection coeffi-
cientsT25T2(g) corresponding to the different profiles of
the wave number from~2.4! determined byg. The highest
line on the second graph of Fig. 3 corresponds tog50.1, and
the lowest line corresponds tog50.6. From the diagram we
see that asg increases, the reflection coefficientT2(g) also
decreases from the levelT2(0.1)'0.6 corresponding tog
50.1, down to the levelT1(0.6)'0.5, which remains prac-
tically unchanged for allg.0.6.

It is easy to see that the values obtained for the reflection
coefficients perfectly match the values of these coefficients
suggested by qualitative considerations.

Indeed, from~2.6! it follows that if the wave number
k(x)5kg(x) is defined as a piecewise constant function~2.5!

FIG. 3. Simulation of reflection and transmission coefficients.
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with the parameters assigned by~5.1!, then T2
0 50.6 is the

exact value of the transmission coefficient in this case.
Therefore, the approximationT1(0.1)'0.6 obtained from
the computations may be interpreted as another indication
that the smooth wave numberkg(x) with g50.1 approxi-
mates sufficiently well the piecewise constant wave number
k0(x) from ~2.5!, and vice versa.

On the other hand, if the wave numberkg(x) is suffi-
ciently smooth, then the amplitudef f of the forward wave
may be approximated by the ray-method formula~5.3! which
predicts that, in the considered cases, the transmission coef-
ficient must be close toT150.5, independently of the par-
ticular profile of the wave number. Therefore, although the
ray method does not provide any estimate of the backscat-
tered waves, it is clear that in the absence of energy dissipa-
tion backscattered waves must exist, and that the reflection
coefficient must be close toT250.5 for any sufficiently
smooth profile of the wave number. And the graphs of the
last digram of Fig. 3 approach exactly this limitT250.5 as
parameterg increases and makes the wave number smoother.

Comparing the graphs in Fig. 3, one may notice that the
forward waves are computed more accurately and stably than
the backward waves. This is explained by the different struc-
ture of the rays determining forward and backward waves.
Numerical errors of random walk methods are primarily
caused by the discretization and by the averaging of a finite
number of paths instead of considering all possible trajecto-
ries. These reasons equally affect computations of both the
forward and backward waves. However, computation of the
backward waves has an additional difficulty related to the
penetration of the random walks from one sheet to another.
Theoretically, paths may move from one sheet to the another
only through the isolated roots of the wave number, but the
presented computations employed algorithms where the
paths were allowed to move from one sheet to another
through finite ‘‘holes,’’ which simplifies the computations
but reduces the accuracy of the results. There are different
ways to improve the computation of the backscattered wave.
For example, it may be achieved by a special choice of the
auxiliary functiona(x) in ~4.2! and ~4.3!, or the solution of
the complete transport equation~3.3! near the rootsx0

n of the
wave number may be studied by analytical methods. Our
goal in this paper, however, is to focus on the general expo-
sure of possibilities of the random walk method, and we do
not go into detail of any specific technique.

VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The random walk methods presented here determine so-
lutions of the Helmholtz equation as an average of values of

a specified functional computed over the trajectories of the
motion composed from the deterministic drift along the clas-
sic rays and random complex-valued fluctuations. As with
direct numerical techniques the approach is not limited to
specific geometric configurations and may be equally applied
to problems with nonhomogeneous parameters as well as to
problems with constant coefficients. And as with analytic or
asymptotic techniques, the random walk method makes it
possible to compute a solution at individual points without
computing it on dense meshes. Also, solutions of the Helm-
holtz equation produced by the random walk method have a
physically meaningful interpretation describing wave propa-
gation as transport of some quantities along specified trajec-
tories in the complex space. Such trajectories follow classical
rays in general, but they are not forced to stay on these
real-valued rays. This last detail is important, because it ex-
plains such phenomena as diffraction and backscattering,
which consist of the penetration of waves into the domains
unreachable by classical real-valued rays.

The probabilistic approach to the analysis of the Helm-
holtz equation may be extended far beyond the simple ex-
ample considered here. In future papers we plan to consider
the application of this method to two- and three-dimensional
problems of wave propagation and to extend this method to
problems of elasticity.
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Reflection of drill-string extensional waves
at the bit-rock contact
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Downward propagating extensional waves are partially reflected at the bit-rock contact. The
evaluation of the reflection coefficient is important to obtain while drilling information about the
acoustic properties of the formations. The scope of this work is to estimate the bit-rock reflection
coefficient, assuming a flat drill bit in perfect contact with the formation. Using the low-frequency
approximation, which holds when the wavelength is much larger than the lateral dimensions of the
borehole, the drill-string is assumed to be a laterally free rod, and the formation an homogeneous
and isotropic medium. This work shows that the reflection coefficient of the extensional waves
depends, along with the elastic properties of the formation, on the ratio of the cross sections of the
drill-string and borehole. The impedance of the drilled rock can be calculated from the measured
reflection coefficient, which is related to the amplitude of waves produced in the string and in the
formation by a working drill-bit. ©2002 Acoustical Society of America.
@DOI: 10.1121/1.1480423#

PACS numbers: 43.20.El, 43.40.Cw, 43.58.Bh, 43.55.Rg@DEC#

I. INTRODUCTION

The vibrations generated in the drill-string while drilling
are partially reflected and transmitted at the bit-rock contact.
The drill-bit reflection coefficient of the down-hole exten-
sional waves can be analyzed to determine the elastic prop-
erties of the drilled formation and characterize the drill-string
behavior.

Several researchers have investigated the drilling pro-
cess using surface and down-hole measurements of the drill-
string vibrations, with the purpose of determining the dy-
namic and kinematic behavior of the bit~Hutchinsonet al.,
1995!, of reducing undesired vibrations and risks, and opti-
mizing the rate of penetration. In particular, earlier works
aimed at understanding the behavior of the drill-string and of
the rig-structure system, and obtaining information on the
rock properties, were based on the theory of impedances. For
instance, Lutzet al. ~1972!, developed a theoretical interpre-
tation of the longitudinal vibrations measured at the top of
the drill-string to simulate on the computer the dynamic phe-
nomena of drilling, and give an instantaneous log of the for-
mation while being drilled~SNAP log!.

Recently, other researchers have analyzed the model of
the drill-string transmission line and vibrations to correct the
drill-bit seismograms used for reverse vertical profiling
~RVSP!. Booer and Meehan~1993! used a model-based ap-
proach to interpret the rig measurements and determine the
bit-to-rock reflection coefficient by inverting the drill-string
reflectivity. Malusaet al. ~1998! provided an optimum fitting
of the drill-string numerical model. These results allow the
location of the bit on the seismograms produced by the bit
vibrations and the comparison of the contrast of impedances
at the bit with the conventional borehole-log data. The inter-

pretation of the estimated drill-bit reflection coefficient be-
comes more difficult in the presence of the many nonlinear
phenomena, like bouncing, stick-slip, whirling and energy
losses involved in the drilling process. The coupling between
the drill-bit and the rock also depends on the variation of the
drilling parameters, such as weight-on-bit~WOB!, rate-of-
penetration~ROP!, torque-on-bit~TOB!, velocity of rotation
~RPM!, and pressure of the drilling mud.

The model proposed in this work is the following: the
drill-string is represented by a rod, with a flat bit coupled to
the formation. The formation is isotropic and homogeneous
and the transmitted wave field is represented as plane com-
pressional waves in the low-frequency approximation~i.e.,
wavelengths that are much longer than the borehole radius!.
Lateral-bending effects and conversions of the extensional
string-waves to shear and flexural modes are not considered.
~Chin, 1994; Drumheller, 1993!. The relation between the
rock impedance scaled by the ratio of the rod-to-borehole
cross-sections and the reflection coefficient is obtained by
assuming that the bit is not working~rotating!. Then, the bit
is assumed to be working as a vertical displacement source
to obtain the relations between the calculated drill-bit reflec-
tion coefficient and the amplitude of the waves generated in
the drill-string and in the formation.

This paper is organized as follows. First, we describe the
stress–strain constitutive model of the rod in the borehole.
Second, we compute the reflection coefficient at the bit-rock
interface. Then, we express this coefficient as a function of
the elastic properties of the rod and of the rock, and calculate
the relation between the acoustic impedance of the formation
and the reflection coefficient. A displacement source is then
introduced to calculate the amplitude of the waves in the
string and the formation. Finally, we consider some numeri-
cal and real examples and discuss the results.a!Electronic mail: fpoletto@ogs.trieste.it
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II. CONSTITUTIVE EQUATIONS

Let us consider a borehole in a homogeneous, isotropic,
and unbounded medium containing a semi-infinite rod~Fig.
1!. We assume the low-frequency approximation, which
holds when the minimum wavelength is much larger than the
borehole lateral dimensions—in this approximation, the
choice of rectangular coordinates to calculate the extensional
waves in a rod does not entail the generality of the results
~Kolsky, 1953!. The vertical~axial! dimension isz, while x
andy are the horizontal coordinates. We also assume that the
borehole has no drilling-mud, and that the rod is laterally
free, coupled to the formation only at the bit contact. The bit
is in a not working state and its bottom interface is a flat
surface. The bit area,A2 , equals the cross section of the
borehole, while the rod cross section,A1 , equals the cross
section of the drill collars in the bottom hole assembly
~BHA!.

Let sx , sy , and sz be the normal-stress components,
and u, v, andw the displacements in thex, y, andz direc-
tions, respectively. The strain–stress constitutive relations
~Jaeger, 1969! are

Eex5sx2n~sy1sz!, ~1!

Eey5sy2n~sz1sx!, ~2!

Eez5sz2n~sx1sy!, ~3!

where

ex5
]u

]x
, ey5

]v
]y

, ez5
]w

]z
, ~4!

are the normal strains,E is the Young’s modulus, andn is the
Poisson’s ratio, which is related to theP-wave (VP) and
S-wave (VS) velocities by

2~12n!

122n
5S VP

VS
D 2

. ~5!

Let us consider an extensional stress-wave traveling in the
rod and incident at the bit-rock interface. The stress condi-
tions are different in the rod and the formation.

In the following, we denote with the subindexes 1 and 2
the field variables and material properties in the rod and for-
mation, respectively. Since the rod is assumed laterally free
in the borehole, the lateral stresses aresx15sy150, and,
using Eq.~3! we obtain

E1ez15sz1 . ~6!

On the other hand, the stress conditions are different in
the formation, where the rock coupled to the bit is sur-
rounded by other rock. Using the hypothesis of isotropy for
the horizontal stress in the formation, it issx25sy2Þ0. We
assume that the induced strain is different from zero only in
the vertical direction~the surrounding rock produces a reac-
tion stress, which has the effect of compensating the horizon-
tal relative displacements. However, this approximation does
not hold if we model the bit as a point source!. Then

ex25ey250. ~7!

Using equations from~1!–~3!, and~7!, gives

sx25sy25
n2

12n2
sz2 . ~8!

Equation~8! corresponds to the well-known result~Jaeger,
1969! that for actual rocks the vertical principal-stress due to
the vertical-load of the weight of the column of rock is
roughly three times~exactly three times in a Poisson’s me-
dium! the horizontal principal-stress components. Using Eqs.
~3! and~8!, we obtain the relation between the vertical strain
and stress in the formation,

E2ez25
~11n2!~122n2!

12n2
sz2 . ~9!

III. REFLECTION COEFFICIENT

Since the bit is coupled to the formation, the continuity
condition of the displacement at the bit-rock interface (z
50) implies

w15w2 . ~10!

The continuity condition of the vertical force at the interface
is

A1sz15A2sz2 . ~11!

Substituting Eqs.~6! and ~9! in ~11! gives

A1E1ez15A2E2ez2

12n2

~11n2!~122n2!
. ~12!

Let the reflection and transmission coefficients bec0 and
t0511c0 , and consider the plane wave solutions

FIG. 1. An idealized semi-infinite drill-string is assumed as a rod in a
borehole, which is drilled in an infinite homogeneous and isotropic medium.
The vertical axial direction is thez. The rod is laterally free. The bit is flat
and coupled to the formation at the interface contact. The cross section of
the rod is A1 , while the bit area equals the borehole cross-sectionA2 .
Different stress conditions are present at the opposite sides of the bit inter-
face, internally in the rod and externally in the formation.
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w15exp@i~vt2k1z!#1c0 exp@i~vt1k1z!#, ~13!

and

w25t0 exp@i~vt2k2z!#, ~14!

in the rod and formation, respectively. From Eq.~4! it fol-
lows that atz50 we have

ez152ik1~12c0!exp~ivt !, ~15!

and

ez252ik2~11c0!exp~ivt !. ~16!

Substituting these results into Eq.~12!, we obtain the
reflection coefficient at the bit interface

c05
a21

a11
, ~17!

wherea is given by

a5S A1E1k1

A2E2k2
D ~11n2!~122n2!

12n2
. ~18!

On the other hand, for the continuity of the angular fre-
quency v, the ratio of the wave numbers in the rod and
formation is

k1

k2
5

VP2

VE1
, ~19!

whereVE1 is the velocity of the extensional wave in the rod.
Let r be the mass density. The velocity of the extensional
wave in the rod~Kolsky, 1953! is

VE15AE1

r1
. ~20!

The compressional velocity of the formation can be ex-
pressed as

VP25A 12n2

~11n2!~122n2!
AE2

r2
. ~21!

Using Eqs.~18!–~21!, we obtain

a5
A1

A2

Ar1E1

r2VP2
, ~22!

and, using Eq.~17!, the reflection coefficient at the bit can be
written as

c05
A1Ar1E12A2r2VP2

A1Ar1E11A2r2VP2

. ~23!

SinceE1 , andr1 are known, Eq.~23! gives the reflec-
tion coefficient in function of the ratio of the cross sections
and the elastic parameters of the formation. On the other
hand, Eq.~18! gives

a5
11c0

12c0
, ~24!

and using Eq.~23! we estimate the impedance of the drilled
rock as

r2VP25
A1

A2
Ar1E1

12c0

11c0
. ~25!

Using Eq.~25!, the impedance of the drilled formation
can be computed by measuringc0 from reflections in drill-bit
data~Malusaet al., 1998!. With an alternative approach,c0

can also be estimated by measuring the amplitude of the
direct roller-cone drill-bit waves, which is related to the con-
trast of the impedances at the bit-rock interface~Lutz et al.,
1972; Clayeret al., 1990!. The numerical algorithm for solv-
ing wave propagation in the presence of an imperfect contact
was considered, for instance, by Carcione~1996!. Here, for
simplicity, we assume that the working drill bit is a mono-
chromatic source, and that the vertical relative displacement
between drill string and formation is given by

d exp~ivt !5w22w1 , ~26!

whered is a constant related to the magnitude of the acting
monochromatic force. The balance of the forces at the bit
interface gives

A1sz15A2sz2 . ~27!

We introduce the plane wave solutions

w15a1 exp@i~vt1k1z!#, ~28!

and

w25a2 exp@i~vt2k2z!#, ~29!

where a1 and a2 are constant amplitudes. With a way of
reasoning similar to that already used, atz50 we obtain

A1Ar1E1a152A2r2VP2a2 , ~30!

and, after some calculations, we obtain

a2

a1
52

11c0

12c0
, ~31!

wherec0 is given by Eq.~23!. From Eq.~26! it is

d5a22a1 . ~32!

Using Eqs.~31! and ~32! gives the amplitude of the exten-
sional drill-string wave, by

a152
d

2
~12c0!, ~33!

and the amplitude of the compressional wave in the forma-
tion, by

a25
d

2
~11c0!. ~34!

These relations also show that the amplitude of the seismo-
grams obtained by correlating the drill-string and geophone
measurements is indicatively proportional to (12c0

2), with
c0 given by Eq.~23!. In any case, we have to consider that
the plane-wave approximation may yield an overestimate of
radiated energy. Use of the point-force assumption may give
better results and leads to the calculation of a complex re-
flection coefficient.
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IV. EXAMPLES

We use the following values for the elastic properties of
steel:E15206 GPa, andr157840 kg/m3. The cross-section
A1 is calculated by considering only the drill-collars in the
BHA close to the bit, since the reflection coefficients be-
tween pipes and drill-collars are known~Polettoet al., 2001!.
In the first example, we compare the models of two drill-
strings ~Table I! in the same formation, in whichVP2

54100 m/s andr252400 kg/m3 is assumed. In the first drill-
string, the bit diameter (D2) is 0.324 m, the internal (d1) and
external (D1) diameters of the drill collar are 0.070 and
0.203 m, respectively, and the ratioA1 /A250.38. In the sec-
ond case, the bit diameter is 0.216 m, the internal and exter-
nal diameters of the drill-collar are 0.073 and 0.165 m, re-
spectively, and the ratioA1 /A250.47. Using Eq.~23!, we
obtainc50.216, andc50.315, in the first and second drill-
string, respectively.

Figure 2 shows results obtained using real axial-pilot
roller-cone-bit data measured for seismic-while-drilling
RVSP surveying~Miranda et al., 1996!. The data were ac-
quired with depth intervals of about 20 m, from 500 to 2500
m depth. Each acquisition level corresponds to about 45 min
of continuous drilling. Figure 2~a! shows the lithostrati-
graphic profile and the variation ofA1 /A2 . Figure 2~b!
shows the reflection coefficients calculated by the optimum
fit of the drill-bit data to the numerical model of the drill-
string multiples. The measured drill-bit reflection coefficient
~thin curve! is compared with the theoretical reflection coef-
ficient ~thick curve! calculated by using Eq.~23! and conven-
tional sonic-log data. Figure 2~c! shows the acoustic imped-

ance calculated while-drilling using drill-bit data~thin curve!
and Eq.~25!. It is compared with the acoustic impedance
measured by conventional sonic-log data~thick curve!. The
average trends of drill-bit and sonic-log data are in good
agreement. The main differences between the two curves are
interpreted as the effects due to the simplified model used for
calculating the drill-bit reflection coefficient and to the pres-
ence of noise in drill-bit data.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The drill-bit reflection coefficient is obtained assuming
ideal conditions and considering extensional waves. Actually,
at the bit-rock contact, shear waves in the formation and
flexural waves in the string are also produced, and the results
given in Eqs.~23! and ~25! have to be considered as the
plane-wave approximation ofc0 . Under this low-frequency
approximation, the results obtained from sonic-log data show
a good average trend with the coefficient measured in real
drill-bit data. The calculated values should be regarded as
reference values, obtained with the maximum and perfect
coupling of the cross sections at the bit-rock interface, in the
absence of drilling noise. In realistic cases, the bit is work-
ing, not-flat and the section of contact is probably reduced,
thus increasingA1 /A2 and c0 , which often ranges from
negative values to 0.5. In the analysis of actual data obtained
using drill-bits with different shapes and performances, it
could be considered the influence of the drilling parameters.
The effective drill-bit cross section to be used in the calculus
of c0 should depend on the weight-on-bit~WOB! and mud
pressure, which influence the coupling, on the rate-of-
penetration~ROP!, on the velocity of rotation~RPM!, as well
as on the presence of cuttings under the bit. For these rea-
sons, the model needs an extension, to better approximate the
point-source model using a complex reflection coefficient,
and to include the actual bit performances and drilling con-
ditions.
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Bulk-reacting sound absorbing materials are often used in packed silencers to reduce broadband
noise. A bulk-reacting material is characterized by a complex mean density and a complex speed of
sound. These two material properties can be measured by the two-cavity method or calculated by
empirical formulas. Modeling the entire silencer domain with a bulk-reacting lining will involve two
different acoustic media, air and the bulk-reacting material. Traditionally, the interior silencer
domain is divided into different zones and a multi-domain boundary element method~BEM! may be
applied to solve the problem. However, defining different zones and matching the elements along
each interface is tedious, especially when the zones are intricately connected. In this paper, a direct
mixed-body boundary element method is used to model a packed silencer without subdividing it into
different zones. This is achieved by summing up all the integral equations in different zones and
then adding the hypersingular integral equations at interfaces. Several test cases, including a packed
expansion chamber with and without an absorbing center bullet, and a parallel baffle silencer, are
studied. Numerical results for the prediction of transmission loss~TL! are compared to experimental
data. © 2002 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1476920#

PACS numbers: 43.20.Fn, 43.50.Gf@VWS#

I. INTRODUCTION

Reactive mufflers and packed silencers used in industry
usually contain very complex internal components such as
extended inlet/outlet tubes, thin baffles, perforated tubes, and
bulk-reacting sound absorbing materials. Although the inte-
rior fluid domain is bounded, the boundary element method
~BEM! is still an ideal analysis tool due to its surface-only
meshing scheme. Recently, Wu and his co-workers1,2 have
developed a so-called ‘‘direct mixed-body BEM’’ for the
analysis of reactive mufflers. In the context of this method,
each surface component has its own attribute, such as ‘‘regu-
lar,’’ ‘‘thin,’’ and ‘‘perforated.’’ Due to the use of constant
elements, a BEM model can be easily created by assembling
different surface components together. The mesh is also au-
tomatically refined at each frequency step of calculation.
This means a very coarse mesh is used at low frequencies,
and the mesh is automatically refined as the frequency goes
up. With the component assembly capability of the direct
mixed-body BEM, there is no need to do the tedious multi-
domain zoning and interface matching as required by the
conventional multi-domain BEM.3,4

For packed silencers, the BEM modeling becomes even
more challenging because there are at least two different
acoustic media involved, air and the bulk-reacting sound ab-
sorbing material. A bulk-reacting sound absorbing material is
characterized by a complex speed of sound and a complex

mean density.5 These two material properties are related to
the propagation constant and the characteristic impedance
which can be either measured by the two-cavity method5 or
calculated by empirical formulas if the flow resistivity of the
material is known.6 The traditional modeling approach is to
use the multi-domain BEM7 in which each subdomain is still
homogeneous. However, the internal geometry of a typical
packed silencer is usually quite complex and there may be
too many subdomains intricately connected together. It is
impractical to define so many subdomains and try to match
the boundary conditions at all interfaces.

The finite element method~FEM! may be an alternative
way to model a packed silencer. However, it should be noted
that sound pressure is not continuous everywhere. Bulk-
reacting linings are usually covered by a perforated thin sur-
face. At the perforated interface, the pressure jump is related
to the normal velocity by an empirical transfer impedance.
On the other hand, a rigid thin plate with no perforation
could occasionally be placed between air and a certain side
of a bulk-reacting material. At the rigid thin plate interface,
sound pressure has a jump but the normal velocities on both
sides are zero. Since each 3-D brick finite element has six
surfaces, it is very tedious to go through every different in-
terface and assign an appropriate interface condition. In ad-
dition, 3-D finite element meshes are hard to visualize be-
cause they represent the fluid domain, not the muffler/
silencer geometry. This is especially true when the internal
geometry is very complex.

From the design point of view, the BEM is still a pre-a!Electronic mail: timwu@engr.uky.edu
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ferred method for muffler/silencer analysis because the BEM
mesh represents the true muffler/silencer geometry. In this
paper, the direct mixed-body BEM for reactive mufflers1,2 is
extended to the analysis of packed silencers. With reference
to Fig. 1, each surface in a silencer model has its own surface
attribute. In other words, a surface can be either ‘‘regular’’
~R!, ‘‘thin’’ ~T!, ‘‘perforated’’ ~P!, ‘‘bulk reacting’’ ~B!, ‘‘in-
terface’’~I!, ‘‘perforated interface’’~IP!, or ‘‘air-thin-bulk re-
acting’’ ~ATB!. The R surfaces include the exterior silencer
surfaces~with no bulk-reacting packing!, the inlet/outlet
tubes, and the inlet/outlet ends. The T surfaces are the thin
components inside the silencer, such as the extended inlet/
outlet tubes, thin baffles, flow plugs, and internal connecting
tubes. The P surfaces are designated for perforated surfaces
with air on both sides. The B surfaces are the exterior sur-
faces with the bulk-reacting material. The I surfaces are the
interfaces between the bulk-reacting material and air. The IP
surfaces are the perforated interfaces between the bulk-
reacting material and air. The ATB surfaces represent the
rigid thin plates between the bulk-reacting material and air.
Of all the surfaces shown in Fig. 1, R, T, and P surfaces have
been used in reactive mufflers,1,2 and B, I, IP, and ATB are
additional new surfaces defined for packed silencers.

The basic idea of the direct mixed-body BEM actually
comes from the conventional multi-domain BEM. The dif-
ference is that the integral equations of all subdomains are
summed up. The idea of adding integral equations together
was discussed by Copley in 1968.8 The numerical system is
then supplemented by adding the hypersingular integral
equations9 at interfaces. Since the integral equations of all
subdomains are summed up, the method actually becomes a
single-domain BEM. As such, there is no need to define sub-
domains and match interface conditions anymore.

This paper begins with the derivation of the integral
equations for a simplified two-medium configuration. The
interface between air and the bulk-reacting material could be
either I, IP, or ATB. Then the complete integral equations for
a combination of different surfaces are presented. Several
test cases, including a packed simple expansion chamber
with and without an absorbing center bullet, and a parallel
baffle silencer, are used to verify the formulation. The BEM
predictions for the transmission loss~TL! are compared to
the experiment results.

II. TWO-MEDIUM PROBLEM

A simplified two-medium problem is shown in Fig. 2 for
derivation purposes. LetrA andcA denote the mean density
and speed of sound of air, andrB and cB denote the mean
density and speed of sound of the bulk-reacting material,
respectively. Note thatrB andcB are both complex numbers
and are related to the propagation constant and the charac-
teristic impedance by

cB5
iv

GB
, ~1!

rB5
ZB

cB
, ~2!

wherei 5A21, v is the angular frequency,GB is the propa-
gation constant, andZB is the characteristic impedance. Both
GB and ZB can be measured by the two-cavity method,5 or
calculated by empirical power law approximations if the
flow resistivity of the bulk-reacting material is known.6 The
governing differential equations for this two-medium prob-
lem in the frequency domain are

¹2p1kA
2p50 in air, ~3!

¹2p1kB
2p50 in the bulk-reacting material, ~4!

wherep is the sound pressure, andkA andkB are the wave
numbers in air and the bulk-reacting material, respectively.
Three kinds of interfaces between air and the bulk-reacting
material will be considered in the latter part of this paper.
With reference to Fig. 2, the interior domain of the air side is
denoted byVA and the bulk-reacting material byVB . Let n
be the unit normal vector. The unit normal vector on R or B
is pointing into the interior acoustic domain, and on the in-
terface the normal is pointing into the air side. Then the
Helmholtz integral equation can be written for each domain.
If the e1 ivt convention is adopted, the boundary integral
equations are

FIG. 1. Types of surfaces modeled in the direct mixed-body BEM.
FIG. 2. A simplified two-medium problem. The interface can be I, or IP, or
ATB.
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R
S p

]cA

] n
1 irAv vncADdS

1E
interface

S p
]cA

] n
1 irAv vncADdS

5H 4pp~P!, PPVA ,

2p p~P!, PPR1 interface,

0, PPVB1B,

~5a!

~5b!

~5c!

E
B
S p

]cB

] n
1 irBv vncBDdS

2E
interface

S p
]cB

] n
1 irBv vncBDdS

5H 4pp~P!, PPVB ,

2p p~P!, PPB1 interface,

0, PPVA1R,

~6a!

~6b!

~6c!

wherevn is the normal velocity,P is the collocation point,
and cA and cB are the free-space Green’s functions in air
and the bulk-reacting material, respectively. A negative sign
is used in front of the integral over the interface in Eq.~6!
because the normal at the interface is pointing into air. Due
to the use of constant elements, the solid angle atP on the
surface is always 2p. The explicit expressions for the two
Green’s functions are

cA5
e2 ikAr

r
, ~7a!

cB5
e2 ikBr

r
, ~7b!

where r5uP2Qu, and Q is any integration point on the
boundary.

The direct mixed-body BEM begins with summing up
Eqs.~5! and ~6!. There are three kinds of interfaces consid-
ered in this paper: I, IP, and ATB. They are discussed indi-
vidually in the following.

A. Interface I

At the I interface, the bulk-reacting material is in direct
contact with air. Bothp and vn are continuous across the
interface. Summing up Eqs.~5! and ~6! yields

E
R
S p

]cA

] n
1 irAv vncADdS

1E
B
S p

]cB

] n
1 irBv vncBDdS

1E
I
FpS ]cA

] n
2

]cB

]n D1 iv vn~rAcA2rBcB!GdS

5H 4pp~P!, PPVA1VB ,

2p p~P!, PPR1B,

4pp~P!, PPI.

~8a!

~8b!

~8c!

Note that on R and B surfaces, eitherp or vn or a local
impedance is specified as the boundary condition, and there

is only one unknown variable at each node. Equation~8b! is
sufficient for providing the necessary equation to solve the
unknown variable at each node. However, at interface I, nei-
ther p nor vn is known a priori. Equation~8c! itself would
not be sufficient to solve the two unknowns at each node on
I. An additional equation is needed to supplement Eq.~8c!.

To provide the additional equation, the hypersingular
normal-derivative integral equations corresponding to Eqs.
~5b! and ~6b!, respectively, are first written. They are

E
R
S p

] 2cA

] n] nP
1 irAv vn

] cA

] nPD dS

1E
I
S p

] 2cA

] n] nP
1 irAv vn

] cA

] nPD dS

52p
]p

]n
~P!, PPI from the air side, ~9!

E
B
S p

] 2cB

] n] nP
1 irBv vn

] cB

] nPD dS

2E
I
S p

] 2cB

] n] nP
1 irBv vn

] cB

] nPD dS

52p
]p

]n
~P!, PPI from the bulk-reacting side,~10!

where nP is the unit normal vector atP and the normal
derivative with respect tonP is taken with respect to the
coordinates ofP. It should be noted that although bothp and
vn are continuous across interface I,]p/]n is not. Using the
relationship]p/]n52 irvvn in each of Eqs.~9! and ~10!
and then summing up the two equations produce

E
R
S p

] 2cA

] n] nP
1 irAv vn

] cA

] nPD dS1E
B
S p

] 2cB

] n] nP

1 irBv vn

] cB

] nPD dS1E
I
F pS ] 2cA

] n] nP
2

]2cB

]n]nPD
1 iv vnS rA

] cA

] nP
2rB

]cB

]nPD GdS

522p iv~rA1rB!vn~P!, PPI. ~11!

Equation~11! provides the additional equation to supplement
Eq. ~8c! for the two unknowns at each node on I. Note that
although both Eqs.~9! and~10! are hypersingular, Eq.~11! is
only weakly singular because the strong singularities in the
two Green’s functions cancel out in subtraction.

B. Perforated interface IP

At the IP interface, a perforated metal sheet is used to
separate the bulk-reacting material from air. The usual prac-
tice is to assume that the normal velocity is continuous and
let sound pressure have a jump across the perforated inter-
face. If both sides of the perforated interface are air, Sullivan
and Crocker10 have carried out an experimental study and
proposed an empirical transfer impedance formula that re-
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lates the pressure jump to the normal velocity. Unfortunately,
no experimental study has been done in the case of a perfo-
rated interface between air and a bulk-reacting material. At
this point, we just assume that a very thin layer of air gap
exists between the perforated interface and the bulk-reacting
material. With this assumption, we can still apply the Sulli-
van and Crocker formula. In other words,

pB2pA5rA cAj vn , ~12!

wherej is the dimensionless transfer impedance, andpA and
pB are the sound pressure on the air side and the bulk-
reacting side, respectively. At room temperature and in the
absence of mean flow, a simple empirical formula given by
Sullivan and Crocker in the linear regime is10

j5
1

rAcAs
~2.41 i0.02f !, ~13!

wheref is frequency in Hz, ands is the porosity~the open to
the total area ratio!. Note that the two constants 2.4 and 0.02
are in the MKS units. Alternative empirical formulas that use
additional parameters such as wall thickness, hole diameter,
and Mach number are also available and have been applied
in modeling.2

At the IP interface, there are two independent unknowns,
pA andvn . The third unknownpB can be expressed in terms
of the two independent unknowns via Eq.~12!. That is,

pB5pA1rA cAj vn . ~14!

Substitute Eq.~14! into Eq.~6! and then sum up Eqs.~5! and
~6!. This produces

E
R
S p
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1 irAv vncADdS

1E
B
S p

]cB

] n
1 irBv vncBDdS1E

IP
FpAS ]cA
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]n D
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2p p~P!, PPR1B,

4ppA~P!12prAcAjvn~P!, PPIP.

~15a!

~15b!

~15c!

Since there are two unknowns at each node on IP, Eq.~15c!
needs a companion normal-derivative integral equation simi-
lar to Eq.~11!. That is,

E
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1 irAv vn
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] nPD dS1E
B
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] 2cB
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1 irBv vn
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] cA

] nP
2rB

]cB

]nPD GdS

522p iv~rA1rB!vn~P!, PPIP. ~16!

Unlike Eq. ~11!, Eq. ~16! is indeed hypersingular because of
the term due to the transfer impedancej .

C. Air-thin-bulk reacting interface ATB

Thin metal plates without perforation are occasionally
used to separate the bulk-reacting material from air. One ex-
ample is the end flanges of the absorbing center bullet shown
in Fig. 1. Another example of ATB is the frame of a splitter
used in a parallel baffle silencer~to be shown later as a test
case!. Since a thin metal plate is assumed to be rigid, the
normal velocities on both sides of the surface are zero.
Sound pressure does have a jump across the ATB interface.
When Eqs.~5! and ~6! are summed up, we have

E
R
S p

]cA

] n
1 irAv vncADdS1E

B
S p

]cB

] n
1 irBv vncBDdS

1E
ATB
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] n
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~17a!

~17b!

~17c!

There are still two unknowns at each node on ATB,pA and
pB. The companion normal-derivative integral equation to
Eq. ~17c! is
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1 irAv vn
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] n] nP
2pB

]2cB

]n]nPD dS50, PPATB.

~18!
Equation~18! is not only hypersingular, but also it has two
hypersingular kernels.

III. COMPLETE INTEGRAL EQUATIONS

The boundary integral equations derived in the previous
section for the two-medium problem are now combined with
the direct mixed-body boundary integral equations for reac-
tive mufflers reported in Refs. 1 and 2. The result is a set of
boundary integral equations for a general silencer/muffler
configuration as shown in Fig. 1. With reference to Fig. 1,
the interior domain of the whole silencer is denoted byV,
regardless whether it is air or the bulk-reacting material. The
unit normal vector on either R or B is pointing into the
interior acoustic domain. Note that in the direct BEM, there
is no acoustic medium outside the silencer. Since both sides
of P or T are air, the unit normal vector on P or T can be
pointing into either side of the perforated/thin surface. The
side into which the normal is pointing is called the positive
side, while the opposite side is called the negative side.
Sound pressure on the positive side is denoted byp1, and on
the negative sidep2. The unit normal vector on I or IP or
ATB is pointing into the air side.

The complete boundary integral equations are
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E
R
S p

]cA

] n
1 irAv vncADdS1E

T1P

]cA

] n
~p12p2!dS1E

B
S p

]cB

] n
1 irBv vncBDdS

1E
I
FpS ]cA

] n
2

]cB

]n D1 iv vn~rAcA2rBcB!GdS1E
IP
FpAS ]cA

] n
2

]cB

]n D2rAcAjvn

]cB

]n
1 iv vn~rAcA2rBcB!GdS

1E
ATB

S pA

]cA

] n
2pB

]cB

]n DdS55
4pp~P!, PPV,

2pp~P!, PPR1B,

2p@p1~P!1p2~P!#, PPT1P,

4pp~P!, PPI,

4ppA~P!12prAcAjvn~P!, PPIP,

2p@pA~P!1pB~P!#, PPATB,

~19a!

~19b!

~19c!

~19d!

~19e!

~19f!

and

E
R
S p

] 2cA

] n] nP
1 irAv vn

] cA

] nPD dS1E
T1P

] 2cA

] n] nP
~p12p2!dS1E

B
S p

] 2cB

] n] nP
1 irBv vn

] cB

] nPD dS

1E
I
F pS ] 2cA

] n] nP
2

]2cB

]n]nPD 1 iv vnS rA

] cA

] nP
2rB

]cB

]nPD GdS1E
IP
F pAS ] 2cA

] n] nP
2

]2cB

]n]nPD 2rAcAjvn

]2cB

]n]nP

1 iv vnS rA

] cA

] nP
2rB

]cB

]nPD GdS1E
ATB

S pA

] 2cA

] n] nP
2pB

]2cB

]n]nPD dS55
24p irAv vn~P!, PPT,

4p
ikA

j
@p1~P!2p2~P!#, PPP,

22p iv~rA1rB!vn~P!, PPI1IP,

0, PPATB.

~20a!

~20b!

~20c!

~20d!

Since the thin surfaces~T! are usually assumed rigid, the
right-hand side of Eq.~20a! can be set to zero. Equations
~19! and~20! together form the complete set of integral equa-
tions necessary to solve a general silencer problem depicted
in Fig. 1. In summary, the unknown on R and B is either
sound pressurep or the normal velocityvn , depending on
what is prescribed as the boundary condition; the unknown
on T and P is the pressure jumpp12p2; the unknowns on I
are sound pressurep and the normal velocityvn ; the un-
knowns on IP are sound pressure on the air sidepA and the
normal velocityvn; the unknowns on ATB arepA andpB .

The transmission loss~TL! of a silencer may be evalu-
ated by several different methods in the BEM computation.
These include the conventional four-pole transfer matrix
method,3,4 the three-point method,1,11 the improved four-pole
method,2 and the impedance matrix method.12 The method
used in this paper is the impedance matrix method.

IV. TEST CASES

Several test cases are given in this section to verify the
BEM formulation. The bulk-reacting lining material used in
all test cases is polyester, which has a flow resistivity of
16 000 MKS rayls/m. The first test case is a packed cylindri-
cal expansion chamber as shown in Fig. 3. The radius of the
inlet and outlet tubes isr52.54 cm~1 in.!. The length and

the radius of the chamber areL545.72 cm ~18 in.! and
R510.16 cm~4 in.!, respectively. Since the model is rota-
tional symmetric, only a small sector has to be modeled in
the BEM. Two different packing configurations are tested. In
the first packing configuration, the thickness of the polyester
lining is h51.27 cm~1

2 in.!. The BEM is run with two dif-
ferent approaches: the local-reacting approach and the bulk-
reacting approach. In the local-reacting approach, the local
impedance of the lining is measured and the chamber radius
is set atR-h, where the local impedance is applied. In the
bulk-reacting approach, the direct-mixed body BEM as de-
scribed in this paper is applied. Figure 4 shows the compari-
son between these two approaches along with the experimen-
tal data. From the figure, it is seen that both approaches
produce a decent result. Since the thickness of the polyester

FIG. 3. A packed expansion chamber.
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is thin enough, the local impedance approach can produce a
reasonably good approximation for the lined surface.

In the second packing configuration, the thickness of the
polyester lining is increased toh52.54 cm~1 in.!. The com-
parison of the two different approaches and the experimental
data is shown in Fig. 5. For this thickness, the interface im-
pedance may not be approximated well by the local imped-
ance. This explains why the local-reacting result is not as
good as the bulk-reacting result as demonstrated in Fig. 5.

In the second test case, an absorbing bullet is added to
the center of the packed expansion chamber with 2.54-cm~1
in.! lining. The geometry of the silencer is shown in Fig. 6.
The absorbing bullet is a 2.54330.48 cm2 ~1312 in.2! rigid
cylinder wrapped with 2.54 cm~1 in.! thickness polyester
material. A perforated metal sheet with 23% porosity is used
to cover the polyester lining. This design can yield higher
noise attenuation while providing full flow area for low flow
resistance. It is noticed ATB elements are used to model the
end flanges of the absorbing bullet. Since the model is still

FIG. 4. Transmission loss for the packed expansion chamber withh51.27
cm. Solid line: experiment; dotted line: BEM local-reacting; symbol* :
BEM bulk-reacting.

FIG. 5. Transmission loss for the packed expansion chamber withh52.54
cm. Solid line: experiment; dotted line: BEM local-reacting; symbol* :
BEM bulk-reacting.

FIG. 6. A packed expansion chamber with an absorbing center bullet~1
in.52.54 cm!.

FIG. 7. Transmission loss for the packed expansion chamber with an ab-
sorbing center bullet. Solid line: experiment; dotted line: BEM.

FIG. 8. Parallel baffle silencer~1 in.52.54 cm!. ~a! Exterior geometry,~b!
cross section of the parallel baffles, and~c! splitter geometry.
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rotational symmetric, only a small sector has to be modeled.
The BEM result is compared to the experimental data in Fig.
7. It can be seen from Fig. 7 that the comparison between the
BEM prediction and measurement is reasonably good. Com-
pare Fig. 7 to Fig. 5 and one can see that the absorbing bullet
provides additional noise attenuation beyond 2100 Hz.

The third test case is a parallel baffle silencer. The exte-
rior geometry of the silencer is shown in Fig. 8~a!. Both inlet
and outlet tubes have a diameter of 12.7 cm~5 in.!. The two
transition ducts that connect the inlet/outlet tubes to the par-
allel baffle section have a square cross section of varying
dimensions. Figure 8~b! shows the cross section of the par-
allel baffle section. Three 10.16360.96391.44 cm3 ~4
324336 in.3! parallel baffles made of polyester are used as
center splitters in a 60.96360.96391.44 cm3 ~24324336
in.3! rectangular duct. This creates a 5.08 cm~2 in.! air gap at
each side of the wall, and two 10.16 cm~4 in.! air gaps in the
center. As shown in Fig. 8~c!, each polyester splitter is cov-
ered by a perforated metal sheet~IP! on its sides and a rigid
plate~ATB! at both ends. The porosity of the IP interfaces is
23%. Since the model has two planes of symmetry, only a
quarter of the silencer has to be modeled. Figure 9 shows the
comparison of the BEM prediction and the experimental
data. From the figure, it is seen that the BEM results are in
good agreement with the measured results.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The direct mixed-body BEM for reactive mufflers1,2 is
extended to packed silencers with bulk-reacting linings in

this paper. Types of surfaces of a packed silencer that can be
modeled include ‘‘regular’’~R!, ‘‘thin’’ ~T!, ‘‘perforated’’ ~P!,
‘‘bulk-reacting’’ ~B!, ‘‘interface’’ ~I!, ‘‘perforated interface’’
~IP!, and ‘‘air-thin-bulk reacting’’~ATB!. A BEM model can
be easily created by just assembling surface components to-
gether, with each surface labeled by a surface type. The di-
rect mixed-body BEM is indeed a multi-domain BEM but
implemented in a single-domain fashion. This single-domain
feature is created by summing up the integral equations for
all subdomains and then adding the normal-derivative inte-
gral equations at the interfaces. Test cases show that the di-
rect mixed-body BEM produces TL predictions that are in
good agreement with measured results.
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In a trabecular bone, considered as a nondissipative porous medium, the scattering of an incident
wave by cylindrical pores larger than the wavelength is studied. The goal is to know if scattering
alone may cause such a high attenuation as that observed in calcaneus. The porous medium is
modelized via Biot’s theory and the scattering by a single pore is characterized from the definition
of a scattering matrix. An approximation of weakly disordered medium is then discussed to estimate
the effective attenuation and dispersion as a function of frequency. These effective properties are
shown to be different of those measured on calcaneus, due to the neglect of wave conversions during
the scattering process. ©2002 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1460925#

PACS numbers: 43.20.Gp, 43.80.Cs@DEC#

I. INTRODUCTION

Measurements of ultrasonic attenuation through the hu-
man calcaneus have proved to be a powerful tool for the
diagnosis of osteoporosis,1–4 as the normalized broadband
ultrasonic attenuation~nBUA! is strongly correlated to bone
mineral density~BMD!.

Calcaneus is a trabecular bone, i.e., a porous medium, so
that propagation through it should be modelized via Biot’s
theory,5 or the Biot–Stoll’s model,6 as far as the wavelengths
involved remain large with respect to the pores sizes.

One main result of the Biot’s theory is the prediction of
two longitudinal waves, a fast one and a slow one, and, in-
deed, evidence of a slow wave in cancellous bones has been
shown.7–9 Attenuation and dispersion in Stoll’s model are
obtained by taking into account the saturating fluid viscosity,
as well as the solid and the frame viscoelasticity. However,
attempts to account for measured nBUAs via such a model-
ization are still fruitless.7,10 Actually, the frequency depen-
dence of the Stoll’s parameters that describe frame viscoelas-
ticity is not so easily found in bones.

Another interesting result of experimental studies on ul-
trasonic propagation through cancellous bones is the possi-
bility for negative dispersion~decreasing phase velocity with
increasing frequency! to occur.11–14

Negative dispersion, as well as effective attenuation,
may be predicted by multiple scattering theories.15 In human
trabecular bones, the pore sizes extend in a wide range, so
that the dimensions of the largest ones may approach, or
even overcome, the measured wavelengths. These pores,
then, may be considered as scatterers. In order to account for
the possibility of a slow wave to exist, as well as for the
possibility of negative dispersion to occur, we think a rather
tempting way is then to modelize cancellous bones as fluid
saturated porous media, with the largest pores acting as scat-
terers. The first step is then to modelize the scattering of one
single pore, which is the main object of this paper.

In Sec. II, we recall the simplified Biot’s theory for a
porous medium where viscosity and viscoelasticity effects
are neglected. Section III is devoted to the scattering of a

fluid cylinder embedded in such a porous medium; special
care is taken to test the consistency of the modelization via
energy conservation verifications. The calcaneus case is de-
scribed in Sec. IV. The effective attenuation and dispersion
due to a low scatterer density are calculated in Sec. V by use
of a multiple forward scattering approximation that neglects
waves conversions.

II. BIOT’S MODELIZATION OF A NONDISSIPATIVE
POROUS MEDIUM

In Biot’s theory,5 attenuation is due to viscoelasticity of
both the saturating fluid and the solid. Stoll’s model6 extends
it to cases where viscoelasticity of the solid frame should
also be taken into account in order to describe the actually
observed attenuation is a given porous medium. In this paper,
we shall consider an ‘‘ideal’’ case where attenuation is neg-
ligible, as we want to know whether or not the attenuation
and dispersion observed on cancellous bones could be
mainly due to multiple scattering by the largest pores. All the
Stoll’s parameters we need, then, are both real and constant;
they are

Porosityb, densityrs of the solid, densityr f of the saturat-
ing fluid, structure factora, bulk moduliK f of the fluid,Ks

of the solid, andKb of the solid frame~dried porous me-
dium!, and shear modulusm of the frame.

The acoustic waves in the saturated porous medium are
described by the acoustic particles displacementsu in the
solid anduf in the fluid, or byu andw5b(uf2u). Let us
call f and f f the scalar potentials from whichu and w
derive, c and cf the potential vectors. In a two-dimension
problem, the potential vectors may be chosen such that their
nonzero component lies in the direction perpendicular to the
acoustic motion plane. Letc andc f be these components.

Considering harmonic motions, bothf and f f have to
verify the same Helmholtz equation

Df1kl
2f50,
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while bothc andc f verify

Dc1kt
2c50.

The propagation equations set of the longitudinal waves is
then

f~rv22Hkl
2!1f f~r fv

22Ckl
2!50,

~1!
f~r fv

22Ckl
2!1f f~mv22Mkl

2!50,

and the propagation equations system of the transverse wave
is

c~rv22mkt
2!1c f~r fv

2!50, r fc1mc f50 ~2!

with

m5
a

b
r f , r5~12b!rs1br f ,

H5
~Ks2Kb!2

D2Kb
1Kb1

4

3
m, C5

Ks~Ks2Kb!

D2Kb
, ~3!

M5
Ks

2

D2Kb
, D5KsS 11bS Ks

K f
2 f D D .

System~1! has two independent solutions, correspond-
ing to a fast longitudinal wave and to a slow one, and their
respective velocitiesc1 and c2 are obtained by setting the
determinant of~1! to zero. System~2! has only one indepen-
dent solution, corresponding to a shear wave; its velocityct

is obtained by setting the system~2! determinant to zero.
We define the compatibility coefficientsg1 , g2 , andg t

as

g j5
f f j

f j
5

H2rcj
2

r fcj
22C

, j 51,2

~4!

g t5
c f

c
52

b

a
,

with f f j andf j the potentials of either the fast longitudinal
wave (j 51) or the slow longitudinal wave (j 52).
Systems~1! and ~2! then give

H1g jC5cj
2r j , r j5g jr f1r, C1g jM5cj

2r f j ,
~5!

r f j5mg j1r f , m5r tct
2, r t5g tr f1r.

III. SCATTERING OF A FLUID CYLINDER IN A
NONDISSIPATIVE POROUS MEDIUM

The cylinder, of radiusa, is supposed to be infinitely
long in thez direction; its density isr0 , and sound velocity
inside isc0 . Invariance alongz is assumed, so that motion
takes place only in the~x,y! plane, where polar coordinates
(r ,u) indicate the observer position.

We still suppose harmonic waves, with ane2 ivt time
dependence that will be omitted throughout the paper. The
theoretical procedure is quite well known when dealing with
scattering by cylinders, so we will not detail it, but we will
emphasize the special care to be taken in the porous case
when dealing with energy.

Consider an incident wave, described by its potential
f inc as

f inc5Hn
~2!~kincr !einu, inc51,2,t, ~6!

with Hn
(2) the converging Hankel function of ordern.

Whatever the nature of the incident wave, it gives rise to
a longitudinal wave in the fluid cylinder

f05(
m

sm
0incJm~k0r !eimu, ~7!

with Jm the Bessel function of the first kind and orderm, two
scattered longitudinal waves in the porous medium

f15(
m

sm
1incHm

~1!~k1r !eimu, f25(
m

sm
2incHm

~1!~k2r !eimu,

~8!

and a scattered shear wave in the porous medium

c5(
m

sm
t incHm

~1!~ktr !eimu, ~9!

with Hm
(1) the diverging Hankel function of orderm, so that

the scattered waves verify the Sommerfeld radiation condi-
tion.

All these waves are linked together from the continuity
conditions16 on the open pores surface cylinder, atr 5a.
These conditions are written in Appendix A.

The continuity conditions must be valid atr 5a, what-
ever the value ofu. It follows that sm

0inc5sm
1inc5sm

2inc5Sm
t inc

50, except whenm5n: there is no conversion of a normal
moden to a different one.
The amplitudes of the scattered waves are then solutions of
system~10!

S m11 m12 m13 m14

m21 m22 m23 m24

m31 m32 m33 m34

m41 m42 m43 m44

D S sn
1inc

sn
2inc

sn
t inc

sn
0inc
D 5S E1

E2

E3

E4

D , ~10!

with the matrix and vector elements given in Appendix B.
The 434 system~10! reduces to the 333 system~11!

related to the scattering of a fluid cylinder in an elastic
solid17

S m118 m138 m148

m318 m338 m348

m418 m438 m448
D S sn

1inc

sn
t inc

sn
0inc

D 5S E18

E38

E48
D ~11!

as line 2 and column 2 of~10! disappear, and provided that
r t , r j f , and r j , defined in~5!, are to be respectively re-
placed byrs ~elastic solid density!, r f , and2rs , and allg j

by 0 so that the elements of system~10! reduce to the corre-
sponding primed elements of system~11!. We now define the
scattering matrix~S matrix!, in order to verify its unity as
predicted by energy conservation, and analyze the way the
energy of a fast longitudinal incident wave is shared between
the different scattered waves.
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A. The scattering matrix

The S matrix is a diagonal block matrix, as conversion
from moden to modemÞn does not occur. The diagonal
block terms,Sn , are 333 matrices related to one single
moden

Sn5S Sn
11 Sn

12 Sn
1t

Sn
21 Sn

22 Sn
2t

Sn
t1 Sn

t2 Sn
tt
D , ~12!

with Sn
jk the amplitude of the scattered wave of typej, j

51,2,t, when the incident wave is a converging Hankel
function Hn

(2) of type k51,2,t.
EachSn matrix must verify17

Sn
†Sn5S 1 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 1
D ~13!

with † indicating transposition and complex conjugation.
In the case of a fluid cylinder in an elastic solid, theSn

jk

elements are directly thesn
jk coefficients obtained from sys-

tem ~11! by use of Cramer’s rule. As an example

Sn
t15sn

t15
Dn

@3#

Dn
~14!

with Dn the system~11! determinant, andDn
@3# the same

determinant, except column 3, corresponding to the trans-
verse wave, is replaced by the source column with inc51 in
theE18 , E38 , E48 expressions. However, if one determines the
Sn

jk elements the same way in the porous case, relation~13! is
not verified. Actually, relation~13! indicates that the energy
that enters the cylinder is equal to the energy that leaves it:
the radial component of the Poynting vector associated with
the incident wave is equal to the sum of the Poynting vectors
radial components of the scattered waves atr 5a.

In order to define correctly the scattering matrix ele-
ments in the porous case, we then determine the Poynting
vectors radial components of all waves.
Let us callR andS the respectively real and complex Poyn-
ting vectors

^R&T5 1
2 Re~S!, ~15!

where ^ &T indicates a time average over theT52p/v pe-
riod.

The complex Poynting vector in the porous medium is

S5s% •
]u*

]t
2Pf

]w*

]t
5s% •

]u*

]t
2gPf

]u*

]t
, ~16!

with Pf the pression inside the pores, ands% the rank 2 stress
tensor in the solid part of the porous medium. Relatively
long but simple calculations, with use of the Wronskien re-
lation on Bessel functions, lead to

For a longitudinal wavef j5AjZn(kj r )einue2 ivt, j 51,2

U K Rr
j

v L
T
U5uAj u2

v2

pa
ur j1g jr f j u. ~17!

For a shear wavec5BZn(ktr )einue2 ivt

U K Rr
t

v L
T
U5uBu2

v2

pa
r t, ~18!

with Zn5Hn
(2) in the case of an incident wave andZn

5Hn
(1) in the case of a scattered wave.

If, for example, the incident wave is a fast longitudinal
wave, the energy conservation law at the surface cylinder
reads

ur11g1r f 1u5usn
11u2ur11g1r f 1u1usn

21u2ur21g2r f 2u

1usn
t1u2r t . ~19!

We can now define theSn
jk elements as

Sn
115sn

11

~20!

Sn
215Aur21g2r f 2u

ur11g1r f 1u
sn

21, Sn
t15A r t

ur11g1r f 1u
sn

t1,

so that relation~19! gives

15uSn
11u21uSn

21u21uSn
t1u2 ~21!

which is, indeed, the first relation derived from~13!.
For theSn matrix components other than those defined

in ~20!, the normalization factors are the square roots of the
ratios of the scattered wave density factor to the incident
wave density factor.

In the case of the elastic solid, all density factors reduce
to the solid density, so that they all simplify in theSn matrix
components expressions, as shown in~14!.

Anticipating the results of Sec. IV, we show in Fig. 1 an
example of the evolution of theSn

j 1 ~j 51,2,t, and n51!
moduli as a function of frequency, for a marrow cylinder of
radius a51 mm in a marrow-saturated cancellous bone.
When squared, these moduli add up to 1. We verified nu-
merically relation~13! for different values ofn. In Fig. 1, the
incident wave is fast and longitudinal; one can see that the
scattered fast longitudinal wave energy is the largest one, but
that the other waves energy is not negligible. The longitudi-
nal slow wave energy reaches a local maximum when the
fast longitudinal wave energy passes through a minimum,
and vice versa. Asn is increased, the curve corresponding to
the fast longitudinal wave (j 51) stretches towards higher
frequencies, so that it gets closer to 1, whatever the fre-
quency. As soon asn510, there is no more energy scattered
as a slow or a shear wave.

Relation ~13! is a global energy conservation law: the
scattered energy that leaves the cylinder is exactly equal to
the incident one that enters it. A finer energy balance is also
required, between energy in and outside the cylinder. In or-
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der to verify it, we have to define the local Debye coeffi-
cients of the cylinder/porous medium interface. This is
achieved in the next paragraph.

B. The local Debye coefficients

These coefficients appear in the Debye series,18 which
allows the description of the interaction of waves with an
obstacle as a sequence of interactions with its surface~partial
reflections and transmissions!, alternating with propagation
inside it. A detailed description of the physical meaning of all
coefficients as well as the way to calculate them may be
found, in the ultrasonic case, in Refs. 19–21. As an example,
if one considers aHn

(2) (k1r ) wave incident, from the porous
medium, at the fluid interface, it gives rise locally to a re-
flected waveHn

(1) (k1r ) of amplituder 11, a transmitted wave
Hn

(2) (k0r ) of amplitude t01, a reflected slow waveHn
(1)

(k2r ) of amplitude r 21, and a reflected shear waveHn
(1)

(ktr ) of amplituder t1 . Energy conservation requires that

ur 11u21
r0

ur11g1r f 1u
ut01u21

ur21g2r f 2u
ur11g1r f 1u

ur 21u2

1
r t

ur11g1r f 1u
ur t1u251, ~22!

while the Debye coefficientsr j 1 , t01, j 51,2,t are found
from system ~10! with Jn(x0) replaced byHn

(2)(x0) and

Jn8(x0) by Hn
(2)8(x0).

Each term of the summation in~22! is plotted versus
frequency in Fig. 2, forn51 and the marrow cylinder in the
porous bone, and one may verify that relation~22! actually
holds. It is also interesting to notice, from Fig. 2, that the
transmitted energy in the pore is larger than all reflected
waves energies, and that the reflected shear wave carries
more energy than the reflected fast longitudinal wave in the

low-frequency band of the figure. There are three other en-
ergy relations similar to~22!, corresponding to the incidence
of each possible wave~slow longitudinal, shear, or incident
from the fluid! at the cylinder interface. All these relations
have been checked for different values ofn, in the cancellous
bone/marrow cylinder case.

In Secs. III A and III B, we have checked the consistency
of our description of the scattering process. Up to now, the
incident wave was a cylindrical converging one. In published
litterature on calcaneus measurements, the incident wave is
supposed to be plane. This is the case we consider now.

C. The case of an incident plane wave in the porous
medium

The incident plane wave propagating along the thex axis
is classically17 described as

f inc5eik incx5 (
n52`

1`

i nJn~kincr !einu,

that is

f inc5
1

2 (
n52`

1`

i n~Hn
~1!~kincr !1Hn

~2!~kincr !!einu. ~23!

1. Case L: The incident wave is a longitudinal one:
incÄ1,2

The scattered longitudinal waves of typej ( j 51,2) are
then expressed as

f j5
1

2 (
n52`

1`

i n~sn
j j 21!Hn

~1!~kj r !einu if j 5 inc,

~24!

f j5
1

2 (
n52`

1`

i nsn
j incHn

~1!~kj r !einu if j Þ inc.

FIG. 1. Marrow cylindrical pore, radiusa51 mm in a marrow saturated
calcaneus, as defined in Sec. IV. Moduli of theS1

j 1 ~moden51! scattering
matrix elements versus frequency. Solid line:j 51; dotted line: j 52;
dashed line:j 5t.

FIG. 2. Marrow cylindrical pore, radiusa51 mm in a marrow saturated
calcaneus, as defined in Sec. IV. Moden51, fast incident wave~converging
cylindrical wave!: energy of the reflected wave~solid line!, the scattered
slow longitudinal wave~dotted line!, the scattered shear wave~dashed line!,
and the transmitted wave~dots! inside the cylinder, versus frequency.
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The scattered shear wave is given by

c5
1

2 (
n52`

1`

i nsn
t incHn

~1!~ktr !einu. ~25!

2. Case T: The incident wave is a shear one: inc Ät

The scattered longitudinal waves of typej ( j 51,2) are
given by

f j5
1

2 (
n52`

1`

i nsn
jtHn

~1!~kj r !einu, ~26!

and the scattered shear wave by

c5
1

2 (
n52`

1`

i n~sn
tt21!Hn

~1!~ktr !einu. ~27!

Noticing that

s2n
1 j 5sn

1 j , s2n
2 j 5sn

2 j , s2n
t j 52sn

t j , j 51,2,
~28!

s2n
1 j 52sn

1 j , s2n
2 j 52sn

2 j , s2n
t j 5sn

t j , j 5t,

the scattered waves expressions depend on whether the inci-
dent wave is a fast longitudinal one~case 1!, a slow longitu-
dinal one~case 2!, or a shear one~case T!

Case 1:

f15
1

2(
n50

1`

«ni n~sn
1121!Hn

~1!~k1r !cosnu,

f25
1

2 (
n50

1`

«ni nsn
21Hn

~1!~k2r !cosnu,

c5
1

2 (
n50

1`

«ni n11sn
t1Hn

~1!~ktr !sinnu.

Case 2:

f15
1

2 (
n50

1`

«ni nsn
12Hn

~1!~k1r !cosnu,

f25
1

2 (
n50

1`

«ni n~sn
2221!Hn

~1!~k2r !cosnu, ~29!

c5
1

2 (
n50

1`

«ni n11sn
t2Hn

~1!~ktr !sinnu.

Case T:

f15
1

2 (
n50

1`

«ni n11sn
1tHn

~1!~k1r !sinnu,

c5
1

2 (
n50

1`

«ni n11sn
2tHn

~1!~k2r !sinnu,

c5
1

2 (
n50

1`

«ni n~sn
tt21!Hn

~1!~ktr !cosnu,

with «n the Neumann factor, equal to 1 forn50 and to 2 for
strictly positive values ofn.

Far enough from the cylinder, so that the Hankel func-
tion’s asymptotic expressions may be used, the amplitudes of
the scattered waves are, in case~1!

uf1u5
1

A2pk1
U(

n50

1`

«n~sn
1121!cosnuU,

uf2u5
1

A2pk2
U(

n50

1`

«nsn
21cosnuU, ~30!

ucu5
1

A2pkt
U(

n50

1`

«nsn
t1 sinnuU,

with ther 21/2 dependence omitted and similar relations hold-
ing for the other cases.

Figure 3 shows a plot of these amplitudes, in the direct
transmission directionu50° (c50), for the case of a fast
incident wave on a marrow pore in a trabecular bone. Large
dips are seen to occur, exhibiting a smooth resonance behav-
ior. Although it may be interesting to study the cylinder reso-
nances, we focus here on the scattered waves amplitudes.
Figure 3 shows that waves conversions are not negligible, as
the scattered slow longitudinal wave amplitude may be
greater~around 0.6 MHz! than the scattered fast longitudinal
wave ~remember the incident wave is a fast longitudinal
one!. Moreover, it seems as if the two longitudinal scattered
waves, which are independent solutions of system~1!, are
coupled, i.e., when the amplitude of one decreases, the other
one’s increases. This was already the case at a fixed mode
number~cf. Fig. 1!.

FIG. 3. Marrow cylindrical pore, radiusa51 mm in a marrow saturated
calcaneus, as defined in Sec. IV. Fast longitudinal incident plane wave
propagating in thex direction. Far field amplitudes of the fast longitudinal
wave ~solid line! and of the slow longitudinal wave~dotted line!, observa-
tion angleu50°.
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IV. THE CALCANEUS AS A POROUS MEDIUM

This section is devoted to the modelization we used for
the calcaneus via Biot’s theory. The solid part of the calca-
neus is supposed to be cortical bone; its fluid part is marrow.
The numerical values we chose to describe these two parts
are those of McKelvie and Palmer.10 They are given in Table
I, along with the Biot parameters we need, and the corre-
spondance between them.

The Berryman’s law for the structure factor is

a512r S 12
1

b D . ~31!

In Ref. 10, the value ofr is not specified. We choser
50.25, following Williams,22 as well as Hosokawa and
Otani.7,8

McKelvie and Palmer10 derived the frame bulk modulus
Kb and shear modulusm from Berryman’s self-consistent
theory.23 In this paper, we derive them the same way as
Hosokawa and Otani,7,8 i.e., from Gibson’s study of the me-
chanical behavior of different types of bones.24 In the case of
a cancellous bone with a columnar structure, he predicts a
dependence of the frame Young modulus with the bone vol-
ume fractionVf512b as a power ofVf which depends on
the traculae orientation with respect to the applied strain.
Hosokawa and Otani used

Kb5
Es

3~122ns!
Vf

g , m5
Es

2~11ns!
Vf

g , ~32!

with Es andns the Young modulus and Poisson modulus of
cortical bone, respectively. These are found from

Es5ms

3ls12ms

ls1ms
, ls5rscl

222ms ,

~33!

ns5
ls

2~ls1ms!
.

The powerg, which we will hereafter call the Gibson’s
coefficient, is still to be found. Figure 4 shows a plot of the
calculated fast longitudinal wave speed, obtained by setting
system~1! determinant to zero, versus the Gibson’s coeffi-
cient. In this simple modelization, as no attenuation at all is
taken into account, the velocities do not depend on fre-
quency. In Ref. 10, the reported measured velocityc1 at 500
kHz is 1680 m/s. It corresponds, in our model, to a Gibson’s

coefficient equal to 2.43, which, in turn, givesc2

.1019 m/s andct.684 m/s.
In diagnosis applications, the frequency used for ultra-

sonic propagation through the calcaneus ranges from about
0.2 to 1 MHz. Figure 5 is a plot of the calculated wave-
lengths of the three waves withg52.43. The pores sizes
~diameters! in a calcaneus range from about 0.5 to 2 mm;
these values correspond to the two horizontal lines of Fig. 5.
One can see that the fast longitudinal wavelength is only
twice the largest pore’s size atf 50.42 MHz, so that the Biot
hypothesis~large wavelengths compared to pores sizes! is
not quite valid. This is the reason why all the preceding

TABLE I. Calcaneus parameters.

In Ref. 10 This paper

rs51800 kg/m3 rs51800 kg/m3

r f5950 kg/m3 r f5950 kg/m3

Marrow
cf51470 m/s

K f5r fcf
2

Cortical bone ms5rscs
2

c153300 m/s Ks5rscl
22

4
3ms

cs51800 m/s
Porosityb50.72 b50.72
Structure factora
derived from Berryman’s law

Structure factora
derived from Berryman’s law

FIG. 4. Nondissipative marrow saturated calcaneus. Calculated fast longi-
tudinal wave speed versus Gibson’s coefficient.

FIG. 5. Nondissipative marrow saturated calcaneus. Calculated wavelength,
for a Gibson’s coefficientg52.43, of the fast longitudinal wave~solid line!,
the slow longitudinal wave~dotted line!, and the shear wave~dashed line!,
versus frequency. Dots: minimum and maximum pores sizes.
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figures have been plotted for a pore radius equal to 1 mm.
In Sec. V, we calculate an effective celerity and an ef-

fective attenuation due to scattering by the largest pores, but
first we discuss below the validity of our very simplified Biot
modelization of the human calcaneus.

A. The effect of marrow viscosity

If one takes into account the marrow viscosityh
51.495 Nsm22, along with a mean pore sizeb5471mm,10

the critical frequency defined by Johnsonet al.25 is given by

f c5
1

p

h

r fb
2 '2 kHz.

At frequencies large compared tof c , the acoustic waves
dispersion is negligible.25 The usual frequency band in os-
teoporosis diagnosis—0.2 to 1 MHz—is far beyond this criti-
cal frequency, so that the Gibson’s coefficient value we
chose, after having neglected the marrow viscosity, should be
correct.

The marrow viscosity, of course, does induce acoustic
attenuation. In this paper, however, we are interested only in
characterizing the scattering effects, both on the dispersion
and on the attenuation of acoustic waves. This is the reason
why we neglect the marrow viscosity.

B. Slow wave observation in in vivo experiments

The main characteristic of a Biot medium is the slow
wave. As we already mentioned in the Introduction, experi-
mental evidence of this wave has been shown in calcaneus,
but, as far as we know, this was never the case inin vivo
experiments.In vivo experiments1,2,4 are usually conducted
with the patient’s foot immersed in a water bath, in which
immersion transducers are placed. The incident wave is
propagating through water, transmitted through the skin, and
then incident on the skin–calcaneus interface. This interface
corresponds to a closed-pores continuity condition. With
such a continuity condition, the transmission coefficient of
the slow wave approaches zero.26 Slow waves then can be
excited only by scattering mechanisms inside the calcaneus,
as scattering by the largest pores, as shown in Fig. 4.

V. EFFECTIVE ATTENUATION AND DISPERSION IN
CALCANEUS DUE TO SCATTERING

Effective attenuation~dispersion! in a heterogeneous
medium is the attenuation~dispersion! that would be mea-
sured in an equivalent homogeneous medium, called the ef-
fective medium. In the homogeneous porous bone described
in Sec. IV, a plane-incident fast wave propagates unper-
turbed. Whenever that wave encounters scatterers, it gives
rise to scattered waves in all directions, which, in turn, may
also be scattered by other pores. The transmitted fast wave is
then no longer a plane wave. In effective medium theories,
one considers the acoustic transmission in the incidence di-
rection as if it were due to a plane wave propagating in the
effective medium, with a complex wave numberkeff related
to the scattering process.27–29

Assuming a low homogeneous scatterer density, and all
scatterers to be identical, the effective complex wave number
is given in the multiple forward scattering approximation
by28

keff5k1S 12
dA

2k1
2D , ~34!

with d the number of scatterers per unit area that actually
participate in the emergence of a coherent wave, andA the
forward scattering amplitude of one scatterer in the far field,
defined by28

fs~r ,u50!52
i

4
A2

p
e2 i ~p/4!

A

Ak1r
eik1r . ~35!

In relation~34!, the scatterers are assumed to be in a homo-
geneous medium that is insonified by a plane wave of wave
numberk1 , and they all scatter waves of the same type, i.e.,
with that same wave numberk1 . This is obviously not the
case in the porous bone we consider here, as a fast plane
wave gives rise to fast, slow, and shear waves. In a first
approximation, however, we shall compute an effective wave
number from~34!, with A obtained from the comparison of
~35! with ~29! as

A52i (
n50

1`

«n~sn
1121!, ~36!

so that

keff5k12
d

k1
i (
n50

1`

«n~sn
1121!. ~37!

In Ref. 13, the velocity dispersion in calcaneus is ob-
tained from the inspection of circular regions of interest, 7
mm in diameter. The sample thickness is about 12.5 mm. The
d scatterers density~scatterer diameter52 mm! may then ex-

FIG. 6. Effective fast wave velocity in the multiple forward scattering ap-
proximation. All scatterers are cylindrical pores, radius 1 mm. The homo-
geneous scatterer densityd is equal to 3dmin .
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tend at most fromdmin5106/(7312.5) m22 to dmax5336
3dmin .

The effective velocity deduced from~37! is plotted in
Fig. 6 as a function of frequency, ford533dmin , while the
effective attenuation, defined from the imaginary part ofkeff

as 20Tm(keff)/(100 ln 10) in dB/cm, is plotted in Fig. 7.
Whatever the value ofd, in thedmin–dmax range, the disper-
sion curve shape is the same, but the effective velocity at a
given frequency decreases asd increases. The effective at-
tenuation increases asd increases.

The comparison of Figs. 6 and 7, respectively, to Figs.
5~c! and ~d! of Ref. 13 shows that the effective attenuation
deduced from~37! is about one-fifth of the actual one, and
that the negative velocity dispersion experimentally observed
is not predicted from~37!. Figures 6 and 7, however, actually
show that multiple scattering by the largest pores, even for
very low scatterer density, induces an effective velocity dis-
persion and a non-negligible effective attenuation in an origi-
nally nondissipative medium.

The discrepancy observed between experiment and ef-
fective properties deduced from~37! may be explained by
the neglect in relation~37! of the waves conversions shown
in Fig. 4. More realistic properties should be obtained from a
modelization that includes waves conversions due to scatter-
ing, as, for example in Refs. 15 and 30. This work is in
progress.

VI. CONCLUSION

The attenuation and dispersion measured in calcaneus
may be due to various phenomena, such as viscoporoelastic-
ity and/or scattering. In most papers, only one of these phe-
nomena is studied: the calcaneus is either modelized as a
viscous porous medium, or as a liquid medium with scatter-
ers ~trabeculae! inside.

In this paper, we have considered the calcaneus as a
nondissipative porous medium, with the largest pores acting
as scatterers. The measured attenuation and dispersion are
then supposed to be the effective properties of the coherent
fast wave in the direct transmission direction. These effective
properties should be calculated with a modelization includ-
ing wave conversion as well as pore sizes distribution. Such
modelizations have been done, in the case of an elastic me-
dium, in Refs. 15 and 30. Having calculated the exact~as
shown by energy conservation! scattered amplitudes by one
single pore, we shall now try to extend the modelizations in
Refs. 15 and 30 to the case of a porous medium.
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APPENDIX A: THE CONTINUITY CONDITIONS AT rÄa

Depending on whether the incident wave is a longitudi-
nal one~case L! or a shear one~case T!, these continuity
conditions are

Continuity of the radial particles flow:

G inc

]f inc

]r
1G1

]f1

]r
1G2

]f2

]r
2

G t

r

]c

]u

5
]f0

]r
with G j511g j j 51,2,t, inc ~case L!,

~A1!

2
G inc

r

]f inc

]u
1G1

]f1

]r
1G2

]f2

]r
2

G t

r

]c

]u

5
]f0

]r
~case T!;

Equilibrium of fluid pressure:

r f incf inc1r f 1f11r f 2f25r0f0 ~case L!,
~A2!

r f 1f11r f 2f25r0f0 ~case T!;

Equilibrium of normal traction:

22m
]2~f inc1f11f2!

]r 2 1kinc
2 ~H22m1g incC!f inc

1k1
2~H22m1g1C!f11k2

2~H22m1g2C!f2

12mF2
1

r 2

]c

]u
1

1

r

]2c

]r ]uG5r0v2f0 ~case L!,

~A3!

22mS ]2f1

]r 2 1
]2f2

]r 2 D1k1
2~H22m1g1C!f1

1k2
2~H22m1g2C!f212mF2

1

r 2

]~c1f inc!

]u

1
1

r

]2~c1f inc!

]r ]u G5r0v2f0 ~case T!;

FIG. 7. Effective fast wave attenuation in the multiple forward scattering
approximation. All scatterers are cylindrical pores, radius 1 mm. The homo-
geneous scatterer densityd is equal to 3dmin .
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Equilibrium of normal traction:

22m
]2~f inc1f11f2!

]r 2 1kinc
2 ~H22m1g incC!f inc

1k1
2~H22m1g1C!f11k2

2~H22m1g2C!f2

12mF2
1

r 2

]c

]u
1

1

r

]2c

]r ]uG5r0v2f0 ~case L!,

~A4!

22mS ]2f1

]r 2 1
]2f2

]r 2 D1k1
2~H22m1g1C!f1
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2~H22m1g2C!f212mF2

1

r 2

]~c1f inc!

]u

1
1

r

]2~c1f inc!

]r ]u G5r0v2f0 ~case T!;

Equilibrium of tangential traction:

22F1

r

]2~f inc1f11f2!
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2

1

r 2

]~f inc1f11f2!

]u G1
1

r 2

]2c
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2
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22F1
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1

r 2
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2
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]r 2 1
1

r

]~c1f inc!

]r
50 ~case T!.

APPENDIX B: THE MATRIX ELEMENTS OF SYSTEM
„10…

Letting

xj5kja, j 51,2,t,0,inc,

the matrix elements in~10! are

m1 j5G j xjHn
~1!8~xj !, j 51,2

m1352 inG tHn
~1!~xt!, m1452x0Jn8~x0!.

m2 j5r f jHn
~1!~xj !, j 51,2

m2350, m2452r0Jn~x0!.

m3 j52xjHn
~1!8~xj !1S r j

r t
xt

222n2DHn
~1!~xj !, j 51,2

m3352in~xtHn
~1!8~xt!2Hn

~1!~xt!!,

m3452
r0

r t
xt

2Jn~x0!.

m4 j52in~2xjHn
~1!8~xj !1Hn

~1!~xj !!, j 51,2

m4352xtHn
~1!8~xt!1~xt

222n2!Hn
~1!~xt!,

m4450,

and

E152xincG incHn
~2!8~xinc!, E252r f incHn

~2!~xinc!,

E3522xincHn
~2!8~xinc!2S r inc

r t
xt

222n2DHn
~2!~xinc!

E4522in~2xincHn
~2!8~xinc!1Hn

~2!~xinc!!,

in case ~L!,

and

E15 inG incHn
~2!~xinc!, E250,

E3522in~xincHn
~2!8~xinc!2Hn

~2!~xinc!!,

E4522xincHn
~2!8~xinc!1~xt

222n2!Hn
~2!~xinc!,

in case ~T!.
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The current paper demonstrates that the technique recently used by de Salis and Oldham for the
sizing and location of blockages in ducts using resonance and antiresonance value shifts@J. Sound
Vib. 221~1!, 180–186~1999!# may be successfully applied to the detection, location, and sizing of
small holes in duct walls. It is shown that when the blockage area function reconstruction process
is applied using resonance and antiresonance frequencies determined from a single measurement of
sound pressure within a duct, the position of a hole in the duct wall is revealed as the beginning of
an apparent gradual expansion. This expansion is termed the effective expansion function and
emanates from an initial positive dc shift. Once the hole has been located, a simple impedance
model of the duct incorporating the hole location and the measured wave number at the first-order
duct resonance may be derived which allows the determination of the radius of the side hole from
a simple quadratic equation. This hole-sizing technique is also successfully applied to thin slits in
duct walls using an equivalent radius approach, and is shown to be highly accurate for slit-shaped
holes with cross-sectional length to width aspect ratios of up to 28:1. ©2002 Acoustical Society
of America. @DOI: 10.1121/1.1470506#

PACS numbers: 43.20.Mv, 43.20.Ks@DEC#

I. INTRODUCTION

The ability to detect, locate, and size holes in duct or
pipe walls can be of great importance in concealed piped
fluid systems, and as such any nonintrusive or simplified
technique to achieve this may have significant practical ap-
plications. For example, acoustic techniques currently used
in the water industry achieve leak detection via the monitor-
ing of acoustic propagation within the pipe walls using cor-
relation techniques. This has proved to be highly successful
in metal-walled pipes; further research is underway which
seeks to address the difficulties associated with applying the
technique in plastic pipes, where the effect of losses are more
significant.1

Sharp and Campbell have applied a different acoustic
technique, that of fluid-borne pulse reflectometry, first to the
sizing of bores in pipes2 and then to leak detection in pipe
walls,3 where the hole position has been shown to coincide
with the beginning of an apparent accentuated flare occurring
in a pipe of uniform or known cross section. This method
was also successful in sizing circular side holes of varying
dimension using the known hole location and the duct im-
pedance determined from the pulse reflectometry technique.
The pipe tested in Sharp and Campbell’s work3 was 5 mm in
radius and approximately 0.733 m in length, while the holes
sized were limited to circular geometry and were relatively
large in comparison to the pipe diameter, being from 1 to 3
mm in radius. The algorithm used in their method is math-

ematically elegant and exact in its location and sizing of the
hole but is limited, as the experimental technique requires an
additional measurement lead-up tube of at least twice the
length of the test pipe. This lead-up tube is required to
measure incident and reflected pulses and must be of ex-
tended length to prevent secondary reflections from its ter-
mination point from interfering with the reflected impulse
which characterizes the test pipe to be modeled. This prob-
lem has been largely overcome by employing the primary
pulse generator in an additional role as a time-delayed active
absorber which cancels the reflected pulse upstream of the
capture microphone, thus reducing interference from subse-
quent reflections.4

Recent work by de Salis and Oldham5,6 has shown that
the internal profile of a finite length section of duct or pipe
can also be established using resonance and antiresonance
frequencies determined from a single measurement of the
duct-transfer function using pseudorandom noise. This tech-
nique was made possible by the excellent signal to noise
ratio obtained using maximum length sequence~MLS!
analysis, thus allowing accurate location of the antiresonance
frequencies in addition to the resonance frequencies of a test
duct.

The current paper shows that the technique developed
by de Salis and Oldham for blockage detection can also be
applied successfully to the location and sizing of holes in the
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walls of circular ducts. The technique requires that the duct
termination conditions be of a closed–open nature with a
driver located at the closed rigid end. All reflections from the
terminations of the duct are required for the analysis5–7 and
the technique is therefore suited to the detection of holes and
blockages in ducts of extended length. The method is rapid
and robust due to the comparative simplicity of processing
and the high signal to noise levels provided by the MLS
analysis, and can be applied simply using a driver mounted
in one termination and a microphone located in the wall of
the duct.

The hole-sizing approach is greatly simplified by mak-
ing the assumption that the characteristic dimension of the
hole is small relative to the duct cross-sectional radius and
may therefore be accurately modeled as a simple orifice in a
plane wall. This will often be the case for minor leaks and
especially in the case of thin slits and cracks, where it is
shown that this characteristic dimension will tend to the
value of the smaller cross dimension, i.e., the slit width. The-
oretical analysis shows that viscous losses modeled in Sharp
and Campbell’s work can be discounted, which simplifies the
analysis. The technique is shown to be capable of accurately
detecting, locating, and sizing circular holes in the duct wall
down to very small~relative to the duct cross-sectional di-
ameter! dimensions using a completely automated computa-
tional analysis. The technique is also successfully applied to
rectangular and slit-shaped orifices where accurate sizing is
achieved based upon an equivalent radius approach. This ap-
proach is shown to be valid for circumferential slits of large
length to width aspect ratios.

II. THEORY

A. Location of a hole in a duct wall by reconstruction
of the bore effective expansion function

The work of Sharp and Campbell,2–4 involving the re-
construction of the internal area function of small-bore pipes,
has shown that a hole in the pipe wall gives rise to an appar-
ent gradual expansion of the bore emanating from the posi-
tion of that hole. The work of de Salis and Oldham5–7 has
demonstrated that the internal profile or blockage area func-
tion of a duct can be determined by utilizing the high noise
immunity of a maximum length sequence~MLS! measure-
ment system to reveal the resonance and antiresonance fre-
quencies of the duct by means of a single measurement of
the loudspeaker voltage to sound-pressure transfer function
within the duct. The expression for the blockage area func-
tion Ab(x)/A0(x) of a duct with closed–open end conditions
in de Salis and Oldham’s work5,6 is given by

Ab~x!

A0~x!
5F12expS (

n51
F Le

npG2

m~a!n cosS 2npx

Le
D

2 (
n51

F 2Le

~2n21!p G2

xn cosS ~2n21!px

Le
D2a0D G ,

~1!

whereAb(x) is the blockage cross-sectional area,A0(x) is
the cross-sectional area of the unblocked duct,Le is the end-
corrected duct length for the closed–open duct anda0 is an

added dc component which is equal to the ratio of blockage
to duct volume.8 As detailed in Ref. 5, the valuexn is thenth
blockage-induced duct resonance value shift and is calcu-
lated from the measured resonance frequenciesf n

(b) of a par-
tially blocked duct and the calculated resonance frequencies
f k

(cu) of a theoretical unblocked duct of uniform cross sec-
tion, identical length, and approximately identical volume,
where

xn5
4p2

c2 ~@ f n
~b!#22@ f k

~cu!#2!, n5k. ~2!

The frequenciesf k
(cu) are determined from the measured val-

ues of f n
(b) as follows:5

N→`, f k
~cu!5

~2k21!

N2 (
n51

N

f n
~b! , k51,2,3,..., ~3!

whereN is the number of longitudinal resonance frequencies
inclusive fromN51 used in the calculation. Similarly,m (a)n

is thenth blockage-induced antiresonance value shift of the
duct and is calculated from the measured antiresonance fre-
quencies in the partially blocked ductf (a)n

(b) and the calculated
antiresonance frequenciesf (a)k

(cu) of a theoretical unblocked
duct of identical length and approximately identical volume
but of uniform cross section

m~a!n5
4p2

c2 ~@ f ~a!n
~b! #22@ f ~a!k

~cu!#2!, n5k. ~4!

The frequenciesf (a)k
(cu) are determined from the measured val-

ues of f (a)n
(b) as follows:

N→`, f ~a!k
~cu!5

k

N! (
n51

N

f ~a!n
~b! , k51,2,3,..., ~5!

where N is the number of longitudinal antiresonance fre-
quencies inclusive fromN51 used in the calculations. Using
the single measurement technique5,6 to determine the reso-
nance and antiresonance frequencies of the partially blocked
duct, it was found that takingN515 in Eqs.~3! and~5! gave
a sufficiently accurate approximation to make the reconstruc-
tion process valid. This also tied in with the limitations of the
experimental procedure.5–7 However, it should be noted that
while the first 15 longitudinal modes of the test duct were
below the cross modal cut-on frequency, shorter and/or wider
ducts would have fewer longitudinal modes below the cut-on
frequency. With the advent of cross-modal activity, the lon-
gitudinal modes become difficult to differentiate from cross
modes in the frequency domain, leaving less useful modes
for analysis and subsequently reducing the accuracy of the
method.

The blockage area or duct internal area profile function
Ab(x)/A0(x) in Eq. ~1! is thus described in terms of the
resonance value shiftsxn and antiresonance value shifts
m (a)n obtained under a single set of boundary conditions. As
noted in the earlier work of Wu and Fricke, using two sets of
measurements for each of two sets of boundary conditions,8

this type of perturbation analysis is valid only for relatively
small changes in internal profile, that is, whenAb(x)/A0(x)
,0.5 and length of blockageLb,Le/4. However, while re-
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constructions of blockage area functionsAb(x)/A0(x) which
transcend these limits tend to lose accuracy, the method is
still valid as a means of blockage detection.

The following sections will show that the single mea-
surement approach described above can also detect, locate,
and size a small hole cut into a duct wall. As noted by Sharp
and Campbell,3 the effect of the hole is seen as an apparent
expansion, termed the effective expansion function, which is
displayed in the form of a negative gradient beginning from
the position of the hole and continuing towards the end of the
duct. The technique described in this paper may be argued as
being somewhat simpler than that of Sharp and Campbell3

both in terms of processing the required algorithm and also
in terms of the experimental method, which does not require
the exclusion of unwanted reflections from the analysis. As
previously noted, in this case the reflections from termina-
tions are integral to the method.

B. Sizing of a hole in a duct wall

The technique set out in Sec. I A will reveal the reso-
nance and antiresonance characteristics of the duct system
and will also locate the position of a hole in a duct wall. If
the hole in the wall of a duct with closed–open ends as
illustrated in Fig. 1 is known to be of circular cross section,
then the resonance and antiresonance characteristics may be
used to size the hole using the acoustic impedance model of
the duct described below. This model will be a function of
the radius of the hole and a number of other parameters
including the impedance at the driver end. However, the im-
pedance of the fluid in the duct at the driver end for this type
of system is generally difficult to determine using direct
methods. Therefore, this impedance is approximated at reso-
nance and antiresonance by making qualified assumptions
about the condition of the duct–driver system at these fre-
quencies.

1. Impedance model of a duct with an orifice in the
side wall

An impedance model of a duct with a small hole in the
wall is shown in Fig. 1. For the purpose of the model, the
duct is effectively split into two sections. The left-hand sec-
tion is bounded by the plane of the driver and the plane of
the hole, while the right-hand section is bounded by the
plane of the hole and the plane of the open end. The complex
impedance at the end of the left-hand section is denoted by

Z1 and the input impedance of the right-hand section byZ2 .
The impedance of the wall orificeZh may then be expressed
as

1

Zh
5

1

Z1
2

1

Z2
. ~6!

This can be rearranged to give

Zh5
Z1Z2

Z22Z1
. ~7!

The impedanceZ1 of the initial section of duct may be de-
termined from the impedanceZclosedof the fluid at the driver
end using the impedance model for a section of duct with
impedance terminations. Adapting the expression for me-
chanical impedance of a section of duct in Ref. 9, then the
acoustic impedanceZ1 can be written as

Z15
rc

SductF Zclosed2 j S rc

Sduct
D tan~kL1!

S rc

Sduct
D2 jZclosedtan~kL1!

G , ~8!

wherek is the acoustic wave number,L1 is the longitudinal
distance from the closed driver end of the duct to the orifice,
r is the density of air,c is the speed of sound in air, andSduct

is the cross-sectional area of the duct.
The value of the fluid impedanceZclosedat the driver is

now required to evaluateZ1 , and there are two conditions
which lend themselves to simple approximations, i.e., reso-
nance and antiresonance. First, at resonance the impedance
of the fluid in the duct adjacent to the driver closely matches
the impedance of the driver which maximizes power trans-
mission into the duct. Making the assumption that the imped-
ance of the closed driver end is very large when compared to
the characteristic impedance of free air leads to the assump-
tion that the impedanceZclosedof the fluid next to the driver
also becomes very large as the system becomes resonant.
Equation~8! now becomes

Z15
rc

Sduct
F j

tan~knL1!G , ~9!

where kn is the wave number of the duct system at reso-
nance. It should be noted that the assumption of a high ratio
of driver to fluid impedance may be invalid where drivers of
low impedance are utilized or where narrow pipes with a
high characteristic impedance are analyzed.

Second, at antiresonance the pressure close to the driver
goes to a minimum. The assumption this time is that the
impedanceZclosedof the fluid next to the driver end is poorly
matched to the large impedance of the closed end and be-
comes very small as the system approaches antiresonance.
Equation~8! then becomes

Z152
rc

Sduct
@ j tan~k~a!nL1!#, ~10!

wherek(a)n is the wave number of the duct system at anti-
resonance.

FIG. 1. Impedance model of a closed–open-ended duct driven at the closed
end and incorporating a hole in the duct side wall.
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Similarly, the impedanceZ2 in Fig. 1 may be expressed
in terms ofZopen. Utilizing the standard equation for an un-
flanged open ended duct,9 Z2 may be expressed as follows:

Z25
rc

Sduct

3F 1
4 ~krduct!

21 j @0.6~krduct!1tan~kL2!#

@120.6~krduct!tan~kL2!#1 j ~ 1
4 ~krduct!

2!tan~kL2!
G ,

~11!

wherer d is the cross-sectional radius of the duct.
Substituting~9! or ~10! and ~11! into ~7! yields the im-

pedance of the orificeZh .

2. Impedance Z h of the orifice

The representation for the impedance of an orifice as a
side branch in a duct wall, where the dimensions of the slit
are small compared to acoustic wavelength, may be found in
standard texts9 and is given by

Zh5
rckh

2

4p
1 j

rcL8kh

pr h
2 , ~12!

wherer h is the radius of the orifice,kh is the complex wave
number of propagation in the side orifice

kh5k2 j
a

r h
, ~13!

the terma/r h accounts for viscous losses in the hole and has
the form

a5
1

c FAmv

2r
1~g21!A kv

2rcp
G , ~14!

wherem is the gas viscosity~1.8* 1025 kg m21 s21 for air at
293 K!, g is the ratio of specific heats~1.4 for air!, k is the
thermal conductivity~3* 1026 Wm21 k21 for air!, andcp is
the specific heat at constant pressure~1004.15 J Kg21 K21

for air!.
The loss terma in Eq. ~14! is similar to the term used in

Sharp and Campbell’s work,3 with the difference being that
in this case it is independent of the hole radius which may be
noted in Eq.~13! wherer h appears independently ofa.

The lengthL8 in Eq. ~12! is equal to the thickness of the
duct wall Lh plus additional end corrections terms,3,10 and
may be expressed as

L85Lh1r hF1.520.58S r h

r d
D 2G , ~15!

wherer d is the radius of the main duct section.
The bracketed term inr h on the right-hand side of Eq.

~15! evaluates the end correction of the side hole. It is appar-
ent that the second term inside the brackets in Eq.~15! will
tend to zero asr h becomes small in comparison tor d . There-
fore, for small values ofr h , e.g.,r h /r d,0.2, the simplified
expression for the lengthL8 of an orifice in a plane pipe wall
may be used, where

L85Lh11.5r h . ~16!

3. Calculation of the orifice radius r h

Evaluating and equating the imaginary parts of Eq.~7!
gives

Im~Zh!5
Im~Z2!@~Re~Z1!!21~ Im~Z1!!2#2Im~Z1!@~Re~Z2!!21~ Im~Z2!!2#

@Re~Z1!2Re~Z2!#21@ Im~Z1!2Im~Z2!#2 . ~17!

As noted at the beginning of this section, the proposed hole
location technique described in Sec. I A will yield all the
required parameters to evaluate the real and imaginary parts
of Z1 using Eq.~9! or ~10! and the real and imaginary parts
of Z2 using Eq.~11!. Substituting these results into Eq.~17!
evaluates Im(Zh). To evaluate the hole radiusr h using this
result, we substitute Eqs.~13! and ~16! into Eq. ~12!, which
yields

Im~Zh!5rckS 2
a

2pr h
1

1.5r h1Lh

pr h
2 D , ~18!

which may be rearranged thus

p

rck
Im~Zh!r h

22S 1.52
a

2 D r h2Lh50. ~19!

As previously noted, the viscous loss terma is constant and

independent ofr h , and as such the effect of losses in Eq.
~18! may be rapidly assessed.

It may be noted that even at limiting ultrasonic frequen-
ciesa/2 evaluated from~14! makes up less than 0.5% of the
total term inr h . Therefore, it may be deduced that viscous
losses are insignificant in any evaluation of Im(Zh) or r h ,
and Eq.~18! now simplifies to

p

rck
Im~Zh!r h

221.5r h2Lh50. ~20!

Equation~20! is a quadratic equation and may be solved in
the standard way to yieldr h . It may be noted that the use of
the simplified expression forL8 in Eq. ~15! has reduced Eq.
~18! from the more complex cubic equation utilized by Sharp
and Campbell.3
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4. Calculation of the geometrical equivalent radius r h
of a square or rectangular orifice

It can be shown that within certain limits the above ap-
proach may also be applied to orifices of other geometries
where the ‘‘radius’’ of the hole will now correspond to a
geometrical equivalent radius for the hole area. In the current
work this technique will be applied to circumferentially ori-
entated rectangular-shaped orifices in the duct wall. The geo-
metrical equivalent radius, denoted here byr he , is the radius
of a circular hole whose area is equivalent to the area of the
square or rectangular orifice in question. For a rectangular
slit of cross-sectional dimensionsa and b, the equivalent
radiusr he is given by

r he5Aab

p
. ~21!

In the current approach the radiusr he will be evaluated from
Im(Zh) by substitutingr he for r h in Eq. ~20!.

When substitutingr he into Eq.~20!, it should perhaps be
noted that viscous losses for a rectangular or other arbitrary-
shaped side orifice will be larger than for a circular orifice of
equal area. The increase in viscous losses will be directly
proportional to the increase in perimeter to cross-sectional
area ratio of the orifice. This is important in the transmission
loss of slits, where accurate evaluation of the real part of the
impedance is required and in such cases a geometrical
equivalent radius approach has been found11 to be limited to
slits of cross-dimensional aspect ratio smaller than 8:1. This
becomes crucial where the wavelength of sound approaches
the depth of the hole and the system displays resonant ten-
dencies. The current sizing approach uses the fundamental
resonant and antiresonant frequencies of the duct, and the
wavelength of sound is very large compared to the hole di-
mensions and as such hole acts as a lumped element. Also,
the approach employs only the imaginary part of the imped-
ance of the slit, and it may be shown that even ifa in Eq.
~19! was increased by 1000 times to compensate for an as-
sociated increase in perimeter, this would do little to influ-
ence the value of the imaginary part of the impedance in the
frequency range of interest. Therefore, Eq.~20! will be used
to evaluater he from values of Im(Zh) for the time being.
However, there are other limitations when using Eq.~20! to
size slits of large cross-dimensional aspect ratio. These limi-
tations will be referred to in a later section.

III. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS

A series of experiments was carried out to validate the
theoretical approach described above. The duct used in the
experiments was a 2-m-long plastic duct of 0.1 m diameter

and wall thickness of 5.5 mm. The experimental setup is
illustrated in Fig. 2. The duct characteristics were determined
using the maximum length sequence~MLS! analysis, a tech-
nique which has been widely used for diagnosis of enclosed
spaces in such areas as architectural acoustics.12 The substan-
tial noise immunity and versatility of the MLS system has
also been utilized to good effect in previous work by the
authors.5–7 The duct had a cut-on frequency for transverse
modes of approximately 1900 Hz. The duct was excited by a
piezoelectric driver attached to one end while the other end
of the duct was left open. The excitation signal applied con-
sisted of a 16 384-point maximum length sequence~MLS! of
2-kHz bandwidth and 8-kHz sampling rate. A microphone
situated in the wall of the duct close to the driver was used to
record the distorted MLS signal emanating from the driver
allowing generation of the frequency transfer function of
loudspeaker voltage to sound pressure in the duct. In each
case four averages of the MLS signal were taken, making a
total measurement time of approximately 8 s. A typical trans-
fer function from measurements in the test duct with a small
side hole is shown in Fig. 3. The MLS analysis has sufficient
noise immunity to reveal the antiresonance residuals in the
transfer function in addition to the resonance characteristics
of the system. Strongly defined longitudinal resonance and
antiresonance frequencies may be noted below the duct
cut-on frequency. Less obvious is the irregular spacing of the
duct harmonics due to the presence of a small hole in the
duct wall. This characteristic facilitates the location of the
hole using Eqs.~1!–~5!. The frequency resolution of the
transfer function was kept at 1 Hz at all times, as earlier
work in the reconstruction of blockage functions using a
similar technique5–7 has shown that little benefit in terms of
increased accuracy is gained from increasing the frequency

FIG. 2. Test rig for a closed–open-end duct of circular cross section with a
hole in the duct side wall.

FIG. 3. Typical measured transfer function of loud-
speaker voltage to sound pressure at the microphone
measured in the duct setup of Fig. 2.
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resolution to a finer degree. This was also noted in the cur-
rent work in terms of the accuracy of positioning and sizing
of a hole in the duct wall.

The measured duct transfer function was imported into
theMATLAB numerical processing package and a simple rou-
tine was utilized to select the resonance and antiresonance
frequencies of the duct. The resonance and antiresonance
frequencies of the duct with unperforated walls were subse-
quently calculated from Eqs.~3! and ~5!, and the resonance
and antiresonance value shifts were processed using Eqs.~2!
and ~4!. The apparent internal area function of the duct,
which will be termed the effective expansion function, was
then calculated using Eq.~1! to reveal the position of the
hole in the duct wall. The end-corrected length of the ductLe

in Eq. ~1! was determined from the fundamental resonance
frequency of the unperforated closed–open ductf 1

0 from Eq.
~3! as follows:

Le5
1

4

c

f 1
0 , ~22!

where the speed of soundc was estimated using the standard
expression

c5331.45A~11T/373.6!, ~23!

with T being the measured ambient temperature in Kelvin.
Use of Eqs.~22! and ~23! eliminates the need for prior
knowledge of the length of the duct system, which simplifies
the process and may be beneficial in conditions where this is
difficult to ascertain.

The first 15 resonance and antiresonance values deter-
mined using Eqs.~2! and~4!, respectively, were found to be
adequate for the reconstruction of the effective expansion
function to enable successful location of a side hole. The
resonance and antiresonance frequencies required to obtain
these values were located well below the cut-on frequency
for transverse modes and were generally strongly defined as
shown in Fig. 3. This strong definition made them well suited
to the computational selection process for resonance and an-
tiresonance frequencies in theMATLAB routine used in the
hole location and sizing routines. Once determined from the
reconstruction achieved using Eq.~1!, the longitudinal posi-
tion of the hole relative to the driver, denoted byL1 in Fig. 1,
was used in conjunction with one measured wave number,
i.e., kn at resonance ork(a)n at antiresonance to size the hole
in the duct wall as set out in Sec. II B.

A. Filtration

As in previous work,5–7 filtration was applied to the
transfer functions inMATLAB to exclude areas of the fre-
quency range superfluous to the analysis and to smooth out
spurious peaks and troughs in the transfer function, thus pre-
venting contamination of the computational resonance and
antiresonance frequency selection process. Low-frequency
distortion is thought to arise due to poor response of the
microphone and loudspeaker at low frequencies and subse-
quent low signal to noise ratios.6 Figure 4~a! shows the low-
frequency section of the transfer function in Fig. 3 without
filtration and Fig. 4~b! shows the same transfer function after
filtration has been employed to smooth out localized distor-

tions. The effect of a hole in the duct wall at the lower end of
the spectrum is illustrated to some degree in Fig. 4, which
shows the positions of the first few resonances and antireso-
nances of the same duct with unperforated walls. The wall
orifice as a side branch in a duct is well known as having
high-pass characteristics9 and Fig. 4 illustrates the effect of a
small hole in the duct wall on the low-frequency response, an
effect which diminishes towards the upper end of the fre-
quency range.

IV. DETECTION AND LOCATION OF HOLES IN A
DUCT WALL

A. Reconstruction of the effective expansion function
to reveal hole location

Once the measurement of the transfer function in the
duct had been completed, the expression in Eq.~1! was used
to reconstruct the effective expansion function of the duct.
After this reconstruction, the effect of the hole in the duct
wall was immediately noticeable and its position could be
determined. The effective expansion function of the duct of
50-mm radius with a hole of 5-mm radius in the wall at a
position of 1.42 m from the driver end of the duct is shown
in Fig. 5~a!. A substantial positive dc shift above the zero
plane is apparent leading up to the position of the hole. Ex-
perience has shown that a positive dc shift of this type is
associated with an expansion in the duct. This correlates with
earlier work5–8 where negative dc shifts were found to occur

FIG. 4. Measured transfer function 0–200 Hz of partially blocked duct
shown in Fig. 2:~a! Unfiltered; ~b! filtered. Positions of resonance and
antiresonance frequencies of duct with unperforated wall shown by dotted
lines.
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when reconstructing constricting blockage area functions in
ducts. The large positive dc shift shown is thus typical of a
large expansion in the duct, which is effectively how the hole
is represented in the effective expansion function reconstruc-
tion. The dc correction terma0 in Eq. ~1!, which was used in
earlier work to correct the dc shift in blockage area function
reconstructions, has not been used in the effective expansion
function reconstructions in the current work, as the notion of
accurately reconstructing a blockage in the duct is now de-
funct. At the position of the hole a sharp point of inflexion
occurs and from this point the curve drops steadily, crossing
the zero line and continuing into what appears to be a flaring
expansion towards the end of the duct. This negative gradient
is distinguished from other negative gradients in the recon-
struction by its axial extent and also by its continuation be-
low the zero expansion line of the reconstruction. Figure 5~b!
shows a typical effective expansion function for an actual
expansion in the duct. The position of the expansion is
clearly marked in Fig. 5~b! in addition to a much smaller
positive dc shift than for the example of the hole in the duct
wall in Fig. 5~a!. Figure 5~c! shows the reconstruction for the

case of the unperforated duct. A small deviation is noted at
the ends, but this can be easily differentiated from the hole in
Fig. 5~a!, or the expansion in Fig. 5~b!.

Further reconstructions of effective expansion function
of the duct with wall holes of circular and other geometry of
varying size and location are shown in Fig. 6. The effect of
the hole becomes less noticeable as it becomes smaller, al-
though using the computational routine described in the fol-
lowing section it was still possible to accurately detect and
locate the smallest hole used in the tests, which was of
0.75-mm radius at 1.415 m from the driver. The reconstruc-

FIG. 5. Effective expansion function reconstruction from Eq.~1! of 2-m
long, 0.1-m duct of circular cross section:~a! With small hole in the wall at
1.09 m from driver end. Position of hole denoted by - - -;~b! with expansion
chamber. Reconstructed ———, actual - - -;~c! uniform duct with unholed
wall.

FIG. 6. Effective expansion function reconstruction from Eq.~1! of 2-m
long; 0.1-m duct of circular cross section shown in Fig. 2 with various hole
configurations:~a! 5-mm radius side hole at 1.42 m from driver end;~b!
4.5-mm radius side hole at 0.965 m from driver end;~c! 2.75-mm radius
side hole at 1.42 m from driver end;~d! 0.75-mm radius side hole at 1.42 m
from driver end. Position of hole denoted by - - -.
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tion of the effective expansion function of the holed duct in
this case is shown in Fig. 6~d!. The effect of the hole is still
noticeable but more difficult to determine by eye.

1. Filtration effects

As previously mentioned, the transfer functions used
were generally filtered to smooth out localized distortions
before use in the hole location process. The effect of filtra-
tion on a transfer function is shown by comparison of Figs.
4~a! and ~b!. While smoothing filtration was not always re-
quired for accurate positioning of the hole, the effects of
distortion were sometimes quite substantial. A good example
of the effect of smoothing filtration where it was of vital
importance to the reconstruction and hole location process is
shown in Fig. 7. Figure 7~a! shows the reconstruction of a
fairly small hole without application of smoothing filtration,
and Fig. 7~b! shows reconstruction from the filtered transfer
function. The improvement appears to be relatively minor,
but is sufficient to enable computational determination of the
hole position as described in the following section. The ef-
fect on the accuracy of hole location and sizing due to the
rounding of the transfer functions after filtration has not been
quantified in this work. However, previous experience in-
volving the reconstruction of blockages has shown negligible
loss in accuracy when comparing blockage reconstructions
from filtered transfer functions with those reconstructed from
transfer functions not requiring filtration.5–7

B. Computational determination of hole location

With the exception of very small holes, in the majority
of the previous effective expansion function figures the ap-

proximate location of the hole is readily apparent to the eye.
However, using a computational routine to automate the pro-
cess of location may often be of benefit in terms of time and
accuracy. Where a computational routine is used, the typical
characteristics of the effective expansion function can be
used as a recognition tool. The routine picks out the negative
gradient occurring over a relatively large spatial window and
recognizes that the gradient encroaches into the negative area
function zone. From this, the point of inflexion defining the
hole location may be traced back to the beginning of the
descent using differential gradient detection routines based
on regression analysis of a number of different reconstruc-
tions of holes of known position.

A MATLAB computational routine was thus written using
the above descriptors to locate the side hole from the recon-
struction figures. Figure 8 shows excellent correlation be-
tween the true value of longitudinal distance of the side hole
from the driver and the computationally determined value
derived from the reconstruction of the effective expansion
function.

V. SIZING OF CIRCULAR HOLES IN A DUCT WALL

The sizing of cylindrical holes in the duct wall was un-
dertaken using the technique set out in Sec. II B employing
the measured wave number values both at resonancekn and
at antiresonancek(a)n determined from the duct transfer
function and the valuesL1 andL2 relating to the hole posi-
tion in Fig. 1. L1 and L2 were computationally determined
from reconstructions of effective expansion functions similar
to those shown in Figs. 6 and 7. The hole-sizing technique
proved to be insensitive to the minor errors associated with
the indirect computational determination ofL1 and L2 ,
which are highlighted in Fig. 8. Estimations of hole radii
employing the computationally determined values ofL1 and
L2 were as accurate in all cases as the estimations employing
the actual geometrically measured values ofL1 andL2 . The
entire process including measurement and computation took
under 10 s to determine the location and radius of the hole in
the duct wall using a typical midrange PC.

Figure 9 shows the estimation of radiusr h for holes at
1.42 m from the driver end using the above approach. These
estimated values are plotted against the actual values of the
hole radius. Figure 9~a! shows estimations using Eq.~9! in

FIG. 7. Effective expansion function reconstruction from Eq.~1! of 2-m
long; 0.1-m diameter duct of circular cross section with 1.75-mm radius hole
at 1.42 m from driver end:~a! Determined from unfiltered transfer function;
~b! determined from filtered transfer function. Position of hole denoted by
- - -.

FIG. 8. DistanceL1 from driver to hole computationally determined from
effective expansion function reconstructions plotted against actual distance
L1 for holes of various size and location~with 10% tolerance vertical error
bars!. Line of correlation ———.
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the approach in Sec. II B for each of the first two orders of
resonance wave numberkn determined from measurements
in the holed duct. Figure 9~b! shows estimations using Eq.
~10! with the first two orders of wave number at antireso-
nancek(a)n . Estimations in Fig. 9~a! are highly accurate, all
within 10% of the actual hole size. Estimations in Fig. 9~b!
show wide variation, although the first-order evaluations are
generally more stable. Estimations using higher orders of
resonance and antiresonance frequencies became highly ab-
errant in all cases.

The wave numbers at first-order resonance were gener-
ally found to be the most accurate for use in the hole-sizing
process, and this is supported by Fig. 9~a!. This correlates
with the discussion in Sharp and Campbell3 which notes
problems with hole sizing when the hole is located close to a
pressure node. The first mode is the only mode which guar-
antees that a small hole cannot be located close to a pressure
node, and thus use of the first mode may perhaps be expected
to give the greatest accuracy. All subsequent hole-sizing es-
timations presented in the current paper are calculated using
measured values ofk1 . Figure 10 shows good correlation
between values ofr h estimated in this manner and the cor-
responding geometrical measurements for a number of
different-sized circular holes positioned at 1.42 m from the
driver end of the duct.

As noted previously, an orifice in a duct wall is well
known as a high-pass filter for waves propagating in a duct,9

and therefore its introduction may be expected to have more
effect on the lower-frequency resonances and antiresonances

of the duct. This theory is supported by Fig. 4, which shows
the large shifts from the resonance and antiresonance fre-
quencies of the duct with unperforated walls occurring for
the first few orders. The margin for error in calculating the
hole sizes resulting from limits of frequency resolution
would thus be expected to be at their least for these lower
orders of resonance, and this is supported by the experimen-
tal results.

VI. DETECTION, LOCATION, AND SIZING OF
RECTANGULAR AND SLIT-SHAPED HOLES IN A DUCT
WALL

Holes in duct walls resulting from mechanical damage
or material stress are unlikely to be circular in nature and
may often occur as thin cracks. As such, it is pertinent to see
how well the hole-sizing technique may be applied to rect-
angular slits of varying aspect ratio, i.e., the ratio of cross-
sectional length to width. An equivalent area method was
therefore used as set out in Sec. II B 4 to compute the geo-
metrical equivalent radius of a rectangular slit cut into the
wall of the duct after the slit has been located as described
previously. The current technique was applied to circumfer-
ential slits only. Slits in the axial direction were not consid-
ered in the analysis.

Figure 11 shows the reconstruction of the effective ex-
pansion function for a typical thin slit in the duct located by
the process. Figures 12–14 show the equivalent radial esti-
mationsr he for various slits using the acoustic analysis of
Sec. II B and the distance from driver to holeL1 computa-

FIG. 9. Acoustically determined values ofr h for circular holes of various
sizes and locations plotted against actualr h values~with 10% vertical error
bars!: ~a! r h determined using effective expansion function reconstruction
and measured resonance wave numbers;k1 (�), k2 (s). ~b! r h deter-
mined using effective expansion function reconstruction and antiresonance
wave numbers;k(a)1 (�), k(a)2 (s).

FIG. 10. Acoustically determined values ofr h for circular holes of various
sizes and locations plotted against actualr h values~with 10% vertical error
bars!. Values of r h determined using bore profile reconstruction and first
resonance wave numberk1 .

FIG. 11. Effective expansion function reconstruction of 2-m long, 0.1-m
diameter duct of circular cross section with rectangular slit of 12 mm length
and 2.5 mm width in the wall at 0.54 m from driver. Position of hole
denoted by - - -.
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tionally determined from the associated effective expansion
function reconstructions similar to those of Fig. 11. These are
plotted against the actual geometrical equivalent radii of the
slits calculated from the cross-sectional areas.

The agreement between the actual and estimated values
of r he was shown to be generally within 10% for the slits,
with larger errors generally occurring when sizing slits of
larger aspect ratio. Figure 14 shows that for the thinnest slits
of 1 mm breadth, estimations of geometrical equivalent ra-
dius are within 15% of the actual value for slits of up to 28
mm length corresponding to an aspect ratio of 28:1. Thus, for
this degree of accuracy and in this limited case it may be
argued that the equivalent radius approach has proven to be
valid for slits of much larger aspect ratio than the limiting
figure of 8:1 noted previously in the transmission loss work
of Sauter and Soroka11 and as predicted in the theoretical
discussion of Sec. II B 4.

While the results in Figs. 12–14 show good engineering
accuracy, it is noted that overestimation ofr he occurs where
slits of large aspect ratio are sized. This overestimation may
be attributed to the second term in Eq.~20!, which will ac-

curately estimate the end correction for a circular aperture
but overestimates end correction for a slit. As the slit gets
thinner and longer the end correction becomes dominated by
the shorter dimension and thus the end correction is shorter
than the geometric equivalent radius would suggest. An
equivalent loss expression used for equivalent mean radius
of a rectangular flow duct10 may be applied to the second
term of Eq. ~20! instead of r he to account for this. The
equivalent mean radius term is simply the area of the slit
divided by its perimeter. With manipulation, this equivalent
mean radius may alternatively be expressed as a function of
the aspect ratio of the longer to shorter cross dimension of
the slitR and the geometric equivalent radius from Eq.~21!.
The resulting expression can now be used to replace the sec-
ond term on the left-hand side of Eq.~20!. Combining this
approach with a regression analysis from the experimental
results generates a more accurate expression to evaluate the
geometric equivalent radiusr he from the hole impedanceZh ,
where

p

rck
Im~Zh!r he

2 2S 2ApR

11R D r he2Lh50, ~24!

where R is the aspect ratio of the longer to shorter cross-
sectional dimension of the slit.

Figure 15 shows the estimated results forr he for the
same test-hole configurations as in Fig. 14, this time using
Eq. ~24! and known values ofR. The correlation with the
geometrical equivalent radii evaluated using Eq.~24! is
much stronger than that of Fig. 14 and is accurate for larger
aspect ratios. Generally, of course, the aspect ratio of the slit
R will be an unknown quantity and therefore it is difficult to
see how Eq.~24! could be used in the reciprocal sizing ap-
proach. However, Fig. 14 shows that Eq.~20! can still give a
good degree of accuracy for slits of fairly large aspect ratio.
The accuracy of the simplified approach using Eq.~20! will
increase as the hole area and duct wall thickness decrease,
i.e., as the significance of the end correction term decreases.

The extended length of the slit may raise concerns as the
ratio of slit length to duct curvature becomes larger.3 How-
ever, this does not appear to be a problem in any of the test
cases as the dimension governing end reflection of the slit

FIG. 12. Acoustically determined values of geometric equivalent radiusr he

for slit-shaped holes of 3.5-mm width and varying aspect ratio as a function
of actualr he value~with 10% vertical error bars!. Slits positioned at 0.675 m
from driver. Values ofr he determined using bore profile reconstruction and
first resonance wave numberk1 .

FIG. 13. Acoustically determined values of geometric equivalent radiusr he

for slit-shaped holes of 2.5-mm width and varying aspect ratio as a function
of actual r he value. Slits positioned at 0.535 m from driver~with 10%
vertical error bars!. Values ofr he determined using effective expansion func-
tion reconstruction and first resonance wave numberk1 .

FIG. 14. Acoustically determined values of geometric equivalent radiusr he

for slit-shaped holes of 1-mm width and varying aspect ratio as a function of
actualr he value ~with 10% vertical error bars!. Slits positioned at 0.454 m
from driver. Values ofr he determined using effective expansion function
reconstruction and first resonance wave numberk1 .
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tends to default to the width of the slit as the slit gets longer
and thinner. Thus, where the width of the slit remains small
in comparison to the radius of the main duct, the effect of
duct curvature remains negligible.

Equation~24! may be rearranged to give a simple ex-
pression for the imaginary impedance Im(Zs) of a slit in a
duct wall

Im~Zs!5
rck

pr he
2 F S 2ApR

11R D r he1LhG5
rck

ab F 2ab

~a1b!
1LhG ,

~25!

wherea andb are the cross-sectional dimensions of the slit.
Equation ~25! adequately describes the imaginary im-

pedance of slits used in the current investigation where the
dimensions of the slit are small in relation to acoustic wave-
length. However, a more rigorous investigation of the limit-
ing conditions under which this expression is valid is beyond
the scope of the current work.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

A technique has been developed for the detection, loca-
tion, and sizing of small apertures in a duct wall using the
resonance and antiresonance frequencies of the duct deter-
mined from a single transfer function measurement. The pro-
cess is made possible by the high noise immunity of the
maximum length sequence used to excite the duct which
allows the accurate determination of the duct antiresonance
frequencies in addition to the determination of the duct reso-
nance frequencies. The technique reconstructs a spatial func-
tion termed the effective expansion function of the duct from
which the position of the hole may be ascertained by eye or
detected automatically using a simple computational routine.
Following the location of a hole, it may be sized using an
impedance model of the duct. The impedance model incor-
porates the computed length of the duct, the location of hole
in the wall, and the measured resonance and antiresonance
wave numbers utilizing assumptions about the radius-
dependent impedance characteristics of the side hole and the

impedance condition at the duct driver at these frequencies.
The location of the hole using this method is shown to be
highly accurate and subsequent sizing of the hole is found to
be most accurate using the measured first-order resonance
wave number of the duct, which returns radial estimations to
within 10% of the actual radius of circular holes. The tech-
nique is shown to be rapid to apply and robust mainly due to
the noise immunity of the excitation system but also to the
smoothing filtration routines which are applied to the transfer
functions to avoid resonance and antiresonance selection er-
rors occurring as a result of localized distortion. The detec-
tion, location, and sizing technique has also been success-
fully applied to slit-shaped holes where the sizing process
approximates the slit as a circular hole of equal area and
therefore yields an equivalent radius. Equivalent radius esti-
mations using the technique described above and the imped-
ance model for a circular side hole are found to be highly
accurate for slits with aspect ratios of up to 28:1. The equiva-
lent area method is therefore shown to be applicable to slits
of larger aspect ratio than may be expected from earlier work
using equivalent areas for modeling of transmission loss
characteristics of slit-shaped holes in plane walls.11
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Implosion of an underwater spark-generated bubble and
acoustic energy evaluation using the Rayleigh model
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The growth, collapse, and rebound of a vapor bubble generated by an underwater spark is studied
by means of high-speed cinematography, simultaneously acquiring the emitted acoustic signature.
Video recordings show that the growth and collapse phases are nearly symmetrical during the first
two or three cycles, the bubble shape being approximately spherical. After 2–3 cycles the bubble
behavior changes from a collapsing/rebounding regime with sound-emitting implosions to a
pulsating regime with no implosions. The motion of the bubble wall during the first collapses was
found to be consistent with the Rayleigh model of a cavity in an incompressible liquid, with the
inclusion of a vapor pressure term at constant temperature within each bubble cycle. An estimate of
the pressure inside the bubble is obtained measuring the collapse time and maximum radius, and the
amount of energy converted into acoustical energy upon each implosion is deduced. The resulting
value of acoustic efficiency was found to be in agreement with measurements based on the emitted
acoustic pulse. ©2002 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1476919#

PACS numbers: 43.25.Yw, 43.30.Lz, 47.55.Dz@MAB #

I. INTRODUCTION

The generation of intense sound waves in water is al-
most invariably associated with the generation of bubbles.
Cavitation can be induced by tensile forces due to the nega-
tive peak of an applied ultrasound wave, or by thermal and
chemical processes that cause a violent expansion of the liq-
uid, as it is in the case of explosions and electric sparks.1 A
considerable amount of acoustic and optical data on under-
water explosions in marine environment is available back
from the years 1940–1950, when explosives were widely
used as pulsed sound sources for military purposes.2 On the
other hand, fewer studies were dedicated to sound generated
by high-power sparkers, being mainly devoted to the analysis
and prediction of pressure-time curves,3 and more recently to
the understanding of breakdown phenomena in water.4 The
interest in these sources has reduced since the 70’s, when
other devices, such as the airgun, were preferred due to their
higher repeatability, despite a longer pulse duration.5 The
direct observation of cavitation bubbles in high-power spark-
ers has generally been avoided, since it would require optical
measurements of great accuracy which are difficult to obtain
in sea experiments even at moderate depths, while the opera-
tion of traditional marine sparkers in a laboratory tank is
often impractical.

Pulsed sound emitted by underwater sparks is similar in
principle to that emitted by explosions, although some dif-
ferences exist. Underwater explosions cause the formation of
gas globes, which may evolve in a series of up to ten con-
tractions and expansions in form of damped spherical oscil-
lations. Pressure peaks appearing at the end of each contrac-
tion are both weaker in amplitude and longer in duration
compared with the first pulse.6 On the other hand, sea experi-
ments showed that spark-generated bubbles are relatively
short-lived, and that pressure pulses due to cavitation are

often comparable with the primary pulse that occurs when
the bubble is created by spark breakdown in the liquid.7 This
suggests that the bubble wall velocity at the end of the col-
lapse phase may reach very high values due to a large pres-
sure difference between the surrounding liquid and the
bubble interior. The sudden reversal of liquid motion taking
place at the end of the bubble collapse was found to be
responsible for efficient sound generation when the spark is
generated near a rigid surface. Numerical methods showed
that a rigid boundary severely distorts the bubble shape dur-
ing its collapse.8 These studies led to the conclusion that the
understanding of cavitation mechanisms is essential for the
characterization of a family of sound sources, named parabo-
loidal sparkers, in which the spark is generated at the focal
point of a rigid paraboloidal reflector with focal distance in
the range 1–10 cm. These sound sources convert electro-
static energy of up to 1 kJ into acoustic energy focused along
a main axis, yielding pressure pulses with energy density
near 10 J/m2, equivalent to a source level near 230 dBre: 1
mPa, with signal bandwidth over 300 kHz.9 In such condi-
tions the cavitation pulse is very similar to the primary pulse
due to spark breakdown,10 or even more powerful than the
primary pulse.11

In the present work, an experiment is described that al-
lowed a direct visualization of bubbles generated by under-
water sparks in the kJ energy range. Video recordings, inte-
grated with acoustic data, provided a way to confirm the
validity of the Rayleigh model, that has been proposed for
the bubble growth and collapse.12 The acoustic efficiency of
the sparker was evaluated by direct observation of maximum
bubble radius and estimating the internal pressure by analyz-
ing experimental radius/time plots, to give more accurate re-
sults than if purely acoustic data were considered.
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II. EXPERIMENT

The aim of the experiment was to visualize the evolution
of the vapor bubble generated by the sparker, simultaneously
acquiring the emitted acoustic wave. This was done in a
laboratory tank 6 m long, 4 m wide, and 5.5 m deep, filled
with fresh water. The water temperature was 20 °C, and its
electrical conductivity was 0.06V21 m21. The sparker
source used in the experiments is a suitably modified proto-
type that was first designed and patented for high-resolution
acoustic imaging in marine environment.13 It consists of two
opposed tungsten electrodes with hemispherical tips, with a
diameter of 10 mm and gap distance of 2 mm. The electrodes
are located at the focal point of a paraboloidal reflector with
20-cm diameter and 10-cm focal length. The purpose of the
reflector is to focus along its main axis a portion of the
acoustic energy of the spark. In this configuration, the pa-
raboloid was seen to be capable of doubling the acoustic
intensity along its main axis, compared with an omnidirec-
tional sparker source.9 The sparker is connected to a capaci-
tor bank with total capacitance 360mF that can be charged
up to a voltage of 2.35 kV, giving a maximum electrostatic
energy of 1 kJ. Although the electrode size and shape was
optimized for operation in seawater, whose electrical con-
ductivity is higher by two orders of magnitude than that of
fresh water, the acoustic signature of the sparker proved to be
repeatable also in fresh water, provided that the electrode gap
did not exceed 3 mm. For a 2-mm gap, the electrostatic
energy threshold for a repeatable spark was found to be ap-
proximately 400 J.

The acoustic wave generated by the sparker is measured
at a distance of 1.5 m along the main paraboloidal axis by a
Reson TC4034 hydrophone with nominal bandwidth 350
kHz and receive sensitivity2216.5 dB re: 1 V/mPa. The
hydrophone signal is filtered between 500 Hz and 500 kHz
and acquired using a 12-bit PC-hosted A/D board with sam-
pling rate of 1 Msample/s, with a typical record length of 24
ms.

A glass window on one of the tank walls, at a depth of
2.5 m, allowed a fast camera to be placed approximately 1 m
away from the underwater source. Continuous backlighting
was used by placing the light source directly above the water
surface and using a 45-deg mirror positioned along the cam-
era optical axis~see Fig. 1!. The high-speed camera, a Photec
16-mm full-frame rotating prism unit, used 100-ft. acetate-
based films that allowed the selection of a maximum film
speed of 7000 frames/s. The actual film speed was somewhat
lower due to film acceleration at startup, and was measured
to be (65006100) frames/s using timing marks provided by
the camera. The resulting frame period was 154ms, with an
exposure time of 60ms. The camera sends a trigger pulse to
both the firing circuit of the sparker and the hydrophone
signal acquisition, thus synchronizing optical and acoustical
measurements. After film processing, up to 140 frames were
digitized for a total time of about 20 ms, including a few ms
before the spark and the complete evolution of the vapor
bubble. Each frame was processed to enhance brightness and
contrast, and finally converted to a gray-scale image with a
0.3-mm resolution.

The bubble proved to be slightly compressed along thex

direction coaxial with the electrodes, due to the interference
of the electrodes with the liquid motion. To evaluate the ef-
fective radius, the bubble shape was assumed to be that of an
ellipsoid having axial symmetry alongx, with diametersH
and W, respectively, as shown in Fig. 2. The work done in
displacing the liquid to create a bubble is proportional to the
bubble volume; thus, the reported value of an equivalent
spherical bubble radius was obtained by measuringH andW
and calculating the radius of a sphere of equal volume, given
by R5 1

2(W•H2)1/3.

III. RESULTS

A. Optical data

Figure 3 shows a sample of a film taken during a 720-J
spark, with one of every 5 frames presented. The complete
sequence of frames is available online at http://
www.idac.rm.cnr.it/ual/. Each frame is labeled with the
elapsed time after spark breakdown, the first of the series

FIG. 1. Tank experiment setup. The sparker source is mounted with the
paraboloidal axis pointing downwards. The hydrophone is located on-axis,
1.5 m below the source. The fast camera is operated through a viewport in
the tank wall, and backlighting is provided using floodlights near the surface
and a 45° mirror placed along the optical axis. The source–camera distance
is 1 m, and the source depth is 2.5 m.

FIG. 2. Bubble geometry used to determine the effective bubble radius for a
nonspherical shape.W is the dimension alongx, and H is the dimension
along bothY andZ.
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being taken before breakdown. In the pre-breakdown phase,
after the electric field is applied, the liquid in the electrode
gap starts to appear brighter near the electrode surface. About
3–4 ms before breakdown, a darker region develops near
one of the electrodes moving towards the other electrode.
When this dark region bridges the gap, breakdown occurs
and a bright flash is emitted. The breakdown process is much
faster than the frame period, so that the very next frame

shows a plasma bubble already several mm in radius. The
average bubble wall velocity up to this point, obtained by
dividing this bubble radius by the frame period, is around 60
m/s, the initial value probably being much higher. The
bubble contents show some luminescence that keeps fading
away for approximately 1–2 ms, starting from the outer shell
towards the center.

Figure 4 shows the time plot of the effective bubble
radius, measured as explained in Sec. II. The bubble period
is 6.3 ms in the first cycle, 3.8 ms in the second, and de-
creases to about 2 ms in the third and following rebounds.
An implosion takes place at the end of the first three cycles,
as the lower half of the bubble wall starts to bend inwards,
forming a tip that reduces the bubble to a negligible size, and
eventually impacts on the upper gas/liquid interface. The fi-
nal tip velocity for the first implosion, measured between
two successive frames, is of the order of 150 m/s. As the
bubble rebounds, its center is displaced in the same direction
of the tip by about 2 cm, and grows mostly in that direction.
After the third cycle, the bubble collapses down to a size
which is no longer negligible, entering into a pulsating re-
gime with an oscillating mean radius. The tip is less pro-
nounced in this phase and does not reach the opposite inter-
face, so that an acoustic pulse is not generated even if the
bubble still deviates from spherical symmetry.

Bubble jetting, buoyancy, and the rigid paraboloidal sur-
face tend to displace the bubble upwards. Each time the
bubble rebounds after an implosion with jetting, its growth is
more pronounced towards the direction of the tip. Buoyancy
and the rigid surface do not seem to affect perceptibly the
dynamics of the bubble in its early stages, when the bubble
shape remains approximately spherical except for the inter-
ference due to the electrodes. When the transition to the pul-
sating regime takes place, the bubble has reduced its distance
from the paraboloidal surface from 10 cm to 6–7 cm, and the
bubble is increasedly attracted towards the surface.

B. Acoustic data

Figure 5 shows the acoustic signature of the spark de-
tected by the hydrophone in the same experiment represented

FIG. 4. Plot of bubble radius versus time, measured from the complete
sequence of frames sampled in Fig. 3.

FIG. 3. Selected frames showing bubble growth and collapse for a 720-J
spark. Each frame is labeled with the time elapsed since~or before, if nega-
tive! spark breakdown. The frame period is 154ms.

FIG. 5. Acoustic signature of the paraboloidal sparker, recorded during the
bubble evolution shown in Fig. 3. The voltage is applied at zero time, the
primary pulse appears at 7.7 ms, and the first bubble pulse at 14 ms.
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in Figs. 3 and 4. Water breakdown takes place 7.6 ms after
the voltage is applied to the electrodes. A relatively weak
primary pulse due to breakdown is followed by the first
bubble pulse after 6.4 ms, both being followed by several
reflection pulses due to tank walls and bottom. In the first
bubble pulse two peaks are visible, 130ms apart, due to the
direct wave and the wave reflected by the paraboloidal sur-
face. The direct peak shows the typical shape of a spark-
generated wave, with a sharp positive peak followed by a
broader negative peak. The negative peak partly overlaps
with the reflected peak, which exhibits a more complex
structure caused by diffraction due to the limited aperture of
the reflector.

After the first bubble pulse, the hydrophone signal is
dominated by reverberation noise and the analysis of pulse
shape can be only approximate. A comparison among acous-
tic records of sparks with different discharge energies al-
lowed the discrimination between bubble pulses and tank
reflections, the former ones being energy dependent, while
the latter ones remain at a fixed position relative to the direct
pulse. A total of three bubble pulses, occurring at 14, 16.8,
and 20 ms, shows strongly decreasing amplitudes but equal
duration.

The same signal is presented in Fig. 6 after bandpass
filtering between 50 and 450 kHz, to reduce reverberation
noise and to view more clearly the succession of bubble
pulses. The time origin is shifted to breakdown time, and the
range is the same as in Fig. 4, to allow a direct comparison.
Pulses at 6.3, 10.2, and 12.6 ms are due to bubble implosion,
while further pulses are due to reflections. A careful analysis
reveals, for each pulse, the presence of the tank bottom echo
after a delay of 2 ms.

Acoustic data also confirm that no appreciable sound is
emitted during bubble growth and collapse. However, some
of the low-intensity sound in the kHz range measured be-
tween the primary and the bubble pulse could be emitted by
microbubbles, of the order of 1 mm or less, that are seen to
be continuously produced and reabsorbed during the evolu-
tion of the main bubble.

IV. RAYLEIGH MODEL

The description of the dynamics of a vapor bubble is
greatly simplified if one assumes that the bubble wall motion
is slow enough so that evaporation and condensation can
maintain a constant pressure inside the bubble. If this condi-
tion is satisfied, the liquid motion can be treated formally in
the same manner as for an empty cavity, only subtracting the
pressure inside the bubble where the saturated vapor pressure
pv inside the bubble is opposed to the hydrostatic pressure
p` as acting on the outside of the bubble wall. The simplest
model for a vapor bubble collapsing from a maximum radius
Rmax to a negligible size is the Rayleigh model, which ap-
plies in general to the isobaric collapse of an empty spherical
cavity.14 By imposing the conservation of mass, valid for an
incompressible liquid, an expression for the bubble wall ve-
locity Ṙ during the collapse is obtained,15 which is properly
modified here also to take into account the internal vapor
pressure

Ṙ52F2~p`2pv~T!!

3r S Rmax
3

R3 21D G1/2

, ~1!

wherer is the liquid density andR the instantaneous bubble
radius. Since the vapor pressurepv is a function of the liquid
temperatureT, an explicit solution can be obtained only for
an isothermal collapse. During bubble expansion, evapora-
tion takes place in a liquid shell, in contact with higher tem-
perature vapor inside the bubble, whose width is equal to the
thermal diffusion length. Similarly, condensation takes place
during bubble collapse. The latent heat of evaporation ex-
changed between vapor and the liquid shell causes a tem-
perature variation in the liquid that affects the vapor tem-
perature, and, ultimately, the vapor pressure. Such an effect
is more important at higher water temperature; while near
20 °C, the temperature variation in the liquid shell due to this
effect is a fraction of a °C only, causing a negligible variation
in the vapor pressure.16 Therefore, the bubble evolution can
be assumed isothermal for most of its lifetime, except during
the first growth, when the initial plasma may cool down adia-
batically until the bubble reaches its maximum radius, after
which the vapor starts to condense due to bubble contraction.
To account for a decrease in vapor temperature between mul-
tiple bubble cycles it is simply assumed that the cooling of
the bubble contents takes place in a stepwise manner at the
end of each bubble cycle, when the vapor is almost com-
pletely condensed.

Considering the bubble collapse, the pressure difference
between the undisturbed liquid and the bubble interior is
readily obtained from the expression for the collapse time
according to the Rayleigh model, which gives

p`2pv~T!50.837r
Rmax

2

tc
2 , ~2!

where tc is the collapse time. For a hydrostatic pressure of
1.25 bar at a depth of 2.5 m, measured values ofRmax andtc

yield a pressure difference of 0.94 and 1.19 bar for the first
and second collapse, respectively. The resulting vapor pres-
sure inside the bubble is 0.3 and 0.06 bar, respectively, cor-
responding to a vapor temperature of 69 °C and 36 °C. These

FIG. 6. Acoustic signature of the paraboloidal sparker, same as Fig. 5 after
bandpass filtering from 50 to 450 kHz. Zero time is set to breakdown time,
to allow a direct comparison with Fig. 4.
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values are not unreasonable, and suggest that the bubble may
have already cooled down almost to ambient temperature in
only two cycles. After that, the vapor pressure reaches a neg-
ligible value, and the bubble oscillates like a gas-filled cav-
ity. When this happens, the equilibrium radius is around 10
mm, less than one-third of the maximum radius. These oscil-
lations can be considered, in principle, to be neither isobaric
nor isothermal, and indeed the Rayleigh model fails to pre-
dict the correct pressure inside the bubble which turns out to
be negative, clearly a meaningless result.

The Rayleigh model for the collapse has been validated
calculating the radius-time plot by integrating numerically
Eq. ~1! with the forward scheme

R~ tn11!5R~ tn!2DtF2~p`2pv~T!!

3r S Rmax
3

R3~ tn!
21D G1/2

,

~3!

where R(tn)5R(nDt) with a fixed time step Dt55
•1027 s and the initial conditionR(t0)5(1 – 1028)Rmax. A
constant vapor pressurepv(T) is assumed, which is obtained
from Eq.~2!. The result is shown in Fig. 7, together with the
experimental points of the first two bubble cycles. During the
collapse phase, the model lies within the measurement un-
certainty. The theoretical curves for the collapse are also
plotted for the growth phase, symmetrically around the point
of maximum radius. A deviation of real data from the Ray-
leigh model occurs during the growth phase at higher vapor
temperature, as has been discussed above. Immediately after
breakdown, the bubble grows faster than predicted by the
model, indicating that the internal pressure is certainly not
constant. An estimate of bubble wall velocity during the first
two collapses was also obtained using, for thenth frame,
finite differences between framesn21 andn11. Figure 8
shows that there is substantial agreement between the ob-
tained experimental values and those predicted by Eq.~1!.

V. ACOUSTIC EFFICIENCY

The acoustic efficiencyh of the sparker can be defined
as the ratio of the acoustic energyEac of the bubble pulse to
the electrostatic energyEes, which is delivered to the elec-

trodes, assuming that the contribution of pulses due to break-
down and bubble rebounds is negligible. Typical values ofh
found in the literature are between 25%–30% for 75-m deep,
10- to 60-kJ sparks7 and 5%–10% for near-surface, 1-kJ
sparks.12

The actual value ofEes at the electrodes is generally
lower than the energy stored in the capacitor bank. In the
present case, some energy loss might come from the air
sparker. The air sparker can act as a switch, in which part of
the energy is used to ionize the gas in the electrode gap.
Energy losses from the capacitors down to the electrodes
may account for a significant part of the total energy, and
values near 50% have been reported for shots in the range
100–200 J with 1.2–2.0-kV charge voltage.17

The emitted acoustic energy can be evaluated by inte-
grating, both in time and space, the acoustic intensity of the
wave associated with the pressure peak in the signature. As
an alternative, the amount of energy converted into acoustic
energy can be estimated by measuring the bubble potential
energy from its maximum size. Assuming an isobaric col-
lapse, the bubble energyEb available for each implosion is
equal to the workW done by the liquid on the bubble during
its collapse, which is obtained by multiplying the pressure by
the initial maximum bubble volume

Eb5W5 4
3pRmax

3 ~p`2pv!. ~4!

The difference in bubble energy between the first two cycles
can be considered to be entirely converted into acoustical
energy, since at that time electric phenomena have already
ceased. On the other hand, the amount of gas/vapor mixture
contained in the bubble is minimal, so that its thermal energy
dissipated in the surrounding liquid may be neglected. The
acoustic energy radiated by the first bubble implosion is
therefore given by the difference in bubble energy

Eac5Eb82Eb9 , ~5!

where the single and double primes denote values of the first
and second bubble cycle, respectively. Using Eq.~4! and
substituting the pressure difference from Eq.~2!, one obtains

Eac5
4

3
p•0.837rS Rmax8 5

tc8
2 2

Rmax9 5

tc9
2 D . ~6!

FIG. 7. Plot of bubble radius vs time during the first two cycles, experiment
~dots! and Rayleigh model~line!. The curve derived from the model for the
collapse phase is plotted symmetrically also in the growth phase, to show
the initial deviation of experimental data from the model.

FIG. 8. Time plot of bubble wall velocity during collapse, derived from
experimental data~dots! and from the Rayleigh model~line! using Eq.~1!.
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Experimental data show that the result of Eq.~6! is appre-
ciable only between the first and second cycle, for which
there is a substantial agreement with values obtained by
acoustic measurements. Table I lists energy values character-
izing the first bubble pulse obtained using Eq.~6! and the
energy densityE calculated from hydrophone data, reduced
to a distance of 1 m assuming spherical spreading. The value
of E is obtained by integrating the spherical wave of the
direct peak, which must be isolated from the rest of the sig-
nature. The total energy is finally obtained as 4pE.

VI. DISCUSSION

A number of approximations have been made to be able
to apply a simple Rayleigh model to the bubble. Two main
reasons may limit the accuracy of this model. The first con-
cerns the rate of evaporation and condensation of vapor mol-
ecules, which might not be fast enough to keep up with the
bubble volume change, so that the internal pressure does not
remain constant throughout the collapse, as the model re-
quires. The second deals with the bubble interior, which
could also contain a significant portion of incondensable gas,
coming from the dissociation of water due to the spark. Both
these effects tend to slow down the bubble wall motion dur-
ing the collapse phase. The present observations suggest that
these effects are not important until the bubble has reduced
to a size for which shape asymmetry appears. The bubble
shape tends to be more spherical during the growth phase
rather than during the collapse phase. As the bubble grows,
the internal pressure is equally distributed over the surface.
On the other hand, the collapse is mainly governed by the
liquid inertia, and is influenced by the difference in hydro-
static pressure and the presence of rigid boundaries. There-
fore, a small amount of incondensable gas might have a sta-
bilizing effect on the bubble evolution, preventing an
excessive fragmentation upon each implosion, but at the
same time ensuring that the reversal of liquid motion be
sufficiently sudden to produce a sharp pressure pulse.

The fact that the bubble is displaced by a jet tip upon
each implosion bears some consequences in the acoustic sig-
nature of the paraboloidal sparker. If the implosion takes
place away from the focal point, the emitted pressure wave
cannot be efficiently focused by the paraboloidal reflector,
and the far-field pressure along the axis is reduced. For this
reason, in the second and following bubble pulses the peak
of the reflected wave appears weaker than that of the direct
wave.

The value of acoustical efficiency obtained in the
present work turns out to be substantially lower than that

~around 5%!, obtained in previous studies with the same
range of electrostatic energy.12 This is most likely due to the
fact that the present experiments were made in fresh water,
while the previous ones were made using salt water with
salinity equal to that of seawater. The most evident differ-
ence between the two cases is the different breakdown time,
which is the time required to fully vaporize the liquid in the
electrode gap. Seawater breaks down much faster, and less
energy is required to initiate a spark. This can be explained
considering that, due to the temperature dependency of its
electrical conductivity, the liquid is thermally instable during
pre-breakdown heating.18 Since more energy is required to
heat up to the vaporization of weakly conducting fresh water,
compared with highly conducting seawater, this energy is
subtracted from that which is made available for bubble gen-
eration after breakdown.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

The present work shows that the vapor bubble generated
by an underwater spark has some unique characteristics
which make it substantially different from bubbles generated
by other means, such as explosives. Compared with other
pulsed sound sources, sparkers have the advantage of pro-
ducing bubbles which are largely made up of vapor. After a
first powerful implosion, this vapor bubble evolves with few
rebounds and oscillations that may introduce spurious pulses
in the acoustic signature. The limited number of observed
pulses seems to be associated with a fast transition of the
bubble between two regimes, only one being acoustically
active. Direct observations of bubble collapse time and maxi-
mum radius suggest a possible explanation of this transition
in terms of the Rayleigh model for the collapse of a cavity
under constant pressure. As long as the vapor remains suffi-
ciently hot, it provides a constant pressure under which the
bubble wall can accelerate during its collapse, coming to a
sudden stop with a powerful implosion. The model suggests
that 2–3 cycles are enough to cool the bubble contents down
to ambient temperature. After the vapor pressure has become
negligible, the compressibility of the residual gas inside the
bubble acts as the restoring force, and this was seen to pre-
vent the bubble from imploding.

Further work is in progress to repeat the present experi-
ment in the laboratory tank using salt water as the liquid
medium, with the same salinity as seawater. Salt water
makes the spark more repetitive, and lowers the minimum
required electrostatic energy, thus allowing to perform ex-
periments with a wider range of energies.
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As the maximum speed of high speed trains increases, the effect of aeroacoustic noise on the sound
level on the ground becomes increasingly important. In this paper, the distribution of dipole sound
sources at the bogie section of high speed trains is predicted numerically. The three-dimensional
unsteady flow around a train is solved by the large eddy simulation technique. The time history of
vortices shows that unstable shear layer separation at the leading edge of the bogie section sheds
vortices periodically. These vortices travel downstream while growing to finally impinge upon the
trailing edge of the section. The wavelength of sound produced by these vortices is large compared
to the representative length of the bogie section, so that the source region can be regarded as
acoustically compact. Thus a compact Green’s function adapted to the shape can be used to
determine the sound. By coupling the instantaneous flow properties with the compact Green’s
function, the distribution of dipole sources is obtained. The results reveal a strong dipole source at
the trailing edge of the bogie section where the shape changes greatly and the variation of flow with
time is also great. On the other hand, the bottom of the bogie section where the shape does not
change, or the leading edge and boundary layer where the variation of flow with time is small,
cannot generate a strong dipole source. ©2002 Acoustical Society of America.
@DOI: 10.1121/1.1480833#

PACS numbers: 43.28.Ra, 43.50.Nm, 43.50.Lj@MSH#

I. INTRODUCTION

In 1964 high speed trains called ‘‘Shinkansen’’ started
commercial service in Japan with a maximum speed of 210
km/h ~131 miles/h!. Since then Japan Railway companies
~formerly Japanese National Railways! have progressively
raised the speed of Shinkansen trains. The environmental
quality standards established by the Japanese government re-
quire that the peak noise level must not exceed 75 dB~A!.
Because rolling noise was dominant in the early days, wheels
and rails have been profiled periodically. Then spark noise,
generated by the contact breaks between overhead line
equipment and pantograph, became dominant. This noise
was reduced when all pantographs were connected electri-
cally to avoid contact loss. The introduction of these mea-
sures permitted the maximum speed of Shinkansen to be
increased to 270 km/h. Then, however, aeroacoustic noise
from upper parts of the train became dominant. The largest
sound source was the aeroacoustic noise from pantographs.
This was reduced by installing large pantograph covers and
specially designed low-noise pantographs.1 Now that the
noise from all there sources has been reduced, aeroacoustic
noise from lower parts of the train have become an important
problem. Since the dominant frequency of aeroacoustic noise
is far lower than that of other sources, such as rolling noise,
it cannot totally be reduced by noise barriers. Therefore, the
reduction of aeroacoustic noise is one of the key require-
ments for further increases in train speed.

In order to reduce aeroacoustic noise several kinds of
wind tunnel tests have been performed at the Maibara Wind
Tunnel, which has an excellent low background noise level.
Experimental results with a 1/5 scale model Shinkansen2

show that the aeroacoustic sound from lower parts of train is
generated mainly at bogie sections as shown in Fig. 1. An-
other conclusion from tests with 1/25 scale mirror image
models3 shows that the frequency of large scale vortices shed
from the upstream edge of the bogie section is not greater
than 500 Hz~20 Hz at full scale!. Because the wavelength of
sound caused by these vortices is about 17 m at full scale, the
sound propagates over noise barriers whose standard height
is 2 m, and affects the sound level at measurement points by
the track.

In the past, most numerical simulations of the aeroa-
coustic noise of trains4,5 calculated the pressure fluctuations
at the body surface and then estimated the acoustic pressure
fluctuations in the far field by Curle’s equation.6 However,
they could not identify the structure of sound sources in the
flow directly. Lighthill’s stress tensor7 merely shows the dis-
tribution of quadrupole sound sources. On the other hand,
Hardin et al.8 calculated the sound radiation from a cylinder
with the compact Green’s function.

In this paper, the distribution of dipole sound sources at
the bogie section of high speed trains is predicted numeri-
cally by coupling the instantaneous flow properties with the
compact Green’s function. The large eddy simulation~LES!
scheme and its predictions are described in Sec. II. In Sec.
III, the dipole generated sound predicted by Howe’s
equation9 is compared numerically with that given by Curle’s
formula.a!Electronic mail: takaishi@rtri.or.jp
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II. UNSTEADY FLOW SIMULATION BY LES

A. Formation

The large eddy simulation~LES! technique directly
computes energy-containing eddies that are larger than the
grid scale, and the effect of the smallest scales of turbulence
is modeled through a subgrid scale stress term. To separate
the large from the small scales, a physical variablef is fil-
tered and defined as a space-averaged variable. Since the
governing equations are discretized by the finite volume
method, a top-hat filter is provided implicitly,

f̄~y!5E f~y8!H~y,y8!dy8, ~1!

whereH is the top-hat filter function satisfying

H~y,y8!51/V for y8Pcomputational cell

50 otherwise ~2!

andV is the volume of the computational cell.
Because the train speed considered in this study is 300

km/h ~83.3 m/s! and its Mach number is sufficiently small
relative to unity, the flow around trains can be regarded as
incompressible. If the filtering operation~1! is applied to the
equations of continuity and momentum for incompressible
flow, the filtered governing equations for the grid scale take
the form

]ui

]yi
50, ~3!
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whereSi j is the grid scale rate of strain tensor

Si j 5
1

2 S ]ui
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1

]uj

]yi
D , ~5!

andt i j is the subgrid scale stress tensor

t i j 5uiuj2ūi ū j . ~6!

The governing equations for the grid scale are converted
to a system of algebraic equations by the finite volume
method with unstructured cells. The convection terms are
discretized by second-order upwind methods, and the diffu-
sion terms by second-order central-differenced methods, re-
spectively.

The time derivative is discretized using the second-order
accurate backward differences:

Thus]f/]t5F(f) becomes

f i5 4
3 fn2 1

3 fn211 2
3 DtF~f i !. ~7!

The pressure-implicit with splitting of operators methods10

are used for pressure–velocity coupling.
The subgrid scale stress tensort i j is simplified by the

eddy viscosity model

t i j 522neSi j , ~8!

where the eddy viscosity is modeled by the Smagorinsky–
Lilly hypothesis

ne5Ls
2A Si j Si j . ~9!

Ls is the mixing length for subgrid scales and is computed by
using

Ls5min~0.42d, CsV
1/3!, ~10!

where d is the distance to the closest wall. In this study
Smagorinsky constantCs is fixed as 0.1.

From experimental results of wind tunnel tests2 the
aeroacoustic sound from lower parts of the train was con-
firmed to be generated mainly at bogie sections as shown in
Fig. 1. Figure 2 shows a schematic diagram of the measure-
ments with 1/25 scale mirror image models.3 Although high-
frequency noise is generated by wheels, low-frequency
sound, which cannot be totally reduced by noise barriers,
seems to be generated by the cavity of the bogie section.
Hence, the calculated domain is limited to the zone around
the car that includes the bogie section. Figure 3 shows a
schematic of the computational domain. As we mainly focus
on the low-frequency components, the bogie~wheels! is re-
moved and the effect of the three-dimensional flow around
the front shape is also neglected.

In order to make a comparison with the experimental
results from 1/25 scale models, the size of the computational
domain is also 1/25 of the real trains.

The cavity length~153 mm! of the bogie space is chosen
as the representative lengthL. Then, the distance from the
flow inlet to the leading edge of the cavity and that from the
trailing edge of the cavity to the flow outlet are set at 2L,

FIG. 1. Contour of the sound pressure level of 1/5 scale model Shinkansen
that is tested in the wind tunnel~Ref. 2!. The sound pressure level is mea-
sured by using a sound concentrating microphone with a paraboloidal re-
flector whose diameter is 1 m.

FIG. 2. In order to simulate the effect of the ground that moves relative to
the vehicle in the real condition, a pair of mirror image 1/25 scale models
are placed symmetrically, and their plane of symmetry is assumed to be the
moving ground~Ref. 3!.
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respectively. The space between the ground and the bottom
of the vehicle is set as 16 mm. The center of the leading edge
of the cavity is set as the origin of the coordinates, train
running~main flow! direction as thex axis, side direction as
they axis, and vertical direction as thez axis. The number of
grid points inside the bogie section is 51331321. The num-
ber of cells included in the whole computational domain is
661 350.

The stochastic components of the flow at the inlet
boundaries are accounted for by superposing random pertur-
bations on individual velocity components. In order to make
the conditions of simulation coincide with the experimental
test conditions, the mean flow velocity is set to 300 km/h
~83.3 m/s!, and the turbulence intensity is set to 0.3%. The
zero diffusion flux condition is applied at the outlet; the ve-
locity gradient in the flow direction is assumed to be zero
and the conditions of the outflow plane are extrapolated from
within the domain. The no-slip condition for velocity is ap-
plied at the ground and the train surface.

As the initial condition (t50 s) for LES calculation, the
time-steady solution obtained by thek2« model is used.
The physical time stepDt is set to 2.531024 s.

Unsteady flow simulation by LES is performed using
FLUENT version 5. The estimation of the dipole sound in Sec.
III is performed by programming a shell module.

B. Results

The following discussion uses data acquired after the
time history of the drag exerted on the train becomes fully
periodic (t50.225– 0.250 s).

Figure 4 shows three-dimensional distributions of vorti-
ces around a train. They are the views from the bottom of a
train, and indication of the ground boundary is omitted. Each
figure shows iso-surfaces of vorticity vector in each direc-
tion. The unstable shear layer separation at the leading edge
of the bogie section sheds vortices periodically. These vorti-

ces travel downstream while growing to finally impinge
upon the trailing edge of the section. Longitudinal vortices
are formed along the side covers of the bogie section and roll
up at the trailing edge.

The incompressible pressure fluctuation is expressed in
the logarithmic scale in the same way as for the sound pres-
sure,

pressure fluctuation level~dB!520 log
A^p2&

p0
,

~11!
p05231025 Pa,

where^ & denotes time-averaged value.
Figure 5 shows the distribution of pressure fluctuation at

the bogie section. Point marks in each graph show the ex-

FIG. 3. Computational domain of unsteady flow around the train. As we
mainly focus on the low-frequency components, the bogie~wheels! is re-
moved.

FIG. 4. Iso-surface of vorticity vector:~a! x component,~b! y component,
and ~c! z component. They are the views from the bottom of a train, and
indication of the ground boundary is omitted.
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perimental data acquired by the wind tunnel tests with 1/25
mirror image models. LES results prove to agree well with
the experimental results. The pressure fluctuation level is
high around the trailing edge of the bogie section where the
turbulence level and change of vorticity over time is also
large. The pressure fluctuation at the bottom of the bogie
section is also large because of the motion of vortices.

III. ESTIMATION OF DIPOLE SOUND SOURCE

In Sec. II, the instantaneous flow properties around a
train are solved by the LES technique. Hence, in this section,
the distribution of dipole sound sources around trains is pre-
dicted numerically by coupling the instantaneous flow prop-
erties with the compact Green’s function.

A. Compact Green’s function

The theory of aerodynamic sound was first developed by
Lighthill,7 who reformulated the Navier–Stokes equation
into an exact, inhomogeneous wave equation. Howe9,11 sim-
plified Lighthill’s equation for high Reynolds number flow at
low Mach number,

1

c0
2

]2B

]t2 2¹2B5div~vÃu!, ~12!

where

B[
p

r0
1

1

2
u2. ~13!

The right-hand side of Eq.~12! implies that vortices in the
flow can be sound sources.

If fixed surfaces are present in the flow, Green’s theorem
yields the following relation from Eq.~12!:

B~x,t !5E G~x,y,t2t!
]

]yj
~vÃu! j~y,t!dy dt

2E
S
G~x,y,t2t!

]B

]yj
~y,t!njdS dt, ~14!

where the unit normal vectorn on S is directed into the fluid.
The Green’s functionG(x,y,t2t) satisfies

1

c0
2

]2G

]t2 2¹2G5d~x2y!d~ t2t! ~15!

in the fluid and its normal derivative is 0 onS, namely,

]G

]n
50 on S. ~16!

The divergence theorem provides

E G div~vÃu!dy52E
S
G~vÃu! jnjdS2E ~vÃu!

•¹Gdy. ~17!

On the other hand, the momentum equation for fluid can be
expressed in Crocco’s form for high Reynolds number flow.

]ui

]t
1

]B

]yi
52~vÃu! i . ~18!

Substituting Eqs.~17! and ~18! into ~14!, we obtain

B~x,t !52E ~v~y,t!Ãu~y,t!!•
]G

]y
~x,y,t2t!dy dt

1E
S
G~x,y,t2t!

]uj

]t
~y,t!njdS dt. ~19!

The second term should be 0 if surfaces are rigid.

FIG. 5. Distribution of pressure fluctuation level@Eq. ~11!# at y50. Each graph shows the profile along the inner wall of the bogie section.
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If the observation pointx is far from the source region,
Eq. ~13! can be approximated as

B>
pa

r0
, ~20!

and the acoustic pressure fluctuation in the far field is

pa~x,t !52r0E $v~y,t!Ãu~y,t!%•
]G

]y
~x,y,t2t!dy dt.

~21!

If the source region is compact, the three-dimensional
Green’s function may be expanded around the source region
in the form9

Gc>
1

4puxu
dS t2t2

uxu
c0

D1
x•Y

4pc0uxu2
]

]t
dS t2t2

uxu
c0

D
1

1

uxu
OF S 2p l

l D 2G . ~22!

In this equation,Yj denotes the velocity potential of an
imaginary flow around the body that has unit speed in thej
direction at large distances from the body. This velocity po-
tential must satisfy Laplace’s equation

¹2Yj50 ~23!

in the fluid and also

]Yj~y!

]n
50 ~24!

on surfaces. The Green’s function governs the acoustical
properties of the system: the velocity potentialY depends on
the body shape, but does not represent a real flow. The sec-
ond term of Eq.~22!,

Gc>
x"Y

4pc0uxu2
]

]t
dS t2t2

uxu
c0

D , ~25!

represents the production of dipole sound, and is called ‘‘the
compact Green’s function.’’9

In the present problem, the frequency of the unsteady
drag force exerted on the train by the periodic shedding of
vortices is about 200 Hz. Also, the experiments confirm that

FIG. 6. Model of dipole sound sources close to the ground. By mirror
sources, dipole sound sources in thex direction~a! andy direction~b! will
be doubled. In contrast, the sources in thez direction~c! will be canceled by
equal and opposite image dipoles.

FIG. 7. Contours of the velocity potentialY around the train.

FIG. 8. Streamlines of theY8 flows. The velocity potentialY depends on
the body shape, but does not represent a real flow.

FIG. 9. Distribution of instantaneous force exerted on each fluid element
@expressed as the integrand of Eq.~28!#: ~a! x component and~b! y compo-
nent.
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the frequency of large scale vortices generated by flow sepa-
ration at the upstream edge of the bogie section is not greater
than 500 Hz. The wavelength of sound produced by these
vortices is about 0.5–2 m, which is large compared with the
representative length of the bogie section~0.153 m!. There-
fore, when the low frequency sound that propagates over
noise barriers is taken into consideration, sound sources sat-
isfy the condition of compactness.

Dipole sound sources close to the ground can be mod-
eled as shown in Fig. 6. The effect of the ground is replaced
by mirror sources.12,13 By mirror sources, dipole sound
sources in thex andy directions will be doubled. In contrast,
the sources in thez direction will be canceled by equal and
opposite image dipoles. As a result, the effective three-
dimensional compact Green’s function becomes

Gc~x,y,t2t!'
xjYj~y!

2pc0uxu2
]d

]t S t2t2
uxu
c0

D , j 51,2.

~26!

Here j 51 and 2 denotes thex and y component, respec-
tively.

Substituting Eq.~26! into Eq. ~21!, we obtain

Pa52
r0xj

2pc0uxu2
]

]t E ~vÃu!~y,t2uxu/c0!

•gradYjdy, j 51,2. ~27!

This is the final form of the acoustic pressure fluctuation in
the far field that is produced by dipole sound sources close to
the ground.

The forceF exerted on an incompressible inviscid fluid
by a body is generally given as9

Fi52r0E ~vÃu!•gradYidy. ~28!

The force is also given by the surface integral of the pressure

Fi5E
S
pnidS. ~29!

By using the relation between Eqs.~28! and~29!, Eq. ~27! is
rewritten in the form

Pa5
xj

2pc0uxu2
]

]t ES
p~y,t2uxu/c0!njdS, j 51,2. ~30!

This coincides with the surface integral of Curle’s equation.6

If the pressure distribution on the boundary surface is mea-
sured in detail to estimate the force exerted on the body, the
far field pressure will be calculated by Eq.~30!. On the other
hand, the relation between flow and radiated sound is not
determined directly from this equation.

FIG. 10. Distribution of dipole sound source@expressed as the integrand of
Eq. ~27!#: ~a! x component and~b! y component.

FIG. 11. Time histories of force exerted on the train:~a! x component and
~b! y component. A numerical comparison of Eqs.~28! and ~29!.
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Howe’s method selects a Green’s function whose normal
derivative at the boundary surface is zero as in Eq.~16!.
Then the effect of the boundary surface is included in the
Green’s function and the acoustic pressure fluctuation in the
far field is expressed in a volume integral as Eq.~27!. Since
Eq. ~27! is expressed in terms of the motion of vortices, the
relation between the flow and radiated sound is explicit.

B. Results

First, Laplace’s equation~23! is solved numerically with
boundary condition~24!. Figure 7 shows contours of the ve-
locity potentialY around the train.

Figure 8 shows the streamlines of theY8 flows. In each
figure, the velocity has unit speed in thex andy directions at

large distance from the train. The streamlines curve along the
shape of the bogie section.

Next, both the instantaneous properties of flows and
compact Green’s function are obtained numerically, the dis-
tribution of dipole sources around a train is obtained by Eq.
~28!. Figure 9 shows the distribution of the instantaneous
force exerted on the each fluid element, i.e., the integrand of
Eq. ~28!.

Figure 10 shows the distribution of the time derivative
of the instantaneous force. Since the volume integral of these
parts, namely Eq.~27!, yields the acoustic pressure fluctua-
tion of the dipole sound in the far field, each component of
the integrand in~27! can be regarded as a dipole sound
source. The results show that a strong dipole source is gen-
erated at the trailing edge and the side covers of the bogie
section where the shape changes greatly and the variation of
flow over time is also great. On the other hand, the bottom of
the bogie section where the shape does not change, or the
leading edge and boundary layer where the variation of flow
in time is small, do not appear to be strong dipole sources.

In order to make a numerical comparison of Curle’s
equation~30! and Howe’s equation~27!, time histories of the
force exerted on the train are evaluated by both volume and
surface integrals. Figure 11 shows the time histories of force
exerted on the train. The two integrals in thex direction are
confirmed to agree well. On the other hand, the integrals in
the y direction do not agree well. Figure 12 shows the time
histories of the sound pressure. Integrals in Fig. 11 are dif-
ferentiated with respect to time. Since each dipole has the
angular directivity as shown in Eqs.~27! and~30!, the sound
pressure fluctuation at an arbitrary pointx is written as the
sum of each component multiplied by its directivity,

Pa5
xj

uxu
Paj , j 51,2. ~31!

For thex component, Howe’s equation~27! agrees numeri-
cally with Curle’s equation~30!. On the other hand,y com-
ponents do not agree with each other. This is not unexpected,
but is a consequence of errors in the numerical scheme. In-
deed, for ideal flow conditions there would be no net side
force on a symmetric body shape of the train. In our case the
force is produced by random differences in the pressure on
opposite sides of the train—any errors are magnified in
Curle’s formula because of the relatively large integration
region.

Although the sideways sound is not well-estimated nu-
merically, separation at the bogie section which affects the
sound into streamwise direction must have influence on it.
Suppression of this separation or impingement of flow at the
trailing edge will reduce the low frequency noise from high
speed trains.

IV. CONCLUSION

By coupling the instantaneous flow properties with the
compact Green’s function, the distribution of dipole sources
is obtained. As a result, the following major conclusions are
obtained.

FIG. 12. Time histories of the sound pressure atuxu54.42 m: ~a! x compo-
nent and~b! y component. A numerical comparison between Curle’s equa-
tion ~30! and Howe’s equation~27!.
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~1! The unstable shear layer separation at the leading
edge of the bogie section sheds vortices periodically. These
vortices travel downstream while growing to finally impinge
upon the trailing edge of the section. Longitudinal vortices
are formed along the side covers of the bogie section and roll
up at the trailing edge.

~2! A strong dipole source is generated at the trailing
edge and the side covers of the bogie section where the shape
changes greatly and the variation of flow over time is also
great. On the other hand, the bottom of the bogie section
where the shape does not change, or the leading edge and
boundary layer where the variation of flow in time is small,
do not appear to be strong dipole sources.

~3! The sound radiated into the streamwise direction is
predicted by Howe’s equation. It agrees numerically with
that given by Curle’s formula.

~4! The random sound radiated to the side is not well-
estimated numerically. However, it must be strongly influ-
enced by separation at the bogie section.

Suppression of this separation or impingement of flow at
the trailing edge will reduce the low frequency noise from
high speed trains.
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Time reversal mirrors have been applied to focus energy at probe source locations and point
scatterers in inhomogeneous media. In this paper, we investigate the application of a time reversal
mirror to rough interface reverberation processing in a waveguide. The method is based on the
decomposition of the time reversal operator which is computed from the transfer matrix measured
on a source-receiver array@Pradaet al., J. Acoust. Soc. Am.99, 2067–2076~1996!#. In a similar
manner, reverberation data collected on a source-receiver array can be filtered through an
appropriate temporal window to form a time reversal operator. The most energetic eigenvector of the
time reversal operator focuses along the interface at the range corresponding to the filter delay. It is
also shown that improved signal-to-noise ratio measurement of the time reversal operator can be
obtained by ensonifying the water column with a set of orthogonal array beams. Since these
methods do not depend upona priori environmental information, they are applicable to complex
shallow water environments. Numerical simulations with a Pekeris waveguide demonstrate this
method. © 2002 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1479148#

PACS numbers: 43.30.Gv, 43.30.Hw, 43.30.Vh@SAC#

I. INTRODUCTION

Recent experiments have demonstrated time reversal
mirrors ~TRMs! in the ultrasonic laboratory1,2 and in ocean
acoustics.3–5 Time reversal mirrors often involve a probe
source or scattering from compact objects. In this paper we
examine the application of a TRM to scattering from a rough
boundary in a waveguide. The method employed is based
upon the DORT method for the decomposition of the time
reversal operator~TRO!.6–8 In this case, probe pulses are
projected from the source-receiver array~SRA! and the back-
scattered signal due to the interface roughness is recorded. A
temporal window corresponding to a desired focusing range
from the SRA is applied to the reverberation data and the
resulting time series data are used to form the TRO. The
highest energy eigenvector of the TRO corresponds to the
SRA weighting function for focusing along the interface at
the desired range. This extends the previous work on time
reversed focusing in two ways. First, reverberation from the
rough interface which is often regarded as a source of clutter
in sonar performance is utilized to probe the waveguide. Sec-
ond, an extended interface as opposed to a compact scatterer
is used to form the time reversal operator. In Sec. II we
describe the scattering model implemented to simulate rever-
beration from a rough interface in a Pekeris waveguide. Sec-
tion III describes the processing of the reverberation data
using time reversal techniques. A generalized method utiliz-
ing orthogonal array beams for measuring the time reversal
operator is also described. In Sec. IV simulations in a Pekeris
waveguide illustrate these methods.

II. REVERBERATION MODEL

We consider a geometry where a source-receiver array is
oriented vertically in the water column as shown in Fig. 1.
Roughness at the sediment interface scatters an outgoing
wave generated at the SRA and the reverberation is recorded
at each element of the array. For the simulations in this pa-
per, the backscattered pressure field is computed from per-
turbation theory. A Pekeris waveguide with a flat pressure
release surface atz50 and perturbed interface atz5D
1g(r ) is considered whereg is the deformation from a flat
surface andr is the horizontal position vector; position vec-
tors in three dimensions are denoted byx5(r ,z). Factoring
out a harmonic time dependence exp(2ivt) from the wave
equation for pressure yields

¹2p1kj
2p5d~x2xs!, ~1!

where the subscriptsj 51,2 will denote material parameters
above and below the sediment interface, respectively, and the
source location isxs . The total pressure is expanded in a
perturbation series

p5p01s, ~2!

where p0 is the outgoing pressure field of the unperturbed
problem ~flat bottom! and s is the leading order scattered
pressure due to interface roughness. The scattered pressures
satisfies Eq.~1! without the explicit source term; it is forced
through the interface conditions. An integral equation fors
follows from applying Green’s theorem,

a!Work done while at the Marine Physical Laboratory; electronic mail:
jfl@aslan.nrl.navy.mil
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whereG is the Green’s function of the unperturbed problem,
the contour of integration is alongz5D, and the square
brackets denote the jump of the enclosed quantity across the
interface.9 The jump conditions are obtained by expanding
the interface conditions for pressure to leading order about
z5D yielding

@s~r ,D !#52g~r !F]p0~r ,D !

]z G , ~4!

F1

r

]s~r ,D !

]z G52g~r !F1

r
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]z2 G
1¹'g•F1

r
¹'p0~r ,D !G , ~5!

where¹' is the horizontal gradient. The perturbation theory
assumes a small ratio of roughness height to acoustic wave-
length kg!1, small interface slopeu¹gu!1, and that mul-
tiple scattering can be neglected.10–12The modal representa-
tion of the scattered field is derived by expanding the
Green’s function andp0 in terms of modes. For computa-
tional efficiency we consider two-dimensional propagation
with a line source geometry where the far-field Green’s func-
tion is

G~x,x8!5
2 i

2r~z8! (m fm~z!fm~z8!
eihmux2x8u

hm
, ~6!

and$fm ,hm% are the set of propagating modes and horizon-
tal wave numbers of the unperturbed problem.13 Substituting
Eqs. ~4!–~6! into Eq. ~3! and evaluating the expression for
the backscattered field atx50 yields

s~z;zs!5
1

4 (
m,n

~hmhn!21S Fhmhn1k2

r G
1

@r#

r2
2 A~hm

2 2k2
2!~hn

22k2
2! Dfm~D !fm~zs!

3fn~D !fn~z!E
2`

`

g~x!ei ~hm1hn!uxudx. ~7!

Equation~7! has been simplified using the boundary condi-
tion relating the modes functions of the Pekeris waveguide
and their derivatives at the interface

1

r1

dfm~D !

dz
5

1

r2
Ahm

2 2k2
2fm~D !. ~8!

The backscattered field due to multiple sources is obtained
by superposition and broadband pulses are modeled with
Fourier synthesis.

III. TIME REVERSAL PROCESSING OF
REVERBERATION DATA

This section describes our method for processing rever-
beration data collected on the source-receiver array. The data
are recorded on anN channel SRA which is configured to
transmit an incident pulse of lengtht starting att5t0 ~trans-
mit mode!. The resulting reverberation time series is then
recorded on each element~receive mode!. The switching
time between transmit and receive modes is assumed to be
small so that only the short range reverberation signal is lost.
Assuming that only single scattering is important, a specific
rangeR will contribute to the received reverberation over a
time window

w~ t;R,D!5H 1, ut2tc2t0u< D/2

0, ut2tc2t0u.D/2 ,
~9!

where tc52Rc0
21 is the approximate round-trip travel time

andD is the width of the temporal window which depends on
the source pulse length and the dispersive properties of the
waveguide; for the examples in this paper we chooseD5t.
The reference speedc0 is an average modal group speed.
Due to dispersion in the waveguide, a span of ranges of
width Dr ~which depends on the time windowD! will con-
tribute to the reverberation in the windowed time series. We
apply the DORT method to the central frequency component
of the reverberation data to obtain a SRA weighting vector
which focuses back to the interface at the rangeR. The
weighting vector used is the highest energy eigenvector of
the time reversal operator. In the following the DORT
method for point scatterers is summarized and a generaliza-
tion of the method to obtain higher signal-to-noise measure-
ments of the eigenvectors is described.

Time reversal operator

The time reversal invariance of the wave equation im-
plies that in principle energy can be focused back to its
source.6,7 Direct experimental verification of time reversal
focusing in the oceanic waveguide has been recently demon-
strated using a source-receiver array and a probe source.3,4,14

Time reversal mirrors have also been applied to focusing on

FIG. 1. Pekeris waveguide with a rough interface. For simulations in Sec.
IV, c151500 m/s, c251600 m/s, r151000 kg/m3, r251900 kg/m3, and
D5100 m. The rough interface is modeled with one-dimensional Goff–
Jordan power-law spectrum~Ref. 18! with a correlation length ofL515 m
and mean square roughness^g2&50.01 m2.
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scatterers in inhomogeneous media.1,2,6,7,15 In the case of
several point targets whose scattered waves overlap in the
time domain, decomposition of the time reversal operator by
the DORT method yields SRA weighting functions for focus-
ing at each scatterer separately. Importantly, this method as-
sumes noa priori knowledge of the waveguide properties.
Previous implementations of the DORT method were based
on measurements of the element-to-element impulse re-
sponses of the source-receiver array. Here, an equivalent
method based on orthogonal array beams is described for
measuring the time reversal operator. Array beams enhance
the backscattered signal strength by ensonifying the water
column with the full source array rather than single elements
as described in the original DORT formulation.

We consider a source-receiver array withN elements.
The original DORT algorithm is based on the measurement
of the response matrixki j (t), the backscattered field on
channeli of the SRA due to an impulsive signal broadcast
from channelj. The Fourier transform of this quantity is the
transfer matrixKi j (v). We assume that the fluid density is
uniform over the SRA so thatK is a symmetric matrix by
reciprocity. The time reversal operator is defined byK* K
where the asterisk denotes complex conjugation; it is a Her-
mitian matrix with N orthogonal eigenvectors and non-
negative eigenvalues.6 The eigenvectors correspond to the
SRA weighting functions that focus on individual scatterers
in the waveguide. In the ocean environment, measurement of
the response matrixki j can be difficult due to significant
background noise levels particularly for the weaker returns
associated with long ranges. Greater signal-to-noise ratios
are possible by probing the waveguide withN orthogonal
beams rather than the individual source array elements.
Given a complete set of orthogonal array weighting vectors
S5$ej u1< j <N%, the beam responsek̃i j (t) is the backscat-
tered field projected onto theei direction due to an array
impulse weighted by the source functionej . The Fourier

transform ofk̃i j is K̃ and related toK by a similarity trans-
formation,

K̃5ETKE, ~10!

where the superscriptT denotes transpose andE is an or-
thogonal matrix of the column vectorsS satisfying ETE
5EET5I . The original DORT method is recovered when
E5I . We note thatK̃ is also a symmetric matrix so that
reciprocity also applies in array beam space. The time rever-
sal operator in this representation satisfiesK̃* K̃5ETK* KE
which can be decomposed in terms of the eigenvaluesl i and
eigenvectorsui of K* K as

K̃* K̃5(
i 51

N

l i~ETui !~ETui !
H,

where the superscriptH denotes the conjugate transpose.
Thus the time reversal operator in array beam space decom-
poses into the same eigenvaluesl i with eigenvectorsETui .
If the number of array elements is a power-of-two, a conve-
nient set of array beams which maximize the transmitted
power are the Hadamard–Walsh functions defined by the re-
cursion relationship,16

HN5FHN/2 HN/2

HN/2 2HN/2
G , H25F1 1

1 21G .
The matrixE of normalized weighting functions is thenE
5(1/AN)HN .

It is appropriate to mention here that we should be able
to achieve TRM focusing from a single reverberation return
~or single snapshot! instead of theN reverberations required
to construct a TRO since a segment of reverberation data is
considered as a transfer function from the distribution of
sources along the interface. A single snapshot, however, re-
quires a high signal to noise ratio~SNR! whereas the TRO

FIG. 2. ~a! Eigenvalues and~b! amplitude of the first eigenvector of the time reversal operator. The time reversal operator is constructed from the reverberation
returns at the center frequency of 200 Hz after applying a time window ofD550 ms attc1t0'1.58 s which corresponds approximately to a round-trip travel
time from the array to 1 km range. The vertical source/receive array~SRA! consists of 32 elements with the top element at 2 m depth. The source function
is a Gaussian impulse with a width oft550 ms resulting in a patch size ofc0t/2537.5 m. In comparison, the magnitude of the transfer function at the center
frequency due to a point scatterer located at (x,z)5(1000,100) m is superposed~dashed!. The overlap of the two vectors is 0.9.
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exploits a redundancy in theN measurements such that it
effectively increases the SNR by 20 logN dB above the
single snapshot measurement. The other issue is that a single
snapshot, either in a phone or beam space, can hardly en-
sonify the field uniformly along the interface as compared to
theN measurements in TRO approach. Finally, the preceding
approach assumes that the rough interface and the environ-
ment are frozen during theN snapshot measurement. In prac-
tice, reverberation from all azimuthal directions will contrib-
ute to the field measured on the array and the environment
will fluctuate. The azimuthal contributions to the reverbera-
tion can be modeled with random realizations of the rough
surface. We observe that a single snapshot sample shows
similar focusing as theN measurements in TRO approach in
Sec. IV, but more detailed analysis is in preparation to in-
clude the effect of random realizations of the roughness.

IV. SIMULATIONS

Simulations in a Pekeris waveguide are used to demon-
strate time reversed reverberation focusing in this section.

The waveguide parameters arer151000 kg/m3, c1

51500 m/s,r251900 kg/m3, c251600 m/s, bottom attenu-
ationa250.8 dB/l, and depthD5100 m for the waveguide
shown in Fig. 1. The surface is pressure release and the
rough interface realizations are modeled with the one-
dimensional Goff–Jordan power-law spectrum17,18

P~q!5pL~11~qL!2!23/2, ~11!

whereq is the horizontal wave number andL515 m is the
correlation length of the roughness. In the simulations, the
rough surface realizations extend from 0<x<3 km with a
root mean square roughness height of 10 cm. The source-
receiver array is vertical and consists of 32 transducer ele-
ments located in range atx50 m and in depth at$zi uzi52
13(i 21),1< i<32% meters. The source function used to
probe the reverberation is a Gaussian impulse with amplitude
A, center frequencyv0 , width t, and delayt0 given by
s(t)5A exp(2t22(t2t0)

22iv0t). The mode functions and ei-
genvalues used to evaluate the backscattered field in Eq.~7!
are computed withKRAKEN.19

FIG. 3. ~a! Reverberation from broadside transmission of a 50 ms Gaussian pulse with 32 channels.~b! Reverberation from 50 ms Gaussian pulse with array
elements weighted by the first eigenvector of the time reversal operator as shown in Fig. 2~b!. ~c! and ~d! The signal energy summed over all elements
corresponding to~a! and ~b!, respectively. Note that the reverberation signal is maximized att51.5 s corresponding to a distance of 1 km from the SRA,
approximately 10 dB above the background.
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The pulse parameters in our simulations aret550 ms,
f 05(2p)21v05200 Hz andt050.2 s. The time reversal op-
erator is computed at the center frequencyf 0 after applying a
time window w15w(t, 1 km, 50 ms) to the reverberation
which is modeled by the modal sum of Eq.~7!. The eigen-
values and the first eigenvectore1 of the time reversal opera-
tor are shown in Fig. 2. For comparison, the transfer function
eps at the center frequency due to a point scatter located at

x5~1000,100! m is superimposed in a dashed line. The over-
lap between the two vectors isue1"epsu'0.9, a degradation of
1 dB. Figure 3 is a comparison of the reverberation time
series due to~a! a broadside transmission from the SRA and
~b! a transmission with elements weighted by the first eigen-
vector of the time reversal operator as shown in Fig. 2~b!.
The reverberation energy summed over all elementsE(t)
5(upi(t)u2 of the SRA is shown in~c! and~d!, respectively.
In Fig. 3~d! the reverberation energy is maximized att
51.5 s corresponding to a distance of 1 km from the SRA
and the amplitude is approximately 10 dB above the back-
ground. Figure 4 shows the intensity plot in range and depth
at the center frequency of 200 Hz confirming the spatial fo-
cusing property. The top panel is due to transmission of the
first eigenvector of time reversal operator with the roughness
shown in the middle. In comparison, the bottom panel shows
the time reversal focusing for a point scatterer at (x,z)
5(1000,100) m. The average modal group speed was cho-
sen 1450 m/s for computation of time window corresponding
to 1 km range. Although it is not shown here, time reversal
of a single snapshot of the reverberation due to a broadside
transmission shows a similar result to Fig. 4 as noted in Sec.
III. Figure 5 shows the time-depth distribution of energy at
various rangesx50.6, 0.8, 1.0, 1.2 km from the SRA. As
expected, a strong focus of the energy is observed near the
bottom at a range of 1 km from the SRA.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Focusing with a time reversal operator is extended to the
case of stochastic reverberation returns from a rough sedi-
ment interface in an ocean waveguide. The weighting func-
tion for the source array is computed from the first eigenvec-

FIG. 4. Top panel: the intensity plot versus range and depth at center fre-
quency of 200 Hz due to transmission of the first eigenvector of time rever-
sal operator with the roughness shown in the middle panel. In comparison,
the bottom panel shows the time reversal focusing for a point scatterer
located at (x,z)5(1000,100) m. Note that the spatial focusing in the top
panel is broader due to distribution of sources along the interface as com-
pared to a point scatterer in the bottom. The average modal group speed was
assumed 1450 m/s for computation of time window corresponding to 1 km
range. The dynamic range of the color plot is 20 dB.

FIG. 5. Intensity snapshots versus
time and depth due to the transmission
of 50 ms Gaussian pulse with array el-
ements weighted by the first eigenvec-
tor of the time reversal operator as
shown in Fig. 2~b!. The four plots
show the intensity at four different
ranges ofx50.6, 0.8, 1.0, 1.2 km from
the SRA. Note the strong energy focus
near at the bottom at a range of 1 km.
The dynamic range of the color plot is
20 dB.
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tor of the time reversal operator after selecting a time
window corresponding to the intended focal range along the
interface. In addition, the time reversal operator, originally
formulated in the phone space, is generalized to the array
beam space. Array beams will be useful in practical applica-
tions because they provide a greater power input than single
source elements for measurement of backscatter from the
rough interface which are usually very weak. Numerical
simulations with a Pekeris waveguide demonstrate the pro-
posed method.
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Matched-field processing gain degradation caused by tidal flow
over continental shelf bathymetry
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Temporally variable, range dependent sound-speed profiles measured during ebb flow and estimated
for slack flow are used to quantify the variability of matched-field signal-processing gain
degradation in shallow water propagation channels controlled by tidally driven stratified flow over
variable bathymetry. Calculations along a 9.3 km range establish phase changes in the acoustic
signal as the primary cause of a 3–9 dB degradation in the coherent matched-field processing output
of a full water column vertical array. The work indicates that over a tidal cycle acoustic signal
properties and matched-field processing gain can be expected to change continuously in a shallow
water stratified channel that has bathymetry variability. Acoustic signals propagating in such tidal
flow-controlled environments may be expected to display repeatable~over successive tidal cycles!
and predictable changes in their phase coherent properties. These results suggest that matched-field
processor replica fields used in the shelf/slope propagation environment will have to be updated
regularly during a tidal cycle to maintain maximum processor gain.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1472496#

PACS numbers: 43.30.Re@DLB#

I. INTRODUCTION

The flow of stratified water over sloping bathymetry is
known to result in temporal and spatial variability in the
density and associated sound speed fields.1–15 Shallow water
currents are largely driven by the tide. Consequently, acous-
tic signals propagating over fixed paths in the continental
shelf and slope environment are expected to be temporally
variable and exhibit some degree of repeatability in their
properties over a tidal cycle. The quantitative impact of flow-
induced sound-speed variability on phase-coherent acoustic
signal processors has not been previously addressed.

This work quantifies the temporal and spatial variability
of an acoustic signal’s phase and amplitude and the resultant
gain of a matched field processor along a propagation path
whose sound-speed field is perturbed by tidally driven strati-
fied fluid flow over bathymetry.

This work suggests that stratified tidal flow over
bathymetry will control the temporal and spatial properties
of acoustic signals and that these properties may be esti-
mated or predicted by using nonhydrostatic hydrodynamic
models to calculate the temporal and spatial variability of the
density and associated sound-speed field profile.

II. BACKGROUND

The flow characteristics of a stratified fluid depend on
the buoyancy frequency, the velocity gradient as a function
of depth, and the slope of the ocean bottom. The gradient
Richardson number, a measure of fluid stability, largely gov-
erns the type of fluid phenomena, e.g., lee wave, internal
tide, hydraulic jump, etc., that will occur for a specific com-
bination of bottom slope gradient, water column stratifica-

tion, and vertical current shear. An extensive literature de-
scribing the variety of fluid processes associated with
stratified flow over bathymetry exists.1–15

To the authors’ knowledge, the only theoretical or nu-
merical study of acoustic propagation through flow con-
trolled sound-speed fields was done by Sherwin.16 He pre-
sented numerical simulations that related variations in the
sound-speed field to tidal flow across a continental shelf
break and slope. He used a two-dimensionalf-plane hydro-
dynamic model to simulate linear internal tides generated by
a barotropic tide impinging on the continental slope and
shelf. An acoustic ray-tracing model was used to demonstrate
that acoustic signal intensity fluctuations caused by the flow
induced time varying sound speed were as large as 5 dB.
Sherwin did not address the phase coherent properties of the
acoustic signals.

We have used physical oceanographic data17 taken dur-
ing ebb tide flow over depth variable bathymetry to construct
a range-dependent sound speed profile. The data were also
used to simulate a slack-flow sound-speed profile. Complex
acoustic signals were propagated through a 9.3 km propaga-
tion path for the ebb and slack tidal flow conditions. Changes
in the performance of a matched field processor for the two
propagation conditions were calculated.18

III. EXPERIMENT

The data set used to develop the range-dependent sound-
speed field was taken aboard the R/V Endeavor on the New
Jersey Shelf, during the Shallow Water Acoustics Random
Media Propagation Experiment17 ~SWARM-95!. A shipboard
acoustic Doppler current profiler~ADCP!, a tow-yo CTD,
and a 200 kHz high frequency acoustic flow visualization
system were used to characterize the propagation channel
during ebb tide flow as the ship steamed along a 9.3 km track
over variable bathymetry (z533– 56 m). The data were
taken from 13:52 to 16:52 EDT on 25 July 1995. The tow-yoa!Electronic mail: mignerey@wave.nrl.navy.mil
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CTD system was cycled fromz57 m to ;7 m above the
bottom. Ten and one half full CTD cycles were obtained
providing 21 profiles for the temperature and salinity as a
function of depth. The range and plot colors for six of those
profiles are listed in Table I. The temperature profiles, Fig. 1,
exhibit two distinct layers of water separated by a ther-
mocline extending from 15–24 m and below which is 9 C
deep water. The salinity profiles, Fig. 2, show a halocline
residing at 18 m and the sound-speed field, Fig. 3, has a
downward refracting profile above the thermocline. Bottom
bathymetry was extracted from the high frequency acoustic
flow visualization data set.

The shipboard RD Instruments 150 kz Doppler current
profiler ~ADCP! measured the depth/range-dependent fluid
velocity field. Velocity components were obtained at 4 m
depth intervals betweenz511 m and;10 m above bottom.
The ADCP measurements were averaged over 1 min time
intervals. They were further averaged over the duration of
each CTD half-cycle to obtain 21 velocity profiles that were
in coincidence with the CTD profiles. The accuracy of the
resulting velocity estimates is60.013 m/s. Velocity was cal-
culated in true East and North projections. To determine the
down-slope current shown in Fig. 4, the velocity components
were projected onto a unit vector pointing down the slope
gradient that was obtained from a navigation chart. The cur-
rent versus depth profiles for casts 1, 5, 9 in the shallow
region show velocity maxima at 15 and 23 m separated by a
local minimum at 19 m. Profiles 13, 17, and 21 in the deep

FIG. 1. Temperature versus depth profiles from the tow-yo CTD showing
two distinct layers of water separated by a thermocline. See Table I for the
range color key.

FIG. 2. Salinity versus depth profiles from the tow-yo CTD showing the
halocline location. See Table I for the range color key.

FIG. 3. Sound speed versus depth showing a downward refracting profile
above the thermocline. See Table I for the range color key.

FIG. 4. Current versus depth profiles for casts 1, 5, and 9 in the shallow
region and casts 13, 17, and 21 in the deep region. See Table I for the range
color key.

TABLE I. Range colors for the CTD casts plotted in Figs. 1–4.

Cast Range~km! Color

1 0.2 Blue
5 1.2 Green
9 2.5 Red

13 4.1 Cyan
17 6.1 Magenta
21 9.2 Yellow
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region show velocity maxima at 15 and 25 m separated by a
local minimum at 19 m.

IV. ENVIRONMENT

A. Sound speed

The sound speeds calculated from the tow-yo CTDs are
shown as a function of depth in Fig. 3. In the shallow section
~;30 m! of the transect, a strong negative gradient in the
upper water column is followed by a nearly isovelocity layer
just above the ocean bottom. The gradient exhibits a number
of step-like structures. In the deeper section of water~0–48
m! another negative gradient followed by near isovelocity
water is observed. The sound-speed profiles, shown in Fig. 3,
are downward refracting above the thermocline. The posi-
tions where these data were acquired are shown in Fig. 5
~black lines! superimposed on a two-dimensional interpola-
tion of the sound-speed field. A horizontal interpolation was
done in a piecewise constant manner over the time and range
interval spanned by each tow. The most shallow data points
were extended up to the surface and the deepest points were
extended down to a scattering layer that resides 5 m above
the bottom. A 5-m-thick cold boundary layer with a 1477.8
m/s speed of sound is assumed to lie upon the bottom. The
reasons for this assumption are presented in the following.
Geoacoustic parameters consistent with those obtained in the
SWARM-95 experiment17 were used to characterize the bot-
tom. A 5-m-thick layer of sediment with a sound speed of
1600 m/s and density of 1800 kg/m3 is assumed to lie above
a semi-infinite half-space with a 1750 m/s sound speed.

The sound-speed field in Fig. 5 is referred to herein as
the ‘‘ebb flow’’ case. Acoustic fields were propagated
through both this environment and that of a ‘‘slack-flow’’
case. The two environments are the same except the slack-
flow speed of sound within the water is held constant at
1477.8 m/s below a depth of 30 m for all ranges. The slack-
flow sound-speed profile representation is supported by
Long’s laboratory experiments19 and computer simulations
of shelf hydrodynamics by Lamb.20 Both show significant

downward depression of relatively warm water for off-shelf
flow, in agreement with our high-frequency backscatter data
shown in Figs. 6 and 7, and followed by recovery to stratified
equilibrium during the slack-flow phase of the flow. In this
backscatter data, the lowest scattering layer that resides ap-
proximately 5 m above the bottom follows the slope down
into cold water and then rises back up to a depth of 30 m
downstream in the deepest water. CTD data obtained from
below this layer are cold with a sound speed of 1477.8 m/s.
From this we conclude the scattering layer marks the top
edge of a cold, dense layer of water that rests on the bottom.
Thus we feel it is appropriate to model the slack-flow envi-
ronment with a uniform layer of cold water below 30 m.

B. Flow visualization

Scattering layers detected with a 200 kHz nadir incident
backscattering system imaged the locations of the density
steps in the density structure of the water column. These
density steps are seen in the sound speed versus depth plots,
Fig. 3. Digitized records of the scattering layers versus range
are shown in Figs. 6 and 7. The data for both figures were
obtained approximately 20 min to 3 h apart during the same

FIG. 5. Interpolated speed of sound for the measured ebb-flow state as a
function of range and depth. The position of the CTD tow-fish that acquired
the data is shown in black.

FIG. 6. Digitized high-frequency acoustic backscatter layers detected during
ebb flow down the slope showing an internal jump with flow separation on
the slope. The bottom curve traces the ocean floor. The three horizontal lines
mark the location of:~upper! the top edge of the thermocline coincident with
an ADCP velocity maximum,~middle! halocline coincident with an ADCP
velocity minimum,~lower! the bottom edge of the thermocline coincident
with an ADCP velocity maximum.

FIG. 7. High-frequency backscatter layers during the same ebb-flow phase
as in Fig. 6 shows the persistence of the internal jump over time spans 20
min–3 h later. The data curves are the same as in Fig. 6.
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ebb current phase that was flowing off of the shelf. As the
flow proceeded from shallow to deep water, the deeper scat-
tering layers separated~moving downward! showing the
presence of a hydraulic jump. Analogous fluid phenomena
have been inferred from acoustic and radar backscattering
records by other investigators~e.g., Farmer and Smith,21 Orr
and Hess22!.

The separation of the scattering layers and associated
changes in the sound-speed structure are flow controlled, i.e.,
tidally controlled. When the flow speed slows to zero the
vertically displaced scattering layers in the deeper water will
return to nearly horizontal layers~Long19!. One of the main
features in the record is the hydraulic jump seen in the region
between 0.6 km and approximately 3 km down-range of the
slope-break. The upper and lower horizontal lines mark the
positions of maxima in the velocity profile that are coinci-
dent with sharp steps in the thermocline or sound-speed
structure. The high spatial-frequency variability seen in the

digitized records is caused by internal waves. Their pertur-
bation of the sound-speed structure is not included in the
transmission loss calculations to be presented.

Note there is a strong similarity between the shape of the
jump in our Figs. 6 and 7 and those presented in Figs. 2–5 by
Long.19 Supporting evidence for our interpretation comes by
evaluating the internal Froude number,Fi , as defined by
Long.19 For flows of this typeFi5u/AgHDr/ r̄, whereu is
the barotropic current,g is the acceleration of gravity,H is
water depth,Dr is the difference between maximum and
minimum density, andr̄ is the mean density. The internal
Froude numbers we measure areFi50.17 in the shallow
region andFi50.10 in the deep region while Long19 ob-
serves jumps forFi>0.14. Thus, we believe we are seeing a
transition from supercritical flow to subcritical flow.

C. Currents

As indicated, the current profiles shown in Fig. 4 were
measured using a ship-borne ADCP. The shallow water~;30
m! current profiles~casts 1, 5, and 9! show a pair of local

FIG. 8. Acoustic-field amplitude for a 200 Hz source located in the shallow
region at a depth of 15 m. The environment is ebb flow. The dynamic range
is 240 dB ~red! to 280 dB ~blue! relative to the source level. Light red and
light blue mark out-of-range data.

FIG. 9. Acoustic-field amplitude for a 200 Hz source located in the shallow
region at a depth of 15 m. The environment is slack flow. The dynamic
range is240 dB ~red! to 280 dB ~blue! relative to the source level. Light
red and light blue mark out-of-range data.

FIG. 10. Acoustic-field amplitude difference: ebb flow minus slack flow.
The dynamic range is29 dB ~green! to 9 dB ~red!. Blue marks 0 dB
difference while light red and light green mark out-of-range data.

FIG. 11. Acoustic-field phase difference: ebb flow minus slack flow. The
range is2p ~green! to 1p ~red!. Blue marks no phase difference.
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velocity maxima. One maximum occurs at 15 m coincident
with the upper edge of the thermocline and the other at 23 m
coincident with the lower edge. The currents~casts 13, 17,
and 21! measured in deeper water~;60 m! exhibit signifi-
cant depth-dependent variability consistent with that pro-
duced by flow separation and hydraulic jumps. The maxi-
mum velocity gradients over the entire region are 0.025
60.005 s21. These current gradients are quite large in rela-
tion to the mean current, 0.14060.068 m/s, over water
depths of 30–55 m.

V. ACOUSTIC PROPAGATION

The range-dependent complex acoustic field has been
calculated using the sound-speed profiles for both the ebb-
tide flow and slack tide. The difference between the two
propagation conditions has been quantified by comparing the
two acoustic field’s power and phase variability as a function
of range from a source that was located upstream from the
bathymetric variability, see Fig. 5.

Simulated acoustic fields propagating through both ebb-
flow and slack-flow environments were generated using a

parabolic equation model. The source was placed at a depth
of 15 m in 33 m of water. The signals propagated down slope
into deep water. Figure 8 shows the calculated acoustic field
for a 200 Hz source under ebb-flow conditions. At this fre-
quency, the field appears to be dominated by the second
mode with significant energy levels in the deep region where
the two environments differ. This propagation configuration
should be a good probe of the relative difference between the
two acoustic fields caused by the flow-induced sound-speed
variability.

Figure 9 shows the same calculation for slack-flow con-
ditions. The main difference between the ebb-flow and slack-
flow acoustic fields is a realignment of nulls that cause as
much as69 dB difference in local field levels at various
points within the deep region. Figure 10 shows the resulting
difference in field levels as a function of range and depth.
The realignment of nulls also causes very large relative
phase differences, up top radians, between the phase of the
two fields as shown in Fig. 11. Although the field intensity is
weak near nulls, Fig. 11 also exhibits significant phase errors
in regions where the fields shown in Figs. 8 and 9 are strong.
In the following we demonstrate that such phase errors cause
degradation in the output of a matched-field array processor.

To determine the impact of tidally driven environmental
changes on coherent array processing, the slack-flow acous-
tic field was first matched against itself and then against the
ebb-flow acoustic field using a linear matched-field processor
defined over a vertical line array spanning the water column.
Matched-field array gain degradation is then defined as fol-
lows. Lettinge5@e(r ,zi)# t represent the expected slack-flow
acoustic field on a vertical array, wherer is range,z depth,i
hydrophone index, and lettingf5@ f (r ,zi)# t represent the
measured ebb-flow field at the array elements, the matched-
field array gain degradation is given by the ratio of the
matched-field processor power to the expected power,D(r )
5uetfu2/ueteu2. The numerator,uetfu2, is the output of a linear
matched-field processor which may be interpreted as a cross
correlation between the expected and measured acoustic
fields as measured at the hydrophone locations. The cross
correlation is sensitive to errors in the measured field,
f (r ,zi). The product,D(r ), may be split into an amplitude
component,A(r )5ufu2/ueu2, and a phase component given
by the inner product of unit vectors,P(r )5uêt f̂u2, where ê
5e/ueu and f̂5f/ufu. The array gain degradation is then ex-
pressed as the product,D(r )5A(r )P(r ). The amplitude
component represents degradation due to a change in power
flux through the array aperture and the phase component
represents degradation due to a relative misalignment be-
tween the steering and data vectors that is caused by phase
mismatch at the complex valued array elements. Note that as
inner products over the array aperture, these quantities are
insensitive to those hydrophones situated near nulls where
the phase errors are largest but where the field is weakest.
Rather, array gain degradation is caused by an accumulation
of errors across the entire aperture with the heaviest contri-
bution coming from those hydrophones receiving a large
field amplitude of uncertain phase.

The degradation~difference between the slack-flow and
ebb-flow matched-field processor outputs! due to flow-

FIG. 12. Environmentally induced matched-field processor degradation:~a!
total coherent array-processor loss,~b! loss due to amplitude errors,~c! loss
due to phase errors.

FIG. 13. Acoustic mode energy as a function of range for four modes under
two flow conditions: ebb flow~solid line!, slack flow~dotted line!; mode 1
~blue!, mode 2~cyan!, mode 3~green!, mode 4~red!. The bottom bathym-
etry is shown below in black.
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induced acoustic field mismatch is shown in Fig. 12. The
upper curve, Fig. 12~a!, shows 10 log10D(r ), the total coher-
ent array-processor loss with a dynamic range of69 dB.
Mismatch between the ebb-flow and slack-flow environ-
ments causes as much as 9 dB loss in the output. Loss due to
amplitude variability alone, 10 log10A(r ), shown in Fig.
12~b!, is about61 dB, which is relatively small. Thus the
total power flux through the water column is not greatly
affected by tidal flow changes in the sound-speed structure.
Flow-induced phase changes are the primary cause of coher-
ent degradation. A plot of the loss due to flow-induced phase
changes, 10 log10 P(r ), shown in Fig. 12~c!, accounts for
most of the 9 dB degradation. These calculations show that
small, flow-induced changes in the sound-speed field can
cause sufficient variability in the phase of an acoustic field to
significantly degrade the output of a matched-field processor.
The resulting phase mismatch between the replica and re-
ceived acoustic fields is the fundamental cause of coherent
processor degradation.

The influence of the hydrodynamic flow state on the first
four modes of a 200 kHz acoustic field is shown in Fig. 13.
These data were obtained by projecting the simulated acous-
tic fields from the parabolic equation model onto a set of
eigenfunctions obtained by running a normal mode model
for the same environments. The solid lines trace mode en-
ergy for the ebb-flow case and the dotted lines for the slack-
flow case. Although the second mode dominates the acoustic
field, the first mode is more sensitive to environmental
changes. The difference in mode 1 energy ranges from 3 to 5
dB between slack and ebb flow in the deep region. The dif-
ference in mode 2 energy is less than 2 dB. Note that where
mode 1 loses energy, modes 2 and 3 gain. The energy differ-
ence is caused by a flow-controlled shift of acoustic energy
into the higher modes.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Matched-field signal processing gain degradation of 3–9
dB was calculated for a shallow water propagation channel
with a temporally variable sound-speed profile controlled by
tidally driven stratified flow over bathymetric relief. This
work suggests that matched field processor replica fields
used in the shelf/slope propagation environment will have to
be regularly updated during a tidal cycle to maintain maxi-
mum processor gain. The calculations, for a 9.3 km range,
show that signal phase changes were significant and the pri-
mary cause of degradation in the coherent matched-field pro-
cessor output of a full-water-column vertical array. The work
indicates that acoustic signal properties in a stratified shallow
water channel can be expected to change continuously over a
tidal cycle. Because the tidal flow is cyclic it is expected that
shallow water acoustic signals may display repeatable and
predictable changes in their phase coherent properties~e.g.,
with a ;12 h period if the M2 tide is dominate!. The above-
presented analysis demonstrates the control of an acoustic
field and matched field processor gain by tidally induced
stratified flow over bathymetry. Such control suggests that

coupling of nonhydrostatic fluid dynamic models with acous-
tic propagation models may be necessary to achieve environ-
mentally adaptive matched field processing.
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A model for the high-frequency backscatter angular response of gassy sediments is proposed. For
the interface backscatter contribution we adopted the model developed by Jacksonet al. @J. Acoust.
Soc. Am.79, 1410–1422~1986!#, but added modifications to accommodate gas bubbles. The model
parameters that are affected by gas content are the density ratio, the sound speed ratio, and the loss
parameter. For the volume backscatter contribution we developed a model based on the presence
and distribution of gas in the sediment. We treat the bubbles as individual discrete scatterers that
sum to the total bubble contribution. This total bubble contribution is then added to the volume
contribution of other scatters. The presence of gas affects both the interface and the volume
contribution of the backscatter angular response in a complex way that is dependent on both grain
size and water depth. The backscatter response of fine-grained gassy sediments is dominated by the
volume contribution while that of coarser-grained gassy sediments is affected by both volume and
interface contributions. In deep water the interface backscatter is only slightly affected by the
presence of gas while the volume scattering is strongly affected. In shallow water the interface
backscatter is severely reduced in the presence of gas while the volume backscatter is only slightly
increased. Multibeam data acquired offshore northern California at 95 kHz provides raw
measurements for the backscatter as a function of grazing angle. These raw backscatter
measurements are then reduced to scattering strength for comparison with the results of the
proposed model. The analysis of core samples at various locations provides local measurements of
physical properties and gas content in the sediments that, when compared to the model, show
general agreement. ©2002 Acoustical Society of America.
@DOI: 10.1121/1.1471911#

PACS numbers: 43.30.Gv, 43.30.Ft, 43.30.Hw@DLB#

I. INTRODUCTION

Fine-grained sediments from continental margins are
frequently rich in bubbles of free gas~Richardson and Davis,
1998!. These gas bubbles, even in very small quantities, can
dominate and change the geoacoustic characteristics of sea-
floor sediment and have a significant effect on the propaga-
tion of acoustic waves~Lyons et al., 1996; Andersonet al.,
1998; Wilkens and Richardson, 1998!. Anderson et al.
~1998! describe three types of bubbles in sediments, in order
of increasing size and disturbance:~1! interstitial bubbles,
which are very small bubbles within the undistorted intersti-
tial pore spaces of the sediment;~2! reservoir bubbles, which

are a reservoir of gas occupying a region of undistorted sedi-
ment solid framework larger than the normal pore space; and
~3! sediment displacing bubbles, which are bubble cavities
that are larger than the normal interstitial space and that are
surrounded by either undisturbed or slightly distorted sedi-
ments. While the nature of the effect on acoustic propagation
will differ with the type of bubbles, in general, if gas bubbles
are trapped in the sediment structure, their scattering contri-
bution will be stronger than the contribution of other scatter-
ers and will control the total backscattering response. In this
paper, we propose a high-frequency~to 100 kHz! acoustic
backscatter model for the seafloor that takes into account the
contribution of gas bubbles and then we test the model
against both multibeam sonar backscatter data and core data
collected in regions known to have gassy sediments.

Traditionally, high-frequency backscatter cross-section
models consider two different processes: interface scattering
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and volume scattering~Ivakin, 1998!. The interface scatter-
ing occurs at the water–sediment interface, where the sea
floor acts as a reflector and scatterer of the incident acoustic
energy. A portion of the incident acoustic energy will be
transmitted into the seafloor. This transmitted energy will be
scattered by heterogeneities in the sediment structure, which
are the source of the volume scatter~Novarini and Caruthers,
1998!. In the approach developed in this paper we explore
how that these two contributions are affected by the presence
of gas.

For the interface backscatter contribution we have
adopted the model developed by Jacksonet al. ~1986!, but
added modifications to accommodate gas bubbles. Interface
backscatter is normally dependent on the acoustic impedance
as well as the acoustic attenuation in sediments, both of
which are affected by the presence of gas. The results of
Anderson and Hampton~1980a, b!, who modeled the influ-
ence of gas bubbles on sediment properties, will be used to
estimate the changes in interface backscatter.

Models for volume scattering include refraction at the
water–sediment interface and attenuation in the sediment,
both of which are altered when gas is present. For the vol-
ume backscatter contribution we have developed a model
based on the presence and distribution of gas in the sediment.
We treat bubbles as individual discrete scatterers that inte-
grate to create the total bubble contribution. The integration
is based on the statistical distribution of bubble sizes, derived
from measured histograms in muddy sediments~Anderson
et al., 1998!. This total bubble contribution is then added to
the volume contribution of other discrete scatterers.

To test the ideas outlined above we use data collected on
the highly sedimented Eel River Margin offshore northern
California. The Eel River basin was extensively investigated
as part of theSTRATAFORM~STRATA FORmation on the
Margins! project, a multiyear, multiinvestigator program
funded by the U.S. Office of Naval Research~Nittrouer,
1998!. During this project, an immense database of marine
information was collected~Mayer et al., 1999!, including
multibeam sonar backscatter data collected at 95 kHz and
numerous core sampling sites with measurements of sedi-
ment physical properties and free gas content. Multibeam
sonar systems map the seabed through a wide range of graz-
ing angles, revealing subtle differences in the backscatter
response for different materials on the seafloor~de Moustier
and Alexandrou, 1991!. In this study, multibeam-sonar raw
backscatter measurements will be reduced to scattering
strength for comparison with the results of the proposed
model. The analysis of core data provides local measure-
ments of physical properties and gas content that are used as
input parameters for the model. The model results at the core
locations are then compared to the multibeam-sonar mea-
surement.

II. INTERFACE BACKSCATTER

The composite roughness model developed by Jackson
et al. ~1986! estimates the interface backscattering cross sec-
tion (s r) for a particular seafloor type as a function of fre-
quency and grazing angle. It is based on a hybrid method
that takes into account the Rayleigh–Rice small perturbation

solution, with the local grazing angle dependent on the slope
of the large-scale surface. This model defines the seafloor
type based on five parameters that reflect sediment physical
properties and seafloor roughness@Eq. ~1!#: ~a! two param-
eters for impedance: sound velocity ratio~n! and density ra-
tio ~r!, ~b! one parameter for attenuation: loss parameter~d!,
and ~c! two parameters for roughness: the spectral strength
(v2) and the spectral exponent of bottom relief~l!. The
acoustic frequency~f ! and the grazing angle~u! of the wave
front with the seafloor are treated as given parameters. The
modeling function fors r is calculated as a combination of
the Kirchhoff solution for grazing angles near vertical inci-
dence and the composite roughness solution for other angles.
The actual expression and solution for Eq.~1! can be found
in Mourad and Jackson~1989!:

s r~u, f !5F~u, f ;r,n,d,v2 ,l!, ~1!

where s r is the interface backscattering cross-section per
unit solid angle per unit area,u is the grazing angle,f is
frequency,r is the ratio of sediment mass density to water
mass density,n is the ratio of sediment sound speed to water
sound speed,d is the loss parameter: ratio of imaginary to
real wave number for the sediment,v2 is the spectral
strength of bottom relief spectrum~cm4! at wave number 1
cm21, andl is the spectral exponent of bottom relief spec-
trum.

In our approach we assume that this interface back-
scattering will be affected by the presence of gas bubbles in
the sediment through their impact on seafloor geoacoustic
properties. An extra parameterj, which is the volume frac-
tion of free gas in the sediment, is added to the model. The
model parameters most affected by the gas content are the
density ratio, the sound speed ratio, and the loss parameter.
While there may be large-scale features such as pockmarks
or mud volcanoes~with length scales of tens to hundreds of
meters! associated with gas expulsion~Hovland and Judd,
1989!, these features will have little influence on the small
footprints of the 95-kHz multi-beam echo sounder. Thus, to a
first approximation, we assume that the model roughness pa-
rameters will not be influenced by the presence of gas.

The interface backscattering cross section per unit solid
angle per unit areas r , modified to take into account the gas
content of sediments, is now dependent on six parameters:

s r~u, f !5F„u, f ;j,r~j!,n~j!,d~j!,c2 ,l…, ~2!

wherej is free gas5gas volume/total sediment volume.
The influence of gas bubbles on sediments was modeled

by Anderson and Hampton~1980a, b!. We apply this ap-
proach to derive expressions forr~j!, n~j!, and d~j!. One
simplification used in this work is to consider marine sedi-
ments as water-saturated aggregates of particles with no rigid
skeletal frame. In doing this, we follow the approach of Jack-
son and Ivakin~1998!, who assume that the shear modulus of
elasticity for the marine sediments is zero. This is a reason-
able assumption for the upper few decimeters of unconsoli-
dated sediments~the probable limit of penetration of a 95-
kHz sonar!, especially for silt and clays~Mourad and
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Jackson, 1989!. Another assumption is that the sediment vol-
ume does not change when gas is added, i.e., gas just re-
places the water in the sediment body. With these assump-
tions, the density ratio of gassy sediment, with a volume
fraction j of free gas, will be

r~j!5
rs2j~rw2rg!

rw
, ~3!

whererg is the density of the gas,rw is the density of inter-
stitial water, andrs is the density of the gas-free water/
sediment aggregate.

The sound speed in gassy sediments is highly dependent
on the resonance frequency of gas bubbles. The resonance
frequency for a gas bubble of radius a, inside a water/
sediment aggregate is inversely proportional to the bubble
size @Eq. ~4!#:

f 05
1

2pa S 3gP0

Ars
D 1/2

, ~4!

where f 0 is the resonance frequency for a gas bubble of
radius a,a is the bubble radius,g is the ratio of specific heat
of the gas,P0 is the ambient hydrostatic pressure, andA is
the polytropic coefficient.

The polytropic coefficient characterizes the thermody-
namic process involved during bubble pulsation and the re-
lationship between bubble volume and pressure~Anderson
and Hampton, 1980a!. In the range of frequencies of multi-
beam sonar, the full expression for the polytropic coefficient
A should be used@Eq. 5~a!#. The auxiliary variableB of Eq.
5~b! is the thermal damping constant:

A5~11B2!X11
3~g21!

x S sinhx2sinx

coshx2cosxD C, ~5a!

B53~g21!

3S x~sinhx1sinx!22~coshx2cosx!

x2~coshx2cosx!13~g21!~sinhx2sinx! D ,

~5b!

wherex5aA2p f rgsp /Cg, sp is the specific heat at constant
pressure of the gas, andCg is the thermal conductivity of the
gas.

One of the most difficult quantities to model is the dis-
tribution of gas bubble sizes. Gas bubbles in fine-grained
sediments exist in a range of sizes, but have rarely been
directly measured. Andersonet al. ~1998! used an x-ray CT
scanner to produce both a qualitative and quantitative char-
acterization of bubble size population from cores collected in
muddy sediments from Eckernfoerde Bay, on the Baltic
coast. Their technique has a resolution limit of 0.42 mm and
thus their size distribution histograms appear to be the larger
bubble segment of a peaked size distribution similar to that
seen for populations of bubbles in seawater near the ocean
surface~Farmer and Vagle, 1989!. The number of bubbles
Andersonet al. ~1998! observed in their sediment samples

increased monotonically as bubble size decreased. Although
they were unable to measure bubbles smaller than 0.42 mm,
Andersonet al. ~1998! speculate that the peak in their size
distribution may be near this resolution limit, but they also
present circumstantial evidence~the increase in normally in-
cident energy between 15 and 30 kHz, returned from the
sediment–water interface! for the existence of very small
bubble in the upper few cm of the sea floor. The histograms
of bubble size in muddy sediments depict slightly smaller
bubble sizes than those found in water due to the higher
viscosity of the mud. Boyle and Chotiros~1995! used a simi-
lar histogram for bubble sizes in soft sediments. The histo-
gram used in our examples is based on these three previous
works and is normalized for a water depth of 20 m. It follows
the distribution measured by Andersonet al. for the larger
bubble fraction and allows the probability of small size
bubbles as discussed by Boyle and Chotiros. The minimum
bubble radius used in the modeling is 180mm, which is the
resonance radius at 95 kHz for the deepest part of the survey
area. For bubbles larger than the minimum size, the histo-
gram decreases monotonically with a constant slope on a
log–log graph~Fig. 1!. The dashed part of the histogram was
not actually used in the calculations, and shows only a prob-
able theoretical shape for the bubble size distribution. Based
on this histogram, we can define a probability density func-
tion z(a) of bubble sizes:

z~a!5
]Za~a!

]a
, ~6!

wherez is the probability density function of bubble sizes
and Za is the bubble distribution: bubbles per unit volume
with radius less thana.

For the sound-speed ratio, we used the expression for
gassy water formulated by Silberman~1957!, but adapted for
the case of fine-grained sediments. The bulk modulus of elas-
ticity of the water, present in the original expression, is sub-
stituted with the bulk modulus of the gas-free water/sediment
aggregate:

FIG. 1. Bubble size histogram. Number of bubbles per unit volume~m3!
over a bubble radius bin of 1mm.
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n~j!5
cs

cw
A~1/2!~11rscx

2X1 /gP0!@16A11~rscs
2Y1 /~gP01rscs

2X1!!2#

, ~7!

wherecs is the sound speed for the gas-free water/sediment
aggregate andcw is the sound speed in water.

The expressions forX1 and Y1 are the same used by
Anderson and Hampton~1980a!, modified to take into ac-
count the proposed bubble distribution:

X15E
amin

amax j~12 f 2/ f 0
2~a!!

~12 f 2/ f 0
2~a!!1dc

2~a! f 4/ f 0
4~a!

z~a! da,

~8a!

Y15E
amin

amax dc~a! f 2/ f 0
2~a!

~12 f 2/ f 0
2~a!!1dc

2~a! f 4/ f 0
4~a!

z~a! da,

~8b!

where

dc~a!5B1
rsa

3w3A

3gP0cs
1

8p f mA

3gP0

is the bubble damping constant andm is the viscosity of the
gas-free water/sediment aggregate.

The attenuation of sound in the aggregate is also a func-
tion of the bubble distribution~Anderson and Hampton,
1980a!, and can be expressed as

a~j!5
p f n~j!cwrs

gP0
Y1 , ~9!

wherea~j! is the attenuation coefficient in dB/m for a gassy
sediment.

Finally, the loss parameter is defined as the ratio of the
imaginary part to the real part of the complex sediment
acoustic wave number. It is related to the attenuation coeffi-
cient, the frequency, and the sound speed in the gassy sedi-
ment ~Mourad and Jackson, 1989!:

d~j!5
a~j!n~j!cw ln ~10!

40p f
. ~10!

III. VOLUME BACKSCATTER

In areas predominantly covered with sediments, the vol-
ume scattering from subbottom sediment layers or from dis-
crete scatters within the upper sediment layers can contribute
extensively to the total backscattering cross section intensity.
The model for volume scattering should include refraction at
the sediment interface and attenuation in the sediment itself.
On a rough seafloor, the penetration of the acoustic field in
the sediment is very small for grazing angles smaller than the
critical angle. This is an important issue because this reduces
drastically the volume backscattering contribution for shal-
low grazing angles. The refracted energy will be attenuated
as it travels through the sediment structure, making the at-
tenuation coefficient a key parameter for the estimation of
volume scattering.

In their approach for determining volume scatter, Jack-
son and Briggs~1992! consider the sediment a statistically
homogeneous semi-infinite propagation medium delimited
by a rough surface. With this simplification they define a
volume backscattering cross section equivalent to the inter-
face, using a similar solution to the one proposed by Stock-
hausen~1963!. The total volume contribution is dependent
on a free parameters2 , which is calculated based on the
ratio of the sediment volume scattering cross section to sedi-
ment attenuation coefficient. In our proposed model, we re-
gard the parameters2 as a measurement of the volume con-
tribution of general heterogeneities. Its equivalent volume
scattering cross section will be added to the calculated vol-
ume scattering cross section from gas bubbles.

The scattering mechanism of bubbles in a lossy fluid
was studied by Anderson and Hampton~1980b!. In their for-
mulation, the total scattering cross section of sound though a
bubble screen is highly dependent on the resonance fre-
quency of the bubbles. The actual acoustic cross section at
resonance can be hundreds of times the bubble physical cross
section. If we have a distribution of bubble sizes in the sedi-
ment body, we can calculate the sediment volume back-
scattering cross section per unit of volume, as the sum of the
contribution of all individual bubbles within that volume
~Boyle and Chotiros, 1995!. The following expression ex-
tends the formulation of Anderson and Hampton~1980b! for
the probability density function of bubble sizes of Eq.~6!:

Sb5E
amin

amax a2

@~ f 0~a!/ f !221#21~ f 0~a!/ f !4dc~a!2 z~a! da,

~11!

where Sb is the backscattering cross section for a bubble
distribution.

The volume backscattering cross section of bubblesSb

is calculated per unit of volume, as the bubble distribution
accounts for number of bubbles per unit of volume. Conse-
quently,Sb should be scaled to reflect the volume fraction of
free gasj. This scaled contribution is then added to the vol-
ume scattering cross section of other heterogeneities~other
than gas bubbles!, as described by the parameters2 . The
total volume scattering cross section will be

sv~u!5
5~jSb1s2a~j!!cwu12R2~u!u2 sin2 ~u!

40p f uP~u!u2 ImuP~u!u
, ~12!

wheresv is the volume backscattering cross-section equiva-
lent to the interface,s2 is the volume scattering parameter,
R(u) is the complex reflection coefficient, andP(u) is the
complex function for the forward loss model, as defined in
Mourad and Jackson~1989!.

The small-scale backscattering cross section of Eq.~2!,
as well as the equivalent volume cross section of Eq.~12!,
should be averaged over the bottom slope to account for the
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effects of local slope and shadowing~Jacksonet al., 1986!.
The numerical solution for Eqs.~2! and ~12! reveals a com-
plex relationship involving grain size, depth, and gas frac-
tion. In Fig. 2, the model response is calculated for various
gas fractions using two different grain sizes~left and right
columns of Fig. 2, respectively!. The same computation is
repeated for three different depths: 50, 350, and 800 m~rows
of Fig. 2!. The result of this modeling shows that the back-
scatter response of fine-grained, gassy sediments is basically
controlled by the volume contribution, while coarser grain
size sediments present both volume and interface backscatter
contributions due to existence of gas.

In deeper waters, the interface backscatter is only
slightly reduced by the presence of gas, as a consequence of
the higher bubble stiffness at higher ambient pressure@Eq.
~7!#. Bubble stiffness is defined as the product of the specific
heat of the gas and the ambient pressure (gP0). On the other
hand, even small amounts of gas can cause a large increase
in the volume contribution in deep water, i.e., increased scat-
tering cross section@Eq. ~12!#. In shallow waters, there is a
severe reduction in interface backscatter with an increase in
gas content. This is due to the decrease of sediment sound
speed in the presence of gas below resonance~Anderson
et al., 1998; Wilkens and Richardson, 1998!. The volume
backscatter contribution in shallow water increases with in-
creased gas content but much less than the increases found in

deep water, a result of the higher attenuation from the
bubbles at lower ambient pressure~Fig. 2, bottom row!.
Thus, in shallow water, the gain in volume contribution is
sometimes not enough to compensate for the loss in interface
backscatter, yielding a net decrease in the total backscatter
response.

Another interesting exercise is to calculate the model
response for the range of seafloor roughness expected to be
found in sediments of the Eel River Margin, that isv2 from
0.000 50 cm4 to 0.002 00 cm4, andl equal to 3.25~Applied
Physics Laboratory, 1994!. The result of this modeling shows
that the backscatter response for grazing angles from 30 to
60 degrees of gassy sediments has a maximum increase of
1.2 dB when the seafloor roughness is changed from the
minimum to the maximum value. On the other hand, the
roughness parameters show a strong influence in the back-
scatter response in the angular sector near normal incidence
i.e., grazing angles from 60 to 90 degrees. Thus, the back-
scatter angular response of gassy sediments in the angular
sector from 30 to 60 degrees is less affected by seafloor
roughness, and appears to be controlled by volume contribu-
tion.

IV. A TEST ON THE EEL RIVER MARGIN

As a general test of the ideas outlined above we used
multibeam sonar and core data collected from the Eel River

FIG. 2. Simulation of model results
for two different grain sizes~columns!
and three different depths~rows!. The
model response is calculated for vari-
ous gas fractions ranging from 0 to
0.05~5%!. Model parameters for grain
size 76.9mm aren51.061,r51.757,
d50.0193, w250.00136 cm4, g
53.25, ands250.001, and for grain
size 9.0mm are n51.039, r51.664,
d50.00272, w250.00052 cm4, g
53.25, ands250.001.
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Margin offshore northern California, a region known to be
rich in gassy sediments. The offshore Eel River Basin is
located on the eastern border of the North American Plate,
from Cape Mendocino extending 200 km northwards to
Cape Sebastian, Oregon~Field et al., 1980!. The eastern
boundary of the basin is the coastline and the western bound-
ary is the continental slope, which coincides with the crustal
plate boundary of the Juan de Fuca Plate.

This margin was the focus of a multidisciplinary, 5-year
ONR-sponsored study of the processes responsible for gen-
erating the preserved stratigraphic record~STRATAFORM;
Nittrouer, 1998!. In the course of this study, an immense
database of marine information has been collected~Mayer
et al., 1999!, including multibeam sonar bottom backscatter
collected at 95 kHz, and numerous core sampling sites with
measurements of sediment physical properties and free gas
content~Fig. 3!.

The multibeam sonar data was collected with a Simrad
EM1000, 95 kHz system installed aboard the Humboldt State
University research vessel PACIFIC HUNTER. The EM1000
forms 60 roll stabilized 3.332.5-degree beams over a swath
width of 150 degrees in water depths up to 200 m. In deeper
water, 48 beams are produced over a swath width of 120
degrees to about 600-m depth and 60 degrees beyond 600 m.
In addition to the bathymetric data, the EM1000 also pro-
vides raw measurements of the bottom backscatter as a func-
tion of grazing angle for each of the beams. All acquisition
parameters are recorded and thus the raw data can be cor-
rected for the removal of the time-varying gains, such as
source level, receiver sensitivity, and angle-varying gains.
Given that the detailed bathymetry is known from the multi-
beam time-of-flight measurements, true graz-

ing angles with respect to a bathymetric model can be calcu-
lated as well as corrections for footprint size and residual
beam pattern~Fonseca, 2001!. Applying these corrections,
the EM1000 backscatter data from the Eel River Margin was
converted to true scattering strength for comparison with the
results of the proposed model.

Interpreted much like sidescan sonar imagery~except
with angular resolution!, the backscatter mosaic of the Eel
River Margin reveals several interesting spatial patterns~Fig.
3!. A zone of extremely high backscatter~bright areas in Fig.
3! is found in the middle of the western~deep! edge of the
survey area. The high backscatter in this region has been
correlated with the outcrop of a large structural feature~a
breached anticline! and blocky crusts of authigenic carbonate
related to methane expulsion~Orangeet al., 1999; Yunet al.,
1999!. The high-backscatter streaks in the middle of the sur-
vey area are thought to be associated with grain size changes
and the outcrop of indurated sediment~Goff et al., 1999!.
More intriguing is the general trend of high backscatter in
the deep water and low backscatter in shallow water, a rela-
tionship which is counter-intuitive when the general trend of
grain size~decreasing from shallow water to deep water! is
considered. This enigma was noted by Goffet al. ~1999! and
Borgeld et al. ~1999!, who suggest several possible mecha-
nisms ~increased surface roughness in finer grained sedi-
ments, increased penetration, and contribution of subsurface
layering in finer-grained sediments! for this anomalous rela-
tionship. The complex relationship among gas content, water
depth, and grain size described in the model presented here
may offer another possible mechanism.

A. Evidence for gas in the shallow sediments of the
Eel River Margin

The Eel River Basin is a tertiary forearc basin with con-
ditions ideal for the generation and movement of both ther-
mogenic and biogenic gas. Deep-seated source beds com-
bined with differential sediment loading and a large amount
of tectonic activity have resulted in overpressured zones and
the migration of gas from deep layers to the surface and
near-surface~Yun et al., 1999!. In addition to the deep
sources of gas, extremely high modern sedimentation rates
and large quantities of organic material supplied by numer-
ous floods provide an excellent source of biogenic gas~Sum-
merfield and Nittrouer, 1999!. Numerous lines of evidence
support the ubiquitous presence of both thermogenic and
biogenic gas in the sediments of the Eel River Margin. These
include ~1! observation of gas plumes in the water column
~Yun et al., 1999!; ~2! direct measurements on cores~Kven-
volden and Field~1981! and this study~Orange, personal
communication!; ~3! seismic evidence~wipeout zones and
other acoustic anomalies!, at a range of frequencies from low
frequency multichannel seismic to high-frequency boomers,
chirp sonars, and 3.5-kHz profilers~Field and Kvenvolden,
1987; Yunet al., 1999!; ~4! the presence of authigenic car-
bonates ~Orange et al., 1999! and near-surface hydrates
~Field and Kvenvolden, 1985!; ~5! towed electromagnetic
surveys~Evanset al., 1999!, ~6! surface structures associated
with

FIG. 3. Location map showing acoustic backscatter mosaics on the Eel
River Margin from the EM1000 multibeam survey at 95 kHz. High back-
scatter is displayed in lighter shades of gray; low backscatter in darker tones.
The brightness of the symbols is related to the amount of free gas in the
sediment, as measured in core samples. The reference boxes demarcate the
zoom areas for examples 1–3.
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gas~pockmarks and sediment failure features!; and~7! com-
mercial gas fields onshore with expected recovery of over
3.34 km3 of natural gas~Parker, 1987!.

While there is overwhelming evidence for the presence
of gas in the sediments of the Eel River Margin, the more
pertinent question, with respect to testing the model pro-
posed here, is whether there is evidence for gas in the upper
few decimeters of the sediment column. Given the 95 kHz
frequency of the multibeam sonar used to survey the area, we
would expect that penetration into, and interaction with, the
subsurface would be limited to the upper few decimeters~to
perhaps 1 m depending on sediment type and grazing angle!.
The near-surface distribution of gas is more difficult to quan-
tify. Andersonet al. ~1998! in their study of Eckernfoerde
Bay noted that the gas bubbles they were able to measure
~those greater than 0.42 mm equivalent spherical radius!
were not present in the upper few decimeters of the sediment
column due to sulfate reduction. They do, however, report
that cores recovered from another bay~Macklenberg Bay!
did show small gas bubbles in the upper 2 cm of the sedi-
ment column and that frequency-dependent reflectivity data
from Eckernforde Bay implied the presence of very small
bubbles in the upper few centimeters of the seafloor.

Several lines of evidence~both indirect and direct! im-
ply that gas may be present in the upper few decimeters of
the sediments of the Eel River Margin. Unlike Eckernfoerde
Bay, which is a semi-inclosed fjord-like bay with bottom
waters that often experience hypoxia and occasionally anoxia
and whose gas source is strictly biogenic~Richardson and
Davis, 1998!, the Eel River Basin is an open ocean continen-
tal margin environment with well-mixed water masses and
both thermogenic and biogenic sources of gas. High-
resolution 3.5 kHz, boomer, and chirp sonar data all show
regions of ‘‘wipeout zones’’~acoustic turbidity!, some of
which extend to the surface and even into the water column
~Field and Kvenvolden, 1987; Yunet al., 1999; and Fig. 4!.
In addition reduced halos and mats of the sulfate oxidizing
bacteriumBeggiatoa sphave been seen on the seafloor in
areas of the Eel River Margin~Orange, 1999! indicating the
slow seepage of methane to the seafloor. Further evidence for
near-surface gas is provided by Evanset al. ~1999! who
made resistivity measurements using a towed electromag-
netic sensor and interpreted low apparent porosities to indi-
cate the presence of gas in the upper few meters of the sedi-
ment column, particularly in the shallow water regions of the
Eel River Margin, which showed anomalously low backscat-
ter.

Direct evidence of the presence of shallow gas in the Eel
River Margin comes from the analysis of gas content in shal-
low cores. Kvenvolden and Field~1981! analyzed 1- to 2-m-
long gravity cores from a diapiric structure in the deeper
waters of the Eel River basin~400–500 m! and found high
concentrations of methane~both biogenic and thermogenic!
throughout the cores including samples from depths as shal-
low as 6–14 cm below the seafloor. As part of the
STRATAFORM project, hundreds of cores were collected in
the Eel River Basin, with some showing visual evidence of
gas ~Borgeld et al., 1999!; a small number of these cores
were analyzed for gas content. A subset of those analyzed,

representing multiple samples from areas of differing back-
scatter, depth, and gas content are used here to test the pro-
posed model. The areas and core sites selected are shown in
Fig. 3.

The core data presented here were collected by Dan
Orange on the University of Washington research vessel
THOMAS THOMPSON ~Cruise TN096! in 1999. During this
leg, several types of cores were collected including Vibra-
cores, piston cores, and box cores; core lengths ranged from
more than 5 m to less than 25 cm. Analysis of gas content
followed the procedure of Kvenvolden and Redden~1980!,
whereby sediment is taken immediately after core recovery
from an approximately 10 cm interval of the core~typically
about 10 cm above its base!. The sediment is extruded from
the core liner into a 0.95 l can with two septa-covered holes
on the top. Sodium azide is added to the sample and the
water level adjusted until a 100 ml headspace remains. The
samples are then sealed and frozen for later analysis in the
lab. In the laboratory, the samples are thawed and shaken for
10 min and the headspace sampled by syringe for hydrocar-
bon gases. Analyses were performed on an HP gas chromato-
graph with both flame ionization and thermal conductivity
detectors.

It must be noted that while these analyses are indicative

FIG. 4. Evidence that gas may be present in shallow sediments of the Eel
River Margin:~a! High-resolution 3.5-kHz chirp profile, showing a region of
acoustic turbidity, which extends to the surface and into the water column.
~b! Same area surveyed by a 100-kHz sidescan sonar. See Fig. 3 for loca-
tion. Source: Neal Driscoll.
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of the presence, absence, and perhaps relative abundance of
gas at a sample location, they do not provide an accurate
measure of thein situ abundance of free gas in the sample,
and in particular, in the upper decimeters of the seafloor.
Thus, while we report the measured value in Table I, we will
use these values only as indicators of the relative gas content
of the seafloor sediments. In addition to the gas content, the
mean grain size, sound speed, and saturated bulk density of
the sediment were also measured on the core samples. These
data are presented in Table I and are used as inputs into the
model presented above. There are no available measurements
for the sediment roughness and compressional wave attenu-
ation for the studied sites. For these values, a parametrization
in terms of the bulk grain size was used following the
method described in theAPL-UW High-Frequency Ocean
Environment Acoustic Models Handbook~Applied Physics
Laboratory, 1994!.

Although it would be better to have the full grain size
distribution in order to explain backscattering differences
due to physical properties, only the mean grain size was
available for the core sites. The parameters2 cannot be di-
rectly measured, and one average value~0.01! was used~Ap-
plied Physics Laboratory, 1994!. This assumption can lead to
an overestimate of the effect of gas bubbles, becauses2 is a
measurement of sediment heterogeneities other than gas.
Fortunately, the effect scattering contribution of gas bubbles
is normally many times higher than the contribution of other
scatterers, making the use of a constants2 an acceptable
assumption. Another factor that would increase the volume
contribution is the presence of multiple scattering~Jackson
and Ivakin, 1998!. Table II shows values of physical param-
eters that are common for all four examples. The model was

run for each core site using the parameters presented in
Tables I and II; these results as well as comparisons to the
measured multibeam sonar backscatter in the area will be
discussed in the next section.

B. Area 1 „Humboldt Slide … mid-depth range

Area 1 ~Fig. 3! encompasses five core locations, which
have variable gas fractions and associated backscatter. Cores
HS-4 and HS-5 have high gas fractions: 0.0951 and 0.0980,
respectively. The average depth for these two cores is 330 m.
Cores K90, K110, and K130, on the other hand, have no
measured gas; their average depth is 114 m. Backscatter im-
ages from a SIS-1000 deep-towed sidescan sonar reveal a
dense distribution of pockmarks through this area~the Hum-
boldt Slide zone!, providing evidence for widespread, but
focused, gas and fluid venting~Gardneret al., 1999!. Figure
5 shows the backscattering strength measured at these core
sites by the EM1000 multibeam sonar. The displayed curves
are an average of 50 sonar pings around the core sites, which
represents on average a linear distance of 100 m. There is a
5 dB difference in the backscatter response~average back-
scatter for grazing angles from 30 to 60 degrees! between
sites with and without measured gas. This difference cannot
be explained by the differences in physical properties mea-
sured at these five core sites~Tables I and II!.

The backscatter angular response can be calculated us-
ing sediment properties measured at the core sites~Table I!.
The parameters used as input for the model aren51.039,
r51.664, d50.002 72, w250.000 52 cm4, g53.25, and
s250.0010, with no gas. The result is shown in Fig. 6 for
the interface backscatter and the total (volume1 interface)
backscatter. The model was then run a second time, includ-
ing the very high gas fraction of 0.098, which changed the
following model parameters:n50.939, r51.571, andd
50.0695, and generated an equivalent volume contribution
of s250.0068~including contributions from gas and other
heterogeneities!. Note that the model shows about 6 dB dif-
ference~average backscatter for grazing angles from 30 to 60
degrees! between sites with high gas content and those with
no measured gas, which is similar to what is shown in Fig. 5.
The difference in absolute values between data and model

TABLE I. Physical properties measured at selected core sites.

Core

Grain
size
~mm!

Sound
speed
~m/s!

Density
~kg/m3!

Water
depth
~m!

Gas
fraction

Gas
content Site

HS4 9.0 1552 1786 318 0.0954 V. High 1
HS5 9.0 1553 1809 320 0.0951 V. High 1
K130 9.0 1543 1701 125 0.0 None 1
K110 16.7 1544 1696 114 0.0 None 1
K90 16.7 1545 1690 104 0.0 None 1
S280 9.6 1583 1800 258 0.075 High 2
RS290 9.6 1583 1800 267 0.067 High 2
S150 13.6 1567 1794 151 0.0 None 2
O45 76.9 1575 1796 39 0.01 Low 3
P40 125.0 1560 1784 40 0.0 None 3

TABLE II. Values of common parameters used to evaluate the model at
selected sites A, B, C, and D.

Seawater density rw 1022 kg/m3

Seawater sound speed cw 1485 m/s
Gas density rg 1.24 kg/m3

Gas ratio of specific heats g 1.403
Gas specific heat at constant pressuresp 240 cal/kg
Gas thermal conductivity Cg 5.631023 cal/(m s °C)
Muddy sediment viscosity m 1.031023 kg/(m s)
Ambient hydrostatic pressure P0 ~1.01353105

19.806 65* rw* depth! N/m2

FIG. 5. Backscattering strength measured by a Simrad EM1000 multibeam
sonar~95 kHz! around core sites HS4, HS5, K90, K110, and K130.
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~Figs. 5 and 6! is small, which may be explained by calibra-
tion problems in multibeam sonar systems. There was a
small reduction of interface backscatter due to the low sound
speed ratio of the gassy sediment. The volume backscatter of
the gassy sediment is considerably higher, which results in a
net increase in the backscatter response.

C. Area 2 „mid-depth range …

Area 2 ~Fig. 3! contains cores S280 and RS290 which
have moderately high gas fractions: 0.075 and 0.067, respec-
tively. These two cores are located at an average depth of
253 m. Core S150 at 151 m of depth has no measured gas.
The existence of near-surface gas in this area is demonstrated
by acoustic anomalies on Huntec seismic profiles~Yun et al.,
1999!. Figure 7 shows the backscattering strength measured
at these core sites by the EM1000 multibeam sonar. The final
response is an average of 50 sonar pings around the core
sites. There is an average of 4 dB difference in the backscat-
ter response between sites with and without measured gas,
although the sites have basically the same sediment proper-
ties.

Figure 8 shows the model response using the sediment
properties measured at the core sites~Table I! and the com-
mon values in Table II. The parameters used as input for the

model are n51.0552, r51.755, d50.00290, w2

50.00052 cm4, g53.25, ands250.001, with no gas. The
model was run a second time including the moderately high
gas fraction of 0.075, which changed the following model
parameters:n50.972,r51.683, andd50.0532, and gener-
ated an equivalent volume contribution ofs250.0055 ~in-
cluding contributions from gas and other heterogeneities!.
Note that the model predicts a 4 dBincrease in backscatter
strength when gas is included and that this is consistent with
the difference seen in the measured backscatter between
gassy~RS280 and S280! and non-gassy~S150! sites~Fig. 7!.
At these depths~336 m for Area 1 and 252 m for Area 2! the
presence of gas has the effect of slightly lowering the inter-
face backscattering component and significantly increasing
the volume backscattering component.

D. Area 3 „shallow water …

Area 3~Fig. 3! contains two core locations in relatively
shallow water~39 m!. Core O45 had a measured gas fraction
of 0.010, while core P40 had no measured gas. These two
cores are also inside the zone of acoustic turbidity, inter-
preted from high-frequency seismic profiles, to be caused by
the presence of gas~Yun et al., 1999!. Figure 9 shows the
backscattering strength measured at these two core sites by

FIG. 6. Model response using the sediment properties measured at the core
sites HS4, HS5, K90, K110, and K130.

FIG. 7. Backscattering strength measured by a Simrad EM1000 multibeam
sonar~95 kHz! around core sites RS280, S280, and S150.

FIG. 8. Model response using the sediment properties measured at the core
sites RS280, S280, and S150.

FIG. 9. Backscattering strength measured by a Simrad EM1000 multibeam
sonar~95 kHz! around core sites O45 and P40.
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the Simrad EM1000 multibeam sonar. There is almost no
difference at the backscatter strength between the sites.

The model response is calculated using the sediment
properties measured at the core sites and common values of
Table II. The parameters used as input for the model aren
51.061, r51.757, d50.019 72, w250.001 20 cm4, g
53.25, ands250.0010, with no gas. The model was run a
second time including the low gas fraction of 0.01, which
changed the following model parameters:n50.891, r
51.747, andd50.0768, and generated an equivalent volume
contribution of s250.0011 ~including contributions from
gas and other heterogeneities!. When gas is added, the model
predicts a very small difference between the two sites~Fig.
10!. In shallow water~39 m! there is a severe reduction of
interface backscatter due to the very low sound speed ratio of
the gassy sediment. The increase in volume backscatter of
the gassy sediment is not high enough to compensate for the
interface backscatter reduction. This relatively small volume
scatter is a consequence of the higher attenuation of gassy
sediment in shallow water. In shallow water, the ambient
pressure is lower, which increases the attenuation in the
gassy sediment, according to Eq.~9!.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Gas is an important and common sediment heterogeneity
on continental margins which may explain some of the
backscatter-response anomalies seen in the sediments on the
Eel River Margin. A model has been proposed that shows
that gas affects both the interface and volume contribution of
the backscatter angular response. Gas normally increases the
volume contribution and weakens the interface contribution,
but the relationship is complicated by changes in depth and
sediment properties. The backscatter response of fine-grained
gassy sediments~grain size,10 mm! is basically controlled
by the volume contribution to backscattering. Coarser sedi-
ments~grain size.60 mm! present both significant changes
in volume and interface backscatter in the presence of gas.

The model was tested by inputting physical properties
measured on cores collected in a region also surveyed with a
95 kHz multibeam sonar. The cores selected for input into
the model were cores that had also been analyzed for gas

content and these values were used to estimate the relative
abundance of gas at the core sites. While the head-space
analyses used for determining gas content are not necessarily
an accurate representation of thein situ concentration of free
gas in the cores, they are indicative of the presence, absence
and perhaps relative abundance of gas in the upper few
meters of the seafloor. Both the gas measurements and the
multibeam backscatter showed a high degree of lateral vari-
ability.

Raw time series of the 95 kHz multibeam sonar back-
scatter as a function of angle of incidence were corrected for
source and receiver gain changes, area of insonification, true
grazing angle, and residual beam patterns resulting in a geo-
referenced record of true scattering strength. The measured
backscatter~averaged over about 100 m around each core
site! was then compared to the model output for each core
site and for a range of gas contents. The measured results
were generally in agreement with the model and with the
results predicted for the measured gas contents.

Depth plays an important role in the backscatter re-
sponse of gassy sediments. In deep water~deeper than 400
m!, the predicted interface backscatter is only slightly af-
fected by the presence of gas, a consequence of the higher
bubble stiffness at higher ambient pressure. On the other
hand, a small amount of gas yields a very-high predicted
volume contribution in deep water. In shallow water~less
than 100 m!, the predicted interface backscatter is severely
reduced when the sediment is charged with free gas, due to
the decrease of sediment sound speed. The predicted volume
contribution in shallow water is lower, due to higher attenu-
ation from the bubbles at lower ambient pressure. In shallow
water, the gain in volume contribution is sometimes not
enough to compensate for the loss in interface backscatter,
resulting in a net decrease in the total backscatter response.

While the results presented here are encouraging in
terms of the potential for using multibeam sonar as a quali-
tative and quantitative indicator of the gas content of near-
surface sediments, much more work needs to be done. In
particular, the model needs to be tested under controlled con-
ditions where near-surface sediment samples can be col-
lected and maintained underin situ conditions~as described
in Andersonet al., 1998!. New developments in pressure-
maintaining core barrels~e.g., Pettigrew, 1992! should
greatly aid in this effort. In addition, the models need to be
extended to include the effect of multiple scattering, which
should provide a more accurate prediction of the total scat-
tering due to gas bubbles.
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The dependence of the single bubble sonoluminescence~SBSL! on the waveforms of the driving
ultrasound has been investigated by both experiment and numerical calculation. Three types of
non-simple-harmonic waves, the rectangular, triangular and as well as the sinusoidal wave with a
pulse, are used to drive the SBSL in our research. The triangular wave is the most effective, while
the rectangular wave is the worst and the sinusoidal wave in the middle. However, the rectangular
wave drives the brightest SBSL among those waves if the sound pressure amplitude keeps constant.
When we use a simple-harmonic wave with a pulse as the driving sound, stable and periodic SBSL
flashes have been observed. An increase in the flash intensity can be observed as the pulse is put at
a suitable phase related to the sinusoidal wave. All of the observations are investigated numerically.
Well qualitative agreements between the numerical simulations and the experimental measurements
have been achieved. ©2002 Acoustical Society of America.
@DOI: 10.1121/1.1480417#

PACS numbers: 43.35.Hl, 78.60.Mq, 43.25.1y, 42.65.Re@RR#

I. INTRODUCTION

Sonoluminescence is a phenomenon of the light emis-
sion from the cavities~air bubbles! in liquid driven by the
ultrasound. A wonderful experiment conducted by Gaitan
and Crum1 has allowed the observation of the sonolumines-
cence in a single cavity, known as the single bubble sonolu-
minescence~SBSL!. A series of experiments2–10 revealed a
number of surprising and intriguing properties of the SBSL.
The light of the SBSL is broadband in wavelength from
shorter than 200 to over 800 nm,2 and lasts in a very short
duration about 40 to 400 ps during each sound cycle.3,4 The
line emission has also been observed in the spectrum of an
extremely dim SBSL.5 Furthermore, some interesting experi-
ments have shown that the SBSL has a very sensitive depen-
dence on the parameters, such as the ambient pressure,3,6 the
temperature,3,7 the dissolved gas concentration,11 and so on.
The theoretical explanation of the source of the SBSL ranges
from the bremsstrahlung,12 the Casimir effect,13 to the
proton-tunneling radiation.14 However, the final answer con-
cerning the formation mechanism of the SBSL still remains
open.

In the most experimental1–9 and theoretical12–14 works
the forcing ultrasounds are simple harmonic waves at the
frequenciesv/2p of several tens of kilohertz,

P~ t !5Pa cosvt, ~1!

wherePa is the forcing pressure amplitude of the ultrasound.
One can enhance the intensity of the SBSL in various ways.
Recently many efforts have been taken to upscale the SBSL
intensity by changing the driving waveforms from the simple
harmonic wave. Theoretically it has been suggested that the
SBSL can be enhanced with the addition of an acoustic spike

drive.15 Holzfusset al. have boosted the SBSL emission by
using an optimized bimodal ultrasound,10 such that

P~ t !5P1 cosvt1P2 cos~2vt1f2!, ~2!

whereP1 andP2 are the driving pressure amplitudes of the
fundamental and its second harmonic, respectively, andf2

the relative phase between them. A raise of the maximum
photocurrent up to as much as three times that driven by a
pure simple harmonic wave has been achieved in the experi-
ment. As usually done, they did not keep the driving sound
power constant when the driving ultrasound changed from
the single mode to the dimode. Their experiment only shows
that the maximum SBSL emission can be upscaled by a suit-
able bimodal ultrasound. The bimodal driving ultrasound
consisted of the fundamental and its third harmonic,

P~ t !5P1 cosvt1P3 cos~3vt1f3!, ~3!

with P3 and f3 being the driving pressure amplitudes and
phase of the third harmonic, has also been used to drive the
SBSL.16 Furthermore, Hargreaves and Matula16 conducted
another experiment by using two transducers driven by a
simple harmonic wave and a spike, respectively. Although a
strongly acoustic radiation from the spike makes the stable
bubble levitation impossible, a transient increase of 200% in
the SBSL intensity has been first observed experimentally,
which supports the prediction of the Mosset al. spiking
SBSL.15 The loss of the stability of the bubble levitation
means that spiking bubble every acoustic cycle steadily may
not be feasible.16

In this paper we report the effects of the forcing wave-
forms on the intensity of the SBSL. Two kinds of the well-
known non-simple-harmonic waves, the rectangular and tri-
angular waves, together with the single harmonic wave, are
used to drive the SBSL experiment. Contrast to the works
mentioned above,10,16 we are interested in the efficiencies ofa!Electronic mail: wzchen@nju.edu.cn
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the well-known waveforms to drive the SBSL emission. A
sinusoidal drive with a pulse formed by two pairs of parallel
transducers is also used in the experiment and such that a
strong stability has been achieved. As a supplement of the
work of a Hargreaves and Matula,16 a raise of the light emis-
sion from the periodic, steady, spiking SBSL further proves
the prediction of Mosset al.15 After the experimental inves-
tigation, we also give a numerical calculation for explaining
our observations, and a well qualitative agreement has been
achieved between the numerical and the experimental re-
sults. In the first section we will introduce our experimental
setup and the main procedure. The experimental results are
shown in Sec. II, and in Sec. III we give the numerical re-
sults that are in a well qualitative agreement with those ob-
served in experiment. Finally, there is a simple summary.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND TECHNIQUE

The experimental setup~see Fig. 1! consists of a spheri-
cal acoustic resonator, an ultrasound power amplifier, and a
set of the SBSL emission measurers. The acoustic resonator
is a 100 ml flask cemented symmetrically with two pairs of
parallel transducers. The degassed filtered water is filled to
the flask. The water in the flask resonates at the frequency of
about 24.5 kHz. A pair of electrodes are inserted into the
water at the depth of about 1 cm as a bubble generator. We
also insert a needle hydrophone~TNU001A, NTR Systems,
Inc.! into the water about 2 cm over the sonoluminescing
bubble to monitor the ultrasound waveform in the water di-
rectly. The SBSL radiation is measured by a photomultiplier
tube ~PMT!. As mentioned in Ref. 10, comparing with the
single frequency driving, the multifrequency driving is diffi-
cult in experiments because of two factors: the transducers’
response and the standing wave formation.

The rectangular and triangular waves can be described
by

P~ t !5Pa(
n51

N

an sin„~2n21!vt…, ~4!

where

an5
4

~2n21!p
, for the rectangular wave, ~5!

an5
8~21!n11

~2n21!2p2
, for the triangular wave, ~6!

with integer N being `, or large enough. Considering the
feasibility in the experiment, we truncate the integerN at 4,
which means the waves are superposed by the fundamental
and its suitable triple, quintic, and septuple harmonics. The
reason of the truncation is not only due to the limitation of
the frequency responses of the transducers and the power
amplifier ~Brüel and Kjaer 2713!, but also due to the lack of
the significance for largerN. The fourth-order truncated
polynomials of Eq.~4! with Eqs. ~5! and ~6! have already
been good approximations of ideal rectangular and triangular
waves, respectively@see Figs. 2~a! and ~b!#. We use a four-
channel multifunction synthesizer~HP8904A! as a signal
source. The synthesized signal is amplified by the power
amplifier, then connected to two impedance matching induc-
tances resonated at lower~2v! and higher~4v! frequencies,
respectively. Finally, the electrical driving voltages are added
to the two pairs of parallel transducers in response at lower
and higher frequencies, respectively. Of course, we will not
be able to obtain the same sound pressure in water as that of
the electrical signal, because of the different responses of
both transducers and the current to the different frequencies.
In order to approach the object waveform as soon as pos-
sible, it is convenient to define an error functionx2 in fre-
quency space instead of in the time region, such as

x25 (
n52

4

„~an2An!21~fn2Fn!2
…, ~7!

whereAn andFn for n52,3,4 are the measured sound pres-
sures and the relative phases of the components at frequen-
cies 3v/2p, 5v/2p, 7v/2p, andan andfn for n52,3,4 are
their object values, respectively. The waveform of the driv-
ing sound in time region is acquired by the needle hydro-
phone, then fed to a digital real-time oscilloscope, finally
connected to a computer through the GPIB~IEEE488!. An

andFn come from the FFT of the waveform data. An opti-
mizing arithmetic is employed to search the best parameters
of the input electrical signal. If the error function is not in its
minimum, the computer will adjust parameters of the signal
source through the GPIB. The electrical signal is finally fixed
by minimizing the error functionx2, and the output sound
pressures arrive at their object waveforms. This optimizing
arithmetic has to be run repeatedly when we change the driv-
ing amplitudePa because the frequency response functions
of the transducers and amplifier change with the amplitude
variation. Figures 2~a! and~b! show, respectively, the experi-
mental driving pressure waveforms of the rectangular and
triangular waves. They are different from their original elec-
trical signals@see the insets in Figs. 2~a! and ~b!#.

Also, we use a sinusoidal wave with a pulse as a driving
ultrasound, which is first suggested by Moss and his
colleagues.15 A recent experiment16 shows that the spiking
SBSL may not be feasible because the spike~pulse! wave
destroyed the levitation of the luminescencing bubble. In our
experiment, we superpose a pulse to the simple harmonic
wave in an electrical signal~the electrical spike! instead of

FIG. 1. A sketch of the experimental setup of the SBSL driven by non-
simple-harmonic waves.
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the acoustic signal~the acoustic spike!, so that we can keep
the bubble levitation well. We can easily generate the spike
driving signal in an electrical form. Two channels of the
multifunction synthesizer are enough to generate the original
electrical signal: one of them is for a sinusoidal wave and
another for a pulse. It is not necessary to use the optimizing
arithmetic because of no special requirement for the pulse
shape. The experimental pressure waveform of the spiking

driving is shown in Fig. 2~c!. Comparing with the acoustic
spike,16 the advantage of the electrical spike has weak acous-
tic radiation, which makes the bubble levitation possible.

All experiments are conducted at ambient temperature
10°61 °C.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We have measured the relation between the SBSL inten-
sity and the sound pressure amplitude under the driving of
three types of the sound waveforms, the rectangular, triangu-
lar, and the sinusoidal as well. In Fig. 3 it can be seen that the
different waveform possesses a different driving effect; al-
though the SBSL intensity increases for all three cases with
increasing of sound pressure amplitude. For getting a same
strength of the SBSL flashes, the rectangular wave needs the
lowest sound pressure amplitude, and the triangular wave,
the largest. However, if we keep the sound power unchanged,
the result is the opposite, i.e., the triangular wave is more
effective to make the SBSL than the simple harmonic and
rectangular waves~see Fig. 4!. The sound power in Fig. 4
comes from the waveform measurement and sphere wave

FIG. 2. Measured waveforms of the driving sound pressures.~a! Rectangu-
lar wave.~b! Triangular wave.~c! Sinusoidal wave with a pulse. The insets
in ~a! and ~b! are their originally electrical signals.

FIG. 3. The measured intensity of the SBSL flashes as a function of the
sound pressure amplitude. The solid circles are the results driven by the
sinusoidal waves, and squares and triangles are those driven by rectangular
and triangular waves, respectively.

FIG. 4. The measured intensity of the SBSL flashes as a function of the
sound power. The solid circles are the results driven by the sinusoidal wave,
and squares and triangles are those driven by rectangular and triangular
waves, respectively.
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assumption. The data are somewhat scattered due to the com-
plexity of the experiment. We believe that the main error
comes from the regeneration of the bubble and the change of
its position under the different driving condition.

We also drive the water by a superposition of a sinu-
soidal wave and a pulse wave at the same frequency. Al-
though the spiking drive decreases the stability of the levita-
tion of the bubble,16 a simple harmonic pressure with a small
pulse is still a good drive to make the SBSL. In our experi-
ment, a stable and periodic SBSL driven by the sinusoidal
wave with a pulse has been observed, and the results show
both the positive pulse and the negative pulse can change the
strength of the SBSL flashes, whether increasing or decreas-
ing flashes relates to the phase position as the pulse is added
in. A suitable spike can boost the SBSL flashes, as Moss
et al. predicted.15 Figure 5 shows the dependence of the
SBSL intensity on the phase position of the pulse. Although
there are also jumps in the data, we are still easy to conclude
that in order to enhance the flashes, the positive pulse should
be added in the positive phase of the sinusoidal wave, that is,
for a cosvt the positive pulse should be added in the phase
region from2p/2 to p/2. If it is added in the negative phase
of the cosvt, say, (p/2,3p/2), the pulse will weaken the
SBSL flashes~see the open circles in Fig. 5!. Of course, the
negative pulse added in the negative phase will upscale the
SBSL flashes, an otherwise negative pulse added in the posi-
tive phase will weaken the SBSL flashes~see the solid circles
in Fig. 5!. As a comparison, we also give the SBSL flash
intensity without the spike, see the dotted line in Fig. 5.

The data in Figs. 3–5 have been arranged over the five
time measurements. The error bars in these figures show the
standard deviation of the measurements.

IV. NUMERICAL SIMULATION

Numerical simulations have been carried out using the
uniform adiabatic model. The Rayleigh–Plesset equation
~RP! describes the dynamics of the bubble radius,

RR̈1
3

2
Ṙ25

1

r l
„Pg~R,t !2Pa~ t !2P0…

1
R

r lcl

d

dt
„Pg~R,t !2Pa~ t !…24n

Ṙ

R
2

2s

r lR
, ~8!

where the overdot stands for the derivative with respect for
the timet, R is the bubble radius,Pg(R,t) andP0 are the gas
pressure inside the bubble and the ambient pressure;r l , cl ,
n, ands, are the density, the sound velocity, the kinetic vis-
cosity, and the surface tension of the liquid, respectively. In a
simplified model, we regard the bubble motion as an adia-
batic process,

Pg~R,t !5P0S R0
32a3

R32a3D g

, ~9!

wherea5R0/8.54 is the hard core van der Waals radius for
gas bubble,18 the exponentg is the adiabatic exponent of the
gas, 1.4 for the biatomic gas,P051.03363105 Pa is the
ambient pressure, andR0 is the ambient radius of the bubble
~4.5 mm here!, respectively. For our experiment the param-
eters of the water arer l51000 kg/m3, cl51500 m/s,n
51.43331026 m2/s, s57.4631022 N/s. The frequency of
the fundamental of the drive is 24.5 kHz, and the tempera-
ture of the system is controlled atT05283 K. The computa-
tion shows that the evolution of the bubble radius is different
under different driving wave, similar to those shown in Ref.
16. It can be seen from the calculation that the triangular
wave makes a larger expansion of the bubble radius than that
of the sinusoidal wave under the same driving power, while
the rectangular wave does the lowest expansion. So, we can
conclude that the triangular wave is the most efficient among
all these types of driving waveforms.

Furthermore, according to the shock wave mechanism12

the temperature inside the bubble or the SBSL intensity re-
lates to the velocity of the bubble wall,dR/dt. Figures 6 and
7 plot the maximum velocity of the bubble wall as functions
of the sound pressure amplitude and sound power, respec-
tively. A well qualitative agreement with the experimental
measurements in Figs. 3 and 4 has been achieved. The nu-

FIG. 5. The measured intensity of the SBSL flashes driven by a sinusoidal
wave (cosvt) with a pulse as a function of the phase position of the pulse.
The open circles are the experimental data driven by a cosvt superposing a
positive pulse@see Fig. 2~c!#; and the solid ones are those by a cosvt with
a negative pulse. The dotted line shows the SBSL intensity driven by a pure
sinusoidal wave.

FIG. 6. The numerical results of the maximum velocity of the bubble wall
as a function of the sound pressure amplitude. The solid curve is the result
driven by a sinusoidal wave, and the dashed and dotted curves are those
driven by rectangular and triangular waves, respectively.
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merical calculation can also show why the rectangular wave
can drive the bubble at very low amplitude of the sound
pressure. In Fig. 8 we print out three radius–time curves.
Although the rectangular wave is at lowest amplitude~1.08
atm!, it drives the largest bubble motion over the sinusoidal
wave at 1.25 atm and triangular wave at 1.35 atm. The rea-
son is quite simple. The rectangular wave possesses the larg-
est power at the same amplitude. At the same time, under the
drive of the rectangular wave, the bubble cannot expand
completely, so the constriction and the rebound of the
bubbles take place during the expansion phase of the drive
~see Fig. 8!. Therefore the rectangular wave is not the most
efficient to drive SBSL.

In the same way, we drive the water by a sinusoidal
wave with a pulse function as the following:

P~ t !5PaS b1
1

p (
n51

N

„cn cos~nvt !1dn sin~nvt !…D ,

~10!

cn5
1

n
„sin~2np~a1b!!2sin~2npa!…, ~11!

dn5
1

n
~cos~2npa!2cos„2np~a1b!…!, ~12!

wherea is the relative phase of the pulse, andb the ratio of
the pulse width to the cycle period. We can obtain a relation
between the maximum velocity of the bubble wall,
(dR/dt)max, and the phase position of the pulse with respect
to the sinusoidal wave~see Fig. 9!. In Fig. 9, the amplitude
of the sinusoidal wave is set at 1.2 atm. The maximum ve-
locity driven by this pure sinusoidal wave is about 1050 m/s,
as shown by a dotted line in Fig. 9. We can see that the
numerical results in Fig. 9 is also in good agreement with
that observed in the experiment~Fig. 5!.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, our experiments show again that the inten-
sity of the SBSL flashes is sensitive to the driving waveform
of the ultrasound.10,16 Both a well-known rectangular wave
and a triangular wave can also drive the SBSL with quite a
strong stability. Like the sinusoidal wave we usually use,
under these non-simple-harmonic waves the SBSL flashes
will also become bright as the sound amplitude or power
increases within a quite wide region of the parameters. Their
effects on the SBSL flash, however, are different. For a given
amplitude, the rectangular wave yields the strongest flashes,
the triangular wave the weakest, and the sinusoidal wave in
the middle. On the other hand, if we keep the constant sound
power the result will be reversed, that is, the triangular wave
can make the bubble emit the brightest flashes. Therefore,
the triangular wave is a more effectively driving source than
the sinusoidal wave we usually used in the SBSL experi-
ment. These experimental observations have been compared
with the numerical calculations based on the Rayleigh–
Plesset equation. Well qualitative agreements have been
achieved. In the numerical calculation, we can understand
the dependence of the SBSL on the driving waveform
clearly. For a given amplitude of the driving sound, the rect-
angular wave possesses much larger sound power than that
of other waveforms, so it drives the SBSL flash to the bright-
est. But under the drive of the rectangular wave, the bubble

FIG. 7. The numerical results of the maximum velocity of the bubble wall
as a function of the sound power. The solid curve is the result driven by a
sinusoidal wave, and the dashed and dotted curves are those driven by
rectangular and triangular waves, respectively.

FIG. 8. The radius evolution curves. The rectangular wave~dashed! drives
the largest bubble radius at the lowest pressure amplitude.

FIG. 9. The numerical result of the SBSL intensity driven by a sinusoidal
wave with a pulse as a function of the position of the pulse. The solid curve
is for a positive pulse and the dashed curve for a negative one. The dotted
line is the value ofdR/dtmax driven by a pure sinusoidal wave. The ampli-
tude of the single harmonic wave is set at 1.2 atm.
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cannot expand completely. Therefore the rectangular wave is
not the best waveform at a given sound power. On the oppo-
site, the bubble can grow completely and effectively under
the drive of the triangular wave, so the triangular wave is the
most effective waveform. In conclusion, we can say that the
bubble seems to prefer the triangular wave as a driving
sound. Furthermore, the experiment shows that a suitable
pulse added into a sinusoidal wave can enhance the strength
of the SBSL flashes with a strong stability. Our experiment
proves that the spiking SBSL15 is feasible not only in a tran-
sient proceeding,16 but also periodically. The positive pulse,
of course, must be added in the compression phase and the
negative one in the expansion phase in order to raise the
SBSL flashes. As mentioned in Refs. 10 and 16–18, all of
the non-simple-harmonic sounds, of course, will more or less
decrease the stability of the bubble levitation, and the sinu-
soidal wave can produce a moderate SBSL with the strongest
stability.
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Application of narrow band laser ultrasonics to the
nondestructive evaluation of thin bonding layers
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In this paper, a modified laser induced grating technique~LIG! has been utilized to generate narrow
band surface waves in an epoxy-bonded copper-aluminum layered structure. A high performance
optical interferometer system was utilized to detect the laser-generated surface waves. The
dispersion of surface wave in an epoxy-bonded copper-aluminum specimen was measured and
compared with the theoretical solution. An inverse algorithm based on the simplex method was then
introduced to determine the bonding thickness as well as the elastic properties of the bonding layer.
The inversion results demonstrated that the thickness in themm range or the elastic properties of the
bonding layer could be successfully determined. ©2002 Acoustical Society of America.
@DOI: 10.1121/1.1463449#

PACS numbers: 43.35.Ns, 43.35.Yb@SGX#

I. INTRODUCTION

Due to the noncontact feature, laser-generated ultra-
sounds have shown its potential in nondestructive evaluation
of materials.1 The pulsed laser-generated Lamb waves in thin
composite plates2–7 have been employed to investigate the
possible applications in the NDE of such structures. Laser-
generated ultrasonic bulk wave8 and surface waves9–14 have
also been applied to the determination of elastic constants or
defects of composite structures. The point-source/point-
receiver technique has been adopted by most of the existing
studies to ensure the broadband generation of ultrasonic
waves. With the point generation, a relative large laser power
has to be focused on a point with small area to improve the
measuring sensitivity and this usually results to partial dam-
age of the testing specimen. As the dimensions of the speci-
men is getting smaller and smaller, the power of the pulsed
laser has to be minimized and limited in the thermoelastic
range. On the other hand, increase of laser power also results
to a decrease in the central frequency of the laser-generated
ultrasonic waves.

Different from the focused point source method, the la-
ser induced grating~LIG! technique can be utilized to gen-
erate coherent surface acoustic waves~SAWs! of a few MHz
to the GHz range.15,16 In this technique, two short pulsed
laser beams with identical frequency are used to form inter-
ference fringes on the surface of solid specimens. Although
the laser beam is not focused to give high intensity on the
surface, the ordered fringes do increase the generated SAW
amplitudes for propagation direction normal to the fringes.
To further enhance the SAW amplitude, the scanning single
beam ~SSB! approach17–19 and the scanning interference
fringes ~SIF! approach20 can be adopted.

In this paper, a modified laser induced grating method
~LIG! was proposed to generate narrow band surface waves
in a thin epoxy-bonded layered structure. A high perfor-

mance Doppler interferometer system21,22was utilized to de-
tect the laser-generated waves. The dispersion of SAW in an
epoxy-bonded copper-aluminum specimen was measured
and compared with the theoretical solution. An inverse algo-
rithm based on the simplex method was then introduced to
determine the bonding thickness as well as the elastic prop-
erties of the bonding layer.

II. THE LASER INDUCED GRATING TECHNIQUE

The basic principle of the LIG technique is illustrated in
Fig. 1~a!. In the figure, a pulsed laser beam is split into two
pulsed laser beams of the same frequencyv and then inci-
dent on the surface of a solid. On denoting the amplitudes
and wave number of the incident light beams asI 1 , I 2 , and
k, the intensity of the interfered laser beams can be expressed
as

I 25I 1
21I 2

212I 1I 2 cos~2k sinu!x, ~1!

wherex-axis lies on the specimen surface and is normal to
the interference fringes.u is the incident angle of the laser
beam to the normal of the surface. From the last term of Eq.
~1!, the spacing of the static interference fringesL can be
obtained, by setting (2k sinu)L52p, as 2L5l/sinu, where
l is the wavelength of the incident light beam. On the other
hand, asu is small, sinu can be approximated as sinu
'd/2S, whered is the distance between the beam splitter and
the beam reflector, whileS is the distance between the split-
ter ~and reflector! and the specimen surface@Fig. 1~a!#. To
generate ultrasonic surface waves in the MHz range, we note
that the incident angle must be very small. For example, for
the use of the second harmonics of an Nd-YAG pulsed laser
(l5532 nm) to generate a 5 MHz surface wave on a steel
sample~3000 m/s is assumed for the Rayleigh wave veloc-
ity!, the incident angle is approximately 0.025 deg. To ensure
this small angle, the distanceS from the beam splitter to the
sample surface is very long and is not practical for nonde-
structive applications.a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed.
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In this study, a modified laser beam path of the LIG
technique is proposed. Figure 1~b! shows that a reflector is
placed parallel and just next to the beam splitter~50% reflec-
tion! with a small distanced. As shown in the figure, the
beamI 2 , which is transmitted through the beam splitter and
then reflected back into the beam splitter, forms a small hori-
zontal gap&d. As the incident angle is small, sinu can be
approximated asd/&S. With this modified arrangement, for
a fixedS, the distanced can be adjusted precisely to a very
small value to achieve a small incident angleu.

It is worth noting that on using the modified LIG tech-
nique, the amplitudes of the two incident beams are not equal
in general. For example, for the case of a beam splitter with
50% reflection, the amplitude ofI 1 is 50% and that ofI 2 is
25% of the incident beam. ForI 1ÞI 2 , from Eq.~1!, we note
that it is impossible to obtain totally destructive interference.
Therefore, in addition to the grating induced signals, the fi-
nite aperture laser source with intensityI 1

21I 2
2 may generate

a low frequency signal as well. However, this unwanted sig-
nal could be overcome by using digital filtering technique or
using a special designed beam splitter to makeI 15I 2 .

III. DISPERSION OF SURFACE WAVES IN A THIN
LAYERED STRUCTURE

For point source acting on a layered half space, it is
known that the wave signals received at two different receiv-
ers are different in both the amplitudes and phases due to the
wave dispersion in the layered structure. Since the pulsed

laser utilized in this study generates stable source, instead of
using one LIG source and two optical receivers, one optical
receiver and two LIG sources were utilized. The advantage
of this alternative is that only one optical receiver is needed
in the experiment, further, the precision of the change of the
source to receiver distance can be controlled by a precise
translation stage.

A. Experimental setup

Shown in Fig. 2 is the experimental setup utilized in this
study. An Nd:YAG pulsed laser~Quanta-Ray, GCR-130!
~wavelength 532 nm! was utilized to generate narrow band
elastic waves in the layered specimen based on the LIG tech-
nique. The duration of the laser pulse utilized was 10 ns. The
layered specimen was fixed on a precision translation stage
to accurately control the distance between the source and the
receiver. To achieve a truly noncontact measurement, in ad-
dition to the noncontact pulsed laser source, an optical
interferometer21,22 was utilized to measure the generated
elastic wave signals. The received voltage signals from the
interferometer were recorded by a 250 MHz digital oscillo-
scope~LeCroy 9354CM! and then sent into a personal com-
puter to do further signal processing. A trigger signal syn-
chronized with the laser source was utilized to trigger the
digital oscilloscope.

In this study, an epoxy bonded copper-aluminum layered
half space specimen was made. The thickness of the copper
thin plate is 0.1 mm. A small epoxy specimen was made
from the same mixture as that used for bonding the copper
thin plate on the aluminum block. The elastic wave velocities
of the epoxy were measured by the ultrasonic pulse-echo
method with a 5 MHz ultrasonic transducer. The measured
results of the epoxy sample were

CL52558.9 m/s, CT51116.0 m/s, r51137.8 kg/m3.

FIG. 1. ~a! Basic principle of the LIG technique.~b! Modified laser beam
path of the LIG technique.

FIG. 2. Experimental set-up of the laser ultrasonic experiment.
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B. The experimental dispersion curve

In the LIG experiment, the distanceSbetween the split-
ter ~and reflector! and the specimen surface was set equal to
50 cm. The diameter of the LIG source is approximately
equal to 5 mm.

Figure 3 shows the wave signals~wave displacement
perpendicular to the sample surface! received at two different
positions on the surface of the specimen. The upper trace is
the wave signal received with the source–receiver distance
equal to 10 mm, while the source–receiver distance is equal
to 15 mm for the lower trace. Results show that, in addition
to the LIG induced signal~the circled region!, the finite ap-
erture laser source also generates a background signal with
lower frequency. As explained in Sec. II, the background
signal is generated due to the squared termsI 1

21I 2
2 in Eq. ~1!,

which behave like an area source with aperture approxi-
mately equal to the diameter of the LIG source.

The central frequency of the LIG induced surface wave
signals can be obtained by using the spectrum analysis. To
eliminate the unwanted signals due to the unequal intensity
of the two incident beams, a band-pass filter was used. The
wave signals after filtering are shown in Fig. 4. The results
show that the unwanted background signals could be filtered
out almost completely. The cross-correlation function was
then used to estimate the time delay of the two wave signals.
The central frequency of the filtered signals shown in Fig. 4
is 3.5 MHz. The time delay between these two signals with 5
mm distance difference is 2.988ms, therefore, the velocity
can easily be calculated as 1673.4 m/s. It is worth noting that
the signals shown in Fig. 4 are wave bursts with very narrow
bandwidth, therefore, the wave velocity calculated by the
cross-correlation method could be assumed equal to the
phase velocity approximately.

On changing the gap distanced between the beam split-
ter and reflector lens, various interference fringesL can be
obtained. And then, the corresponding surface wave velocity

with different frequencies can be determined accordingly.
The square symbols shown in Fig. 5 denote the measured
velocity dispersion of the LIG induced surface wave. The
highest frequency of the surface waves generated by the LIG
technique was 10 MHz.

The theoretical dispersion curves of this study were cal-
culated using a general-purpose computer program12 for the
calculation of the dispersion curves of isotropic as well as
anisotropic layered media. The lines shown in Fig. 5 are the
dispersion curves of an epoxy-bonded copper-aluminum
specimen with different bonding thickness ranging from 0 H
to 0.2 H. Results show that the phase velocity of the funda-
mental surface wave mode decreases from the Rayleigh sur-
face wave velocity of aluminum to a local minimum and
then increases to that of copper. The shapes of the dispersion
curves are strongly dependent on the thickness of the epoxy-
bonding layer in such a way that the thicker the epoxy-
bonding layer, the deeper the dip in the dispersion curves.

FIG. 3. Wave signals received at two different positions on the surface of
the specimen. The source-receiver distance of the upper trace is 10mm,
while the lower trace is 15mm.

FIG. 4. The wave signals after filtering.

FIG. 5. The measured phase velocity dispersion~squares! and the calculated
phase velocity dispersion~lines! of the fundamental mode of surface waves
in the layered specimen with different bonding thickness.
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IV. INVERSION OF BONDING THICKNESS AND
BONDING PROPERTIES

The forward calculations of the phase velocity disper-
sions showed that the shapes of the dispersion curves are
strongly dependent on the thickness of the epoxy-bonding
layer. From Fig. 5, it can be found approximately that the
thickness of the bonding layer thickness lies between 0.1 H
and 0.2 H.

To further determine the thickness~or elastic properties!
of the bonding layer quantitatively, an inverse algorithm,
which adopts the simplex method,23 is used. In the following,
an error function which defines the difference between the
measured (nm) and the guessed (ng) phase velocities was
defined as

e5
( i 51

N @nm~ i !2ng~ i !#2

( i 51
N @nm~ i !#2 , ~2!

wherei represents the discrete frequency andN is the num-
ber of data points utilized in the inversion process. In the
inversion process, say for recovering the bonding thickness,
initial guesses of the bonding thickness were made first, then
the forward computer program for calculating the phase ve-
locity dispersion of surface wave in a layered medium was
utilized to calculate the guessed phase velocities (ng). The
value of the error function can thus be obtained from Eq.~2!.
The true thickness of the bonding layer was determined by
finding the minimum of the error function using the simplex
method.

A. Inversion of bonding thickness

If the elastic properties of the epoxy are assumed
known, the thickness of the epoxy layer can be obtained
inversely. The measured phase velocities shown in Fig. 5
were adopted to determine the bonding thickness of the ep-
oxy layer. Since only one parameter is to be inversely deter-
mined ~the bonding thickness!, two initial guesses of the
thickness are required in the simplex algorithm. To test the
influence of the initial guesses on the inverse result, a variety
of initial guesses of the thickness ranging from 0.0 H to 1.0
H were utilized~Table I!. From Table I, one finds that the
true thickness can be obtained even for very poor initial
guesses. For example, in the fourth try of Table I, the initial
guesses were 0.5 H and 1.0 H, the iterations needed to con-
verge to the true value is only 25. The inversion results
showed that the bonding layer thickness of the specimen was
0.136 H. Shown in Fig. 6 is the comparison of the measured

and the calculated~with the bonding thickness equal to 0.136
H! phase velocity dispersion. The results show very good
agreements between these two dispersion curves. Since the
thickness of the copper layer is 100mm, the epoxy-bonding
layer is determined to be 13.6mm.

B. Inversion of r, CL , and CT of epoxy-bonding layer

The longitudinal and transverse wave velocities are re-
lated to the density and the elastic moduli of a solid, and
therefore, measurements of the elastic wave velocities of a
bonding layer are useful in accessing the bonding quality. As
shown in a previous paper by the authors,13 to accelerate and
improve the inversion accuracy, reasonable constraints on the
inversion parameters are found very useful. In this study, the
constraints on the density, longitudinal wave velocity and
transverse wave velocity were set as 550,r,1800 kg/m3,
1600,CL,3900 m/s, and 500,CT,1700 m/s. We note
that the constraints are very reasonable for they cover most
of the elastic wave velocities and density of the commer-
cially available epoxy.

The measured phase velocities shown in Fig. 5 were
again adopted to determiner, CL , andCT of the thin epoxy
layer inversely. Since the number of unknowns is three, four
sets of initial guesses are required in the simplex inversion
algorithm. The initial guesses and the inverse results of den-
sity, longitudinal, and transverse wave velocities of the
epoxy-bonding layer are shown in Table II. In this study, five

FIG. 6. The comparison of the measured and the calculated~with the bond-
ing thickness equal to 0.136 H! phase velocity dispersions.

TABLE I. Lists of the initial guesses and the inverse results of the bonding thickness. Initial guesses of the
thickness are ranging from 0.0 H to 1.0 H.

H1
~H!

H2
~H!

Number of
iterations

Thickness
~H!

Error
(31024)

0.2 0.3 20 0.1362 1.0405
0.3 0.5 23 0.1362 1.0404
0.5 0.7 24 0.1361 1.0404
0.5 1.0 25 0.1361 1.0403
0.1 0.2 19 0.1362 1.0404
0.0 0.1 23 0.1362 1.0403
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different groups of initial guesses were tested. The four sets
of initial guesses in each group are shown in the second to
the fourth column of the table. The last three columns are the
inversion results ofr, CL , and CT , respectively. Results
show that in spite of the big difference of the initial guess,
the inversion results do converge nicely to a similar value.
The average inverse values of the five inversion groups are
r51152.8 kg/m3, CL52527.6 m/s, andCT51101.4 m/s.
The averaged inversion results of the density, the longitudi-
nal wave velocity, and the transverse wave velocity of the
epoxy are within 2% difference with those of the measured
ones shown in Sec. III A, i.e.,r51137.8 kg/m3, CL

52558.9 m/s, andCT51116.0 m/s.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper, a modified laser induced grating technique
~LIG! has been utilized to generate narrow band surface
waves in an epoxy-bonded copper-aluminum layered struc-
ture. A high performance optical interferometer system was
utilized to detect the laser-generated waves. The dispersion
of SAW in an epoxy-bonded copper-aluminum specimen was
measured and compared with the theoretical solution. An in-
verse algorithm based on the simplex method was introduced
to determine the bonding thickness as well as the elastic
properties of the bonding layer. The inversion results dem-
onstrated that the thickness or the elastic properties of the
thin bonding layer could be successfully determined. We
note that in the current experimental setup, the interference
fringes L cannot be controlled accurately, so the velocity
dispersion was measured using the cross correlation of re-
sponses at two different locations. However, if the interfer-
ence fringesL can be controlled or determined accurately,
the phase velocity dispersion can be measured in a more
straightforward way.16–18 In addition, on adopting the scan-

ning interference fringe approach~SIF! of the phase velocity
scanning method,20 much higher frequency surface waves
can be generated, and therefore, much thinner layered speci-
men can be evaluated inversely.
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A general model for determination of the complete set of acoustical and geometrical properties of
an isotropic layer embedded between isotropic or anisotropic multilayered solids is developed.
These properties include density, longitudinal and shear elastic moduli, layer thickness, and loss
factors, simultaneously determined from two measurements, one at normal and one at oblique
incidence. The inversion model is an extension of the method proposed by Lavrentyev and Rokhlin
@J. Acoust. Soc. Am.102, 3467~1997!# which is applicable to thick substrates. In this new method,
the inversion model mimics an experiment by using the same time-domain gating of the signal
reflected from the embedded layer. This allows application of this method to layered solids when
reflections from different layers overlap in the time domain. The sensitivity of the method, its
stability against data scatter, and the effect of the oblique incident angle are evaluated. The effect of
plane-wave approximation versus beam approximation in the inverse algorithm is discussed.
Experimental results are given to demonstrate examples of adhesive layer property reconstruction.
© 2002 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1473634#

PACS numbers: 43.35.Ns, 43.35.Zc, 43.60.Pt, 43.20.Gp@YHB#

I. INTRODUCTION

Layered structures such as thin films, coatings, and ad-
hesive bonds are widely used in different manufactured
goods and in the microelectronic and aerospace industries.
Various ultrasonic technologies have been developed to
evaluate the integrity and measure the properties of these
structures.1–25 The material signatures obtained by acoustic
microscopy1 and Lamb waves techniques2–4 are very useful
nondestructive characteristic tools for these layered struc-
tures.

Ultrasonic spectroscopy has long been used for layer
characterization.5–19 For example, in adhesive joints the
resonance spectrum of the adhesive layer at normal incidence
has been applied to determine ultrasonic velocity and attenu-
ation, and correlate these with the joint cohesive strength.6,7

Through-thickness resonance measurements at normal inci-
dence were used in Refs. 8 and 9 to calculate both the thick-
ness and the modulus of an adhesive layer. The oblique re-
flected spectrum from imperfect interfaces has been
demonstrated to be very sensitive to the interfacial
properties.10–14A low-frequency through-transmission ultra-
sonic technique was proposed in Ref. 5 to determine the
thickness or density of a thin layer.

Kinra et al.16–19 developed a method to determine the
properties of a thin layer from the normal reflection/
transmission spectrum. Because the reflection/transmission
spectrum at normal incidence depends on two nondimen-
sional parameters~nondimensional impedance and thick-
ness!, the three independent layer properties~density, thick-
ness, and longitudinal modulus! cannot be decoupled with
sufficient accuracy. Additional relations necessary to obtain
layer properties can be obtained from oblique measurement.

This was done by Lavrentyev and Rokhlin,20 who developed
an ultrasonic method for simultaneous determination of all
properties of the layer: density, thickness, and longitudinal
and shear moduli and attenuations, using ultrasonic measure-
ments at two angles, normal and one oblique. In this method,
the ultrasonic wave interaction with a layer is described by
six nondimensional parameters. A two-step inversion algo-
rithm to determine the layer properties is based on two con-
secutive inversion searches in two three-dimensional spaces
of the layer parameters: one for normal and one for oblique
incidence measurements. This allows one to reduce the num-
ber of parameters to be measured. In Ref. 20, the bond be-
tween the layer and the substrates has been assumed perfect,
the substrate properties are known, and the layer is isotropic.
The inclusion of imperfect interfaces in this model has been
described in Ref. 21.

The model developed in Ref. 20 neglects the effect of
time-domain signal gating; i.e., it assumes that the signal
reverberation inside the adhesive layer is not affected by the
interference with the multiple reflections in the substrates.
For thick substrates, as shown at normal incidence in Fig. 1,
there is no interference between the multiple reflections in-
side the imbedded layer and the reflection from the substrate
surface. In Fig. 1, the first signal~marked ‘‘s1’’! corresponds
to the reflection from the top surface of the sample, the third
signal~marked ‘‘s2’’! is the second reflection inside the sub-
strate, and the second signal~marked ‘‘a’’! is the reflected
signal from the imbedded layer~interface thin adhesive lay-
ers!. Since signals corresponding to multiple reflections in-
side the adhesive layer and the reflection from the substrate
surface are separated in the time domain, one can consider in
the model the substrates as semispaces;20 this significantly
simplifies the inversion of the embedded layer properties
from the experimental data. Such a method imposes some
limitations on embedded layer and substrate thickness. These
were partially overcome by Lavrentyev and Rokhlin20 by

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:
rokhlin.2@osu.edu
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gating only a limited number of reverberations in the embed-
ded~adhesive! layer at normal incidence; however, the num-
ber of reflections in the embedded layer was assumed to bea
priori known.

For thin substrates, the multiple reflections inside the
adhesive layer and the reflection from the substrate surface
completely overlap and interface with each other, as shown
in Fig. 2. In this case, one can consider the system as a thin,
multilayered laminate and the reflection spectrum of this
laminate is determined from the total time-domain signal,
and the ultrasonic spectrum for the whole structure is used to
determine the layer properties.21–23 However, as shown by
Nagy and Adler,4 the sensitivity of the ultrasonic signature to
the embedded layer properties is much smaller when the total
laminate signature is analyzed compared to when only the

signature from the interface layer is considered. It was also
shown by Xieet al.23 that the same holds for layer property
reconstruction from the reflection/transmission spectrum of
the three-layer laminate system.

Therefore, when possible, it is advantageous to gate the
interface layer reflection, even when such reflections cannot
be easily separated in the time domain. Such a situation
arises in the intermediate substrate/adhesive layer thickness
when the multiple reflections inside the adhesive layer and
the reflections from the substrate surface are ‘‘partially’’
overlapped and interfere with each other, as shown in Fig. 3.
In this paper, we will discuss a general algorithm applicable
in these intermediate cases, which accounts for the time-
domain gating effect. We call this algorithm the adaptive
time-frequency domain analysis. This general algorithm can
potentially be used for a wide variety of layered structures.

II. INVERSION ALGORITHM

A. Definition of the unique set of material parameters

The acoustic response from the embedded layer depends
on six parameters: elastic modulil, m, thicknessh, densityr,
and longitudinal and shear attenuationsa l , a t (a l ,t defined
in Ref. 20 as the ratio of the imaginary to the real part of the
wave number!

l,m,h,r,a l ,a t . ~1!

To simplify the layer properties determination, one has to
formulate a minimal set of independent parameters of the
layer. Lavrentyev and Rokhlin20 have proposed six nondi-
mensional parameters which can be separated into two
groups of nondimensional parameters and are uniquely de-
termined by normal and oblique spectra.

The normal reflection spectrum depends on three nondi-
mensional parameters

Zn5
Z1

Z0

, Hn5
hv0

Vl

, a l , ~2!

wherev051 MHz for convenience as a normalization factor
andVl is the longitudinal velocity in the layer.Zl5rVl and
Z05r0Vl0 correspond to the acoustic impedance of the layer
and the substrate, respectively,Vl0 and r0 are the substrate

FIG. 1. A time-domain reflected signal for a thin layer between thick sub-
strates. The reflections from the adhesive layer are separated from those
reflected from the substrate top and bottom. Substrates are 3.27-mm-thick
aluminum plates; adhesive layer thickness is 0.17 mm. Longitudinal velocity
for aluminum is 6.4 mm/ms, for adhesive 2.4 mm/ms.

FIG. 2. A time-domain reflection for a three layer laminate. The thickness of
the top aluminum substrate is 0.11 mm and bottom substrate 0.07 mm.
Adhesive layer thickness is 0.05 mm.

FIG. 3. A ‘‘partial’’ interference time-domain reflection at normal incidence.
The multiple reflections inside the adhesive layer are inseparable from the
multireflection inside the substrate. Substrate thickness is 1.63 mm and ad-
hesive layer thickness is 0.17 mm.
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velocity and density. The oblique incident reflection coeffi-
cients, in addition to the three parameters defined by Eq.~2!,
depend on three more nondimensional parameters, defined in
Ref. 20 as

Htu5
hv0

Vt

cos~u t!, Hlu5
hv0

Vl

cos~u l !, a t , ~3!

whereVt is the shear velocity in the embedded layer;u l and
u t are the longitudinal and shear wave refraction angles.
However, when the incident angle is larger than the critical
angle,Htu andHlu become complex, which complicates the
inversion algorithm. In order to avoid this problem, we re-
place these two parameters by

Cl5
Vl

Vl0

, Ct5
Vt

Vt0

, ~4!

whereVl0 and Vt0 are substrate longitudinal and shear ve-
locities. Refraction anglesu l and u t are obtained from Eq.
~4! and Snell’s law. Using these two new parameters, the
relations between dimensional and nondimensional param-
eters given by Eq.~1! are determined as

r5
Znr0

Cl

; h5
HnClVl0

v0

;

~5!
l12m5rCl

2Vl0
2 ; m5rCt

2Vt0
2 ,

which are simpler than those determined using the original
parameters@Eq. ~3!#.

B. Time-frequency domain analysis

The nondimensional parameters are determined from the
normal and oblique reflection spectra of the bonding layer.
Since, in some cases, the bonding layer reflection cannot be
separated from the substrate reflections~Fig. 3!, the reflected
spectrum from the layer depends on the gate size and posi-
tion. In order to correctly account for the gate effect in the
inversion model, one has to calculate the time-domain signal
in the same time-domain gate as one used for the data col-
lection in the experiment.

The flow chart shown in Fig. 4 outlines the inversion
algorithm for determination of the six nondimensional pa-
rameters from normal and oblique time-domain reflected sig-
nals. It includes two steps: firstZn , Hn , a l are determined
from a reflection signal at normal incidence; then, consider-

ing Zn , Hn , a l as known, three more nondimensional pa-
rametersCl , Ct , a t are determined from an oblique incident
signal. The corresponding dimensional parameters are ob-
tained using Eq.~5!.

Both experimental and theoretical signals are bounded in
time using the same time gate. The start and end positions of
the gate are selected as discussed below. To deconvolve the
transducer frequency response and ultrasonic beam param-
eters~see below!, a reflected reference signal is used to cal-
culate the transducer frequency response for the simulated
reflection signal in the model. The reference signal is mea-
sured from the bottom of the plate identical to the top sub-
strate. From the gated experimental and simulated signals,
the spectrum is calculated and matched by least-squares
minimization of the sum of squared deviations between the
spectra, considering the nondimensional parameters as inde-
pendent variables in a multidimensional space

«5min(
f 5 f 1

f 2

~ uRt~X!u2uRe~X0!u!2. ~6!

Here,Rt(X) andRe(X0) are the spectra of the gated experi-
mental and theoretical signals.X is an iterated set of nondi-
mensional parameters;X0 is the actual set of material prop-
erties. f 1 and f 2 are the bonds of the frequency range in
which minimization is performed. The frequency bounds are
selected based on the transducer bandwidth and the reso-
nance frequency of the adhesive layer. The algorithm is
adaptive: in each iteration the time-domain signal is calcu-
lated and adapts to the gate in the same position as the mea-
sured signal. After the parametersZn , Hn , a l are obtained
from the normal incident experiment measurement, a similar
procedure is used to calculate the additional three parameters
at oblique incidence.

C. Signal gating

Due to the interference of the reflections from the em-
bedded layer and the substrate as shown in Fig. 3, the reflec-
tion spectrum will depend on the gate position and length. As
an example, Fig. 5 shows the corresponding spectra for the
three gated ‘‘partially’’ interfering signals shown in Fig. 3 for
the normal incidence. Gate #1 just includes part of the mul-
tiple reflections within the adhesive layer; the corresponding
spectrum~1! in Fig. 5 shows the adhesive resonance pattern

FIG. 4. Flow chart for inversion algorithm.
FIG. 5. Spectra corresponding to different time-domain gates shown in
Fig. 3.
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with shallow oscillations. These oscillations do not represent
the actual adhesive layer response, since reverberations in
the layer are only partially accounted for. In gate #2, part of
the substrate reflection is included; however, the correspond-
ing spectra show the resonance of the bonding layer indi-
cated by arrow ‘‘A.’’ As the size of the time-domain gate
increases~gate #3! and includes additional substrate reflec-
tions, the dip corresponding to the resonance of the bonding
layer becomes obscure~top spectrum 3!.

Figure 6~a! shows the time-domain signal for the ob-
lique measurement for the same sample. The spectra for the
three time-domain gates are given in Fig. 6~b!. Gates #1 and
#2 include several first reflections within the adhesive layer;
the corresponding spectra in Fig. 6~b! have two resonance
dips. In gate #3, in addition to the multiple reflection within
the adhesive layer, some reflections from the substrates are
included; the corresponding spectra show very complicated
behavior where the layer resonance is difficult to identify. In
Sec. III of this paper, we will demonstrate that in this algo-
rithm the different time-domain gatings have negligible ef-
fect on layer property reconstruction.

D. Time-domain signal calculation

To calculate the time-domain signals, we need to con-
sider the configuration of the experiment shown in Fig. 7.
The probe consists of one normal and two oblique incident
transducers. The coupling fluid between the transducers and
the specimen is usually water. The output voltage for the
two-dimensional beam approximation for this experiment
can be written in the far field as

Vout~ t !5E
2`

1`

FT~v!FR~v!eivt dv

3E
0

p/2

PT~u!PR~u!R~u,v!

3e2i ~v/Vf !~z0 cosu1x0 sin u!du, ~7!

whereFT(v) andFR(v) are the frequency responses of the
transmitter and receiver, respectively.PT(u) and PR(u) are
the angular responses of the transducers;x0 and z0 are the
coordinates of the center position of the receiver as shown in
Fig. 7. R(u,v) is the plane-wave reflection coefficient from
the layered sample which is formed by substrates and Al2O3

oxide, priming and adhesive layers.Vf is velocity in fluid.

Alternatively, we consider the plane-wave approxima-
tion whenPT(u)PR(u)5d(u2u0), approximating the out-
put voltageVout(t) as

Vout~ t !5E
2`

1`

FT~v!FR~v!eivtR~u0 ,v!

3e2i ~v/Vf !~z0 cosu01x0 sin u0!dv. ~8!

The reflection coefficient for normal incidence is calcu-
lated recursively using the acoustic impedance algorithm.24

For oblique incidence, in Ref. 20 the transfer matrix method
was used for computations of the reflection coefficient from
the interphase and adhesive layers~the substrates have been
considered as semispaces!. In the method described here, the
substrates with arbitrary thicknesses must be included in the
computation leading to instability of the transfer matrix al-
gorithm for thicker substrates. For this reason, we utilize the
computationally efficient and unconditionally stable recur-
sive stiffness matrix method, in which the plane-wave reflec-
tion R from and transmissionT coefficients through a multi-
layered elastic medium are calculated25 as

FIG. 6. Effect of time gating for ob-
lique incidence. Experimental condi-
tions and the sample are the same as
those in Fig. 3.~a! Time-domain signal
at 17° incident angle in water.~b!
Spectra corresponding to different
time-domain gates shown in~a!.

FIG. 7. Schematic of the experimental system for angle beam measurements
of properties of an embedded layer.
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R5
~S11~2,2!2L!~S22~2,2!2L!2S12~2,2!S21~2,2!

~S11~2,2!1L!~S22~2,2!2L!2S12~2,2!S21~2,2!
,

~9!

T5
2LS21~2,2!

~S11~2,2!1L!~S22~2,2!2L!2S12~2,2!S21~2,2!
,

~10!

whereSi j (2,2) are the elements of the submatricesSi j of the
global compliance matrixS and L5cosu/( ivr fVf), r f is
the fluid density, andVf is the acoustic velocity in the fluid,
u is the incident angle. The method of calculating the global
compliance matrixS for multilayered isotropic solids is
given in the Appendix and for an anisotropic case in Ref. 25.

For angle beam measurements, the received signal will
depend on transducer position (x0 ,z0). Comparison of com-
putations using model@Eq. ~7!# with the measured reflected
signals from the top surface of a thick aluminum block at
different focus positions is shown in Fig. 8. As expected, the
reflection amplitude increases as the focus point approaches
the sample surface and reaches maximum at the focus posi-
tion, and then decreases as the focus position goes below the
sample surface. Comparing the experimental and theoretical
results given in Figs. 8~a! and~b!, we can see that the model
@Eq. ~7!# describes the beam focus effect and the dependence
on the transducer position sufficiently accurately. In the next
section we propose an experimental method to deconvolve
the beam effect, allowing one to use the plane-wave approxi-
mation ~8! instead of Eq.~7! in the inversion algorithm to
speed computation.

E. Reference spectrum and deconvolution of beam
effects and transducer response

The success of the inverse solution discussed above de-
pends on the accuracy of the model’s approximation of the
measurement at both normal and angular reflections. As dis-
cussed in Sec. D, the beam focus position has significant
effect on the amplitude of the reflected signals. One may use
the exact beam model@Eq. ~7!# to calculate the theoretical
time-domain signal; however, since it should be calculated at
each iteration step of the inversion process, the computations
become too time-consuming especially when reconstruction
is performed over the total scanned area of the sample. The
beam model also requires knowledge of the precise mechani-

cal position of the transducer head and its geometry. All this
introduces unnecessary complexity into the inversion pro-
cess.

Here, we propose to deconvolve the beam effect using
reference measurements and after the deconvolution to use a
plane-wave approximation for the time-domain signal calcu-
lations. As a reference, we measure the transducer frequency
response at normal and oblique incidence from the bottom of
a reference sample with the same physical and geometrical
properties as the top substrate of the layered sample. A sche-
matic of the immersion measurement shows in Fig. 9 the
ultrasonic beam focused on the bond layer of the test sample
@Fig. 9~a!# and on the bottom surface of the unbounded top
substrate for the reference measurement@Fig. 9~b!#. In the
reference measurement, we assume that the reflections from
the top and bottom surface of the substrate can be separated
in the time domain, since signals reflected from the layer
bottom @Fig. 9~b!# are much shorter than those from the ad-
hesive layer@Fig. 9~a!# which are affected by reverberations
in the adhesive layer. For very thin or multilayered sub-
strates, the reflection from the bottom surface of the top sub-
strate@Fig. 9~b!# cannot be separated from the reflection from
the sample top. In this situation, one can use a thick refer-
ence sample and measure the reference signal by focusing
the beam on the top surface of the sample; however, in this
case the deconvolution of the beam effect is less precise.

For the case of Fig. 9~b!, the plane-wave transmission
and reflection coefficients at each interface along the path in
the reference sample are calculated using the known proper-
ties of the substrate and the fluid, where the total reflection
coefficient along this path isRf s f5Tf sRs fTs f ; Tf s and Ts f

are the transmission coefficients from fluid to solid or solid
to fluid, respectively;Rs f is the reflection at the solid–fluid

FIG. 8. Comparison of beam model
with experiment: reflected time-
domain signals at different defocus po-
sitions from an aluminum half space.
~a! Experiment;~b! theory.

FIG. 9. Schematics of reference measurements for oblique incidence. The
reference sample~b! has the same properties as the top substrate of the
tested sample~a!. Both measurement conditions are the same.
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interface. If we denote the measured spectrum of the reflec-
tion signal from the bottom surface of the reference sample
as f (v), then the transducer response included in Eqs.~7!
and ~8! may be written as

f T~v! f R~v!5 f ~v!/Rf s f . ~11!

Since the reference measurements were performed using the
actual transducer assembly, the transducer response calcu-
lated from Eq.~11! includes the amplitude variation intro-
duced by the beam effect. Next, we substitute this transducer
response into the plane-wave model@Eq. ~8!# and because we
use the same measurement setup for the test and the refer-
ence samples, we obtain the theoretical time-domain re-
sponse for layered structures accounting approximately for
the beam effect. The simulated time-domain signal is gated
and used to calculate the spectrum. Finally, we normalize the
gated spectrum by the transducer response@Eq. ~11!# to ob-
tain a deconvolved reflection spectrum, which depends only
on the properties of the layered structure. The same decon-
volution is performed with the gated experimental signal and
the error function@Eq. ~6!# is determined.

To illustrate numerically the applicability of the beam
deconvolution method, in Fig. 10 we compare the ultrasonic
spectra of gated time-domain signals obtained by the beam
model and by the plane-wave model with the reference de-
convolution. One can see that the spectrum of the gated sig-
nal is almost independent of beamwidth and very close to the
plane-wave solutions deconvolved on the reference signal. In

our method we opted to use the plane-wave model@Eq. ~8!#
to calculate the theoretical spectra and to avoid the integra-
tion over incident angle; also, the geometry of the transducer
assembly need not be accounted for in this case~except the
incident angle!.

III. ANALYSIS OF THE INVERSION ALGORITHM

A. Stability and sensitivity

We use the least-squares algorithm for the minimization
of the sum of squared deviations between the gated experi-
mental and calculated spectra, Eq.~6!. This involves search-
ing for one of the minimums of the error function in the
three-dimensional parameter space. The initial guesses and
accuracy of the measurement will affect the convergence of
the algorithm and in some cases may result in convergence to
a minimum other than that corresponding to the real param-
eters.

To study the susceptibility of the inversion algorithm to
the measured data scatter, the procedure used in Ref. 20 has
been applied. A set of embedded layer properties is used to
generate numerically the time-domain signals with different
levels of random scatter added. Then, these signals are used
to determine the properties of the layer using our inversion
algorithm. Due to data scatter, the reconstructed set of the
layer properties is not exactly equal to the original set. The
difference serves as a measure of the effects of the data scat-
ter level and the quality of initial guesses on the inversion
algorithm. For each random scatter level and initial guess,
the procedure is repeated 100 times. As an example, the rela-
tive error between the reconstructed parameter values and the
exact original values are plotted as histograms in Fig. 11.
The random data scatter of the signal peak amplitudes is 2%.
In these figures, the initial guesses are 20% off the exact
values. Figure 11~a! shows the scatter effect onHn andZn .
The error forHn is within 0.5% and forZn is 2%. Figure
11~b! shows the scatter effect onCl andCt . The distribution
of errors for these two parameters is almost the same and is
below 1%. The results demonstrate that improving the recon-
struction quality ofZn is most important, because when one
converts from nondimensional parameters to dimensional pa-
rameters@Eq. ~5!#, error inZn propagates to all dimensional
parameters.

To investigate the influence of initial guesses and the
sensitivity of measurements to the different layer parameters,

FIG. 10. Comparison for oblique incidence of the beam model and the
plane-wave model with beam deconvolution. The spectrum is almost inde-
pendent of beamwidth, which indicates that the beam effect is deconvolved
with the use of reference measurement. The parameters are the same as for
Fig. 3 and Fig. 6 using gate one.

FIG. 11. The results of reconstruction
of four nondimensional parameters
from synthetic ‘‘noisy’’ time-domain
signals with 2% scatter. Initial guesses
are 20% off the exact values.
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we plot the error function in Figs. 12 and 13 for the different
gate positions indicated in Fig. 3. Figure 12~a! shows the
error function versus nondimensional thicknessHn for the
normal incidence. As expected, the results are very sensitive
to the variation ofHn due to significant change of the spec-
trum with the parameter and shift in the minimum position.
The error function has a very sharp slope, which indicates
high sensitivity. However, a local minimum appears just be-
yond 20% ofHn0 ; thus, the algorithm may converge to this
minimum if the initial guesses are too far from the actual
values. Increasing gate width can slightly improve the sensi-
tivity, but it also shrinks the convergence range. Figure 12~b!
shows the error function for the nondimensional impedance
Zn . It has no local minimum within 40% of the expected
value Zn0 ; however, the small slope of the error function
indicates low speed of convergence and potentially larger
error in the reconstruction. This is consistent with results of
Fig. 11~a! with relatively larger reconstruction error resulting
from the measured data scatter. The dotted curve in Fig.
12~b!, which corresponds to gate #3 in Fig. 3, shows higher
sensitivity. It indicates that accounting for more reflection in
the adhesive layer increases the sensitivity to the acoustic
impedance. As discussed above and in Ref. 20, the stability
and accuracy of the algorithm are mainly determined by the
sensitivity to the acoustic impedance. Therefore, the longer
gate at normal incidence measurements improve the accu-
racy of the reconstruction. Figure 13 shows the error func-
tion for the oblique incident measurement. It shows that the
error function has relatively higher sensitivity to both nor-
malized longitudinalCl and shear velocitiesCt . As shown in
Figs. 12 and 13, increasing the gate size leads to slightly
higher sensitivity~larger slope of the error functions! and

small shrinkage of the convergence range. Therefore, after
inclusion in the gate of several reflections within the embed-
ded layer, the reconstruction results in our adaptive time-
frequency method are not very sensitive to the gate size. This
is important for the robustness of the method when using
actual scanning data of bond with variable layer parameters.

B. Incident angle selection

The incident angle from the fluid is selected to be a few
degrees above the first critical angle in the substrate so as to
have a shear wave incident on the adhesive layer. Avoiding
being close to the critical angle minimizes the beam distor-
tion and longitudinal wave excitation and additionally as-
sumes the well-pronounced minima of the reflection spectra
attributed to the adhesive layer. Figure 14 shows the gated
spectrum at four different incident angles from fluid: 15°,
17°, 20°, 25°. These angles correspond to 32.8, 37.8, 45.8,
and 62.3 deg of incidence of the SV transverse wave on the
adhesive layer. At 17° incidence the resonance dips are the
sharpest and thus this incident angle is selected for our mea-
surement with aluminum bonded substrates.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The angle beam reflection measurements were per-
formed using a specially designed contact scanning ultra-
sonic measurement system which includes a transducer array,
mechanical scanning system, and processing software.26 A
computer-controlled two-channel ultrasonic scanning appara-
tus has been developed to collect ultrasonic data over the
bonded area. The acoustic array, which is shown in Fig. 7,
includes three transducers: one normal and two oblique

FIG. 12. Error function distribution at
normal measurement for different gat-
ing size shown in Fig. 3.

FIG. 13. Error function distribution at
oblique measurement for different gat-
ing size shown in Fig. 6~a!.
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transducers symmetrically positioned about the normal axis
z. The half distance L between the oblique transducers is 22
mm (x0522 mm!, as shown in Fig. 7. The center frequency
is 10 MHz and transducer diameter is 12 mm. The distance H
(z0) between the transducer array and the sample is adjusted
to focus the oblique beam on the embedded layer with un-
known properties. The pulse receivers are triggered by a
computer-controlled 12-bit, 125-MHz A/D board~the trigger
and data acquisition are controlled by the software!. The re-
ceived time-domain analog signals for normal and oblique
incidences are digitized and displayed, and the software-
controlled digital rectangular gates are applied to truncate the
digitized signals. The size and position of the gates are ad-
justed to include the interface reflected signals and if needed
adjoin substrate reflections as shown in Fig. 3. As was dis-
cussed in Sec. III A, the reconstruction results are not sensi-
tive to reasonable gate length and position variations, since
the reconstruction algorithm uses exactly the same digital
gate for experimental and simulated signals.

A 12- by 12-in. Al-to-Al bonded sample manufactured at
Boeing was used for measurement. The aluminum substrate
thickness is 1.63 mm and the thickness of the adhesive layer
varies from 0.15 to 0.5 mm. Due to variation of bond line
thickness, different degrees of interference between the re-
flections from substrate and adhesive layer are observed at
different locations in the joint. The sample was scanned and
data from normal and oblique incidence were collected.

The original algorithm proposed in Ref. 20 cannot be
used for adhesive layer properties reconstruction for this
sample due to significant interference between the reflection

from the bond layer and the substrates; therefore, this sample
is well suited for the adaptive time-frequency inversion al-
gorithm to be applied. The adhesive layer properties were
reconstructed in the postprocessing mode from the collected
data after the beam deconvolution with the reference signal.
The reconstruction results show that longitudinal and shear
moduli and density of the adhesive do not change signifi-
cantly with location in the sample and have values around
7.0 GPa, 1.3 GPa, and 1.2 g/cm3, respectively; however, the
adhesive layer has variable thickness. To determine the ac-
curacy of the reconstruction, we compare point by point ul-
trasonically measured thickness with micrometer measure-
ments. The results are shown in Fig. 15; the relative standard
deviation between these two measurements is less than 2%.
With thickness increase the interference between the sub-
strate and bond line reflections increases causing increase in
the absolute error of ultrasonic reconstruction. However, the
adaptive time-frequency algorithm is applicable to all thick-
ness ranges. One should note that reconstruction of elastic
moduli has the same accuracy as that of the thickness; thus,
independent measurement of thickness provides indirect in-
formation on the reconstruction quality for the other param-
eters.

Two examples showing the quality of the spectrum
matches are given in Fig. 16. Figure 16~a! shows the decon-
volved spectrum for normal incidence and Fig. 16~b! for ob-
lique incidence. The spectra correspond to a point with bond-
ing layer thickness 0.3 mm. The open circles are
experimental results and the lines represent theoretical re-
sults calculated using the reconstructed properties. The re-

FIG. 14. Angle selection criterion for oblique incidence. Deconvolved re-
flection spectra at different incident angles.

FIG. 15. Comparison of thickness measurement using micrometer and ul-
trasound methods.

FIG. 16. Comparison of experimental
~circles! and calculated~line! reflec-
tion spectra at the position with layer
thickness 0.3 mm.~a! Normal; ~b! ob-
lique. The calculation performed using
reconstructed values of the layer.
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sults indicate good spectra match for the reconstructed layer
parameters.

V. CONCLUSION

A time-frequency adaptive algorithm for determination
of the properties of a layer inside an isotropic multilayered
solid is discussed. These properties, including density, elastic
moduli, layer thickness, and loss factors are simultaneously
determined from measurement at two incident angles: nor-
mal and one oblique. This method uses the localized reso-
nance, which corresponds to the spectrum in the time-
domain gate and therefore is applicable for arbitrary
laminates without limitation of substrate thickness. It is
shown that the time gate length has significant effect on the
spectrum of the localized resonance; however, it has little
effect on the sensitivity and convergence of the reconstruc-
tion method, which is important for application. The results
also show that this method is sensitive to layer properties and
is robust against data scatter. Reference measurements have
been applied to deconvolve the beam effect. Experimental
results are given to demonstrate the reconstruction of prop-
erties of adhesive layers with variable thicknesses. Finally,
one should note that the inversion algorithm is exact and is
applicable to substrates and the embedded layer of arbitrary
thicknesses; however, for better computation efficiency,
when substrates are thin or have thickness comparable with
that of the embedded layer one should gate22,23a total reflec-
tion signal and perform inversion in the frequency domain.
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APPENDIX: LAYER AND GLOBAL COMPLIANCE
MATRIX CALCULATION

The compliance matrixSm for themth layer is defined as

Fum21

um
G5SmFsm21

sm
G5FS11

m S12
m

S21
m S22

m G Fsm21

sm
G , ~A1!

wheresm21 andsm are the stresses on the top and bottom
surfaces of the layerm; um21 and um are displacements.

Below, we provide the compliance matrixSm elements for an
isotropic medium, for an anisotropic case given in Ref. 25
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u l , u t are refraction angles for longitudinal and shear wave,
respectively. These angles are related to the wave number by
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t hm. hm is the thickness of layerm.
The total compliance matrixS for the N layered solid

immersed in fluid, which relates the stresses and displace-
ments at the top and bottom surfaces of the layered solid,
obtained from the layer compliance matrixesSm by the re-
cursive algorithm
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whereSM is the total compliance matrix for the topm layers,Si j
M21 is the total compliance matrix for the topm21 layers,Si j

m

are 2*2 submatrices for themth layer compliance matrixSm.
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A model is developed for thermoacoustic devices that have neither stack nor regenerator. These
‘‘no-stack’’ devices have heat exchangers placed close together in an acoustic standing wave of
sufficient amplitude to allow individual parcels of gas to enterbothexchangers. The assumption of
perfect heat transfer in the exchangers facilitates the construction of a simple model similar to the
‘‘moving parcel picture’’ that is used as a first approach to stack-based engines and refrigerators. The
model no-stack cycle is shown to have potentially greater inviscid efficiency than a comparable
stack model. However, losses from flow through the heat exchangers and on the walls of the
enclosure are greater than those in a stack-based device due to the increased acoustic pressure
amplitude. Estimates of these losses in refrigerators are used to compare the possible efficiencies of
real refrigerators made with or without a stack. The model predicts that no-stack refrigerators can
exceed stack-based refrigerators in efficiency, but only for particular enclosure geometries.
© 2002 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1479145#

PACS numbers: 43.35.Ud, 07.20.Pe, 44.27.1g @SGK#

I. INTRODUCTION

Two types of device are widely discussed in the pub-
lished literature of thermoacoustics. One is based on a
‘‘stack’’ operating in an acoustic standing wave. The other
uses a regenerator in a traveling wave. Originally, both vari-
eties suffered from poor efficiency but offered operational
simplicity. Orifice pulse tube refrigerators,1 for example, ex-
changed the dissipation of acoustic power~inefficiency! for
the elimination of moving parts from the cryogenically cold
part of the device~simplicity!. Researchers at Los Alamos
have found ways to recover acoustic power in pulse tube
refrigerators2 and even to make regenerator-based prime
movers of exceedingly high efficiency3 by using sophisti-
cated acoustical feedback networks to combine the advan-
tages of resonance with the traveling wave phasing required
in the locale of the regenerator.

This paper explores a different type of device that we
hope will improve upon the efficiency of stack-based devices
while retaining the simple enclosures that produce standing
wave acoustic fields. We call it a ‘‘no-stack’’ device, because
it operates in a manner thermodynamically similar to a stack-
based device, but has only heat exchangers, and no stack.
Our analysis suggests that under some circumstances a no-
stack refrigerator will surpass the efficiency of a stack-based
device, provided that the appropriate type of enclosure is
used.

A. The no-stack idea

In stack-based thermoacoustics, a stack, flanked by heat
exchangers, is located near the pressure antinode of a one-
dimensional standing wave. The length of the stack is many
times the displacement amplitude of the gas at the stack lo-
cation, as illustrated in Fig. 1~a!. The stack uses imperfect
thermal contact between gas and solid to allow many parcels

of gas to act in a way that is often likened to a ‘‘bucket
brigade,’’ shuttling energy between the heat exchangers even
though no single parcel of gas comes into thermal contact
with both exchangers.4 Imperfect heat exchange is an ineffi-
ciency intrinsic to the operation of a stack. Figure 1~b! shows
the configuration of a no-stack device. The stack is removed
and the heat exchangers are moved closer together, leaving a
small ‘‘no-stack gap.’’ The pressure amplitude must be great
enough that a single parcel of gas can traverse the gap be-
tween the heat exchangers.

B. Historical background

The authors know of only three references to thermo-
acoustic devices with no stack. The first is Warren Marrison’s
1958 patent5 on no-stack thermoacoustic prime movers for
electricity generation. Marrison specifies that the no-stack
gap be located halfway between pressure node and antinode;
that the heat exchangers be spaced ‘‘as close@together# as
possible without...physical contact’’; and that the heat-
exchanger spacing bey0 /dk5Ap/2.1.25. ~This is Swift’s
notation,6 where 2y0 is the plate spacing anddk is the ther-
mal penetration depth.! That is, Marrison uses imperfect heat
exchange to ‘‘optimize the phase lag’’ necessary for work
production in a standing-wave engine. The devices discussed
in the present paper are different in that we assume excellent
thermal contact at the exchanger and require a significant
no-stack gap size for phasing.

The second reference appears as Figs. 9 and 10 of the
1984 patent7 by Wheatley, Swift, and Migliori. Many of
Wheatley’s writings emphasize the importance of a ‘‘second
thermodynamic medium’’~a stack! that is generally taken to
be ‘‘continuously distributed.’’ The 1984 patent, however,
also describes ‘‘an embodiment of the invention wherein the
second thermodynamic medium consists of a set of circular
wire mesh screens.’’ The figures make it clear that thea!Electronic mail: wakeland@psu.edu
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screens are not touching~i.e., notcontinuous!, but ‘‘the spac-
ing between adjacent elements...must be less than the double
amplitude...of the gas at that point.’’ Wheatleyet al. present
this idea as a segmented stack, but it is in some ways similar
to several no-stack devices in series. Unlike Marrison’s in-
vention, this arrangement could work both as an engine and
as a refrigerator.

In the final reference,8 which appears in 1986, Wheatley
dismisses Marrison’s device as a ‘‘zero efficiency engine.’’
This characterization is based on the fact that in a no-stack
device both power and efficiency depend on amplitude,
whereas ‘‘when a continuously distributed second medium is
used, the efficiency does not depend on the oscillation am-
plitude’’ ~Wheatley is discussing an inviscid model!. He ar-
gues that in Marrison’s engine ‘‘the efficiency approaches
zero as 2x1 approaches zero.’’ At this point Wheatley makes
no mention of his segmented stack, which also requires non-
vanishing amplitude.

C. Idealizations and outline

The present paper is an exploration of the possibilities of
no-stack thermoacoustics. We consider the simplest idealized
model of the no-stack thermoacoustic cycle, assuming per-
fect heat exchangers; either one of these ideal heat exchang-
ers can bring any gas that comes into it immediately to the
exchanger’s temperature. The acoustic field is assumed to be
a standing wave; that is, the pressure is taken to be in phase
with the displacement, even though some mechanical power
must flow in or out via the acoustics. The temperature dif-
ference between the heat exchangers is assumed to be small
compared to the absolute mean temperature. Sections III and
IV show that no-stack refrigerators require high pressure am-
plitudes; nevertheless, this investigation uses a few expres-
sions from linear acoustics, so the model is expected to be-
come less accurate at extremely high amplitudes~above, say,
30% of mean pressure!.

In Sec. II, all losses except thermal losses at the heat
exchangers are ignored. Section II shows that theinviscid
efficiency of a no-stack device can greatly exceed that of a
comparable stack, i.e., a stack operating with an inviscid gas
at the same power and temperatures. To investigate whether
a real no-stack device might have these same advantages, in
Sec. III we estimate the remaining losses in a no-stack re-
frigerator in order to compare the resulting overall efficiency
to that of a particular stack-based refrigerator. The introduc-
tion to Sec. III describes our method of combining these
other losses with the inviscid model of Sec. II to calculate
the overall efficiency of the no-stack refrigerator, and de-
scribes the stack-based refrigerator that we use as a basis of
comparison. Sections III A–III C detail the assumptions
made in estimating these losses, some of which are based on
the quasi-steady-flow approximation. The conclusion of Sec.
III is that the high amplitude sound required for a no-stack
refrigerator causes the conventional long, narrow, resonant
enclosure to be unsuitable for a no-stack device. In Sec. IV
the loss models are modified to consider a no-stack refrig-
erator in a short, nonresonant enclosure, with the conclusion
that this configuration could achieve the desired efficiency
improvement, making this a promising path for further re-
search into no-stack refrigeration.

II. IDEALIZED THERMODYNAMIC CYCLE

A. Critical gradient and critical exchanger spacing

One of the most important concepts in standing-wave
thermoacoustics is the idea of the critical temperature gradi-
ent. Each longitudinal position in a standing wave is associ-
ated with a displacement amplitudex1 and a temperature
amplitudeT1 . We specify each position along the resonator
by the distancex0 to the nearest pressure antinode. The criti-
cal gradient9,10 is ¹Tcrit[T1 /x1 , as shown in Fig. 2~a! for
several locations in a resonator. The shaded curves indicate a
half-wavelength standing wave with pressure antinodes at
the closed ends. The arrows represent gas parcels oscillating
back and forth in the horizontal direction. The horizontal
component of each arrow shows the parcel’s displacement,
while the vertical component shows that parcel’s temperature
fluctuations about the mean temperature; the slope of the
arrow then represents the critical gradient at that location.
The arrow with the dashed box around it is shown enlarged
in Fig. 2~b!. As in stack-based devices, the critical gradient
separates refrigerators from prime movers, as discussed in
the following.

A useful idea in no-stack thermoacoustics is the critical
heat exchanger spacing,xcrit , which we define to be

xcrit[
Thx

¹Tcrit
, ~1!

as illustrated in Fig. 2~c!. Here 2Thx and 2xhx are the tem-
perature difference and the distance between the two heat
exchangers. Figures 2~d!–~f! show why this spacing is ‘‘criti-
cal.’’ In Fig. 2~d!, ideal heat exchangers with temperatures
Tm6Thx have been introduced with their inside edges at
6xcrit . The heat exchangers are indicated by the thick,
shaded lines. The exchangers modify the process line inxT

FIG. 1. ~a! In a conventional stack-based thermoacoustic device the peak-
to-peak excursion of each gas parcel~shown by the small horizontal arrows!
is much less than the length of the stack.~b! In a no-stack device the spacing
between the heat exchangers~HXs! is decreased and the amplitude is in-
creased so that a single parcel enters both exchangers.
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space, holding the gas at6Thx while the parcel is in an
exchanger. The particular exchanger spacing ofxhx5xcrit is
the only one for which the part of the process linebetween
the exchangers is unchanged, and for which the parcel ab-
sorbs no net heat at either exchanger. In contrast, ifxhx

.xcrit , as shown in Fig. 2~e!, then the process line between
the exchangers is split, with different paths as the parcel
moves to the left or to the right. The parcel absorbs heat at
the cold exchanger and rejects heat at the hot exchanger. This
is a no-stack refrigerator. Here the heat exchanger gradient

¹Thx[
Thx

xhx
~2!

is less than ¹Tcrit . In Fig. 2~f!, xhx,xcrit and ¹Thx

.¹Tcrit . The parcel absorbs heat on the hot side and rejects
heat on the cold side. As it turns out, net work is also done
on the gas, so this is a no-stack prime mover. If we define the
heat exchanger gradient¹Thx by Eq. ~2!, then it plays the
same role in no-stack thermoacoustics that the stack tempera-
ture gradient~denoted¹Tm in Ref. 6! does in stack-based
thermoacoustics, with¹Thx,¹Tcrit for refrigerators and
¹Thx.¹Tcrit for prime movers.

B. Work and efficiency

In an idealized no-stack device with perfect heat ex-
changers, the gas undergoes an instantaneous temperature
change when it arrives at a heat exchanger. These tempera-
ture changes are therefore isobaric, so this model of no-stack
thermoacoustics is represented by the Brayton cycle: adia-
batic compression, isobaric heating~or cooling!, adiabatic
expansion, and isobaric cooling~or heating!. This cycle has
been used since Wheatley11 as a heuristic rough approxima-
tion to the cycle of the working gas in a stack. The Brayton
cycle is much closer to the physical reality of a no-stack
device since most of the compression/expansion takes place
in the no-stack gap, where the gas is far from any surface and
is nearly adiabatic. The cycle is shown inxT-space for an
engine in Fig. 3~a! and a refrigerator in Fig. 3~b!. These
drawings assume thatx0 , the equilibrium distance from the
pressure antinode to the center of the no-stack gap, is much
smaller than half a wavelength, so that the absolute pressure
p is related to the displacementx8 from the equilibrium po-
sition toward the pressure antinode by

p~x02x8!g5pmx0
g , ~3!

FIG. 2. ~a! Arrows indicate the displacement~horizontal component! and
temperature~vertical component! fluctuations at several locations in a half-
wavelength resonator. The slope of each arrow is the critical temperature
gradient at that location.~b! The parcel in the dashed box is shown enlarged
and labeled.~c! The critical heat exchanger spacing 2xcrit is determined by
¹Tcrit and the exchanger temperature difference 2Thx . ~d! Heat exchangers
located at6xcrit influence the gas temperature within the exchangers but not
between them, and cause no net heat exchange.~e! Exchanger spacing
greater thanxcrit results in a refrigerator.~f! xhx,xcrit results in a prime
mover.

FIG. 3. Representations inxT space of the Brayton cycles for no-stack
devices in the idealized heat exchanger model. This figure also serves to
defineDTh , DTc , Th , Tc , and the pointsa, b, g, andd. ~a! In an engine,
Tc5Td andTh5Tb . ~b! In a refrigerator,Tc5Tg andTh5Ta . The dashed
lines have slope¹Tcrit .
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wherepm is the equilibrium pressure andg is the ratio of the
isobaric to isochoric specific heats,cp /cv . Figure 3 defines
four points inxT-space labeleda, b, g, andd, and two tem-
perature changes,DTh andDTc . Since segmentsda andgb
are both adiabats,

Tb

Tg
5

Ta

Td
, ~4!

or, equivalently,

DTh

DTc
5

Ta

Td
. ~5!

The first-law efficiencyh I of the Brayton cycle engine de-
picted in Fig. 3~a! is

h I[
W

Qh
5

DTh2DTc

DTh
5

Ta2Td

Ta
, ~6!

whereW is the work output andQh is the heat input in each
cycle. The ideal ‘‘Carnot’’ efficiencyhc is given by (Th

2Tc)/Th5(Tb2Td)/Tb , so the second-law efficiency12 h II

is

h II[
h I

hc
5

Ta2Td

Tb2Td
S Tb

Ta
D . ~7!

The temperature gradient between exchangers is¹Thx

5(Tb2Td)/2xhx . In Fig. 3, the dashed lines have slope
¹Tcrit , the derivative of the adiabat that passes through the
mean temperatureTm at x0 . We see in Fig. 3 that¹Tcrit

.(Ta2Td)/2xhx for amplitudes that are not too large. Fur-
thermore,Tb /Ta.1 whenThx!Tm . If we define the nor-
malized standing-wave temperature gradientG for no-stack
devices as

Gn[
¹Thx

¹Tcrit
, ~8!

then

h II.
1

Gn
. ~9!

The subscriptn here and elsewhere signifies ‘‘no-stack,’’
whereass denotes an equivalent quantity for a stack.

For the refrigerator@Fig. 3~b!#, the coefficient of perfor-
mance is given by

COP[
Qc

W
5

DTc

DTh2DTc
5

Td

Ta2Td
, ~10!

the Carnot coefficient of performance is

COPc5
Tg

Ta2Tg
, ~11!

and

h II[
COP

COPc
5

Ta2Tg

Ta2Td
S Td

Tg
D.Gn

Td

Tg
.Gn . ~12!

These results~thath II.1/G for an engine andh II.G for
a refrigerator! are the same as for a short stack with tempera-
ture gradient¹Tstack and Gs[¹Tstack/¹Tcrit , using either a
Brayton cycle model13 or the first-order inviscid Navier–

Stokes equations in the boundary-layer limit.14 For models of
both stack- and no-stack-based devices, the normalized tem-
perature gradient is a direct measure of the inviscid effi-
ciency. The highest inviscid efficiency occurs when¹Thx

approaches¹Tcrit , with the heat flow simultaneously tending
toward zero.

It should be noted that for many prime movers the ap-
proximation thatThx!Tm is poor. Accurate modeling of
prime movers with largeThx would require a more complete
model, including the temperature dependence of gas proper-
ties and the effects of thermal radiation. This is part of our
motivation for concentrating on refrigerators later in this pa-
per.

C. Heat

In a refrigerator, work is required to cyclically absorb
heat at one temperature and reject it at a higher temperature,
and this work is rejected as additional heat at the hot heat
exchanger. As a result,DTh.DTc in Eq. ~5!. In position-
temperature diagrams of the Brayton cycle~Fig. 3!, the dif-
ference in magnitude betweenDTh andDTc arises from the
difference in the curvatures of the adiabatic process lines at
higher and lower temperatures. However, even at pressure
amplitudes that are large by ‘‘acoustics’’ standards, the dif-
ferences between these two curves are small enough that
DTh.DTc . For the purposes of calculating heats, ignoring
the small difference betweenDTh andDTc results in expres-
sions that are simple and amenable to interpretation. This
approach is similar to that used by Swift in Sec. I of his 1988
review article6 and is consistent with the idealization that the
thermoacoustic components operate in a pure standing wave.
In this section we use the approximationDTh.DTc5DT,
and approximate the adiabatsgb and da as straight lines,
both with slope¹Tcrit . The variables used in this section are
summarized in Fig. 4.

The rate at which heat is absorbed from the cold heat
exchanger and deposited on the hot heat exchanger is

Q̇n5rmcpV DT f . ~13!

Hererm is the mean density of the gas,V is the volume of
gas that comes into thermal contact withboth exchangers

FIG. 4. The relationships between important no-stack variables are illus-
trated graphically. The situation shown here of¹Thx,¹Tcrit represents a
refrigerator with the approximationDTh>DTc .
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~the ‘‘working’’ gas!, DT is the temperature change of the
gas when it enters an exchanger, andf is the operating fre-
quency. For succinctness, we often use the terms ‘‘heat’’ or
‘‘heat flow’’ as abbreviations for ‘‘rate of heat transfer.’’

The working volume isV52Afr(x12xhx), whereAfr is
the frontal cross-sectional area of the enclosure; this is true
regardless of the porosity of the exchangers. The temperature
drop ~see Fig. 4! is DT52¹Tcrit(xhx2xcrit), so the heat ab-
sorbed by the gas at the cold exchanger is

Q̇n5H Afr

2v

p
rmcp¹Tcrit~x12xhx!~xhx2xcrit!

if ux1u>uxhxu

0 if ux1u,uxhxu

. ~14!

This expression also holds for a prime mover if the minus
sign onQ̇n resulting from the factor (xhx2xcrit) is interpreted
to mean that heat is rejected to the cold exchanger.

D. Heat exchanger position for maximum heat flow in
a no-stack refrigerator

For any no-stack device~either refrigerator or prime
mover! to operate in this idealized heat exchanger model, the
acoustic pressure amplitudep1n5p2pm must be great
enough15 that ux1u.uxhxu. To operate as arefrigerator, there
is the additional condition thatuxhxu must be greater than
uxcritu. That is, for a refrigerator,xhx must bebetween xcrit and
x1 : Q̇n→0 asxhx→x1 because the working volume shrinks
to zero; Q̇n→0 as xhx→xcrit because the temperature drop
vanishes. With the no-stack gap centered at ax0n , and with
fixed temperatures and fixed pressure amplitude~i.e., fixed
xcrit andx1!, thenQ̇n is greatest when the inner edges of the
heat exchangers are located halfway betweenxcrit and x1 ,
i.e., when

xhx5
1
2~x11xcrit!. ~15!

Equation ~15! maximizes heat flow, not inviscid effi-
ciency, for a given pressure amplitude. No-stack devices re-
quire large acoustic amplitudes. Since flow and enclosure
losses at large amplitude are costly to support, it is reason-
able to expect that the greatestoverall efficiency will be
achieved by a design with largeQ̇n , i.e., with xhx.

1
2(x1

1xcrit). For perfect heat exchangers, it would never make
sense to makexhx greater than this, since doing so would
reduce both cooling power and efficiency. Reducingxhx

slightly from 1
2(x11xcrit) may increase efficiency somewhat,

but at the cost of reduced power density. This topic is exam-
ined further in Sec. IV.

E. Heat exchanger position for maximum work from a
no-stack engine

For an engine, the considerations for heat exchanger
placement are similar, although not identical. To operate as a
prime mover,xhx must be between zero andxcrit , with ux1u
.uxhxu. As in the refrigerator case, the inviscid efficiency is
maximized asxhx approachesxcrit , but in this same limit the
heat flow, and thus the useful work generated, go to zero. For
perfect heat exchangers, the heat and the work also go to

zero asxhx approaches zero. The work generated is maxi-
mized between these two extremes. SinceẆn5h1Q̇n , and
h I5hch II.hc /Gn5hcxhx /xcrit ,

Ẇn.hc

xhx

xcrit
Q̇n . ~16!

The heatQ̇n is given by Eq.~14!, so

Ẇn}xhx~x12xhx!~xhx2xcrit!, ~17!

the magnitude of which is maximized when

xhx

xcrit
5

1

3 S 11
x1

xcrit
2AS x1

xcrit
D 2

2
x1

xcrit
11D . ~18!

This expression forxhx /xcrit is relatively insensitive to
x1 /xcrit , and evaluates to 0.5 forx1 /xcrit@1 and 0.33 for
x1 /xcrit51. For perfect heat exchangers, this formula gives
the lower bound to the preferredxhx . There is no advantage
to decreasingxhx below this value since both the work de-
veloped by the engine and the efficiency would suffer. As for
the refrigerator case, since it is costly to support the large
acoustic amplitudes associated with a no-stack device, the
bestoverall prime mover efficiency is expected to occur with
xhx close to this value, but pushed somewhat towardxcrit for
better inviscid efficiency, at the cost of some power produc-
tion.

F. Comparison of stack and no-stack inviscid
efficiencies for refrigerators

Our objective is to determine whether there are circum-
stances in which a no-stack device might outperform a stack-
based device. Because a prime mover is likely to have a large
Thx , a prime-mover model accurate enough for this sort of
comparison would need to account for the effects of thermal
radiation and of temperature variations in the gas properties.
To keep the analysis reasonably short, the remainder of this
paper focuses on refrigerators.

All refrigerator designs contain trade-offs between such
factors as efficiency, power, mean pressure, sound speed, and
size. We endeavor to make the comparison between stack-
based and no-stack devices ‘‘fair’’ by constraining the hot
and cold exchanger temperatures to be the same in the two
devices, and by assuming that the two devices use the same
gas at the same mean pressure. In the present section we also
require that they operate at the same useful refrigerating
power; that is, that there is the same rate of heat transfer
from metal to gas at the cold heat exchanger.

To proceed with the analysis, it is useful to find an ex-
pression forQ̇n as a function ofp1n in which xhx is allowed
to vary withx1 so thatxhx is always equal to1

2(x11xcrit). In
an ideal gas with sound speeda and wave numberk[v/a,
the critical gradient as a function of position is given by16

¹Tcrit5~g21!Tmk cot~kx0!, ~19!

and, also,

rmcp5
g

g21

pm

Tm
. ~20!
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Applying these relations and Eq.~15! to Eq.~14! givesQ̇n as
a function ofp1n with xhx adjusted for maximum heat flow,

Q̇nmax
5

Afr

2p

a

gpm
tan~kx0n!~p1n2p1crit!

2. ~21!

Herep1crit[rmcp¹Tcritxcrit is the critical pressure amplitude
below which the working volume is zero. In Eq.~21! and all
subsequent equations,Q̇nmax

50 for up1nu,up1critu is implied.
The expression analogous to Eq.~21! for a stack cen-

tered atx0s and with normalized temperature gradientGs is17

Q̇s5
Afr

4

a

gpm
tan~kx0s!~12Gs!p1s

2 . ~22!

We want to compare stack and no-stack refrigerators operat-
ing with the same rate of heat transfer from the cold ex-
changer, so we setQ̇s5Q̇nmax

, giving

p1n2p1crit5p1sAp

2

tan~kx0s!

tan~kx0n!
~12Gs!. ~23!

Stacks are typically operated at aboutGs50.5 as a compro-
mise between power (Gs→0) and efficiency (Gs→1). If the
devices are at the same location in the standing wave (x0s

5x0n), and withGs50.5, thenA(p/2)(12Gs)50.89.1. It
is interesting to note that to run the inviscid no-stack device
at the same power as the inviscid stack device under these
conditions requires that the amount that the no-stack pressure
exceeds the critical pressure,p1n2p1crit , is nearly thesame
as the pressure amplitudep1s in the stack-based device.

The second-law efficiency of the inviscid stack is ap-
proximately Gs . The inviscid no-stack second-law
efficiency18 is approximatelyGn , which, from Eqs.~1!, ~2!,
~8!, and~15!, is

Gn5F11
1

2

p1n2p1crit

p1crit
G21

. ~24!

Once again settingQ̇nmax
5Q̇s, we have the final result,

Gn5F11
g21

g
Ap

8

tan~kx0s!

tan~kx0n!
~12Gs!

p1s /pm

Thx /Tm
G21

.

~25!

Consider, for example, the following typical conditions
for a stack-based thermoacoustic refrigerator~these particu-
lar conditions are selected to facilitate later comparison to a
particular stack-based device!: p1s /pm53.60%, Gs50.500,
Thx513.1 K, Tm5290 K, and g55/3. If x0n5x0s , then
p1crit /pm511.3%, (p1n2p1crit)/pm53.2%, and p1n /pm

514.5%, givingh II.Gn.0.88, which is quite large. That
is, the no-stack device has a considerably higher inviscid
efficiency ~88%! than the comparable stack device~50%!.

What accounts for this high inviscid efficiency? Thermal
inefficiency comes from heat transport through a temperature
difference. A stack is often described in terms of a series of
gas parcels; in a refrigerator, each parcel absorbs heat from
the stack at one location and rejects heat to the stack at a
location with a higher temperature. The next gas parcel in the
series removes heat from this higher temperature location
and rejects heat at a yet higher temperature further along the

stack. The advantage of using a stack is that a large tempera-
ture difference can be spanned with low-amplitude sound
even though the temperature spanned by each gas parcel is
small. The cost is that the overall process involves a large
number of heat transfers across temperature drops. In a no-
stack refrigerator, a large pressure amplitude allows absorp-
tion of heat at one exchanger and rejection of heat at the
other, so onlytwo temperature drops are involved in the pro-
cess, reducing thermal entropy generation. Furthermore, it is
not a case of many small temperature drops versus two large
temperature drops. To make a fair comparison we must con-
sider two devices withsimilar rates of heat removal from the
cold exchanger. This refrigeration power is proportional to
the size of the temperature drop of the gas at the cold ex-
changer, which is about the same in both cases for similar
heat exchangers. Thus, the difference in inviscid efficiencies
of stack-based and no-stack refrigerators results from the dif-
ference between many small temperature drops versus only
two temperature drops that are similarly small.

III. ESTIMATION OF LOSSES: CONVENTIONAL
GEOMETRY

We have shown that a no-stack device can have a greater
inviscid efficiency than a comparable stack-based device.
Unfortunately, the no-stack design is subject to greater losses
of other types. In the remaining sections we model these
losses to estimate whether theoverall efficiency of a no-
stack refrigerator can meet or exceed that of a stack-based
design. We will conclude that it can, but because of losses on
the walls of the resonator, a no-stack designcannotuse the
long, narrow resonator geometry that has been a common
stack-based configuration. Other enclosure geometries must
be used to make a no-stack device viable.

Our method is to calculate the overall first-law effi-
ciency COPnet for a no-stack refrigerator using

COPnet5
Q̇net

Ẇnet

5
Q̇inviscid2Q̇conduction2Q̇nuisance

Ẇinviscid1Ẇshear1Ẇminor1Ẇenclosure

,

~26!

which we then compare to the known efficiency of a stack-
based device with the sameQ̇net under the same conditions
of temperature, gas mixture, and pressure. The termsQ̇inviscid

andẆinviscid are heat and work rates derived from the invis-
cid theory of Sec. II. The useful heatQ̇net is the inviscid heat
Q̇inviscid minus two parasitic terms:Q̇conduction, the thermal
conduction back down the temperature gradient through the
gas; andQ̇nuisance, which is made up of those parts of the
dissipation that must be removed from the cold heat ex-
changer by the refrigerator as a nuisance heat load. The total
required powerẆnet includesẆinviscid plus three other terms:
Ẇshearand Ẇminor, which are two types of flow loss in the
heat exchangers; andẆenclosure, which includes all of the
thermal and viscous losses on the walls of the enclosure.
Each of these terms is described in detail in the following.

As a standard of comparison, consider the stack-based
device known as SETAC.19 Ballister and McKelvey used a
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pressurized gas mixture of 94.4% helium and 5.6% argon in
SETAC to achieve the gas properties20 listed in Table I. Table
I also contains the experimental conditions21 for which they
obtained their maximumh II of 16.7%, absorbing 294 W of
heat at 241.0 K and rejecting heat at 303.2 K, using two
stacks that were each 11 cm in diameter, for an areal power
density ofQ̇net/Afr51.55 W/cm2.

The basic geometry of SETAC is depicted in Fig. 5,
though the resonator has been simplified in shape to a uni-
form cylinder. The heat exchangers in SETAC are basically
parallel plates, with a porosityV of 0.7 and a plate thickness
of 152mm. For parallel plates,V is simply the fraction of the
frontal area that is clear for the passage of gas. To achieve
good thermal contact in the exchangers, the plate spacing
y0 /dk in the heat exchangers for the no-stack model has
been reduced to 0.63, half of theAp/2 suggested by Marri-
son. In order to keep plate thickness above 100mm, V has
been reduced to 0.5 in the exchangers for the no-stack
model, resulting iny05108mm. This small porosity reduces
the performance of the model refrigerator, but ensures that
the exchangers in the model represent a realistic design.

The termsQ̇inviscid andẆinviscid in Eq. ~26! come directly
from the inviscid theory of Sec. II. Assuming that the heat
exchangers are positioned as described in Sec. II D, the heat
from two sets of heat exchangers of areaAfr is

Q̇inviscid52Q̇nmax
, ~27!

as given by Eq.~21!. From Eqs.~10! to ~12!, the acoustic
power required to drive the thermodynamic cycle is

Ẇinviscid5
Q̇inviscid

GnCOPc
. ~28!

The remainder of this section is devoted to modeling the
loss terms of a device with the same geometry as SETAC,
but with the stacks replaced by no-stack gaps.

A. Heat exchanger flow losses

Flow losses in the heat exchangers have the potential to
be relatively large in a no-stack device, for two reasons.
First, in a no-stack device there is a relatively large volume
of gas that suffers flow losses while passing through one or
the other exchanger, but which does not enterbothexchang-
ers, and therefore is not part of the working gas. Second,
because of the high amplitudes required in no-stack devices,
the gas moves at relatively high speeds, exacerbating flow-
loss problems. In particular, so-called ‘‘minor losses’’ arising
from the sudden changes in gas cross-sectional area at heat
exchangers can become large in high-speed flows. The power
dissipated by minor losses grows as velocity cubed, so at
high speeds it becomes increasingly important relative to dis-
sipation from ordinary viscous shear, which grows only as
velocity squared.

In the present model, losses in the heat exchangers are
estimated using the quasi-steady approximation.22,23 That is,
we assume that the results from steady flow hold at each
instant of time, and average the loss over the cycle period.

The quasi-steady loss due to ordinary laminar viscous
shear in the exchangers is24

Ẇshear54Afr

1

2 S 1

2
rmuuhxu3D S f F

4Lhx

Dh
DV, ~29!

where f F is the Fanning friction factor,Lhx is the exchanger
length,Dh is the hydraulic diameter of the exchanger pores,
V is the porosity of the exchanger, anduuhxu5vux1u/V is the
increased peak speed within the exchanger due to the flow
constriction. The leading factor of 4 accounts for a total of
four heat exchangers, and the free-standing factor of1

2 is the
result of the time average.25 For heat exchangers constructed
of parallel plates of spacing 2y0 , the hydraulic diameter is
4y0 , and the friction factor isf F524/Re524m/rm Dhuhx ,
wherem is the shear viscosity and Re is the Reynolds num-
ber. The exchanger lengthLhx is set to 2(x12xhx)/V, which
is the length of the working gas within the reduced cross-
sectional area of the exchanger. The hot and cold exchangers
are identical; the fact that the gas has slightly different vol-
umes at the hot and cold exchangers due to pressure varia-
tions is neglected in this model. The flow is laminar in all the
heat exchanger geometries that we have considered for no-
stack applications. Equation~29! is an excellent approxima-
tion to the real part of the more exact thermoacoustic
expression26 provided thaty0&dk5Ak0 /rmcpp f .

The quasi-steady minor loss is

Ẇminor54Afr

4

3p S 1

2
rmuuhxu3DKV, ~30!

whereK is a minor loss coefficient that includes both entry
and exit effects. The factor 4/3p.0.424 is the result of the
time average.25 For K we use27

K50.5~12V!0.751~12V!2, ~31!

FIG. 5. The geometry used for comparison of a stack to a no-stack refrig-
erator. The half-wavelength resonator has a driver at each end. The hot heat
exchangers~HHXs! face the ends. The cold heat exchangers~CHXs! face
the central section of the resonator; wall losses in this central region become
a nuisance load on the cold heat exchanger.

TABLE I. Summary of gas properties and measured operating conditions
~‘‘performance’’! for a particular operating condition of SETAC, a conven-
tional stack-based thermoacoustic refrigerator.

Gas properties SETAC performance

Tm5290 K f 5320 Hz
pm52.07 MPa Thx513.1 K
rm55.17 kg/m3 PA /pm53.60%
a5817 m/s Ẇnet5166 W
g51.67 Q̇net5274 W
k050.133 W m21 K21

Q̇net/Afr51.55 W/cm2

m52.0131025 kg s21 m21 h IInet
516.7%
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where the first term is for the entrance and the second is for
the exit.

B. Enclosure losses

Enclosure losses are estimated assuming a cylindrical
half-wavelength resonator, following the treatment in Sec.
III B of Ref. 6. The power dissipated is

Ẇenclosure5Ẇsides1Ẇends

5Afr

p

4

pma

g
dkS PA

pm
D 2SAs

R
1

g21

R D
1Afr

p

4

pma

g
dkS PA

pm
D 2 2~g21!

L res
, ~32!

whereL res5a/2f is the length of the resonator,R is the ra-
dius (Afr5pR2), s5mcp /k0 is the Prandtl number of the
gas, andPA is the pressure amplitude at the end caps, which
is related top1n by p1n5PA coskx0n .

C. Net heat

The useful heat of Eq.~27! is diminished by thermal
conduction from the hot exchangers to the nearby cold ex-
changers through the gas in the no-stack gaps. In the quies-
cent gas,

Q̇conduction52Afrk0¹Thx , ~33!

wherek0 is the thermal conductivity of the gas. The acous-
tical operation of the device changes the mean temperature
profile of the gas between the exchangers in ways that are
not well understood.28 This loss might be as great as
Q̇conduction52Afrk0¹Tcrit , but ¹Tcrit.¹Thx for the case we
are considering, andQ̇conduction ends up being small com-
pared to the other losses anyway~see Table II!, so we use Eq.
~33!.

For a half-wavelength resonator with refrigeration com-
ponents at both ends, the dissipation of acoustic power on the
enclosure walls occurs mostly in the cold parts of the device
~see Fig. 5!. This energy, and the acoustic energy dissipated

in the cold exchangers, must be removed from the otherwise
insulated device through the heat exchangers. Since the cold
parts of the refrigerator are in much better thermal contact
with the cold exchangers than the hot exchangers, we make
the conservative estimate that all of this energy ends up on
the cold exchanger as a ‘‘nuisance load’’ that subtracts from
the refrigeration power available to extract heat from the
cold exchangers. Thus, for this geometry we set

Q̇nuisance5Ẇsides1
1
2~Ẇshear1Ẇminor! ~34!

as defined by Eqs.~29!, ~30!, and ~32!. Equation~34! also
slightly overestimatesQ̇nuisancesince not all of the sidewall
area is actually in the cold region.

D. Comparison of stack and no-stack overall
efficiencies for the conventional geometry

By incorporating the loss terms of Secs. III A–III D into
Eq. ~26! we can estimate the efficiency of complete, work-
ing, no-stack refrigerators of various designs. We wish to
compare the use of stacks to the use of no-stack gaps in the
design of thermoacoustic refrigerators. The designers of the
reference stack-based device~SETAC! adjusted parameters
such as stack length and location in order to improve its
performance as much as they could. To make a fair compari-
son between stack-based and no-stack designs, the no-stack
design should also be optimized. In order to search for high-
efficiency design configurations, the authors created a com-
puter spreadsheet model and adjusted various design param-
eters.

If losses on the resonator walls are neglected, the model
reveals design trade-offs similar to those for stack-based de-
vices. For given pressure amplitude and exchanger tempera-
tures, largerkx0n results in higherQ̇n but lower efficiency.
As kx0n is reduced,h IInet

[COPnet/COPc increases to some

maximum, beyond which the increase inQ̇conduction out-
weighs the decrease in the flow loss terms.

When resonator losses are included, however, the situa-
tion is very different, and it becomes difficult to find any
efficient design. Bothkx0n andPA /pm must be adjusted in a
compromise between heat power andenclosurelosses. Be-
cause enclosure losses are already large atp15p1crit , where
the device has only begun to refrigerate, the pressure ampli-
tude is driven to a very high value. The spreadsheet’s
‘‘solver’’ add-in ~Microsoft Excel 2000! was used to speed
the search for the most efficient combination ofkx0n and
PA /pm for this geometry. The results are summarized in
Table II.

The design in Table II has almost the same efficiency as
SETAC, but is not really comparable because this efficiency
is attainable only at a very high pressure amplitude~37.4%!,
resulting in a device with 40 times the heat pumping capacity
of SETAC. Among the obvious problems with this design is
the tremendous amount of heat~63 W/cm2! that must pass
through the small heat exchangers. An ironic result of the
geometry studied here is thatGn50.465, so the hoped-for
inviscid efficiency advantage of the no-stack arrangement
has not been realized. Furthermore, this ‘‘solution’’ has such
a high amplitude that the gas in the resonator would probably

TABLE II. Design parameters and model results for a no-stack device
matching the gas properties and temperatures of the stack-base device listed
in Table I, the conventional geometry shown in Fig. 5, and having the same
diameter as SETAC.

No-stack parameters Model results

PA /pm537.4% Q̇inviscid514 900 W
kx0n50.0718 Q̇conduction58 W
y0554.2mm Q̇nuisance530 200 W
y0 /dk50.630 Ẇinviscid53030 W
V50.500 Ẇshear51230 W
R50.055 m Ẇminor5207 W
Gn50.465 Ẇenclosure52400 W

Ẇnet56870 W

Q̇net511 900 W

Q̇net/Afr562.5 W/cm2

h IInet
516.4%
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be driven into turbulent flow, making resonator losses even
higher than we have estimated. Our conclusion is that the
potential advantages of the no-stack method are not realized
in a conventional half-wavelength resonator. Despite the fact
that the model presented in Table II is not a realistic design,
we have included it because this sort of table shows where
the weaknesses of the design are, and points the way to the
improvements in Sec. IV.

E. Efficiency and aspect ratio

Examining Table II, we see that the ordinary linear ther-
mal and viscous losses on the walls of the resonant enclosure
turn out to be a large fraction of the total loss in this model
no-stack refrigerator. This is because enclosure losses grow
as p1n

2 , whereas the heat flows grow as (p1n2p1crit)
2. This

makes the tube-like aspect ratio of Fig. 5 unfavorable for
operation with no stack, particularly because of the contribu-
tion of the sidewalls to the nuisance load. Increasing the ratio
of resonator end area to resonator length corrects this prob-
lem. The contribution ofẆsidesto the total loss becomes less
thanẆendswhen

R

L res
>

As1~g21!

2~g21!
. ~35!

For the SETAC gas mixture, this occurs whenR/L res.1.
Increasing the radius of the cylinder to 1.26 m~approxi-
mately its length! and reoptimizingkx0n andPA results in a
second-law efficiency of 42% atPA /pm524% and with the
cold exchangers passing 9.2 W/cm2. This would be excellent
performance, rivaling the best regenerator-based device to
date. With a frontal area of 5 m2, however, this would be an
industrial-sized chiller.

One way to make a resonator with a large ratio of heat
exchanger area to sidewall area is to use an annular, radial
geometry. Some researchers in our group are pursuing the
geometry shown in Fig. 6. With this configuration, one set of
exchangers is a prime mover and one set is a refrigerator. If
we modify the model under the assumption that all~not half!
of the sidewall losses are nuisance heat, then the no-stack
refrigerator portion of this device has a second-law efficiency
of 35%. Even assuming the use of air at atmospheric pres-
sure, a frequency of 550 Hz for reduced size, and a sub-
optimum pressure amplitude of 25%, this model predicts a
respectableh II517%.

The overall conclusion of Sec. III is that an enclosure is
only appropriate for a no-stack device if it has a large ratio of
end area to sidewall area. To keep aresonantdevice of this
shape from being quite large would require a high operating
frequency, with concomitantly small thermal penetration
depth and gas displacement. These small acoustic length
scales would require small heat exchanger dimensions, pos-
sibly limiting heat transfer rates. In Sec. IV we examine the
use of a nonresonant enclosure that would allow a small
no-stack refrigerator to operate efficiently using heat ex-
changers with roughly the same dimensions as in those used
in SETAC, the reference stack-based device.

IV. ESTIMATION OF LOSSES: ALTERNATIVE
GEOMETRY

One way to produce a short, wide aspect ratio in a small
device is to use the configuration shown in Fig. 7~a!—a
small, nonresonant enclosure of lengthLenc, with the driver
used more like the piston in a compressor than like a loud-
speaker at the end of a resonator. The large reduction in
enclosure surface area results in the high efficiency that we
have been seeking, but requires a driver that can produce
both high pressure and large volume velocity.

This alternative geometry can be modeled in the same
way as the conventional geometry, with some modifications.
The termsẆinviscid, Ẇshear, Ẇminor, Q̇inviscid, andQ̇conduction

are the same as in Eqs.~28!, ~29!, ~30!, ~27!, and~33!, except
that each is reduced by a factor of 2 because now there is
only one set of heat exchangers. The enclosure loss of Eq.
~32! is replaced by

Ẇenclosure.Afr

p

4

pma

g
dkS PA

pm
D 2 2~g21!

~a/2 f ! F11
Lenc

R G ,
~36!

whereLenc is the length of the short, nonresonant enclosure.
Equation~36! is the loss on the end caps~the ‘‘1’’ in square
brackets! plus the thermal loss on the sidewalls~the Lenc/R
term!, with the assumption thatLenc!a/2 f . A small viscous
term has been dropped from Eq.~36!. If we pick the enclo-
sure length so thatLenc52x0 , then half the total enclosure
area is on the cold side, so Eq.~34! is replaced by

Q̇nuisance5
Ẇenclosure

2
1

Ẇshear1Ẇminor

4
. ~37!

Division by 4 is necessary for the exchanger term since there
were four exchangers in the original model, but only one
contributes toQ̇nuisancein this device.

FIG. 6. This annular resonator~shown in cross section!, in which the gas
motion is radial, is favorable for no-stack devices because it has a large ratio
of heat-exchanger area to enclosure surface area.

FIG. 7. Alternative geometries for no-stack refrigerators with improved per-
formance.
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With these modifications, optimization ofh IInet
results in

the greatly improved characteristics shown in Table III. The
driver needs to produce 282 W of acoustic power at 26% of
mean pressure. The model predicts that this refrigerator has
3.85 times the chilling capacity of SETAC with only 1.7
times the input power. Since there is only one set of ex-
changers, this means that each exchanger would have to
transport about eight times as much heat as a SETAC ex-
changer. The demands on the driver and heat exchangers are
high, but not outrageous, as they were with the design that
used a small-sized device of the conventional geometry.

The exchanger flow losses have been reduced in this
model by pushing the exchangers close to the pressure anti-
node, as in Fig. 1. The midpoint between the exchangers is at
kx0n50.036, about a fifth of thekx0s50.2 typical of the
most efficient positioning of a stack. As might be expected,
efficiency optimization has reducedkx0n to the point that
Q̇conduction is roughly the same size as the exchanger flow
losses. The largest loss isẆinviscid, which causes doubt about
the validity of the assumptions leading to the use ofxhx

5 1
2(x11xcrit) as the best exchanger spacing. However, free-

ing the spreadsheet solver to adjustxhx as well askx0n and
PA /pm when optimizing h II boosts the efficiency from
38.0% to only 39.0%, with the best value of (xhx

2xcrit)/(x12xcrit) being about 0.36 rather than 0.5. The re-
quired pressure amplitude, however, increases from 26% to
almost 29%. Ifp1n /pm is held fixed at the lower value of
26%, the best (xhx2xcrit)/(x12xcrit) is 0.40 and h II

538.7%. Adjustingxhx in this way reduces the power den-
sity by 9%.

By placing two of the systems in Fig. 7~a! back-to-back,
it becomes possible to eliminate the shared wall, as in Fig.
7~b!, further reducing enclosure surface area, and with the
added benefit of built-in vibration cancellation. With this ar-
rangement, the model predicts a second law efficiency of
42.6% atp1n /pm526%. This configuration, therefore, ap-
pears feasible.

V. TWO-STAGE NO-STACK

Before concluding this study, we wish to mention a de-
sign strategy that we had hoped would provide even higher

efficiencies, but which proved disappointing. The 1984
patent of Wheatleyet al. includes the idea of a segmented
stack. This suggests a similar arrangement of several stages
of no-stack devices in series. Indeed, the 1984 segmented
stack superficially appears to be equivalent to serial no-stack
segments. The 1984 patent makes it clear, however, that the
discreet stack segments are still acting asstack, in that they
are in imperfect thermal contact with the gas, and that the
spacing between the stacks is noncritical. For serial no-stack
operation, on the other hand, the intersegment spacing is
critical but the degree of thermal contact within the segments
is not.

It turns out that implementation of a series of no-stack
segments always reduces the efficiency of our models. It
may, nevertheless, be useful when the optimum pressure am-
plitude for a single stage is too high. For example, the model
annular refrigerator described in Sec. III E is most efficient
(h II527.5%) whenp1n /pm542.7%, which might be unre-
alistic. If the pressure amplitude is restricted arbitrarily to
25%, the efficiency drops to 17.2%. An alternative is to use
two stages of no-stack refrigeration, each accomplishing half
the total temperature lift. WithThx cut in half, p1crit is also
halved, allowing efficient operation near 20% pressure am-
plitude. The heat and the enclosure losses are both reduced
by a factor of 4 ~compared to a single stage atp1n /pm

542.7%!, so these parts of the model do not change the
overall efficiency. The exchanger flow losses drop by a factor
of 8, but these are small. The important cycle workẆinviscid,
however is reduced by only a factor of 2, since there are now
two refrigeration stages. The combined result is a drop in
overall efficiency, compared to the operating point of
p1n /pm542.7%. In a situation where this amplitude was
unattainable, however, it would make more sense to compare
the two-stage arrangement to a single-stage operating at
p1n /pm525% with h II517.2%. The two-stage system
model is optimized atp1n /pm519.9% withh II517.6%, so
the two-stage system is preferable in this circumstance, par-
ticularly since the power density is actually 65%greater in
the two-stage model than in the single-stage device with sub-
optimal amplitude.

For the small, nonresonant design of Fig. 7, the two-
stage option would be useful only if driver requirements of
the single-stage design could not be met. In this case, the
two-stage proach would operate at aboutp1n /pm512.2%~as
opposed to 26%!, h II would drop from 38% to 23%, and the
power density would drop by a factor of 3.85, to that of
SETAC. This is a substantial reduction in performance, but
the efficiency remains higher than that of the reference stack-
based device.

We conclude that using two no-stack stages may be
worth considering when an initial design appears to require
an excessively high amplitude, but is not, in general, a desir-
able approach. We have not identified any situations for
which the use of more than two no-stack stages seems to be
advantageous.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

This investigation shows that a standing-wave-based
thermoacoustic device with no stack can have a very high

TABLE III. Design parameters and model results for a no-stack device
matching the gas properties and temperatures of the stack-base device listed
in Table I but in a small, nonresonant enclosure of lengthL res52x0 .

No-stack parameters Model results

PA /pm526.0% Q̇inviscid51190 W
kx0n50.0358 Q̇conduction510 W
y0554.2mm Q̇nuisance548 W
y0 /dk50.630 Ẇinviscid5186 W
V50.500 Ẇshear521 W
R50.055 m Ẇminor54 W
Gn50.606 Ẇenclosure571 W

Ẇnet5282 W

Q̇net51130 W

Q̇net/Afr511.9 W/cm2

h IInet
538.0%
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intrinsic inviscid efficiency, but has other problematic ineffi-
ciencies. Particularly severe are the losses that occur on the
walls of the enclosure, which are not a major consideration
in stack-based devices. Increasing the acoustic pressure am-
plitude from 3.6% to 26%, for example, increases these
losses by a factor of 52. For traditional geometries, most of
this loss is converted into a nuisance heat load. As a result,
few geometries are viable. Our model predicts that a conven-
tional arrangement, with small diameter heat-exchangers at
the ends of a long resonator, is no more efficient than a
stack-based design, even at very high amplitudes, and makes
unrealistic demands on the heat exchangers, and, for that
matter, on the theoretical model.

To produce an efficient no-stack device, the enclosure
must have a large ratio of exchanger area to sidewall area.
Resonant devices with this aspect ratio must either be large
or must operate at high frequency. Short, nonresonant enclo-
sures are a possible alternative. Our models of pressurized
no-stack refrigerators in these configurations have second-
law efficiencies of around 40%, rivaling regenerator-based
thermoacoustic devices. Efficient no-stack refrigeration,
therefore, appears to be workable.

Some of the practical lessons of this study are: that set-
ting the heat exchanger spacing toxhx5

1
2(x11xcrit) is a use-

ful initial design strategy for no-stack refrigerators; that effi-
ciency optimization of the useful geometries results in the
thermoacoustic components being placed considerably closer
to the pressure antinode than in stack-based devices; and that
using two no-stack stages may be useful in situations where
the amplitude required for efficient operation of a single
stage is unattainable, but should not be an initial design strat-
egy.
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Experimental and theoretical modeling of the vibro-acoustic performance of a distributed mode
loudspeaker~DML ! suggest that their acoustic emission can be significantly affected by the
presence of a porous layer. The amplitude of the surface velocity of the panel and the acoustic
pressure on the porous surface are reduced largely in the vicinity of structural resonances due to the
additional radiation damping and visco-thermal absorption phenomenon in the porous layer. The
experimental results suggest that a porous layer between a rigid base and a DML panel can
considerably alter its acoustic emission in the near field and in the far field. This is illustrated by a
reduction in the level of fluctuations in the emitted acoustic pressure spectra. These fluctuations are
normally associated with the interference between the sound emitted by the front surface of the
speaker and that emitted from the back. Another contribution comes from the pronounced structural
resonances in the surface velocity spectrum. The results of this work suggest that the acoustic
boundary conditions near a DML can be modified by the porous layer so that a desired acoustic
output can be attained. ©2002 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1476687#

PACS numbers: 43.38.Ar, 43.40.Le@SLE#

I. INTRODUCTION

A distributed mode loudspeaker~DML ! is an emerging
alternative to more conventional cone speaker designs.
Original DML panels have been developed by the New
Transducers Limited~NXT Limited! in the form of a thin
rectangular elastic plate.1,2 The acoustic energy is emitted by
the panel in a broad frequency range due to transverse vibra-
tion, which is excited at specific positions and diffracts com-
plexly on the edges of the plate. The locations at which the
periodical force is applied are carefully selected to ensure the
maximum radiation conditions within the desired frequency
range.

One of the most interesting aspects of the DML is its
pseudo-diffuse acoustic emission which is a result of the
relatively large area of the plate, which contributes to the
emitted acoustic field. Diffuse radiation does not support the
generation of standing waves in enclosed spaces and may
have a positive psychological effect upon the listener.

Although general theoretical models to predict the radia-
tion from vibrating DML panels into air have been available
for many years~see, e.g., Ref. 3!, there have been only recent
studies on the radiation damping of a simply supported vi-
brating panel induced by porous media.4–6 These works sug-
gest that when a panel radiates into a porous layer, then the
radiation damping is typically higher than that for radiation
into air, which can have a significant effect on its acoustic
emission. The theoretical and numerical results from two in-
dependent analyses are presented in Ref. 6. The first was a

modal analysis of the problem where a finite-thickness po-
rous layer is separated from plate by a finite air-gap. The
second is a plate radiation model with an infinite baffle and
with a semi-infinite absorbent layer. In both the theoretical
models and in the experimental work the absorbent layer was
assumed to behave as an equivalent fluid with a rigid frame
for which the dynamic density,ra , and the propagation con-
stant,Ga , are routinely calculated. The results show that the
damping in the plate is strongly dependent on the flow resis-
tivity of the porous medium and on the width of the air
space. This effect can be exploited to improve the design of
DML speaker systems.

Some of the original results have already been discussed
in Ref. 7. This work presents a more extended numerical and
experimental investigation into the problem. The paper is
organized in the following manner. In Sec. II we discuss the
theoretical model by Cummingset al.,6 which can be used to
predict the surface velocity of the panel and the acoustic
pressure on the porous layer. Section III presents some nu-
merical results to illustrate the significance of the presence of
the porous layer near the vibrating DML panel. In Sec. IV we
discuss the experimental results which were obtained for the
acoustic pressure emitted by the panel and its directivity pat-
tern.

II. THEORY

An elegant formulation has been proposed by Cum-
mings et al.6 to predict the vibration velocity of a baffled
DML panel which is loaded with an acoustical layer of finite
dimensions. It is assumed that a typical DML panel is a thin,a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed.
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rectangular plate of relatively small mass, simply supported
and driven by an oscillating point forcef ~see Fig. 1!. The
transverse vibration pattern which is generated in the panel is
affected if the panel is radiating close to an acoustical layer.

To solve this problem three coupled acoustical elements
are considered:6 the plate, the air gap, and the absorbent
layer. We shall look for a solution in the form of normalized
mode decompositions of displacement and acoustic pressure.

The transverse displacement of a thin platew can be
determined from the equation of plate motion~e.g., Ref. 8,
Chap. 8!

D¹4w1r
]2w

]t2 50, ~1!

where r is the mass density of the plate material,D
5Eh3/12(12n2) is the plate stiffness,E is the Young modu-
lus, h is the thickness of the plate, andn is the Poisson ratio.
The time dependencee2 ivt is assumed and suppressed
throughout.

A common method for the solution of~1! is to use the
normal modal decomposition in which the transverse re-
sponse of the plate may be expressed in terms of its mode
shapes as

w5(
i 51

ns

fsi~x,y!qsi~v!, ~2!

whereqsi is the response of thei th structural mode. For a
simply supported plate of the massM p in a rigid baffle the
mass normalized mode shapes are given as

fsi5~2/AM p!sin@~x1a/22La/2!mip/a#

3sin@~y1b/22Lb/2!nip/b#, ~3!

wheremi andni are the modal numbers for thei th structural
mode.

The acoustic pressure on the surface of the porous layer
can also be presented in terms of the mode shapes as

pf~x,y,v!5(
i 51

nf

f f i~x,y!qf i~v!, ~4!

where the normalized mode shapes are given by

f f i5~2c/ALaLbH !sin~mipx/La!sin~nipy/Lb! ~5!

andqf i is the response of the layer to thei th mode,La and
Lb are the lateral dimensions of the porous layer,H is the

thickness of the air gap, andc is the sound speed in air.
Utilizing the boundary conditions on the surface of the

plate, using Eq.~1! and modal decomposition representations
~2! and~4! the velocity of the plate and the pressure in the air
gap can be determined from the system of two coupled ma-
trix equations6

~2v2I1 ivD1Us
2!qs1STqf5f,

~6!
rv2Sqs1~2v2I1 ivR1Uf

2!qf50,

whereS5* (La2a)/2
(La1a)/2

* (Lb2b)/2
(Lb1b)/2

F f
TFs dydx is the coupling ma-

trix, Dii 52z ivsi is the diagonal structural damping matrix,
Usii

2 5vsi
2 is the diagonal stiffness matrix, andf

5 f Fs
T(xl ,yl) is the forcing vector. The fluid damping

caused by the absorbing layer is given by

Rii 5ReH c2rlai

Hivra
F coslai

d1 i ~rlai
/ral i !sinlai

d

sinlai
d2 i ~rlai

/ral i !coslai
dG J ,

~7!

where lai
2 5(v/ca)22(mip/La)22(nip/Lb)2, l i

25(v/c)2

2(mip/La)22(nip/Lb)2, ca is the complex sound speed in
the porous layer, andra is the dynamic density of the effec-
tive fluid.

Finally, the fluid stiffness is given by

V f i i
2 5v f i

2

2
1

v
ImH c2rlai

Hivra
F coslai

d1 i ~rlai
/ral i !sinlai

d

sinlai
d2 i ~rlai

/ral i !coslai
dG J .

~8!

Equations~6! can be solved directly forqs and qf . The
displacement of the plate and the acoustic pressure in the air
gap can then be calculated from Eqs.~2! and ~4!, respec-
tively.

The choice of the simply supported boundary conditions
is convenient, but not restrictive, because it is possible to
obtain straightforward solution. Similar results can be ob-
tained for other types of boundary conditions by adopting the
appropriate mode shapesfsi in normal model decomposition
representations~2! and ~4!.

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS

Equations~6! were solved to calculate the surface veloc-
ity of a DML panel and the acoustic pressure spectra in the
air gap between the panel and the porous layer. For this
investigation a 6.5-mm-thick DML panel was adopted. The
mechanical parameters and dimension of the panel provided
in Table I. The dimensions of the panel were 415

FIG. 1. Sound radiation by a vibrating plate into porous layer.

TABLE I. Mechanical parameters of the DML panel and its dimensions.

Parameter Value

Dimensions~m! 0.36730.415
Thickness~m! 0.0065
Density ~kg/m3! 100.62
Young’s modulus~N/m2! 3.693108

Poisson ratio 0.3
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3367 mm2 and it was assumed that the panel was simply
supported and driven by a unit point force, which was ap-
plied simultaneously at two particular locations~0.155 mm,
0.185 m! and ~0.205 m, 0.240 m!. The porous layer was a
25-mm-thick melamine foam attached to a rigid base. The
lateral dimensions of the porous layer were 5003500 mm2

and its flow resistivity wasR59800 Pa•s•m22. The lateral
dimensions of the rigid base were 5003500 mm2 and it was
assumed in the calculations that the flow resistivity of the
rigid base is considerably high (R5107 Pa•s•m22). The air
gap between the panel and the layer was set toH57 mm.

The receiver position was at the center of panel. The
acoustical properties of the porous layer were modeled using
the Delany and Bazley empirical model9 so thatca5v/ka

and

ra5Zaka /v.

This model provided the values for the complex dynamic
density, sound speed, and acoustic attenuation in porous
layer. In this way the effect of the reactive component of the
surface acoustic impedance of the porous layer has been
taken into account.

The predicted surface velocity spectra in the center of
the panel are shown in Fig. 2 for three different widths of the
air gapH50.007, 0.028, and 0.112 m. When the panel radi-
ates near a rigid base, in the absence of the porous layer,
clear structural resonances are identified in the velocity spec-
trum. These resonances are associated with the structural
modes of the simply supported, acoustically loaded plate.
The position of first and second structural resonances appears
to be affected strongly by the width of the air gap. As the
width of the air gap reduces, the resonance frequency de-
creases as a result of the increased acoustical loading of the
plate. For this particular configuration it can be shown that
any further increase of the width of the air beyond the value
H50.112 m results in a very little change of the velocity
spectrum. When the same panel is loaded with an acousti-
cally porous layer the amplitude of the surface velocity near
the first two structural resonance frequencies is suppressed
and the level of the first antiresonance is significantly af-
fected forH50.007 m andH50.028 m, resulting in more
uniform velocity spectra~see Fig. 2!. The damping in the

panel around the resonance peaks increases as a result of the
enhanced fluid–structure interaction between the vibrating
panel and the porous layer. In the case of larger air gaps the
effect of the porous layer is marginal. The results suggest
that in the presence of the porous layer the resonance fre-
quency shifts still occur, but when the width of the air gap is
small the relative change is smaller than in the case of the
rigid base~see Fig. 2!. For example, the relative shift in the
first resonance frequency betweenH50.112 m and H
50.028 m is 46% when no porous layer is present. This
value is 38% when a 25-mm layer of melamine foam is
attached to the rigid base.

The sound pressure level spectra between the panel and
the porous layer is shown in Fig. 3 for the adopted configu-
rations and the parameters of the plate. In the case ofH
50.007 m air gap there appears to be a considerable reduc-
tion of the sound pressure spectrum caused by the proximity
of the porous layer, which acts effectively as an acoustic
absorber and provides the medium to support the interfacial
acoustic flow between parts of the planar radiator. The extra
damping provided by the porous layer results in a more uni-
form sound pressure spectra, which is often a desirable effect
in audio engineering applications. The acoustic absorption in
the porous medium results in the 15–20-dB reduction of the
sound pressure levels through the considered frequency
range. As the width of the air gap increases, the effect of the
porous layer becomes marginal and, in the case of the air gap
H50.112 m, the sound pressure spectrum follows closely
that predicted in the case of the rigid base~see Fig. 3!.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL DATA

A set of measurements was carried out to determine the
radiation from DML panels with and without porous mate-
rial. The spectral and directivity characteristics of the acous-
tic field emitted by a DML panel in the presence of a porous
layer were investigated in the semi-anechoic chamber at the
University of Bradford. The basic experimental setup is
shown in Fig. 4. The DML panel used in the experiments
was unbaffled. The mechanical parameters and dimensions
of the panel were as listed in Table I. Measurements were
conducted with and without a 25-mm layer of melamine
foam, which was applied to the rigid base. The rigid base

FIG. 2. Numerical modeling of the effect of a porous layer on the surface
velocity of a vibrating DML panel.

FIG. 3. Numerical modeling of the effect of a porous layer on the sound
pressure level between the porous layer and a vibrating DML panel.
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was manufactured from 25-mm-thick, laminated MDF~me-
dium density fiberboard! to ensure good acoustic reflection
and low transmission characteristics. The lateral dimensions
and the dimensions of the rigid base and porous material
used in the experiments were 5003500 mm2. It was as-
sumed that a larger rigid barrier and a rigid barrier of the
adopted dimensions would have very similar influence on the
radiation from a DML panel provided that the air gap is
small in comparison with the dimensions of the panel. In this
case most of the acoustic interaction between the vibrating
panel and the porous layer is taking place within the imme-
diate area between the panel and the layer.

The flow resistivity of this foam was as given in Sec. III.
The air gapH was kept constant in the experiments with and
without the porous layer. The value of the air gap was set to
0.007 and 0.025 m during the experiments. Measurements
were carried out at the distanceL51.0 and 2.0 m between
the microphone and the DML as shown in Fig. 4. A maxi-
mum length sequences~MLS! data acquisition and signal
processing system was used in the experiments. The detailed
information about the adopted MLS system is presented in
Ref. 10.

The dimensions of the chamber and the signal-to-noise
ratio were sufficient to carry out the analysis of the acoustic

output from the panel in the frequency range between 100
and 10 000 Hz. Because of certain limitations of the micro-
phone position system it is difficult to conduct the measure-
ments of the acoustic output from the panel placed on the
floor. But the experiments showed that the 5003500 mm2

base was working well and gave the suitable results. The
comparison between sound pressure spectra from panel is
shown in Fig. 4~a! and from the same panel placed on the
floor of chamber together with the base is presented in Fig. 5.

The effect of the porous layer on the sound pressure
level spectrum is shown in Figs. 6 and 7. The air gap in this
case is 25 mm. The results suggest that, as expected, the
introduction of a porous layer between the base and the panel
considerably affects its acoustic emission. In the case of a
25-mm layer of melamine foam the major effects are the
reduction of the level of the fluctuations in the acoustic pres-
sure spectra and the considerable improvement of the low-
frequency output between 100 and 600 Hz. It is anticipated
that the fluctuations result from the interference between the
sound emitted by the opposite faces of the vibrating panel.
The porous layer affects the amplitude and phase of the
sound wave, which is emitted from the back face of the
panel, so that interference maxima and minima in the far-
field acoustic spectra are not allowed to develop fully. The
layer also controls the interference pattern in the air gap, so

FIG. 5. The sound pressure level spectra measured at 1.0 m from the DML
panelH50.025 m.

FIG. 4. Experimental setup.

FIG. 6. The sound pressure level spectra measured at 2.0 from the DML
panel andH50.025 m.

FIG. 7. The directivity pattern for the acoustic emission from a DML plate
near a rigid base.R51.0 m andH50.025 m.
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that some individual resonances which inevitably occur be-
tween the rigid base and the vibrating plate appear consis-
tently suppressed~see Figs. 6 and 7!. The introduction of a
porous layer generally reduces the acoustic output in the
medium- and high-frequency range, although at lower fre-
quencies, below 500 Hz, the level of sound increases by up
to 10 dB. This is a highly desirable effect which can be
exploited in sound reproduction systems.

An experimental investigation was carried out to deter-
mine the effect of the absorbing layer on the horizontal di-
rectivity of the radiating DML panel. The sound pressure
level spectra were measured at several horizontal angles be-
tween 0 and 90 degrees, which were measured from the nor-
mal to the panel at the distance of 1.0 m. A comparison was
made between the results for the conditions described before,
with and without the porous layer. The results of the com-
parison are shown in Figs. 8 and 9 where the octave band
sound pressure levels are plotted against the horizontal angle.
Figure 8 shows the sound pressure levels for the panel near
the rigid base case and Fig. 9 shows the levels of pressure for
the panel near a 25-mm layer of foam and 25 mm of the air
gap. The data shown in these graphs suggest that the pres-
ence of a porous layer generally results in a more uniform
directivity pattern of the acoustic emission from a vibrating
DML panel. In this process the level of fluctuations in the
directivity pattern is reduced by approximately 10–15 dB.

In the low-frequency range~250 Hz! the levels of sound
seem to increase by 5–6 dB if the panel is loaded with an
acoustically porous layer~Fig. 9!. The increase is observed
for all angles considered. This may be attributed to the elimi-
nation of the ‘‘acoustic shortcut’’ effect between the sound
emitted by the opposite faces in the case of the porous layer.
Figure 9 suggests that the proximity of the porous layer had
a little effect on the acoustic emission in the higher fre-
quency range~8000 Hz!. This can be explained by the rela-
tively low coherence between the acoustic emission from
different areas of the panel and the reduced acoustic coupling
between the layer and the panel. There also appears to be a
considerable roll-off in the levels of sound at 500 and 1000
Hz ~see Fig. 8! as the angle of incidence increases in the case
of the panel being near the rigid base. This phenomenon is
not observed if the panel is loaded with an acoustically po-
rous layer, and it can be associated with the destructive in-
terference effects between acoustic waves emitted by the op-
posite faces of the vibrating panel. This phenomenon needs
further investigation.

The effect of the width of the air gap on the sound
pressure levels at different angles of incidence is shown in
Figs. 10 and 11. There is a pronounced directivity pattern in
the case when no porous material is attached to the rigid
base. This is likely to result from the interference between

FIG. 8. The directivity pattern for the acoustic emission from a DML panel
near a porous layer.R51.0 m andH50.025 m.

FIG. 9. The effect of the width air-gap on directivity pattern of the DML
near the rigid base.R51.0 m, frequency: 500 Hz.

FIG. 10. The effect of the width air-gap on directivity pattern of the DML
near the rigid base.R51.0 m, frequency: 2000 Hz.

FIG. 11. The effect of the width air-gap on directivity pattern of the DML
near a porous layer.R51.0 m, frequency: 500 Hz.
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the sound emitted from the front and from the back surfaces
of the plate. At 500 Hz the smaller air gap results in smaller
fluctuation of the levels as a function of the angle~see Fig.
10!.

At 2000 Hz the directivity pattern is relatively flat in the
range of angles from 0 to 45 degrees when the width of the
air gap is 0.007 m. When the width of the air gap is 0.025 m
the sound pressure level fluctuates within 5-dB range for
angles between 0 and 45 degrees. The sound pressure level is
reduced considerably by 15–17 dB for greater angles~see
Fig. 11!.

The application of porous material on a rigid base results
in a more stable output throughout the frequency range and
in different directions of sound propagation~see Fig. 12!.
There is some reduction of the sound pressure level as the
angle of incidence increases, although it is limited in com-
parison with the rigid base case~from 500 to 4000 Hz!. The
effect of the width of the air gap on SPL is small in the case
when the porous layer is present.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The purpose of this work was to carry out a theoretical
and experimental investigation to determine the effect of an
acoustically porous layer on the surface velocity and the
acoustic emission of a DML panel. It has been shown that
when the panel radiates near an acoustically porous layer the
amplitude of the resonance peaks in the surface velocity
spectrum is reduced and the spectrum appears to be more
uniform. This effect is associated with additional damping
induced by the porous layer and the acoustic flow through
the porous medium.6 It has been shown that the level of the
sound pressure spectrum between the panel and the porous
layer is reduced and appears more uniform near the frequen-
cies of the structural resonance. In this way the interference
between the acoustic output from the opposite faces of the
panel is reduced and the emitted acoustic pressure spectrum
measured in near and far fields can prove to be more uni-
form.

The experimental work shows that the porous layer has a
pronounced effect on the levels of sound emitted by the
DML panel. The major effect is the increased acoustic output
in the frequency range of 100–600 Hz and the general re-
duction of the level of the fluctuations in the acoustic pres-
sure spectra. There is some reduction of the acoustic output
in the medium and higher frequency ranges, which is com-
pensated by an almost 10-dB increase in the sound pressure
level in the low-frequency range and by a more homoge-
neous sound pressure level spectrum across the considered
frequency range. The experimental data also suggest that the
presence of a porous layer generally results in a more uni-
form directivity pattern of the acoustic emission from a vi-
brating DML panel. There also appears to be a considerable
roll-off in the level of sound at the medium and higher fre-
quencies, which requires further investigation.

The influence of air gap width was investigated. In the
case of rigid base at the low frequencies the acoustic output
is increased if the width of the air gap between rigid base and
vibrating panel is increased. In the medium range of frequen-
cies the sound pressure level is reduced when the air gap is
increased. If the porous layer is attached, the decreasing of
the width of the air gap has a small effect on the acoustic
output of the panel.
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A previously described model of hysteresis@J. C. Piquette and S. E. Forsythe, J. Acoust. Soc. Am.
106, 3317–3327~1999!; 106, 3328–3334~1999!# is generalized to apply to a dynamical system.
The original model produces theoretical hysteresis loops that agree well with laboratory
measurements acquired under quasi-static conditions. The loops are produced using
three-dimensional rotation matrices. An iterative procedure, which allows the model to be applied to
a dynamical system, is introduced here. It is shown that, unlike the quasi-static case, self-crossing
of the loops is a realistic possibility when inertia and viscous friction are taken into account.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A model of hysteresis is described in Refs. 1 and 2. That
model accommodates hysteresis by first introducing a data
transformation that collapses the hysteresis loops into one-
dimensional curves. Since this transformation effectively
eliminates hysteresis, an anhysteretic model3 can be least
squares fitted to the result. While this model of hysteresis has
been well verified by application to laboratory data, the use
of three-dimensional rotation matrices, which the model in-
corporates, makes it unclear how it might be applied to a
dynamical system, such as a transducer. A generalization of
the model that makes such application straightforward is de-
scribed here.@Readers unfamiliar with other work done in
hysteresis modeling may wish to consult Refs. 4–7, and ref-
erences within. Those who would like to see a study of the
transducer properties of lead magnesium niobate~PMN!, the
material of primary applications interest here, may wish to
consult Ref. 8.#

In Sec. II an iterative procedure is described for effect-
ing the model generalization. By replacing the stress term of
the original model3 with suitable dynamic~and static! terms,
an ordinary differential equation, solvable by the usual meth-
ods, is produced. The iterative process renders the solutions
of the differential equation consistent with the rotations of
the original model of hysteresis.1,2 A specific numerical ex-
ample of the process is given in Sec. III. It is shown here
that, unlike the quasi-static case, self-crossing of the loops is
a realistic possibility when inertia and viscous friction are
taken into account. A summary and the conclusion are given
in Sec. IV.

II. THEORY MODIFICATIONS FOR DYNAMIC EFFECTS

We first consider what must be done to render the model
of Refs. 1 and 2 applicable to a dynamic system. It is em-

phasized at the outset that, while the drive frequency is in-
troduced here as a specific parameter that must be taken into
account, any explicit frequency dependence of the model pa-
rameters is ignored. That is, the effects of frequency are ac-
counted for only through their influences upon the inertia and
viscous loss mechanisms contained in the system. If other
parameters, such as the permittivity, are frequency depen-
dent, it is assumed that the values of these parameters are
evaluated at the frequency of interest. That is, no specific
model of the variation of these parameters with frequency is
advanced here.

The dynamic system of interest is shown in Fig. 1. Here,
a PMN rod of lengthL0 , operating in the length-expander
mode, drives a massM. It is assumed that the mass of the
driver is insignificant compared with that of the driven mass.
The driven mass is also subject to a viscous frictional force,
associated with which is the viscous coefficientb. It is also
assumed that the driver is subjected to a constant stressT0 ,
such as might be supplied by a prestress bolt in a transducer.

It is first necessary to apply the model of Refs. 1 and 2
~in its original form! to quasi-static laboratory polarization
and strain data acquired from the active material~herein as-
sumed to be PMN!. A data transformation that collapses the
hysteresis loops from the measured data into one-
dimensional curves, through the use of three-dimensional ro-
tation matrices, was introduced in Refs. 1 and 2. Quasi-static
laboratory data are thus still required for implementation of
the present dynamical version of the theory, in order that the
required rotation angles can be ascertained. Ananhysteretic
theory3 is then applied to the resulting one-dimensional
curves to determine the required model parameters via least
squares fitting. Theinverserotations are applied to the an-
hysteretic theory to yield atheoretical hysteretic~but still
quasi-static! polarization loop. The interested reader is di-
rected to Refs. 1 and 2 for more details of the original theory
of hysteresis.

The strain equation of the original anhysteretic model,3

viz.,

a!A preliminary version of this work was reported at the 2001 ONR Work-
shop on Transducers and Transduction Materials, Baltimore, MD, May
2001.

b!Electronic mail: piquettejc@npt.nuwc.navy.mil
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S35s33
D T31Q33D3

2, ~1!

first is transformed into a differential equation by replacing
the external stressT3 with suitable dynamic and static terms
~cf. Fig. 1!. This gives

x

L0
52

s33
D Mẍ

A
2

s33
D bẋ

A
1s33

D T01Q33D3
2. ~2!

@Equation~2! is derived by separately isolating the PMN rod
and the massM driven by it, and applying standard methods
of dynamics, using Eq.~1! to describe the dynamics of PMN.
In this way the stress termT3 of Eq. ~1! is evaluated as the
reaction supplied by the external mass, including the as-
sumed constant stressT0 . In Eqs. ~1! and ~2! we have re-
placed the notationsb1 andb2 originally used in Ref. 3 with
the more commonly used notationss33

D and Q33, respec-
tively.# In Eqs. ~1! and ~2!, Q33 is the electrostriction con-
stant,b is the coefficient of viscous friction~which acts on
the driven mass!, L0 is the original length of the active ma-
terial, A is the end-face area of the active material,s33

D is the
elastic compliance at constantD, S3 is the strain, andT3 is
the stress.~T0 in Fig. 1 is a constant stress, such as a pre-
stress. It is only a portion of the total external stressT3

‘‘seen’’ by the active material, owing to the dynamic effects
of the reaction force arising from the contact between the
active material and the driven massM.! Over-dots denote
time derivatives. Each time Eq.~2! is solved forx(t), the
~current! hysteretic version ofD3 is substituted, and thus acts
as a source~or driving! term in this differential equation. The
initial version of the hystereticD3 source function required
in Eq. ~2! to start the iterative procedure is obtained by car-
rying out the theoretical solution forD3 as detailed in Refs.
1 and 2, applied to the quasi-static laboratory data, replacing
the external stressT3 with the constant valueT0 ~i.e., inertial
effects are initially ignored!. That is, the initial form of the

D3 source function simply results from applying the original
theory of Refs. 1 and 2 to the quasi-static laboratory polar-
ization and strain data acquired from the active material.

The dynamicsolution for the system of Fig. 1 is then
computed by the following procedure:

~1! Substitute the currenthysteretic D3 ~initially quasi-
static! into Eq. ~2!, and solve forx(t).

~2! Use Eq.~1! to determine the new ‘‘current’’ stress
T3 , evaluating the required strainS3 using the solution of
Eq. ~2!, together with the ‘‘current’’~hysteretic! D3 .

~3! A new ~approximately! anhysteretic strain versus
electric field hysteresis loop is now computed by applying
theoriginal rotation matrices~as originally derived from the
quasi-static laboratory data! to thenewstrain versusE-field
loop obtained from combining the solution of Eq.~2! with
the givenE. A corresponding approximately anhystereticD
vs E hysteresis loop is computed by applying the rotation
matrices to the current hystereticD3 .

~4! Solve theE-field equation from the original anhys-
teretic model,3 viz.,

E35
D32P0

A~«0«33
T !22a~D32P0!2

22Q33T3D3 , ~3!

for a new ~approximately! anhystereticD3 . Here the ap-
proximately anhysteretic value of dynamic stressT3 , as de-
termined by substituting the approximately anhystereticS3

andD3 from step 3 into Eq.~1!, is used.
~5! Apply the inverserotations of Refs. 1 and 2 to the

current ~approximately anhysteretic! D3 to produce anew
hystereticD3 .

Steps 1–5 are then iterated until the solution does not
change. This typically requires three iterations.

III. EXAMPLE

As a specific example, consider the parameter values
shown in Table I. The results of applying the iterative pro-
cess using these numerical values are shown in Figs. 2–4.
~In these figures, the term ‘‘polarization’’ is used to denote
the D-field within the sample. Owing to the very large per-
mittivity of PMN, the polarization andD-field are essentially
equivalent. The term ‘‘strain’’ refers to the relative change in
length of the PMN rod, compared with its initial length.! The
original quasi-static data required for initializing the iterative
procedure are also shown for reference in each of these fig-
ures, so that the changes caused by the system dynamics may
be more easily seen.~It is worthwhile noting that the theory
described here closely matches the shown quasi-static data if

FIG. 1. Dynamical system to which the theory of Refs. 1 and 2 is herein
generalized to apply. PMN—lead magnesium niobate driver.L0—unstressed
length of driver.T0—constant prestress.A—face area of driver.M—driven
mass~assumed much larger than driver mass!. b—coefficient of viscous
friction. x—position coordinate.

TABLE I. Parameter values used in an example calculation for the system
of Fig. 1.

M52 kg L050.0625 m A5531023 m2 b51.03104 N•s/m
T0524.133107 N/m2 s33

D 58.7310212 m2/N
Edrive5Ebias56.73105 V/m

nres5
1

2p
A A

s33
D L0M

⇒n res510 800 Hz
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the drive frequency is sufficiently low that inertia and vis-
cous friction become negligible.!

At the 1500-Hz frequency considered in Figs. 2~a! and
~b!, the effects of inertia are just starting to become visible,
as can be seen from the slight departure of the solid-line
curves from the dots. As can be seen in Fig. 3~b!, where the
drive frequency is now 2500 Hz, self-crossing of the hyster-
esis loop is a realistic possibility in a dynamic system,
whereas this should never occur in a quasi-static system.9

The self-crossing seen here arises from the interaction of
hysteresis with the effects of both viscous friction and iner-
tia.

Finally, in Figs. 4~a! and ~b! is shown the system re-
sponse as resonance~10 800 Hz! is approached. The drive
considered here is 10 000 Hz, or just slightly below reso-
nance. At this point, the effects of viscous friction over-
whelm the effects of hysteresis, and the elliptical shape of
the loop seen in Fig. 4~b! is almost entirely due to viscous
friction. The influence of the inertial effects are also signifi-
cant, as is reflected by the modified polarization response
seen in Fig. 4~a!.

IV. SUMMARY, DISCUSSION, AND CONCLUSION

A theory of hysteresis1,2 has been generalized to apply to
a dynamical system by introducing an iterative procedure. A
standard kind of ordinary differential equation is also intro-
duced.~The driving source term in this equation incorporates

FIG. 2. Computed response of the system of Fig. 1 when driven at a fre-
quency of 1500 Hz~solid lines!. Quasi-static data~dots! are shown for
reference.~a! Polarization.~b! Strain.

FIG. 3. Computed response of the system of Fig. 1 when driven at a fre-
quency of 2500 Hz~solid lines!. Quasi-static data~dots! are shown for
reference.~a! Polarization.~b! Strain.

FIG. 4. Computed response of the system of Fig. 1 when driven at a fre-
quency of 10 000 Hz~solid lines!. Quasi-static data~dots! are shown for
reference.~a! Polarization.~b! Strain.
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the effects of hysteresis into the solution.! It was shown that
self-crossing of a hysteresis loop is a realistic possibility in a
dynamic system.

It should be understood that the presence of hysteresis in
a transducer drive material is very undesirable, especially
from the point of view of ‘‘wasted’’ energy that must be
supplied to the material by the power amplifier. Significant
also is the undesirable generation of output harmonics owing
to hysteresis. However, by suitable preforming the driving
voltage waveform,10 it is possible to linearize the output re-
sponse.
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In this work, an approximated 3-D analytical model of the Langevin transducer is proposed. The
model, improving the classical 1-D approach describing the thickness extensional mode, allows us
to predict also the radial modes of both the piezoelectric ceramic disk and the loading masses;
furthermore, it is able to describe the coupling between radial and thickness extensional modes. In
order to validate the model, the computed frequency spectrum is compared with that obtained by
measurements carried out on 13 manufactured samples of different thicknesses to diameter ratios.
The comparison shows that the model predicts with quite good accuracy the resonance frequencies
of the two lowest frequency modes, i.e., those of practical interest, all over the explored range.
Finally, the coupling effect between thickness and radial modes on the frontal displacement is
measured and discussed. ©2002 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1476684#

PACS numbers: 43.38.Fx@SLE#

I. INTRODUCTION

The Langevin transducer basically consists of a piezo-
electric ceramic disk sandwiched between two cylinder-
shaped loading masses. This structure is usually prestressed
by inserting a bolt along its principal axis in order to increase
the mechanical strength of the piezoelectric ceramic.

This kind of composite transducer is widely used in un-
derwater sonar and communication systems1–5 as well as in a
large variety of industrial applications6,7 due to its ability to
vibrate in thickness-extensional mode at low frequency,
avoiding the need for high driving voltages.

The Langevin structure can be analyzed with the classi-
cal one-dimensional theory;8–10 however, this approach is
able to describe only the thickness-extensional modes and
therefore does not take into account the unavoidable lateral
vibrations of both the piezoelectric ceramic and the loading
masses.

The predictions of the lateral vibrations of the Langevin
transducer is indeed very useful both in power and in broad-
band applications; in fact, in the first case any possible lateral
coupling, which polarizes the motion in some direction other
than axial, must be avoided, while in the second a bandwidth
enlargement can be achieved by exploiting the coupling be-
tween thickness-extensional and lateral modes.11–13

The 3-D analysis of the Langvein transducer can be per-
formed by using finite element methods~FEM!. This ap-
proach is very powerful and is widely used in transducers’
analysis of any geometry.11–15However, with respect to ana-
lytical modeling, it gives less physical insight and it is more
time consuming.

Analytical multi-dimensional modeling of piezoelectric

ceramic structures is rather complex, due to the unsolvable
differential coupled equations’ system which describes the
element vibration. Nevertheless, some attempts in this direc-
tion have been made.16–19 In particular, some of the authors
proposed an approximated 3-D matrix model of cylinder-
shaped piezoelectric ceramics which takes into account the
coupling between thickness and radial modes and which is
also able to describe the interactions with the external
media.20

In the present work, this 3-D approximated approach is
extended to the classical Langevin configuration, and the im-
provements with respect to the 1-D model are shown. The
proposed model is experimentally validated by comparing
the computed frequency spectrum with that obtained by mea-
surements carried out on 13 manufactured prototypes of dif-
ferent aspect ratios. Finally, measurements of the frontal dis-
placement, carried out by means of an interferometric
technique at the main resonance frequencies, are shown in
order to highlight the effect of the coupling between radial
and thickness modes.

II. THE MATRIX MODEL

Figure 1 shows the classical Langevin transducer con-
figuration; it is composed of a piezoelectric ceramic disk
with radiusa and thickness 2•b, poled along the thickness
direction and electroded on its flat surface. The ceramic disk
is sandwiched between two cylinder-shaped loading masses
having the same radius and thicknesses of 2•b1 and 2•b2 ,
respectively. When an alternating voltageV is applied to the
electrodes of the piezoelectric ceramic element, all the
modes of the structure can be excited, depending on the fre-
quency of the driving signal.

A 3-D analytical model of cylinder-shaped piezoelectrica!Electronic mail: iula@uniroma3.it
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ceramics20 was recently proposed by some of the authors. It
was derived by assuming that the coordinate axes are pure
mode propagation directions~i.e., the mechanical displace-
mentsur anduz depend only onr andz, respectively! and by
imposing both electrical and mechanical boundary condi-
tions in an integral way. By means of this model, the piezo-
electric ceramic element has been described as a four-port
system with three mechanical ports~one for each surface!
and one electric port. The linear equations which relate the
electrical variables~currentI and voltageV) to the mechani-
cal variables~forcesFi and velocitiesv i , i 51,...,3) in the
frequency domain are

F15
Z1

j F S k1aJ0~k1a!2J1~k1a!

k1aJ1~k1a! D1
c12

D

k1ac11
D Gv1

1
2pac13

D

j v
~v21v3!1

4bh31

j va
I , ~1!

F25
2pac13

D

j v
v11

Z3

j S v2

tan ~2k3b!
1

v3

sin ~2k3b! D1
h33

j v
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~2!

F35
2pac13

D

j v
v11

Z3

j S v2

sin~2k3b!
1

v3

tan~2k3b! D1
h33

j v
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V5
4bh31

j va
v11

h33

j v
v21

h33

j v
v31

I

j vC0
, ~4!

whereci j andhi j ( i , j 51,...,3) are the elastic and piezoelec-
tric constants, respectively,«33

S 51/b33
S is the dielectric per-

mittivity, r is the mass density,v̄15Ac11
D /r and v̄3

5Ac33
D /r are the wave propagation velocities andk1

5v/ v̄1 andk35v/ v̄3 are the wave numbers in ther andz
directions, respectively,Z15r v̄14pab andZ35r v̄3pa2 are
the piezoelectric ceramic mechanical impedances along ther
and z directions, andC05pa2/b33

S 2b is the so-called
‘‘clamped capacity’’ of the piezoelectric ceramic.

Following the same approach the two loading masses
are modeled as three-port systems. Each system can be sim-
ply obtained from Eqs.~1!–~3! by setting to zero the piezo-
electric constantsh31 andh33, and, due to the isotropy of the
material, by imposingc335c11 and c135c12, and by sup-
pressing the subscripts forZ andk. With these assumptions
we obtain

F15
Z

j F S kaJ0~ka!2J1~ka!

kaJ1~ka! D1
c12

kac11
Gv1

1
2pac12

j v
~v21v3!, ~5!

F25
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j v
v11

Z

j S v2

tan~2kb!
1

v3

sin~2kb! D , ~6!

F35
2pac12

j v
v11

Z

j S v2

sin~2kb!
1

v3

tan~2kb! D . ~7!

The full model of the Langevin transducer is easily ob-
tained by connecting the mechanical ports which correspond
to the contacting surfaces~see Fig. 2!; in this way, the trans-
ducer is modeled as a six-port system. It should be noted that
the continuity of the velocities at the interfaces between the
piezoelectric ceramic and the masses is imposed only in the
z direction.

All the transfer functions of the system can be computed
by loading the five mechanical ports with the mechanical
impedances of the surrounding media, and applying an alter-
nating voltage to the electric port. In the design of the Lange-
vin transducer the most useful relations are the electrical in-
put impedance (Zi) and the transmission transfer functions
(TTFn), defined, respectively, as

Zi5
V

I
, ~8!

TTFn5
Fn

V
, ~9!

where the subscriptn indicates the mechanical port consid-
ered. The output displacementun at each port is then given
by the relation

FIG. 1. Schematic view of the classical Langevin transducer.

FIG. 2. The six-port system representation.
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un5
1

j v

Fn

Zn
. ~10!

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS

Figure 3 shows the frequency spectrum, i.e., the map of
the resonance frequencies of the transducer, computed with
the proposed 3-D model. It is obtained by varying the thick-
ness of the loading masses from 1 to 40 mm. The results
were obtained by assuming PZT-5A by Morgan-Matroc21

(2a520 mm, 2b52 mm! as the piezoelectric ceramic ma-
terial, and steel~mass densityr58 kg/m3, Young modulus
E517.731010 N/m2, Poisson ratios50.3) as the mass ma-
terial.

The diameter of the circles is proportional to the effec-
tive electromechanical coupling factor (keff), which, as it is
well known, is defined as

keff5Af p
22 f s

2

f p
2 , ~11!

where f s and f p can be assumed to be the frequencies of
maximum and minimum admittance.

For comparison, Fig. 3 also shows the frequency spec-
trum of the Langevin transducer computed with the classical
1-D thickness extensional model10 ~solid curvesT1 , T2 , T3 ,
and T4), and two straight lines representing the resonance
frequencies of the pure radial modes of the piezoelectric ce-
ramic Rcer and of the massesRmass, which are computed
under the hypothesis of thin disks.22 By increasing the mass
thickness, the resonance frequency of the pure thickness
modeT1 decreases, as well as the harmonics corresponding
to T2 , T3 , and T4 , while the Rcer and Rmass are constant
because they only depend on the diameter of the structure.

The plot of Fig. 3 shows that the 3-D model is able to
predict both thickness and radial resonance frequencies of
the structure. The plot also shows that there is agreement
between 3-D and 1-D results only in the regions of the spec-
tra where the resonance frequencies of pure modes are suf-
ficiently distant. On the contrary, in regions where pure
modes come closer, the 3-D model is able to predict their
deviation from 1-D trends caused by the coupling existing
between them. It should be noted that the radial resonance

frequency of the masses computed with the 3-D model ap-
proachesRmass only when the masses are very thin; else-
where it is higher thanRmass.

As far as the values ofkeff are concerned, Fig. 3 shows
that in the regions where two modes are strongly coupled,
these modes present very similar values ofkeff , even if in
‘‘undisturbed’’ regions these values are quite different. This
behavior indicates that, in coupling regions, the two modes
cannot be considered pure modes, because their vibrational
characteristics are somehow mixed. On the other hand, when
the transducer has an aspect ratio for which coupling be-
tween modes does not occur, thekeff value permits us to
establish for each resonance frequency the nature of the cor-
responding mode~radial or thickness!, without resorting to
comparisons with 1-D models.

We also computed, for each sample, the electrical input
impedance, the transmission transfer function, and the frontal
displacement at one end surface as a function of frequency.
The transducer was assumed to work in air; however, in or-
der to take into account the internal losses, the mechanical
ports were loaded with specific acoustic impedances of 0.1
MPa•s/m. As an example, Fig. 4 shows the results obtained
for a transducer with mass thicknesses of 14 mm. Figure 4~a!
shows the magnitude of the input impedance versus fre-
quency. Comparing this plot with Fig. 3, we can recognize
that the resonance frequencies correspond to the first thick-
ness mode (T1

3D), and the radial modes of the piezoelectric
ceramic (Rcer

3D) and of the masses (Rmass
3D ), respectively. From

the plot of the transmission transfer function@Fig. 4~b!#, it
can be seen that the maximum value, as expected, is obtained
at the resonance frequency of the thickness mode; however, a
quite good response is also observed at the resonance fre-
quency of the radial modeRcer

3D . The response at the reso-
nance frequency of the radial modeRmass

3D is negligible. Simi-
lar considerations can be made for the frontal displacements
@see Fig. 4~c!#. Finally, it should be noted that, as the model
was derived assuming a pistonlike motion, the force and the
displacement of Figs. 4~b! and 4~c! are the mean values on
the terminal surfaces.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION

In order to experimentally validate the proposed model,
we manufactured 13 Langevin transducers of different
lengths ranging from 2.5 to 32.5 mm. Piezoelectric ceramic
and mass materials and dimensions are those described in the
previous section.

Each prototype was prestressed with the jig shown in
Fig. 5. The Langevin structure, whose masses are provided
with flanges, is placed into the jig, composed of two threaded
elements. By means of a jig adapter, a torque wrench is used
to tighten the ceramic disk between the two masses, obtain-
ing a good control of the prestress, which is applied only to
the piezoelectric ceramic element. In order to avoid shear
stresses during wrenching operations, a thin layer of grease
was laid at the interfaces between the piezoelectric ceramic
and the masses. Measurements were conducted with the
transducer mounted in the jig; this experimental solution
avoids the need for a hole in the structure to insert a pre-

FIG. 3. The frequency spectrum versus the thickness of the loading masses.
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stress bolt and, therefore, allows a more realistic comparison
with the results of the model, which is derived for a cylinder
and not for ring-shaped elements. In fact, as shown in recent
works,23,24 the frequency behavior of the radial modes of
disks and rings is substantially different.

Figure 6 shows the experimental frequency spectrum;
also in this case, the diameter of the circles is proportional to
the keff . In this plot, the frequency spectrum computed with
the proposed model is reported in solid curves.

The experimental results reported in Fig. 6 were ob-
tained by applying to the Langevin transducer a light pre-
stress~corresponding to an applied torque of about 2 N•m!,
just sufficient to ensure the mechanical contact between the

piezoelectric ceramic and the masses. This is the best experi-
mental approximation of the hypotheses imposed deriving
the model, which does not take into consideration any pre-
stress, and describes the contact between the piezoelectric
ceramic and the masses by imposing the continuity of dis-
placements only in the thickness direction. In fact, both the
light prestress and the use of grease should allow radial slid-
ing.

The comparison between computed and experimental re-
sults shows that the model predicts with quite good accuracy
the two lowest resonance frequencies all over the explored
range. In particular, it is noteworthy the agreement observed
in the region where these two modes are strongly coupled,
i.e., where the diameter and the whole length of the structure
are comparable. A further agreement can be observed by
comparing the behavior of the experimentalkeff in Fig. 6
with that computed with the 3-D model in Fig. 3.

As far as the higher frequencies modes are concerned,
measurements only partly confirm the results of the model;
this is probably due to the presence of other modes of differ-
ent nature which are not predicted by the model.

In order to better investigate the effect of the coupling

FIG. 4. Modulus of the input impedance~a!, modulus of the transmission
transfer function~b!, and modulus of the frontal displacement~c! for a
transducer with masses of 14-mm length.

FIG. 5. ~a! Exploded view of the transducer and of the jig.~b! The asembled
structure, the accessory torque wrench, and its jig adapter.

FIG. 6. Comparison between measured and computed frequency spectra.
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between the thickness and the radial modes, we measured the
frontal displacement of the terminal surface by means of an
interferometric technique, for three different transducers at
the main resonance frequencies.

Figure 7 shows the shapes of the frontal displacement
measured on the sample with masses of 32.5-mm length at

the three lowest resonance frequencies. As can be seen from
the plot of Fig. 6, for this aspect ratio, the resonance frequen-
cies are quite distant; therefore the modes can be considered
uncoupled. The lowest frequency mode presents a clear pis-
tonlike motion, and can be considered as a pure thickness
extensional mode. Also, the second mode has an almost flat
axial displacement and can be recognized as the first har-
monic of the fundamental thickness mode. The third mode
has the typical displacement shape of radial modes.25

The displacements of the transducer with masses of
25-mm length are shown in Fig. 8. For this aspect ratio, the
low-frequency mode can still be recognized as a pure thick-
ness extensional mode, due to the flatness of its displace-
ment. However, it is not possible to distinguish which of the
two other modes is the thickness extensional and which is
the radial, because the shapes of the displacement are very
similar and the amplitudes comparable. By the observation
of Fig. 6, it is evident that these two modes are strongly
coupled; in the figure, we indicated the lower frequency
mode asRcer

M only because itskeff has a greater value than the
other.

The displacements at the first two resonance frequencies
for the transducer with masses of 5-mm length are shown in
Fig. 9. The low-frequency mode can be recognized as a ra-
dial mode both for its displacement shape and for the high
keff value shown in Fig. 6. It should be noted that, at this
frequency, the mean displacement of the transducer is com-
parable with those observed for the fundamental thickness
mode of transducers of Figs. 7 and 8. The second mode, for
this sample, isRmass

M .

V. CONCLUSION

In this work, an approximated 3-D model of the Lange-
vin transducer has been proposed. The model represents an

FIG. 8. Frontal displacement of the transducer with masses of 25-mm
length.

FIG. 7. Frontal displacement of the transducer with massses of 32.5-mm
length.

FIG. 9. Frontal displacement of the transducer with masses of 5-mm length.
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improvement with respect to the 1-D approach because it is
able to describe the radial modes of the structure and their
coupling with thickness extensional modes. The comparison
with experimental results shows that, for any aspect ratio of
the transducer, the model is able to predict with quite good
accuracy the two lowest resonance frequencies, which are
those mainly used in practical applications.

The proposed model therefore seems to be a useful ana-
lyical tool which permits us to extend the design of Langevin
transducers also to structure with the diameter comparable or
greater than the total length. It can be used in broadband
applications, where the coupling between radial and thick-
ness modes can be exploited to enlarge the bandwidth, and in
power applications due to its capability to predict the funda-
mental resonance frequency of the transducer for any aspect
ratio.
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This article presents a new technique for characterizing piezoelectric transducers attached to a finite
substrate. It consists of determining the impedance of the transducer cleared of the effects caused by
finite dimensions of the substrate. This technique is validated by comparison with measurements on
a transducer mounted on an effectively half-infinite substrate. It is applied for the electrical matching
of a lithium niobate plate transducer bonded to a fused quartz rod. ©2002 Acoustical Society of
America. @DOI: 10.1121/1.1416904#

PACS numbers: 43.38.Fx, 43.60.Qv@SLE#

I. INTRODUCTION

The measurement of the electrical impedance is of great
important step in designing piezoelectric transducers. It pro-
vides complete electrical characteristics of the transducer and
comparison with predictions.

At megahertz frequencies transducers are often attached
to a substrate. This is the case, for example, with plate trans-
ducers which become too thin and fragile to be used as
standing alone. The presence of the substrate may cause
large variations of the electrical impedance of the transducer.
This occurs with bounded substrate having end faces flat and
parallel to the transducer and when the attenuation of waves
in the substrate is low. These variations are due to the reflec-
tions of the acoustics waves between ends of the substrate
and are not relevant to the characteristics of the transducer.

More meaningful is the impedance of the transducer
bonded to a half-infinite substrate. it is the purpose of this
article to derive a process for determining this impedance,
denoted asZ0 , from the measured one, and suitable for plate
transducers bonded to a finite length rod. The process con-
sists of smoothing the impedance over an aperture which
depends on the length of the rod and the velocity of waves
propagating inside.

In order to validate the process, the impedance of the
transducer is measured, then processed, and compared with
that measured when the rod is modified to behave as a half-
infinite substrate. As an illustration the process is applied for
designing an electrical matching network of a lithium nio-
bate plate transducer bonded to a fused quartz rod.

II. THEORY

A. Electrical impedance of a piezoelectric thin plate
transducer rigidly bonded to a substrate of finite
thickness and end faces parallel to the transducer

An analytical expression of the electrical impedance of a
piezoelectric thin plate transducer rigidly bonded to a half-
infinite substrate has been established by Auld.1 This expres-
sion is derived from the assumption that the thickness of the
transducer is small compared with its transverse dimensions,
allowing the use of a one-dimensional model for the descrip-

tion of waves propagating inside the transducer and the sub-
strate. This electrical impedance is written as

Z05
1

j 2p f C0
1

K2

2p f C0

1

u

2Zp~cosu21!1 jZl sin u

Zl cosu1 jZp sin u
~1!

with u5p f / f 0 .
f is the frequency.f 0 is the half-wavelength resonant

frequency of the transducer, andC0 is the static capacitance.
K is the electromechanical coupling constant for the piezo-
electrical material.Zl represents the mechanical impedance
of the substrate andZp is the mechanical impedance of the
plate.

If the transducer is bonded to a finite length substrate
having faces parallel to the transducer, the characteristic im-
pedanceZl of Eq. ~1! is replaced by an impedanceZa . This
impedance describes the multiple reflections of waves inside
the substrate. This impedance is written as

Za5Zl

12e2 j b

11e2 j b ~2!

with b52kl l .
Herekl represents the wave number describing the wave

propagation in the substrate andl is the thickness of the
substrate.

Thus the expression of the electrical impedance of the
transducer bonded to a finite thickness substrate is obtained
by the substitution of~2! into ~1! as follows:

Z5
1

j 2p f C0
1

K2

2p f C0

1

u

3
2Zp~11e2 j b!~cosu21!1 jZ1~12e2 j b! sin u

Zl~12e2 j b!cosu1 jZp~11e2 j b!sin u
.

~3!

The denominatorD5Zl(12e2 j b)cosu1jZp(11e2jb)sinu
of Eq. ~3! can be factorized as

D5~Zlcosu1 jZpsin u!

3F12
Zlcosu2 jZpsin u

Zlcosu1 jZpsin u
e2 j bG . ~4!
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Taking into account losses in the bonded material,b is com-
plex and

UZlcosu2 jZpsin u

Zlcosu1 jZpsin u
e2 j bU,1.

As a consequence, 1/D can be written as

1

D
5

1

Zlcosu1 jZpsin u

3F11 (
n51

` S Zlcosu2 jZpsin u

Zlcosu1 jZpsin u D n

e2 jnbG . ~5!

On the other hand, the numeratorN52Zp(11e2 j b)(cosu
21)1jZ1(12e2jb)sinu of Eq. ~3! can be factorized as

N5@2Zp~cosu21!1 jZ1sin u#

3F11
2Zp~cosu21!2 jZlsin u

2Zp~cosu21!1 jZlsin u
e2 j bG . ~6!

Finally, the substitution of Eqs.~5! and~6! into Eq.~3! gives

Z5
1

j 2p f C0
1

K2

2p f C0

1

u

2Zp~cosu21!1 jZlsin u

Zlcosu1 jZpsin u

3F11
2Zp~cosu21!2 jZlsin u

2Zp~cosu21!1 jZlsin u
e2 j bG

3F11 (
n51

` S Zlcosu2 jZpsin u

Zlcosu1 jZpsin u D n

e2 jnbG ~7!

or

Z5Z01 (
n51

`

Zne2 jnb. ~8!

The electrical impedance of the transducer is written as the
sum ofZ0 , the impedance of interest, and an infinite series
whose coefficientsZn ~with n.0) may be obtained by com-
paring Eq.~7! with Eq. ~8!.

Within narrow frequency windows, it may be assumed
that the frequency variations of the impedance are due to the
complex exponential exp2jb. This assumption holds when
the thickness of the transducer is much smaller than the
thickness of the bonded substrate, that is whenv l /2l ! f 0 ,
wherev l is the acoustical wave velocity in the bonded sub-
strate. As a consequence, Eq.~8! can be thought of as a
trigonometric Fourier series.Zn represents the coefficients of
the series and are different whatever the frequency window.
We denoteD f and f cent the width and the center of a window,
respectively.

B. Determination of Z0

Here Z0 is obtained by averaging the electrical imped-
ance over the frequency windowDf. D f is chosen by looking
at the impedance in the time domain. In the frequency do-
mainD f acts as a unity rectangle window. As a consequence,
the inverse Fourier transform of the electrical impedance
gives a series of discrete impulses having a sin(pDft)/(pDft)
shape and located attn5(2nl/v l), wheren is integer andt is
the time. The electrical impedance can be weighted by a

window of the same width giving reduced sidelobes, such as
the Hann window.2 D f is chosen to avoid overlapping of
consecutive main lobes of the inverse Fourier transform of
the Hann window and must be narrow enough to keep Eq.
~8! valid.

Finally, Z0 is deduced from the measured impedance by
the integration

Z0~ f cent!'
2

D f ED f
W~ f 2 f cent!Z~ f ! d f , ~9!

whereW( f 2 f cent) is the Hann window centered atf cent and
D f >2v l / l .

The frequency characteristics ofZ0 are obtained by
sweeping the frequencyf cent around the transducer reso-
nance.

III. EXPERIMENTS

A. Validation of the method

The validation procedure operates in two steps. In the
first step the electrical impedance of the transducer bonded to
a substrate of finite thickness and end faces parallel to the
transducer@cf. Fig. 1~a!# is measured andZ0 is calculated
from Eq. ~9!. In the second step the electrical impedance is
measured as one face of the substrate is obliquely cut@cf.
Fig. 1~b!#. In this case the waves reflected by the oblique
face do not interfere with the wave generated by the trans-
ducer and the substrate behaves as half-infinite. As a conse-
quence this impedance must be the same asZ0 .

The validation procedure deals with a transducer made
of a lithium niobate plate bonded to a fused quartz rod. The
resonance frequency of the transducer is 55 MHz and the
length of the rod is 10 mm. The longitudinal acoustic waves
propagate in fused quartz at 6000 m/s.

The procedure uses a network analyzer combined with
an impedance test set. The analyzer is driven by a computer
through GPIB~general protocol interface bus!. Series of uni-
formly spaced impedance samples are measured overD f and
sent to the computer for averaging according to Eq.~9!. The
center frequencyf cent is swept over the required frequency
range.

Figure 2 shows the real and imaginary parts of the elec-
trical impedance of this transducer. Figure 3 zooms the real
part of this impedance around the center frequency. As it can
be seen the fluctuations on the impedance are quasi-

FIG. 1. Plate transducers attached to bounded substrates.~a! Both end faces
of the substrate are parallel.~b! The free face of the substrate is obliquely
cut.
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periodically spaced by 300 kHz, which corresponds to 1/t l

5v l /2l . The plots of Fig. 4 show the result of the averaging
process applied to the impedance of Fig. 2. On the same
figure is plotted the impedance of the transducer when the
end of the bonded substrate is obliquely cut. The correlation
between the half-infinite data and the derivation from finite
data in both real and imaginary parts demonstrates validation
of the procedure.

B. Illustration of the method: Electrical matching of a
plate transducer bonded to a fused quartz rod

The transducer to match is a lithium niobate plate whose
resonance frequency is 21 MHz. This transducer is rigidly
bonded to a fused quartz rod of 10-mm length, using a thin
layer of indium.

The average process performed on the impedance gives
the plots of Fig. 5. The structure of the chosen circuit to
match the transducer around the resonance is the low-pass
filter of Fig. 6. The role of the capacitanceC is to decrease
the resistance of the transducer down to the characteristic
impedance of the electrical sourceR0 , typically 50 V. The
self-inductanceL annihilates the reactive effect of the paral-
lel association of the transducer andC. The expressions ofC
andL derived from Ref. 3 are

C5
A2

Rpvcsh~a!
1

1

Xpvm
, ~10!

L5
R0A2

vcsh~a!
, ~11!

with

FIG. 2. Electrical impedance of a 55-MHz plate transducer bonded to a
fused quartz rod of 10-mm length:~a! real part and~b! imaginary part.

FIG. 3. Zoom of Fig. 2~a! around the resonance of the transducer.

FIG. 4. Computed impedanceZ0 of the 55-MHz transducer~---!. Electrical
impedance of the transducer as the free end of the rod is obliquely cut~—!:
~a! real parts and~b! imaginary parts.

FIG. 5. Computed impedanceZ0 of a 21-MHz transducer bonded to a fused
quartz delay line of 10-mm length.
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a5
1

2
sh21S 1

e D , e5A 1

Gm
21,

Gm512S Rp2R0

Rp1R0
D 2

, vc5vmA2.

Here vm represents the angular frequency for which the
transducer is exactly matched,vc is the cutoff angular fre-
quency of the filter, and (Rp ,Cp) are the components of the
parallel representation of the transducer atvm .

The matching network is designed from the characteris-
tics of Fig. 5 and the calculation ofC andL from Eqs.~10!
and~11!, respectively. For a matching frequency of 21 MHz,
L51.3 mH andC523 pF. The actual matching network ex-
hibits the valuesL51.2 mH and C531 pF and a parasitic
series resistance of 2.5V is also measured. Figure 7 shows
the electrical impedance of the matched transducer. As it can
be seen in this figure, the real part of the impedance reaches
roughly 50V and the imaginary part cancels near 19 and 21
MHz. The efficiency of the matching is checked by the rf
pulse equipment of Fig. 8. The pulse generator outputs a rf
pulse whose carrier frequency is the matching frequency of
the transducer. The width of the pulse is chosen large enough
so that a CW mode can be assumed. The directional bridge
allows the separation of the electrical signal incident on the
transducer from the signal issued from it. All the rf pulses are
displayed on the oscilloscope.

Figure 9 shows the train of rf pulses issued from the
transducer using the experimental setup of Fig. 8 before the
insertion of the matching network. The first pulse represents
the reflection of the pulse incident on the transducer. This
pulse results from the electrical mismatching between the

transducer andR0 . It is followed by a series of pulses, the
origin being the partial conversion of acoustical energy into
electrical energy.

Figure 10 shows the train of rf pulses as the matching
network is added. The comparison of Fig. 9 with Fig. 10
shows the effect of the matching network. The electrical re-
flected pulse is largely attenuated due to the almost complete
conversion of electrical energy into acoustical energy. The
simultaneous amplitude increase of the second pulse and de-
crease of the following pulses show that the conversion from
acoustical into electrical energy is also improved. However,
this conversion is not 100% efficient because a series of
small pulses still exists. The imperfect conversion reciprocity
is explained by losses in the transducer, the substrate, and the
matching network. One also notes that the matching does not
influence the pulse transitions where the CW mode cannot be
assumed.

The efficiency of the electrical matching is also charac-
terized by the conversion ratioh between electrical and
acoustical energies. Assuming the reciprocity property of a
transducer,h may be determined by

h5
P

P0
, ~12!

whereP represents the power of the first pulse reflected at
the end of the quartz rod for which only two electrical energy
to acoustical energy and vice versa conversions occur. Here
P0 represents the reflected power as the transducer is discon-
nected from the directional bridge.

FIG. 6. ~LC! matching network.

FIG. 7. Computed electrical impedance of the matched 21-MHz transducer.

FIG. 8. Experimental arrangement of generation and detection of rf pulses.

FIG. 9. Detected train of rf pulses issued from the 21-MHz transducer
before matching. The carrier frequency is 21 MHz.
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Figure 11 shows the conversion ratio of the transducer
before and after matching. A large bandwidth close to 10
MHz and small insertion losses lying in the interval~25 dB,
22 dB! are obtained for the matched transducer.

IV. CONCLUSION

A method has been presented for determining the intrin-
sic impedanceZ0 of a transducer bonded to a substrate of
finite thickness. It has been validated by comparison with
measurements on a transducer mounted on an effectively in-
finite substrate. This method has been applied for designing
electrical matching elements of a 21-MHz lithium niobate
transducer bonded to a fused quartz rod. It has also been
efficiently applied for matching transducers whose resonance
frequencies range from 10 to 100 MHz.

This method is based on the averaging of the transducer
impedance over a sweeping aperture. Due to its principle this

method is simple to implement and efficient as far as the
conditions of applications are satisfied.

The characteristics ofZ0 depend on the properties of
both the substrate and the transducer properties.f 0 , C0 , and
K, as defined inZ0 , are intrinsic characteristics of the stand-
alone transducer. Although bonding the transducer to the
substrate causes translation of the peak resonance, a good
approximation off 0 is the frequency at which the real part of
Z0 is maximum.C0 is obtained from the evaluation of the
imaginary part ofZ0 at f 0 , andK by the ratio between real
and imaginary parts ofZ0 at f 0 .

1B. A. Auld, Acoustic Fields and Waves in Solids~Wiley, New York, 1973!,
Vol. 1, Chap. 9.

2F. J. Harris, ‘‘On the use of windows for harmonic analysis with the
discrete Fourier transform,’’ Proc. IEEE66, 51–83~1979!.

3W. K. Chen,The Circuits and Filters Handbook~IEEE, New York, 1995!,
Sec. 73, pp. 2300–2302.

FIG. 10. Detected train of rf pulses issued from the 21-MHz transducer after
matching. The carrier frequency is 21 MHz. FIG. 11. The conversion ratio of the 21-MHz transducer, before matching

~m! and after matching~d!.
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Results derived from exact linear homogeneous elastodynamic theory are used for two-dimensional
unloaded plates in order to understand certain features generated by proper symmetric Lamb modes.
It is shown thatS1 modes for all elastic materials have a phase velocity defined below the usual
critical frequency and which initially exhibits anomalous dispersion~has a negative slope with
respect to frequency!. Over a certain range, it has a phase velocity that is double valued. In addition,
there are an infinite number of proper symmetric Lamb modes that have this characteristic for
materials with a Poisson ratio equal to 1/3. It also appears that allA3n modes are anomalous when
VL<2VT . The cause and implication of these effects are examined, including an associated
negative group velocity over a small frequency zone for these modes. Further, it is noted that all
proper symmetric Lamb modes have a plateau region in phase velocity with respect to wave number.
It is shown that this always occurs for a phase velocity corresponding to the longitudinal bulk
velocity of the elastic material. These issues are examined along with how one may obtain material
parameters and possibly plate thickness from their dispersion curves. ©2002 Acoustical Society of
America. @DOI: 10.1121/1.1473637#

PACS numbers: 43.40.Dx, 43.35.Cg@ADP#

I. INTRODUCTION

A multitude of elastic vibrations or modes is predicted
and observed for both unloaded and fluid-loaded elastic
plates of uniform thickness.1–3 In the following discussions,
symmetry is defined relative to a plane at the midpoint of and
parallel to the defining surfaces of the plate. The two lowest
modes are pure, inhomogeneous interface waves that arise
from mode conversion. One of these modes, labeledS0 , is
symmetric and exists for all real frequencies. The other in-
terface mode labeledA0 is antisymmetric and exists at all
frequencies for unloaded plates. For loaded plates, it begins
to manifest itself when its phase velocity equals that of the
ambient fluid. The remaining class of modes originates in the
body of the material. Here, symmetric and antisymmetric
modes emerge as governed by the mathematics of exact elas-
ticity theory. These modes, labeledSj andAj , are the proper
symmetric and antisymmetric Lamb modes, respectively,
where j is a positive integer and designates the order of the
mode.3 It is possible to excite either of the elastic bulk waves
in much the same way that modes in a fluid waveguide are
excited. Proper Lamb modes usually begin as standing waves
related to one of the elastic bulk waves and the plate thick-
ness, which determines the critical frequency. When they be-
gin to travel, they couple with the remaining bulk wave and
form inhomogeneous waves.3 In this work, the focus is on
proper symmetric Lamb modes excited on isotropic unloaded
elastic plates. In all cases the critical frequency is easy to
determine, and subsequent to its inception, the wave propa-
gates in a dispersive manner with a characteristic phase ve-
locity that varies with frequency. There are, however, some

striking anomalies observed for symmetric waves. In particu-
lar, the S1 mode occurs below the usual critical frequency,
and has anomalous dispersion over a small frequency zone in
that region with a turning point in frequency at which point
the phase velocity appears to be double valued. Indeed, at
some pointdKT /dVx50, whereKT is the wave number of
the transverse wave andVx is the phase velocity identified
with a specific Lamb wave. The consequence of this is that
the group velocity4–8 takes on a negative value6–10 at the
onset of this wave. There are other exceptions similar toS1

waves, namely for materials with a Poisson ration equal to
1/3. In that case, analysis presented in this work shows that
there are an infinite number of such waves and they bifurcate
from a common critical frequency in which one of the bifur-
cations behaves like theS1 wave while the remaining wave
behaves in the usual fashion of a symmetric mode. More-
over, depending on the material, theS1 Lamb mode may be
generated by either initially exciting the longitudinal bulk
mode or the transverse bulk mode—depending on the rela-
tive value of the bulk velocities—and the effect is still the
same. Another interesting feature is that symmetric waves
have a relatively broad plateau region~referred to here as the
symmetric plateau! that is explained in terms of the transition
region when the phase velocity comes close to the value of
the longitudinal bulk wave. TheA3n antisymmetric Lamb
modes for all positive integersn also exhibit the same prop-
erties whenVL<2VT , and this has been reported in the
literature.8 In the following sections, these waves are ana-
lyzed and it is shown why they must behave as they do.
Group velocity6–11 and its meaning are discussed in the con-
text of theS1 anomaly. Since these modes are the main sub-
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ject of discussion, they will subsequently be referred to as
anomalous Lamb modes. Several simplified expressions use-
ful for analysis are derived and results for three elastic ma-
terials in which the Poisson ration51/3, n.1/3, andn,1/3
are examined.

II. TWO-DIMENSIONAL PLATE EQUATIONS FROM
EXACT LINEAR PLATE THEORY

The derivation of the dispersion equations described
here is based on using the point of reference~the x–y plane
for z50) as a plane midway between the outer and inner
surface of the defining surfaces of the plate.1–3 It allows one
to uncouple the dispersion equations into expressions that
predict symmetric and antisymmetric vibrations relative to
the reference plane. Proper Lamb modes are initiated in a
manner similar to a fluid waveguide; that is, they are inde-
pendent of coupling of the longitudinal and transverse waves
at inception and are determined by plate thickness and only
one of the bulk waves. Critical frequency is defined as that
value when the Lamb waves are strictly standing waves
along z. They subsequently become coupled as the waves
travel. In the following, the waves are monochromatic with
wave numberkx and angular frequencyv. This leads to ex-
pressions for the potential functions

w~x,z!5F~z!ei ~kxx2vt !, ~1!

c~x,z!5C~z!ei ~kxx2vt !, ~2!

where separability of the coordinates is used. These expres-
sions are subject to the boundary conditions at the plate
boundaries. The wave numbers for the transverse and com-
pressional modes along thez axis areSz

25kx
22KT

2 and Qz
2

5kx
22KL

2, respectively. Here,L designates the longitudinal
andT the transverse wave. The most general solutions are

w~x,z!5$Asch~zQz!1Bash~zQz!%e
i ~kxx2vt !, ~3a!

c~x,z!5$Csch~zSz!1Dash~zSz!%e
i ~kxx2vt !, ~3b!

wherech andshmay be cos, or cosh and sin, or sinh, respec-
tively, depending on their arguments. The plate has thickness
h52d. The conditions for the normal stress and for the
transverse traction—each of which is zero for an exterior
vacuum—yield two independent expressions, one symmetric
and the other antisymmetric relative to the zero planes. This
procedure conveniently leads to independent dispersion
equations for the phase velocities for each of the symmetries.
Only the symmetric equation is required in this analysis, and
it is

~kx
21Sz

2!2sh~Szd!ch~Qzd!24kx
2SzQzcs~Szd!ch~Qzd!50.

~4!

The expression for the eigenvalue or dispersion equation for
the symmetric mode may be obtained from Eq.~4!. There are
two considerations in this analysis, which are referred to as
case I and case II, and are related to the allowed range ofVx .
We use the following notation:

BL5A12~VL /Vx!
2 and BT5A12~VT /Vx!

2.

The expressions are then

Case IVx.VL :

~Vx /VT!2~2~VT /Vx!
221!2tan~h fpBT /VT!/BT

524~VT /VL!BL tan~h fpBL /VL!. ~5!

Case IIVL.Vx.VT :

~Vx /VT!2~2~VT /Vx!
221!2tan~h fpBT /VT!/BT

54~VT /VL!BL tanh~h fpBL /VL!. ~6!

III. ANALYSIS OF PROPER S1 LAMB MODES

The critical frequency of a proper symmetric Lamb
mode corresponds to the situation where it forms a standing
wave in thez direction. This occurs whenkx is zero so that
Vx5v/kx is infinite. This can happen for the symmetric
wave when either3

h f /VL5~2n21!/2, ~7a!

or

h f /VT5m, ~7b!

wheren andm are positive integers. The phase velocities of
the proper symmetric Lamb modes become smaller as fre-
quency increases with a limit approaching the value of the
transverse wave velocity. The critical frequency has the same
conditions as other Lamb modes. However, theS1 wave ex-
ists at values ofKTd below critical frequency—refer to Fig.
1. The phase velocityVp approaches infinity at critical fre-
quency, but then assumes a negative slope and the value of
KTd is actually required to go below critical frequency. Its
value then begins to increase at the point that the slope re-
verses direction. The value ofKTd again passes through
critical frequency andVx is a double-valued function ofKTd
for part of the domain of existence. This is illustrated in Fig.
1. It will be demonstrated that this happens for all elastic
materials for theS1 mode. It is easy to see that the critical
frequency forS1 modes occurs whenh f /VL51/2, for VL

,2VT . Otherwise, it occurs whenh f /VT51. In either case,
one of the conditions defines theS1 Lamb mode and the
other theS2 Lamb mode. The fact that they may be gener-
ated by either bulk wave at critical frequency has no bearing
on the nature of that mode. The effect is still a characteristic

FIG. 1. Turning point ofKTd with respect toVp for anomalousS1 Lamb
wave for free steel plate.
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of the S1 Lamb mode. As one approaches critical frequency
for the symmetric Lamb mode one has to a good approxima-
tion

~Vx /VT!2tan~h fp/VT!>24~VT /VL!tan~h fp/VL!, ~8!

for large values ofVx . Note thatBL andBT both approach
unity here. For the case whenVL,2VT , S1 is initiated when
h f /VL51/2 to ensure that it approaches infinity asVx ap-
proaches infinity. The right-hand side~rhs! then goes from a
negative number to a positive number. However, the left-
hand side~lhs! remains negative since tan is in a negative
quadrant and it remains so~while Vx is still very large! for
small increases ofh f while h f /VT5VL/2VT,1. This means
that if h f is slightly increased just after critical frequency,
then the rhs of Eq.~8! becomes positive while the lhs re-
mains negative. That would require an unacceptable imagi-
nary value forVx . Thus,h f /VL may only decrease whileVx

is still large, since then the lhs and the rhs both have the
same signs. With decreasing phase velocitiesBL andBT de-
crease sufficiently so that finallyhf may increase again, since
h f BL /VL remains suitably small for the tan to remain in the
required quadrant. Below, we will demonstrate that the argu-
ments of all symmetric Lamb modes remain in the same
quadrants untilVx5VL and there is a transition to case II. On
the other hand, ifVL.2VT the arguments to establish the
anomalous nature of theS1 are quite similar. Then,h f /VT

51 in order to account for the infinite value ofVx . How-
ever, sinceVT /VL,1/2 and the rhs is still in the positive
quadrant, while the lhs enters quadrant 3 which is also posi-
tive, once again there will be an imbalance in signs. Again,
this can be rectified ifh f /VT is forced to be smaller after
critical frequency so that the argument of the tan on the rhs
remains in a negative quadrant, and the balance in signs is
maintained. As the phase velocity decreases,BL andBT be-
come sufficiently small andh f /VT may increase while
h f BT /VT remains in the required quadrant for tan to have
the value to maintain sign balance. In the following, we ex-
plain why this happens for theS1 Lamb mode for all elastic
materials. Moreover, for symmetric Lamb modes it is easy to
show that this may happen again for materials for which

VL

VT

5
2m

2n21
, ~9!

wheren andm are positive integers andn<m. It is interest-
ing that this is a rational number that is a ratio of even inte-
gers to odd integers, and when this is not satisfied, the effect
will never occur again for symmetric Lamb modes. The next
section deals with the simplest condition,VL52VT .

IV. THE BIFURCATION OF SYMMETRIC WAVES WHEN
2VTÄVL

When a material has the property 2VT5VL , all of the
Lamb modes generated by the longitudinal bulk waves have
the same critical frequencies as alternate symmetric Lamb
modes generated by the transverse bulk wave@whenm is odd
in Eq. ~7b!#. The condition required for both waves to occur
is that a sign balance is maintained. This happens when one
of the waves has a value ofh f that constrains each of the tan

to remain in quadrants of opposite sign. Thus,hf is required
to increase for one of the waves and to decrease for the other.
Symmetric modes interfere and are members of the same
space; they must exist in separate quadrants after inception in
order not to violate orthogonality. This requirement to enter
adjacent quadrants is the origin of the bifurcation. The modes
S3n , wheren is a positive integer, do not form bifurcated
pairs with other symmetric modes for this case. However, an
examination of the antisymmetric modes indicates that these
modes have the same critical frequency as allA3n antisym-
metric modes. Thus, for this exampleS3 and A3 have the
same critical frequencies. Since these modes are indepen-
dent, it is not expected that either will influence the other.
However, whenVL<2VT , then the same analysis used here
indicated that theA3n antisymmetric modes are anomalous.
Thus, we find the remarkable fact that for materials with
n51/3 all symmetric Lamb modes are bifurcated and one of
the pairs is anomalous.

V. THE ATYPICAL BEHAVIOR OF THE GROUP
VELOCITY OF ANOMALOUS LAMB MODES

A plot of KTd vs Vx exhibits a minimum forKT for the
S1 modes with respect toVx . This is a stationary point ofKT

with respect toVx , since thendKT /dVx50. Others have
reported a calculated negative group velocity for theS1

mode around critical frequency for plates3,9,10 and for
shells.12–16To avoid the apparent absurdity that energy flows
towards its source, some authors suggest that it merely
means that phase and group velocity are out of phase,3,9 and
one suggests that it really means that it is the phase velocity
that is negative.9 Others object to the notion of a negative
group velocity.6–8 Recall that the standard expression of
group velocity

Vgx5dv/dkx , ~10!

is inferred from the first term of the asymptotic expansion of
the time-domain solution17

c~ t !5c~ t0!
e6 ip/4ei ~r 2tdv/dkx!

AtdVgx /dkx

. ~11!

It is to be remembered thatKT is directly proportional tov,
while kx is a function of its respective mode. Clearly, be-
causekx50 at critical frequency andVx is a maximum, Eq.
~10! then leads to a positive number for increasingv and a
negative number for decreasingv on either side of the criti-
cal frequency. Equation~11! is an approximate solution in
the time domain under suitable conditions. One consequence
of it is that as long asr 2dv/dkxt50 one can identify
dv/dkx with the rate of energy flow in time, commonly re-
ferred to as group velocity,Vgx . To determine the validity of
Eq. ~11! in the region of interest, one can show that
dKT /dVx5(Vgx /VT)dkx /dVx in this region, since
dkx /dVx.0 and dKT /dVx,0 until the minimum, after
which dKT /dVx.0. Thus,Vgx ranges from zero through a
negative value and again through zero to a positive value and
thus goes through a minimum over part of the region where
it is negative. One may deduce from this that when there is
anomalous dispersion,dVgx /dkx50 at some point over the
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range betweenkx50 and dkx /dVx50. This indicates that
Eq. ~11! is not valid in this range.~Note that the statement is
that group velocity is stationary with respect tokx and not
KT .) Clearly identifying dv/dkx with the rate of energy
flow is simply not a useful statement when Eq.~11! is not
valid. The next order of approximation is17

C~ t !5
1

A2p
ei ~k0r 2v0t !E

2`

`

c~ k̄!ei ~xk̄2yk̄3!dk̄. ~12!

This expression is not useful to infer a rate of energy flow.
Indeed, since the amplitude is under the integral, it then is
referred to as amplitude modulated.

VI. INITIAL RAPID FALLOFF OF THE PHASE
VELOCITY FOR THE S1 MODE

The S1 phase velocity falls off more rapidly than the
usual Lamb modes. One may ascertain that the argument of
the tangent function on the rhs of Eq.~8! is constrained to be
less than1

2 for case I

h f

VL

A12~VL /Vx!
2,1/2. ~13!

To derive an approximate expression for theS1 phase veloc-
ity after critical frequency, the two sides may be approxi-
mately equated after critical frequencyh f /VL'1/2 and one
obtains an approximate expression forVx.VL when VL

,2VT

Vx

VT

5
2VLh f

VTA4~h f !22VL
2

, ~14!

or

Vx

VT

5
h f

A~h f !22VT
2

, ~15!

when VL.2VT . These expressions are not valid whenVx

,VL , but they are useful to account for the rapid falloff of
the phase velocity of theS1 mode.

VII. THE BROAD PLATEAU REGION FOR SYMMETRIC
MODES

It has been noted that the dispersion curves of the sym-
metric Lamb modes reach a plateau or flat region in phase

velocity for thin plates and shells18 over a finite range of
frequency before undergoing a sharp decrease in value, after
which they approach their asymptotic limit. It is obvious that
this occurs whenVx5VL , so thath f BT /VT5m wherem is a
positive integer. This leads to the condition

kTd5h fp/VT5mpA2~12n!, ~16!

where the integerm>1. All symmetric Lamb modes~assum-
ing thin plates! exhibit the plateau region and this offers one
a method for determining the compressional velocity. It is
easy to see that prior to this transition region the arguments
of the tan functions~case I! must remain in the same quad-
rants since once the quadrants are set any transition on the
rhs will cause a sign change. The only transition allowed is
whenVx5VL . After this transition the rhs is always positive
and case II applies. This means that the lhs remains positive
too, or that the argument of the tangent function stays in the
same positive quadrant

h fpA12~VT /Vx!
2/VT<mp/2. ~17!

This leads to the approximate expression forVx for suitably
high h f

Vx'
2h f VT

A~2h f !22m2VT
2

. ~18!

Expression~18! may be used to show that the phase velocity
of proper symmetric Lamb modes approaches the transverse
velocity ashf approaches a large number.

FIG. 2. First 12 symmetric Lamb modes on a steel plate (VL55.95 km/s,
VT53.24 km/s!.

FIG. 3. Comparison of theS1 andS2 Lamb modes on a steel plate.

FIG. 4. First 12 symmetric Lamb modes on an aluminum plate (VL56.35
km/s,VT53.05 km/s!.
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VIII. EXAMPLES OF CALCULATION AND PREDICTION

The symmetric Lamb modes for steel (VL,2VT), alu-
minum (VL.2VT), and nickel (VL52VT) are analyzed
here. Figure 2 illustrates the first 12 symmetric Lamb modes
for a thin steel plate. Here, the critical frequency forS1 is
defined by Eq.~7a!, which is related to the compressional
bulk wave, andS2 by Eq. ~7b! related to the transverse bulk
wave. One sees that out to mode 12 no other symmetric
Lamb modes have the peculiar property of theS1 mode.
Figure 3 compares theS1 andS2 Lamb modes and demon-
strates the anomalous behavior of theS1 mode for steel.
Figure 4 illustrates the first 12 symmetric Lamb modes for
aluminum. Here, the transverse bulk wave generatesS1

while S2 is generated by the longitudinal bulk wave. These
two modes are illustrated in Fig. 5. The dispersion curves for
steel and aluminum are quite similar. Figure 6 illustrates the
first 12 symmetric Lamb modes for nickel, whereVL56
km/s52 VT . It is clear that when 2n215m @see Eqs.~7a!
and ~7b!#, pairs of Lamb modes have the same critical fre-
quency and initially appear as one wave. After inception, the
wave then bifurcates leading to two modes as predicted in
the main text. One is the initial frequency-modulated mode,
while the other is a normal Lamb mode. These waves sepa-
rate since no two symmetric Lamb modes can occupy the
same quadrants at the same frequency, because orthogonality
would be violated otherwise. IndeedS1 ,S4 ,S7 ,S10, . . . , are
all frequency-modulated waves while their counterparts
S2 ,S5 ,S8 ,S11, . . . , are normal waves. For that case the

modesS3n are not members of the bifurcated symmetric
waves, but interestingly, they have the same critical fre-
quency as theA3n modes, which for this case appear to be
anomalous. Figures 7 and 8 illustrate examples of these
waves forS1 andS2 and forS4 andS5 . One may observe the
symmetric plateau in all of the calculations, which confirms
Eq. ~16! and their occurrence18 whenVx5VL . For complete-
ness, we illustrate in Fig. 9 the first 12 symmetric wave
group velocities for steel. Note that the values of the group
velocities of the proper Lamb modes peak in the region
where the symmetric plateaus occur~as should be expected!.
At critical frequency the group velocities are zero, since a
standing wave transfers no energy. One observes a minimum
corresponding to a point of rapid falloff of the phase veloc-
ity. The group velocities are seen to have asymptotic values
corresponding to the transverse bulk velocity as expected.

XI. SUMMARY

In this study, it is shown that theS1 mode is always an
anomalous Lamb mode. The reason for this is explained in
terms of the arguments of the tan of the plate equations that
are constrained to specific quadrants. It is further shown that
there are an infinite number of such waves whenVL /VT

52m/(2n21) for symmetric modes. The particular case of
VL /VT52 ~n51/3! was calculated for nickel in which all
symmetric Lamb modes are bifurcated, with the classS3n

FIG. 5. Comparison of theS1 andS2 Lamb modes on an aluminum plate.

FIG. 6. First 12 symmetric Lamb modes on a nickel plate (VL56 km/s,
VT53 km/s!.

FIG. 7. Comparison of theS1 andS2 Lamb modes on a nickel plate.

FIG. 8. Comparison of theS4 andS5 Lamb modes on a nickel plate.
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associated with theA3n modes in which the paired modeA3n

is an anomalous Lamb mode. If one accepts the arguments
here, the expression for group velocity that predicts a nega-
tive value is simply not applicable in the small range in wave
numbers where the Lamb modes are anomalous, and that the
mode is amplitude modulated in time for that range. Further,
there is a departure in analogy between a fluid waveguide
and the anomalous Lamb mode, since the cutoff value for a
fluid waveguide is the same as that for critical frequency, but
the cutoff value for the anomalous Lamb mode falls below
critical frequency and is to restate the case double valued in
that range. Simple expressions are derived that illustrate cer-
tain features of the symmetric Lamb modes. The symmetric
plateau and its origin were examined. An expression for the
location of the symmetric plateau@Eq. ~16!# is easily seen to
apply to the dispersion curves. These ultrasonic modes have
value in nondestructive testing since they are sensitive to the
makeup of a material and can signal aberrations. Some of the
results may also be used in target identification when applied
to fluid-loaded shells.
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The 2D equations in the Kirchhoff–Love theory are subjected to asymptotic analysis in the case of
free interfacial vibrations of a longitudinally inhomogeneous infinite cylindrical shell. Three types
of interfacial vibrations, associated with bending, super low-frequency semi-membrane, and
extensional motions, are investigated. It is remarkable that for extensional modes natural
frequencies have asymptotically small imaginary parts caused by a weak coupling with propagating
bending waves. Bending and extensional vibrations correspond to Stonely-type plate waves, while
semi-membrane ones are strongly dependent on shell curvature and do not allow flat plate
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I. INTRODUCTION

For many years localized vibrations of elastic bodies
have been studied for massive solids of rectangular or cylin-
drical shape~e.g., see Refs. 1–4!. The associated phenom-
enon is often referred to as an edge resonance.

Recently the theory of edge vibrations has been pro-
posed for semi-infinite shells.5 The consideration in Ref. 5
starts from asymptotic analysis of free localized vibrations in
the framework of the Kirchhoff–Love theory of shells. Ap-
parently for the first time the link between edge vibrations
and Rayleigh-type extensional and bending surface waves
has been established. Three types of localized vibrations
~bending vibrations, extensional vibrations, and super-low-
frequency semi-membrane vibrations! have been revealed.
Short-wavelength limits for bending and extensional vibra-
tions correspond to bending and extension of a semi-infinite
plate with certain mixed boundary condition on faces. It is
interesting that for extensional vibrations natural frequencies
possess asymptotically negligible imaginary parts caused by
radiation into infinity with small-amplitude bending waves
coupled with the sought for extensional ones. For semi-
membrane vibrations the effect of the shell curvature is es-
sential and they cannot be treated in terms of flat plate vibra-
tions.

In this paper we extend the approach of Ref. 5 to infinite
longitudinally inhomogeneous cylindrical shells~Fig. 1!. The
dynamic equations in the Kirchhoff–Love theory of shells
are subjected to asymptotic study as the relative thickness
tends to zero. The boundary conditions at the interface simu-
late perfect contact. The results obtained for interfacial vibra-
tions are similar in a sense to those for edge vibrations. The
main difference is that interfacial dynamic phenomena are
very sensitive to material parameters. In particular, semi-

membrane interfacial vibrations only occur provided that the
lowest critical frequencies for both materials coincide. In the
case of bending and extensional vibrations the effect of ma-
terial parameters is similar to that for relevant Stonely-type
plate waves.

To our best knowledge only two papers deal with inter-
facial vibrations. Reference 6 is concerned with reflection of
Lamb waves at the interface of longitudinally inhomoge-
neous plate with traction free faces. Other authors’ recent
publication ~see Ref. 7! includes elements of a theoretical
consideration for short-wavelength extensional and bending
vibrations of shells of revolution. Analysis in Ref. 7 is com-
pleted below by deriving asymptotic formulas for semi-
membrane vibrations specific only for cylindrical shells as
well as estimates for imaginary parts of natural frequencies
in the case of extensional vibrations. In addition, the present
paper contains numerical results justifying proposed
asymptotic formulas.

II. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

Consider free harmonic vibrations of an infinite inhomo-
geneous circular cylindrical shell composed of two semi-
infinite homogeneous shells welded at the material interface
~Fig. 1!. Let the mid-surface of the shell be referred to the
coordinates (s,u), wheres (2`,s,`) is the meridian arc
length andu ~0<u,2p! is the angular coordinate. The par-
allel s50 corresponds to the interface. We also introduce the
dimensionless variablej5s/R ~2`,j,`!, whereR is the
radius of the mid-surface. Below we mark all the quantities

a!Electronic mail: kaplunov@ma.man.ac.uk FIG. 1. Longitudinally inhomogeneous infinite cylindrical shell.
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related to the right shell~0<j,`! by the superscript ‘‘1,’’
and those related to the left shell~2`,j<0! by the super-
script ‘‘2.’’ In particular, E(k) (k51,2) is the Young modulus,
r (k) (k51,2) is the mass density, andn (k) (k51,2) is the
Poisson ratio.

Let us assume that vibrations of the shell are described
by the Kirchhoff–Love theory of shells8 and write out the
equations of motion in terms of displacements. They are

d2u~k!

dj2 2
1

4
n4

~k!n2u~k!2
1

4
n1

~k!n
dv ~k!

dj
2n~k!

dw~k!

dj

1n2
~k!q~k!lu~k!50,

1

4
n1

~k!n
du~k!

dj
1

1

4
n4

~k!
d2v ~k!

dj2 2n2v ~k!

1
1

3
h2Fn4

~k!
d2v ~k!

dj2 2n2v ~k!G2nw~k!

1
1

3
h2nS n3

~k!
d2w~k!

dj2 2n2w~k!D 1n2
~k!q~k!lv ~k!50, ~1!

2n~k!
du~k!

dj
1nv ~k!2

1

3
h2nS n3

~k!
d2v ~k!

dj2 2n2v ~k!D
1w~k!1

1

3
h2Fd4w~k!

dj4 22n2
d2w~k!

dj2 1n4w~k!G
2n2

~k!q~k!lw~k!50

with

l5
r~1!v2R2

E~1! , h5
h

R
, q~k!5

E~1!r~k!

E~k!r~1! ,

n1
~k!52~11n~k!!, n2

~k!512n~k!2
,

n3
~k!522n~k!, n4

~k!52~12n~k!!,

whereu(k) and v (k) are the tangential displacements of the
mid-surface along the axesj andu, respectively,w(k) is the
transverse displacement of the mid-surface,l is the dimen-
sionless frequency parameter,v is the circular frequency, 2h
is the thickness,h is the small geometrical parameter, and
n50,1,2,... is the circumferential wave number.

In Eqs. ~1! the angular coordinate is separated by the
formulas

u~k!~j,u!5u~k!~j ! sinnu, v ~k!~j,u!5v ~k!~j ! cosnu,

w~k!~j,u!5w~k!~j ! sinnu,

and the term exp(ivt), expressing time dependence, is sup-
pressed.

We impose atj50 contact conditions corresponding to
perfect contact. They are

u~1!2u~2!50, v ~1!2v ~2!50, w~1!2w~2!50,

dw~1!

dj
2

dw~2!

dj
50, ~2!

T1
~1!2T1

~2!50, S12
~1!1H12

~1!2~S12
~2!1H12

~2!!50,

M1
~1!2M1

~2!50, N1
~1!1nH12

~1!2~N1
~2!1nH12

~2!!50

with

T1
~k!5

1

n2
~k!g~k! S du~k!

dj
2n~k!nv ~k!2n~k!w~k!D ,

S12
~k!1H12

~k!5
1

n1
~k!g~k! Xnu~k!1

dv ~k!

dj

1
2

3
h2S dv ~k!

dj
1n

dw~k!

dj D C,
M1

~k!5
h2

3n2
~k!g~k! S 2n~k!nv ~k!1

d2w~k!

dj2 2n~k!n2w~k!D , ~3!

N1
~k!1nH12

~k!52
h2

3n2
~k!g~k!

3S 2n3
~k!n

dv ~k!

dj
1

d3w~k!

dj3 2n3
~k!n2

dw~k!

dj D ,

g~k!5
E~1!

E~k! , n3
~k!522n~k!,

where T1
(k) is the longitudinal stress resultant,S12

(k) is the
membrane shear force,M1

(k) is the bending stress couple,
H12

(k) is the twisting stress couples, andN1
(k) is the transverse

shear force. The dimensionless quantities above are ex-
pressed in terms of their dimension analogs as

$T1
~k! ,S12

~k! ,N1
~k!%5

R

2E~1!h
•$T̃1

~k! ,S̃12
~k! ,Ñ1

~k!%,

$M1
~k! ,H12

~k!%5
1

2E~1!h
$M̃1

~k! ,H̃12
~k!%,

where the dimension quantities are marked by ‘‘;.’’
In this paper we require only the leading order decay as

uju→`. In doing so, we allow also small-amplitude waves
propagating fromj50 to infinity.

The exact solution of the problems~1! and ~2! is pre-
sented in Appendix. It is utilized below only for testing of
efficiency of asymptotic expansions.

III. AN ASYMPTOTIC ANALYSIS

Let us analyze the problem~1! and ~2! as h→0. We
present the parametersn andl as

n;h2q, l;h22a ~4!

and assume that the quantitiesq anda satisfy the inequalities

0<q,1, a,1.

These inequalities define the range of applicability of the
Kirchhoff-Love theory of shells expressed in terms of a
wavelength~the first inequality! and a frequency~the second
inequality!.9 They state that a wavelength is much greater
than the thickness of the shell and the period of vibration
exceeds considerably the time elastic waves take to propa-
gate the distance between the faces of the shell.
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As for edge vibrations,5 we start from the traditional
asymptotic approach in the shell theories~Refs. 9, 10 and
many others!. The asymptotic behaviors, corresponding to
bending, extensional, and semi-membrane interfacial vibra-
tions, are presented in Table I. Below we exploit the so-
called separation method8 by setting

x~j!5xb~j!1hkxa~j! ~5!

in Eqs.~1! and ~2!, wherex denotes the unknown quantities
u(k), v (k), w(k), T1

(k) , S12
(k) , H12

(k) , M1
(k) , andN1

(k) . The quan-
tities with the subscript ‘‘b’’ correspond to solutions possess-
ing the asymptotic behavior 1.1, 2.1, and 3.1@the basic SSS
~strain and stress states! reflecting a general physical idea
about each of the three vibration types# while the quantities
with the subscript ‘‘a’’ correspond to solutions possessing the
asymptotic behavior 1.2, 2.2, and 3.2~the additional SSS
corresponding to shell motions which may occur along with
the relevant basic SSS!. To determine the quantityk we
should require the consistency of interactive processes when
satisfying contact conditions~2!.

In common to all the formal asymptotic procedures in-
cluding consideration of the recent paper in Ref. 5, the rela-
tions of this section are justifieda posterioriby constructing
associated expansions. In doing so, we also clarify physical
meaning of initial settings.

IV. BENDING VIBRATIONS

The bending vibrations are characterized by1
2<q,1

~see Table I!, i.e., they correspond to large values of param-
etern. Below we concentrate on the caseq. 1

2 in which the

original problem allows the most efficient asymptotic treat-
ment. Taking into account the asymptotic behaviors 1.1 and
1.2 we set

j5hqj* , n5h2qn* , l5h224ql* ,

ub
~k!5hqub*

~k! , vb
~k!5hqvb*

~k! , wb
~k!5h0wb*

~k! ,

Tb1
~k!5h0Tb1*

~k! , Sb12
~k! 5h0Sb12* ~k! , ~6!

Mb1
~k!5h222qMb1*

~k! ,

Hb12
~k! 5h222qHb12* ~k! , Nb1

~k!5h223qNb1*
~k!

and

ua
~k!5h223qua*

~k! , va
~k!5h223qva*

~k! ,

wa
~k!5h0wa*

~k! , Ta1
~k!5h224qTa1*

~k! ,
~7!

Sa12
~k!5h224qSa12* ~k! , Ma1

~k!5h222qMa1*
~k! ,

Ha12
~k!5h222qHa12* ~k! , Na1

~k!5h223qNa1*
~k! ,

assuming that the quantities with the asterisk are of the same
asymptotic order and differentiation with respect to the vari-
ablej* does not change the asymptotic order of unknowns.
By substituting Eqs.~5!–~7! into Eqs.~2! we obtain

hq~ub*
~1!2ub*

~2!!1hk1223q~ua*
~1!2ua*

~2!!50,

hq~vb*
~1!2vb*

~2!!1hk1223q~va*
~1!2va*

~2!!50,

h0~wb*
~1!2wb*

~2!!1hk~wa*
~1!2wa*

~2!!50,

h2qS dwb*
~1!

dj*
2

dwb*
~2!

dj*
D 1hk2qS dwa*

~1!

dj*
2

dwa*
~2!

dj*
D 50,

~8!
h0~Tb1*

~1!2Tb1*
~2!!1hk1224q~Ta1*

~1!2Ta1*
~2!!50,

h0
„Sb12* ~1!2Sb12* ~2!1O~h222q!…

1hk1224q
„Sa12* ~1!2Sa12* ~2!1O~h2q!…50,

h222q~Mb1*
~1!2Mb1*

~2!!1hk1222q~Ma1*
~1!2Ma1*

~2!!50,

h223q
„Nb1*

~1!1n* Hb12* ~1!2~Nb1*
~2!1n* Hb12* ~2!!…

1hk1223q
„Na1*

~1!1n* Ha12* ~1!2~Na1*
~2!1n* Ha12* ~2!!…50.

To provide a consistent iterative process we separate
Eqs. ~8! into two groups: homogeneous contact conditions
for the quantities with the subscript ‘‘b’’ and nonhomoge-
neous contact conditions for the quantities with the subscript
‘‘a.’’ It can be easily verified that such a separation occurs
provided thatk54q22. As a result, the contact conditions
for the basic SSS become

wb*
~1!2wb*

~2!1O~h4q22!50,

dwb*
~1!

dj*
2

dwb*
~2!

dj*
1O~h4q22!50,

~9!
Mb1*

~1!2Mb1*
~2!1O~h4q22!50,

Nb1*
~1!1n* Hb12* ~1!2~Nb1*

~2!1n* Hb12* ~2!!1O~h4q22!50.

TABLE I. Types of vibrations and corresponding asymptotic behaviors.

Type of vibrations Asymptotic behaviors

Bending vibrations a52q21,
1
2<q,1

Asymptotic behavior 1.1:
]/]j ;h2q, u;hq, v;hq, w;h0,
T1;h0, S12;h0, M1;h222q,
H12;h222q, N1;h223q

Asymptotic behavior 1.2:
]/]j ;h2q, u;h223q, v;h223q, w;h0,
T1-h222q, S12;h224q, M1;h222q,
H12;h222q, N1;h223q

Super-low-frequency
semi-membrane
vibrations

a52q21, 0<q,
1
2

Asymptotic behavior 2.1:
]/]j ;h1/222q, u;h1/2, v;hq, w;h0,
T1;h122q, S12;h3/223q, M1;h222q,
H12;h5/223q, N1;h5/224q

Asymptotic behavior 2.2:
]/]j ;h21/2, u;h1/2, v;h12q, w;h0,
T1;h122q, S12;h1/22q, M1;h,
H12;h3/22q, N1;h1/2

Extensional vibrations a5q, q>0
Asymptotic behavior 3.1:
]/]j ;h2q, u;h2q, v;h2q, w;h0,
T1;h22q, S12;h22q, M1;h222q,
H12;h222q, N1;h223q

Asymptotic behavior 3.2:
]/]j -h21/221/2q, u;h1/211/2q, v;h1, w;h0,
T1;h12q, S12;h1/221/2q, M1;h12q,
H12;h3/223/2q, N1;h1/223/2q
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Thus, the initial problem is reduced to a simpler one for
the basic SSS. Approximate equations for determining solu-
tions possessing the asymptotic behaviors 1.1 and 1.2 are
obtained in Ref. 5. In particular, the equation for the function
wb*

(k) is

1

3 S d4wb*
~k!

dj
*
4 22n

*
2

d2wb*
~k!

dj
*
2 1n

*
4 wb*

~k!D
2n2

~k!q~k!l* wb*
~k!1O~h4q22!50. ~10!

Contact problem~10! and~9! coincides with that for bending
of an infinite inhomogeneous plate in the classical Kirchhoff
theory for certain mixed boundary conditions on its sides
~see Refs. 5 and 7!.

The solution of Eq.~10! is

wb*
~k!5C1

~k! exp„~21!kr
* 1
~k!j* )1C2

~k! exp~~21!kr
* 2
~k!j* …

~11!

with

r
* 1,2
~k! 5An

*
2 7~3n2

~k!q~k!l* !1/2.

By substituting Eq.~11! into Eqs. ~9! we arrive at a
frequency equation. It is

U 1 1 21 21

r
* 1
~1! r

* 2
~1! r

* 1
~2! r

* 2
~2!

f 1
~1! f 2

~1! 2 f 1
~2! 2 f 2

~2!

g1
~1! g2

~1! g1
~2! g2

~2!

U50, ~12!

where

f i
~k!5

r
* i
~k!2

2n~k!n
*
2

n2
~k!g~k! , gi

~k!5
r
* i
~k!
„r

* i
~k!2

2~22n~k!!n
*
2 )

n2
~k!g~k! .

Equation~12! corresponds to the dispersion relation for
the Stoneley-type bending wave investigated for the first
time in Ref. 11. Therefore, free bending interfacial vibrations

FIG. 2. Natural forms of bending vibrations.

TABLE II. Natural frequencies of bending vibrations.

n Lex Las «

25 15.373 733 15.449 667 0.494
26 17.991 575 18.073 925 0.458
27 20.930 051 21.019 101 0.425
28 24.214 313 24.310 350 0.397
29 27.870 460 27.973 775 0.371
30 31.925 541 32.036 429 0.347
31 36.407 554 36.526 315 0.326
32 41.345 446 41.472 384 0.307
33 46.769 113 46.904 536 0.290
34 52.709 399 52.853 622 0.274
35 59.198 099 59.351 441 0.259
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can be treated in terms of standing Stoneley-type bending
waves.

If the Stoneley-type bending wave exists for the chosen
problem parameters, then Eq.~12! has a rootl* 5L

*
as rep-

resenting the leading-order asymptotic behavior for natural
frequencies of the shell. By determining the constants in Eq.
~11! we obtain the leading-order asymptotic behavior for the
displacementw. By using Eq.~5! and the approximate equa-
tions forub(j), vb(j), andua(j), va(j) ~see Ref. 5! we can
determine the leading-order asymptotic behaviors for the dis-
placementsu andv.

Numerical data are presented in Table II. HereLex are
the exact values of natural frequencies, whileLas are their
asymptotic estimates. The relative error is given by«5uLas

2Lexu/Lex3100%. The problem parameters aren (1)50.4,
n (2)50.3, E(1)/E(2)56, r (1)/r (2)56.5, h50.01, andR51.
The associated natural forms are plotted in Fig. 2~a! for n
530. The graphs in Fig. 2~a! together with Table I demon-
strate high efficiency of the asymptotic formulas. The ap-
proximation error increases as the parametern decreases.
The aforementioned tendency is illustrated by comparing the
natural forms in Fig. 2~a! with those forn510 presented in
Fig. 2~b! (Lex50.384,Las50.396, «53.021!. For small n
flat platelike bending vibrations transform to super-low-
frequency semi-membrane ones. The latter are strongly de-
pendent of shell curvature.

V. SUPER-LOW-FREQUENCY SEMI-MEMBRANE
VIBRATIONS

For the super-low-frequency vibrations all the quantities
of the basic SSS and the additional SSS can be expressed in
terms of the functionsvb

(k) and wa
(k) , respectively. The

asymptotic behavior 2.1 yields~see Table I!

j5h21/212qj* , n5h2qh* , l5h224ql* ,

ub
~k!5h1/2ub*

~k! , vb
~k!5hqvb*

~k! , wb
~k!5h0wb*

~k! ,

Tb1
~k!5h122qTb1*

~k! , Sb12
~k! 5h3/223qSb12* ~k! , ~13!

Mb1
~k!5h222qMb1*

~k! ,

Hb12
~k! 5h5/223qHb12* ~k! , Nb1

~k!5h5/224qNb1*
~k! .

By substituting Eqs.~13! into Eqs. ~1! and after an
asymptotic simplification we obtain the equation in the func-
tion vb*

(k)

d4vb*
~k!

dj
*
4 1S 1

3n2
~k! n

*
4 ~n

*
2 21!22q~k!l* n

*
2 ~n

*
2 11! D vb*

~k!

1O~h122q!50, ~14!

which coincides with the governing equation in the semi-
membrane theory of shells.8,10

The formulas for all the other quantities of the basic SSS
expressed in terms ofvb*

(k) can be written as

n
*
3 ub*

~k!52n
*
2

dvb*
~k!

dj*
2h122q

2n2
~k!

12n~k!

d3vb*
~k!

dj
*
3

1O~h224q!,

n* wb*
~k!52n

*
2 vb*

~k!2h122qn~k!
d2vb*

~k!

dj
*
2 1O~h224q!,

n* Tb1*
~k!52

1

g~k!

d2vb*
~k!

dj
*
2 1O~h122q!,

~15!

n
*
2 Sb12* ~k!52

1

g~k!

d3vb*
~k!

dj
*
3 1O~h122q!,

Mb1*
~k!5n* ~n

*
2 21!

n~k!

3n2
~k!g~k! vb*

~1!1O~h122q!,

Nb1*
~k!1n* Hb12* ~k!5n* ~n

*
2 21!

n3
~k!

3n2
~k!g~k!

dvb*
~k!

dj*
1O~h122q!.

Starting from the asymptotic behavior 2.2 we set

j5h1/2j* , n5h2qn* , l5h224ql* ,

ua
~k!5h1/2ua*

~k! , va
~k!5h12qva*

~k! ,

wa
~k!5h0wa*

~k! , Ta1
~k!5h122qTa1*

~k! , ~16!

Sa12
~k!5h1/22qSa12* ~k! , Ma1

~k!5hMa1*
~k! ,

Ha12
~k!5h3/22qHa12* ~k! , Na1

~k!5h1/2Na1*
~k!

and obtain the equation in the functionwa*
(k)

1

3n2
~k!

d4wa*
~k!

dj
*
4 1wa*

~k!1O~h122q!50 ~17!

that corresponds to a static boundary layer. The other func-
tions are related to the functionwa*

(k) as

ua*
~k!52

n~k!

3n2
~k!

d3wa*
~k!

dj
*
3 1O~h122q!,

va*
~k!52

21n~k!

3n2
~k! n*

d2wa*
~k!

dj
*
2 1O~h122q!,

Sa12* ~k!52
1

3n2
~k!g~k! n*

d3wa*
~k!

dj
*
3 1O~h122q!, ~18!

Ma1*
~k!5

1

3n2
~k!g~k!

d2wa*
~k!

dj
*
2 1O~h122q!,

Na1*
~k!5

1

3n2
~k!g~k!

d3wa*
~k!

dj
*
3 1O~h122q!.

Then we substitute Eq.~5! into Eqs.~2! utilizing rela-
tions ~13! and ~16!. We have

h1/2~ub*
~1!2ub*

~2!!1hk11/2~ua*
~1!2ua*

~2!!50,

hq~vb*
~1!2vb*

~2!!1hk112q~va*
~1!2va*

~2!!50,

h0~wb*
~1!2wb*

~2!!1hk~wa*
~1!2wa*

~2!!50,
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h1/222qS dwb*
~1!

dj*
2

dwb*
~2!

dj*
D 1hk21/2S dwa*

~1!

dj*
2

dwa*
~2!

dj*
D 50,

h122q~Tb1*
~1!2Tb1*

~2!!1hkO~h122q!50,

h3/223q
„Sb12* ~1!2Sb12* ~2!1O~h!…

1hk11/22q
„Sa12* ~1!2Sa12* ~2!1O~h!…50, ~19!

h222q~Mb1*
~1!2Mb1*

~2!!1hk11~Ma1*
~1!2Ma1*

~2!!50,

h5/224q
„Nb1*

~1!1n* Hb12* ~1!2~Nb1*
~2!1n* Hb12* ~2!!…

1hk11/2
„Na1*

~1!1n* Ha12* ~1!2~Na1*
~2!1n* Ha12* ~2!!…50.

By exploiting linear dependence betweenSa12* (k) and
Na1*

(k) we havek5122q and separate Eqs.~19! into two
groups: the homogeneous contact conditions for the function
vb*

(k) ,

vb*
~1!2vb*

~2!1O~h224q!50,

dvb*
~1!

dj*
2

dvb*
~2!

dj*
1O~h122q!50,

~20!
1

g~1!

d2vb*
~1!

dj
*
2 2

1

g~2!

d2vb*
~2!

dj
*
2 1O~h122q!50,

1

g~1!

d3vb*
~1!

dj
*
3 2

1

g~2!

d3vb*
~2!

dj
*
3 1O~h122q!50,

and the nonhomogeneous contact conditions for the function
wa*

(k) ,

wa*
~1!2wa*

~2!1O~h122q!50,

dwa*
~1!

dj*
2

dwa*
~2!

dj*
1O~h122q!50,

~21!
1

3n2
~1!g~1!

d2wa*
~1!

dj
*
2 2

1

3n2
~2!g~2!

d2wa*
~2!

dj
*
2 1n* ~n

*
2 21!

3S n~1!

3n2
~1!g~1! vb*

~1!2
n~2!

3n2
~2!g~2! vb*

~2!D 1O~h122q!50,

1

3n2
~1!g~1!

d3wa*
~1!

dj
*
3 2

1

3n2
~2!g~2!

d3wa*
~2!

dj
*
3 1O~h122q!50.

Asymptotic behaviors for natural frequencies follow
from basic contact problem~14! and ~20!. The frequency
equation is

S 1

g~1! b~1!2
1

1

g~2! b~2!2D 2

12
1

g~1!g~2! b~1!b~2!~b~1!2
1b~2!2

!

50 ~22!

with

b~k!5Xn*
2 S 1

3n2
~k! n

*
2 ~n

*
2 21!22q~k!l* ~n

*
2 11! D C1/4

,

b~k!.0.

It is obvious that the equalitiesb (1)5b (2)50 follow from
Eq. ~22! and are equivalent to

q~1!n2
~1!5q~2!n2

~2! . ~23!

Therefore, the interfacial super-low-frequency vibrations oc-
cur only under the condition~23!. Notice that interfacial
bending vibrations exist in this case as well since as it is
shown in Ref. 11 that the bending Stonely-type wave may be
excited provided that the above-mentioned condition holds.

Let us assume that problem parameters satisfy Eq.~23!.
Then the leading-order asymptotic behavior of the sought for
natural frequency is given by

L'l1 ~24!

with

l15
h2

3n2
~1!q~1!

n2~n221!2

n211
.

However, for such frequencies the roots of the charac-
teristic equation corresponding to Eq.~14! are equal to zero,
i.e., l1 represents the lowest critical frequency. To describe
localization of vibrations we have to refine the solution ob-
tained. To this end we set

L5l1~12d!, ~25!

where d;h4d with unknown d.0. In this case the
asymptotic behavior 2.1 must be changed by

Asymptotic behavior 2.1a: ]/]j;h1/222q1d, u
;h1/21d, v;hq, w;h0,

T1;h122q12d, S12;h3/223q13d, M1;h222q,

H12;h5/223q1d, N1;h5/224q1d.

The latter yields

j-h21/212q2dj* , n5h2qn* ,

l5h224ql* , l* 5l1* ~12h4dd* !,

ub
~k!5h1/21dub*

~k! , vb
~k!5hqvb*

~k! ,
~26!

wb
~k!5h0cb*

~k! , Tb1
~k!5h122q12dTb1*

~k! ,

Sb12
~k! 5h3/223q13dSb12* ~k! , Mb1

~k!5h222qMb1*
~k! ,

Hb12
~k! 5h5/223q1dHb12* ~k! , Nb1

~k!5h5/224q1dNb1*
~k! ,

where

l1* 5
1

3n2
~1!

1

q~1!

n
*
2 ~n

*
2 21!2

n
*
2 11

.

The equation in the functionvb*
(k) becomes

d4vb*
~k!

dj
*
4 2h122q22dq~k!l1* „2n

*
2 1~122n~k!!…

d2vb*
~k!

dj
*
2

1q~k!l1* n
*
2 ~n

*
2 11!d* vb*

~k!1O~h122q12d!50. ~27!

Expressions for other functions are
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n
*
3 ub*

~k!

52n
*
2

dvb*
~k!

dj*
2n1

~k!Fh122q12d
d3vb*

~k!

dj
*
3 1h224q

3S n~k!

3n2
~k! n

*
4 ~n

*
2 21!2q~k!l1* ~n~k!n

*
2 21! D dvb*

~k!

dj*
G

1O~h224q14d!,

n* wb*
~k!52n

*
2 vb*

~k!2h122q12dn~k!
d2nb*

~k!

dj
*
2 1O~h224q!,

~28!

n* Tb1*
~k!52

1

g~k! Xd2vb*
~k!

dj
*
2 1h122q22dn

*
2 n~k!

3S n
*
2 ~n

*
2 21!

3n2
~k! 2q~k!l1* D vb*

~k!C1O~h122q12d!,

n
*
2 ~Sb12* ~k!1Hb12* ~k!!

52
1

g~k! Xd3vb*
~k!

dj
*
3 1h122q22d

3S n
*
2 S~k!

3n2
~k! 2q~k!l1* ~n~k!n

*
2 21! D dvb*

~k!

dj*
C

1O~h122q12d!,

with s(k)5n (k)n
*
4 1(223n (k))n

*
2 22(12n (k)); the func-

tions Mb1*
(k) and Nb1*

(k)1n* Hb12* (k) are the same as in Eqs.
~15!.

A refined equation for the static boundary layer can be
written as

1

3n2
~k!

d4wa*
~k!

dj
*
4 1wa*

~k!2h122q
4

3n2
~k! n

*
2

d2wa*
~k!

dj
*
2

1O~h224q!50. ~29!

Other sought for quantities of the additional SSS take the
form

ua*
~k!52

n~k!

3n2
~k!

d3wa*
~k!

dj
*
3 2h122q

122n~k!

3n2
~k! n

*
2

dwa*
~k!

dj*
1O~h224q!,

va*
~k!52

21n~k!

3n2
~k! n*

d2wa*
~k!

dj
*
2 1h122q

1

3n2
~k! n*

3„~512n~k!!n
*
2 2n1

~k!n3
~k!
…wa*

~k!1O~h224q!,

Ta1*
~k!52

1

3n2
~k!g~k! n

*
2

d2wa*
~k!

dj
*
2 1O~h122q!,

~30!

Sa12* ~k!1Ha12* ~k!52
1

3n2
~k!g~k! n*

d3wa*
~k!

dj
*
3 2h122qn*

3
2n

*
2 2n~1!

3n2
~1!g~1!

dwa*
~1!

dj*
1O~h224q!,

Ma1*
~k!5

1

3n2
~k!g~k!

d2wa*
~k!

dj
*
2 1O~h122q!,

Na1*
~k!1n* Ha12* ~k!5

1

3n2
~k!g~k!

d3wa*
~k!

dj
*
3 2h122q

3
n3

~1!

3n2
~1!g~1! n

*
2

dwa*
~1!

dj*
1O~h222q!.

Instead of Eqs.~19! we obtain

h1/21d~ub*
~1!2ub*

~2!!1hk11/2~ua*
~1!2ua*

~2!!50,

hq~vb*
~1!2vb*

~2!!1hk112q~va*
~1!2va*

~2!!50,

h0~wb*
~1!2wb*

~2!!1hk~wa*
~1!2wa*

~2!!50,

h1/222q1dS dwb*
~1!

dj*
2

dwb*
~2!

dj*
D

1hk21/2S dwa*
~1!

dj*
2

dwa*
~2!

dj*
D 50,

h122q12d~Tb1*
~1!2Tb1*

~2!!1hk1122q~Ta1*
~1!2Ta1*

~2!!50,
~31!

h3/223q13d
„Sb12* ~1!1Hb12* ~1!2~Sb12* ~2!1Hb12* ~2!!…

1hk11/22q
„Sa12* ~1!1Sa12* ~1!2~Sa12* ~2!1Ha12* ~2!!…50,

h222q~Mb1*
~1!2Mb1*

~2!!1hk11~Ma1*
~1!2Ma1*

~2!!50,

h5/224q1d
„Nb1*

~1!1n* Hb12* ~1!2~Nb1*
~2!1n* Hb12* ~2!!…

1hk11/2
„Na1*

~1!1n* Ha12* ~1!2~Na1*
~2!1n* Ha12* ~2!!…50

with Eqs. ~28! and ~30!. In Eqs. ~31! we put k5122q as
above.

After elementary transformations the fifth and sixths for-
mulas in Eqs.~31! become

h122q12dS 1

g~1!

d2vb*
~1!

dj
*
2 2

1

g~2!

d2vb*
~2!

dj
*
2 D

2h224qn
*
2 l1* S n~1!q~1!

g~1! vb*
~1!2

n~2!q~2!

g~2! vb*
~2!D

1O~h224q14d1h326q!50,
~32!

h3/223q13dS 1

g~1!

d3vb*
~1!

dj
*
3 2

1

g~2!

d3vb*
~2!

dj
*
3 D

2h5/225q1dl1* F q~1!

g~1! ~n3
~1!n

*
2 1122n~1!!

dvb*
~1!

dj*

2
q~2!

g~2! ~n3
~2!n

*
2 1122n~2!!

dvb*
~2!

dj*
G1h5/225qn

*
3 ~n

*
2 21!

3S n~1!

3n2
~1!g~1!

dwa*
~1!

dj*
2

n~2!

3n2
~2!g~2!

dwa*
~2!

dj*
D

1O~h5/225q14d1h7/227q!50.

It follows from Eqs.~32! that
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d5 1
32 2

3q, 1
22q.

Let us express the first derivative ofwa*
(k) in terms ofvb*

(k)

by solving the contact problem~17! and~21!. As a result we
obtain the homogeneous contact conditions for the function
vb*

(k) :

vb*
~1!2vb*

~2!1O~h6d!50,

dvb*
~1!

dj*
2

dvb*
~2!

dj*
1O~h2d!50,

~33!
1

g~1!

d2vb*
~1!

dj
*
2 2

1

g~2!

d2vb*
~2!

dj
*
2 2hdn

*
2 l1*

3S n~1!q~1!

g~1! vb*
~1!2

n~2!q~2!

g~2! vb*
~2!D 1O~h4d!50,

1

g~1!

d3vb*
~1!

dj
*
3 2

1

g~2!

d3vb*
~2!

dj
*
3

2hdl1* F q~1!

g~1! ~n3
~1!n

*
2 1122n~1!!

dvb*
~1!

dj*

2
q~2!

g~2! ~n3
~2!n

*
2 1122n~2!!

dvb*
~2!

dj*
G

1
&

~3n2
~1!q~1!!1/4Dl1* n

*
2 ~n

*
2 11!

3S n~1!q~1!

g~1! vb*
~1!2

n~2!q~2!

g~2! vb*
~2!D 1O~h3d!50

with

D5
~g~1!q~2!n~2!2g~2!q~1!n~1!!„~q~1!!1/4g~2!1~q~2!!1/4g~1!

…

„~q~1!!1/2g~2!1~q~2!!1/2g~1!
…

212~q~1!q~2!!1/4g~1!g~2!
„~q~1!!1/21~q~2!!1/2

…

.

To within the errorO(hd) we obtain from the problems
~27! and ~33!

L'
h1

~1!2

q~1!

n2~n221!2

n211

3X12~2D2!4/3S h1
~1!2

q~1! l1n2~n211!D 1/3C. ~34!

It is clear that the associated natural form describes ex-
ponentially decaying vibrations.

Comparison of numerical and asymptotical results is
presented in Table III. Here the notations forLex, Las, and«
are the same as in Table II. We also calculate the deviations
Dex5l1

ex2Lex, Das5l12Las, and the relative error«1

5uDas2Dexu/Dex3100%, wherel1
ex is the exact value of the

lowest critical frequency. The problem parameters are the
same as before excepth50.001.

By solving the problems~27! and ~33! we can also de-
termine the quantityd to within the errorO(h3d). The re-
fined asymptotic valuesLas andDas are compared with their
exact analogsLex andDex in Table IV.

The natural forms are plotted in Fig. 3 forn55. It is
clear that the super-low-frequency vibrations also possess, in
a sense, a bending type behavior, i.e., the transverse displace-
ment prevails. However, the consideration above demon-
strates that they cannot be reduced to bending vibrations of a
flat plate. Considerable deviation of the transverse displace-
ment of a flat plate from that of a shell in the case of super-
low-frequency vibrations is illustrated by numerical data in
Fig. 3 as well.

VI. EXTENSIONAL VIBRATIONS

For the sake of simplicity we assumeq.0, i.e., consider
short-wavelength vibrations. The asymptotic behaviors 3.1
and 3.2 yield

n5h2qn* , l5h22ql* , ub
~k!5h2qub*

~k! ,

vb
~k!5h2qvb*

~k! , wb
~k!5h0wb*

~k! ,

Tb1
~k!5h22qTb1*

~k! , Sb12
~k! 5h22qSb12* ~k! , ~35!

Mb1
~k!5h222qMb1*

~k! ,

Hb12
~k! 5h222qHb12* ~k! , Nb1

~k!5h223qNb1*
~k!

TABLE III. Natural frequencies of super low-frequency vibrations and their deviations from critical frequency.

n Lex
•103 Las

•103 « Dex•106 Das•106 «1

2 0.002 857 117 9 0.002 857 112 2 0.000 20 0.000 022 56 0.000 030 64 35.81
3 0.022 856 600 5 0.022 856 333 4 0.001 17 0.000 517 67 0.000 809 42 56.36
4 0.084 029 634 2 0.084 026 973 1 0.003 17 0.003 879 97 0.006 640 33 71.14
5 0.219 762 431 9 0.219 748 229 5 0.006 46 0.017 516 97 0.031 990 30 82.62
6 0.472 913 568 6 0.472 860 076 9 0.011 31 0.058 807 33 0.112 896 07 91.98
7 0.895 836 643 6 0.895 675 763 6 0.017 96 0.162 209 00 0.324 236 35 99.89
8 1.550 378 615 5 1.549 965 415 3 0.026 65 0.388 610 70 0.803 815 43 106.84
9 2.507 870 804 4 2.506 926 659 4 0.037 65 0.836 733 04 1.784 142 00 113.23

10 3.849 116 931 9 3.847 145 196 9 0.051 23 1.655 969 68 3.632 738 07 119.37
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and

ua
~k!5h1/21~1/2!qua*

~k!, va
~k!5hva*

~k!,

wa
~k!5h0wa*

~k!, Ta1
~k!5h12qTa1*

~k!,
~36!

Sa12
~k!5h1/22~1/2!qSa12* ~k!, Ma1

~k!5h12qMa1*
~k!,

Ha12
~k!5h3/22~3/2!qHa12* ~k!, Na1

~k!5h1/22~3/2!qNa1*
~k!.

For the quantities with the subscripts ‘‘b’’ and ‘‘a’’ we,
respectively, set

j5hqj*
and

j5h1/21~1/2!qj* .

By substituting Eqs.~5!, ~35!, and ~36! into Eqs. ~2! we
obtain

h2q~ub*
~1!2ub*

~2!!1hk11/21~1/2!q~ua*
~1!2ua*

~2!!50,

h2q~vb*
~1!2vb*

~2!!1hk11~va*
~1!2va*

~2!!50,

h0~wb*
~1!2wb*

~2!!1hk~wa*
~1!2wa*

~2!!50,

h2qS dwb*
~1!

dj*
2

dwb*
~2!

dj*
D 1hk21/22~1/2!q

3S dwa*
~1!

dj*
2

dwa*
~2!

dj*
D 50,

~37!
h22q~Tb1*

~1!2Tb1*
~2!!1hk112q~Ta1*

~1!2Ta1*
~2!!50,

h22q
„Sb12* ~1!2Sb12* ~2!1O~h2!…1hk11/22~1/2!q

3„Sa12* ~1!2Sa12* ~2!1O~h12q!…50,

h222q~Mb1*
~1!2Mb1*

~2!!1hk112q~Ma1*
~1!2Ma1*

~2!!50,

h223q
„Nb1*

~1!1n* Hb12* ~1!2~Nb1*
~2!1n* Hb12* ~2!!…

1hk11/22~3/2!q
„Na1*

~1!2Na1*
~2!1O~h12q!…50.

Analysis of these equations yieldsk50. The homoge-
neous contact conditions for the basic SSS are

ub*
~1!2ub*

~2!1O~h1/21~3/2!q!50,

vb*
~1!2vb*

~2!1O~h11q!50,
~38!

Tb1*
~1!2Tb1*

~2!1O~h11q!50,

Sb12* ~1!2Sb12* ~2!1O~h1/21~3/2!q!50

while the nonhomogeneous ones for the additional SSS be-
come

wa*
~1!2wa*

~2!1wb*
~1!2wb*

~2!50,

dwa*
~1!

dj*
2

dwa*
~2!

dj*
1O~h1/22~1/2!q!50,

~39!
Mb1*

~1!2Mb1*
~2!1O~h12q!50,

Na1*
~1!2Na1*

~2!1O~h3/22~3/2!q!50

with

TABLE IV. The same as Table III for refined asymptotic values.

n Lex3103 Las3103 « Dex3106 Das3106 «1

2 0.002 857 117 9 0.002 857 120 3 0.000 09 0.000 022 56 0.000 022 56 0.005
3 0.022 856 600 5 0.022 856 625 5 0.000 11 0.000 517 67 0.000 517 35 0.062
4 0.084 029 634 2 0.084 029 739 5 0.000 13 0.003 879 97 0.003 873 94 0.155
5 0.219 762 431 9 0.219 762 746 9 0.000 14 0.017 516 97 0.017 472 83 0.252
6 0.472 913 568 6 0.472 914 347 5 0.000 16 0.058 807 33 0.058 625 52 0.309
7 0.895 836 643 6 0.895 838 242 5 0.000 18 0.162 209 00 0.161 757 50 0.278
8 1.550 378 615 5 1.550 381 028 0 0.000 16 0.388 610 70 0.388 202 74 0.105
9 2.507 870 804 4 2.507 871 804 1 0.000 04 0.836 733 04 0.838 997 31 0.271

10 3.849 116 931 9 3.849 106 854 8 0.000 26 1.655 969 68 1.671 080 11 0.912

FIG. 3. Natural forms of super-low-frequency vibra-
tions.
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wb*
~k!52

1

n2
~k!q~k! l

*
21F S 1

R1
~k! 1

n~k!

R2
~k!D dub*

~k!

dj*

2S n~k!

R1
~k! 1

1

R2
~k!D n*

B~k! vb*
~k!G1O~hq!.

It is shown in Ref. 5 that governing approximate equa-
tions in the case of the asymptotic behaviors 3.1 and 3.2
coincide with the 2D equations of plate extension and the 1D
equation of beam bending, respectively. Let us write them
out for the problem considered:

d2ub*
~k!

dj
*
2 2

12n~k!

2

n
*
2

B~k!2 ub*
~k!2

11n~k!

2

n*
B~k!

dvb*
~k!

dj*

1n2
~k!q~k!l* ub*

~k!1O~hq!50,
~40!

11n~k!

2

n*
B~k!

dub*
~k!

dj*
1

12n~k!

2

d2vb*
~k!

dj
*
2 2

n
*
2

B~k!2 vb*
~k!

1n2
~k!q~k!l* vb*

~k!1O~hq!50,

and

1

3

d4wa*
~k!

dj
*
4 2n2

~k!q~k!l* wa*
~k!1O~h12q!50. ~41!

Problems~40! and~38! coincide with that for extension
of a longitudinally inhomogeneous plate with mixed bound-
ary conditions on its sides. The latter allows separating inde-
pendent variables. By solving this problem we arrive at the
frequency equation

D5U n r 2
~1! 2n r 2

~2!

r 1
~1! n r 1

~2! 2n

f 1
~1! f 2

~1! f 1
~2! 2 f 2

~2!

g1
~1! g2

~1! 2g1
~2! g2

~2!

U50, ~42!

where

f 1
~k!5

~12n~k!!r 1
~k!n

n2
~k!g~k! , f 2

~k!5
r 2

~k!2
2n~k!n2

n2
~k!g~k! ,

g1
~k!5

r 1
~k!2

1n2

n1
~k!g~k! , g2

~k!5
2r 2

~k!n

n1
~k!g~k! ,

with

r 1
~k!5An22n1

~k!q~k!l, r 2
~k!5An22n2

~k!q~k!l.

Equation ~42! corresponds to a Stoneley-type exten-
sional wave. This is the classical Stoneley wave in the theory
of plane strain12 presented in terms of generalized plane

stress. The leading order asymptotic behaviorL'LS fol-
lows from this equation.

Let us now estimate small imaginary parts of natural
frequencies studied for edge vibrations in Ref. 5. To this end
we have to satisfy contact conditions in the second-order
iteration. Let us first restore terms of the orderO(h1/213q/2)
in Eqs.~38!. We get

nb*
~1!2ub*

~2!1h1/21~3/2!q~ua*
~1!2ua*

~2!!50,

vb*
~1!2vb*

~2!1O~h11q!50,
~43!

Tb1*
~1!2Tb1*

~2!1O~h11q!50,

Sb12* ~1!2Sb12* ~2!1h1/21~3/2!q~Sa12* ~1!2Sa12* ~2!!50.

By solving the problem~41! and ~39! we express the
function wa*

(k) in terms ofub*
(k) andvb*

(k) . Then we calcu-
late the quantitiesua*

(k) andSa12* (k) by the formulas

ua*
~k!5

n~k!

3n2
~k!q~k! l

*
21

d3wa*
~k!

dj
*
3 1O~h12q!,

~44!

Sa12* ~k!5
1

3n2
~k!q~k!g~k! n* l

*
21

d3wa*
~k!

dj
*
3 1O~h12q!

and substitute the imaginary parts of them into Eqs.~43!.
Finally, we arrive at homogeneous contact conditions for the
functionsub*

(k) andvb*
(k) . They are

ub*
~1!2ub*

~2!2 ih1/21~3/2!ql
*
25/4DAKu50,

vb*
~1!2vb*

~2!1O~h11q!50,
~45!

1

n2
~1!g~1! S dub*

~1!

dj*
2n~1!n* vb*

~1!D
2

1

n2
~2!g~2! S dub*

~2!

dj*
2n~2!n* vb*

~2!D 50,

1

n1
~1!g~1! S n* ub*

~1!1
dvb*

~1!

dj*
D 2

1

n1
~2!g~2! S n* ub*

~2!1
dvb*

~2!

dj*
D

2 ih1/21~3/2!qn* l
*
25/4DAKs50,

where

A5
1

n2
~1!q~1! S n~1!

dub*
~1!

dj*
2n* vb*

~1!D
2

1

n2
~2!q~2! S n~2!

dub*
~2!

dj*
2n* vb*

~2!D ,

Ku5q~1!g~2!n~2!2q~2!g~1!n~1!, Ks5q~1!2q~2!,

D5

1

~q~1!q~2!!1/4 XS q~1!

3n2
~2!D 1/4 g~2!

3n2
~1! 1S q~2!

3n2
~1!D 1/4 g~1!

3n2
~1! C

XS q~1!

3n2
~1!D 1/2

g~2!1S q~2!

3n2
~2!D 1/2

g~1!C2

12S q~1!

3n2
~1!

q~2!

3n2
~2!D 1/4

g~1!g~2!XS q~1!

3n2
~2!D 1/2

1S q~2!

3n2
~1!D 1/2C .
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The sought for estimate follows from the problems~40!
and ~45!. It is

Im L2'h1/2~LS!25/4D
D1w1

~1!1D2w2
~1!1D3w1

~2!1D4w2
~2!

~dD/dl!ul5LS

~46!

with

w1
~k!5

~12n~k!!r 1
~k!n

n2
~k!q~k! , w2

~k!5~21!k
n~k!r 2

~k!2
2n2

n2
~k!q~k! ,

whereD is defined by Eq.~42!, LS is the root of Eq.~42!, D j

( j 51,4) represents the determinantD calculated atl5LS in
which jth column is replaced by

F Ku

0
0

nKs

G .

Comparison of asymptotic and numerical results is dem-
onstrated in Table V. HereLex5ReLex1 i Im Lex are the
exact values of natural frequencies, ReLas5LS, Im Las are
calculated by the Eq.~46!, and the relative errors are defined
as

«15uReLas2ReLexu/ReLex3100%,

«25uIm Las2Im Lexu/Im Lex3100%.

The problem parameters are the same as in Table II except
h50.0001. The associated natural forms are presented in

Fig. 4 for n510, h50.001. The figure illustrates that the
magnitudes of localized tangential vibrations exceed consid-
erably the magnitudes of propagating bending vibrations.

VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The interfacial vibrations considered in the paper do not
occur for arbitrary combination of problem parameters. As it
follows from the consideration above for bending and exten-
sional shell vibrations, analysis of the relevant Stonely-type
plate waves provides appropriate conditions for their exis-
tence. In the case of semi-membrane vibrations formula~23!
represents the condition for coincidence of the lowest critical
frequencies corresponding to both semi-infinite shells. Since
Eq. ~22! is only the leading-order approximation for the fre-
quency equation, the lowest critical frequencies may differ in
secondary terms.

Our analysis is restricted to boundary conditions simu-
lating perfect contact at the interface. In analogy to edge
vibrations investigated in Ref. 1 we could expect localized
interfacial vibrations for other contact conditions as well.

The results of the paper can be applied to a finite cylin-
drical shell, if the shell length is much greater than a typical
size of the vibrating zone localized near the interface. In
doing so, an ‘‘infinite’’ limit for a finite shell depends on the
type of interface vibrations.

It should also be emphasized that a weak interaction
with bending modes resulting in the shift of the extensional
frequencies from the real axis as well as a weak decay in the
case of semi-membrane vibrations may be considerably af-

TABLE V. Natural frequencies of extensional vibrations.

n ReLex ReLas «1 Im Lex3104 Im Las3104 «2

5 8.494 846 8.394 244 1.184 0.005 569 0.003 060 45.056
6 12.190 038 12.087 711 0.839 0.006 515 0.003 352 48.548
7 16.556 099 16.452 718 0.624 0.007 429 0.003 621 51.263
8 21.593 336 21.489 265 0.482 0.008 327 0.003 871 53.518
9 27.301 898 27.197 351 0.383 0.009 217 0.004 105 55.459

10 33.681 866 33.576 976 0.311 0.010 104 0.004 327 57.170
11 40.733 285 40.628 141 0.258 0.010 990 0.004 539 58.701
12 48.456 183 48.350 845 0.217 0.011 877 0.004 740 60.086
13 56.850 578 56.745 089 0.186 0.012 766 0.004 934 61.350
14 65.916 482 65.810 873 0.160 0.013 658 0.005 120 62.512
15 75.653 902 75.548 196 0.140 0.014 555 0.005 300 63.586

FIG. 4. Natural forms of extensional vibrations.
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fected by structural damping. Further considerations should
be based on multi-parameter analysis involving asymptotic
estimation of structural damping.
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APPENDIX: EXACT SOLUTION

Let us derive the exact solution of the problem~1! and
~2!. Particular solutions of Eqs.~1! can be written as

u~k!~j !5u0
~k! exp„~21!kr ~k!j…,

v ~k!~j !5v0
~k! exp„~21!kr ~k!j…, ~A1!

w~k!~j !5w0
~k! exp„~21!kr ~k!j…,

wherer (k), u0
(k) , v0

(k) , andw0
(k) are the sought for constants.

By substituting Eqs.~A1! into Eqs.~1! we arrive at a linear
algebraic system in the coefficientsu0

(k) , v0
(k) , andw0

(k) . It is

~r ~k!2
2 1

4n4
~k!n21n2

~k!q~k!l!u0
~k!2~21!k 1

4n1
~k!nr ~k!v0

~k!

2~21!kn~k!r ~k!w0
~k!50,

~21!k 1
4n1

~k!nr ~k!u0
~k!1@2 1

4n4
~k!r ~k!2

1n22n2
~k!q~k!l

2 1
3h

2~n4
~k!r ~k!2

2n2!#v0
~k!

1n@11 1
3h

2~n22n3
~k!r ~k!2

!#w0
~k!50, ~A2!

2~21!kn~k!r ~k!u0
~k!1n@11 1

3h
2~n22n3

~k!r ~k!2
!#vo

~k!

1@11 1
3h

2~r ~k!2
2n2!22n2

~k!q~k!l#w0
~k!50.

The constantr (k) denotes a root of the characteristic equation
associated with the system~A2!:

a0
~k!r ~k!8

1a1
~k!r ~k!6

1a2
~k!r ~k!4

1a3
~k!r ~k!2

1a4
~k!50. ~A3!

The coefficients of Eq.~A3! can be found in Ref. 5. To
provide either the decay of the solution at infinity or to sat-
isfy the radiation condition, we choose roots with Rer(k).0
or Rer(k)50 and Imr(k).0. For each of these rootsr i

(k) ( i
51,4) we find from Eqs.~A2! the constantsui

(k) , v i
(k) , and

wi
(k) . The general solution becomes

u~k!~j !5(
i 51

4

Bi
~k!ui

~k! exp„~21!kr i
~k!j…,

v ~k!~j !5(
i 51

4

Bi
~k!v i

~k! exp„~21!kr i
~k!j…, ~A4!

w~k!~j !5(
i 51

4

Bi
~k!wi

~k! exp„~21!kr i
~k!j…,

whereBi
(k) are arbitrary constants.

Then we satisfy the boundary conditions~2!. By insert-
ing Eqs.~A4! into Eqs.~2! we obtain a linear algebraic sys-
tem in the constantsBi

(k) . The result is

b i j Bj
~1!1b i , j 14Bj

~2!50,
~A5!

b i 14,jBj
~1!1b i 14,j 14Bj

~2!50, i , j 51,4,

where

b1 j5uj
~1! , b1,j 1452uj

~2! , b2 j5v j
~1! ,

b2,j 1452v j
~2! , b3 j5wj

~1! , b3,j 1452wj
~2! ,

b4 j52r j
~1!wj

~1! , b4,j 1452r j
~2!wj

~2! ,

b5 j5
1

n2
~1!g~1! ~r j

~1!uj
~1!1n~1!nv j

~1!1wj
~1!!,

b5,j 1452
1

n2
~2!g~2! ~2r j

~2!uj
~2!1n~2!nv j

~2!1wj
~2!!,

b6 j5
1

n1
~1!g~1! S nuj

~1!2r j
~1!v j

~1!

2
4

3
h2~r j

~1!v j
~1!1r j

~1!nwj
~1!! D ,

~A6!

b6,j 1452
1

n1
~2!g~2! S nuj

~2!1r j
~2!v j

~2!

1
4

3
h2~r j

~2!v j
~2!1r j

~2!nwj
~2!! D ,

b7 j5
h1

~1!2

g~1! „2n~1!nv j
~1!1~r j

~1!2
2n~1!n2!wj

~1!
…,

b7,j 1452
h1

~2!2

g~2! „2n~2!nv j
~2!1~r j

~2!2
2n~2!n2!wj

~2!
…,

b8 j52
h1

~1!2

g~1! r j
~1!
„2n3

~1!nv j
~1!1~r j

~1!2
2n3

~1!n2!wj
~1!
…,

b8,j 1452
h1

~2!2

g~2! r j
~2!
„2n3

~2!nv j
~2!1~r j

~2!2
2n3

~2!n2!wj
~2!
…,

j 51,4.

The natural frequenciesl can be determined from the equa-
tion

det~b i j !50, i , j 51,8. ~A7!

For each of them we calculate the constantsBi
(k) from Eqs.

~A5! and get the natural form defined by Eqs.~A4!.
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Nonlinear seismo-acoustic land mine detection
and discrimination

Dimitri Donskoy,a) Alexander Ekimov, Nikolay Sedunov, and Mikhail Tsionskiy
Davidson Laboratory, Stevens Institute of Technology, 711 Hudson Street, Hoboken, New Jersey 07030
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A novel technique for detection and discrimination of artificial objects, such as land mines, pipes,
containers, etc., buried in the ground, has been developed and tested. The developed approach
utilizes vibration~using seismic or airborne acoustic waves! of buried objects, remote measurements
of soil surface vibration~using laser or microwave vibrometers!, and processing of the measured
vibration to extract mine’s ‘‘vibration signatures.’’ The technique does not depend upon the material
from which the mine is fabricated whether it be metal, plastic, wood, or any other material. It
depends upon the fact that a mine is a ‘‘container’’ whose purpose is to contain explosive materials
and associated detonation apparatus. The mine container is in contact with the soil in which it is
buried. The container is an acoustically compliant article, whose compliance is notably different
from the compliance of the surrounding soil. Dynamic interaction of the compliant container and
soil on top of it leads to specific linear and nonlinear effects used for mine detection and
discrimination. The mass of the soil on top of a compliant container creates a classical mass–spring
system with a well-defined resonance response. Besides, the connection between mass~soil! and
spring ~mine! is not elastic~linear! but rather nonlinear, due to the separation of the soil/mine
interface in the tensile phase of applied dynamic stress. These two effects, constituting the mine’s
vibration signature have been measured in numerous laboratory and field tests, which proved that
the resonance and nonlinear responses of a mine/soil system can be used for detection and
discrimination of buried mines. Thus, the fact that the mine is buried is turned into a detection
advantage. Because the seismo-acoustic technique intrinsically detects buried containers, it can
discriminate mines from noncompliant false targets such as rocks, tree roots, chunks of metal,
bricks, etc. This was also confirmed experimentally in laboratory and field tests. ©2002
Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1477930#

PACS numbers: 43.40.Ga, 43.25.Ts, 43.28.En@ANN#

I. INTRODUCTION

The most commonly used devices for land mine detec-
tion are metal detectors that work by measuring the distur-
bance of an emitted electromagnetic field caused by the pres-
ence of metallic objects in the ground. For ferromagnetic
objects, magnetometers are employed. These sensors mea-
sure the disturbance of the earth’s natural electromagnetic
field. Neither of these types of detectors can differentiate a
mine from metallic debris; this leads to up to 1000 false
alarms for each real mine~Gros and Bruschini1!. In addition,
most modern antipersonnel mines are made out of plastic or
wood with very few metal parts in them, so the metal detec-
tors cannot detect them. Newer methods of mine detection
involve ground-penetrating radar, infrared imaging, x-ray
backscattering, thermal neutron activation, and some others,
detection and remediation technologies.2 Most of these
methods rely on imaging and very often cannot differentiate
a mine from rocks and other debris.

Acoustic methods of detecting mines were always a pri-
mary approach for underwater mine detection. However, ear-
lier attempts to use acoustic energy for land mine detection
were not successful due to a number of deficiencies. One
method, by House and Pape,3 identifies a buried object by

viewing the images of the acoustic energy reflected from the
soil and, therefore is unable to differentiate a mine from
debris with similar acoustic reflectivity. Other methods, in-
cluding Rogers and Don4 and Caulfield,5 are based on the
comparison of a reflected acoustic signal with a reference
signal in order to provide detection of the object. The differ-
ence between these two signals indicates the presence of an
object. The drawback of these methods is that any variations
in the physical properties of the ground~density, porosity,
moisture content, etc.! as well as the presence of nontarget
objects~rocks, tree and grass roots, debris, etc.! will create a
difference from the reference signal and, consequently, lead
to the high false-alarm rates. Recent advances in sound and
vibration measurement techniques and signal processing
have opened new possibilities for land mine detection using
seismic/acoustic energy; see Donskoy,6–9 Sabatier and
Xiang,10–12 Scottet al.13,14

The essence of the seismic/acoustic approach is to excite
low-frequency~typically below 1000 Hz! vibration of a bur-
ied mine and measure surface vibration signature above the
mine using remote sensors. Excitation of a mine and sur-
rounding soil is achieved by using airborne~acoustic! or
solid-borne ~seismic! waves. Remote sensing is achieved
with laser-doppler vibrometers~Sabatier, Donskoy! or micro-
wave vibrometers~Scott, Donskoy!. Understanding and cor-
rect processing of a mine’s vibrating signatures is a key ele-a!Electronic mail: ddonskoy@stevens-tech.edu
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ment of seismo-acoustic detection. This article concentrates
on a physical model, which explains and predicts vibration
signatures of different mines under different soil conditions
and lays a foundation for the detection techniques. The ar-
ticle also describes laboratory and field experimental results
with real mines, which support and validate the developed
detection approach.

II. PHYSICAL MECHANISM OF SEISMO-ACOUSTIC
DETECTION

One of the critical elements in successful implementa-
tion of a new technical concept is the development of an
adequate physical model of the system under test: in our case
it is a mine/soil system. The appropriate model leads to op-
timum detection algorithms and helps to estimate the mine
detection capabilities of the technique applied to various
mine types, burial depths, and soil conditions.

Any physical model of a dynamic system starts with a
comparison of the wavelength and characteristic geometric
size of the system. If the wavelength is shorter than the size
of the target, the wave approach should be used. If the wave-
length is longer than the target, the lump-element approach is
more appropriate. In the case of a mechanical system such as
a soil/mine system, the use of the lump-element~mass–
spring–dashpot! approach is justified as long as low-
frequency waves are used. These low-frequency waves have
wavelengths which are greater than the size of a mine and its
burial depth. Thus, typical sizes of antipersonnel~AP! mines
are in the range of 5–10 cm and their burial depths are up to
5 cm. Typical sizes of antitank~AT! mines are in the range of
20–30 cm and their burial depths are up to 20 cm. Wave-
lengths in soil can be varied depending on the soil character-
istics. Typically, the wavelengths are greater than 30 cm in
the frequency range of hundreds of Hz, the range where the
most successful practical results were obtained.6–14

The first such lump-element model was introduced in
1999; see Donskoy.7 According to this earlier version of the
model, the soil on top of the mine has mass~inertia! and
stiffness, determined by the compressibility of the soil, and is
supported by a compliant mine’s top. For simplicity, the dy-

namic mass of the mine’s top diaphragm was neglected, so
the resulting dynamic mechanical model of the mine/soil
system consists of soil mass and its stiffness~due to soil bulk
compressibility!, mine stiffness, and damping coefficients for
the soil and the mine, respectively. The resulting spring–
mass system suggested the presence of the resonance re-
sponse of the mine/soil system which was observed in nu-
merous laboratory and field tests.6–14

In order to quantify this model, we conducted measure-
ments of the dynamic mechanical impedances of the live
mines and determined each mine’s characteristic parameters,
such as their dynamic masses, stiffnesses, and damping co-
efficients. The results of these measurements are presented in
the next section. One important finding was that most of the
tested mines exhibited a clearly defined mechanical reso-
nance of their casing. This indicates that the dynamic mass
of the mine’s casing may have significant impact on the over-
all dynamic response of the mine/soil system and must be
included in the model.

Another significant factor to be accounted for is the ef-
fect of the shear stiffness of the soil. Since the soil column
above the mine may move differently~with greater displace-
ment! from the surrounding soil, the shear stiffness of the
soil ~along with the corresponding damping! must be intro-
duced into the model as well.

Buried in soil, mine and soil~on top of the mine! create
a unified soil/mine system@Fig. 1~a!#, whose dynamic behav-
ior could be described using the equivalent mechanical~dy-
namical! diagram shown in Fig. 1~b!. In this diagram,MS is
the mass of the soil on top of the vibrating mine diaphragm;
KS1 andKS2 are the shear and the compression stiffnesses of
soil; RS1 and RS2 are the soil damping coefficients due to
shear and compression motion of the soil, respectively. Pa-
rametersKm , Mm , andRm are the dynamic mechanical pa-
rameters of the mine top diaphragm: dynamic stiffness, mass,
and damping coefficient, respectively.

The introduced soil parameters are depth dependent. The
following formulas can be used to evaluate these parameters:

MS>rAH, ~1!

FIG. 1. Mine buried in soil and ex-
cited with sound or seismic waves~a!,
and an equivalent mechanical~dy-
namical! diagram of this mine/soil
system~b!.
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where H is the burial depth,A is the effective area of the
upper compliant diaphragm of the mine, andr is the density
of the soil. The shear and compression stiffnesses,KS1 and
KS2 , of the soil can be evaluated from the soil effective shear
modulus,G, and compressibility,C, ~Mitchell15! by evaluat-
ing total shear and compressive forces acting on the vibrating
soil column above the compliant mine diaphragm. For evalu-
ation purposes we use a uniform cylindrical soil column on
top of a circular mine diaphragm with radiusR. The column
is under a normal stress,s, and its side surface is under a
shear stress,t. Spring stiffness is defined as a ratio of an
applied external force to the resulting deformation, so

KS25~sA!/Dn , KS15~tS!/Ds , ~2!

whereS52pRH is the side area of the column,A5pR2 is
the area of the column foundation,Dn5«H and Ds

5g(l/4) are normal and shear deformations, respectively,
and l is the shear wavelength. Here, the deformations are
defined using respective normal and shear strains,« and g,
multiplied by characteristic lengths. In dynamic~acoustic!
problems, the characteristic length could be estimated as a
quarter of the respective wavelength: compression wave~P
wave! for the normal deformation and shear wave~S wave!
for the shear deformation. In the outlined problem, however,
the height of the column,H, is much less than the wave-
length of theP wave, soH is used as a characteristic length
for the normal deformation. Substituting the defined defor-
mations into Eq.~2! and taking into account the stress–strain
relationships for the normal and shear deformations, the ef-
fective soil column stiffnesses can be evaluated as

KS1>
8p

l
GRH, KS2>

1

C

A

H
. ~3!

The soil damping coefficients,RS1 andRS2 , are both propor-
tional to the depth,H. The actual values of the damping
coefficients could vary in a wide range depending on soil
type and conditions.

Analysis of this system is easy to perform using an
equivalent electrical diagram in which external force,F, is
equivalent to a voltage generator; masses, stiffnesses, and
damping parameters are represented by inductances, capaci-
tors, and resistances, respectively, as shown in Fig. 2. In this
diagram, an additional nonlinear element~a diode with a
shunt resistor! is introduced to account for the nonlinear be-

havior of the system due to separation effect at the soil–mine
interface.6 This separation is due to a weak bonding between
soil particles and mine surface. As a result, polarized elastic
wave then passes across this interface, mine surface and soil
will stay together and move as one during the compression
phase of the wave, and then separate under the tensile phase.
This nonlinear action, the closing and opening of the inter-
face, will distort the wave and, therefore, generate signals
with frequencies different from the frequencies of the im-
posed vibration which be used for the detection and identifi-
cation of buried mines.

Figure 2 completes the linear and nonlinear model of the
mine/soil dynamic system. There is no doubt that the behav-
ior of the real soil and its interaction with the mine can be
more complicated than the model suggests. Thus, the soil
could exhibit a certain degree of nonlinearity, especially
loose or unconsolidated soil. The proposed model by no
means claims to be a comprehensive description of the com-
plicated system under consideration. However, as any engi-
neering model, it helps to understand the physical mecha-
nisms involved, and provides qualitative as well as
quantitative evaluation of the dynamic behavior of a soil/
mine system. This is essential for the development and opti-
mization of the detection technique. Since the model oper-
ates with a limited number of measurable or easily estimated
parameters, it could also be incorporated into detection-
enhancing signal-processing algorithms.

III. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION OF THE MODEL

A. Resonance behavior of the soil Õmine system

The physical model of the soil/mine system, presented
by the diagrams in Fig. 1~b! and Fig. 2, suggests that this
system should have resonances. The system should have a
resonance even if a buried object~mine, rock, or any object
which has compressibility significantly different from the
compressibility of soil! does not have any resonances on its
own. This is because of the mass–spring nature of the soil
column on top of the object. This hypothesis can be easily
tested by measuring the frequency dependence of impedance
~or admittance, which is inverse impedance! of the soil on
top of a buried solid nonresonating object such as a steel
disk. As Fig. 3 shows, indeed, there is clear resonance re-
sponse of the sand above solid foundation, as steel disk. As

FIG. 2. Equivalent electrical diagram of the mine–soil mechanical system. FIG. 3. Admittance of sand above solid-steel disk buried at 2 and 4 in.
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the depth,H, increases, the resonance frequency shifts down
due to increased mass of the sand column, sinceMS;H. In
the absence of the buried foundation, there were no such
resonance responses observed.

These and other similar laboratory experiments, con-
ducted in the Davidson Laboratory’s 5000-kg sand- and dirt-
filled tank, clearly demonstrated the mass–spring-like behav-
ior of the soil column of the soil/mine system introduced in
the previous section.

The next step in validating the model would be replace-
ment of a solid object with a compliant one, such as a mine,
and measuring both linear and nonlinear responses of the
system. The numerous laboratory experiments with mine
casings~both antitank and antipersonnel mines! yielded re-
sults consistent with the developed model.6–9 The ultimate
test, however, is the field test with real mines buried in real
~outdoor! soil. In the following sections we describe the field
tests, which provided additional validation of the model.

B. Nonlinear response

The nonlinear interface between soil and mine, repre-
sented by a diode on the diagram in Fig. 2, creates significant
nonlinear distortion of the probing vibration, causing genera-
tion of harmonics and combination frequencies. These ef-
fects, however, take place only on the interface with compli-
ant objects, such as mines, whose stiffness,Km , is
comparable or smaller than the soil stiffnesses. Solid~rigid!
objects, such as rocks, metals debris, or tree roots, do not
produce appreciable nonlinear distortion, as can be seen from
the Fig. 2 diagram. Thus, for rigid objectKm@KS2 , the high
impedance of the capacitorKm effectively blocks current
through the respective part of the circuit which also contains
the nonlinear element~diode!. Going back from the electrical
to the mechanical diagram, there is no motion~no current! at
the noncompliant~rigid! surface of a solid object and, there-
fore, there is no nonlinear interaction.

As for any nonlinear mechanical system, the nonlinear-
ity can be introduced using nonlinear stress/strain relation-
ships. Under the small strains, the nonlinear contribution can
be approximated with the second~quadratic! term in the Tay-
lor’s expansion of the stress/strain relationship at the inter-
face

s5am«1«b2, ~4!

wheres is the normal stress applied to the interface,« is the
normal strain, andam and bm are the linear and nonlinear
parameters of the soil/mine interface, respectively. A similar
relationship can also be introduced for soil with its linear,
as , and nonlinear,bs , parameters. For soilas51/C, where
C is the soil compressibility.15 Physical mechanisms for soil
and soil/mine interface nonlinearities are quite different. In
porous soil, the nonlinear behavior is associated with the
microstructure of the pores,16,17 while the soil/mine nonlin-
earity is due to separation effect at the interface. For the
nonlinear mine detection,bs must be much smaller thanbm

bs!bm . ~5!

There are no data onbs for soil at low frequencies~below
1000 Hz!; however, for known practical applications of soil

acoustics~strains are much less than 0.01%!, bs is consid-
ered negligibly small. Nevertheless, the validity of the rela-
tionship ~5! can only be determined experimentally.

These nonlinear effects can be confirmed with a simple
test by measuring nonlinear response from soil with no bur-
ied objects, and above buried compliant and noncompliant
objects as shown in Fig. 4. In this test, the biharmonic signal
with frequenciesf 15400 Hz andf 25650 Hz was broadcast
~with a loudspeaker! toward sand with a buried compliant
mine casing~antipersonnel mine VS50!, Fig. 4~a! sand with-
out any object, Fig. 4~b!; and sand with a buried solid steel
disk, Fig. 4~c!. The respective spectra of the sand surface
vibration, measured with an accelerometer, are shown on the
right-hand side of these figures. The signal with the differ-
ence frequencyf 2– f 1 on the spectrum in Fig. 4~a! clearly
demonstrate the result of nonlinear interaction at the compli-
ant mine interface. There is no nonlinear interaction~no dif-
ference frequency signal! at the noncompliant interface with
the solid object, or in the absence of any object.

Similar tests were conducted in the field with real ‘‘live’’
mines buried in gravel or dirt. Strong nonlinear responses
from buried mines and no responses from buried ‘‘false tar-
gets’’ such as solid steel pieces, rocks, and wood pieces were
observed. These results are discussed below in Sec. V.

IV. IDENTIFICATION PARAMETERS OF MINES

Dynamic mechanical parameters of the mines~stiffness,
Km , dynamic mass,Mm , and damping coefficient,Rm!
which we call the identification parameters, can be deter-
mined using measurements of the mine’s dynamic imped-
ances. The impedance,Zm , of the mechanical system is de-
fined as the ratio of the applied force to the resulting
vibration velocity. For a one-degree mechanical system, it is
determined by the following formula:

Zm52 jK m /v1Rm1 j vMm , ~6!

wherev is the angular frequency.
The impedance measurements were performed in Au-

gust, 2000 at the U.S. Army’s testing facilities. Live mines
~with explosive charge but without fuses! were placed on
23232-cubic feet concrete foundation flush with the ground
level. External force~airborne acoustic pressure! was applied
in the range 30–800 Hz and measured with a microphone.
Vibration velocity,V, of the mine’s top diaphragm was mea-
sured with a noncontact laser-doppler vibrometer. The result-
ing magnitudes of the dynamic impedances~per unit area! of
mines,zm5P/V, were calculated and recorded as a function
of frequency.

The measurements were taken for two representative
mines of the same kind and demonstrated good data repeat-
ability. Figures 5–7 show the typical impedances of antitank
~AT! mines. Remarkably, most of the AT mines exhibited
clearly defined mechanical resonances of their casing~shown
as minimum on these graphs!. Most of the resonances were
found between 100 and 400 Hz. Some antipersonnel~AP!
mines have resonances as well. Regardless of the resonances,
most of the measured live mines~we measured nearly 50 AP
and AT mines! had a higher compliance~lower stiffness! than
the surrounding soil.
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Table I shows dynamic parameters of some mines deter-
mined from their measured impedances and the formula~6!
by curve fitting of the calculated impedance into the mea-
sured impedance curve. All parameters are normalized to

area and denoted by lower-case letters. Most of the mines
have stiffness below 108 Pa/m.

The soil compression stiffnessKS2 can also be estimated
using impedance measurements of soil. Under normal sound

FIG. 4. Spectra of surface vibration
under biharmonic excitation with fre-
quenciesf 1 and f 2 ; ~a! the nonlinear
response with the difference fre-
quency, f 2– f 1 , above buried compli-
ant mine; ~b! no mine—no nonlinear
response; ~c! buried noncompliant
solid-steel disk shows no nonlinear re-
sponse.

FIG. 5. Impedance of two samples of AT plastic mine VS1.6 and a
foundation. FIG. 6. Impedance of two samples of AT metal mine TM-46.
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incidence, the soil impedance,zs , is approximately equal to
Ar/C, wherer is the soil density andC is the soil compress-
ibility. In our field measurements,zs was about 3
3105 Pa/m/s~see Fig. 8!, so for the typical burial depthH
510 cm~soil column height!, the soil stiffness~per unit area!
kS251/CH'zs

2/rH and is well over 108 Pa/m and the stiff-
ness of the concrete foundation and rigid targets such as rock
or a piece of metal are above 109 Pa/m.

This comparison confirms that in the specified frequency
range, the stiffness of most of the mines is less than the
compression stiffness of the soil and much less than the stiff-
ness of the rigid targets, which explains the detection and
discrimination capabilities of the linear and nonlinear
seismo-acoustic technique, as was outlined in the earlier
papers.6–9

In order to conclude the discussion of mine dynamic
parameters, the nature of the mine resonances should be ex-
plained. We believe that with a few exceptions, these reso-
nances are due to the bending resonance of the mine casing’s
upper diaphragm. If we simplify the diaphragm as a circular
plate, hinge-supported along its perimeter; the bending reso-
nance of such a plate can be evaluated using the following
formula:18

f 0>0.92
h

R2A E

12~12y2!r
, ~7!

where h and R are the thickness and radius of the plate,
respectively, andE, n, r are the material parameters of the
plate~Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio, and density, respec-

tively!. This formula gives quite an accurate estimate of the
resonance frequency. Thus, for the steel plate 1 mm thick
with 0.1 m radius, the resonance frequency is 290 Hz, which
is in the range of the measured resonance frequencies~see
Table I!.

V. FIELD TESTS

Field tests were conducted at the U.S. Army’s outdoor
test facilities in June, 2001. The facilities offer an opportu-
nity to perform measurements under a broad variety of con-
ditions: several soil types and various live mines buried at
different depths. The major objective of the tests was experi-
mental validation of the developed nonlinear seismo-acoustic
detection technique and the supporting physical model. We
concentrated on two types of measurements: impedance
measurements and nonlinear interaction of acoustic/seismic
waves. These measurements were taken in gravel and sandy
soil off and above buried mines. Three types of plastic anti-
tank ~AT! mines~M19, VS1.6, and VS2.2! and three types of
plastic antipersonnel~AP! mines ~M14, VS50, and TS50!
buried at different depths~up to 130 mm for AT mines and
up to 50 mm for AP mines! were used in the test.

A. Impedance measurements

The impedance measurements of soil off and above bur-
ied mines provide important information about validity of
the developed model. They also help us better understand the

FIG. 7. Impedance of two samples of AT plastic mine VS2.2.

TABLE I. Dynamic parameters of live mines.

Mine type

Resonance
frequency
f 0 (Hz)

Dynamic
stiffness

km3107 (Pa/m)

Dynamic
mass

mm (kg/m2)

Damping
coefficient

r m (kg/sm2) Description

TS-50 520 10 9 4 000 AP Plastic
VS-50 330 6 13 3 300 AP Plastic
PONZ-2 380 50 85 26 000 AP Plastic
VS-1.6 220 2.5 12 1 700 AT Plastic
TMA-5 190 0.2 1.4 300 AT Plastic
SH-55 280 2.5 8 3 000 AT Plastic
VS-HCT-2 465 2.8 3.3 500 AT Plastic
TM-46 250 4 16 1 200 AT Metal
TMA-4 250 17 65 20 000 AT Metal
PMN none 13 AP Metal
AT-72 200 2 14 1 800 AT Wood

FIG. 8. Impedance of gravel surface measured at 23 off-mine locations.
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performance of the linear acoustic detection approach devel-
oped by the University of Mississippi~Sabatier and
Xiang10–12!.

The impedance of soil surface was determined by apply-
ing an external pressure~frequency-swept sound waves from
a speaker! and measuring the acoustic pressure,P, with a
microphone suspended about 10 mm above the surface. The
resulting vibration velocity,V, was measured with a laser-
doppler vibrometer and the impedance~per unit area! was
calculated asz5P/V. The measurements were conducted in
the frequency range 70–520 Hz. At the highest frequency,
the sound wavelength in air is 0.63 m, which is much greater
than the distance between the microphone and the surface.
Therefore, the phase shift between incident and reflected
from the surface sound waves is negligibly small and the
measured pressure is the total pressure applied to the surface.

1. Variability of soil impedance

Figure 8 shows impedances measured at 23 off-mine
locations on gravel surfaces. These data demonstrate that the
impedance variation is relatively small~within 20-dB range!
at the low frequencies~below 300 Hz! and much greater~as
much as within 50-dB range! at the higher frequencies. For-
tunately, most AT mines have resonances with much lower
impedances than soil in the very same range below 300 Hz
~see Figs. 5–7 and Table I!. This impedance contrast,

coupled with the low variability of the soil impedance at
these frequencies, explains successful detection of AT mines
achieved by the University of Mississippi.10–12

The situation with AP mines is not that fortunate. AP
mines exhibit low impedances in the frequency range above
300 Hz. At these frequencies, wide variation of soil imped-
ance may create significant problems in achieving low false-
alarm detection using the linear acoustic approach.

2. Effect of mine’s burial depth

Analysis of the developed model shows that the mine’s
depth is an important parameter affecting the resonance fre-
quency of the mine/soil system and, most importantly, the
magnitude of the system impedance. The lower the imped-
ance of the mine/soil system, the greater the contrast with
surrounding soil, and, as a result, the easier to find the mine.
As the depth increases, the resultant impedance tends to in-
crease as well, thus reducing the contrast. Figure 9~a! dem-
onstrates this effect for AT mine VS1.6, buried in gravel at 0
m, 25 mm, and 75 m. Figure 9~b! shows similar results cal-
culated using the spring–mass model and the mine param-
eters from the Table I. In the calculations we used depth-
dependent soil parameters defined by formulas~1! and ~3!:
MS;H, KS2;H21, RS1;H, andRS2;H. For shear stiff-
nessKS1 , however, the dependenceKS1;H0.5 is better fitted
with the experimental data. The dependenceKS1;H, intro-
duced by the formula~2!, is based on the assumption that the
shear stress is developed between the side surface of the soil
column above the mine and the surrounding soil. In fact, the
stress is distributed within the soil, so the resultant effective
shear force may have more complicated dependence with the
depth.

B. Nonlinear detection

The demonstration of the nonlinear detection was con-
ducted using two signals: a shaker transmitted one, with the
frequencyf 1 , and a speaker broadcast another one, with the
frequency f 2 . Both frequencies were swept with the same
step 5 Hz toward each other, i.e.,f n15 f 0115n and f n2

5 f 0225n, where f 01 and f 02 are the initial frequencies,n
51,2,...,N, andN is the total number of steps. The result of
the nonlinear interaction of these signals was observed at the
sum frequencyf 15 f n11 f n25 f 011 f 02. Such a sweeping
algorithm allows us to observe the result of the nonlinear
interaction at the fixed frequencyf 011 f 02, while sweeping
signals in the whole range fromf 01 to f 02.

In this test we chose the combination of acoustic~air-
borne! and seismic~soil-borne! excitation in order to avoid
any possibility of direct nonlinear interaction of the signals
except in soil. In most of the tests the acoustic signal started
with f 01570 Hz and seismic waves were swept down from
f 025300 Hz. The total number of steps wasN523 and f 1

5370 Hz.
In this test we used 20-W seismic source positioned ap-

proximately 1 m from a mine and 300-W speaker positioned
about 0.5 m from the mine. Soil vibration was measured with
a laser-doppler vibrometer.

FIG. 9. Impedance dependence on mine burial depth:~a! field data for AT
mine VS1.6;~b! calculated data for the same mine.
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1. Off-mine soil nonlinearity

As with the impedance measurements, off-mine variabil-
ity and level of nonlinearity is key in understanding the pos-
sibilities and limitations of the respective detection scheme.
Figure 10 shows nonlinearity~f 1 magnitude as a function of
the frequency step,n! measured at 28 off-mine locations on a
gravel lane. These measurements show very small~near or
equal to the noise floor of the setup! nonlinear vibration, as
well as small variability between various locations. Similar
measurements in sandy soil demonstrated the same low level
and very small variability of the nonlinear vibration.

2. Nonlinear response above buried mines

The nonlinear response above buried mines was much
higher than that off-mine for all measured mines at almost all
depths, thus validating the condition~5!. Figures 11 and 12
show magnitude of the sum frequencyf 1 as the frequencies
of the probing waves are swept as described above. All data
is averaged over a number of locations above mines. These
numbers are indicated in the respective figure captions for
each curve. Figure 11 shows nonlinear responses above AT
plastic mine M19 buried at 25 mm, 75 mm, and 125-mm
depths in gravel. As expected, the magnitude decreases with
depth. Still, even at 125 mm the nonlinear response above
mine is about 10–15 dB higher than that of averaged off-
mine nonlinearity, also shown in the figure. Figure 12 shows
the same results for the AP plastic mine VS50. Similar re-

sults were also obtained for the rest of the tested AT and AP
mines in gravel and sandy soils.

3. False target response

One of the most important features of nonlinear detec-
tion is its insensitivity to false targets such as rocks, chunks
of metal, or wood. Figure 13 demonstrates this, showing the
nonlinear response above buried rocks, a heavy metal plate,
and a piece of wood. For comparison, the off-mine response
and the response above mine M19~buried at 75-mm depth in
the same gravel lane as the false targets! are shown in this
figure as well. Again, as in many laboratory tests,6–8 the
nonlinear response from the false targets is as small as off-
mine response and is much smaller than that of on-mine.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The experimental data presented above support and vali-
date the developed physical model of the soil/mine dynamic
system. The model, in turn, explains and predicts the field
experimental results, such as shown in Fig. 10, and helps to
optimize the detection algorithms.

FIG. 10. Nonlinearity on gravel surface measured at 28 off-mine locations.

FIG. 11. Averaged nonlinear response of AT plastic mine M19 buried in
gravel at the depths 25 mm~averaged over six locations above the mine!; 75
mm ~nine locations!, and 125 mm~four locations!. Solid line is the off-mine
nonlinearity averaged over 28 locations.

FIG. 12. Averaged nonlinear response of AP plastic mine VS50 buried in
gravel at the depths 12 mm~averaged over three locations above the mine!,
25 mm ~two locations!, and 50 mm~two locations!. Solid line is the off-
mine nonlinearity averaged over 28 locations.

FIG. 13. Nonlinear responses from false targets~wood, steel, rocks! com-
pared with off-mine and on-mine~M19 at 75-mm depth! responses.
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There are two detection algorithms: the linear detection
based on the impedance contrast on- and off-mine~this ap-
proach has been pursued by the University of
Mississippi10–12and the Georgia Institute of Technology13,14!
and the nonlinear detection developed at the Stevens Institute
of Technology6–9!.

The model presented in this paper explains the optimum
linear detection~maximum contrast of soil surface vibration
on and off the buried mine—on/off contrast! that takes place
in the vicinity of the soil/mine resonance. In addition to reso-
nance, the maximum contrast is also directly proportional to
the stiffness contrast between the soil and the mine; that is,
the more compliant the mine relative to soil compliance, the
greater the on/off contrast.

Analysis of the developed model also indicates that the
soil damping coefficient,RS1 , and stiffness,KS1 , associated
with shear deformations, have a very strong impact on linear
detection, in fact, much stronger than the parametersRS2 ,
and KS2 , associated with compression tension in soil. Fig-
ures 14 and 15 illustrate the effect of parametersKS1 andRS1

on the surface vibration velocity above the buried mine.
Solid and dashed curves in Fig. 14 show admittance of
VS1.6 AT mine at 0 mm and 25-mm depths, respectively.
These are the same responses as shown in Fig. 9~b! for the
respective depths. The dotted curve in the Fig. 14 shows the
calculated admittance above the same mine at the same depth
(H525 mm) with all soil parameters unchanged except the
shear stiffnesskS1 , which is 10 times higher as the dashed
curve. Such akS1 increase could be due to various factors:
soil compaction, different soil type~clay instead of sand!,
freezing temperatures, etc. As Fig. 14 shows, higher shear
stiffness can lead to significant decrease in the admittance
~higher impedance! above a mine, reducing on/off mine im-
pedance contrast, and diminishing the detection perfor-
mance. This shear stiffness effect on on/off contrast is quite
understandable: stronger shear forces between the surround-
ing soil ~off-mine! and the soil column above the mine~on-
mine! equalize soil vertical deformations on- and off-mine.

The increase of the damping coefficientr S1 ~associated
with shear deformation/friction and radiation losses in soil!
leads to a similar deteriorating effect on linear mine detec-
tion, as shown in Fig. 15. Here, the dashed curve is the same
as the dashed curve in Fig. 14. The dotted curved demon-
strates the effect of tenfold increase inr S1 , while all other
parameters are unchanged.

Nonlinear detection is based on the interaction of the
probing seismic/acoustic waves~with frequenciesf 2 and f 1!
at the soil/mine interface. The product of such an interaction
is vibration with the combination frequenciesf 26 f 1 . This
effect depends on the nonlinear parameter,bm , of the non-
linear interface. At the interface, there is no shear stress~no
bonding between soil and mine surface!; therefore, the non-
linear parameterbm does not depend on shear stiffness of the
soil. The high nonlinear on/off contrast, determined by the
condition~5!, might take place even for soil with high shear
stiffness. This statement is yet to be validated in the field.
The dependence ofbm on other soil and mine parameters
and burial depth is also a subject of future investigations.
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Coupling analysis of a matched piezoelectric sensor and
actuator pair for vibration control of a smart beam
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This paper presents a theoretical and experimental study of thein-planeandout-of-planecoupling
of a matchedpiezoelectric sensor/actuator pair bonded on a beam. Both the sensor and actuator are
triangularly shaped polyvinylidene fluoride~PVDF! transducers and are intended to provide a
compact sensor/actuator system for beam vibration control. The measured sensor–actuator
frequency response function has shown an unpredicted increase in magnitude with frequency, which
was found, to be due to in-plane vibration coupling. An analytical model has been developed to
decompose the sensor–actuator response function into an in-plane contribution and an out-of-plane
contribution. This in-plane coupling can limit the feedback control gains when a direct velocity
feedback control is applied. A method called thejvs compensation methodis proposed to identify
the effect of the in-plane vibration coupling at low frequencies. Even after this compensation,
however, there was unexpected strong out-of-plane coupling at even modes, which may have been
caused by a lack of accuracy in the shaping of the PVDF sensor and actuator. Numerical simulations
have confirmed the sensitivity of the matched sensor/actuator pair with shaping errors. ©2002
Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1476921#

PACS numbers: 43.40.Vn, 43.38.Fx@JGM#

I. INTRODUCTION

Conventional discrete collocated point sensor and actua-
tor pairs offer an extremely robust active feedback control
system, particularly when direct velocity feedback~DVFB!
is implemented.1 This strategy is unconditionally stable for
any type of primary disturbance acting on a structure, in spite
of having a very simple controller. It would be attractive to
use the DVFB technique with distributed sensor/actuator
pairs for developing smart structures. An arrangement having
a sensor and actuator with the same shape on either side of a
structure was suggested by Lee,2 and a number of structural
control systems adopting the arrangement have been
implemented.3–8 When a distributed sensor and actuator of
the same but arbitrary shape are positioned on either side of
a structure, the transducers are said to bematched.6

A triangularly shaped piezoelectric sensor has been
shown to measure the tip velocity of a cantilever beam.9 A
smart cantilever beam is considered here with a matched
piezoelectric sensor/actuator pair, having the same triangular
shape, bonded on the beam. The triangularly shaped piezo-
electric actuator can produce a transverse force at the tip.10

Thus, the transfer function between the two distributed trans-
ducers bonded on either side of the beam should have the
property of adriving point mobility11 at the tip of the beam.
The transfer function of the sensor/actuator configuration
would then have a strictly positive real part~SPR! property,12

with alternating pole/zero pairs along the imaginary axis in
the Laplace domain and the real part of the frequency re-
sponse function~FRF! always being positive. This discussion
assumes that the matched sensor/actuator pair is coupled
only by theout-of-planemotion of a beam onto which they

are bonded.6 A velocity feedback control system connected
to such a matched sensor/actuator pair would then be guar-
anteed to be unconditionally stable, and so could greatly at-
tenuate tip vibration, generated by slewing of the beam for
example. However, the forces generated by a distributed ac-
tuator include not onlyout-of-planeforces but alsoin-plane
forces.8,9,13 Also, a matched sensor detects both the out-of-
plane flexural and in-plane longitudinal and shear vibrations.
The behavior of a matched sensor/actuator pair could thus be
very different from that of a traditional point collocated pair
because of the inclusion of the in-plane coupling. The trans-
fer function of a practical matched sensor/actuator pair is
shown not to be SPR in this paper. This is a critical problem
that limits both the control effectiveness of a matched sensor/
actuator pair and the stability of a velocity feedback control
system.

Therefore, in the design of active vibration control
~AVC! systems, it is very important to take into account both
the in-plane and out-of-plane coupling effects of a matched
sensor and actuator pair. In order to cancel in-plane coupling
in a matched pair, Yang and Huang14 suggested the use of a
double sensor/actuator pairs arrangement, and Coleet al.15

proposed a pair of sensoriactuators, which could provide
ways of detecting and actuating only out-of-plane motion. In
this paper, after a theoretical modeling and analyses of the
out-of-plane and in-plane coupling in Secs. II–V, a different
way of avoiding these problems is proposed by compensat-
ing for the in-plane coupling in Sec. VI. Finally, shaping
error effects of piezoelectric transducers are discussed in
Sec. VII.

a!Electronic mail: y.lee@soton.ac.uk
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II. A TRIANGULARLY SHAPED PIEZO-
SENSORÕACTUATOR PAIR

A. Experimental beam with PVDF transducers

The aluminum cantilever beam ~length3width
3thickness:Lx3Ly32hs , Lx@Ly) used in the experiment
was fabricated by Thomson Marconi and has two similarly
shaped triangular PVDF films, which are bonded to either
side of the beam, as illustrated in Fig. 1. In fact, the beam
was developed for a wider investigation and has two PVDF
layers on each side, as described in Lee,9 but the outer layers
were not used in the experiments reported here, and apart
from increasing the overall damping, their effect on the dy-
namics is expected to be relatively small.

The top and bottom films are used as an actuator and a
sensor, respectively. The geometry and physical properties of
the beam and the PVDF film are given in Table I. The
triangular-shaped sensor and actuator can excite and detect
the out-of-plane vibration at the tip of the cantilever beam, as
described below. Four electrode and electrical insulation lay-
ers are bonded to the PVDF films, as illustrated in Fig. 1.
Each layer consists of two copper films and one polyimid
film. The electrical insulation layers are very important when
piezoelectric transducers are used to shield the signal elec-
trodes of the transducers from electro-magnetic interference,
including possible unwanted electrical coupling. The total
thickness of the beam structure is about 2.6 mm, which has
been greatly exaggerated in Fig. 1 for clarity.

B. Out-of-plane excitation due to a piezoelectric
triangularity shaped actuator

For the analysis of out-of-plane actuation by a triangu-
larly shaped actuator, both the beam and the PVDF actuator

are regarded as two-dimensional elements. The spatial sensi-
tivity function of a triangular actuator as shown in Fig. 1 is
expressed as

S~x,y!52k~x2L
x
!, ~1!

wherek5Ly /(2Lx) which is about 0.075 in this case. Thus,
the two lines in Fig. 1 can be written asy152kx1Ly/2 and
y25kx2Ly/2. The forced out-of-plane motionw(x,y) for
the beam–actuator assembly, with a spatial sensitivity
S(x,y) of the piezoactuator, is given by the following fourth-
order partial differential equation:9

@Ds1Dpe~x,y!#¹4w~x,y!1~ms1mpe!
]2w~x,y!

]t2

52hactV3~ t !Lpe@S~x,y!#, ~2!

where the subscriptss and pe represent the beam structure
and the piezoactuator,Ds andDpe are their flexural rigidity.8

¹45¹2¹2, and the Laplacian operator¹25]2/]x2

1]2/]y2 for a rectangular two-dimensional beam.ms

5rs2hs andmpe5rpe2hpe are the two masses per unit area,
where rs and rpe are the densities of the materials,hact

5hs1hpe/2 (hs is the half-thickness of the beam andhpe is
the thickness of the piezoactuator!. V3(t) is the applied volt-
age to the piezoelectric actuator in the out-of-plane direction,
e31, e32, e36 are the piezoelectric stress constants,2 and
Lpe@S(x,y)# is a differential operator that is defined as

Lpe@S~x,y!#5e31

]2S~x,y!

]x2 12e36

]2S~x,y!

]x]y

1e32

]2S~x,y!

]y2 . ~3!

After some manipulation with the spatial sensitivity function
of the triangular actuator, Eq.~3! can be expressed using the
Macauley notation as10

e31

]2S~x,y!

]x2 12e36

]2S~x,y!

]x]y
1e32

]2S~x,y!

]y2

5e31~^x&222^x2Lx&
22!~^y2kx1Ly/2&0

2^y1kx2Ly/2&0!22ke31~^x&212^x2Lx&
21!

3~^y2kx1Ly/2&211^y1kx2Ly/2&21!

1~k2e311e32!~^x&02^x2Lx&
0!~^y2kx1Ly/2&22

2^y1kx2Ly/2&22!. ~4!

FIG. 1. Arrangement of a matched piezoelectric sensor/
actuator pair bonded on a cantilever beam. A triangu-
larly shaped actuator bonded on the cantilever beam
and its spatial sensitivity functionS(x) is defined by
two linesy1 andy2 .

TABLE I. Geometry and physical properties of the beam and PVDF film.

Parameters Beam PVDF film

Dimension Lx3Ly52003300 mm Lx3Ly52003300 mm
Thickness 2hs51 mm hpe50.5 mm
Mass density rs52700 kgm23 rs51780 kgm23

Young’s modulus Ys57.131010 Nm22 Ype52.03109 Nm22

Poisson ratio ns50.33 npe50.29
Hysteresis loss factor hs50.05 •••
Piezoelectric stress ••• e3150.052 NV21 m21

constants e3250.021 NV21 m21

e3650 NV21 m21
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The first term in Eq.~4! indicates the existence of a line-
bending moment with a magnitude proportional toe31 at x
50 along they axis and a line-bending moment atx5Lx

along they axis. The second term indicates that concentrated
transverse point forces act at (0,Ly/2) and (0,2Ly/2), both
with a magnitude proportional to22ke31, and at (Lx,0),
with a magnitude proportional to 4ke31. The third term im-
plies that two line moments with a magnitude proportional to
k2e311e32 act along the two sides of the triangular actuator.

Thus, the out-of-plane concentrated forces and line-
bending moments are given, by using the forcing term in Eq.
~2!, as

Ft~ t !524ke31hactV3~ t !, Fr~ t !52ke31hactV3~ t !,
~5!

m1~ t !52~k2e311e32!hactV3~ t !, m2~ t !52e31hactV3~ t !.

If only the out-of-plane vibration of the beam is considered,
then Eq.~5! indicates that the actuator excites the beam with
a concentrated downward point forceFt(t) at the tip (x
5Lx), and two concentrated upward point forces,Fr(t) at
the two corners where the beam is clamped as illustrated in
Fig. 2. Also, line-bending momentsm1(t) and m2(t) act
along the two slopes of the triangular actuator. The effect of
the out-of-plane excitationsFr(t) and m2(t) along the two
lateral edges of the triangular piezoactuator are balanced by
the clamping forces at the end of the beam. In addition, the
line-bending momentm1(t) can be decomposed into two
components ofm1x(t) ~x-direction component! and m1y(t)
~y-direction component! as shown in Fig. 2.

Therefore, the out-of-plane excitations of the beam can
be approxiamted by a concentrated point forceFr(t) at the
tip and thex-directional line moment componentm1x(t) as
illustrated in Fig. 2.

C. Out-of-plane response of a triangularly shaped
PVDF sensor

The charge output from a two-dimensional piezosensor,
which is subject to out-of-plane motion, is expressed by2

qoop~ t !52hsenE
0

LxE
0

Ly
S~x,y!Fe31

]2w

]x2 1e32

]2w

]y2

12e36

]2w

]x]yGdx dy. ~6!

Sincee3650 for PVDF and considering the vibration of the
beam to be one-dimensional in thez direction,w(x,t), Eq.
~6! can be rewritten as

qoop~ t !52e31hsenLyE
0

Lx
S~x,y!

]2w

]x2 dx. ~7!

The properties of the triangularly shaped piezosensor, as
shown in Fig. 1, are that

S~0,y!5kLx , S~Lx ,y!50, and
]S~x,y!

]x
52k

for 0<x<Lx . ~8!

So, when the beam is subject to the out-of-plane motion, the
triangular PVDF sensor can generate charge output propor-
tional to the tip displacement of the beam as9

q~ t !52e31hsenLykw~Lx ,t !, ~9!

wherehsen5hs1hpe/2 andw(Lx ,t) is the flexural tip posi-
tion of the cantilever beam.

If the out-of-plane displacementw(x,t) of the beam is
now expressed in terms of modal expansion, asw(x,t)
5(n51

` Bn(t)fn(x), whereBn(t) is the out-of-plane modal
amplitude at thenth mode andfn(x)5coshknx2cosk nx
2an(sinhknx2sinknx) is the out-of-plane mode shape,16 in
which kn is thenth mode wave number andan is a constant.
Then, the charge outputqoop(t) by the triangular sensor can
be written, from Eq.~9!, as

qoop~ t !52e31hsenLyk(
n51

`

Bn~ t !fn~Lx!. ~10!

The out-of-plane transverse beam vibration, when the con-
centrated forceFt(t) and thex-directional line-bending mo-
mentm1x(t) derived in Sec. II B are applied, is given by the
following harmonic relation as:

w~x,v!5 (
n51

`

fn~x!Bn~v!

5 (
n51

` fn~x!@2*0
Lxm1x~v!fn8~x!dx1Ft~v!fn~Lx!#

Mn@vn
2~11 j hs!2v2#

,

~11!

FIG. 2. Distribution of out-of-plane forces due to a tri-
angularly shaped piezoactuator bonded on a cantilever
beam. The line-bending momentm1(t) due to a trian-
gularly shaped piezoactuator can be decomposed into
m1x(t) andm1y(t).
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whereMn5*0
LxrsAsfn

2(x)dx is the out-of-plane mode mass,
fn8(x)5]fn(x)/]x, vn is the natural frequency, andhs is
the hysteretic loss factor of the beam for the out-of-plane
motion. After some manipulation, the harmonic out-of-plane
modal amplitudeBn(v) is expressed, considering the mag-
nitude of the bending momentm1x(v) is independent ofx,
as

Bn~v!52
fn~Ls!@2m1x~v!1Ft~v!#

Mn@vn
2~11 j hs!2v2#

, ~12!

where the negative sign can be obtained by reversal of poling
on the piezoactuator element. Therefore, the harmonic out-
of-plane charge outputqoop(v) of the triangularly shaped
piezoelectric sensor bonded on one side of the cantilever
beam can be expressed as

qoop~v!5Co~v! (
n51

` fn
2~Lx!

@vn
2~11 j hs!2v2#

, ~13!

where Co(v)5e31hsenLyk@2m1x(v)1Ft(v)#/Mn . Using
the expression for the out-of-plane forcesFt(v) and
m1x(v), the transfer functionToop(v) between the input
voltageV3(v) to the piezoactuator and thetime derivativeof
the out-of-plane charge outputqoop(v), i.e., the current, of
the piezosensor can be written by

Toop~v!5 j v
qoop~v!

V3~v!

5 j v
Co~v!

V3~v! (
n51

` fn
2~Lx!

@vn
2~11 j hs!2v2#

. ~14!

It should be noted that the termfn
2(Lx) in the numerator of

Eq. ~14! indicates that the sensor and actuator are collocated
at x5Lx . Thus, all out-of-plane modes are actuated and
sensed in the same phase because the two modal components
have the same sign and the out-of-plane transfer function
Toop(v) is strictly positive real~SPR!.12 An SPR system can
be defined as ‘‘a system for which all the complex conjugate
pairs of poles and zeros are alternating with each other as
well as located in the left-hand side in thes-plane.’’ Thus, the
phase response ofToop(v) lies between690°. The real part
of the FRF of such a system is always greater than zero for
all frequencies.

III. MEASURED SENSOR–ACTUATOR FREQUENCY
RESPONSE FUNCTIONS

Two sensor–actuator FRFs were measured on the smart
beam in the frequency range of 0–1000 Hz using two con-
figurations: with anaccelerometer/shaker~using integration!
and with a matched triangular PVDF sensor/actuator pair, as
shown in Fig. 3. The measured FRF of the accelerometer/
shaker configuration as illustrated in Fig. 4~a! shows the
typical features of a driving point mobility, where the reso-
nances alternate with antiresonances, which occurs at the fre-
quencies quite close to the following resonance. Also, the
phase response lies between690°; this has the SPR prop-
erty, and the amplitude tends to decrease with frequency.17

However, the response plotted in Fig. 4~b!, measured with
the triangular PVDF sensor/actuator pair configuration,

shows an unexpected rising trend of amplitude with fre-
quency, whose behavior is quite different from that of Fig.
4~a!. The thin line in the phase response of Fig. 4~b! shows
the measured phase lag in this experiment. It was found that
part of the phase lag was caused by the low-pass filter in a
signal conditioner~B&K type 2635!, which was used to pick
up the charge output signal from the piezosensor. After com-
pensating for this phase lag, the phase response of the PVDF
actuator–sensor pair alone is plotted as the thick line in the
phase response of Fig. 4~b!.

The theory developed in Sec. II predicted that the two
measured responses in Fig. 4 should have been of similar
form. In order to investigate the differences between these
two measured sensor–actuator FRFs, the in-plane coupling
of the matched PVDF sensor/actuator pair has been included
in the analysis.

IV. IN-PLANE COUPLING BETWEEN THE SENSOR
AND ACTUATOR PAIR

The in-plane forces can induce in-plane strains in the
beam, which would not normally be detected when an accel-
erometer is used for the detection of out-of-plane motion, for
example. However, the charge output of the piezoelectric
sensor will be affected by both the in-plane and out-of-plane
strains as pointed out by Yang and Huang.14 The in-plane
coupling is analyzed below.

The charge output from a two-dimensional piezosensor,
which is subject to in-plane motion, is expressed by2

qip~ t !5E
0

LxE
0

Ly
S~x,y!

3Fe31

]u

]x
1e32

]v
]y

1e36S ]u

]y
1

]v
]xD Gdx dy, ~15!

whereu and v represent the in-plane displacement to thex
and y dirctions, respectively. If the beam is subject to the
in-plane longitudinal vibration to thex direction only, the
in-plane charge outputqip(t) of a shaped piezosensor bonded
on one side of the beam can be written as

qip~ t !5e31LyE
0

Lx
S~x,y!

]u~x,t !

]x
dx

5e31Ly (
m51

`

Am~ t !E
0

Lx
S~x,y!

]cm~x!

]x
dx, ~16!

where the in-plane displacement can be expressed in terms of
an expansion of in-plane modes asu(x,t)
5(m51

` Am(t)cm(x), wherem51,2,3,..., is the in-plane lon-
gitudinal mode number,Am(t) is the modal amplitude, and
the in-plane mode shape is given bycm(x)5sin@(2m
21)p/2Lx#x for a uniform cantilever beam.16 The integration
in Eq. ~16! can be simplified by a partial integration, and
assuming

E
0

Lx
S~x,y!

]cm~x!

]x
dx5kE

0

Lx
cm~x!dx,

the in-plane charge outputqip(t) of the piezosensor can be
expressed as
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qip~ t !5e31Lyk (
m51

`

Am~ t !E
0

Lx
cm~x!dx. ~17!

In order to obtain the in-plane modal amplitudeAm(t) of the
cantilever beam, thex-directional in-plane forcef

1x
(v) act-

ing along the beam is applied. The harmonic in-plane longi-
tudinal displacement can be expressed as

u~x,v!5 (
m51

` cm~x!*0
Lxcm~x! f 1x~v!dx

Mm@vm
2 ~11 j hs!2v2#

, ~18!

whereMm5*0
LxrsAscm

2 (x)dx is the in-plane modal mass of
the smart beam, the in-plane natural circular frequency is
given16 by vm5@(2m21)p#/2LxAYs /rs. Thus, the har-
monic in-plane modal amplitudeAm(v) can be expressed as

Am~v!5
*0

Lxcm~x! f 1x~v!dx

Mm@vm
2 ~11 j hs!2v2#

. ~19!

The x-directional in-plane force by the piezoactuator can be
calculated as below. The longitudinal motion of a beam un-
der in-plane force can be expressed as16

]Fx

]x
2rsAs

]2u

]x2 50, ~20!

whereu is the in-plane displacement. The stress fields both
on the beam and piezoactuator can be expressed respectively
as

sx
s5Ys«x

s , sx
pe5Ype@«x

s2«x
pe#5YpeF]u

]x
2S~x,y!

d31V3

hpe
G ,

~21!

where«x
s5]u/]x is the in-plane strain of the beam and«x

pe is
the free strain of the piezoelectric material. The in-plane
force Fx in the beam can thus be given by

Fx5E
2hs

hs
sx

sdz1E
hs

hs1hpe
sx

pedz. ~22!

After some manipulation, Eq.~20! can be rewritten as

YxAc

]2u

]x22rcAc

]2u

]t2 5 f x~ t !, ~23!

where the combined in-plane stiffness of the smart beam is
given asYcAc52Yshs12Ypehs1Ypehpe, andrc andAc are

FIG. 3. Two measurement setups with different sensor/
actuator configurations for the experimental cantlilever
beam.~a! A point-collocated accelerometer and shaker
configuration. ~b! A matched PVDF sensor/actuator
configuration.
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the combined density and sectional area of the smart beam,
respectively. The forcing functionf x(t) is given by

f x~ t !52hacte31

]S~x,y!

]x

V3~ t !

hpe
, ~24!

where e31'Yped31 for a beam. Considering the boundary
condition of the experimental beam, thex-directional in-
plane force by the piezoactuatorf 1(t) only is meaningful,
which can be expressed by

f 1x~ t !522hacte31V3~ t !/hpe. ~25!

Because the magnitude of the in-plane forcef 1x(v) is inde-
pendent ofx, after some manipulation, the harmonic charge
output of the shaped piezosensor in Eq.~17! becomes

qip~v!5Ci~v! (
m51

` @*0
Lxcm~x!dx#2

@vm
2 ~11 j hs!2v2#

, ~26!

where Ci(v)5e31Lyk f1x(v)/Mm . The transfer function
Tip(v) between the input voltageV3(v) to the piezoactuator
to the time derivativeof the in-plane charge outputqip(v),
i.e., the current, of the piezosensor can finally be written as

FIG. 4. Two measured sensor–
actuator FRFs.~a! Point-collocated
FRF: Shaker input and integrated ac-
celerometer ~velocity! output. ~b!
Matched FRF: PVDF actuator input
and sensor output. In the phase re-
sponse, thick line and thin line indi-
cates after compensation on phase lag
and before compensation, respectively.
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Tip~v!52 j v
qip~v!

V3~v!

52 j v
Ci~v!

V3~v! (m51

` @*0
Lxcm~x!dx#2

@vm
2 ~11 j hs!2v2#

, ~27!

where the negative sign is introduced to be consistent with
Eq. ~12!. The coupling term@*0

Lxcm(x)dx#2 in the numerator
of Eq. ~27! for the in-plane transfer function can be com-
pared with the termfn

2(Lx) in Eq. ~14! for the out-of-plane
transfer function. All in-plane modes are thus coupled with
the same phase, since the excitation and sensing have the
same sign. Thus, the phase response ofTip(v) in Eq. ~27!
lies between290° and2270°.

V. COUPLED FREQUENCY RESPONSE FUNCTION

The total charge output of a piezosensor is theaddition
of the in-plane charge output and the out-of-plane charge
output, that isqtotal(t)5qip1qoop(t). Considering the Euler–
Bernoulli beam theory,16 the strain«x in thex direction of the
piezosensor bonded on the beam as shown in Fig. 5, when it

is subject to both the in-plane longitudinal and the out-of-
plane transverse motion within linear elasticity, is given by2

«x5
]

]xS u2hsen

]w

]x D5
]u

]x
1S 2hsen

]2w

]x2 D . ~28!

Due to the dynamics of a beam, the out-of-plane transverse
strain and the in-plane longitudinal strain of the piezosensor
generated by the piezoactuator have different signs from
each other. Thus, the total transfer function for the matched
PVDF sensor and actuator pair can be written, using Eqs.
~14!, ~27!, and~28!, as

Ttotal5Tip1Toop. ~29!

The two individual predicted FRFs are plotted in Fig. 6 be-
low 1000 Hz. The out-of-plane response~thick line! and the
in-plane response~dashed line! are plotted together with
their addition in Eq.~29! for the coupled response~thin line!.
This coupled response now shows a similar trend to the mea-
sured one in Fig. 4~b!. This indicates that the in-plane behav-
ior of the beam with a matched piezoelectric sensor/actuator
pair is crucial for the understanding of its overall behavior.
The phase responses of the out-of-plane and coupled motions

FIG. 5. The geometry of coupled in-
plane and out-of-plane deformation of
a small segment of a flexible beam
with a PVDF sensor when the beam is
subject to both the in-plane longitudi-
nal force and the out-of-plane trans-
verse force.

FIG. 6. Calculated FRFs below 1000
Hz of the matched piezoelectric sensor
and actuator: pure out-of-plane re-
sponse~thick line!, pure in-plane re-
sponse~dashed line!, and the com-
bined response~thin line!.
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in Fig. 7 lies between690° in the frequency range below
1000 Hz. However, the phase response of the in-plane mo-
tion is 290°</Tip<2270°.

Figure 7~a! shows the calculated total~thin line!, out-of-
plane~thick line!, and in-plane~dashed line! responses of the
smart beam over the extended frequency range of 0–10 000
Hz. Because the in-plane response~dashed line! falls exactly
on top of the coupled response~thin line!, the dashed line is
not visible, except at low frequencies, in Fig. 7~a!. The first

predicted natural frequency of the in-plane mode is around
6250 Hz. The out-of-plane response is dominant only in the
very low frequency range below about 100 Hz, and the in-
plane response completely dominates the out-of-plane re-
sponse after about the fourth out-of-plane resonance~around
1000 Hz!. The phase response also indicates that the out-of-
plane motion is overwhelmed by the in-plane motion at
higher frequencies.

Figure 7~b! shows the measured FRF over this extended

FIG. 7. Comparison of the calculated
and measured FRFs between the
matched PVDF sensor/actuator pair in
the frequency range of 0–10 000 Hz.
~a! Calculated responses: total re-
sponseTtotal ~thin line!, out-of-plane
responseToop ~thick line!, and in-plane
responseTip ~dashed line!. BecauseTip

~dashed line! falls exactly on top of
Ttotal ~thin line!, the dashed line is not
visible, except at low frequencies.~b!
Measured~total! response.
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frequency range and shows a very similar trend to the calcu-
lated FRF in Fig. 7~a!, although there is some discrepancy
after about 9000 Hz. The smaller peaks in the measured total
FRF represent stronger out-of-plane contribution than pre-
dicted in the calculated FRFs. This might be caused by shap-
ing and matching errors in piezoelectric transducers; this will
be discussed in detail below. However, both the measured
and the calculated phase response indicate that the coupled
FRF loses its SPR property at the first in-plane resonance
frequency when the phase undergoes a sudden 180° shift.
Both the increasing amplitude of the in-plane coupling and
the 180° phase shift at the in-plane resonance suggest that
the configuration with a matched piezoelectric sensor and
actuator pair as shown in Fig. 1 is not feasible for direct
velocity feedback control.

VI. COMPENSATION FOR IN-PLANE COUPLING AT
LOW FREQUENCIES

As suggested by Coleet al.15 and Yang and Huang,14 it
may be possible to extract the out-of-plane response from the
coupled response by eliminating the in-plane response using
multiple actuators and sensors. A new approach for the elimi-
nation of the in-plane coupling at low frequencies suggested
in this paper, which is based on the physics of the in-plane
vibration behavior of a structure.

Figure 7~a! shows that the amplitude of the out-of-plane
response~thick line! becomes smaller with the increase of
frequency, whereas the amplitude of the in-plane response
~dashed line! tends to increase with frequency and it be-
comes larger than that of the out-of-plane response above
about 50 Hz.

One very important physical aspect, as shown in Fig.
7~a!, is that in the frequency range of interest~below 1000
Hz! the in-plane response is within itsstiffness controlled
range18 of the first in-plane mode. The in-plane FRF of the
cantilever beam within the stiffness controlled range could

be expressed asTip' j v/kin , wherekin is the in-plane stiff-
ness of the beam. And, the in-plane FRF could be plotted as
a curve against frequency in a log scale as shown in Fig. 8.
The in-plane FRF could thus be approximatedat low fre-
quenciesas

Tip~v!' j vs, ~30!

where the in-plane compliances51/kin is a constant. This
suggests that the purely out-of-plane FRF can be estimated
by subtracting the estimated in-plane FRF from the total
measured sensor–actuator FRF. This method will be called
the jvs compensation methodfrom now on. This can be ex-
pressed from Eq.~29! as

Toop5Ttotal2Tip'Ttotal2 j vs. ~31!

The compliances is determined here simply to match the
experimental data; however, in practice it could be estimated
by an adaptive method.

As can be seen from Fig. 8, the measured response after
the compensation of the in-plane coupling shows a more
similar response to the measured response using the
accelerometer/shaker configuration in Fig. 4~a! than that be-
fore thejvs compensation. The extractedToop also maintains
the SPR property, in the frequency range of 0–1000 Hz,
although over a wider frequency range compensating for the
only in-plane stiffness cannot remove the effects of the in-
plane response.j vs compensation could thus provide a new
approach to the acquisition of the purely out-of-plane re-
sponse of a structure with a matched sensor/actuator pair.

However, from Fig. 8, there are still unexpectedly strong
peaks at even modes, such as the second and fourth out-of-
plane modes, after thejvs in-plane compensation. This prob-
lem is discussed in the next section.

FIG. 8. Extraction of pure out-of-
plane FRF~thick lines! from the mea-
sured total FRF~thin lines! by sub-
tracting the in-plane FRF~dashed
lines! component.
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VII. EFFECTS OF SHAPING ERRORS OF
PIEZOELECTRIC TRANSDUCERS

Lee and Moon19 showed that the response of modal ac-
tuators and sensors could be sensitive to small errors in the
shapes of the transducers, particularly affecting the response
at higher frequencies. After some investigation of the shap-
ing errors of the PVDF sensor and actuator used in construct-
ing the experimental smart beam, it was found that the two
PVDF transducers were not identical or perfectly matched
with each other. The PVDF sensor and actuator are bonded
about 2 and 5 mm away, respectively, from the clamped end
of the beam with some minor cutting errors, especially in the
sharp edges of the signal electrodes of the PVDF film at the
tip position. In this section the effect of these shaping errors
is analyzed theoretically.

An analysis for predicting a precise effect due to trans-
ducer shaping errors requires modeling of the experimental
beam not as a beam but as aplate, because the misalignment
in the matched triangular sensor/actuator pair could cause
two-dimensional responses such as tip twisting. However,
since it has been found that the shaping error at the clamped
end was relatively much bigger than the tip mismatching
error, which can excited/detect a tip twisting, a cantilever
beam model was used for this shaping error analysis.

For a simpler analysis, only a piezosensor with shaping

errors ofŜ(x,y) is considered when a tip out-of-plane force
is applied, which excites the smart beam at the tip. Then, the
harmonic transfer functionT̂oop(v) can be given after some
manipulation, when the tip transverse force inputFt(Lx) is
applied, as

T̂oop~v!5 j v
q̂oop~v!

Ft~v!

5
j ve31hsenLy

Mn
(
n51

` fn~Lx!E
0

Lx
Ŝ~x,y!

]2fn~x!

]x2 dx

@vn
2~11 j hs!2v2#

,

~32!

where q̂oop(v) is the harmonic charge output of the sensor
with error.

Thus, the integration in Eq.~32! is the esssential source
of the shaping error problem because it cannot satisfy the
properties of the triangularly shaped sensor as given in Eq.
~8!. So, the actual properties can be written asŜ(0,y)ÞkLx

and ]Ŝ(x,y)/]xÞ2k for 0<x<Lx . Thus, the integration
result of Eq.~32! with the sensor with error becomes, using
a partial integration, as

FIG. 9. ~a! A computer simulation model of a triangu-
larly shaped PVDF sensor with shaping errors bonded
on a cantilever beam. Thick line is the erroneous shape
and dashed line is the designed exact shape.~b! Effects
of shaping errors byxi in the PVDF sensor. Shaping
error by xi when x f5Lx : xi50 for exact shape~thin
line!, xi51 mm ~dashed and dotted line!, xi55 mm
~dashed line!, andxi510 mm ~thick line!.
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q̂oop~ t !52e31hsenLyH F Ŝ~x,y!
]w~x,t !

]x G
0

Lx

2E
0

Lx]Ŝ~x,y!

]x

]w~x,t !

]x
dxJ

Þ2e31hsenLykw~Lx!. ~33!

On this basis, the PVDF sensor can generate an additional
charge output due to the shaping error. A computer simula-
tion for an analytical cantilever beam model with an errone-
ously shaped PVDF sensor based on Eq.~32! is considered
as illustrated in Fig. 9~a!, wherexi is the distance from the
clamped end of the beam to the end of the sensor.

Figure 9~b! shows the responses with shaping errors
when xi varies, in which the thin line represents the exact
shape, the dashed and dotted line is forxi51 mm, the
dashed line is forxi55 mm, and the thick line is forxi
510 mm. The response with the biggerxi showed the larger
magnitude difference comapred with the exact shape. Reso-
nance frequencies are almost the same as each other but the
antiresonance frequencies are different or even gone. This is
because excessivexi can generate an additional charge out-
put which has the opposite sign compared to the charge out-
put with the exact shape as shown in Eq.~33!. Since the sign
changes at the third and the fourth modes in Fig. 9~b! have
been caused by excessivexi, so a smallxi such as 1 mm
could not change the sign, as shown in Fig. 9~b!, because the
additional charge output is smaller compared to the true out-
of-plane charge output.

Apart from computer simulation, a measurement was
made with the erroneously shaped PVDF sensor bonded on
the beam when a shaker~Ling Dynamics model V201! ex-
cites the beam transversely at the tip. The input force signal
was measured from a force transducer~B&K type 8200! via
a signal conditioner~B&K type 2635 charge amplifier!, and
both the charge outputs from the PVDF sensor and an accel-
erator~B&K type 4375! were measured at the same time in

the frequency range below 1000 Hz. In the case of the erro-
neous PVDF sensor, the harmonic current outputi (v) @the
time derivative of the charge outputq(v)] was measured to
obtain a velocity signal.

The experimental FRFs and the simulation results with
the erroneously shaped sensor are compared in Fig. 10. The
thin line in Fig. 10 represents a typical feature of driving
point mobility response of a cantilever beam with the point-
collocated accelerometer/shaker configuratioan as described
in Sec. III. However, the thic line measured with the shaker
and the erroneous PVDF sensor configuration shows that the
second, third, and fourth resonances are excessively large
compared to the response with the accelerometer/shaker con-
figuration. It also can be seen that the first and the second
modes are detected as SPR responses, but the third and the
fourth are not. The computer simulation results with the
shaker and the erroneous PVDF sensor~thick dashed line!
whenxi55 mm show a very similar trend with the measured
ones.

The origin of this mismatching between the two mea-
sured FRFs was the shaping error of the PVDF sensor. Thus,
the fact that the higher modes such as the third and fourth
modes could be detected with a non-SPR property by the
erroneously shaped sensor as shown in Fig. 10 is demon-
strated both experimentally and theoretically. Similarly, the
effect of shaping errors in the PVDF actuator also can
be calculated with the above process. This is one of the
possible shortcomings of all piezoelectric sensors as well
as actuators, and this problem could become more serious
with the more complex shaping of the sensor/actuator,
as pointed out by Preumontet al.20 Therefore, the unex-
pected peaky second and fourth out-of-plane resonances
were caused by the erroneously shape PVDF sensor as well
as actuator.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

This paper has presented a study of a matched triangu-
larly shaped PVDF sensor and actuator pairbonded on either

FIG. 10. Shaping error effects: Com-
parison of the measured responses
~shaker and accelerometer—thin lines;
shaker and erroneously shaped PVDF
sensor—dashed lines! and the calcu-
lated ~thick lines! FRFs with the erro-
neously shaped PVDF sensor when a
tip transverse force is applied.
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side of a smart cantilever beam for vibration control. The
piezoelectric transducer pair was expected to allow both the
excitation and the detection of transverse vibration at the tip
position of the beam, since a traditional point-collocated
sensor/actuator pair can provide a strictly positive real~SPR!
property to a control system, which guarantees unconditional
stability of its controller using direct velocity feedback strat-
egy. However, the measurement results with the PVDF
sensor/actuator pair showed a different response compared
with the response obtained with a conventional accelerom-
eter ~with integration!/shaker configuration, which measures
the driving point mobility having the SPR property.

The phase response measured with the matched sensor/
actuator pair showed a phase lag due to a low-pass filter
installed inside a signal conditioner, which was used to pick
up the charge output from the piezosensor. The magnitude
response measured with the piezo pair also showed an unex-
pected increasing trend with frequency, which has been
proven to be caused by the in-plane vibration coupling.

An analytical model was developed to decompose the
coupled FRF into an in-plane contribution and an out-of-
plane contribution. The in-plane force by the piezoactuator
and the charge output of the piezosensor bonded on the smart
beam were analyzed in detail. The analytical coupled FRF
was then very similar to the measured one. It was thus dem-
onstrated that the increasing magnitude trend with frequency
was indeed caused by the in-plane motion coupling.

The real part of the FRF between this matched
piezosensor/actuator pair became negative, which indicates
the pair cannot satisfy the SPR property, above the first in-
plane resonance frequency. Thus, the matched piezo pair
cannot be used for DVFB control with unconditional stabil-
ity. A compensation method called thejvs compensation
methodwas proposed to identify the in-plane vibration cou-
pling at low frequencies. Because the in-plane response in
the low-frequency range can be defined as beingstiffness
controlled response, the in-plane motion at low frequencies
could be modeled as a simple spring with a compliances.
Unwanted strong out-of-plane resonances were measured
with the smart beam at even modes even after the in-plane
compensation. These were caused by the errors in the shap-
ing of the PVDF sensor and actuator. A computer simulation
with erroneously shaped transducers showed a similar FRF
with the measured one and showed that abnormal peaky re-
sponses at certain modes could be possible due to shaping
error of a piezoelectric sensor or/and actuator. These shaping
errors should be removed with a very careful construction
process for a shaped piezoelectric sensor/actuator.
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This study focuses on robust active control of broadband noise in finite ducts. Our analytical and
experimental studies suggest the existence of several technical flaws in the path models of
conventional active noise control~ANC! systems. These are sensitivity of the path model with
respect to boundary conditions, and nonminimum phase~NMP! secondary and reference paths. For
finite ducts with small cross sections, the traveling wave model~TWM! may be adopted to find an
effective solution to these problems and lead to a robust ANC system. Since many practical ‘‘noisy’’
ducts are finite with small cross sections, the proposed ANC has many practical applications. Its
robustness and ability to suppress broadband noise will be explained theoretically and verified
experimentally. ©2002 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1476683#

PACS numbers: 43.50.Ki@MRS#

I. INTRODUCTION

Active control of broadband noise is an active research
topic with many publications in the literature. Its commercial
application, for instance in ventilation ducts, lags behind re-
search by a relatively large margin. Reliability is one of the
problems to be solved before the technology can become
commercially viable. The mathematical model of an ANC
system is reasonably simple compared to other linear control
systems. Available control techniques would be amply ca-
pable of maintaining reliable ANC performance, if only
acoustical path transfer functions were linear time invariant
~LTI !. The reliability problem in an ANC system must be a
result of not having accounted for some important uncertain-
ties in the control system. In order to improve reliability, one
should identify and eliminate as many, if not all, such uncer-
tainties as possible.

The key to reliable ANC is a reliable reference signal. In
practice an ANC system takes its reference signal inside the
sound field. An internal model, by offline identification, is
used to shield the reference signal from all other effects ex-
cept the primary source. This study will analyze the potential
threat of external variances, such as a variance of the envi-
ronment, to the stable control of a semi-open field like a
finite duct. Such variances, via the reflection path, may ex-
ceed the tolerable level to destabilize an otherwise stable
ANC system. Another problem with conventional ANCs is
the NMP secondary path when the sensor does not collocate
with the speaker. It makes an ideal ANC transfer function
unstable and compromises the cancellation performance for
broadband ANC applications.

We will explain and demonstrate here how the use of
traveling wave model~TWM! would lead to a robust broad-
band ANC. For finite ducts of small cross sections, path
transfer functions of an ANC system are sensitive to external
variances and the condition of the open end. TWM provides
a way to reduce such sensitivity and improve the robustness

of an ANC system. It allows the replacement of acoustic
feedback cancellation by echo cancellation, which has
proven very reliable in telecommunication1 as a very suc-
cessful application of the LMS algorithm. With TWM, the
secondary path becomes a delay operator if actuator dynam-
ics are ignored. Even when combined with actuator dynam-
ics, the new secondary path model is independent of external
influences in the duct outlet. An algorithm is developed for
online noninvasive identification of the secondary path plus
actuator dynamics. The new ANC system has a reduced com-
putational burden, improved accuracy, and better cancella-
tion of broadband noise than otherwise.

II. CONVENTIONAL ANC MODEL AND TWM

Figure 1 plots a typical feedforward adaptive ANC
scheme for ducts, showing a primary noise source, a second-
ary source, an upstream reference sensor, and a downstream
error sensor. Respectively,P(z) and R(z) represent the
transfer functions from the noise sourcen(z) to the error and
reference microphones, andS(z) and F(z) represent the
transfer functions from control signalu(z) to the error and
reference microphones. The error signale(z), measured by
the downstream microphone, is related to the primary noise
n(z) by

e~z!5FP~z!1
S~z!H~z!R~z!

12H~z!DF~z!Gn~z!, ~1!

whereDF(z)5F(z)2F̂(z). The system is stable if and only
if all roots of 12H(z)DF(z) are inside the unit circle. If
F(z) were LTI, a reasonably accurate offline estimate of
F̂(z) would be able to maintain stability for Eq.~1!.

A. Problems with conventional ANCs

Unfortunately,F(z) is sensitive to the boundary condi-
tions of the duct outlet, which could be affected by humidity,
temperature, or the presence of an object. The variation of
F(z) may deteriorate ANC performance or even cause an
excessiveDF to destabilize an otherwise stable ANC system.
~In our experiment, a well-converged ANC scheme was ob-

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:
mmjyuan@polyu.edu.hk
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served to diverge suddenly when a person moved near the
duct outlet.! This is the first problem to be solved in this
study.

In an ideal case whereDF50, ‘‘perfect’’ cancellation in
Eq. ~1! requiresH(z)52P(z)/S(z)R(z) as a digital filter.
This filter is unstable ifS(z) or R(z) is NMP, which is un-
fortunately true in almost all practical cases when the error
and reference sensors do not collocate with the speaker. The
NMP effects may not be too much of a problem if the pri-
mary source consists of a finite number of sinusoidal waves.
It is always possible to find an imperfect but stable filter that
matches the perfect but unstable filter at a finite number
of frequencies. For a broadband primary source, however,
the NMP effects prohibit the implementation ofH(z)
52P(z)/S(z)R(z). This is the second problem to be ad-
dressed here.

Most finite ducts contain reverberant sound fields where
path transfer functions have infinite impulse responses~IIR!.
An ANC usually uses finite impulse response~FIR! filters
with large numbers of coefficients to approximateS(z) and
F(z). It means slow convergence, heavy computational bur-
den, and large estimation errors when identifyingŜ(z) and
F̂(z). Besides, bothS(z) andF(z) are sensitive to environ-
ment variations. A small variance in the reflection at either
end of a finite duct could cause significant variances inS(z)
andF(z). It is desirable to use a new model that has shorter
impulse response, and is less sensitive to boundary condi-
tions. This is the third objective of this study.

B. Canceling acoustic feedback as ‘‘echos’’

Although TWM is limited to finite ducts of small cross
section, many practical ‘‘noisy’’ ducts fall into this category.

The model has been used for measurement of acoustic
properties2–4 and, in at least two cases, for ANC in ducts.5,6

It enables noninvasive online identification of the acoustic
paths in an ANC system.5 This study demonstrates additional
advantages of TWM not seen previously in the literature.

Figure 2 plots a block diagram of TWM, where transfer
functions in theZ domain are used to describe the wave
paths. A nomenclature of all symbols is provided in Table I.
An important advantage of TWM is related to a potentially
detrimental problem in conventional ANCs, for which all
roots of 12H(z)DF(z) must be inside a unit circle to main-
tain stability. This condition is not guaranteed if an ANC
uses an offline estimateF̂(z) to cancelF(z). Applying block
diagram algebra to Fig. 2, one can get

F~z!5
wu

1~z!1wu
2~z!

u~z!
U

n~z!50

5
~A1C•B•Rd!•~11Ru!

12C2
•Ru•Rd

. ~2!

The resonance ofF(z) is determined by denominator
D(z)512C2(z)Ru(z)Rd(z), whereRu(z) andRd(z) model
the up- and downstream reflections, respectively. The vari-
ance ofRu(z) andRd(z) will inevitably affect D(z) and the
resonant frequencies of the duct. WhileRu(z) may be a LTI
transfer function due to the fixed condition deep inside the
duct,Rd(z) is subject to outside conditions. The motion of an
object near the duct outlet, for example, could cause a sud-
den changedRd . Differentiating Eq.~2! with respect toRd ,
one can see thatdF(z)}dRd /D2. SinceD50 near the reso-
nance peaks,F(z) is very sensitive todRd anddRu .

FIG. 2. Traveling wave model of duct
acoustics.

FIG. 1. Conventional feedforward
ANC system.
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Physically, resonant frequencies of a musical instrument
will change due to the variance of its boundary conditions.7

A small dRd or dRu could cause a small drift of resonant
frequencies in a duct. Such a drift may not be audible by
human ears, but its contribution toDF(z) is not negligible.
Consider, for example, a simple continuousF(s)51/(s2

10.01s1100) and assume initiallyF(s)5F̂(s). Obviously,
DF(s) is not zero ifF(s) drifts while F̂(s) remains fixed. A
1% drift of F(s) from its initial form to F(s)51/(s2

10.01s1101) causes a significantDF(s) shown in Fig. 3,
where the magnitude isuDF( j v)u and the phase is degree.
Reducing the drift in resonance frequency can only narrow
the spike without reducing supuDF( j v)u Instead,
supuDF( j v)u is inversely proportional to the damping ratio
of the resonance. It increases to infinity if the damping ratio
of the resonance reduces to zero.

In a finite duct, F(z) may consist of many lightly
damped resonant terms. Most ANC schemes use a FIRF̂(z)
to approximate an IIRF(z). It is impossible to have an ini-
tial DF(z)50 in the first place. The variance of the bound-
ary conditions may cause the resonant frequencies to shift
significantly.8 ThereforeDF(z) could have many spikes like,
if not worse than, the one shown in Fig. 3. Roots of 1
2H(z)DF(z) may drift outside the unit circle, causing in-
stability to an otherwise stable ANC. The best strategy for a
robust controller is to remove uncertainties whenever pos-
sible from its model. Other strategies can only tolerate small
bounded effects of those uncertainties that cannot be re-
moved. For ANC applicationsuDF( j v)u could not be char-

acterized by a small bound as illustrated in the previous ex-
ample. It is possible thatuDF( j v)u exceeds the tolerance of
any robust controllers. Therefore, the best strategy is to
eliminate the cause of such a potential threat from the con-
troller model.

This is possible for finite ducts with small cross sections.
The TWM enables one to design a new ANC without the
internal modelF̂(z). Figure 2 suggests

r̂ ~z!5wu
1~z!2R̂u~z!•wu

2~z!, ~3!

where r̂ (k) is an estimate ofr (k) and R̂u(z) an estimate of
Ru(z) that includes the delay ofwu

2 traveling backward and
then bouncing to the upstream sensor pair. If the external
environment variation causes a variance ofRd(z), the mag-
nitude and phase ofwu

2 will be affected since

wu
2~z!5A~z!u~z!1C2~z!Rd~z!wu

1~z!

1C~z!B~z!Rd~z!u~z!,

where the first term is the upstream control wave, the second
term is a bounced version ofwu

1 while the third term is a
bounced version of downstream control wave. There is, how-
ever, no need for explicit online identification ofRd(z),
A(z), or C(z). As long aswu

2 can be separated by the two-
microphone method, the signal can be used directly in Eq.
~3! to ‘‘bundle’’ the entire upstream wave. Online implemen-
tation of Eq. ~3! is equivalent to echo cancellation in
telecommunications,1 which is a very successful application
of the LMS algorithm. Our experiment also verifies the reli-
ability of this approach.

C. Secondary path

In Fig. 2, B(z) is the counterpart of the secondary path
S(z) of Fig. 1. It is theoretically a delay operator if actuator
dynamics are ignored. In reality, actuator dynamics are inevi-
table. A recent study9 found the combined dynamics of the
speaker-amplifier to be

M ~s!5
U~s!

V~s!
5

k0s

s21k1s1k2

, ~4!

whereU(s) is the particle velocity andV(s) is the voltage to
the amplifier. If one considersM#(s)5(s21k1s1k2)/k0(s
1s), where s.0 is a very small constant, then
M#(s)M (s)5s/(s1s)'1 almost everywhere except zero
frequency.M#(s) is called the pseudo-inverse ofM (s) in
this study. It is used to compensate for the actuator dynamics.

In our experiment, the impulse response ofB̂(z) is iden-
tified by an online LMS and its frequency response plotted
by the ‘‘freqz~ !’’ command of MatLab using the impulse
response as FIR filter coefficients. The magnitude plot,
shown in the upper part of Fig. 4, matches the magnitude
response of Eq.~4! very well, with an almost linear phase
response. It agrees with the theoretical prediction thatB(z) is
a delay operator if speaker dynamics are ignored. The corre-
spondingŜ(z) is identified for the same duct, as shown in the
lower part of Fig. 4. The phase shift ofŜ(z) is nonlinear and
approximately four times that ofB̂(z) when locations of the
speaker and downstream sensor are the same. Both plots are

TABLE I. Nomenclature of the traveling wave model.

Symbol Explanation

Ru(z) andRd(z) Up- and downstream reflection coefficients
wu

1 andwu
2 Traveling waves obtained by an upstream sensor pair

wd
1 andwd

2 Traveling waves obtained by a downstream sensor pair
A(z) andB(z) Up- and downstream paths of the secondary source
C(z) Forward and backward path model from upstream

sensor pair to downstream sensor pair
n(z) Primary noise source signal
r (z) Reference signal
u(z) Secondary noise source signal

FIG. 3. DF(s)51/(s210.01s1101)21(s210.001s1100).
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generated by the ‘‘freqz~ !’’ command of MatLab using the
respective impulse response as FIR filter coefficients; the
large phase shift ofŜ(z) agrees with a well-known observa-
tion thatS(z) is NMP if the actuator dynamics are ignored.

Considering actuator dynamics, we may approximately
match the upper part of Fig. 4 toB̂(z)5M̂ (z)z2kb, wherekb

is an integer by a proper selection of the sampling frequency
and M̂ (z) represents the estimated speaker dynamics. The
delay part can be compensated for by an upstream reference
signal like a conventional ANC. The speaker dynamicsM̂ (z)
can be compensated for by a pseudo inverseM#(z) such that

M#~z!M ~z!'1 ~5!

almost everywhere except zero frequency. This is a very use-
ful feature not possessed byS(z), which is NMP even if the
actuator dynamics are ignored. If the primary source consists

of a finite number of sinusoidal noises, a NMPS(z) may not
be too much of a problem as explained previously. If the
primary source is a broadband noise, however, a NMPS(z)
will degrade cancellation performance, as to be demonstrated
experimentally.

D. Less variant path models with shorter impulse
responses

Referring to Fig. 3, a small drift in resonant frequency
can cause significant phase error inDF(s) in a simple nu-
merical example. The phase error can be as large as 180
degrees. The same problem may happen toDS(z) if Ŝ(z) is
available by offline identification. SinceS(z) andF(z) are in
the same sound field, both share the same denominatorD(z)
that is sensitive todRd . The variance ofS(z) will degrade
the performance of an ANC, since the filtered-x LMS will
not converge properly if the phase error ofŜ(z) exceeds 90
degrees.

On the contrary,B(z) is independent of the boundary
conditions because it is a delayed version of speaker dynam-
ics. The speaker transfer function is certainly independent of
the reflections of both ends of the duct. The delay part is due
to a forward propagation path that is also independent of
reflections of the duct outlet.

The impulse responses ofB̂(z) and Ŝ(z) are identified
and shown respectively in Fig. 5. One can see thatB̂(z) can
be modeled with half the number of coefficients as that of
Ŝ(z), ~64 versus 128!. Since the accuracy of LMS degrades
as the number of coefficients to be identified increases, fewer
coefficients means better estimation accuracy if other condi-
tions remain the same.

III. ACTIVE NOISE CONTROL AND IMPLEMENTATION

A. ANC transfer function

Figure 6 presents a partial diagram of the new ANC
system. The objective is to minimize the forward traveling
wave seen by the downstream sensor pair, i.e.,wd

15wp

1ws→0. The system is similar to a conventional ANC sys-
tem, except that its primary path isC(z) and its secondary
path is B(z). The primary wave and the secondary wave
merge at the downstream sensor pair to produce

C~z!wu
1~z!1B~z!H~z! r̂ ~z!5wd

1~z!.

FIG. 4. Frequency responses ofB̂(z) ~upper! and Ŝ(z) ~lower!.

FIG. 5. Impulse responses ofB̂(z)
~left! and Ŝ(z) ~right!.
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Equation ~3! indicates wu
15 r̂ (z)1R̂u(z)wu

2 . Substituting
into the above equation, one obtains

@C~z!1B~z!H~z!# r̂ ~z!1C~z!R̂u~z!wu
2~z!5wd

1~z!.
~6!

Referring to Fig. 2, one can see thatwu
2 consists of a re-

flected version ofwd
1 plus the backward contribution of

u(z)5H(z) r̂ (z), namely,

wu
25C~z!Rd~z!wd

11A~z!H~z! r̂ ~z!.

Substituting this into~6!, one obtains

wd
1~z!5

C~z!1H~z!@R̂u~z!C~z!A~z!1B~z!#

12R̂u~z!C2~z!Rd~z!
r̂ ~z!.

~7!

The system is stable ifuR̂u(z)C2(z)Rd(z)u,1 for all z
5exp (j v). This is not difficult since bothuC(z)u,1 and
uRd(z)u,1 for all z5exp (j v), due to their passive nature.
The objective ofwd

1→0 is achievable even ifR̂u(z) does not
matchRu(z) perfectly. This means a relaxed requirement on
the reference signal. The corresponding ANC transfer func-
tion is

H~z!5 2
C~z!

B~z!1R̂u~z!C~z!A~z!
. ~8!

Let ka , kb , andkc represent the delays ofA(z), B(z), and
C(z), respectively. These waves transfer functions are very
close to the ideal expressionsA(z)5M (z)z2ka, B(z)
5M (z)z2kb, andC(z)5z2kc in practice. The sampling fre-
quency of the ANC system and the location of the sensors
may be adjusted properly such thatka , kb , andkc are inte-
gers. Figure 2 indicateskc5ka1kb because the actuator lo-
cates between the up- and downstream sensor pairs. As a
result, Eq.~8! becomes a casual filter:

H~z!5
2M 21~z!z2~kc2kb!

@11Ru~z!z2~kc1ka2kb!#
5

2M 21~z!z2ka

11Ru~z!z22ka
. ~9!

The roots of 11Ru(z)z22ka are inside a unit circle since
Ru(z) represents passive reflection. It follows thatH(z)
would be casual and realizable ifM (z) can be compensated
for by M#(z). The ideal expression of Eq.~7!, upon substi-
tution of Eq. ~9! and pseudo-inverseM#(z), can be written
as

wd
1~z!5

@12M#~z!M ~z!#z2kc

12Ru~z!Rd~z!z22kc
r ~z!,

which is close to zero almost everywhere except zero fre-
quency because of Eq.~5!. ‘‘Perfect’’ cancellation of noise is
possible in a wide frequency range by the new ANC. On the

contrary, the ideal transfer function of a conventional ANC is
not stable sinceS(z) and R(z) are NMP even if speaker
dynamics are ignored.

Practically, the new ANC transfer functionH(z) is ad-
justed by an online filtered-x LMS algorithm, like a conven-
tional ANC. The similarity between Fig. 6 and a conven-
tional ANC block diagram allows one to apply the
noninvasive method10,11for online adaptation ofB̂(z), Ĉ(z),
andĤ(z). Both B(z) andC(z) are independent of boundary
conditions and almost invariant unless the in-duct humidity
or temperature changes drastically. The new ANC is able to
converge to a reasonably good cancellation state using an
offline Ĉ(z) in our experiment. An estimate ofB(z), how-
ever, is obtained by an online noninvasive algorithm to be
explained in Sec. III D.

B. Wave separation in time domain

For a finite duct of small cross section, the sound field is
a linear wave propagating system with plane waves. One
may usew1 and w2 to denote the forward and backward
waves measured atx1 . The forward and backward waves at
x2 can be expressed asw1e2 jkL andw2e1 jkL as shown in
Fig. 7. HereL is the distance betweenx1 andx2 ; e2 jkL is a
delay factor with possible attenuation depending on whether
the wave numberk is real or complex. Letp1 andp2 repre-
sent the sound pressure signals atx1 andx2 . Then

p15w11w2, p25w1e2 jkL1w2e1 jkL.

The above equation implies

w1~k!5
p1~k!2p2~k!z2N

12z22N
,

w2~k!5
p2~k!z2N2p1~k!z22N

12z22N
,

where z2N represents the discrete-time delay between the
two microphones. This equation enables the new ANC
scheme to obtainwu

1 andwu
2 in time domain by an upstream

FIG. 6. Block diagram of the new
ANC system.

FIG. 7. Separation of traveling waves in a duct.
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sensor pair. Similarly, a downstream sensor pair leads towd
1

andwd
2 .

The principle of wave separation has been applied to
measure the absorption coefficients with a reasonable
accuracy.2–4 The error of wave separation is primarily due to
the phase or magnitude mismatch of a sensor pair. Accurate
wave separation only requires near identical response of a
sensor pair. This is similar to the requirement for intensity
probes12 and three-dimensional intensity sensors,13 but much
less stringent than the identical sensor array in sonar sys-
tems. In our experiment, sensor mismatch can be easily con-
trolled within 5% and expected to be less in the future as
more sophisticated microphones with lower distortion be-
come available. Further reduction of mismatch effect is pos-
sible by the use of microphone arrays.4

C. Offline identification of C„z…

The transfer functionC(z), of the ‘‘primary’’ path, de-
scribes the propagation ofwu

1 to wd
1 in the absence ofu(z).

SinceC(z) is independent of the boundary conditions this
study uses an offline-estimatedĈ(z). A LMS algorithm uses
wu

1 as the input andwd
1 as the output signal to minimize

min
D̂~z!

ie~z!i5min
D̂~z!

iwd
1~z!2ŵd

1~z!i

5min
D̂~z!

iwd
1~z!2Ĉ~z!•wu

1~z!i .

The experimental data indicates thatĈ(z)→C(z)5z2kc.

D. Online identification of B „z…

B(z) is the transfer function of the ‘‘secondary’’ path,
which describes the relation of the antisoundws and the
control signalu(z). Figure 6 suggests that one can obtain
ws(z) by

ws~z!5wd
1~z!2C~z!•wu

1~z!,

wherewd
1 andwu

1 are available by the wave separation al-
gorithm described in Sec. III B;C(z) can be substituted by
its offline estimateĈ(z). Usingws as the output andu as the
input signal, an online LMS algorithm can be expressed as

min
B̂~z!

iws~z!2B̂~z!•u~z!i . ~10!

At convergence, the process obtainsB̂(z)→B(z), as shown
in Figs. 4 and 5.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The proposed ANC was tested in a 3.8-m duct with cross
section 11315 cm2, as shown in Fig. 8. Two pairs of micro-
phones were installed to separate the traveling waves in up-
and downstream locations. The controller is a digital signal
processing~DSP! board installed in a PC. The signals are

sampled at 3.4 kHz, separated into traveling waves, and
down-sampled to 1.7 kHz. Online echo cancellation of Eq.
~3! enables the ANC to obtain the reference signalr̂ (z) with-
out the internal model. The filtered-x LMS is applied for
online adaptation ofĤ(z). Equation~10! is implemented for
online identification ofB̂(z) that is used to get the filtered-x
signal.

The experimental results are plotted in Figs. 9 and 10,
respectively. Theoretically, the resonant frequencies of a
3.8-m duct aref n5(2n21)c/4L if one end is open.14 The
measured resonance frequencies match the theoretical values
very well as shown in Figs. 9 and 10 by the spectra of un-
controlled noises. If both ends of the duct are closed, how-
ever, the resonant frequencies would bef n5nc/2L.14 This
means the variance of resonant frequencies could bed f n

5c/4L522.4 Hz if the duct outlet varies between two ex-
treme cases of completely open and completely closed. It is
100% for the first mode and 33% for the second mode.

The significant difference between two sets of resonant
frequencies indicate a strong possibility that bothDF(z) and
DS(z) could have infinitely many peaks as significant as
what is shown in Fig. 3. This also explains why a conven-
tional ANC could diverge~at least once in our experiment!
when a person moves near the outlet of the duct. Motions of
objects near the outlet cause adRd that, in turn, causes the
variation of F(z) or S(z) to threaten an otherwise stable
adaptation process. Such a threat may or may not destabilize
an ANC, depending on the estimatedF̂(z) and the degree of
dRd . The new ANC is designed to reduce such a threat. It
suppresses the broadband noise with a satisfactory perfor-
mance shown in Fig. 9. A conventional ANC, tested under
the same conditions, cannot achieve the same attenuation due
to the NMP effects ofS(z) andR(z). The performance of a
conventional ANC scheme is deteriorated, even destabilized

FIG. 8. Experimental setup of the pro-
posed ANC system.

FIG. 9. Cancellation result for white noise.
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occasionally, by the motions of objects near the outlet due to
the sensitivity of bothS(z) and F(z) with respect to the
variation of duct outlet.

Robustness of the new ANC is tested with respect to the
environmental changes near the outlet of the testing data.
One can even block the duct outlet with an object without
affecting the performance of the new ANC. If the outlet is
blocked, every resonance frequency ofF(z) and S(z) will
change byd f n522.4 Hz as explained above. The new ANC
is independent of such effect and maintains stable adaptation
since B(z) is independent of the reflection effects. While
B̂(z) contains inevitable errors as shown in Figs. 4 and 5, it
approximates a delayed version of speaker transfer function
very well. Both the delay part and the speaker dynamics are
independent of the variation of the duct outlet. That is why
the new ANC is much more robust than a conventional ANC
with respect to the variation of the duct outlet. The wave
decomposition method shields the new ANC scheme from
the open-end effects.

In another test,B̂(z) was changed arbitrarily after the
ANC had converged to a stable cancellation state. Such a
change, equivalent to an unpredicted jump ofDB(z), trig-
gered a sudden deterioration of ANC performance as shown
in Fig. 10, but the new ANC was able to stay stable and then
converge again. With these tests, the new ANC has demon-
strated its robustness with respect to variations of the exter-
nal environment, the estimation error, or sudden change of
DB(z). The new design has significantly reduced two impor-
tant potential causes of instability. There may exist other
threats to the reliable operation of ANC. These remain to be
identified and solved by a further extensive study.

One may think the proposed method as equivalent to the
directional source method by Swinbanks,15 because both
methods are related to direction of wave propagation. There
is, however, a very significant difference between the two
methods. If a directional secondary source is used here,A(z)
in Fig. 2 will be removed since the control wave only travels
to the outlet. But this does not prevent the downstream wave
from bouncing back in afinite duct. The reflection in a finite
duct causes acoustical feedback even when a directional

speaker is used. BothF(z) andS(z) are needed to synthesize
an ANC by the conventional method. If we apply block dia-
gram algebra to Fig. 2 withA(z) removed, then we can get
F(z)5C•B•Rd(11Ru)/(12C2

•Ru•Rd) and a similar ex-
pression forS(z). These transfer functions may still be NMP
and are surely sensitive to the variation of the external envi-
ronment because the denominator remains unchanged. The
proposed method is still needed to separate the traveling
waves in order to eliminate problems associated with the
NMP F(z) andS(z) and their sensitivity to the variation of
reflections. The directional speaker method is effective in
long ducts or free fields as suggested by the title of Ref. 15.
In that case, the reflection wave is assumed negligible and
need not be separated from the sensed signals.

V. CONCLUSION

This study identifies some existing problems in conven-
tional ANC systems. These are potential threats to system
stability due to the variationDF(z); NMP secondary path
S(z) and reference pathR(z); sensitivity of bothF(z) and
S(z) with respect to boundary conditions; and the IIRF(z)
andS(z) in finite ducts. The TWM provides a very effective
solution to these problems.

The solution is limited to finite ducts of small cross sec-
tions so that the two-microphone method can separate the
traveling waves without being affected by the cross modes.
This is the same limitation to the two-microphone method.
Since many practical ‘‘noisy’’ ducts are finite with small
cross-sectional areas, the proposed ANC has many applica-
tions. Its robustness and ability to suppress noise in a wide
frequency range have been explained theoretically and veri-
fied experimentally.

This study used low-pass filters to cut off the cross-
mode frequencies and did not test the two-microphone
method under the influence of the cross modes. If the two-
microphone method fails in the presence of cross modes, a
possible solution might be the use of the 3D energy intensity
sensor.13 That, however, requires a more extensive study.
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The air flow resistivity of glass wool has been measured in different directions. The glass wool was
delivered from the manufacturer as slabs measuring 10036003900 mm3, where the surface
6003900 mm2 was parallel with the conveyor belt used in the manufacturing. Directions in the glass
wool are described by a coordinate system with theX axis perpendicular to the conveyor belt, the
Z axis in the direction the conveyor belt moves, and theY axis perpendicular to the two other axes.
It was found that the resistivities in theY andZ directions were equal in all cases. For density 14
kg/m3 the mean resistivity in theX direction was 5.88 kPa s m22 and in theY direction 2.94
kPa s m22. For density 30 kg/m3 the mean resistivity in theX direction was 15.5 kPa s m22 and in
theYdirection 7.75 kPa s m22. A formula for prediction of resistivity for other densities is given. By
comparing measured values of sound attenuation with results calculated from resistivity data, it is
demonstrated that the measured attenuation can be predicted in a simple manner. ©2002
Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1476686#

PACS numbers: 43.58.Vb, 43.20.Jr, 43.55.Ev@SLE#

I. INTRODUCTION

Many materials used for acoustic isolation and attenua-
tion are open so air can flow through them. It has been
known for many years that air flow resistivity can be used to
predict the acoustical properties of acoustical materials. The
resistivity is measured by sending an air flow with constant
velocity through a sample of the material, and measuring the
air velocity and pressure drop over the sample.

Delany and Bazley1 have given very popular formulas
for the acoustical properties of fiber materials where the only
parameters are air flow resistivity, air density, and sound ve-
locity in air. The researchers of the school of porous materi-
als in Le Mans, France, have studied the acoustical proper-
ties by using resistivity as one of several parameters. A
review has been presented by Allard.2 In parallel with this
work, Keith Attenborough in England worked on theories for
predicting acoustical properties of fiber materials.3

Bies and Hansen4 measured the resistivity of many sorts
of fiber materials, and they plotted the resistivity versus the
density of the material. In the following, data for air flow
resistivity of glass wool as a function of bulk density will be
presented.

Many different measuring devices have been used. Stin-
son and Daigle5 reviewed many earlier setups and presented
a new one. Iannaceet al.6 described a method that uses water
to displace air in a tube with the same diameter as the
sample. The measurement reported in the following uses an
existing device that produces a constant air flow that can be
measured with error less than 1%. The pressure drop over a
sample is measured by an electronic nanometer with a reso-
lution of 0.01 Pa.

Measurements by the author7 showed that the sound at-
tenuation of glass wool is anisotropic, and it is interesting to
measure the resistivity of the glass wool used for the mea-
surements of attenuation~and phase velocity! to see whether

the usual methods used to predict the attenuation of acoustic
sinusoidal waves works for the attenuation in different direc-
tions. This paper presents measurements of resistivity in
three main directions in glass wool, and investigates whether
these resistivities can be used to predict the attenuation of
sound waves at audio frequencies.

II. MODEL FOR COMPUTING THE RESISTIVITY FROM
FIBER DIAMETERS AND MASS DENSITY

The arrangement of glass fibers in glass wool is very
complicated and one knows only a little about it. Great sim-
plifications of the actual geometry are necessary to get a
model that yields acoustic attenuation. In the classical theory
of porous materials, one assumes that the material is solid
with circular holes. This model is very far from the actual
geometry of glass wool. Alternatively, one could assume that
the fibers all have the same diameter and are parallel but
placed randomly. In this case it is shown in a paper by the
author8 that the resistivityR' for flow perpendicular to fibers
is

R'5
4ph

b2@20.640• ln d20.7371d#
, ~1!

whereh is the viscosity of air,b2 is the mean area per fiber,
and d is the volume density of fibers, which equals fiber
volume divided by total volume. The resistivity for flow par-
allel with the fiberRi was shown in Ref. 8 to be half the
value for flow perpendicular to fibers,Ri5R'/2. This model
has one direction with low resistivity, and perpendicular di-
rections have high resistivity. This is not found in glass wool,
where there is one direction with high resistivity and perpen-
dicular directions have low resistivity.

We need a model with high resistivity in one direction
and low resistivity in all directions perpendicular to this di-
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rection. In glass wool the fibers are mainly placed in dense
layers separated by less dense layers. One could imagine that
in a volume of perhaps 1 cm3 there are 20 parallel layers, and
in each layer the fibers are parallel and perpendicular to theX
axis of a rectangularXYZ coordinate system, but the direc-
tions of the fibers vary from layer to layer. The fiber direc-
tions are evenly distributed in theYZ plane, and to get the
macroscopic resistivity, an average is done over the direc-
tions. In this model the resistivity in theX direction is high,
and the resistivity is low for directions in theYZ plane. The
resistivity Rx in the X direction is equal to the resistivity of
flow perpendicular to parallel fibers, because all fibers in the
model are perpendicular to theX direction and interaction
between layers is neglected,Rx5R' . In this model the re-
sistivities in theY andZ directions are equal, which is also
observed experimentally. Other arrangements of fibers could
be imagined. One could assume that in a layer the fibers are
locally parallel but the direction of fibers change from place

to place. This model would also require an average over the
directions of fibers in theYZ plane to get the macroscopic
resistivity.

To compute the resistivity in theY direction it is conve-
nient to use the conductivity tensorGi j , where i and j can
take the valuesx, y, z. The conductivity tensor is defined by
the following equation:

ui5 (
j 5x,y,z

Gi j

]p

]xj

, ~2!

where ui is the macroscopic velocity andp is the macro-
scopic pressure. We compute the components of the tensor in
case all the fibers are parallel to each other. If they are per-
pendicular to theX direction, and the angle from theZ axis to
the fibers isn, then the conductivity tensor has the compo-
nents

G5FG' 0 0

0 G' cos2 n1Gi sin2 n ~Gi2G'! sin n•cosn

0 ~Gi2G'! sin n•cosn G' sin2 n1Gi cos2 n
G , ~3!

whereG'51/R' and Gi51/Ri . It is physically reasonable
to assume that a pressure gradient is given in the glass wool,
in this case, from Eq.~2! it is seen that one must make an
average over the conductivity tensor. We average over the
angle and take all angles for equally probable. This gives the
average tensor̂G&, which equals

^G&5FG' 0 0

0 G'/21Gi/2 0

0 0 G'/21Gi/2
G . ~4!

BecauseGi /G'5R' /Ri52, the resistivity tensor becomes

R5R'F 1 0 0

0 2
3 0

0 0 2
3

G . ~5!

III. MEASUREMENT SETUP

The setup is shown in Fig. 1. The samples are cut from
glass wool slabs with a tube, which has a sharp edge. The
diameters of the samples are 76 mm and the length 100 mm.
After the samples have been cut, the tube, with the sample
inside, is mounted in the setup shown in Fig. 1. The air
stream through the sample comes from the cylinder-shaped
bell, which is a little heavier than the contra weight to the
right. The fall velocity of the bell was measured with a stop
watch. To find the air velocity through the sample, the fall
velocity of the bell was multiplied by the ratio 6.27 between
the area of the bell and cross section area of the sample. The

air velocity through the samples ranged from 11 to 6 mm/s.
The pressure drop over the sample was measured by a digital
manometer with a resolution of 0.01 Pa.

The resistivityR is found from the present readingp, the
length of the samplel, and the measured air velocityu:

R5
p

lu
. ~6!

After the pressure and fall velocity of the bell were mea-
sured, the sample was removed from the sample holder and
weighed. From the weight and the volume of the sample, the
mass density of the sample was calculated.

FIG. 1. The setup for measuring air flow resistivity of glass wool. Air is let
into the movable bell, which is sealed by an oil reservoir below. When the
bell is full, the inlet valve is closed and the stop valve before the sample
holder is opened. The bell falls as air flows through the sample. The fall
velocity of the bell is measured, and the pressure drop over the sample is
measured. From these measurements and the dimensions of the sample and
the area of the bell, the resistivity is found.
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The accuracy of the pressure measurement was limited
by fluctuations of the pressure reading about 0.05 Pa. The
velocity was measured with an accuracy of 0.5%. The over-
all accuracy of the measurement of resistivity was better than
2%.

IV. RESULTS OF MEASUREMENTS

The glass wool came from a major producer. It was de-
livered in slabs measuring 10036003900 mm3. A rectangu-
lar coordinate system is used to describe the directions in the
glass wool. TheX axis is perpendicular to the large surface,
6003900 mm2. This surface is parallel to the conveyor belt
used in the manufacture. TheZ axis is in the direction of the
movement of the conveyor belt, and theY axis is perpendicu-
lar to the two other axes. Samples were cut from different
places and directions in the glass wool slabs, covering the
whole slab evenly. No dependence on location was seen in
the resistivity and density, but the variation of the data
showed that the glass wool is inhomogeneous in both resis-
tivity and density. The results are shown in Fig. 2. One can
see that the resistivity for a given density is highest in theX
direction and the resistivities in theY and Z directions are
equal within the scatter of the data. In the paper by Cast-
agnedeet al.,9 it was assumed that the resistivity is propor-
tional to the mass density, but the direct measurement in Fig.
2 shows this is not the case.

In Fig. 2 the curve for theX direction was computed
from Eq. ~1!. The densityd was found fromd5rw /r f ,
whererw is the density of glass wool andr f52550 kg/m3 is
the density of glass in the fibers. The area per fiberb2 was
computed fromb25pa2/d, where a is the radius of the
fibers. To fit the curve to the data,a was adjusted to 5.15mm.
Measurement with a microscope gave a fiber radius of 3.4
mm with a standard deviation of 1.3mm. The fitted radius is
somewhat higher than the directly measured radius. There-
fore, the glass wool is more open on a microscopic scale than
one would expect with a completely random distribution of
parallel fibers. A possible explanation could be that the fibers

have a tendency to cling together in pairs. This is supported
by microscopic inspection of glass wool samples.

The resistivity curve for theY and Z direction is 0.50
times the one for theX direction. From acoustical measure-
ments Allardet al.10 deduced the ratioRy /Rx50.6 for glass
wool with Rx525 000 Pa s m22. The ratio 0.50 found here is
not in accordance with the calculation above, which gave the
ratio 0.667. The reason for the discrepancy could be the lay-
ered structure of the glass wool. A cut perpendicular to theY
or Z axis of glass wool of density 15 kg/m3 shows an irregu-
lar layered structure with dense layers about 0.3 mm thick
and approximately parallel with theYZ plane. The distances
between the dense layers are about 0.6 mm. This structure is
consistent with the large difference in the elastic moduli for
the different directions. The elastic modulus for compression
in theX direction is approximately 50 times smaller than the
one for compression in theY and Z directions.7 Obviously
the less dense layers have a very low stiffness. The resistivity
in the Y direction is smaller than for a homogeneous model
because when the air flows through the glass wool in theY
direction, most air will flow between the dense layer, where
the local resistivity is smallest. This means that the overall
resistivity measured will be smaller than the resistivity for a
homogeneous distribution of fibers. Therefore, we measure
the ratio 0.50 instead of 0.667.

V. CONSTANT AIR FLOW RESISTIVITY AND SOUND
ATTENUATION

For many years it has been assumed that the sound ve-
locity and attenuation of sinusoidal sound waves in fiber ma-
terials could be calculated from the resistivity measured with
steady air flow and the frequency. The formulas by Delany
and Bazley1 are very popular. However, they are empirical
and not accurate at low frequencies. An alternative is to com-
pute the wave number and characteristic impedance by for-
mulas for complex mass densityrd and compressibility
given by Wilson.11 I prefer here the complex resistivityR,
instead of the complex mass density, because the resistivity
is real and constant at low frequencies. By definition,R
52 ivrd , wherev is the angular frequency, and we use the
complex time factore2 ivt. The complex resistivityR is

R5
2 ivr

12~12 ivtR!21/2
, ~7!

wherer51.20 kg/m3 is the mass density of air at 20 °C and
1 atm pressure, andtR is a time constant. The time constant
is related to the constant air flow resistivityRi , where i
stands forx, y, or z. The low-frequency limit of Eq.~7! gives

tRi5
2r

Ri

. ~8!

The compressibility of air between fibers depends on
frequency, being isothermal at low frequencies and adiabatic
at high frequencies. Wilson’s formula for the complex com-
pressibilityC is

FIG. 2. Resistivity versus mass density for two types of glass wool with
mean density 14 and 30 kg/m3. The resistivity was measured in three per-
pendicular directionsX, Y, andZ. TheX direction is perpendicular to fibers.
The upper curve is the resistivity in theX direction, calculated from Eq.~1!,
and the lower curve is the resistivity for theY and Z directions found by
dividing the resistivities in theX direction by 2.
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C5
1

gP F11
g21

~12 ivtC!1/2G , ~9!

whereg51.40 for atmospheric air,P is the atmospheric air
pressure, andtC is a time constant. To find a relation be-
tween constant flow resistivity and the compressibility time
constant we assume the fibers are parallel. Stinson and
Champoux12 derived a relation between resistivity and com-
pressibility. Their derivation assumed flow in tubes, but the
differential equations and boundary conditions for local ve-
locity and temperature are the same for flow in tubes and
flow parallel to parallel fibers. Therefore their derivation is
also valid for parallel fibers. Equation~8! in their paper reads
C5(1/gP)$g2(g21)@r/rd(Nv)#%, where N is Prandtl
number, which for atmospheric air isN50.71. (N5cph/k,
wherecp is the air heat capacity at constant pressure,h is the
air viscosity, andk is the heat conductivity of air.! If rd(Nv)
is calculated from our Eq.~7! and set into Stinson and Cham-
poux’s equation for compressibility, one gets Eq.~9! with
tC5Nt i , wheret i is the resistivity time constant for flow
parallel with parallel fibers. In Ref. 8 it is shown that for
parallel fibers the resistivity perpendicular to the fibers is two
times the resistivity parallel with the fibers. We now apply
Eqs.~7! and~8! to parallel fibers. It then follows from Eq.~8!
that the time constant for flow parallel to fibers is two times
the one for perpendicular flow. We know the perpendicular
resistivity Rx from measurements on real glass wool, and
from Eq. ~8! one gets the time constant for perpendicular
flow with Ri5Rx . This time constant is multiplied by 2 to
get the time constant for parallel flow, and this is multiplied
by N to give Eq.~10!:

tC5
4Nr

Rx

. ~10!

We assume that the glass wool is restrained mechanically
from moving under influence of the sound wave. The sound
wave numberk is then

k5AivRC, ~11!

and the characteristic impedance is

Z5A iR

vC
. ~12!

For plane harmonic waves in glass wool, the real part of
the wave numberk gives the phase shift per meter of the
sound pressure amplitude, and the imaginary part of the
wave number gives the relative attenuation of sound pressure
per meter. The phase shift of the wave is mainly determined
by the inertia of the air itself, and it is not very sensitive to
parameters of a model, but the sound attenuation is sensitive
to these parameters. Therefore, we compare a calculation of
the attenuation from Eqs.~9!–~11! with measurements of
attenuation. The measurements were done on a pile of glass
wool in which an approximately plane wave could propagate
without reflections from boundaries. The sound pressures on
each side of the layer of glass wool 0.200 m thick were
measured with microphones. The attenuation in decibels was
divided by this thickness to give the attenuation per meter.

The glass wool layer was perpendicular to the propagation
direction of the sound wave. Further details of the measure-
ments were given in Ref. 7. For the light glass wool of mean
density 14 kg/m3, the results are shown in Fig. 3. The lines
were calculated from a mean resistivity, which was calcu-
lated by Eq.~1! from the mean density in the same way as
the curves in Fig. 2 were found. For mass density 14 kg/m3,
the mean resistivity wasRx55880 Pa s m22 and Ry52940
Pa s m22. For theX direction the calculated curves are a little
higher than the measured points in the 700–8000 Hz fre-
quency range. In the 50–600 Hz frequency range, the mea-
sured points are below the curve, due to movements of the
glass wool caused by the sound wave. The glass wool is
dragged by the friction between fibers and moving air in the
sound waves.7,13 Calculation of the wave number by Eq.~11!
assumes the fibers do not move. This may be the case in
some applications of glass wool, if the movement of the
glass wool is mechanically constrained. The measured at-
tenuations per meter in theY and Z directions are almost
equal and a little higher than the curve calculated from the
resistivity. The elastic moduli in theY and Z direction are
about 50 times the one for theX direction,7 thus the glass
wool has much higher mechanical stiffness in these direc-
tions. Therefore, there is little movement of fibers with sound
waves in these directions, and most of the measured points
are above the curve calculated for fixed fibers.

The attenuation of sound waves in glass wool of density
30 kg/m3 is shown in Fig. 4. The mean resistivity for this
density was computed in the same way as above, and the
resistivities were Rx515500 Pa s m22 and Ry57750
Pa s m22. Most points were obtained from attenuation mea-
surements with a glass wool layer 0.200 m thick, but the data
for X directions in the 1500–8000 Hz frequency range was
measured with a layer 0.100 m thick. The data for theX
direction are close to the curve in the 700–8000 Hz fre-
quency range. They are below the curve in the 50–600 Hz
frequency range, because the glass wool moves with the
sound wave, which was shown in Refs. 7 and 13. The data
for Y and Z directions follow the curve because the glass

FIG. 3. Measured attenuation per meter for plane sound waves in glass wool
of mean density 14 kg/m3, in three perpendicular directionsX, Y, andZ. The
X direction is perpendicular to the fibers. The upper curve is the attenuation
in the X direction, calculated from the measured resistivities by Eqs.~8!–
~11!. The lower curve is the attenuation in theY andZ directions calculated
in the same way.
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wool does not move, due to the high mechanical stiffness of
the glass wool in these directions.7

VI. CONCLUSION

The measured constant air flow resistivities of glass
wool with density 14 and 30 kg/m3 were used to compute the
attenuation per meter of plane sound waves. The calculated
attenuation was reasonably close to direct measured attenu-
ation per meter. Given the constant air flow resistivity, one
can compute the wave number from Eqs.~7!–~11!, provided
the fibers do not move. This procedure can be expected to be
valid in the 0–10 000 Hz frequency range. It has the proper

low-frequency limit and better theoretical foundation then
the empirical equations of Delany and Bazley.1 Even without
direct experimental data for the characteristic impedance, it
is reasonable to assume that the characteristic impedance
could be predicted from constant air flow resistivity by Eq.
~12! and Eqs.~7!–~10!.
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FIG. 4. Measured attenuation per meter for plane sound waves in glass wool
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Distortion product otoacoustic emissions~DPOAE! elicited by tones below 60–70 dB sound
pressure level~SPL! are significantly more sensitive to cochlear insults. The vulnerable, low-level
DPOAE have been associated with the postulated active cochlear process, whereas the relatively
robust high-level DPOAE component has been attributed to the passive, nonlinear macromechanical
properties of the cochlea. However, it is proposed that the differences in the vulnerability of
DPOAEs to high and low SPLs is a natural consequence of the way the cochlea responds to high and
low SPLs. An active process boosts the basilar membrane~BM! vibrations, which are attenuated
when the active process is impaired. However, at high SPLs the contribution of the active process
to BM vibration is small compared with the dominating passive mechanical properties of the BM.
Consequently, reduction of active cochlear amplification will have greatest effect on BM vibrations
and DPOAEs at low SPLs. To distinguish between the ‘‘two sources’’ and the ‘‘single source’’
hypotheses we analyzed the level dependence of the notch and corresponding phase discontinuity in
plots of DPOAE magnitude and phase as functions of the level of the primaries. In experiments
where furosemide was used to reduce cochlear amplification, an upward shift of the notch supports
the conclusion that both the low- and high-level DPOAEs are generated by a single source, namely
a nonlinear amplifier with saturating I/O characteristic. © 2002 Acoustical Society of America.
@DOI: 10.1121/1.1479151#

PACS numbers: 43.64.Jb, 43.64.Bt, 43.64.Kc@BLM #

I. INTRODUCTION

The vulnerability of distortion product otoacoustic emis-
sions~DPOAEs! to various cochlear traumas is level depen-
dent. In rodents, DPOAEs elicited by low-level tones~the
levels of primaries,L1 and L2 , are below 60–70 dB SPL!
are significantly more sensitive to hypoxia and post-mortem
conditions~Schmiedt and Adams, 1981; Kemp and Brown,
1984; Lonsbury-Martinet al., 1987; Whiteheadet al., 1992;
Rebillardet al., 1993; Frolenkovet al., 1998!. Reduction of
the endocochlear potential severely decreases low-level, and
has only a small effect on the high-level, DPOAEs~Kemp
and Brown, 1984; Whiteheadet al., 1992; Mills et al., 1993;
Mills and Rubel, 1994; Frolenkovet al., 1998!. The same
dependence of the DPOAE amplitude on the level of prima-
ries was found for gentamicin-treated~Brown et al., 1989!
and noise-damaged ears~Zurek et al., 1982; Schmiedt,
1986!. The level dependence of the DPOAE vulnerability led
to speculation that the sources of DPOAEs generated by pri-
maries below 60–70 dB SPL were different from those gen-
erated for levels above 60–70 dB~Brown, 1987; Norton and
Rubel, 1990; Whiteheadet al., 1990!. It was proposed that
the vulnerable, low-level DPOAEs were associated with the
active cochlear process, whereas the relatively robust high-
level DPOAE component was attributable to passive, nonlin-
ear macromechanical properties of the cochlear partition.
However, despite its relative stability, the high-level DPOAE
itself can be affected by auditory fatigue~Mom et al., 2001!

and acoustical trauma~Wiederholdet al., 1986; Whitehead
et al., 1992; Hamerniket al., 1996! or by combined treat-
ment with aminoglycosides and ethacrinic acid~Whitehead
et al., 1992!. It also can be suppressed by mercurial sulfhy-
dryl reagents~Frolenkov et al., 1998!, which effectively
block the OHC motility in vitro~Kalinec and Kachar, 1993!.

Differences in the vulnerability of the low- and high-
level DPOAEs may be a natural consequence of the way the
cochlear operates at low and high sound pressure levels.
Basilar membrane~BM! vibrations are boosted by an active
process~Gold, 1948! whose contribution to the BM me-
chanical response, in absolute terms, increases with increas-
ing sound pressure level~SPL! until saturation of the hair
cell transducer conductance~Patuzziet al., 1989!. However
its relative contribution is greatest at low SPLs. At high
SPLs, responses of the BM are dominated by the passive
mechanical properties of the cochlea. Consequently, any re-
duction in the magnitude of the active cochlear feedback will
have greatest effect on BM vibrations and DPOAE charac-
teristics at low SPLs.

In this paper we provide evidence that the low- and
high-level DPOAEs are generated by the same source,being
a nonlinear amplifier with saturating I/O characteristic.
Differences in susceptibility to cochlear insults between the
low- and high-level DPOAEs are observed when only the
efficiency of the amplification, but not the asymptotic values
of the nonlinearity, is affected. This conclusion is supported
by experiments where furosemide weakens the efficiency of
the cochlear amplifier.a!Electronic mail: a.lukashkin@sussex.ac.uk
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II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

In a model that has been published previously~Lukash-
kin and Russell, 1999! we took as a first approximation, the
basolateral membrane potential, which drives the OHC mo-
tility ~Ashmore, 1987; Santos-Sacchi and Dilger, 1988! to be
considered proportional to the total charge flow through the
mechanoelectrical transducer channels. Hence, the nonlinear-
ity of the mechanoelectrical transducer can be assumed to be
the main contributor to the cell’s nonlinear voltage responses
~Patuzziet al., 1989; Santos-Sacchi, 1993! and is the domi-
nant DPOAE producing nonlinearity,N(x). The nonlinearity
N(x) is considered to be in the form,

N~x!5Gtr2Gtr~0!, ~1!

wherex is the displacement of the hair bundle from its rest-
ing position, Gtr(x) is the conductance of the hair cell
mechanoelectrical transducer, andGtr(0) is the transducer
conductance with zero displacement of the hair bundle. The
conductance of the transducerGtr(x(t)) is given by~Craw-
ford et al., 1989!

Gtr~x!5Gtr max$11exp~a2@x22x02xset2x# !

3@11exp~a1@x12x02xset2x# !#%21, ~2!

whereGtr max is the maximal transducer conductance andxset

is the steady state displacement of the hair bundle determin-
ing operating point of the nonlinearity. A constantx0
'22.4 nm is used to move the operating point into the point
of inflection of the function~2! for a given set of constants
a150.092 nm21, a250.025 nm21, x1519 nm, x2545 nm
~Géléoc et al., 1997!.

The simplest way to mimic the presence of the cochlear
active process is to introduce a positive feedback as shown in
Fig. 1. At this stage we consider feedback as a formal de-

scription of the cochlear amplification without specifying
particular mechanisms. When the feedback is introduced, the
nonlinear input–output function,N8(x), is defined by

N8~x!5Gtr~x,N~x!!2Gtr~0!

5Gtr max$11exp~a2@x22x02xset2x2HN8~x!# !

3@11exp~a1@x12x02xset2x2HN8~x!# !#%21

2G~0!, ~3!

where H is the feedback gain constant. When feedback is
absent, i.e.,H50, Eq.~3! is reduced to Eq.~2!. The gains of
the nonlinear functionsN(x) andN8(x) near their operating
point are

K5
dN~x!

dx U
x50

, K85
dN8~x!

dx U
x50

, ~4!

where the derivatives are calculated at the operating point
xset. Then the relative gainKr achieved by the system due to
the existence of the feedback is

Kr5K8/K5
dN8~x!

dN~x!
U

x50

. ~5!

Figure 1 gives examples ofN8(x) for a few values ofKr .
The algorithm for calculation of the constantH can be found
elsewhere~Lukashkin and Russell, 1999!.

We consider the output of the nonlinearityN8(x) in the
presence of a two-sinusoidal input signalx5L1 cos(2pf1t)
1L2 cos(2pf2t), wheref 2. f 1 . Without loss of generality we
limit our theoretical analysis of the distortion product~DP!
behavior at the output to the two frequency components most
commonly measured in the DPOAE spectrum,f 22 f 1 and
2 f 12 f 1 . The amplitude and phase behavior of the even DPs
~e.g., f 22 f 1 , f 21 f 1! is trivial at the output of a nonlinear
function, which is symmetrical to its point of inflection, e.g.,
the one-exponential Boltzmann function. The amplitude of
all even DPs is zero only when the operating point of the
nonlinearity is situated at the point of inflection of the func-
tion, i.e., when nonlinearity is purely odd,N(2x)
52N(x). In terms of our model it corresponds toxset50.
The two-exponential Boltzmann function@Eq. ~3! and Fig. 1#
that is used in this paper to model the OHC mechanoelectri-
cal transducer is asymmetrical to its point of inflection. This
function shows the same behavior of the DPs at its output as
is observed for the one-exponential Boltzmann but for rela-
tively small input signals. However, when the output
strongly saturates the DP amplitude becomes zero and the
phase angle transforms for nonzeroxset ~Lukashkin and Rus-
sell, 1998, 1999; Faheyet al., 2000!. This phenomenon
manifests itself as a deviation of the amplitude notch in the
f 22 f 1 DP from the linexset50 in the two-dimensional space
of the amplitude of the primaries and the operating point of
the nonlinearity~Fig. 2, top left!. The direction of the devia-
tion of this amplitude minimum depends on the specific type
of the nonlinear function. The minimum is deflected in a
positive direction away from the point of inflection for the
two-exponential Boltzmann function shown in Fig. 1. For the
same nonlinearity, the odd DP at frequency 2f 12 f 2 has two
local minima and corresponding phase changes in the vicin-

FIG. 1. Nonlinearity,N8(x), of the hair cell mechano-electrical transducer
with positive feedback given by Eq.~3!. The nonlinearity was normalized
for maximum transducer conductanceGtr max55.5 nS~Géléoc et al., 1997!
and modified by moving its operating point into the point of inflection of the
function ~i.e., whenxset50 nm!. N(x) is the nonlinearity given by Eq.~2!
with a150.092 nm21, a250.025 nm21, x1519 nm, x2545 nm, which are
the parameters used by Ge´léoc et al. ~1997! to fit their experimental data.H
is the feedback gain constant. Relative gain,Kr , for each curve is indicated
in decibels re gain without feedback (Kr50 dB). Note that each curve has
the same asymptote for large displacementsx.
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ity of the point of inflection~Fig. 2, bottom left!. Again, both
notches deflect from a straight line when the output becomes
intensely saturated. In the presence of positive feedback, i.e.,
for the system with amplification, the output of the nonlin-
earity N8(x) saturates more strongly for the same input sig-
nal x ~Fig. 1!. As a consequence, the DP minima become
displaced away from straight lines at smaller amplitudes,L1 ,
L2 , of the input sinusoids~Fig. 2, right column!. Arrows in
Fig. 2, right column, indicate this downward shift,DL, of the
notches for a particular position of the operating pointxset

515 nm. The shift gradually increases with increasing feed-
back efficiency~Fig. 3!.

Figure 3 also shows that the amplitude of the DPs de-
pends strongly onKr , i.e., on the efficiency of the feedback,
when the amplitudes of the primaries at the input of the
nonlinearityN8(x) are small. However, there is no sizable
alteration of the DP amplitudes calculated for differentKr for
the highest amplitudes of the primaries, when the output of
the nonlinearity saturates strongly. The value ofxset

515 nm~dotted line in Fig. 2, right column! was chosen for
calculation of the responses in Fig. 3 to obtain the amplitude
notches and corresponding phase changes of the DPs. The
type of minima in the DP amplitude/level functions shown in
Fig. 3 is regularly observed in the DPOAE amplitude growth
functions recorded from rodents. The amplitude notch and
corresponding phase transition in the 2f 12 f 2 growth func-
tions are not observed at any amplitude of the primaries

when the operating point is situated near the point of inflec-
tion @Fig. 2, bottom row, see also Fig. 4~b! in Lukashkin and
Russell~1999!#. This may be the situation in the human ear
~Lukashkin and Russell, 1999, 2001!. However, in this case
the low- and high-level DP amplitudes show the same depen-
dence on the efficiency of the feedback as is illustrated in
Fig. 3. Similarly, the notch is absent in thef 22 f 1 growth
functions when the operating point is placed below the point
of inflection @Fig. 2, top row, see also Fig. 4~a! in Lukashkin
and Russell, 1999#.

If the input amplitudes of the primaries are kept con-
stant, nonmonotonic changes in the DP amplitudes might
also occur when the feedback gain alone is varied~Fig. 4!.
This is because the position of the notch on the DP growth
functions depends on the efficiency of the feedback~Fig. 3!.
It has been shown~Lukashkin and Russell, 1999! that the
exact values of the feedback gains and amplitude of the pri-
maries, when the notch appears, depend on the position of
the operating point of the nonlinearityN8(x). Generally, it
could be observed that DP amplitude depended on the gain in
three different ways~Fig. 4!. This dependence is monotonic
for both very low-level and high-level, saturating inputs but
the responses at the extreme ranges of the inputs are of op-
posite phase. However, a notch and a corresponding phase
transition are observed for intermediate amplitudes of the
primaries. The DPs can demonstrate apparently paradoxical
behavior when their amplitudes increase with decreasing of

FIG. 2. Calculated amplitude contour plots of the DPs at frequencesf 2- f 1 ~top row! and 2 f 1- f 2 ~bottom row! calculated for nonlinearityN8(x) without
feedback~left column,Kr50 dB! and with feedback gainKr of 30 dB ~right columns!. DP amplitudes are calculated by direct numerical solution of Eq.~3!
for equally growing amplitudes of the primariesL15L2 and different operating pointxset of the nonlinearity.H is calculated according to Lukashkin and
Russell~1999! for xset50. The labels indicate the phase angle for each part of the curve limited by the notch. Dashed curves over the right column plots denote
projections of the amplitude notches observed for nonlinearity without feedback~left columns!. Double arrows indicate displacement,DL, of the notch along
the axis of the primary amplitudes after introducing of the feedback. The displacement is shown for a specific position of the operating pointxset515 nm used
to calculate responses in Figs. 3 and 4.L1 andL2 are given in decibelsre 0.01 nm. The amplitude of the DPs are expressed in decibelsre Gtr max. The gray
scale on the right shows the corresponding amplitude of the DPs. The step between each contour is 10 dB.
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the feedback gain~Fig. 4, curve for f 22 f 1 with L15L2

560 dB!. It happens when the DP amplitude for the chosen
model parameters and the highest gain~40 dB in Fig. 4! is
decreased while being situated on one of the slopes of the DP
amplitude notch. Again, the dependence of the DP ampli-
tudes on the gain is always monotonic forf 22 f 1 if the op-
erating point is situated below the point of inflection of the
nonlinearity ~Fig. 2, top row!. The dependence is always
monotonic for 2f 12 f 2 if the operating point is located in
the vicinity of the point of inflection~Fig. 2, bottom row!.

Our theoretical analysis reveals a distinguishing feature
of the DP growth functions generated by a single, saturating,
nonlinearity with built-in amplification. That is an upward
shift of the notch with corresponding phase change when the
system amplification becomes less efficient~Figs. 2, 3!. A
shift in the opposite direction would be expected if the notch
were due to phase cancellation between the vulnerable ‘‘ac-
tive’’ emission prevailing at low levels of the primaries, and
the robust ‘‘passive’’ emission dominating at the high pri-
mary levels~Brown, 1987; Norton and Rubel, 1990; White-
headet al., 1990; Mills, 1997!. Indeed, if a cochlea insult
affects the active cochlear process and decreases the ampli-
tude of the ‘‘active’’ emission, then the ‘‘passive’’ emission
would dominate at even lower levels of the primaries. The

other two observations: vulnerability of the low-level and
stability of the high-level emission~Fig. 3!, and also non-
monotonic dependence of the emission amplitude on ampli-
fication ~Fig. 4!, are insufficient criteria for distinguishing
between the ‘‘two sources’’ and ‘‘one source’’ hypotheses.

There is a third frequently forgotten possibility. Input to
the mechanoelectrical transducer channels can change its
phase angle abruptly because of multiple vibration modes of
the organ of Corti—tectorial membrane complex~Zwislocki,
1986; Kiang, 1990; Ruggeroet al., 1996; Lin and Guinan,
2000!. If the complex switches from one mode of vibration
to another then the corresponding amplitude notches and
phase discontinuities would appear in the DPOAE growth
functions. However, this scenario can be easily identified be-
cause the amplitude notches should occur at the same level
of the input signal for all DPOAE frequency components.

III. METHODS

Pigmented guinea pigs~250–350 g! were anaesthetized
with the neurolept anaesthetic technique~0.06 mg/kg body
weight atropine sulphate s.c., 30 mg/kg pentobarbitone i.p.,
250ml/kg Hypnorm i.m.!. Additional injections of Hypnorm
were given every 40 min. Additional doses of pentobarbitone
were used as needed to maintain a nonreflexive state. The
heart rate was monitored with a pair of skin electrodes placed
on both sides of the thorax. The animals were tracheoto-
mized and artificially respired, and their core temperature
was maintained at 38 °C with a heating blanket and head
holder. The middle ear cavity of the ear used for the DPOAE
measurements was open to equilibrate air pressure on the
both sides of the tympanic membrane. Furosemide~100
mg/kg b.w.! was injected intraperitoneally.

Sound was delivered to the tympanic membrane by a
closed acoustic system comprising two Bruel and Kjaer 4134

FIG. 4. Calculated dependence of the 2f 1- f 2 ~solid lines! and f 2- f 1 ~dashed
lines! components at the output of the nonlinearityN8(x) on relative gain
Kr . The curves are calculated by direct numerical solution of Eq.~3!. H is
calculated according to Lukashkin and Russell~1999! for xset50. L1 andL2

are equal and shown for each curve inside the panel in decibels re 0.01 nm.
The amplitude of the DPs is expressed in decibelsre Gtr max. The amplitude
of the DPs is expressed in decibelsre Gtr max. The phase angle is indicated
for each part of the curve limited by the notch.

FIG. 3. Calculated amplitude growth functions forf 2- f 1 ~top! and 2 f 1- f 2

~bottom! frequency components at the output of the nonlinearityN8(x) for
different efficiency of the feedback. The curves are calculated by direct
numerical solution of Eq.~3!. H is calculated according to Lukashkin and
Russell~1999! for xset50. Relative gain,Kr , for each curve is indicated in
decibels re gain without feedback (Kr50 dB). DP amplitudes are calculated
for equally growing amplitudes of the primariesL15L2 . The labels indicate
the phase angle for each part of the curve limited by the notch. Amplitudes,
L1 andL2 , of both primaries are given in decibelsre 0.01 nm. The ampli-
tude of the DP is expressed in decibelsre Gtr max.
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1
2 in. microphones for delivering tones and a single Bruel and
Kjaer 4133 1

2 in. microphone for monitoring sound pressure
at the tympanum. The microphones were coupled to the ear
canal via 1-cm-long, 4-mm-diam tubes to a conical specu-
lum, the 1-mm-diam opening of which was placed 1 mm
from the tympanum. The closed sound system was calibrated
in situ for frequencies between 1 and 50 kHz. Known sound
pressure levels were expressed in dB SPLre 231025 Pa.
White noise for acoustical calibration and tone sequences for
auditory stimulation were synthesised by a Data Translation
3010 board at 200 kHz and delivered to the microphones
through low-pass filters~100 kHz cutoff frequency!. Signal
from the measuring amplifier was digitized at 200 kHz using
the same board and averaged in the time domain. Amplitudes
and phase angles of the spectral peaks were obtained by per-
forming a Fast Fourier Transform on a time-domain aver-
aged signal 4096 points in length. The maximum level of the
system distortion measured with an artificial ear cavity for
the highest levels of primaries used in this study~L15L2

110 dB580 dB SPL! was 70 dB below the primary level.
Experimental control, data acquisition, and data analysis
were performed using a PC with programs written in
Testpoint~CEC, MA, USA!.

The following experimental procedures were used.

~i! DPOAE-grams~f 2 swept, f 2 / f 1 ratio was constant,
levels L1 and L2 of the primaries were constant,L2

was 10 dB belowL1! were recorded for different lev-
els of primaries to study frequency dependence of the
furosemide effects.

~ii ! DPOAE growth functions were recorded during si-
multaneous increase ofL1 and L2 ~L2 was 10 dB
below L1!.

All procedures involving animals were performed in accor-
dance with UK Home Office regulations.

IV. RESULTS

A. Nonmonotonic growth functions for different
DPOAE frequency components

Experimental data for different DPOAEs~i.e., f 22 f 1 ,
2 f 12 f 2 , 2 f 22 f 1! show amplitude notches and correspond-
ing phase change that occur at different levels of the prima-
ries ~Fig. 5!. This observation immediately excludes the pos-
sibility that the appearance of the notch is due to a change in
the mode of vibration of the organ of Corti-tectorial mem-
brane complex~Zwislocki, 1986; Kiang, 1990; Ruggero
et al., 1996; Lin and Guinan, 2000!.

B. Effect of furosemide on the local minima of
DPOAE growth functions

The main ototoxic action of furosemide is based on its
ability to suppress the endocochlear potential~Sewell, 1984!
and hence the driving voltage for the OHC motility/stiffness
change. Data concerning the action of furosemide on the
OHC motor are controversial. Kalinec and Kachar~1993!
report that furosemide has no effect on the OHC motility.

Very recently Santos-Sacchiet al. ~2001! find that furo-
semide has a strong effect on the OHC nonlinear capaci-
tance. However, in terms of our model it is not critical if
furosemide suppresses both the endocochlear potential and
the OHC motor because both effects result in a decrease in
the efficiency of cochlear amplification. It is critical for the
interpretation of our experiments on the effects of furo-
semide on DPOAE generation that furosemide has never
been demonstrated to interfere with the mechanoelectrical
transducer, which is likely to be the strongest inner ear non-
linearity ~Patuzziet al., 1989; Santos-Sacchi, 1993! respon-
sible for the DPOAE generation.

Similar results were obtained from eight guinea pigs for
f 2 of 8, 12, 20 kHz andf 2 / f 1 ratio of 1.21–1.25. Injection of
furosemide leads to a shift to higher levels of the DPOAE
amplitude notch and a corresponding phase transition in the
growth functions of the 2f 12 f 2 and f 22 f 1 components
~Fig. 6! as predicted by the ‘‘single source’’ hypothesis. The
shift of the notch position shown in Fig. 6 is greater for the
f 22 f 1 component~DL'20 dB, top right! than for 2f 1

2 f 2 ~DL'7 dB, top left!. The sharpness of the amplitude
notch correlates with the rate and size of the phase change.
Sharp notches~before injection in the top left-hand panel of
Fig. 6 and 23 min after injection in the top right-hand panel!
are always accompanied by an abrupt phase jump of 180°.
However, the phase changes are more gradual and smaller in
size for shallower amplitude minima.

C. Dependence of the furosemide response on the
level of primaries

Changes in the DPOAE amplitude and phase angle de-
pend on the level of the primaries and are different for 2f 1

2 f 2 and f 22 f 1 components~Fig. 7!. The amplitude and
phase angle of 2f 12 f 2 was stable during the whole experi-

FIG. 5. Growth functions of a few DPOAE frequency components recorded
from a guinea pig. Frequencies of the components are indicated inside the
panel. Arrows help to identify position of the amplitude notches.f 2 is fixed
at 12 kHz andf 2 / f 1 ratio is 1.23.L2 is 10 dB SPL belowL1 . Average noise
levels ~6SD! for f 2- f 1 , 2 f 1- f 2 and 2 f 2- f 1 frequency components are
22164, 22563 and22864 dB SPL, respectively.
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ment ~up to 2 h after furosemide injection! for the highest
levels of primaries used~L1575 dB SPL, Fig. 7, top left!.
For low-level primaries~L1535 dB SPL, Fig. 7, top left! the
2 f 12 f 2 amplitude dropped below the noise floor of about
220 dB SPL and eventually partially recovered. The time
course of the amplitude changes for the moderate-level pri-
maries depended on the position of the response relative to
the notch in the 2f 12 f 2 growth functions before furosemide

injection ~Fig. 6, top left!. When the level of the primaries
corresponded to the low-level slope of the notch in the non-
modified growth function, then the initial increase is fol-
lowed by a subsequent reduction in the amplitude of 2f 1

2 f 2 ~L1557 dB SPL, Fig. 7, top left!. A notch with a cor-
responding phase change of about 180° can be observed in
the time dependence of 2f 12 f 2 ~L1562dB SPL, Fig. 7, left
column! when the level of the primaries generate emission

FIG. 6. Dependence of the DPOAE
amplitude ~top row! and phase angle
~bottom row! on the levelsL1 andL2

of the primaries recorded from a
guinea pig before and after injection of
furosemide ~100 mg/kg b. w.!. The
thickest curves show response before
the injection~0 min of the furosemide
action!. Time after the injection is in-
dicated inside the panels for each col-
umn. f 2 is fixed at 8 kHz.f 2 / f 1 ratio
is 1.24. L2 is 10 dB SPL belowL1 .
Double arrows between two dotted
vertical lines show maximal upward
shift DL of the notch position. Aver-
age noise levels~6SD! for f 2- f 1 and
2 f 1- f 2 frequency components are
21764, 22263 dB SPL, respec-
tively.

FIG. 7. Response of DPOAE recorded
from a guinea pig to injection of furo-
semide~100 mg/kg b. w.! as a function
of time after the injection. Zero time
corresponds to the moment of injec-
tion. The same preparation as in Fig. 6
is shown. L1 is indicated inside the
panels for each column. Solid arrows
help to identify position of the ampli-
tude notches accompanied by phase
discontinuities ~bottom row!. Dotted
arrows ~top right! indicate reverse
transition observed forf 2- f 1 during
recovery stage. Phase dependence of
the 2 f 1- f 2 component forL1 of 35 dB
SPL~bottom left! has a break between
25 and 50 min. of furosemide action
because the amplitude is below or at
the noise floor during this period.
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on the high-level slope of the notch in the nonmodified level
function ~Fig. 6, top left!. It is apparent that the time pattern
of the 2 f 12 f 2 component, described previously for
moderate-level primaries, is specific for the shift of the am-
plitude notch to higher levels.

Changes in thef 22 f 1 amplitude and phase angle with
time after furosemide injection~Fig. 7, right column! also
can be explained in terms of the shift of the growth function
notch to higher levels. However, the large alteration of the
notch position and the appearance of the notch in the growth
function before furosemide injections at slightly supra-
threshold f 22 f 1 amplitudes make the time course of the
effect quite distinctive. In contrast to 2f 12 f 2 behavior, the
amplitude of f 22 f 1 decreases and the phase angle changes
even for the highest levels of primaries used~L1575 dB
SPL, Fig. 7, right columns!. These changes occur in the
phase and magnitude off 22 f 1 because of the appearance of
the notch just below this level ofL1 ~Fig. 6, top right!. Be-
cause thef 22 f 1 amplitude is still steeply recovering from
the notch whenL1 is 75 dB SPL, it is reasonable to suggest
that, for higher levels of the primaries, the amplitude reaches
its prefurosemide value. The notch appears atL1

'51– 53 dB SPL before furosemide injection~Figs. 5 and 6,
top right! and at L1'71– 72 dB SPL during the maximal
effect of furosemide~Fig. 6, top right!. Therefore, for allL1

situated between these two extremes, the time course of the
furosemide effect is similar to the one described for 2f 1

2 f 2 when the level of the primaries corresponds to the high-
level slope of the notch in the nonmodified level function.
Namely, amplitude notches and corresponding phase changes
appear~solid arrows in Fig. 7, right columns,L1556 and 66
dB SPL! in the time dependence of the DPOAE. In the same
figure, the dotted arrows indicate the reversal in DPOAE
amplitude and phase that occurs during the recovery process
to restore the magnitude and phase of the DPOAEs to
the prefurosemide conditions. Augmentation of thef 22 f 1

amplitude is observed forL1556 dB SPL after the first tran-
sition. The growth functions recorded during this period of
time ~Fig. 6, top right, 30 min! reveal that augmentation of
the amplitude is observed for allL1 below about 65 dB SPL.
The ‘‘single source’’ hypothesis also predicts~Fig. 4! this
relative increase in the amplitude of the DPOAE.

D. Frequency dependence of the furosemide response

The time course of the furosemide effect was frequency
dependent~Fig. 8!. For low-level primaries~f 1 and f 2 are 30
and 20dB SPL, respectively, in Fig. 8! the first signs of the
furosemide effect appeared in the high frequency region
when f 2 is set to frequencies above 20 kHz. This observation
is in agreement with the findings of Sewell~1984!, who
documented the greater effect of furosemide on afferent
fibers with higher characteristic frequency. It has also been
reported~Cooper and Rhode, 1995! that the low-frequency
region of the cochlea is much less sensitive to cochlear
insults. The most robust range off 2 where the 2f 1- f 2 com-
ponent still can be seen above the noise floor coincides
with the region of the maximum emission between 10 and
15 kHz.

V. DISCUSSION

DPOAEs generated by low-level tones are far more vul-
nerable to cochlear insult than are those generated by high-
level primary tones~Schmiedt and Adams, 1981; Kemp and
Brown, 1984; Lonsbury-Martinet al., 1987; Whitehead
et al., 1992; Mills et al., 1993; Rebillardet al., 1993; Mills
and Rubel, 1994; Frolenkovet al., 1998; Momet al., 2001!.
Low-level DPOAEs drop dramatically in amplitude in com-
promised cochleae while the amplitudes of high-level emis-
sions remain relatively stable under the same conditions. To
account for this phenomenon, it has been proposed that one
DPOAE source predominates at low levels of the primaries
and other dominates at high levels~Brown, 1987; Norton and
Rubel, 1990; Whiteheadet al., 1990; Mills, 1997!. Accord-
ing to this ‘‘two sources’’ hypothesis, at low levels of the
primaries, an ‘‘active,’’ metabolically dependent, emission
prevails over a ‘‘passive’’ emission that is associated with
robust nonlinear mechanical properties of the cochlear parti-
tion. At high levels of the primaries, the ‘‘passive’’ emission
dominates the DPOAE making it less susceptible to ototoxic
effects. However, similar level dependence of DPOAE sen-
sitivity is expected if the emission is generated by a single
nonlinearity with saturating I/O characteristic, which is asso-
ciated with the energy delivering active cochlear process
~Gold, 1948!. According to the ‘‘one source’’ hypothesis, the
relative invulnerability of the high-level DPOAE is to be
expected, and indeed observed. This is because the contribu-
tion of the active cochlear process is minimal at high SPLs
even in healthy cochleae when the output of the DPOAE
generating nonlinearity saturates at high input levels. The
‘‘one source’’ and ‘‘two sources’’ hypotheses predict opposite
shifts in the amplitude notch in the DPOAE growth functions
after a reduction in the active cochlear feedback. The notch
should appear at lower levels of the primaries if the notch is
due to phase cancellation between the vulnerable ‘‘active’’
emission prevailing at low levels of the primaries, and the
robust ‘‘passive’’ emission dominating at the high primary
levels ~Brown, 1987; Norton and Rubel, 1990; Whitehead
et al., 1990; Mills, 1997!. Indeed, if a cochlea insult effects

FIG. 8. Frequency dependence of the furosemide effect~100 mg/kg b. w.!
recorded in a guinea pig.f 2 changes with 1 kHz step whilef 2 / f 1 ratio is
kept constant at 1.23. Time after the furosemide injection is indicated inside
the panel. Zero time corresponds to the moment of injection.L2 is 10 dB
SPL belowL1 .
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the active cochlear process and decreases the amplitude of
the ‘‘active’’ emission, then the ‘‘passive’’ emission would
dominate at even lower level of the primaries. However, after
injection of furosemide the notch occurs at higher levels of
the primaries. Therefore, we are in favor of the ‘‘one source’’
mechanism of the DPOAE generation at low- and high-level
primaries up to at least 75 dB SPL. The single saturating
nonlinearity with associated amplification also can account
for the complex dependence of the DPOAE amplitude and
phase angle on time after furosemide application.

In the work we are reporting here, we do not specifically
question the existence of multiple sites of DPOAE genera-
tion. In fact, there is strong evidence in support of the
DPOAE re-emission from the DPOAE characteristic place
~Brown et al., 1996; Moulin and Kemp, 1996; Wableet al.,
1996; Whiteheadet al., 1996; Fahey and Allen, 1997; He
and Schmiedt, 1997; Heitmannet al., 1998; Talmadgeet al.,
1999; Faulstich and Ko¨ssl, 2000; Knight and Kemp, 2000!
and in support of multiple reflection of the DPs within the
cochlea~Stoveret al., 1996; Talmadgeet al., 1998!.

Our conclusion is more limited:we have shown that the
different vulnerabilities of low and high-level DPOAEs does
not support the hypothesis that they have different sources. It
is also worth noting that differences, similar to those reported
here, in the vulnerability between low- and high-level emis-
sion have been recorded from the ears of a moth with only
two receptor cells and without the cochlear’s tonotopic orga-
nization ~Coro and Ko¨ssl, 2001!.

The unambiguous concept of a saturating nonlinearity
with associated amplification, together with data that sup-
ports the importance of OHC motility for generating high-
level DPOAEs~Frolenkovet al., 1998!, has significant basic
and diagnostic implications. We can deduce that the nonlin-
ear cochlear amplifier, which depends on OHC activity, is the
main source of DPOAEs recorded for levels of primaries
below about 75 dB SPL. We can also conclude that any
pathology leading to the generation of ‘‘passive-like’’
DPOAEs is not due to dysfunction of the OHC mechanoelec-
trical transducer. Emissions of this kind appear because co-
chlear amplification is impaired due to for example, a reduc-
tion in the endocochlear potential~Ruggero and Rich, 1991;
Mills et al., 1994! or to feedback desynchronization~Legan
et al., 2000!.

Obviously Eq.~3! alone cannot explain all the charac-
teristics of the DPOAE. In particular, the notches of the cal-
culated frequency components at the output of the nonlinear-
ity N8(x) are sharper and narrower~Fig. 3!, and the
corresponding phase changes are more abrupt than the
notches and phase changes of the measured DPOAEs~Fig.
6!. The model includes a ‘‘perfect’’ point-like nonlinearity
and the depth of the notches in this case is limited only by
the resolution of the model, i.e., by the number of calcula-
tions. The broadening and decrease in the depth of the notch
in the experimental curves might be anticipated because the
DPOAEs are generated by a distributed nonlinearity from an
extended region of the cochlear partition with some phase
gradients along the region~Russell and Nilsen, 1997!. The
vector summation of the DPOAEs from different parts of this
prolonged region might lead to a partial cancellation of the

notch and corresponding phase change. This partial elimina-
tion of the notch may also occur because of broadening of
the f 2 peak, i.e., the place of DPOAE generation, at high
levels of the primaries~Russell and Nilsen, 1997! and sub-
sequent phase cancellation between DPOAEs originating
from different parts of the broad peak. In this case the
notches are smeared and phase changes are less abrupt. Also,
the phase angles of the input signals are constant in our cal-
culations but there is a level dependence of the BM response
in the cochlea~Russell and Nilsen, 1997!. Slopes of the
DPOAE growth functions~Figs. 6 and 7! are also different
from the slopes of the calculated responses~Fig. 3!. The
shallow slopes of the DPOAEs simply reflect compression of
the input of the DPOAE producing nonlinearity due to the
compression of the organ of Corti mechanical responses
~Withnell and Yates, 1998!. The increase of the 2f 1- f 2 slope
to 2.8 during the peak action of furosemide~Fig. 6, top left,
30 min! is close to the theoretically predicted slope of 3 and
also supports this point of view. However, our main conclu-
sion in favor of one source of the low- and high-level
DPOAEs is based on the analysis of the role of the active
cochlear process and the distinctive shift of the amplitude
notches. Neither partial cancellation of the amplitude
notches, nor compression of the nonlinearity input, can effect
this conclusion.
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It was shown previously that electrically evoked otoacoustic emissions~EEOAEs! can be amplitude
modulated by low-frequency bias tones and enhanced by application of adenosine triphosphate
~ATP! to scala media. These effects were attributed, respectively, to the mechano-electrical
transduction~MET! channels and ATP-gated ion channels on outer hair cell~OHC! stereocilia, two
conductance pathways that appear to be functionally independent and additive in their effects on
ionic current through the OHC. In the experiments described here, the separate influences of ATP
and MET channel bias on EEOAEs did not combine linearly. Modulated EEOAEs increased in
amplitude, but lost modulation at the phase and frequency of the bias tone~except at very high
sound levels! after application of ATP to scala media, even though spectral components at the
modulation sideband frequencies were still present. Some sidebands underwent phase shifts after
ATP. In EEOAEs modulated by tones at lower sound levels, substitution of the original phase values
restored modulation to the waveform, which then resembled a linear summation of the separate
effects of ATP and low-frequency bias. While the physiological meaning of this procedure is not
clear, the result raises the possibility that a secondary effect of ATP on one or more nonlinear stages
in the transduction process, which may have caused the phase shifts, obscured linear summation at
lower sound levels. In addition, ‘‘acoustic enhancement’’ of the EEOAE may have introduced
nonlinear interaction at higher levels of the bias tones. ©2002 Acoustical Society of America.
@DOI: 10.1121/1.1448315#

PACS numbers: 43.64.Jb, 43.64.Gz, 43.64.Me, 43.64.Ld, 43.64.Kc@BLM #

I. INTRODUCTION

Electrically evoked otoacoustic emissions~EEOAE! can
be amplitude modulated by low-frequency tones, such that
the EEOAE’s modulation envelope follows the waveform of
the cochlear microphonic~CM! evoked by the tone. It has
been proposed~Yates and Kirk, 1998! that the underlying
source of motility or its mechanical output is in some way
sensitive to the status of the mechano-electrical transduction
~MET! channels of outer hair cells~OHC!. A closed-channel
bias, produced when the acoustic stimulus displaces the basi-
lar membrane to scala tympani, is associated with a reduc-
tion in peak-to-peak amplitude of the EEOAE waveform and
an open bias~scala vestibuli displacement! with an increase.
A marked ‘‘acoustic enhancement’’~Mountain and Hubbard,
1989! of the emission occurs during the scala vestibuli phase
at higher levels~.90–100 dB SPL! of the bias tone~Kirk
and Yates, 1998a!.

EEOAEs are also enhanced when ATP is applied by ion-
tophoresis into endolymph~Kirk and Yates, 1998b!. This is
accompanied by reductions in both the dc endocochlear po-
tential ~EP! and the CM~see also Munozet al., 1995, 1999!,
consistent with an increase in the shunt conductance out of
scala media. While there are several potential targets for ATP
in scala media, on both sensory and nonsensory structures,
an action on P2X receptors on the stereocilia of OHCs~Hou-

sley et al., 1999! seems a likely explanation for the increase
in the EEOAE~Kirk and Yates, 1998b!.

Both an open bias of MET channels~Ohmori, 1987! and
ATP ~Housleyet al., 1998! increase the apical conductance
of OHCs. A direct influence of the OHC’s apical conduc-
tance on the strength of the electrical drive or an indirect
effect on the gain of OHC motility, via the intracellular po-
tential ~Santos-Sacchi, 1989!, have been put forward as two
possible explanations of the apparent sensitivity of the EE-
OAEs to changes in the apical conductance of OHCs~Kirk
and Yates, 1998a!. However, the high-level enhancement of
the emission, during mechanical bias to scala vestibuli at
sound levels well above saturation of the CM and presum-
ably changes in the MET conductance, is not easily consis-
tent with either of these propositions. Both the acoustic en-
hancement induced during open channel bias and ATP can
increase the EEOAE by 10–15 dB or more.

ATP-sensitive and mechano-sensitive ion channels share
several common features~Surprenantet al., 1995!. However,
while the mechanically gated and ATP-gated ion channels on
OHC stereocilia are in close spatial proximity~Housley
et al., 1999; Jaramillo and Hudspeth, 1991!, their respective
conductances appear to be functionally independent, and ad-
ditive in their combined influence on the ionic current
through the cell~Glowatzki et al., 1997!. This report inves-
tigates the extent to which independence and additivity are
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evident in the combined effects of ATP and the status of the
MET channels on EEOAEs.

If mechanically gated and ATP-gated conductances in
OHCs were to influence the EEOAE output independently
and additively, then the separate effects of the two in com-
bination should sum linearly. This is simulated in Fig. 1. In
the ‘‘EEOAE’’ on the left~a! a high-frequency sine wave has
been amplitude modulated at a lower frequency. The low-
frequency component was generated by a first-order Boltz-
mann function, known to provide a good fit to the extracel-
lular CM and thus presumably the modulation of the MET
conductance~Patuzzi and Rajan, 1990!. The waveform in~b!
represents a parallel, ATP-gated conductance and is 15 dB
larger than the waveform in~a!. Fifteen dB is the amount by
which EEOAEs were increased on average by ATP in the
present data~see also Kirk and Yates, 1998b!. The waveform
in ~c! is the sum of~a! and ~b!, essentially the modulated
EEOAE ~MET conductance! riding on an unmodulated
‘‘pedestal’’ ~ATP-gated conductance!.

II. METHODS

Experiments were performed on pigmented guinea pigs
~250–400 grams!. The animals were anesthetized with Nem-
butal ~35 mg/kg i.p. initially; 15 mg/kg after 2.5 h!, and
Hypnorm ~Fentanyl citrate/Fluanisone; 1.5 ml/kg i.m. re-
peated at 45-min intervals!. In some instances, muscular pa-
ralysis was induced~Alloferin 0.3 ml/kg i.m.! during data
collection to reduce noise levels in the ear canal and poten-
tial middle-ear effects. In unparalyzed animals the anesthetic
regime induced continuous deep anesthesia, evidenced by
lack of withdrawal response and absence of spontaneous res-
piration. During paralysis potentially noxious stimulation
produced no change in heart rate. Cochleas contributing to
the results were in good condition~as assessed from the com-
pound action potential at the round window! throughout the
experiment. EEOAEs were generated by sinusoidal currents,
applied through micropipette electrodes~2–4-mm tip diam-
eter, dc resistance 5–10 megohms! in scala media of the
second cochlear turn.

Generally, two micropipettes were placed in scala me-
dia. One was filled with 200 mM KCl and was used for
electrical stimulation and recording of the CM. ATP was ap-
plied by iontophoresis~25 mA dc, 2 min! through the second
pipette, which was filled with 10 mM ATP~disodium salt
Sigma! in 200 mM KCl. It is estimated~see Kirk and Yates,

1998b! that the final endolymphatic@ATP# would have
reached 320mM.

A desktop computer equipped with a multimedia sound
card ~Crystal CDB4231! and custom software generated the
electrical and acoustical stimuli and recorded the responses
~EEOAE from the ear canal and CM from scala media!. The
ear canal sound field was monitored through a condenser
microphone~Bruel & Kjaer 4943! and filtered electronically
before online display and storage to disk.

Electrical stimulation of scala media was paired with
acoustical stimulation with low-frequency bias tones~86 Hz!
well below the electrical frequencies used~1421–3057 Hz!.
Bias-tone levels were between 60–108 dB SPL. While the
upper end of this intensity range may seem unphysiological
in terms of the absolute sensitivity of the cochlea, the tone
durations were at most 3 s and the frequency was, in any
case, so low as to be incapable of causing damage, even with
more prolonged exposure. The electrical and acoustical
stimuli were phase locked and their frequencies were con-
strained in the ration11/2 ~n is an integer!, so that precisely
2n11 cycles of the electrical stimulus accompanied every 2
cycles of the acoustical frequency. This frequency ratio en-
sured that harmonics of the low-frequency acoustical stimu-
lus interleaved with the harmonics of the electrical frequency
and with the potential intermodulation frequencies~f e

6m fa : m is an integer!.
The electronically filtered emission waveforms were

subsequently processed mathematically, taking advantage of
the frequency interleaving of the sound harmonics and the
intermodulation components. The Fourier spectrum of the
raw waveform was calculated and a waveform free of acous-
tical stimulus contamination was obtained by setting to zero
all components other than the fundamental of the electrical
stimulus and all intermodulation frequencies with magni-
tudes more than 3 dB above the noise level. A waveform free
of residual acoustical stimulus contamination and harmonic
distortion was then reconstructed by inverse transforming
back to the time domain. This procedure effectively extracts
from the recording only those components that are related to
the electrical stimulus~see Yates and Kirk, 1998!.

In order to examine the influence of the modulation side-
bands~Hubbard and Mountain, 1983! on the shapes of the
waveforms, phase and magnitude values at the sideband fre-
quencies were extracted from Fourier transforms of EEOAEs
recorded before ATP and substituted into those obtained after
ATP. Up to five pairs of sidebands~upper and lower! were
substituted. New waveforms were reconstructed by inverse
Fourier transform. All numerical procedures were carried out
in MICROSOFT EXCEL 2000.

The care and use of the animals used in this study con-
formed to the requirements of the National Health and Medi-
cal Research Council of Australia and all institutional proto-
cols.

III. RESULTS

The real EEOAE behaved quite differently from the
simulated emission in Fig. 1. The two left-hand columns of
Fig. 2 show EEOAEs~2110 Hz! modulated by 86-Hz tones
over a range of sound levels from 66 to 108 dB SPL, before

FIG. 1. ~a! Simulation of the modulation of a sinusoidal EEOAE by a lower
frequency. The low-frequency modulator was generated through a simple
Boltzmann function and then combined multiplicatively with the higher fre-
quency waveform.~b! An unmodulated sinusoid representing additional en-
ergy, generated when ATP activates a parallel conductance, independent of
the MET conductance.~c! The sum of the waveforms in~a! and ~b!.
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and after application of ATP to scala media. The CMs gen-
erated by the 86-Hz tones presented separately are drawn
~darker lines! over the EEOAE waveforms. EEOAE and CM
amplitudes from this set of data are plotted as functions of
the intensity of the 86-Hz bias tone in Fig. 3~a!.

In Fig. 2, the CM traces describe a ‘‘MET conductance
envelope,’’ whose lower and upper boundaries are, respec-
tively, the CM, as recorded from scala media, and its mirror
image. This envelope, which expands during the phase of
scala vestibuli displacement~open MET channels! and con-
tracts during the scala tympani phase~closed channels!, was
fitted to the EEOAE waveforms as described previously
~Yates and Kirk, 1998!. Briefly, the CM was scaled in am-
plitude and a vertical offset was applied so the envelopes at
the lower sounds levels matched as closely as possible the
modulation of the corresponding EEOAEs. The scaling and
offset factors, and thus the assumed MET conductance enve-
lope, were held constant over the entire range of sound lev-
els. The CM phase has been shifted~2320 ms! to compen-
sate for the propagation of the EEOAE to the ear canal.

Before application of ATP, the EEOAEs exhibited the
pattern of amplitude modulation reported previously~Kirk
and Yates, 1998a!. Modulation of the waveforms matched
the CM envelope reasonably closely at lower levels of the
86-Hz bias tone. At 84 dB SPL and above, where the CM
intensity function saturated@see Fig. 3~a!#, the EEOAE was
progressively enhanced. This ‘‘acoustic enhancement’’
~Mountain and Hubbard, 1989! increased along with the
sound level of the bias tone, and is evident as an increase in
peak-to-peak amplitude, exclusively during the scala vesti-
buli phase ~increased MET conductance! of the low-
frequency bias.

After ATP the amplitude of the EEOAE increased and
the CM decreased as expected~Kirk and Yates, 1998b; Mu-
noz et al., 1995!. Amplitude modulation at the frequency of
the bias tone was absent except at the two highest sound
levels. Modulation at double the bias frequency was present
at 90, 96, and, to a lesser extent at 108 dB SPL. The CM
evoked by the 86-Hz bias tone was reduced by 35%–55%
~3–7 dB! and the magnitude of the EEOAE~measured as the
level of the spectral peak at the carrier frequency! was in-
creased by 11.3 dB at 66 dB SPL but by only 2.8 dB at 108
dB SPL. The marked level dependence of ATP-induced in-
creases in the EEOAE is associated with a net reduction in
the effectiveness of acoustic enhancement after ATP, particu-
larly at the lower sound levels@Fig. 3~a!#.

In Fig. 2, the shapes of the EEOAE waveforms after
ATP are obviously not as predicted by the simple additive
model presented earlier in Fig. 1. At the lower sound levels
~66–84 dB SPL! the modulation envelope flattens out after
ATP. At 90–96 dB SPL a double modulation pattern appears.
At the highest sound levels~102 and 108 dB SPL! the wave-
forms are modulated at the frequency of the bias tone, but
the peak-to-peak amplitudes during the scala vestibuli phase
are approximately the same as before ATP. The acoustic en-
hancement during this phase of the low-frequency bias did
not sum linearly with the ATP-induced increase in amplitude.

This series of measurements was performed in four co-
chleas and the effects of ATP on the magnitude and the am-

FIG. 2. EEOAE waveforms~2110 Hz, 10mA ac! recorded with 86-Hz bias
tones at sound levels 66–108 dB SPL~as indicated!; before~left! and after
~right! application of ATP to scala media. The CM ‘‘envelope’’~darker lines!
formed by the scala media CM~lower trace! and its mirror image~upper
trace! represents changes in the MET conductance evoked by the bias tone.
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plitude modulation of the EEOAEs were essentially the
same, with only minor variations. In Fig. 3, panels~b!–~f!
are intensity functions from the three additional cochleas.
Data in panels~d!–~f! are from the same cochlea but were
obtained at different electrical stimulation frequencies. The

same trends are evident in all examples. After ATP there was
no acoustic enhancement of the EEOAE at the lower sound
levels. At levels well above saturation of the CM intensity
function, the EEOAE amplitude increased sharply, as it did
before ATP, but by a relatively smaller amount.

FIG. 3. EEOAE magnitudes enhanced by 86-Hz bias tones~circles! and amplitudes of the CM~triangles! in response to the bias tone presented alone; before
~open symbols! and after~filled symbols! ATP. Data in~a!, ~b!, and~c! are from three cochleas in which the ac stimulus was 2110 Hz, 10mA. Data in ~d!,
~e!, and~f! are from the same cochlea but with ac stimulation at the indicated frequencies.
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FIG. 4. Magnitudes~left! and phase angles~right! of the spectral components of the modulated waveforms~recorded before and after ATP! of Fig. 2. The
‘‘EEOAE’’ component ~marked by the broken vertical line! is energy at the electrical stimulation frequency~2110 Hz!. LSB 1,...,6 and USB 1,...,6 are the
modulation sidebands present at the EEOAE frequency plus or minus integer multiples of the 86-Hz bias frequency.
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A. Modulation sidebands

The magnitudes and phase values of the spectral com-
ponents of the EEOAE waveforms from Fig. 2 are plotted in
Fig. 4. The upper and lower modulation sidebands~Hubbard
and Mountain, 1983!, denoted USB and LSB, respectively,
occur at frequencies 2110 Hz6m.86 Hz ~m is an integer!.
The first point to note is the presence of sidebands well
above the noise floor~25 to 0 dB SPL! in the magnitude
spectra of EEOAEs that appeared unmodulated after ATP.
For example, at 78 and 84 dB SPL there are some sidebands
with magnitudes after ATP slightly higher than before.

Second, while the phase of the carrier frequency com-
ponent~2110 Hz! of the EEOAE was relatively unaltered by
ATP and relatively constant over the range of sound levels,
there are shifts in the phases of some sidebands. Before ATP,
the sideband phase varied, in some cases, with changes in
sound level. In some sidebands there were phase shifts, rela-
tive to baseline values, after the application of ATP. Sideband
phase at a given sound level was otherwise stable, over re-
peated measurements without applications of ATP~data not
shown!.

The changes demonstrated in Figs. 2, 3, and 4 were not
produced when the dc iontophoresis current was applied
through pipettes containing only 200 mM KCl~see also Kirk
and Yates, 1998b!.

The shape of a complex waveform depends on the phase
as well as the magnitude of each of its spectral components.
In order to examine how the changes in the sidebands had
influenced the waveforms, phase and magnitude values mea-
sured before ATP were substituted into the Fourier spectra of
the EEOAEs recorded after ATP. New waveforms were re-
constructed by inverse Fourier transform.

Figure 5 presents representative data from three co-
chleas: 97gp015@see Figs. 2 and 3~a!#, and 97gp017 and
01gp006@see Figs. 3~c! and ~d!#. In each set of data the
left-most column shows the phase spectra of those EEOAEs
in the same row, before~column 2! and after~column 3! ATP.
In the fourth column the sideband phase angles measured
after ATP have been restored to their original values. In the
fifth column, the sideband magnitudes have been restored.
Only the sidebands were altered, the carrier component at the
electrical stimulation frequency was not changed. While it is
possible that the restoration of sideband phase might have
some physiological legitimacy~see Sec. IV!, restoring the
sideband magnitudes actually adds nonexistent energy to the
waveform.

There were EEOAEs in which the substitution of side-
band phase alone restored the simple amplitude modulation
that had been lost after ATP. Examples in Fig. 5 are those
EEOAEs modulated by tones at 84 dB SPL in 97gp015~row
2!, at 66 and 72 dB SPL in 97gp017~rows 4, 5!, and at 72 dB
SPL 01gp006~row 7!.

Restoration of modulation by magnitude substitution
alone was evident at 70 dB SPL and 96 dB SPL in 97gp015
~rows 1 and 3! and 90 dB SPL in 97gp017~row 6!. In some
instances~rows 5, 8! substitution of sideband magnitude pro-
duced modulation opposite in phase to the original.

The relative lack of acoustic enhancement after ATP, the
loss of clean amplitude modulation at the bias frequency, and

the complex shifts in sideband phase, are not consistent with
independence and additivity of ATP and MET-induced ef-
fects on EEOAEs.

However, a limited form of additivity, contingent upon
restoration of the sideband phase, is apparent in Fig. 6.

The data presented here are from three cochleas and are
EEOAEs whose modulation was restored by substitution of
sideband phase alone. These EEOAEs were modulated by
tones at the lower end of the intensity range, in most in-
stances at levels below saturation of the CM intensity func-
tion and the onset~before ATP! of pronounced acoustic en-
hancement of the EEOAE.

Figure 6 is essentially a comparison of these waveforms
with the simulation in Fig. 1. The original ‘‘before’’ and ‘‘af-
ter’’ emissions are in columns 1 and 2. The waveforms in
column 3 ~‘‘ATP effect’’ ! were derived from EEOAEs re-
corded in the same experimental sequence as those in their
respective rows, but without the low-frequency bias tone.
They were obtained by direct subtraction of the EEOAE re-
corded before ATP from the EEOAE recorded after ATP
~both without the bias tone!. They are assumed to be the net
contribution of ATP-induced effects to the generation of the
EEOAE, equivalent to panel~b! in Fig. 1. The waveforms in
column 4 are those recorded after ATP, with the bias tone, in
which the original sideband phase values~up to five pairs!
have been restored. Most are reasonably close to a linear
summation of the corresponding two waveforms on the left,
although generally the depth of the amplitude modulation is
less. This is consistent with the reduction in sideband mag-
nitude that followed ATP~Fig. 4!, which may in turn be
associated with the loss of CM amplitude. Column 5 shows
reconstructed waveforms in which the phase substitution in-
volved only the first pair of sidebands, USB1 and LSB1~col-
umn 6!. In most examples there is little difference between
the waveforms in columns 4 and 5, indicating that shifts in
the phases of USB1 and USB2 were predominantly respon-
sible for the change in modulation induced by ATP, as would
be expected. These two sidebands are produced by the fun-
damental frequency of the modulator and thus determine the
fundamental modulation frequency.

IV. DISCUSSION

When two known influences on EEOAEs, namely ATP
in scala media and low-frequency bias of the MET-channel
conductance were combined, the outcome was not as pre-
dicted by a model~Fig. 1! that assumed independence and
additivity of the ATP-gated and MET conductance pathways
in OHCs ~Glowatzki et al., 1997!. Amplitude modulation in
phase with the low-frequency bias was absent in EEOAEs
that had been enhanced by ATP, except at very high levels of
the bias tone. However, the frequency spectra even of those
EEOAEs showing little visible amplitude modulation after
ATP still contained prominent components at modulation
sideband frequencies. The phases of some sidebands had
changed after ATP, but the carrier phase remained constant.

In some waveforms, predominantly those modulated at
lower levels of the bias tone, the original modulation patterns
could be restored by substitution of the original sideband
phase into the spectra of EEOAEs recorded after ATP. These
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FIG. 5. Substitution of sideband phase and magnitude. Column 1 shows the phase spectra of the EEOAEs in each respective row, recorded before~column
2! and after~column 3! ATP. Waveforms in column 4 have been reconstructed from those in column 3 by replacing the sideband phase values measured after
ATP with those measured before ATP. In column 5 the original sideband magnitudes have been substituted. Only the sidebands were altered. The spectral
component at the carrier frequency~2110 Hz! was not changed. The data are from three cochleas. Sound levels of the 86-Hz bias tones were as indicated on
the left.
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FIG. 6. EEOAEs in which substitution of the original phase values restored the modulation envelope. The waveforms in columns 1 and 2 were recorded before
and after ATP, respectively. Column 3~‘‘ATP effect’’ ! contains waveforms that were derived from the difference between EEOAEs recorded without the
low-frequency bias tone before and after ATP. The original waveform was simply subtracted from the waveform that was enhanced by ATP. The result is
assumed to be the net contribution of ATP-gated conductance to the generation of the EEOAE. Columns 4 and 5 show waveforms reconstructed from those
in column 2 by substitution of the original sideband phase. In column 4 the phases of all sidebands with magnitudes above the noise floor have been changed.
In column 5 only the first pair LSB1 and USB1 has been modified. Phase spectra before and after ATP, showing only the carrier and the first sideband pair,
are in column 4. Animal designation and stimulation parameters~ac frequency and bias-tone level! are shown to the left of each row.
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‘‘reconstructed’’ EEOAEs were then similar in both ampli-
tude and waveform shape to a linear summation of the origi-
nal modulated emission and an amplitude-enhancement due
to ATP.

Since the ATP-induced phase shifts occurred indepen-
dently of the carrier phase, which remained relatively con-
stant, it is reasonable to attribute them to an effect of ATP on
the modulation of the EEOAE rather than on its generation.

Two processes, each of them nonlinear, that might con-
tribute to the modulation of EEOAEs are changes in the open
probability of the MET channels during the low-frequency
bias and the asymmetrical voltage-length relationship of the
OHC membrane motor~Santos-Sacchi, 1989!. It has been
proposed~Yates and Kirk, 1998! that the former could di-
rectly modulate an electrical drive to OHC motility and the
latter influence the gain of somatic motility in phase with the
intracellular receptor potential elicited by the low-frequency
bias tone.

Modulation sidebands are related to the fundamental and
higher harmonic components in the modulator’s frequency
spectrum, and some would be sensitive to changes in the
distortion producing nonlinearity. Shifts in the operating
point on the MET transfer function have been shown, in both
theory and experiment to influence both the phase and mag-
nitude of some distortion components generated in the co-
chlea~Frank and Kossl, 1996, 1997; Kirket al., 1997; Kirk
and Patuzzi, 1997; van Emstet al., 1997!.

Small shifts in MET operating point, estimated by fitting
a first-order Boltzmann function to the extracellular CM
~Kirk et al., 1997; Patuzzi and Rajan, 1990!, and possibly
due to length change~Brownell et al., 1985! induced by de-
polarization of OHCs by ATP, were apparent in the present
data~not shown! but it is unlikely that these were responsible
for the loss of modulation after ATP.

In EEOAEs whose modulation could be restored after
ATP by phase substitution, the first pair of sidebands was the
predominant influence. It is the fundamental frequency of the
modulator that gives rise to the first pair of sidebands, and
these in turn determine the fundamental phase and frequency
of the modulation envelope. Operating point shifts on the
MET transfer function influence predominantly, if not exclu-
sively, the even-order distortion components in the cochlea.
These include the summating potential and the second har-
monic in the CM and thef 2– f 1 distortion tone~Frank and
Kossl, 1996; Kirk and Patuzzi, 1997; van Emstet al., 1997!
but not the fundamental. Even a highly asymmetrical nonlin-
earity modeled on a second-order Boltzmann function, which
showed level-dependent changes in both odd and even order
distortion ~Lukashkin and Russell, 1998!, did not predict
changes in the fundamental.

In any event, a shift in the phase of the low-frequency
fundamental would change the phase of the amplitude modu-
lation but would not eliminate it. The amplitude modulation
underwent phase reversal in some instances, but the more
usual outcome at lower levels of the bias tone was a flatten-
ing out of the modulation envelope. Significantly also, there
was never any change in the phase of the CM, indicating that
where the amplitude modulation did undergo phase reversal,

the MET channel conductanceper sewas probably not re-
sponsible.

The sideband phase shifts are puzzling. It is not obvious
how a change in any single nonlinear stage in the generation
of a modulated EEOAE waveform could be responsible, by
itself, for the loss of modulation. Rather, it would seem nec-
essary that multiple stages were involved, with at least one of
them introducing phase opposition after ATP.

There is potential for interaction between various elec-
trical nonlinearities in the OHC that would be capable of
influencing the active mechanics~Patuzzi, 1996; Santos-
Sacchi, 1993!. In addition, potential targets for ATP include
the supporting cells of the organ of Corti~Chen and Bobbin,
1998; Jarlebarket al., 2000; Sugasawaet al., 1996! that may
influence the passive mechanics of the system.

As to the original question of the independence and ad-
ditivity of the ATP and MET-induced effects on EEOAEs,
the waveform plots in Fig. 6 suggest that at certain sound
levels the two influences are additive when a ‘‘secondary
ATP effect’’ which shifts the sideband phase is compensated
for. The mere existence of the phase shifts, however, indi-
cates the two influences are not strictly independent.

The acoustic enhancement at higher sound levels adds
another complication. Acoustic enhancement of EEOAEs has
been discussed extensively and attributed to reduction in the
gain of a negative feedback loop, although there have been
arguments for~Hubbard and Mountain, 1990; Nakajima
et al., 2000; Roddyet al., 1994! and against~Kirk and Yates,
1996! this explanation of the phenomenon. It has been sug-
gested~Kirk and Yates, 1998a! that the enhancement that
appears during the scala vestibuli phase of a low-frequency
bias may be distinct from the enhancement induced by high-
frequency sound. Whatever the case, it is clear~Fig. 3! that
acoustic enhancement here did not add to the ATP-induced
enhancement of the EEOAE, except at sound levels above
;100 dB SPL, where the CM intensity function was well
past saturation. This nonadditivity may indicate that the two
phenomena, enhancement by ATP and enhancement by
sound, share a common origin. It again argues against essen-
tial independence of ATP-induced and mechanical influences
on EEOAEs.
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Thresholds for the detection of harmonic complex tones in noise were measured as a function of
masker level. The rms level of the masker ranged from 40 to 70 dB SPL in 10-dB steps. The tones
had a fundamental frequency~F0! of 62.5 or 250 Hz, and components were added in either cosine
or random phase. The complex tones and the noise were bandpass filtered into the same frequency
region, from the tenth harmonic up to 5 kHz. In a different condition, the roles of masker and signal
were reversed, keeping all other parameters the same; subjects had to detect the noise in the
presence of a harmonic tone masker. In both conditions, the masker was either gated synchronously
with the 700-ms signal, or it started 400 ms before and stopped 200 ms after the signal. The results
showed a large asymmetry in the effectiveness of masking between the tones and noise. Even
though signal and masker had the same bandwidth, the noise was a more effective masker than the
complex tone. The degree of asymmetry depended on F0, component phase, and the level of the
masker. The maximum difference between masked thresholds for tone and noise was about 28 dB;
this occurred when the F0 was 62.5 Hz, the components were in cosine phase, and the masker level
was 70 dB SPL. In most conditions, the growth-of-masking functions had slopes close to 1~on a dB
versus dB scale!. However, for the cosine-phase tone masker with an F0 of 62.5 Hz, a 10-dB
increase in masker level led to an increase in masked threshold of the noise of only 3.7 dB, on
average. We suggest that the results for this condition are strongly affected by the active mechanism
in the cochlea. ©2002 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1480422#

PACS numbers: 43.66.Dc, 43.66.Mk, 43.66.Nm@MRL#

I. INTRODUCTION

Noises mask tones more effectively than tones mask
noises. Reports of this asymmetry have come from studies
investigating masked thresholds and also, to some extent,
from studies investigating partial loudness~Hellman, 1972;
Schroederet al., 1979!. The present paper considers masked
thresholds only. Masking asymmetry is of practical impor-
tance, since it has to be taken into account in the design of
‘‘perceptual coders’’ used to reduce the bit rate in digital
recording and transmission systems~Brandenburg and Stoll,
1994; Gilchrist and Grewin, 1996!. However, there have
been very few studies of masking asymmetry using complex
tone maskers, as opposed to pure tones, even though the
former are more common than the latter in speech and music.

In many studies of masking, thresholds were measured
for the detection of a sinusoidal signal in the presence of a
narrow-band noise masker with the same center frequency.
When the roles of signal and masker were reversed and the

noise was masked by the tone, much lower thresholds were
obtained ~Hellman, 1972; Schroederet al., 1979; Moore
et al., 1998!. The asymmetry has been explained in two
ways. One possibility is that the task is performed by com-
paring overall level across the intervals in a forced-choice
trial. When the masker is a tone, the masker level does not
fluctuate from one interval to the next. This makes it easy to
detect a small increment in level produced by adding a noise
signal to the tone masker. However, when the masker is a
narrow-band noise, the level fluctuates markedly from one
interval to the next, and this makes it more difficult to detect
the change in level produced by adding a tone to the noise
~Bos and de Boer, 1966; Hellman, 1972!. A second possibil-
ity is that, when a tone masker is used, the detection cue is
the within-interval level fluctuation introduced by the noise
signal~Moore et al., 1998!; the masker alone has no within-
interval fluctuation, so this cue is highly salient. A noise
masker fluctuates randomly in level within each interval, so
the level-fluctuation cue is not available in this case, except
to the extent that the tone signalreducesthe amount of fluc-
tuation ~Moore, 1975; Richards, 1992; Richards and
Nekrich, 1993!.

a!Electronic mail: hedwig.gockel@mrc-cbu.cam.ac.uk
b!Electronic mail: bcjm@cus.cam.ac.uk
c!Electronic mail: roy.patterson@mrc-cbu.cam.ac.uk
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Hall ~1997! showed that the asymmetry of masking was
not restricted to the combination of pure tones with noise. He
varied the bandwidth of both the signal and the masker, from
0 to 256 Hz; the 0-bandwidth stimulus was a pure tone,
while other stimuli were noiselike. Masked thresholds were
highest, and essentially constant, for signal bandwidths
smaller than or equal to that of the masker. For signal band-
widths exceeding that of the masker, thresholds decreased
with increasing signal bandwidth and with decreasing
masker bandwidth. Hall concluded that, for signal band-
widths smaller than or equal to the masker bandwidth, the
results could be explained by a model based on long-term
average energy, and that, for greater signal bandwidths, the
temporal structure of the signal must be used as an additional
cue. Verhey~2002! replicated Hall’s empirical findings and
showed that the results could be explained using a model
incorporating a modulation filter bank~Dau et al., 1997;
Derleth and Dau, 2000!, i.e., a sufficient cue was present in
the envelope spectra of the stimuli.

Recently, Treurniet and Boucher~2001! investigated the
role of harmonicity in masking. They compared thresholds
for detection of an 800-Hz-wide noise in three maskers: a
harmonic tone complex~fundamental frequency 88 Hz; com-
ponents with random starting phases!, an inharmonic tone
complex, and a Gaussian noise. In all three cases, the masker
spectrum covered the same frequency range~88 Hz to about
3960 Hz!. Thresholds were lowest with the harmonic masker,
highest with the noise masker, and intermediate with the in-
harmonic tone complex. They explained these results in
terms of a model based on the modulation patterns present at
the output of an array of auditory filters. For a harmonic
masker, the frequency differences between adjacent partials
are identical, and the dominant modulation rate is the same at
the outputs of all auditory filters, being equal to the funda-
mental frequency. For an inharmonic masker, the frequency
differences are not constant and the envelope modulation rate
varies across filters. The model is based on the idea that
lower variability in modulation rate facilitates detection of a
signal-induced change in the variability.

In a second experiment, Treurniet and Boucher~2001!
compared the effectiveness of a sine-phase harmonic com-
plex masker with that of a random-phase harmonic complex.
Detection thresholds for the 800-Hz-wide noise signal did
not differ between the two phase conditions. This result is
surprising and contrasts with the results of earlier studies
which showed that threshold for detecting a sinusoidal signal
in the presence of a harmonic complex masker is lower for
masker component phases giving a highly modulated wave-
form than for phases giving a less modulated waveform
~Mehrgardt and Schroeder, 1983; Smithet al., 1986; Kohl-
rausch and Sander, 1995; Carlyon and Datta, 1997b; Sum-
mers and Leek, 1998!. This effect has often been explained
by the ability to ‘‘listen in the dips’’ of a modulated masker.
The important factor seems to be the degree of modulation of
the masker after basilar-membrane~BM! filtering, as some of
the studies used Schroeder-phase complexes, which have an
almost flat physical envelope~Smithet al., 1986; Kohlrausch
and Sander, 1995; Carlyon and Datta, 1997b; Summers and
Leek, 1998!. Stimuli with components added in sine phase

~Mehrgardt and Schroeder, 1983; Smithet al., 1986!, cosine
phase~Alcántara and Moore, 1995; Alca´ntaraet al., 1996! or
Schroeder-positive phase~Smith et al., 1986; Kohlrausch
and Sander, 1995; Carlyon and Datta, 1997b; Summers and
Leek, 1998! all appear to lead to highly modulated internal
waveforms.

The effect of masker-component phase is level depen-
dent ~Carlyon and Datta, 1997b; Summers and Leek, 1998!
and explanations of the effect and its level dependence in-
volve fast-acting compression in the cochlea~Carlyon and
Datta, 1997a; Summers and Leek, 1998!. The level depen-
dent gain leads to more amplification of low-level portions of
the BM-filtered waveform than of higher-level portions, and
this selective amplification of low-level portions increases
the effectiveness of ‘‘dip listening’’ or decreases the overall
effectiveness of maskers with highly modulated waveforms
~Summers and Leek, 1998!. Because of the absence of a
phase effect in their data, Treurniet and Boucher~2001! con-
cluded that the effect of harmonicity could not be explained
by a strategy of listening in the dips. Note, however, that in
their experiment ‘‘frozen’’ maskers were employed, i.e., a
fixed ‘‘random’’ phase relationship was used throughout the
experiment. By chance, the specific random phase used
might have led to a highly modulated waveform on the BM
and this might explain why no effect of masker component
phase~sine versus random! was observed.

The aim of the present study was to investigate the
asymmetry of masking between harmonic complex tones and
noises with the same bandwidth when the bandwidth is
broad. As mentioned above, Hall~1997! reported high
thresholds for signals with bandwidths smaller than or equal
to that of the masker, although, except for the case of zero
bandwidth, all of his stimuli were noiselike. If the relative
bandwidth of the signal and masker is the key variable gov-
erning asymmetry of masking, no difference would be ex-
pected when reversing the role of a signal and masker with
equal bandwidth. There is, however, evidence that the rela-
tive bandwidth of the signal and noise is not the only rel-
evant factor. Patterson and Datta~1996! reported that thresh-
old for detecting an iterated rippled noise~IRN! masked by
noise with the same bandwidth is about 10 dB greater than
threshold for the noise masked by IRN. IRN is produced by
making a copy of a random noise, delaying it byd ms rela-
tive to the original, and adding it back to the original noise.
When this process is repeated more than about four times,
the resulting sound has a strong pitch, corresponding to 1/d,
even though it maintains many of its stochastic properties.
Patterson and Datta~1997! reported that the masking asym-
metry between noise and IRN persists even when the pitch is
low ~corresponding to 62.5 Hz! and the frequency region of
the stimuli is relatively high~above 1.6 kHz!. This means
that it is unlikely that models based on the excitation patterns
of the stimuli would be successful in explaining the asym-
metry ~Patterson and Datta, 1997!. Krumbholzet al. ~2001!
also investigated the masking asymmetry between noise and
IRN as a function of delay of the IRN and the frequency
region of the stimuli. When the reciprocal of the delay was
above about 30 Hz, threshold generally decreased asd de-
creased, and threshold increased with increasing frequency
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region; however, the effects were the same for ‘‘noise
masked by IRN’’ and ‘‘IRN masked by noise’’ and thus the
asymmetry of masking was constant at about 10 dB. They
reviewed a range of time-domain models of auditory pro-
cessing that focus on the time intervals in the neural activity
patterns in the auditory nerve~Meddis and Hewitt, 1991;
Pattersonet al., 2000; Pressnitzeret al., 2001!, and most of
them were successful in accounting for the basic masking
asymmetry.

In the current study, we explore further the role of tem-
poral parameters in the asymmetry of masking and in par-
ticular the role of the envelope at the output of individual
auditory filters. The asymmetry of masking was measured as
a function of the fundamental frequency~F0!, and the start-
ing phases of the components of the harmonic complex. In
addition, the level of the masker was varied. Masker level is
of interest since the effect of masker component phase is
stronger at moderately high masker levels~Carlyon and
Datta, 1997a, b; Summers and Leek, 1998!, and since the
slope of the growth-of-masking function can give some in-
sight into the possible role of compression in the cochlea in
producing the asymmetry of masking.

Another parameter of interest was the synchrony of the
onsets and offsets of the signal and masker. In a variety of
paradigms, onset and offset asynchrony have been shown to
be powerful cues for perceptual segregation of two concur-
rent sounds~Darwin and Carlyon, 1995!. Simultaneous
masking can also be affected by onset asynchrony, although
the effects are small except when the signal is brief~Zwicker,
1965a, b; Elliott, 1969! or when the signal and masker do not
overlap spectrally~Bacon and Viemeister, 1985; McFadden
and Wright, 1990, 1992!. In a related study, we are investi-
gating the effect of onset asynchrony on the partial loudness
of stimuli identical to the ones used here, and find that the
effect is substantial in some conditions. Accordingly, we in-
cluded this parameter in the present study, even though pre-
vious research suggests there will be little effect for the con-
ditions of the current experiment~long duration signals with
the masker and signal filtered into the same frequency re-
gion!.

In addition, absolute thresholds were measured for each
signal. This was done for two reasons. First, we wished to
determine whether absolute threshold was affected by tem-
poral structure. Second, we wished to test the hypothesis that
both absolute thresholds and masked thresholds for signals
presented in cosine-phase harmonic complexes depend on
the ‘‘active’’ mechanism in the cochlea, which determines
the gain applied to low-level signals~Ruggero, 1992! or to
the low-amplitude portions of complex waveforms~Recio
and Rhode, 2000!. If this is the case, there should be a cor-
relation ~across subjects! between absolute thresholds and
masked thresholds in the cosine-phase masker. Previous re-
search has revealed a correlation between measures of co-
chlear compression and absolute threshold in subjects with
cochlear hearing loss~Moore et al., 1999c!, but it is not
known whether such a correlation might occur for normal-
hearing subjects.

II. METHOD

A. Stimuli

The sound to be detected is hereafter called the probe.
We used either a harmonic complex-tone probe masked by a
noise, or a noise probe masked by a harmonic complex tone.
The complex tones had an F0 of 62.5 or 250 Hz. The com-
ponents were added in either random phase~RPH! or cosine
phase~CPH!. All tones were bandpass filtered into a fre-
quency region from the 10th harmonic to 5000 Hz at the
3-dB down points. The slope of the filter outside the pass-
band was 100 dB/oct. Thus, the passband was from 625 to
5000 Hz for the 62.5-Hz F0, and from 2500 to 5000 Hz for
the 250-Hz F0. As a result, the components of the harmonic
complexes were unresolved by the peripheral auditory sys-
tem ~Plomp, 1964; Moore and Ohgushi, 1993!. The CPH
complex would be expected to produce a waveform whose
envelope, at the output of each auditory filter, had a higher
degree of modulation than that of the RPH complex. The
noise presented with a given complex tone~either as probe
or masker! was a Gaussian noise filtered in the same way as
the given complex.

Figures 1~a! and ~b! show excitation patterns~Glasberg
and Moore, 1990! for the tone~solid line! and noise~dashed
line! stimuli for the 62.5-Hz F0 and the 250-Hz F0 condi-
tions, respectively. These excitation patterns include the ef-
fects of the diffuse field response of the headphones~see
below!, which boosts the level around 3000 Hz by 12–15 dB
~Shaw, 1974!. Note that these excitation patterns are based
on the power spectra of the stimuli and do not depend on the
starting phases of the components. For the 62.5-Hz F0, the

FIG. 1. Calculated long-term excitation patterns~Glasberg and Moore,
1990! for the tone~solid lines! and noise~dashed lines! stimuli for the
62.5-Hz F0~a, top! and the 250-Hz F0~b, bottom!. The overall level was 50
dB SPL for each stimulus.
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excitation patterns of the noise and complex tone are essen-
tially identical. For the higher F0, they differ very slightly on
the low-frequency side. If differences in the long-term exci-
tation patterns of the probe and masker are the key factor
leading to masking asymmetry~Hall, 1997!, then no asym-
metry of masking should occur for these stimuli, regardless
of masker component phase. If, on the other hand, the tem-
poral structure of the stimuli is important, then both phase
effects and masking asymmetry may be expected.

The maskers had an overall rms level of 40, 50, 60, or
70 dB SPL. The duration of the probe was always 700 ms
~including ramps!. The masker was gated either synchro-
nously with the probe~the ‘‘synchronous’’ condition!, or its
duration was 1300 ms, in which case it was gated on 400 ms
before and off 200 ms after the probe~the ‘‘asynchronous’’
condition!. In the synchronous condition, all signals were
gated with 40-ms, raised-cosine onset and offset ramps. In
the asynchronous condition, the probe was gated with 40-ms
and the masker was gated with 80-ms raised-cosine onset
and offset ramps, respectively.

The stimuli were generated digitally in advance using a
sampling rate of 25 kHz. The tones were generated by add-
ing up sinusoids with frequencies ranging from F0 up to 10
kHz, while the noise was generated in the temporal domain
by sampling from a Gaussian distribution. Bandpass filtering
was then performed with a 900-tap digital FIR filter with a
linear phase response. Ten different realizations were pro-
duced for each RPH complex tone and for the Gaussian
noise; one of the ten was picked at random for each presen-
tation. The signal and the masker were played out through
separate channels of a Tucker-Davis Technologies~TDT!
DD1 16-bit digital-to-analog converter and low-pass filtered
at 10 kHz ~TDT FT6-2!. They were separately attenuated
using two programmable attenuators~TDT PA4! and then
added~TDT SM3!. Stimuli were fed to a headphone buffer
~TDT HB6! and presented monaurally via headphones with a
diffuse-field response~AKG K 240 DF!. Subjects were
seated individually in an IAC double-walled sound-
attenuating booth.

B. Procedure

A two-interval two-alternative forced-choice task was
used. The masker was presented in both intervals, which
were marked by a light and separated by 200 ms of silence.
The subjects were required to indicate the interval containing
the probe. Feedback was provided following each response.
The level of the probe was adjusted using a three-down
one-up adaptive rule~Levitt, 1971! tracking 79% correct re-
sponses. At the beginning of each threshold measurement,
the probe level was 15 dB above that of the masker, which
made the task easy in all conditions. Initially, the probe level
was increased or decreased in 5-dB steps. Following four
reversals, the step size was reduced to 2 dB and eight further
reversals were obtained. The threshold estimate was defined
as the mean of the probe levels at the last eight reversals.

At least four threshold estimates were obtained for each
condition from each subject. If thresholds for a given subject
and condition varied by more than 3 dB, two additional
threshold estimates were obtained. The reported thresholds

correspond to the mean of these four to six estimates, for
each condition and subject. The total duration of a single
session was about 2 h, including rest times. The conditions
were presented in a counterbalanced order. Half of the sub-
jects started with the synchronous condition, and half with
the asynchronous condition. In each of these conditions, for
half of the subjects the complex tone was used as probe first,
and for half the noise was used as a probe first. The level of
the masker and the starting phase of the complex tone varied
randomly~one threshold was obtained for each condition in
turn, before additional measurements were obtained in any
other condition!. To familiarize subjects with the procedure
and equipment, they participated in one threshold measure-
ment in each condition, before data collection proper com-
menced.

Absolute thresholds for each signal were measured after
the main experiment was completed, using the same three-
down one-up adaptive procedure as before. Four threshold
estimates were obtained for each signal and each subject; the
mean of the four is reported.

C. Subjects

Six subjects participated. Four of them were tested using
both F0s in all conditions. Two additional subjects partici-
pated only using the 62.5-Hz F0. Their ages ranged from 19
to 39 years, and they all had normal hearing at audiometric
frequencies between 500 and 5000 Hz.

III. RESULTS

A. Masked thresholds

The results were similar across subjects and for the two
onset conditions and so mean results across subjects and on-
set conditions are plotted in Fig. 2, together with the associ-

FIG. 2. Masked thresholds averaged across subjects and onset conditions.
Error bars indicate6 one standard error across subjects. Thresholds are
expressed in dB relative to the masker level and plotted as a function of
masker level. Points connected by a continuous line show thresholds when
the probe was a RPH or CPH tone. Points connected by a dashed line show
thresholds when the probe was a noise. Triangles show results when a tone
stimulus with F0562.5 Hz was present, either as a probe or a masker.
Circles show results when a tone stimulus with F05250 Hz was present.
Filled symbols indicate that a RPH stimulus was present, either as a probe or
as a masker. Open symbols indicate that a CPH stimulus was present.
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ated standard errors across subjects. Mean threshold for de-
tection of the probe is expressed in dB relative to the level of
the masker and is plotted as a function of masker level.
Points connected by a continuous line show thresholds when
the probe was a complex tone~hereafter we refer to the har-
monic complex tones simply as tones!; points connected by a
dashed line show thresholds when the probe was a noise.
Comparison of results with the same symbol but different
line types allows assessment of the asymmetry of masking.

1. Tone probes

Thresholds for the detection of the tone probes~continu-
ous lines! were lower for CPH~open symbols! than for RPH
tones~filled symbols!. This was true for both F0s, but the
effect of phase was more pronounced for the 62.5-Hz F0
~triangles! than for the 250-Hz F0~circles!. For the CPH
probes, thresholds were markedly lower for F0562.5 Hz
than for F05250 Hz. However, for the RPH probes, there
was a small effect in the opposite direction. The signal-to-
masker ratio at threshold was largely independent of masker
level.

2. Noise probes

For the noise probes~dashed lines!, thresholds were
highest, and independent of level, in the RPH masker with an
F0 of 62.5 Hz~filled triangles!. The CPH masker with the
same F0 produced the lowest thresholds overall~open tri-
angles!; successive 10-dB increases in masker level from 40
dB led to increases in probe threshold of only 3.2, 3.4 and
4.5 dB. Thus, relative threshold decreased markedly with
increasing masker level. For the 62.5-Hz F0, thresholds for
the noise probes were slightly lower~by 0.7 dB on average!
in the synchronous onset conditions than in the asynchronous
onset conditions. This was the only difference observed be-
tween the two onset conditions. For the 250-Hz F0, threshold
was slightly higher in the CPH masker~open circles! than in
the RPH masker~filled circles!, the opposite pattern to that
found for the lower F0. There was also a slight decrease in
relative threshold with increasing masker level, for both RPH
and CPH maskers. For the RPH masker, threshold was
higher for the 62.5-Hz F0 than for the 250-Hz F0. In con-
trast, for the CPH masker, threshold was markedly lower for
the lower F0.

3. Asymmetry of masking

In all conditions, thresholds for the tone probes~continu-
ous lines! were higher than thresholds for the noise probe
~dashed lines!. Thus, clear asymmetry of masking was ob-
served, even though the probe and masker always had equal
bandwidths. The asymmetry of masking can be quantified as
threshold for a given complex tone masked by a noise minus
threshold for the noise masked by the same complex at the
same masker level~difference between results with the same
symbols connected by different line types!. The asymmetry
defined in this way was about 10 dB for the RPH complex
tone with an F0 of 62.5 Hz. For a CPH complex tone with
the same F0, the asymmetry ranged from 10 dB at a masker
level of 40 dB SPL to 28 dB at a masker level of 70 dB SPL.

For the 250-Hz F0, the asymmetry for the RPH complex was
about 14 dB on average, with a tendency to increase with
increasing masker level. For the same F0, the asymmetry for
the CPH complex was about 11 dB on average, again with a
tendency to increase with increasing masker level.

It should be noted that, based solely on the data pre-
sented here, one cannot decide whether the asymmetry of
masking is caused by a change in the masker~noise versus
tone!, or by a change in the probe~noise versus tone!, or an
interaction of the two. However, thresholds for a wideband
noise probe presented in a noise masker of identical band-
width are similar to the thresholds for complex tone probes
in a noise masker of identical bandwidth obtained in the
present experiment. For example, Bos and de Boer~1966!
and also Schacknow and Raab~1976! found noise intensity
discrimination thresholds, specified as signal-to-masker ratio
in dB, in the range25 to 29 dB for bandwidths between
approximately 2.5 and 5 kHz. Thus, for noise probes, which
is the most relevant case with regard to perceptual audio
coding, masked thresholds depend strongly on whether the
masker is a noise or a tone complex. For a noise probe, the
threshold difference between a tone masker and noise masker
would be similar to the difference found here when switch-
ing the roles of signal and masker.

B. Statistical analyses

Within-subjects analyses of variance~ANOVAs! were
conducted on relative threshold expressed as signal-to-
masker ratio in dB. The Huynh–Feldt correction was used
when the condition of sphericity was not satisfied. To sim-
plify the interpretation of the results, and because the number
of subjects was different for the two F0s, separate ANOVAs
were conducted on various subsets of the data. Except where
stated, the ANOVAs were based on six subjects for F0
562.5 Hz and four subjects for F05250 Hz. In what fol-
lows, only significant effects will be mentioned.

1. Tone as probe

~a! F05250 Hz ~circles!: A three-way ANOVA (onset
3phase3 level) showed a significant main effect of phase
@F(1,3)517.4, p50.025#; the mean threshold was 1.3 dB
lower for the CPH tone than for the RPH tone.~b! F0
562.5 Hz ~triangles!: A three-way ANOVA (onset3phase
3 level) showed a significant main effect of phase@F(1,5)
5277.5, p,0.001#; the mean threshold was 5.4 dB lower
for the CPH tone than for the RPH tone.~c! Both F0s: A
four-way ANOVA (F03onset3phase3 level), restricted to
the data for the four subjects who were tested using both F0s,
showed a highly significant main effect of phase@F(1,3)
5436.1, p,0.001#, and a significant interaction between
F0 and phase@F(1,3)561.8, p50.004#, indicating that the
size of the phase effect depended on F0, being larger for the
lower F0.

2. Noise as probe

~a! F05250 Hz: A three-way ANOVA (onset3phase
3 level) showed that thresholds in the CPH masker were
significantly higher ~by about 2.1 dB! than in the RPH
masker@F(1,3)540.2, p50.008#. The main effect of level
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was also significant @F(3,9)56.4, p50.022#; relative
threshold decreased slightly with increasing masker level.~b!
F0562.5 Hz: A three-way ANOVA (onset3phase3 level)
gave highly significant main effects of phase@F(1,5)
565.2,p,0.001] and of level@F(3,15)5532.6,p,0.001#.
There was a marginally significant main effect of onset
@F(1,5)57.4, p50.042#, thresholds being slightly~0.7 dB!
lower in the synchronous than in the asynchronous condition.
More importantly, there was a highly significant interaction
between phase and level@F(3,15)5158.5, p,0.001#, indi-
cating that masker level affected threshold differently for the
CPH and the RPH maskers; there was no effect of level for
the RPH masker, but a large decrease in relative threshold
with increasing masker level for the CPH masker.

C. Individual differences in the detection of noise in a
tone masker

Differences in performance among subjects were gener-
ally small, except in one condition. Rather large variations
were observed for an F0 of 62.5 Hz, with the noise as probe
and the CPH tone masker~open triangles connected by
dashed lines in Fig. 2!. Figure 3 shows individual thresholds

~in dB SPL! for this condition ~dashed lines!, and for the
RPH masker with the same F0~solid lines!, plotted as a
function of the masker level. For the RPH masker, individual
differences in overall performance were small~maximally
about 3 dB!. For the CPH masker, thresholds differed con-
siderably between subjects, by as much as 13 dB for the
highest masker level.

D. Absolute thresholds

Table I presents individual thresholds in quiet for all
probes used in the experiment. Threshold in quiet showed a
trend to be lower for the CPH tone complex than for the
RPH tone complex or the corresponding noise. Separate re-
peated measures ANOVAs were run on the data for each F0,
since six and four subjects participated in the low and high
F0 conditions, respectively. Thresholds differed significantly
across probes for F0562.5 Hz @F(2,10)57.1, p50.012#,
but not for F05250 Hz. An ANOVA using the data from
both F0s~and four subjects only! showed no significant ef-
fect of probe type.

E. Relation between masked and absolute thresholds

In the introduction, we advanced the hypothesis that
both absolute threshold and masked threshold for a noise
probe in a CPH masker would depend on the operation of the
active mechanism in the cochlea. In the case of masked
threshold, the active mechanism might play a role because
threshold depends on ‘‘dip listening,’’ at least for low F0s.
The detection of a signal in a dip might depend partly on
forward masking from the preceding masker peak, and extra
gain applied to the low-level signal might reduce this for-
ward masking. If this hypothesis is correct, there should be a
correlation across subjects between absolute and masked
thresholds, provided that the active mechanism varies in
‘‘strength’’ across subjects. The results showed only small
individual differences in masked threshold for the noise
probe in the CPH masker with F05250 Hz, probably be-
cause the waveform dips are too brief to allow dip listening
at this F0. However, for F0562.5 Hz, marked individual
differences were found, as shown in Fig. 3.

To test the active-mechanism hypothesis, for each sub-
ject, we calculated the mean absolute threshold across the
three probe types for F0562.5 Hz. We also calculated the
mean relative threshold across masker level for the noise

FIG. 3. Individual masked thresholds~in dB SPL! for the noise probe plot-
ted as a function of the level of the tone masker with an F0 of 62.5 Hz. Solid
and dashed lines connect the thresholds obtained using the RPH and the
CPH maskers, respectively. The six different symbols indicate results for six
different subjects.

TABLE I. Thresholds in quiet~in dB SPL! for each subject and probe. The subjects are ordered according to
their thresholds~from high to low! for the noise probe in the presence of a CPH tone masker with an F0 of 62.5
Hz. The symbols representing the subjects are the same as in Fig. 3.

Subject ~Age!

F0562.5 Hz F05250 Hz

CPH RPH Noise Mean CPH RPH Noise Mean

m ~39! 5.5 6.8 7.7 6.7 7.3 8.7 6.4 7.5
d ~33! 11.2 12.0 11.6 11.6 9.9 10.6 9.0 9.8
* ~20! 10.0 10.5 11.5 10.7 7.7 7.0 9.2 8.0
s ~20! 7.3 9.7 8.1 8.4
j ~19! 2.9 3.5 2.9 3.1 2.8 4.1 3.9 3.6
. ~22! 0.8 2.1 2.4 1.8

Mean 6.3 7.4 7.4 6.9 7.6 7.1
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probe in the 62.5-Hz CPH masker for each subject. We then
calculated the Pearson product-moment correlation coeffi-
cient between the individual absolute and masked thresholds.
The obtained value of 0.8 was statistically significant at the
0.05 level~one-tailed!, which is consistent with the hypoth-
esis. Note that a perfect correlation would not be expected, as
absolute threshold is influenced by factors other than the
‘‘strength’’ of the active mechanism. For example, the gain
provided by the middle ear can vary markedly across indi-
viduals ~Aibara et al., 2001!. In addition, there might be
other mechanisms which would lead to a correlation between
masked and absolute thresholds. Thus, the correlation cannot
be regarded as proving the active-mechanism hypothesis.
However, the correlation is consistent with this hypothesis.

IV. DISCUSSION

The results from the synchronous and asynchronous on-
set conditions were very similar. As mentioned in the Intro-
duction, this was expected, and is consistent with earlier
findings. We have no explanation for the slightly lower
thresholds for the noise probes in the synchronous compared
to the asynchronous onset conditions. The following discus-
sion applies to both onset conditions. The results showed a
clear asymmetry of masking between the tone and noise
maskers in all conditions, but with larger effects in some
cases than in others. We begin with a general discussion of
why asymmetry of masking occurs for these stimuli, and
then consider specific mechanisms that might account for the
detailed features of the results.

A. Asymmetry of masking

Thresholds for detection of the noise in the harmonic
complex tones were always lower than for detection of the
tones in the noise. This asymmetry was as large as 28 dB for
the CPH tone with F0 of 62.5 Hz, and it was around 14 dB
for the RPH tone with F0 of 250 Hz. This general effect
confirms that the relative bandwidth of probe and masker is
not the key variable determining whether asymmetry of
masking will occur between two stimuli~see also Patterson
and Datta, 1996; Krumbholzet al., 2001!. The crucial factor
seems to be the temporal structure of the probe and the
masker, not their long-term spectra.

The asymmetry may result from the same type of
mechanism as proposed by Mooreet al. ~1998! to account
for asymmetry of masking between a pure tone and a
narrow-band noise of the same center frequency. When the
masker is a periodic sound~either a pure tone or a complex
tone!, the masker alone is perfectly regular and it sounds
steady; in models such as the auditory image model~AIM !
proposed by Pattersonet al. ~1992, 1995!, the masker pro-
duces a stable auditory image. When the noise probe is
added to the masker, it introduces an irregularity, which is
heard as a fluctuation or slight roughness in the sound; in the
AIM model, the auditory image would show some instability.
This instability provides a within-interval cue indicating the
presence of the noise probe.

When the masker is a noise, it has inherent fluctuations,
which lead to an unstable auditory image. When a tone probe
is added to a noise, detection might be based on the increase

in energy produced by the probe. However, this cue would be
limited in effectiveness by the random fluctuations in level of
the noise masker~Bos and de Boer, 1966!. An alternative
detection cue is the increased regularity in the sound intro-
duced by the tone probe, which might be heard as a weak
pitch or a ‘‘rattle.’’ The auditory image would show an in-
crease in regularity at some time intervals when the tone
probe was present. This cue would be less effective than the
change in auditory image produced by adding a noise probe
to a tone masker, because it is easier to detect a slight de-
crease in regularity from perfect regularity than it is to detect
a slight increase in regularity from a high degree of irregu-
larity ~Pollack, 1968!.

It may also be possible to account for the basic features
of the asymmetry of masking using a model incorporating an
array of modulation filters~Dau et al., 1997; Derleth and
Dau, 2000!. As mentioned in the Introduction, Verhey~2002!
was able to use such a model to account for the asymmetry
of masking for noises with different bandwidths, as mea-
sured by Hall~1997! and replicated by Verhey~2002!. This
model might be able to predict some aspects of the asymme-
try of masking found with the stimuli used here. For ex-
ample, in response to a complex tone masker, activity at the
output of the modulation filter bank would be restricted
mainly to modulation filters tuned to the F0 and~to a lesser
extent! higher harmonics of F0. The introduction of the noise
probe would introduce activity at the outputs of other, previ-
ously relatively inactive, modulation filters, which might
provide a salient detection cue. In contrast, in response to a
noise masker, modulation filters covering a wide range of
center frequencies would be activated~depending on the
bandwidth of the noise!, which might make extra modulation
produced by the presence of a tone probe difficult to detect.

While either the AIM model or the modulation filter
bank model may be able to account for some basic aspects of
the asymmetry of masking found in our data, there are other
aspects of the data that probably require the inclusion of
additional processes, such as BM compression. These as-
pects are considered in more detail in the following sections.

B. Tones as probes

For all complex tones as probes, thresholds were
roughly constant when expressed relative to the masker
level. Thresholds for the detection of tone probes in noise
were generally lower for CPH than for RPH probes. This
may be related to the fact that the envelopes of the CPH
probes had larger and sharper peaks than those of the RPH
probes. The larger peaks in the CPH probes would lead to
momentary increases in probe-to-masker ratio, which might
facilitate detection in two ways. First, subjects may be able
to select the most appropriate times for detecting the signal,
via a ‘‘multiple looks’’ mechanism~Viemeister and Wake-
field, 1991!. It is, however, questionable whether the period
of the higher F0 probe would be long enough for such a
mechanism to apply. Second, the regular temporal sequence
of the CPH peaks might enhance detection by evoking a
pitch or ‘‘rattle’’ percept or by exciting a modulation filter
tuned to the F0 of the probe.
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The effect of probe phase was much stronger for the
62.5-Hz F0 than for the 250-Hz F0. There are at least two
possible, not mutually exclusive factors, which might ac-
count for this. The first factor is the limited temporal resolu-
tion of the auditory system~see, e.g., Moore, 1997!. Listen-
ers are less sensitive to amplitude modulation at high rates
than at low rates~Viemeister, 1979; Kohlrauschet al., 1995!.
For the lower F0, detection of the envelope modulation in-
troduced by the CPH probe would have been easier than for
the higher F0. The second factor is the difference in number
of components interacting at the output of a given auditory
filter. For the lower F0, four times as many components
would fall within the passband of a given auditory filter than
for the higher F0. Thus, the envelope of the CPH tone with
the lower F0 would exhibit greater modulation after auditory
filtering than that of the CPH tone with the higher F0. The
more pronounced modulation would produce greater mo-
mentary probe-to-masker ratios, resulting in lower thresholds
for the CPH tone at the lower F0 than at the higher F0.

The larger phase effect at the lower F0 was partly caused
by the fact that threshold for the RPH probe was higher for
the 62.5-Hz F0 than for the 250-Hz F0. This may be related
to the degree of perceptual similarity of the probe and the
noise masker for the two F0s. A RPH tone containing only
high harmonics sounds rather noiselike when its F0 is low; it
sounds more tonelike when the F0 is high~Warren and Bash-
ford, 1981; Robertset al., 2002!. So, the RPH tone with the
higher F0 may be easier to detect in a noise masker than the
RPH tone with the lower F0 because it sounds more different
from the masker.

Note that earlier experiments showed no effect of the
phase of complex tone probes on detection thresholds in
noise ~Horst and Ritsma, 1981; Langhans and Kohlrausch,
1992!. Possible reasons for this might be that the F0~10 Hz!
was below the pitch range in the study of Langhans and
Kohlrausch~1992! and that the difference between crest fac-
tors of CPH and RPH stimuli was not very large@a factor of
4 in our study compared to a factor of 2 in the study of Horst
and Ritsma~1981!#. Also, in the latter study, the use of a
single ‘‘frozen’’ RPH stimulus might have improved perfor-
mance for the RPH tone thereby reducing the ‘‘potential’’
difference between thresholds for the RPH and the CPH
tones.

C. Noise as probe, F0 Ä62.5 Hz

Thresholds for detecting the noise probe in the 62.5-Hz
F0 tone masker were lower for the CPH masker than for the
RPH masker, especially for the higher masker levels. This
contrasts with the finding of Treurniet and Boucher~2001!
that detection thresholds for an 800-Hz-wide noise signal did
not differ for a sine-phase harmonic complex masker and a
random-phase harmonic complex masker, with F0588 Hz
and level555 dB SPL. As noted earlier, their failure to find a
phase effect may be associated with the use of a ‘‘frozen’’
random-phase masker; a fixed set of random starting phases
was used. Although this resulted in a relatively flat envelope
for the stimulus~see their Fig. 3!, the waveform on the BM

might, by chance, have contained distinct dips at some
places, providing predictable opportunities for dip listening.

The large phase effect in our data was probably caused
by the greater envelope modulation of the CPH than the RPH
masker. The dips in the envelope would provide momentary
improvements in probe-to-masker ratio. For the RPH masker,
threshold was constant relative to the masker level. However,
for the CPH masker, relative threshold decreased markedly
with increasing masker level. This indicates that one or more
level-dependent factors influenced detection of the noise
probe in the CPH masker.

One possible factor is the broadening of auditory filters
with increasing level~Weber, 1977; Glasberg and Moore,
1990; Rosen and Baker, 1994!. As a result, the number of
components interacting at the output of a given auditory filter
would increase with increasing level. This would lead to
longer and deeper valleys in the~output! waveform enve-
lope. This could partly explain the decrease in relative
threshold of the noise probe with increasing masker level. A
similar argument has been put forward by Carlyon and Datta
~1997b! to explain their finding that the amount of signal
threshold variation in the masking period pattern~MPP! ob-
tained with a positive Schroeder-phase masker increased as
the masker level increased.

The second factor which probably contributed to the de-
crease in relative threshold of the noise probe with increasing
level of the CPH masker at 62.5 Hz is the level-dependent
gain observed in the healthy cochlea. The gain is greatest for
low input levels, and reduces with increasing level. Com-
pressive input/output~I/O! functions have been measured for
the BM ~Sellick et al., 1982; Ruggeroet al., 1992! and inner
hair cells~Russell and Sellick, 1978!. The I/O function of the
BM is almost linear for input levels below 20–40 dB SPL,
but it is compressive for sound levels from 20 to 40 up to at
least 90 dB SPL~Johnstoneet al., 1986; Yates, 1990!. At
high levels the response may become more linear, although
this is controversial~Ruggeroet al., 1997; Russell and Mu-
rugasu, 1997!. For a masker level of 40 dB SPL~overall rms
equivalent diffuse-field level!, both the high-and low-level
portions of the waveform on the BM would fall in the low-
level, relatively linear region of the BM I/O function. Low-
and high-level portions of the waveform would therefore re-
ceive approximately the same amount of gain. With
increasing masker level above 40 dB SPL, the high-level
portions of the waveform would fall more and more into the
compressive region of the I/O function. The low-level por-
tions of the waveform would still be in the more linear re-
gion of the I/O function, and so be subject to more gain than
the higher-level portions~see Javel and Mott, 1988, for a
similar argument!. There are two ways in which this might
lead to a reduction of relative threshold with increasing
masker level for the CPH masker:

~a! Detection thresholds may correspond to a constant ratio
of the average long-term excitation~after compression!
of the masker-plus-signal and the masker alone. Based
on the arguments given above, the input signal-to-
maker ratio required to achieve a constant output ratio
would decrease with increasing masker level. This ap-
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pears to be the sort of mechanism assumed by Sum-
mers and Leek~1998! to explain their results obtained
with Schroeder-phase maskers and sinusoidal or speech
signals. Using fixed signal levels of 60, 70, or 80 dB
SPL, they found that the masker level at threshold was
higher for positive Schroeder-phase maskers than for
negative Schroeder-phase maskers. The Schroeder-
positive masker is assumed to produce a highly peaky
waveform on the BM, while the Schroeder-negative
phase produces a waveform with a much flatter enve-
lope ~Kohlrausch and Sander, 1995!. However, in the
data of Summers and Leek, the difference between the
two maskersdecreasedwith increasing level of the
sinusoidal signal, which is opposite to the pattern found
here for CPH and RPH maskers. Summers and Leek
explained the decreasing difference by the relatively
high level of the maskers; for the higher signal levels,
the masker levels fell in the range where the BM re-
sponse becomes more linear, in which case BM com-
pression provides less benefit for signal detection in the
Schroeder-positive masker.

~b! Detection thresholds may depend on listening in the
dips. When the masker waveform on the BM is highly
peaky, as it would be for the CPH masker, the ability to
listen in the dips may be partly limited by forward
masking from the masker peaks~Bacon and Lee, 1997;
Bacon et al., 1997!. The amount of forward masking
depends on the height of the peaks. If the peaks are
high enough in level to fall into the compressive region
of the I/O function of the BM, but the dips remain in
the more linear low-level region, then a 10-dB increase
in masker level can be offset by a less than 10-dB
increase in signal level. A mechanism like this has been
proposed to explain the shallow growth-of-masking
functions that are typically observed in forward mask-
ing ~Bacon and Lee, 1997; Baconet al., 1997; Moore,
1997; Plack and Oxenham, 1998!.

The idea that BM compression is at least partly respon-
sible for the decrease in relative threshold with increasing
level for the noise probe in the 62.5-Hz CPH masker is con-
sistent with our finding of a significant correlation between
threshold in this condition and absolute threshold.

D. Noise as probe, F0 Ä250 Hz

Thresholds for the noise in the 250-Hz F0 tone masker
were about 2 dBhigher when the masker was in CPH than
when it was in RPH. This effect of phase was opposite to that
found for the lower F0. Since the compression on the BM is
assumed to be very fast acting~Recioet al., 1998!, this is not
consistent with the first explanation given in the previous
section, namely, that detection threshold corresponds to a
constant ratio of the average long-term excitation~after com-
pression! of the masker-plus-signal and the masker alone. If
this were the case, the CPH masker should always be less
effective than the RPH masker~Carlyon and Datta, 1997a!.

A possible explanation comes from consideration of au-
ditory processes following BM filtering and compression. It
has been proposed that temporal resolution is partly limited

by a process that ‘‘smoothes’’ the output of the cochlea. This
has been modeled by a low-pass filter~Viemeister, 1979! or
by a sliding temporal integrator, sometimes called a temporal
window ~Mooreet al., 1988; Plack and Moore, 1990; Oxen-
ham and Moore, 1994!. We applied such a model to the
present stimuli. The model was similar to that described by
Oxenham and Moore~1994!, Mooreet al. ~1999a! and Glas-
berget al. ~2001!. Briefly, it consists of an array of gamma-
tone filters~Pattersonet al., 1995!, each followed by a rec-
tifier, an instantaneous compressive nonlinearity and a
sliding temporal integrator modeled as a pair of back-to-back
exponential functions. For simplicity, we consider here only
the output of a single ‘‘channel’’ centered at 4000 Hz. The
nonlinearity in the model is implemented by raising the in-
stantaneous rectified amplitude to a power less than 1~0.7!,
and hence it is not level dependent. It is meant to represent
BM compression for mid-range levels. Note that raising the
amplitude to the power 0.7 corresponds to raising the inten-
sity to the power 0.35~Oxenham and Moore, 1994!.

Figure 4~a! shows the output of the sliding temporal
integrator in response to a 250-Hz CPH tone. The temporal
integrator removes most of the fluctuation that would be
present at the output of the auditory filter. Thus, for this F0,
there is little opportunity for dip listening. However, a dis-
tinct fluctuation at a 250-Hz rate~4-ms period! remains. Fig-
ure 4~b! shows the effect of adding a noise to the CPH tone
with a relative level of218 dB, roughly the same as thresh-
old for the noise probe in the CPH masker. The noise intro-
duces an increase in the amount of fluctuation in the output,
which may serve as a detection cue. Figure 4~c! shows the
output of the sliding temporal integrator in response to a
250-Hz RPH tone with the same rms level as for Fig. 4~a!.
The overall magnitude is higher than for Fig. 4~a!, as BM
compression results in a higher overall output magnitude for
the RPH tone. However, the fluctuation in the output is
smaller than in Fig. 4~a!, because the waveform of the RPH
tone is less peaky. Figure 4~d! shows the effect of adding a
noise to the tone with a relative level of218 dB, the same
level as for Fig. 4~b!. The noise increases the fluctuation in
the output. Although the magnitude of the increase is similar
to that in Fig. 4~b!, the increase in Fig. 4~d! may be more
salient, as the ‘‘background’’ fluctuation is smaller. Note that
the decrease in ‘‘background’’ fluctuation in Fig. 4~c! relative
to Fig. 4~a! is large ~about a factor of 4! compared to the
increase in ‘‘DC’’ value~about a factor of 1.3!. Thus, even if
the DC value has some influence, the effect of the change in
background fluctuation is likely to be dominant.

To summarize this argument: the noise signal may be
detected by virtue of the increase in the amount of fluctua-
tion that it produces at the output of the sliding temporal
integrator. A similar assumption has been made in the past to
account for modulation detection thresholds, using measures
such as the variance of the output~Viemeister, 1979; Strick-
land and Viemeister, 1996!, the ratio of the highest sample
value to the lowest sample value~Green and Forrest, 1988;
Strickland and Viemeister, 1996! and the standard deviation
~Mooreet al., 1999b!. When the task is to detect an increase
in amount of fluctuation against background fluctuation, then
thresholds increase as the amount of background fluctuation
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increases~Ozimek and Sek, 1988; Wakefield and Viemeister,
1990!. Since the background fluctuation is greater for our
CPH than for our RPH masker, this could explain the higher
detection thresholds for the noise probe in the former. Note
that these arguments apply only to the 250-Hz F0. For the
62.5-Hz F0, the output of the temporal integrator shows large
dips for the CPH masker, and these would provide ample
opportunity for dip listening, as discussed earlier.

For the RPH-tone masker, threshold for detecting the
noise was approximately 5 dB lower with the 250-Hz F0
than with the 62.5-Hz F0 masker. This effect may depend on
the degree of perceptual similarity of the probe and masker.
As noted earlier, a RPH tone containing only high harmonics
sounds rather noiselike when its F0 is low, whereas it sounds
more tonelike when the F0 is high~Warren and Bashford,
1981; Robertset al., 2002!. A noise probe may be difficult to
detect in a RPH masker with a low F0 because it sounds
similar to the masker, whereas a noise probe in a RPH
masker with a higher F0 may be easier to detect because it
sounds very different from the masker.

E. Implications for perceptual coders

Perceptual coders are used to reduce the bit rate in digi-
tal audio recording and transmission systems~Brandenburg
and Stoll, 1994; Gilchrist and Grewin, 1996!. These coders
depend on the masking properties of the human ear~Moore,
1996!; the number of bits allocated to a specific frequency

band in a specific time frame~and hence the level of quan-
tization noise in that band! is determined by a calculated
masked threshold for that band in that frame, where the
masking is produced by the audio signal which is to be
coded. The goal is to reduce the quantization noise to below
masked threshold. The coders usually take into account the
fact that a noise is more easily masked by a noise than by a
tone. Hence, they have algorithms for assessing the ‘‘tonal-
ity’’ of the sound to be coded in a given frame. When the
sound is assessed to be tonal, the estimated masked threshold
is reduced relative to the case where the sound is judged to
be noiselike. To our knowledge, this reduction is a fixed
amount, independent of the overall level of the sound. Our
data suggest that, for sounds with low to medium fluctuation
rates and highly peaked waveforms, the reduction should be
level dependent, and at high levels it may need to be as large
as 30 dB. This amount of reduction is larger than typically
used in current perceptual coders.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Harmonic complex tones and noise differed in their ef-
ficiency as mutual maskers even when they had identical
long-term excitation patterns. For both synchronous and
asynchronous onsets, noise was the more effective masker.
The degree of asymmetry depended strongly on the starting
phases of the components of the complex tones. For the
CPH-tone masker with F0562.5 Hz, the asymmetry also

FIG. 4. Panel~a! shows the output of
the sliding temporal integrator~see
text for details! in response to a CPH
complex tone with F05250 Hz. Panel
~b! shows the output when a noise was
added to the CPH tone with a relative
level of 218 dB. Panel~c! shows the
output in response to a RPH complex
tone with F05250 Hz and with the
same rms level as for panel~a!. Panel
~d! shows the output when a noise was
added to the RPH tone with a relative
level of 218 dB. The magnitude val-
ues on the ordinate are all on the same
~arbitrary! scale.
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depended on the level of the masker. The level effect was
explained by BM compression, which enhances the ability to
extract information from waveform dips. There was a posi-
tive correlation between absolute threshold of individual lis-
teners and their threshold for noise in the CPH 62.5-Hz
masker; this is consistent with the hypothesis that BM com-
pression plays a role in these conditions. The results suggest
that changes may be needed in algorithms for the reduction
of bit rate in systems for the digital recording and transmis-
sion of speech and music signals.
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The external-ear transfer function for big brown bats~Eptesicus fuscus! contains two prominent
notches that vary from 30 to 55 kHz and from 70 to 100 kHz, respectively, as sound-source
elevation moves from240 to110 degrees. These notches resemble a higher-frequency version of
external-ear cues for vertical localization in humans and other mammals. However, they also
resemble interference notches created in echoes when reflected sounds overlap at short time
separations of 30–50ms. Psychophysical experiments have shown that bats actually perceive small
time separations from interference notches, and here we used the same technique to test whether
external-ear notches are recognized as a corresponding time separation, too. The bats’ performance
reveals the elevation dependence of a time-separation estimate at 25–45ms in perceived delay.
Convergence of target-shape and external-ear cues onto echo spectra creates ambiguity about
whether a particular notch relates to the object or to its location, which the bat could resolve by
ignoring the presence of notches at external-ear frequencies. Instead, the bat registers the
frequencies of notches caused by the external ear along with notches caused by the target’s structure
and employs spectrogram correlation and transformation~SCAT! to convert them all into a family
of delay estimates that includes elevation. ©2002 Acoustical Society of America.
@DOI: 10.1121/1.1466869#

PACS numbers: 43.66.Gf, 43.66.Mk, 43.80.Lb@WA#

I. INTRODUCTION

Echolocating big brown bats~Eptesicus fuscus! transmit
wideband, frequency-modulated~FM! biosonar sounds cov-
ering frequencies roughly from 20 to 100 kHz and perceive
objects from echoes of these sounds returning to the ears
~Griffin, 1958; Popper and Fay, 1995!. These bats employ
sonar for orientation in a surprisingly wide variety of situa-
tions ~Simmonset al., 2001!. The bat’s primary perceptual
dimension for registering objects is target range from the
delay of FM echoes~Simmons, 1973, 1980, 1989!. Behav-
ioral experiments have established that these bats remember
an ‘‘image’’ ~for sense of term, see Simmons, 1989! consist-
ing of an estimate for the delay of each replica of the broad-
cast included in a cluster of reflections~Simmons et al.,
1995!. Here, we examine how the acoustic properties of the
bat’s external ears contribute one component to this delay
image.

Big brown bats receive FM echoes with an integration-
time of about 300–400ms, probably originating in the band-
pass and lowpass filter stages involved in auditory transduc-
tion ~Simmonset al., 1989! and carried over in recovery
times of neural responses in the auditory brainstem~re-
viewed by Casseday and Covey, 1995; Pollak and Casseday,
1989!. Two reflected replicas of the broadcast arriving closer

together than this integration-time merge into a single sound
for purposes of detection. However, the bat’s FM sounds are
several milliseconds long, whereas the integration-time is
less than half a millisecond, so the echo waveforms can over-
lap and still be detected as separate FM sweeps. Conse-
quently, the bat’s internal representation of FM echoes must
be shorter than the sounds themselves. This representation
takes the form of an auditory spectrogram made up of seg-
ments of the FM sweeps segregated by the bandpass filters in
the cochlea and the excitatory tuning curves of auditory neu-
rons~Simmonset al., 1996!. To the bat, overlap of two ech-
oes only occurs when their respective spectrograms merge at
a time separation of 300–400ms ~Saillantet al., 1993; Sim-
monset al., 1989!.

Reflections from multiple glints interfere with each other
if they are closer together than the integration-time, and the
resulting modulation of the echo spectrum affects the perfor-
mance of bats in psychophysical discrimination experiments
~Mogdans and Schnitzler, 1990; Schmidt, 1992; Simmons
et al., 1989!. The spectrogram created by interference con-
tains peaks and notches in amplitude at specific frequencies
according to the time-separation of the reflections~see Beu-
ter, 1980; Dearet al., 1993; Mogdans and Schnitzler, 1990;
Schmidt, 1992; Saillantet al., 1993!. These notches are the
most prominent features of the interference spectrum~Altes,
1984!. For echoes arriving in the same phase, notches area!Electronic mail: james_simmons@brown.edu
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located at odd-harmonic frequencies~f n , in ratios of 1,3,5...!
given by Eq.~1!:

f n5~2n11!/2ts , where n50,1,2,3,... . ~1!

Figure 1~a! plots the frequencies of interference notches for
echo time separations from 0 to 100ms. As delay separation
increases~downward on vertical axis!, the frequencies of
particular notches become lower~leftward on horizontal
axis!, and the frequency spacing of neighboring notches be-
comes smaller~frequency spacing is the reciprocal of the
time separation!. For example, at a time separation of 10ms
there is just one notch at 50 kHz, but at a time separation of
20 ms there are two notches at 25 and 75 kHz, and at a time
separation of 40ms there are numerous notches at 12.5, 37.5,
62.5, 87.5, and 112.5 kHz. The big brown bat can directly
detect only those notches that are included in its sonar fre-
quencies@top of Fig. 1~a!#.

One interpretation of Fig. 1~a! is that interference
notches provide useful timbrelike ‘‘spectral coloration’’ to
echoes from complex objects~Neuweiler, 2000; Schmidt,
1992!. FM bats are capable of discriminating between targets
of different shape or texture whose echoes differ in their
interference spectra~Bradbury, 1970; Griffin, 1967; Haber-
setzer and Vogler, 1983; Schmidt, 1988; Simmonset al.,
1974!. However, consideration of the acoustic origin for this
spectral coloration~see Simmons and Chen, 1989! has raised
the possibility that FM bats might perceive not merely the
coloration but instead the time-separation between overlap-
ping reflections—that is, the glints themselves~Simmons,
1980!. Several different psychophysical experiments have
demonstrated unequivocally that the big brown bat indeed
does perceive and, crucially,rememberthe arrival-times of
each of the broadcast replicas embedded in the compound
reflection from multiple glints. In an ordinary echo-delay dis-
crimination procedure, big brown bats remember the delay
for both the first and the second of two echoes only 100ms

apart~Simmonset al., 1990a!. In a more sensitive procedure
employing jittered echoes, bats remember the delays of both
the first and the second echoes at separations of 10, 20, and
30 ms ~Saillantet al., 1993; Simmons, 1993!. These separa-
tions are all well inside the 300–400ms integration-time.
Tests to determine the threshold for two-point resolution of
echoes reveal that the limit is about 2ms ~Simmonset al.,
1998!.

Figures 1~c!–~f! illustrate the performance of a represen-
tative big brown bat in a jittered-echo task where the bat is
rewarded for detecting the presence of changes in the arrival-
time of alternating echoes~Simmons, 1993; Simmonset al.,
1990b!. The curves show the percentage errors made by the
bat as a function of the size of the time jitter between alter-
nating echoes. In Fig. 1~c!, the stimuli consist of a single
electronically delivered echo for each of the bat’s broadcasts,
and this single echo shifts in delay back and forth from one
broadcast to the next. If these jittering echoes really do differ
in delay, the bat detects the jitter, performing at only a few
percent errors. However, if the jitter is zero, the bat’s perfor-
mance is at chance~;50% errors!. In Fig. 1~d!, one of the
two jittering stimuli consists oftwo echoes at delays sepa-
rated by 10ms, while the other consists of only one echo.
This double echo simulates two target glints and alternates
with the single echo in the jitter task. The bat’s performance
curve in Fig. 1~d! has two peaks, one at zero and one at 10
ms, indicating that the bat remembered both of these delay
values when comparing the double and single jittering
stimuli. In Fig. 1~e!, the double echoes are separated by 20
ms, and there are two error peaks separated by 20ms. In Fig.
1~f!, the double echoes are separated by 30ms, and there are
two error peaks separated by 30ms.

Because the 10–30ms delay separations in Figs. 1~d!–
~f! are considerably shorter than the integration-time of 300–
400 ms, any information about them would have been trans-

FIG. 1. ~a! Family of curves tracing the relation be-
tween the time separation of two overlapping echoes in
ms and the frequencies of interference notches~dashed
curves!. Counting the lines from left to right, they cor-
respond ton50,1,2,...,10,11 in Eq.~1!. ~b! Inset show-
ing relation between sound-source elevation and fre-
quencies of interference notches~solid curves
superimposed on dashed curves! in the bat’s external-
ear transfer function ~data-points from 15 to
215 degrees from Fig. 2!. ~c! Percentage errors ob-
tained from a big brown bat in the jittered echo experi-
ment with single-glint replicas of the broadcast for
simulated echoesa andb @Simmonset al., 1990b; see
also Figs. 4~b!, ~e!, and~h!#. The secondary error peak
in the curve~arrow! at 35ms is the focus of the present
experiments.~d!–~f! Percentage errors obtained from
the same bat in the jittered echo experiment with over-
lapping two-glint replicas of the broadcast for simulated
echoa at time separations of 10, 20, or 30ms ~Sim-
mons, 1993!. Error peak at 0ms corresponds to the
arrival-time of simulated echoes from the first glint,
while peaks at 10ms ~d!, 20 ms ~e!, or 30ms ~f! corre-
spond to the arrival-time of simulated echoes from the
second glint.
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posed from the dimension of delay itself into the peak-and-
notch pattern along the frequency axis@Fig. 1~a!# during
convolutionof the FM sounds with the integration-time of
the auditory filters. The bat’s ability to recover numerical
delay estimates for both echoes requiresdeconvolutionto
take place subsequent to formation of auditory spectrograms
by the inner ear.@Figure 1~a! illustrates deconvolution by
determining the correct time position for some specific hori-
zontal slice of the plot given only the locations of the notches
in frequency.# This cascade of convolution and deconvolu-
tion has been modeled as spectrogram correlation and trans-
formation~SCAT; Saillantet al., 1993!. The SCAT process is
the first large-scale computational model of biosonar to use a
time-frequency representation extending all the way from the
acoustic signals to perception, while incorporating critical
aspects of auditory coding~Simmonset al., 1992, 1996!. It
goes beyond processing of single echoes to consider the for-
mation of delay-axis images for multiple-echo ‘‘scenes,’’ an
aspect of echolocation that has begun to receive attention
~Moss and Surlykke, 2001; Simmonset al., 1995!. Both co-
herent and noncoherent versions of SCAT have been devel-
oped for evaluation against the performance of bats in ex-
periments such as those illustrated in Figs. 1~c!–~f! ~Saillant,
1995!, and several important advances towards understand-
ing echolocation have been made independently by several
groups using the model~e.g., Matsuoet al., 2001; Peremans
and Hallam, 1998!. One of these advances directly affects
the experiments described here.

In the jitter performance curves there usually is a third
error peak in the region of 35ms @arrow in Fig. 1~c!# that
does not correspond to one of the nominal electronic delays.
This additional peak is the focus of the work we report here.
It was discovered in the first jitter experiment using analog
delay lines~Simmons, 1979! and confirmed in new experi-
ments using digital delay lines~Simmonset al., 1990b!. Be-
cause the time separation of the peak at zero and the addi-
tional peak at 35ms corresponds approximately to the
spacing of the central peak and the first side-peak in the
cross-correlation function ofEptesicusbiosonar sounds with
echoes~Saillantet al., 1993; Simmons, 1979!, it was initially
taken to represent the bat’s perception of this side-peak and,
thus, of the crosscorrelation function itself. In effect, the ad-
ditional peak at 35ms circumstantially appeared to represent
the bat’s perception of the phase of echoes relative to broad-
casts. This conclusion stirred much controversy because ‘‘the
mammalian’’ auditory system is widely assumed to be insen-
sitive to stimulus phase for single-frequency stimuli above a
few kiloHertz~Beedholm and Mohl, 1998; Menne and Hack-
barth, 1986; Pollak, 1993; Schnitzleret al., 1985!. The con-
troversy persisted even though the phase of wideband FM
signals is analytically very different from the phase of single-
frequency stimuli~Simmons, 1980!. Coding of FM phase
requires merely that the latency jitter of neurons registering
the timing of ultrasonic frequencies in FM sweeps be smaller
than the period at some frequencies, a condition satisfied in
existing neurophysiological data from the auditory brainstem
~Haplea et al., 1994; see Casseday and Covey, 1995!. To
address issues raised in this controversy, less circumstantial
tests for phase sensitivity were designed and incorporated

into new jitter experiments~Moss and Simmons, 1993; Sim-
mons and Grinnell, 1988; Simmonset al., 1990b!, and the
results demonstrated that big brown bats perceive delay with
information conveyed by the phase of echoes. Once the sec-
ondary error peak at 35ms no longer served as the evidence
for the bat’s perception of echo phase, the experiments re-
ported here were designed to identify whether there might be
another source of this peak.

Interference between overlapping reflections from mul-
tiple glints is not the only way that spectral notches are in-
troduced into echoes—the bat’s external ear creates notches
as echoes pass down through its structures to the eardrum.
The acoustic effects of the big brown bat’s external ear on
sound reception~Jen and Chen, 1988; Wottonet al., 1995,
1997! are much like the effects observed in humans~Asano
et al., 1990; Batteau, 1967; Blauert, 1983; Butler and Belen-
diuk, 1977; Djupesland and Zwislocki, 1973; Fisher and
Freedman, 1968; Flynn and Elliott, 1965; Hebrank and
Wright, 1974; Hiranaka and Yamasaki, 1983; Middlebrooks,
1992; Middlebrooks and Green, 1991; Shaw, 1982; Shaw
and Teranishi, 1968; Wightman and Kistler, 1989; Wright
et al., 1974!, in cats~Calford and Pettigrew, 1984; Musicant
et al., 1990; Phillips et al., 1982; Rice et al., 1992!, in
guinea pigs~Carlile and Pettigrew, 1987!, and in ferrets~Car-
lile, 1990!. In each case, the location and strength of a well-
defined peak-and-notch pattern in the spectrum of sounds
reaching the eardrum depends on the elevation of the sound
source. The primary difference between bats and other mam-
mals is in thescale of these effects—the frequencies at
which the major directional effects occur are considerably
higher in the big brown bat~at 25–90 kHz! than in humans
~at 6–12 kHz! or cats~at 8–18 kHz!, which is roughly in
keeping with the size differences of the ears in these species
~bats,cats,humans; see Guppy and Coles, 1988; Simmons,
1982!. Figure 1~b! @inset to Fig. 1~a!# shows the approximate
frequencies of notches in the directional transfer function of
the big brown bat’s external ear as thicker solid lines super-
imposed on the thinner dashed lines of Fig. 1~a! ~Wotton
et al., 1995, 1997!. Two prominent external-ear notches ap-
pear over the bat’s sonar frequencies@arrow at top of Fig.
1~a!#. They shift together in frequency according to the el-
evation of the sound source. On average, they correspond to
the placement of second- and third-order@n51 and 2 in Eq.
~1!# interference notches from time separations of about 15
to 50 ms @superimposition of solid and dashed lines in Figs.
1~a! and ~b!#.

The measurements of external-ear notches plotted in
Fig. 1~b! were made acoustically by placing a microphone at
the location of the eardrum in a detached external-ear prepa-
ration ~Wotton et al., 1995!. Behavioral measurements have
also been made of the frequency of external-ear notches in
echoes delivered to the bat from different elevations. Big
brown bats were trained to discriminate between electroni-
cally generated echoes with a notch placed in their spectrum
at a frequency of 30, 35, 40, 45, or 50 kHz and echoes
without such a notch~Wotton et al., 1996!. These echoes
were delivered to the bat from loudspeakers placed at eleva-
tions from 220 to 120 degrees~in 5-degree steps!. When
the frequency of the external-ear notch at one particular el-
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evation corresponded to the frequency of the stimulus notch
introduced electronically, the bats failed to detect the echoes
that had the electronic notch because the external-ear notch
masked its presence. Figure 2 shows the mean performance
of two bats as the percentage of errors achieved for different
electronic notch frequencies and elevations~shaded from
white at low errors to dark gray at high errors!. The diagonal
sloping band of poor performance in Fig. 2~darkest shading!
traces the perceived frequency of the external-ear notch at
different elevations from its masking effect on the electronic
notches. These frequencies have been transposed onto Fig.
1~b! as the five data points~open circles labeled15 to
215 degrees! showing external-ear notches in the coordi-
nates of the glint-interference plot of Fig. 1~a!.

The question we address here is whether the spectral
notches introduced by the bat’s external ear are caught up in
the deconvolution process, along with the interference
notches created by the glint structure of the target, and trans-
formed into an estimate of an extraneous time separation that
ought to be dependent on the elevation of the target. The
curves and data-points in Figs. 1~a! and ~b! predict that this
delay estimate should be somewhere in the region of 30 to 50
ms. Does the secondary error peak at 35ms in Fig. 1~c!
~arrow! come from notches in the frequency response of the
bat’s external ears? To test this hypothesis, in experiment 1
the jitter procedure was modified to allow for vertical move-
ment of the loudspeakers that delivered the artificial echoes.
If the location of the behavioral error peak at 35ms actually
does originate in the external ear’s response, this peak should
move to shorter times of 25–30ms for loudspeaker eleva-
tions that are 15 degrees higher because the external-ear
notches move to higher frequencies~Fig. 2!. Conversely, this

error peak should move to longer times of 40–45ms for
loudspeaker elevations that are 15 degrees lower because the
notches move to lower frequencies. Two more experiments
were done to assess the relation between external-ear notches
and notches introduced into echoes by the target, prior to
reception by the external ear. In experiment 1, the echoes
returned electronically to the bat contained frequencies from
20 to 85 kHz, nearly the full bandwidth of the bat’s FM
broadcasts. In experiment 2, the echoes were filtered to a
narrow region around 55 kHz, which excludes frequencies of
20–50 kHz and 60–100 kHz where external-ear notches are
present. In experiment 3, the echoes were filtered to a differ-
ent narrow frequency band around 45 kHz, which preserves
frequencies of 40–50 kHz where the external-ear notchesdo
occur.

II. METHOD

The experiments described here were carried out using
three bats of the speciesEptesicus fuscus~see Kurta and
Baker, 1990!, collected in houses in the State of Rhode Is-
land and Providence Plantations~identified as bats 3, 5, and
6 in Simmonset al., 1990b!. The bats were trained in a two-
choice discrimination task~2AFC; see Moss and Schnitzler,
1995! to distinguish between sonar echoes thatjittered or
alternatedin delay and echoes that werestationaryin delay.
Stimulus echoes were produced by an electronic target simu-
lator incorporated into the two-choice behavioral procedure.
Figure 3 shows the psychophysical paradigm for jittering-
echo experiments~Simmonset al., 1990b!. Each bat was
trained to sit on an elevated, Y-shaped platform and broad-
cast echolocation sounds towards the left and right to find an
electronically simulated target that appeared to alternate in
target range from one sonar emission to the next. This jitter-
ing target ~represented by echoesa and b in Fig. 3! was
presented either on the bat’s left or the bat’s right in the
two-choice task, with the stationary target (c) presented on
the other side. The bat was rewarded with a piece of a meal-
worm offered in forceps for every correct response, which
was to move forward towards to the jittering target~arrow!.
Responses to the stationary~nonjittering! stimulus were not
rewarded, and a brief time-out period was introduced before
proceeding to the next trial.

The target simulator is described in detail elsewhere,
together with various procedures developed to calibrate it
and eliminate stimulus artifacts that might interfere with the
bat’s use of echo delay as the chief cue for the discrimination
~Simmons, 1993; Simmonset al., 1990b!. These sources also
describe the use of amplitude-latency trading to demonstrate
that the curve in Fig. 1~c! represents perceived values of
delay that depend on the latencies of neural responses rather
than spurious performance not involving perception of delay
itself ~Beedholm and Mohl, 1998; Menneet al., 1989; Pol-
lak, 1993; Schnitzleret al., 1985!. The experiments reported
here involve only the use of digital electronic delays.

The jittering echoes~a alternating withb in Fig. 3! and
stationary echoes~c alternating withc! were simulated elec-
tronically by picking up the bat’s sonar transmissions with
two Brüel & Kjaer Model 4138 condenser microphones~m
in Fig. 3!, amplifying and filtering the signals with Rockland

FIG. 2. Surface plot of mean percentage errors made by two big brown bats
in experiments on detection of a spectral notch at 30, 35, 40, 45, or 50 kHz
in artificial echoes delivered from elevations of220 to 120 degrees~Wot-
ton et al., 1996!. Darkest shade shows highest errors; lightest shade shows
lowest errors. The sloping shaded region traces the frequencies at which
masking shows that the bats perceive the external-ear notch for different
elevations.
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Model 442 variable bandpass filters normally set to a pass-
band from 15 to 100 kHz, and then returning these recorded
sounds back to the bat from two RCA Type 112343 electro-
static loudspeakers (s). The echoes produced by this means
were timed to arrive at appropriate delays following the bat’s
transmissions to mimic echoes from a target at a specific
distance. The microphones (m) and loudspeakers (s) were
about 20 cm from the bat’s observing position on the
Y-shaped platform, so the acoustic travel time from the bat to
the microphones and then back from the loudspeakers was
about 1.16 ms. The total delay of echoes was regulated by
adding an electronic delay to this propagation delay, assum-
ing that each centimeter of simulated target range would re-
quire 58ms more delay. In the experiments, the overall delay
of echoes from the simulated stationary target (c) was fixed
3.275 ms, which corresponds to a distance of about 56 cm.
The jittering echoes~a andb! were presented at delays that
were centered on 3.275 ms but were shifted by6 half the
jitter interval (6Dt/2) around that value~Simmonset al.,
1990b!. The stimuli are described later in terms of the size of
the jitter interval because this is the principal independent
variable being manipulated, but the absolute echo delays
used to achieve different amounts of jitter always were ar-
ranged around 3.275 ms.

The delay of stimulus echoes was adjusted electronically
using digital delay devices~delay in Fig. 3! that sampled the
bat’s signals at 730 kHz~12-bit accuracy! and then stored
them for a preset time in a buffer memory before playing
them back through a digital-to-analog converter. Because the

numerical value of delay depends only on digital control of
the address of the word being read out from the memory
through the D-to-A converter, no delay-dependent changes in
the spectrum of echoes were introduced by the digital delay
lines, so no apparatus-related artifacts are suspected~see
Beedholm and Mohl, 1998!. The left and right channels of
the simulator each contained two digital programmable delay
lines for presenting echoes at any desired times from 0 to
about 41 ms following emissions, and associated electronic
components were used to switch one or another of these
delay-lines on for each of the bat’s broadcasts~Simmons
et al., 1990b!. The critical feature of these jittered-echo ex-
periments is that this switching system delivered onlyone
electronic echo to the bat for each sonar broadcast. Depend-
ing on whether the left or right microphone received the
stronger signal for any of the bat’s broadcasts, only the cor-
responding left or right delay system and loudspeaker was
activated to deliver an echo. Succcessive broadcasts yielded
echoes only from the channel the bat aimed its sounds to-
wards. This contingency requires the bat to remember the
delay of one echo for comparison with the delay of the next
to detect whether jitter is present. The jittering stimulus was
created by setting the delays of the echoes for successive
broadcasts (a, b) so that they alternated back and forth over
the jitter interval (Dt). The stationary stimulus (c) was cre-
ated by setting the delays so that successive echoes always
had the same delay. Both the stationary and the jittering
stimuli were generated by alternately switching the bat’s
broadcasts between delay values created by two different
delay-lines; whether the stimuli jittered depended only the
values of delay actually selected digitally, not on whether the
signal passed through any one piece of hardware.

The frequency response for the left and right channels of
the target simulator was limited by the loudspeakers to a
range from 20 kHz to about 85 kHz~Simmonset al., 1990b!,
but it could be further restricted to a narrower range by re-
setting the bandpass filters to any desired high- and lowpass
cut-off frequencies. The highest frequency present in the
sounds reaching the bat’s ears was about 85 kHz, for a Ny-
quist sampling frequency of 170 kHz. The actual digital sam-
pling frequency of the apparatus was about 730 kHz, which
is much higher than the Nyquist frequency to be sure that the
time-series sound-pressure waveform of simulated sonar ech-
oes would be faithfully reproduced in the analog signals de-
livered to the loudspeakers.~Whereas sampling at the Ny-
quist frequency is the minimum adequate to determine the
bat signal’s spectrum, sampling at rates several times the
Nyquist frequency is necessary to reproduce its cycle-by-
cycle waveform.!

At the beginning of the jitter experiment, the jitter inter-
val (Dt) was set to a value in the range of 50 to 70ms, which
is easy for bats to detect—they normally achieve about
90%–95% correct responses~Simmons, 1979; Simmons
et al., 1990b!. The size of this interval then was reduced
gradually from 50–70ms to 0ms in steps of approximately 5
ms. On two occasions, a smaller delay step-size of 2.5ms
was used to interpose a data-point between two 5-ms points
because the performance of the bat suggested that a smaller
interval would better capture an intervening peak in perfor-

FIG. 3. Diagram of the jittered-echo procedure and the two-choice psycho-
physical method for determining the shape of the bat’s echo-delay images in
terms of the delays the images are perceived to contain~Simmonset al.,
1990b!. The bat sits on the Y-shaped platform, broadcasts sonar sounds into
microphones (m), whose output signals are delayed and then returned to the
bat as simulated echoes from one of the two loudspeakers (s) according to
which microphone the bat aims its sounds towards. If delivered from the
jittering channel, the delays of successive echoes alternate between two
values (a, b); if from the stationary channel, the delays are fixed (c).
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mance that was straddled by the 5-ms interval. The 5-ms step
size was the largest interval used because it is shorter than
the Nyquist sampling interval for the stimuli. The data from
the jitter discrimination experiments consist of the mean per-
formance of each bat on 40 to 60 trials conducted at each
jitter interval before moving to the next smaller interval in
the series. To display the results, the percentage of correct
responses or errors for each bat was graphed as a function of
the size of the jitter interval (Dt) from 50–70ms down to 0
ms in steps of 5ms. During the course of this decreasing
series of jitter intervals, the bat’s performance eventually
reaches chance, about 50% correct responses, when the jitter
interval is zero. However, the level of performance does not
decline monotonically to chance; instead it passes through a
region of poor performance around 35ms @arrow in Fig. 1~c!#
and then recovers again for jitter intervals from 25ms down
to very near 0ms.

To assess the possible role of the external ear in causing
the bat to make errors at certain jitter intervals, the positions
of the loudspeakers on the bat’s left and right~s in Fig. 3!
were changed by615 degrees in elevation relative to the
bat. The Y-shaped platform used for two-choice tests was
tilted downward at an angle of 15–20 degrees to accommo-
date the bat’s inclined stance on its thumbs and feet with the
wings folded. While the bat stood on the platform for its
response on each trial, its head and body were not parallel to
the plane of the platform but were held at an angle about 10
degrees higher, as estimated from photographs, which left
the eye–nostril plane of the bat’s head still tilted about 5
degrees below the horizontal. The loudspeakers used in the
basic jitter experiments~Simmonset al., 1990b! protruded
10 degrees above the plane of the platform, and the bat’s
posture and movements kept the eye–nostril plane about 5
degrees above the loudspeakers, which placed the micro-
phones roughly in line with the bat’s open mouth. The nor-
mal position of the loudspeakers thus was at an elevation of
about25 degrees relative to the bat’s head.

III. EXPERIMENT 1

A. Hypothesis

Experiment 1 explicitly tested the possibility that the
region of poor performance around 35ms in Fig. 1~c! ~arrow!
is elevation dependent by repeated the basic jitter experiment
for jitter values in this region~20–50ms depending on the
bat! using different elevations of the loudspeakers~s!. The
essential experimental manipulation was to change the posi-
tion of these loudspeakers by moving them either 15 degrees
higher or 15 degrees lower than normal. The three loud-
speaker positions were designated by their elevations as
110, 25, and220 degrees relative to the bat’s eye–nostril
plane. It is unlikely that serial order effects are present be-
cause the three bats were run at different times interspersed
among different jitter experiments that measured acuity in
the submicrosecond range, performance for echo phase
shifts, or acuity as a function of changes in echo bandwidth
controlled by the bandpass filters in the microphone circuit
~Simmonset al., 1990b!.

B. Results

Three Eptesicus~3, 5, and 6! completed experiment 1
with the loudspeakers moved upward or downward by 15
degrees from their normal position at25 degrees relative to
the bat’s head in its posture on the platform. Figure 4 shows
the results for each bat at each elevation of the loudspeakers.
The middle row of graphs@Figs. 5~b!, ~e!, and ~h!; black
lines, black circles# shows the basic jitter discrimination per-
formance for each of these bats at loudspeaker positions of
25 degrees elevation~see Simmonset al., 1990b!. The
curve for each bat shows errors in the range of only 5%–
10% for jitter intervals (Dt) from 50 ms down to 40ms
~performance was also this good for jitter intervals.50ms!,
with a region of poorer performance of 20%–30% errors at
30 to 35ms, and good performance again at jitter intervals
from 25 ms down to only 5ms. At 0 ms, performance was

FIG. 4. Results of experiment 1: Graphs showing the
jittering-echo discrimination performance~percentage
errors; black lines, black circles! of three big brown
bats~bats 3, 5, and 6! with loudspeakers at elevations of
110, 25, and 220 degrees. The curves from the
middle plots ~b, e, h! showing performance at
25 degrees are repeated~gray lines, gray circles! in the
upper ~a, d, g! and lower ~c, f, i! plots to facilitate
comparisons. The bats all perform near chance~50%!
when the jittering echoes have the same delay,Dt
50 ms, and they also all have a secondary region of
poor performance atDt525 to 45ms. For all three bats
the location of this secondary peak depends on the el-
evation of the loudspeakers.
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always near chance, or 50%, thus forming the primary peak
in the error curve. Each bat also exhibited a second, lower
peak in the error curve at 30–35ms when the loudspeaker
was at an elevation of25 degrees relative to its head.

The top row of graphs@Figs. 4~a!, ~d!, and ~g!; black
lines, black circles# shows the change in performance of
these same three bats in the region of the secondary error
peak when the loudspeakers were moved up to an elevation
of 110 degrees.~For each bat, the gray lines with gray
circles repeat the data from25 degrees elevation to facilitate
comparison of results by eye.! There is a shift in the location
of the secondary region of poor performance to shorter time
values, from 30–35ms to 25–30ms. The bottom row of
graphs @Figs. 4~c!, ~f!, and ~i!; black lines, black circles#
shows the performance of the bats when the loudspeakers
were moved down to an elevation of220 degrees.~Again,
the gray lines with gray circles repeat the data from
25 degrees elevation.! Here there is a shift in the location of
the secondary region of poor performance to longer time
values, from 30–35ms to 35–45ms. For all three bats, the
secondary error peak in the performance curve marked by
the arrow in Fig. 1~c! shifted to shorter time values for the
higher loudspeaker elevation and longer time values for the
lower elevation. Pooling data from all three bats, the ex-
change of the peak in the error curves between locations over
a span of 5ms from25 to 110 degrees and again from25
to 220 degrees is statistically significant using the binominal
distribution for 2AFC data.

C. Discussion

For each bat, the location of the secondary error peak in
Fig. 4 depends systematically on the vertical position of the
loudspeakers. In each case, the peak was shifted by about 5
ms in the direction predicted from the external-ear transfer
function ~Fig. 2!. The higher external-ear notch frequency
associated with higher elevations~Fig. 1! leads to a shorter
time value, while the lower notch frequency at lower eleva-
tions leads to a longer time value. Moreover, the locations of
the error peaks along the time axis in Fig. 4 are approxi-
mately where they would be expected from reading the time
values associated with the five data-points on the
interference-notch graph in Figs. 1~a! and~b!. Depending on

elevation, the expected range of time values is roughly
30–50ms from the vertical axis of Fig. 1~a!, while the error
peaks actually are located at values of 25–45ms. To a first
approximation, big brown bats appear to treat the notch in
the external-ear transfer function at frequencies of 30–50
kHz as though it were a second-order interference notch in
the echoes@n51 in Eq. ~1!#, and they engage this notch in
their deconvolution process~Saillant et al., 1993; Simmons
et al., 1996! when they transform the time-frequency struc-
ture of echoes into remembered delays.

IV. EXPERIMENT 2

A. Hypothesis

The echoes used as stimuli in experiment 1 had almost
the full bandwidth of the bat’s FM biosonar sounds, limited
only by the frequency response of the loudspeakers in the
highest-frequency region~see Simmonset al., 1990b!. Echo
frequencies extended from 20 kHz to about 85 kHz, which
includes the frequencies of spectral notches produced by the
external ear@Fig. 1~b!#. What happens to the bat’s perfor-
mance when the frequency range of the external-ear notches
is deliberately removed from echoes prior to reception? In
experiment 2, electronic echoes were restricted to the region
of 55 kHz using the Rockland Model 442 variable bandpass
filters already part of the microphone circuit. All echoes~a,
b, and c in Fig. 3! were filtered identically and then in-
creased in overall amplitude by 2 dB to compensate for the
measured loss in signal strength at the 55-kHz center fre-
quency of the passband due to the filters’ characteristics. The
narrow passband thus affected the jittering and stationary
echoes alike. The filters gave 24-dB/oct rolloffs to yield 3-dB
lowpass and highpass cutoffs at frequencies of about 50 and
60 kHz, respectively. Using these filter settings, the jitter
experiment was carried out with the loudspeakers at the nor-
mal elevation of25 degrees. This 55-kHz band is special
because it excludes the frequency region around 40–45 kHz
where the bat’s most prominent external-ear notch occurs at
a loudspeaker elevation of25 degrees~see Fig. 2!. In the
absence of a recognizable external-ear notch at 40–45 kHz
and also at frequencies above 60 kHz~because this notch
region is obliterated from 55-kHz echoes, too!, we hypoth-
esized that the bat should perceive only those delay separa-
tions that satisfy the impulse response for band-limited ech-
oes at 55 kHz. The jitter performance curve should contain
multiple error peaks at a nominal spacing of approximately
1/55 kHz518ms. In other respects, experiment 2 was con-

ducted exactly as was experiment 1.

B. Results

Two of the bats~bats 3 and 5! went through experiment
2 with the loudspeakers at the normal elevation of
25 degrees. Figures 5~a! and ~b! show both bats’ perfor-
mance in the 55-kHz band-limited condition~black lines,
black circles! compared to performance with practically the
full bandwidth of the bat’s sounds@gray lines, gray circles;
taken from Figs. 4~b! and ~e!, respectively#. @Data for bat 3
were given in Fig. 11 of Simmonset al. ~1990b!.# Consis-
tently for both bats, the shape of the performance curve for

FIG. 5. Results of experiment 2: Graphs~a, b! showing the jittering-echo
discrimination performance~percentage errors; black lines, black circles! of
two big brown bats~bats 3 and 5! with loudspeakers at an elevation of
25 degrees and echoes restricted to around 55 kHz. The bat’s performance
at 25-degree elevation with the full bandwidth of echoes@gray lines, gray
circles, from Figs. 4~b! and~e!# is shown to facilitate comparisons. Both bats
shift the pattern of error peaks from 0 and 30–35ms ~gray! to 0, 20, and
35–40ms ~black!.
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narrow-band 55-kHz echoes is different from that obtained in
the same task with broadband echoes. In Fig. 5, instead of a
main error peak at 0ms and a single secondary error peak at
30–35 ~gray!, there is a main peak at 0ms and secondary
peaks located at 20ms and 35–45ms ~black!. Each peak is
well defined, being surrounded by a low error rate on its
flanks. These error peaks represent statistically significant
departures from the low error rates prevailing at intermediate
delays using the binomial distribution.

C. Discussion

When the bandwidth of echoes is restricted to 50–60
kHz, they simulate a periodic impulse response with a series
of peaks at times of 0,18,36,54,...ms. The locations of these
theoretical peaks are indicated in Figs. 5~a! and ~b! by the
horizontal dashed lines~with black circles at 18-ms separa-
tions!. In these same plots, the jitter performance curves for
the two bats in experiment 2 have multiple error peaks at 0,
20, and 35–40ms. The bats’ performance thus corresponds
approximately to the simulated target impulse response. The
elevation-dependent error peak, formerly located at about 35
ms for an elevation of25 degrees, is no longer present, pre-
sumably because the external-ear notches that signify inter-
ference at a delay separation of 35ms are no longer recog-
nizable in the echoes due to the wholesale absence of
frequencies below 50 kHz and above 60 kHz.

V. EXPERIMENT 3

A. Hypothesis

The echoes in experiment 2 were restricted to the region
of 55 kHz to exclude frequencies from 20 to 50 kHz and
from 60 to 100 kHz, thereby preventing echoes from con-
taining the frequency regions most important for conveying
external-ear notches. The echoes used in Experiment 3 were
band-limited, too, but this time to a frequency of 40 kHz. In
this case the Rockland filters gave 24-dB/octave rolloffs with
3-dB lowpass and highpass cutoff points at about 35 and 45
kHz, respectively. This passband gave continuous coverage
of frequencies where the bat’s most prominent external-ear
notch occurs at loudspeaker elevations of 0° to210° ~Fig.
2!, and appreciable coverage was present over a somewhat
wider band of frequencies occupied by the notch at eleva-
tions from at least15° to 215°. Again, in experiment 3,
all echoes~a, b, and c in Fig. 3! were filtered identically
and then increased in overall amplitude by 2 dB to compen-
sate for the measured loss in signal strength at the 40-kHz
center frequency. The target impulse response simulated by
these echoes has an average period of 1/40 kHz525ms,
with a main peak at 0ms followed by a series of side peaks
at 0,25,50,75...ms.

Figure 6 illustrates our hypothesis of what would be
expected in experiment 3 from using the 40-kHz narrow-
band echoes in the jitter experiment. If the bat’s performance
curve is determined by the target impulse response, we
would expect to see a series of error peaks at 0, 25, and 50
ms on the horizontal axis of Fig. 7~horizontal dashed line
with three black circles separated by 25-ms intervals at the
top of the graph!. The black curve in Fig. 6 shows the ap-

proximate percentage errors that a bat should achieve in ex-
periment 3. Besides the three error peaks at 0, 25, and 50ms,
this solid curve has three additional error peaks representing
the delays derived from spectral notches introduced by the
external ear. At the normal loudspeaker elevation of
25 degrees, the expected external-ear delay should be
30–35ms, based on the single secondary error peak at 30 to
35 ms in Figs. 4~b!, ~e!, and~h!. In experiment 3, this single
secondary peak should be replaced by a series of secondary
peaks separated by 25-ms intervals and offset to the right of
zero by 30–35ms ~horizontal dashed line with three black
circles at the middle of Fig. 6!. These additional peaks
should shadow the main peaks and appear to follow them 10
ms later, at 10, 25, and 60ms on the time axis of Fig. 6.~The
real offset of the external-ear peaks is 35ms, but each
external-ear peak winds up only 10ms later than the nearest
peak from the simulated target’s impulse response.! Knowing
that 55-kHz echoes leads to error peaks at 0, 20, and 35–40
ms in experiment 2, the prediction of three error peaks at 0,
25, and 50ms in experiment 3 should come as no surprise.
However, the bat’s external ear contributes three additional
predicted error peaks at 10, 35, and 60ms, which is a more
complicated result. If these additional peaks do occur in ex-
periment 3 for a loudspeaker elevation of25 degrees~black
curve in Fig. 6!, then a test of whether they originate in
external-ear notches would be to repeat the 40-kHz experi-
ment at a different loudspeaker elevation, just as was done in
experiment 1 for broadband echoes. The gray curve in Fig. 6
shows expected results for the 40-kHz echoes with the loud-
speaker at an elevation of220 degrees instead of
25 degrees. The target-related error peaks in the25 degrees
hypothetical performance curve at 0, 25, and 50ms ~black
curve! should remain in the same locations for an elevation
of 220 degrees~gray curve!, but the external-ear peaks at

FIG. 6. Graph showing the jitter discrimination performance~percentage
errors! expected to occur if the simulated echoes are filtered to a narrow
band around 40 kHz~3-dB points at 35 and 45 kHz! for loudspeaker eleva-
tions of 25 degrees~black curve! and220 degrees~gray curve!. The basis
for this prediction is that the simulated target impulse response contains a
series of peaks separated by 25ms ~horizontal dashed line with black circles
at top of plot! plus an added series of peaks shifted to the right by the
external-ear reverberation delay of 35ms, and still separated by 25ms ~hori-
zontal dashed line with black circles at middle of plot!. Experiment 3 tests
whether the bat’s performance contains this configuration of peaks, and
whether the peaks corresponding to the external-ear reverberation change
with loudspeaker elevation~black curveversusgray curve!.
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10, 35, and 60ms should move to the right by about 5ms to
locations of 15, 40, and 65ms ~gray curve; see short hori-
zontal arrows in Fig. 6!. This outcome is what would be
expected if the external-ear delay increased from 35 to 40
ms, as it did in experiment 1. Experiment 3 was carried out
with loudspeaker elevations of25 and220 degrees using
echoes filtered to the 35–45-kHz frequency band and jitter
intervals from 0 to 45–70ms. In other respects, experiment 3
was conducted exactly as was experiment 1.

B. Results

Two of the bats~bats 3 and 5! completed experiment 3.
One bat~bat 3! finished all trials at25- and 220-degree
loudspeaker elevations, while the other bat~bat 5! finished
all trials at the25-degree elevation and trials from 0 to 45
ms at the elevation of220 degrees. Figure 7 shows the per-

formance of bats 3 and 5 in experiment 3 at loudspeaker
elevations of 25 degrees @Figs. 7~c! and ~f!# and
220 degrees@Figs. 7~d! and ~g!#, for comparison with data
from experiment 1@Figs. 7~a, d! and~b, e!#. Consistently for
both bats, the shape of the performance curve for 40-kHz
narrow-band echoes at25 degrees is different from the
curve obtained in the same task with broadband echoes, and
different, too, than the curve obtained for echoes band-
limited to 55 kHz. Instead of a main error peak at 0ms and a
single secondary error peak at 30–35ms ~for the broadband
echoes at an elevation of25 degrees!, there are multiple
peaks located at 0, 10, 25, 35, 50, and 60ms @Figs. 7~c! and
~f!#. These peaks represent statistically significant departures
from the low level of errors expected at locations away from
0 ms using the binomial distribution.

C. Discussion

When the bandwidth of echoes is restricted to 35–45
kHz, they simulate a periodic target impulse response with a
series of peaks at times of 0,25,50,...ms. The locations of
these theoretical peaks are indicated in Fig. 6 by the upper
horizontal dashed line with black circles at 25-ms separa-
tions. Preserving the frequencies of the most prominent
external-ear notch in these narrow-band echoes should lead
to a complex impulse response for the stimuli at the bat’s
eardrum with additional peaks offset from the target’s peaks
by 35ms. Their locations are indicated in Fig. 6 by the lower
horizontal dashed line with black circles for external-ear re-
verberation delay. Comparing Figs. 7~a! and ~d! with Figs.
7~c! and ~f!, the bats’ performance curves for a loudspeaker
elevation of25 degrees change from one primary error peak
at 0 ms plus a secondary peak at 30–35ms for broadband
echoes to a complex pattern of multiple error peaks at 0, 10,
25, 35, 50, and 60ms for 40-kHz narrow-band echoes. This
arrangement of peaks is consistent with the prediction~black
curve in Fig. 6! that both the simulated target impulse re-
sponse and the external-ear reverberation time should con-
tribute to the shape of the jitter performance curve. More-
over, when the loudspeakers were moved from25 degrees
to an elevation of220 degrees, the error peaks at 0, 25, and
50 ms remained in place@Figs. 7~d! and ~g!# while the error
peaks at 10, 40, and 60ms each shifted to the right by about
5 ms to 15, 40, and 65ms @following the sloping dashed
arrows in Figs. 7~d! and~g!#. This new arrangement of peaks
also is consistent with the prediction~black and gray curves
in Fig. 6! that both the simulated target impulse response and
the elevation-dependent external-ear reverberation time con-
tribute to the shape of the jitter performance curve. Note that
the movement of the three putative secondary external-ear
error peaks in experiment 3 is the same as the movement of
the single putative secondary external-ear error peak in ex-
periment 1~compare sloping arrows connecting the different
plots in Fig. 7!.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The primary outcome of experiments 1–3 concerns the
nature of the biosonar images perceived by big brown bats.
Taken together, the results demonstrate that the notches in

FIG. 7. Results of experiment 3: Graphs showing the jittering-echo discrimi-
nation performance~percentage errors; black lines, black circles! of two big
brown bats~bats 3 and 5! with loudspeakers at elevations of25 and
220 degrees and echoes restricted to around 40 kHz. The top two rows of
plots ~a, b and d, e! show performance for the full bandwidth of echoes
~20–85 kHz! from experiment 1@Figs. 4~b!, ~c!, ~e!, and~f!# for comparison.
The bottom two rows of plots~c, d, f, g! show performance for the narrow-
band echoes~35–45 kHz! in experiment 3. The bats perform near chance
~50%! when the jittering echoes (a, b) have the same delay,Dt50 ms, and,
when the loudspeakers are at25 degrees~c, f!, they also have multiple
secondary peaks of poor performance atDt510, 25, 35, 50, and 60ms.
When the loudspeakers are at220 degrees~d, g!, the bats also have mul-
tiple secondary peaks of poor performance atDt515, 25, 40, 50, and 65ms.
The series of peaks at 0, 25, and 50ms do not shift with loudspeaker
elevation, while the series of peaks at 10, 35, and 60ms shift to the right by
5 ms ~sloping arrows in c, d and f, g! when the loudspeakers are moved 15°
down. The single secondary error peak in experiment 1 also shifts by 5ms
~sloping arrow in a, b and d, e! when the loudspeakers are moved 15 degrees
down.
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the directional transfer function for the big brown bat’s ex-
ternal ear are treated the same way as interference notches
introduced into echoes by multiple reflections from the tar-
get. They are caught up in the SCAT deconvolution process
that underlies wideband biosonar imaging and converted into
numerical estimates for time separations. The bat’s percep-
tion of delay estimates derived from the external ear’s acous-
tic properties as well as from the target’s glints confirms that
the big brown bat’s images correspond approximately to the
impulse response of the target-range scene constructed from
echoes reaching the eardrum~Simmonset al., 1992; Sim-
mons, 1989, 1996!. Given the limitation on purely time-
domain representation from the long integration-time of echo
reception, we conclude that this impulse response arises from
time-frequency SCAT computations carried out by the audi-
tory nervous system~Saillant et al., 1993; Sanderson and
Simmons, 2000, 2002; Simmonset al., 1996!. Inasmuch as
the perceived delays are manifested as error peaks in the
performance curves from jittered-echo experiments, these
curves are themselves plots of the impulse response of the
stimuli, obtained by using the bat as a time-frequency pro-
cessor.

The appearance of error peaks at approximately the pre-
dicted, elevation-dependent delay values of 25–50ms in ex-
periment 1 shows that perceived values of delay derived
from the external-ear response can be expected to occur for
bats echolocating in natural conditions, where they receive
essentially the full bandwidth of echoes from targets at dis-
tances up to several meters. The failure of additional error
peaks~besides those related to the target! to occur in experi-
ment 2 with narrow-band echoes shows that their manifesta-
tion is tied to reception of frequencies containing external-
ear notches. The reappearance of the elevation-dependent
error peaks in experiment 3 shows that the narrow-band con-
dition itself is not the reason for the disappearance of the
peaks in experiment 2. Instead, their disappearance is due to
removal of frequencies containing external-ear notches. The
complicated result obtained in experiment 3 shows that each
of the target-related delay estimates, derived from the timing
and interference of replicas of the broadcast impinging on
the external ears, comes to be associated with corresponding
delay estimates that depend on the elevation of the target.

Because spectral notches in echoes have more than one
source, they are ambiguous indicators of the acoustic envi-
ronment to the bat. Echolocating big brown bats certainly are
exposed to masking between elevation and perceived spec-
tral features—they cannot detect a notch at a particular fre-
quency in the spectrum of echoes if the sounds arrive from
an elevation where the external-ear transfer function places
its own notch at the same frequency~Wottonet al., 1996; see
Fig. 2!. Convergence of both the target’s glints and the ex-
ternal ears on the echo spectrum creates uncertainty about
whether any particular spectral notch signifies information
about the target’s shape or about its elevation. However, dur-
ing aerial pursuits FM bats do not exhibit any obvious defi-
cits in the accuracy of vertical localization of airborne targets
related to their shape~although careful observations might
disclose them!. Moreover, FM bats maneuver successfully
through complex obstacle arrays~Schnitzler and Henson,

1980; Simmonset al., 1995! or perform unexpectedly diffi-
cult tasks in nature~Simmonset al., 2001! where there is
great scope for multiple reflections to interfere with each
other while simultaneously the external ears introduce
notches into echoes according to elevation, so they might
have developed methods for resolving ambiguous spectral
cues, presumably by exploiting characteristics of their audi-
tory representation of FM broadcasts and echoes.

The SCAT model of auditory processing in FM biosonar
is a hybrid computational system that creates parallel/
convergent time-domain and frequency-domain representa-
tions ~Saillant, 1995; Saillantet al., 1993!. SCAT’s parallel
time and frequency representations offer computational ad-
vantages if information can be passed back and forth be-
tween the two domains during processing~Simmonset al.,
1992!. The logic is that the time-domain~impulse response!
and frequency-domain~spectral! representations are both
multi-valued functions, but in certain instances each can be
transformed into a single value of the other. For example, a
series of spectral notches, which requires a whole sequence
of frequency-amplitude coefficients for its description, often
can be represented by a single time separation, assuming that
the notches are created by interference@Fig. 1~a!#. In the
course of a recent investigation aimed at improving the
SCAT model, the potential ambiguity between interference
notches and external-ear notches was directly addressed by
exploiting back-and-forth convergences in the dual SCAT ar-
chitecture to mitigate crosstalk between the target’s glints
and its elevation, at least for targets having a simple glint
structure~Matsuoet al., 2001!. One way to resolve this am-
biguity would be to block out a specific region of frequencies
in echoes to be reserved for registering the elevation of tar-
gets from external-ear notch cues by ignoring notches at
these frequencies as far as target reconstruction is concerned.
Target impulse responses derived from SCAT would be in-
complete due to the deliberate exclusion of notches at these
‘‘forbidden’’ frequencies, but there would be reduced confu-
sion between target shape and elevation. This recent study
achieved an ingenious solution by exchanging information
between the time- and frequency-domains in several stages
~see especially Fig. 5 in Matsuoet al., 2001!—~1! blocking
out echo frequencies associated with the most prominent
external-ear notch~see Fig. 2!, ~2! estimating the target im-
pulse response from the pattern of notches in the remainder
of the echo spectrum,~3! sharpening the peak of this incom-
plete impulse response and transforming it back into the fre-
quency domain to estimate only the target’s contribution to
the spectrum, including the forbidden frequencies,~4! trans-
forming this purified target-related spectrum back into the
time domain, and~5! subtracting the purified target impulse
response from the more complex impulse response obtained
from the original echo spectrum before blocking, which in-
cludes both the target and the external ear’s effects, to leave
a residue that isolates the external ear’s effects. Otherwise,
the most conservative conclusion is that the results obtained
in experiments 1–3 just shift the locus of target versus
external-ear ambiguity from the frequency domain, where
common practice finds it convenient to describe the stimuli,
to the time domain, where the results show thatEptesicus
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may actually perceive the ambiguity to exist. The broader
conclusion is that the characteristics of the external-ear re-
sponse may beincorporated into perception of target range
itself by becoming attached to the object as a sort of ghost
glint at an elevation-dependent time separation. To the bat,
sonar targets thus may be perceived as having glints at spe-
cific delays for the purpose of determining their elevation,
which is a different proposition than just that elevation is
determined from the frequencies of notches in the external-
ear transfer function.
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It has been postulated that the central auditory system contains an array of modulation filters, each
responsive to a different range of modulation frequencies present at the outputs of the~peripheral!
auditory filters. In the present experiments, we tested what we call the ‘‘dip hypothesis,’’ that a gap
in modulation is detected using the ‘‘dip’’ in the output of the modulation filter tuned to the
modulator frequency. In experiment 1, the task was to detect a gap in the sinusoidal amplitude
modulation imposed on a 4-kHz carrier. The modulator preceding the gap ended with a
positive-going zero-crossing. There were three conditions, differing in the phase at which the
modulator started at the end of the gap; zero-phase, at a positive-going zero-crossing;p-phase, at a
negative-going zero-crossing; and ‘‘preserved’’ phase, at the phase the modulator would have had if
it had continued without interruption. Modulation frequencies were 5, 10, 20, and 40 Hz.
Psychometric functions for detection of the gap were measured using a two-alternative
forced-choice task. For the zero-phase and preserved-phase conditions, the detectability index,d8,
increased monotonically with increasing gap duration. For thep-phase condition, performance was
good (d8.1) for small gap durations, and initially worsened with increasing gap duration, before
improving again for longer gap durations. This is the pattern of results expected from the dip
hypothesis, provided that the modulation filters have Q values of 2 or more. However, it is also
possible that a rhythm cue was used to improve performance in thep-phase condition for short gap
durations; the introduction of the gap markedly disrupted the regular rhythm produced by the
modulator peaks. In experiment 2, the rhythm cue was disrupted by varying the modulator period
randomly around its nominal value, except for the modulator periods immediately before and after
the gap. This markedly impaired performance, and resulted in psychometric functions that were very
similar for the zero-phase andp-phase conditions. This pattern of results is inconsistent with the dip
hypothesis. For both experiments, modulation gap ‘‘thresholds’’ (d8'1) were roughly constant
when expressed as a proportion of the modulator period. Possible mechanisms of modulation gap
detection are discussed and evaluated. ©2002 Acoustical Society of America.
@DOI: 10.1121/1.1474445#

PACS numbers: 43.66.Mk, 43.66.Nm, 43.66.Ba@MRL#

I. INTRODUCTION

The perception of amplitude changes has often been
modeled by a sequence of stages, including a bank of band-
pass filters~the auditory filters!, each followed by a nonlin-
ear device and a ‘‘smoothing’’ device. Usually, the smooth-
ing device is thought of as occurring after the auditory
nerve; it is assumed to reflect a relatively central process.
The output of the smoothing device is fed to a decision de-
vice. The smoothing device has been modeled by a low-pass
filter ~Viemeister, 1979! or by a sliding temporal integrator
~temporal window! ~Festen and Plomp, 1981; Mooreet al.,
1988; Plack and Moore, 1990; Oxenham and Moore, 1994!.
However, more recently it has been proposed that modula-
tion perception depends on a second stage of filtering in the
auditory system~Dauet al., 1997a, b!. It is assumed that the
envelopes of the outputs of the auditory filters are fed to a

second array of overlapping bandpass filters tuned to differ-
ent envelope modulation rates. This set of filters is usually
called a ‘‘modulation filter bank’’~MFB!. The concept of the
MFB implies that the auditory system performs a limited
resolution spectral analysis of the envelope at the output of
each auditory filter.

The MFB is assumed to exist in a specialized part of the
brain that contains an array of neurons each tuned to a dif-
ferent modulation rate~Martens, 1982; Kay, 1982; Dau
et al., 1997a, b!. Each neuron can be considered as a filter in
the modulation domain. Neurons with appropriate properties
have been found in the cochlear nucleus~Møller, 1976!, the
inferior colliculus ~Rees and Møller, 1983; Schreiner and
Langner, 1988; Lorenziet al., 1995! and auditory cortex
~Schulze and Langner, 1997, 1999!. For a review see Palmer
~1995!. However, the tuning in the modulation domain found
in physiological studies is typically sharper than required to
fit the psychoacoustic data~see below!.

Although the concept of the MFB has received consid-
erable attention in recent years~Bacon and Grantham, 1989;
Houtgast, 1989; Strickland and Viemeister, 1996; Dauet al.,

a!A preliminary version of the first experiment of this paper was presented in
Sek and Moore, J. Acoust. Soc. Am.101, 3082~1997!.

b!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:
bcjm@cus.cam.ac.uk
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1999; Mooreet al., 1999; Derleth and Dau, 2000; Ewert and
Dau, 2000; Moore and Sek, 2000!, it is still controversial.
The present experiments were intended to explore further the
concept of a MFB, and particularly to examine whether the
ability to detect a gap in a modulator can be explained in
terms of the properties of the output of a single modulation
filter tuned to the modulator frequency. The experiments
were inspired by an experiment of Shailer and Moore~1987!,
which was argued to provide evidence for ‘‘ringing’’ in the
~peripheral! auditory filters.

Shailer and Moore~1987! studied the detection of tem-
poral gaps in sinusoids. Each sinusoid was presented in a
continuous noise with a spectral notch at the frequency of the
sinusoid, in order to mask spectral splatter associated with
the abrupt offset and onset of the sinusoid on either side of
the gap. The results were strongly affected by the phase at
which the sinusoid was turned off and on to produce the gap.
Three phase conditions were used. For all conditions, the
portion of the sinusoid preceding the gap ended with a
positive-going zero-crossing. The three conditions differed in
the phase at which the sinusoid was turned on at the end of
the gap; for the ‘‘standard’’ phase condition, the sinusoid
started at a positive-going zero-crossing; for the ‘‘reversed’’
phase condition, the sinusoid started at a negative-going
zero-crossing; and for the ‘‘preserved’’ phase condition the
sinusoid started at the phase it would have had if it had
continued without interruption. Psychometric functions for
detection of the gap were measured using a two-alternative
forced-choice task.

For the preserved-phase condition, performance im-
proved monotonically with increasing gap duration. How-
ever, for the other two conditions the psychometric functions
were distinctly nonmonotonic, when the frequency of the
sinusoidal ‘‘carrier’’ was 1 kHz or below. For the standard-
phase condition, the gap was difficult to detect when its
value was an integer multiple of the period~P! of the signal.
Conversely, the gap was easy to detect when its value was
(n10.5)P, wheren50 or 1. The psychometric function for
the reversed-phase condition showed poor performance
when the gap duration was (n10.5)P, wheren50 or 1, and
good performance when the gap duration wasnP.

Shailer and Moore~1987! explained these results in
terms of ringing at the output of the auditory filter centered at
the frequency of the sinusoid. Consider as an example a
‘‘carrier’’ frequency of 400 Hz. When the sinusoid is turned
off at the start of the gap, the filter continues to respond or
ring for a certain time. If the gap duration is 2.5 ms, corre-
sponding to one whole period of the sinusoid, then in the
standard-phase condition the sinusoid following the gap is in
phase with the ringing response. In this case, the output of
the filter shows only a small dip and gap detection is diffi-
cult. For a gap duration of 1.25 or 3.75 ms, the sinusoid
following the gap is out of phase with the ringing response.
Now the output of the filter passes through zero before re-
turning to its steady-state value. The resulting dip in the filter
output is larger, and is much easier to detect.

We applied this paradigm in the modulation domain. We
are aware of only one previous study on modulation gap
detection~Groseet al., 1999!; that study focused on the ef-

fects of modulating different carriers before and after the
gap, and did not examine the effect of modulator phase. One
problem in applying the paradigm of Shailer and Moore
~1987! is that the hypothetical modulation filters are assumed
to have greater relative bandwidths than the auditory filters;
Q values for the modulation filters are typically assumed to
be 1–2~Dau et al., 1997a, b; Ewert and Dau, 2000; Lorenzi
et al., 2001!. For such broad filters, ringing is expected to
last only 0.5 to 1 cycle. Hence, in our experiment we focused
on modulation gaps with durations below one modulator pe-
riod.

Because of the expected short duration of ringing in the
hypothetical modulation filters, we did not expect to see mul-
tiple peaks and dips in the psychometric functions of the type
observed in the audio-frequency domain by Shailer and
Moore~1987!. However, the simulations described below led
us to expect that we might still see effects of the starting
phase of the modulator at the end of the gap, provided that
gap detection in the modulation domain is based on the mag-
nitude of the dip that occurs at the output of the modulation
filter tuned to the modulator frequency. Hence, our experi-
ments can be regarded as a specific test of the hypothesis that
the detectability of a modulation gap is monotonically re-
lated to the magnitude of the dip that occurs at the output of
the modulation filter tuned to the modulator frequency. We
call this the ‘‘dip hypothesis.’’

An additional problem in applying the paradigm of
Shailer and Moore~1987! in the modulation domain arises
from their finding that phase effects attributable to ringing in
the auditory filter disappeared when the sinusoid used to
mark the gap had a high frequency~2 kHz and above!. They
argued that at high audio frequencies, performance was lim-
ited by a relatively central process, such as a sliding temporal
integrator ~Festen and Plomp, 1981; Mooreet al., 1988;
Plack and Moore, 1990!, rather than by ringing in the audi-
tory filters; the gap threshold imposed by the sliding integra-
tor is about 5–7 ms, while the ringing lasts less than 2–3 ms.
In principle, something similar might occur for the detection
of gaps in modulation; performance might be limited by
some process following the hypothetical modulation filter
bank, rather than by the magnitude of the dip in the output of
the modulation filter tuned to the modulator frequency. If
modulation gap thresholds imposed by this more central
mechanism were much longer than one modulator period,
this would prevent us from seeing the expected effects of
dips in the outputs of the modulation filters. However, pilot
experiments indicated that thresholds for detecting gaps in
the modulation imposed on sinusoidal carriers typically cor-
responded to much less than one modulator period.

Figure 1 illustrates the rationale of our experiments. The
top row shows the three conditions described above trans-
formed to the modulation domain. The gap duration in this
example was 0.125 of the modulator period,Pm ~100 ms in
this example!, and the frequency of the sinusoidal ‘‘carrier’’
was 4 kHz. The top-left panel shows the stimulus waveform
for the standard-phase condition, hereafter referred to as zero
phase. The fine structure of the carrier is not visible. The
top-middle panel shows the waveform for the reversed-phase
condition, hereafter referred to asp phase. The top-right
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panel shows the waveform for the preserved-phase condi-
tion. Note that, in this case, there is an abrupt jump in am-
plitude at the end of the gap.

To clarify the exact nature of the stimuli, Fig. 2 shows
segments of waveforms immediately adjacent to the gap in
the modulator, with the carrier frequency reduced to 200 Hz.
This carrier frequency was not used in the experiments, but it
is used here for illustrative purposes, to make the fine struc-
ture visible. The downwards-pointing arrows indicate the lo-
cations of the gaps in the modulator. The abrupt jump in
amplitude for the preserved-phase condition can be seen
more clearly in this figure.

To illustrate the expected effect of the hypothetical
modulation filter tuned to the modulator frequency, the
stimuli were initially passed through a simulated auditory
filter centered at 4 kHz; this was a gammatone filter~Patter-
sonet al., 1995! with an equivalent rectangular bandwidth of
456 Hz~Glasberg and Moore, 1990!. The filter had very little
effect on the waveforms. The Hilbert envelope of the filter
output was then determined and is plotted in the second row
of panels in Fig. 1~for this plot, the dc component of the
envelope has been removed!. Finally, the Hilbert envelope
determined in this way was passed through a simulated
modulation filter centered at the frequency of the modulator.

The simulated modulation filter was also based on a gamma-
tone filter, and it had a Q value of 1~bandwidth equal to
center frequency!, which is the value assumed by Ewert and
Dau ~2000!. The outcome for this case was not greatly dif-
ferent when the Q value was set to 2, as proposed by Dau
and co-workers for modulation filter center frequencies of 10
Hz and above~Dau, 1996; Dauet al., 1997a, b!. The output
of the simulated modulation filter is plotted in the third row.
For the zero-phase condition~left! the output shows a small
dip corresponding to the gap. For thep-phase condition
~middle!, the dip is much larger, while for the preserved-
phase condition~right! the dip is very small.

In this paper we test the dip hypothesis that performance
in the modulation gap detection task is monotonically related
to the magnitude of the dip in the output of the modulation
filter tuned to the modulation frequency. For most of the
conditions discussed~gap durations up to 0.5Pm!, the depth
of the dip, the width of the dip, and its ‘‘area’’ were highly
correlated, so it is not critical what measure of the dip mag-
nitude is used; henceforth, we use the depth. Based on the
dip hypothesis, for very short gap durations good perfor-
mance is predicted for thep-phase condition, with much
poorer performance for the zero-phase condition and perfor-
mance close to chance for the preserved-phase condition.

FIG. 1. The top row shows examples of stimuli used in
experiment 1, for the three phase conditions~zero, p,
and preserved!. The modulation rate was 10 Hz and the
gap duration was 12.5 ms. The second row shows the
Hilbert envelopes at the output of a simulated auditory
filter centered on the carrier frequency~4 kHz! in re-
sponse to the waveforms in the top row. The bottom
row shows the output of a simulated modulation filter
~center frequency 10 Hz, Q51! in response to the Hil-
bert envelopes in the second row.
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Simulations using this simple model indicated that no
differences between phase conditions would be expected
when the modulator gap duration was equal to or greater
thanPm . Because of the low Q of the simulated modulation
filter, the ringing response died away quickly, and even for
the preserved-phase condition a large dip in the output of the
modulation filter occurred for gap durations equal to or
greater thanPm . However, differences across phase condi-
tions would be expected for gap durations equal to 0.5Pm or
less. Hence, in our experiment we mostly used gap durations
less than or equal toPm .

It should be noted that predictions based on the dip hy-
pothesis do not dependcritically on the assumed form of the
modulation filter. Indeed, similar predictions were obtained
using a low-pass modulation filter with a cutoff frequency of
100 Hz and a bandpass filter with Q51. Essentially, any
broadly tuned filter would show a large dip at its output for a
short modulator gap in thep-phase condition. This depends
mainly on the stimulus itself. The main point of the experi-
ments was to test the dip hypothesis; assuming that the
modulation filters do exist, can gap detection performance be
predicted in terms of the size of the dips at the output of the
modulation filter tuned to the modulator frequency? How-
ever, it turns out that the results of experiment 1 could only
be accounted for in terms of the dip hypothesis if we as-
sumed a modulation filter with Q greater than 1; thus the
predictions do depend somewhat on the assumed sharpness
of the modulation filter.

II. EXPERIMENT 1: SINUSOIDAL MODULATORS

A. Procedure

Psychometric functions for the detection of a gap in a
sinusoidal modulator were measured using a two-interval

forced-choice procedure. The modulation was continuous in
one interval of a trial, and contained a gap in the other inter-
val, selected at random. The task of the subject was to indi-
cate, by pressing one of two buttons, the interval containing
the gap. Feedback was provided by lights following each
response. The phase condition and modulation rate were
fixed within a block of trials. The method for determining
psychometric functions was the same as described by Moore
and Sek~1992!; the reader is referred to that paper for de-
tails. Briefly, each block of 55 trials started with five trials
where the signal contained a highly detectable gap~gap
duration5Pm), so that subjects ‘‘knew what to listen for.’’
Scores for these five trials were discarded. In subsequent
trials, five different gap durations were used, in a repeating
sequence going from larger values to smaller ones; gap du-
rations were 1, 0.5, 0.25, 0.125, and 0.0625 timesPm . Thus
subjects received a ‘‘reminder’’~easy! stimulus once every
five trials. Each point on each psychometric function was
based on 200 judgments. Pilot experiments suggested that,
for the highest modulation rate used~40 Hz!, performance
was somewhat poorer than for the lower modulation frequen-
cies. Hence, for the 40-Hz modulation rate only, the gap
durations used were increased by a factor of 2; gap durations
were 2, 1, 0.5, 0.25, and 0.125 timesPm .

B. Stimuli

The carrier was a 4-kHz sinusoid. This relatively high
carrier frequency was chosen so that the spectral sidebands
produced by the modulation would not be resolved even for
the highest modulation frequency used~40 Hz!. The carrier
level was 70 dB SPL. The modulation frequency was 5, 10,
20, or 40 Hz and the modulation depth was 100% (m51).
On each trial, the carrier was presented in two bursts sepa-

FIG. 2. Portions of stimulus wave-
forms around the modulator gaps for
the three conditions. The gaps are in-
dicated by the arrows. The 200-Hz
carrier frequency is used here for illus-
trative purposes.
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rated by a silent interval of 300 ms. Each burst had a 20-ms
raised-cosine rise and fall, and an overall duration~including
rise/fall times! of 1000 ms. The modulation was applied dur-
ing the whole of one burst, but contained a gap in the other
burst. The three phase conditions described earlier, as illus-
trated in Fig. 1, were used. The gap was temporally centered
in the 1000-ms carrier burst, and always started as the modu-
lator was passing through a positive-going zero-crossing. At
the end of the gap, the modulator started either with zero
phase,p phase or preserved phase. Because the overall du-
ration of the stimuli was fixed, the modulation patterns at the
start and end of the stimuli varied with gap duration and with
phase condition. To prevent differences in modulation pat-
tern at the start and end of the signal stimulus from providing
useful cues, the starting phase of the modulation in the non-
signal interval~the one without the gap! was selected ran-
domly from trial to trial. This, combined with the fact that
the five different gap durations were interleaved within a
block of trials, meant that no specific modulation pattern at
the start or end of a stimulus was consistently associated
with the signal or nonsignal intervals. In the preserved-phase
condition with gap duration50.25Pm , there was an abrupt
amplitude change at the end of the gap. Pilot experiments
indicated that this produced an audible click. To avoid this,
for this condition only, we applied a brief raised-cosine ramp
to the modulator at the end of the gap, with duration
50.05Pm . With this ramp, no click was audible.

Stimuli were generated using a Tucker-Davis array pro-
cessor~TDT-AP2! in a host PC, and a 16-bit digital to analog
converter~TDT-DD1! operating at a 50-kHz sampling rate.
The stimuli were attenuated~TDT-PA4! and sent through an
output amplifier ~TDT-HB6! to a Sennheiser HD580 ear-
phone. Only one ear was tested for each subject. Subjects
were seated in a double-walled sound-attenuating chamber.

C. Subjects

Four subjects were tested. One was author AS. The other
three subjects were paid for their services. All subjects had
absolute thresholds less than 20 dB HL at all audiometric
frequencies and had no history of hearing disorders. All had
extensive previous experience in psychoacoustic tasks. They
were given practice in a selection of conditions until their
performance appeared to be stable; this took about 4 h. The
thresholds gathered during the practice sessions were dis-
carded.

D. Results

The pattern of results was similar across subjects, so we
focus on the mean results. The percent correct for each sub-
ject for each condition was converted to the detectability
index d8 ~Hacker and Ratcliff, 1979!. The meand8 values,
with associated standard errors, are shown as open symbols
in Figs. 3–6~the filled symbols show results from experi-
ment 2, which is described later!.

Consider first the results for the 5-Hz modulation rate
~Fig. 3!. For the zero-phase and preserved-phase conditions
~squares and triangles, respectively!, d8 was close to zero for
the shortest gap duration, and increased monotonically with

increasing gap duration. Performance was somewhat better
for the zero-phase than for the preserved-phase condition for
intermediate gap durations. This suggests that spectral splat-
ter associated with the abrupt jumps in amplitude in the
preserved-phase condition did not provide a usable cue for
detecting the modulator gap. The results for thep-phase con-
dition showed a very different pattern; performance was very
good (d8.2) for the shortest gap duration, worsened some-
what as the gap duration was increased to 0.5Pm , and then
improved again when the gap duration was increased toPm .

The results for the other modulation frequencies~Figs.
4–6! were similar in form to those for the 5-Hz modulator.
In all cases,d8 increased monotonically with increasing gap
duration for the zero-phase and preserved-phase conditions.
In contrast, d8 for the p-phase condition followed a
U-shaped function. In all cases, performance was high and

FIG. 3. The open symbols show the mean results of experiment 1 for a
modulation rate of 5 Hz. The conditions are identified in the key. The de-
tectability indexd8 is plotted as a function of modulator gap duration. The
filled symbols show results of experiment 2, which used modulator periods
randomized in the range 0.5 to 1.5 times the nominal period, except for the
periods immediately before and after the gap.

FIG. 4. As Fig. 3, but for a modulation frequency of 10 Hz.
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roughly the same for all phase conditions when the gap du-
ration was equal toPm .

Thed8 values were subjected to a within-subjects analy-
sis of variance~ANOVA ! with factors phase condition,
modulation rate, and gap duration expressed as a proportion
of Pm . Since a gap duration of 0.0625Pm was not used for
the modulation rate of 40 Hz,d8 values for this case were
treated as missing values. All of the main effects and inter-
actions were significant (p,0.05), but most of the variance
in the data was accounted for by the main effect of gap
duration @F(4,12)5119.2,p,0.001#, the main effect of
phase condition@F(2,6)512.96,p50.007# and the interac-
tion of gap duration and phase condition@F(8,24)
532.28,p,0.001#. Post hoc tests, based on the least-
significant differences test, showed that the meand8 values
for the two shortest gap durations were significantly larger
for the p-phase condition than for the other two phase con-
ditions~bothp,0.001!. Also, for thep-phase condition, per-
formance was significantly poorer for the gap duration of

0.5Pm than for the two shortest gap durations~both p
,0.01!.

The dip hypothesis correctly predicts that, for very short
gap durations, performance should be better for thep-phase
condition than for the other two conditions. However, assum-
ing a Q value of 1 for the modulation filter~or assuming a
low-pass filter!, the dip hypothesis does not predict our find-
ing that, for thep-phase condition, performance was signifi-
cantly poorer for the gap duration of 0.5Pm than for the two
shortest gap durations. With a Q of 1, the dip in theoutput of
the modulation filter was similar in depth for gap durations
of 0.0625, 0.125, and 0.5Pm ~and was slightly wider for the
gap duration of 0.5Pm than for the shorter gaps!. The pattern
of the results is similar to that observed by Shailer and
Moore ~1987! in the audio frequency domain and explained
by them in terms of ringing in the auditory filter. To account
for the initial worsening in performance with increasing du-
ration in thep-phase condition in terms of the dip hypoth-
esis, it would be necessary to assume that the Q value of the
modulation filter was 2 or more, so that the modulation filter
rang for a longer time. A Q value of 2 was assumed by Dau
et al. ~1997a, b!, but in the context of a more complex model
involving preprocessing stages such as adaptation loops. Ew-
ert and Dau~2000!, using a simpler model based on the
power spectrum of the envelope, found that a Q value of 1
gave a better fit to their data, and Lorenziet al. ~2001! ar-
gued that their data could only be fitted by assuming a Q
value of 1 or less. Evidently, it is difficult to find a Q value
that is consistent with all of the data.

E. Discussion

The pattern of our results is broadly consistent with the
dip hypothesis, although it has to be assumed that the Q
value of the modulation filter is 2 or more to account for the
initial decrease in performance with increasing gap duration
found in thep-phase condition. However, there is another
way to interpret the results for short gap durations, based on
the use of rhythm cues. The regular peaks in the stimulus
envelope in the nonsignal interval create a strong sense of a
regular rhythm. When the gap is present, it disrupts that
rhythm to some extent. For the zero-phase and preserved-
phase conditions the disruption is small or zero when the gap
duration is small. For example, when the gap duration is
0.0625Pm , the interpeak interval in the zero-phase condition
changes fromPm to 1.0625Pm around the point where the
gap is present. Subsequent peaks are roughly at their ‘‘ex-
pected’’ times. In contrast, for thep-phase condition, the
interval between envelope peaks changes fromPm to
1.5625Pm , and subsequent peaks are substantially displaced
from their ‘‘expected’’ positions. This change in rhythm
might provide a salient detection cue for short gap durations
in thep-phase condition. When the gap duration is increased
to 0.5Pm , the interpeak interval around the gap for the
p-phase condition becomes 2Pm , and subsequent peaks are
exactly at their ‘‘expected’’ positions. Thus, the disruption to
the rhythm is smaller; this could account for the fact that~for
the lower modulation frequencies!, performance in the
p-phase condition worsened as the gap duration was in-
creased from a very small value up to 0.5Pm .

FIG. 5. As Fig. 3, but for a modulation frequency of 20 Hz.

FIG. 6. As Fig. 3, but for a modulation frequency of 40 Hz. Note that the
gap durations ranged up to 2Pm for this modulation frequency.
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In summary, the pattern of performance observed in ex-
periment 1 might be explained in terms of the use of rhythm
cues for the shorter gap durations. For the longest gap dura-
tion, the gap itself was probably used for detection, and it
was sufficiently large to allow very good performance for all
phase conditions. In the second experiment, we attempted to
disrupt the use of rhythm cues by using a modulator whose
period varied randomly from one period to the next, except
for the periods immediately before and after the gap.

Another potential problem in interpreting the results of
experiment 1 is that the introduction of the gap would have
produced spectral ‘‘splatter’’ in the modulation domain. Cal-
culations of the power spectrum of the modulator showed
that this splatter did vary somewhat with gap duration and
with phase condition. It is possible that the results were af-
fected to some extent by detection of splatter in the modula-
tion domain, although this seems unlikely, since the modula-
tion filters are assumed to be broadly tuned and since the
‘‘side lobes’’ associated with the splatter were at least 20 dB
lower in level than the main spectral lobe centered at the
modulator frequency; the side lobes one octave above and
below the center frequency were more than 30 dB lower in
level than the main lobe. The randomization of modulator
period used in experiment 2 had the effect of broadening the

central lobe of the modulator spectrum, centered at the nomi-
nal modulator frequency, to a value at the23 dB points of
about half the modulator frequency. The overall long-term
modulation spectrum was smoother~not showing distinct
side lobes! and hardly changed with gap duration or phase
condition. Thus, the randomization of modulator period used
in experiment 2 had the beneficial side effect of making it
much less likely that the gap in the modulator was detected
via spectral splatter in the modulation domain.

III. EXPERIMENT 2: RANDOM-PERIOD MODULATOR

A. Rationale

Examples of the stimuli used in experiment 2 are shown
in the top panels of Fig. 7. The experiment was similar to
experiment 1, except that only the zero-phase andp-phase
conditions were used and the modulator period was varied
randomly around the nominal valuePm ~100 ms in this ex-
ample! within the range 0.5Pm to 1.5Pm ~rectangular distri-
bution!. Only the modulator periods immediately before and
after the modulator gap were fixed at the valuePm . The gap
duration in this example was 0.125Pm . It is clear that the
randomization of the modulator period would severely dis-
rupt rhythm cues of the type described above, so if these cues

FIG. 7. The top row shows examples of stimuli used in
experiment 2, for the two phase conditions~zero and
p!. The nominal modulation period was 100 ms and the
gap duration was 12.5 ms. The second row shows the
Hilbert envelopes at the output of a simulated auditory
filter centered on the carrier frequency~4 kHz! in re-
sponse to the waveforms in the top row. The third row
shows the output of a simulated modulation filter~cen-
ter frequency 10 Hz, Q51! in response to the Hilbert
envelopes in the second row. The fourth row shows the
Hilbert envelope of the output of the modulation filter,
averaged over 150 independent samples of each stimu-
lus.
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were used in experiment 1 for thep-phase condition, perfor-
mance in that condition would be expected to worsen con-
siderably for short gap durations.

It is important to consider what pattern of performance
would be predicted from the dip hypothesis. To assess this,
the stimuli were processed through the same model as de-
scribed in the Introduction, using a Q value of 1 for the
simulated modulation filter. Row 2 of Fig. 7 shows the Hil-
bert envelope of the output of the simulated auditory filter
~with the dc component removed!, and row 3 shows the out-
put of the simulated modulation filter centered at 10 Hz. The
output of the filter shows a very small dip for the zero-phase
condition, but shows a distinct dip for thep-phase condition.
The first three rows of Fig. 7 show representations of specific
samples of the stimuli. To assess what would happen on av-
erage, we determined the Hilbert envelope of the output of
the modulation filter, and averaged that envelope across 150
samples of the stimuli for each condition. The result is
shown in the fourth row of Fig. 7. The mean envelope at the
output of the modulation filter shows a slight rise on either
side of the gap, which happens because the modulator period
was exactlyPm for the periods immediately before and after
the gap, but differed fromPm for other periods. More impor-
tantly, the dip in the envelope corresponding to the gap is
much larger for thep-phase condition than for the zero-
phase condition. Thus, the model leads to the prediction that,
for short gap durations, performance should be better for the
p-phase condition than for the zero-phase condition. Also,
the magnitude of the dip for thep-phase condition was simi-
lar for the gap durations of 0.0625Pm and 0.5Pm . When a Q
value of 2 was assumed, the dip was slightly larger for the
gap duration of 0.0625Pm than for the gap duration of
0.5Pm . Thus, the dip hypothesis leads to the prediction that,
for the p-phase condition, performance should be at least as
good for the shortest gap duration as for the 0.5Pm gap du-
ration.

B. Method, stimuli, and subjects

The method, stimuli, and subjects were the same as for
experiment 1, except for the randomization of the modulator
period and the exclusion of the preserved-phase condition.

C. Results

The results are shown by the filled symbols in Figs. 3–6.
The randomization of modulator period clearly disrupted
performance. For the two shortest gap durations,d8 values
were close to zero for both phase conditions for all modula-
tion rates. None of thed8 values for the two shortest gap
durations differed significantly from zero at the 0.05 level of
significance~based on 95% confidence intervals defined by
62 standard errors!. For the two shortest gap durations,d8
values did not differ clearly for the two phase conditions for
any modulation rate. These results are not consistent with the
prediction based on the dip hypothesis that performance
would be better for thep-phase condition than for the zero-
phase condition, for short gap durations.

Another prediction based on the dip hypothesis was that,
for the p-phase condition, performance should be at least as

good for the 0.0625Pm gap duration as for the 0.5Pm gap
duration. In fact, performance was generally better for the
0.5Pm gap duration than for the 0.0625Pm gap duration.
Again the results do not conform to the predictions derived
from the dip hypothesis.

The d8 values were subjected to a within-subjects
ANOVA with factors phase condition, modulation rate, and
gap duration expressed as a proportion ofPm . Since a gap
duration of 0.0625Pm was not used for the modulation rate
of 40 Hz, d8 values for this case were treated as missing
values. The only significant effect was the main effect of gap
duration;F(4,12)576.76,p,0.001.Post hoctests showed
that the mean value ofd8 for the 0.5Pm gap duration was
significantly greater than the value ofd8 for the smallest gap
duration atp,0.001. This was true both for the data col-
lapsed across phase conditions, and for the phase conditions
analyzed separately.

IV. DISCUSSION

The results of experiment 1 showed clear effects of the
starting phase of the modulator following the gap; perfor-
mance for short gap durations was markedly better for the
p-phase condition than for the other two phase conditions.
Furthermore, performance for thep-phase condition initially
worsened with increasing gap duration, before increasing
again for longer gap durations. This pattern of results is con-
sistent with what would be predicted from the dip hypoth-
esis, provided the modulation filter is assumed to have a Q
value of at least 2. However, we also pointed out that the
pattern of the results could be explained by the use of rhythm
cues for short gap durations in thep-phase condition.

The stimuli of experiment 2 were chosen to disrupt
rhythm cues, while preserving the main features of the pre-
dictions based on dips at the output of a modulation filter.
The randomization of modulator period resulted in a consid-
erable worsening in performance. In particular, performance
in thep-phase condition using short gap durations was much
worse in experiment 2 than in experiment 1. This supports
the idea that rhythm cues were used in that condition in
experiment 1. The results of experiment 2 are not consistent
with the predictions of the dip hypothesis.

It might be argued that the substantial worsening of per-
formance in experiment 2 was due to the fluctuations in mag-
nitude at the output of the modulation filter introduced by the
random variation in modulator period. Such fluctuations can
be seen in row 3 of Fig. 7, although they are relatively small
~the fluctuations were slightly larger when we assumed a Q
value of 2!. In experiment 2, the dip in output of the modu-
lation filter ~associated with the gap! had to be detected
against a background of random fluctuation, and this would
naturally be expected to lead to worse performance. The situ-
ation is similar to ‘‘conventional’’ gap detection in the audio-
frequency domain, where performance is generally worse
when the ‘‘carrier’’ is a narrow-band noise than when it is a
sinusoid of the same center frequency~Moore and Glasberg,
1988!.

While this argument is reasonable, it does not account
for all aspects of the results for thep-phase condition. For a
given mean value ofPm , the amount and type of ‘‘back-
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ground’’ fluctuation would have been the same for all gap
durations. For a gap duration of 0.5Pm , the value ofd8 was
significantly (p,0.05) greater than zero for thep-phase
condition for all values ofPm , based on confidence intervals
for d8 calculated as described by Miller~1996!, or based on
the standard errors. Thus, on the assumptions of the dip hy-
pothesis, the dip produced by the 0.5Pm gap must have been
detectable against the background fluctuation. The simula-
tions showed that the size of the dip in thep-phase condition
was about as large~or larger with Q52! for the gap duration
of 0.0625Pm as for the gap duration of 0.5Pm . Yet, for the
p-phase condition, performance was worse for the gap dura-
tion of 0.0625Pm than for the 0.5Pm gap duration. Indeed,d8
for the shortest duration did not differ significantly from zero
for any modulation rate. We conclude that the results of ex-
periment 2 are not consistent with the dip hypothesis.

It is not entirely clear what cue was used to detect the
modulation gap in experiment 2. One possibility is that sub-
jects used a cue based on the time between successive enve-
lope peaks; the gap might have been detected as an elongated
interval between successive peaks. We can test this idea by
considering the results when the gap duration was 0.5Pm .
For this case, the time between envelope peaks on either side
of the gap was smaller for the zero-phase condition (1.50Pm)
than for thep-phase condition (2Pm). However, for this gap
duration,d8 was at least as high for the zero-phase condition
as for thep-phase condition, and was sometimes a little
higher. We can also test this idea by comparing results for the
zero-phase condition when the gap duration was equal toPm

and the p-phase condition when the gap duration was
0.5Pm . Performance was consistently better for the former
than for the latter, in spite of the fact that, in both cases, the
time between envelope peaks on either side of the gap was
2Pm . We conclude that the results are not consistent with the
hypothesis that the gap was detected as an elongated interval
between envelope peaks on either side of the gap.

Another possibility is that subjects detected the gapper
se, i.e., they detected that the stimulus was unmodulated
~steady! for a brief period. This would be consistent with the
finding that the psychometric functions were similar for the
zero-phase andp-phase conditions~except perhaps when the
modulator frequency was 5 Hz!. Such a cue may also have
been used for the longest gap duration in experiment 1; when
the gap duration was equal toPm , performance was essen-
tially the same for all phase conditions, and this was true for
all modulation rates used.

In the audio-frequency domain, thresholds for the detec-
tion of gaps in a sinusoid have been estimated from data for
the preserved-phase condition, for which the psychometric
function is monotonic~Shailer and Moore, 1987; Moore
et al., 1992, 1993!. Thresholds estimated in this way are
roughly constant at 5–7 ms for medium to high frequencies,
but increase for very low frequencies~200 Hz and below!.
For our own results, the threshold can be defined as the gap
duration required to reach ad8 value of approximately 1. In
experiment 1, the gap thresholds estimated from the data for
the preserved-phase condition were approximately 50, 25,
12.5, and 10 ms, for modulation rates of 5, 10, 20, and 40
Hz, respectively. In other words, gap thresholds were not

constant in ms, but were roughly a constant proportion~0.25!
of the period of the modulator used to mark the gap, at least
for rates up to 20 Hz. In experiment 2, the psychometric
functions were monotonic for both phase conditions andd8
approached~but usually did not quite reach! 1 when the gap
duration was roughly equal to one period of the modulator.

While the results of experiment 2, and of experiment 1
for the longest gap duration, are consistent with the idea that
subjects detected the gapper se, the nature of the modulation
on either side of the gap clearly influences the modulation
gap threshold. Perhaps, when the carrier is modulated at a
low rate, the carrier needs to be sampled for a relatively long
time before the subject can determine that the modulation
has ceased. When the modulation has a high rate, the subject
can determine more quickly that the modulation has ceased.
It is noteworthy that, when expressed as a proportion ofPm ,
the gap threshold did increase slightly when the modulation
frequency was 40 Hz; the gap threshold was about 0.4Pm ,
while for lower modulation frequencies it was about
0.25Pm . Possibly, this indicates a limitation on modulation
gap detection imposed by some factor other than the rate of
the modulator; for still higher modulation frequencies the
gap threshold might approach an asymptotic value in ms, in
the same way that gap detection thresholds in the audio-
frequency domain approach an asymptotic value for frequen-
cies above about 200 Hz~Shailer and Moore, 1987; Moore
et al., 1992, 1993!. This remains to be tested.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions can be drawn from this
study:

~1! For sinusoidal modulation imposed on a high-frequency
sinusoidal carrier, the detectability of a brief gap in the
modulation depended upon the phase at which the modu-
lator was turned on at the end of the gap. Detectability
was higher in thep-phase condition than in the zero-
phase or preserved-phase conditions. In thep-phase con-
dition, performance worsened significantly as the gap
duration was increased up to 0.5Pm .

~2! The results for the sinusoidal modulator are broadly con-
sistent with what would be predicted from the dip
hypothesis—that the detectability of the modulation gap
is related to the magnitude of the dip at the output of a
modulation filter tuned to the modulator frequency. To
explain the decrease in performance with increasing gap
duration in thep-phase condition, it would be necessary
to assume that the modulation filter had a Q value of 2 or
more. However, the results might also be explained by
the use of a rhythm cue for short gap durations in the
p-phase condition.

~3! When the modulator period was randomized around the
nominal value, except for the modulator periods imme-
diately before and after the gap, performance was mark-
edly disrupted. Detectability was similar for the zero-
phase andp-phase conditions, in both cases improving
monotonically with increasing gap duration. This pattern
of results is not consistent with predictions derived from
the dip hypothesis. The results support the idea that, for
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the sinusoidal modulator, a rhythm cue was used for
short gap durations in thep-phase condition.

~4! The results for the modulator with randomized period
are not consistent with the idea that subjects detected the
gap as an elongated interval between envelope peaks on
either side of the gap.

~5! The results for the modulator with randomized period
are consistent with the idea that subjects detected the gap
per se, i.e., they detected that the stimulus was unmodu-
lated for a certain time. This may also have been the case
for the sinusoidal modulator when the gap duration was
equal to one modulator period.

~6! Modulation gap ‘‘thresholds,’’ estimated from data for
the preserved phase condition for the sinusoidal modula-
tor and from both phase conditions for the modulator
with randomized period, were roughly a constant propor-
tion of the modulator period on either side of the gap.
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Temporal discrimination was measured using a gap discrimination paradigm for three groups of
listeners with normal hearing:~1! ages 18–30,~2! ages 40–52, and~3! ages 62–74 years. Normal
hearing was defined as pure-tone thresholds<25 dB HL from 250 to 6000 Hz and<30 dB HL at
8000 Hz. Silent gaps were placed between1

4-octave bands of noise centered at one of six
frequencies. The noise band markers were paired so that the center frequency of the leading marker
was fixed at 2000 Hz, and the center frequency of the trailing marker varied randomly across
experimental runs. Gap duration discrimination was significantly poorer for older listeners than for
young and middle-aged listeners, and the performance of the young and middle-aged listeners did
not differ significantly. Age group differences were more apparent for the more frequency-disparate
stimuli ~2000-Hz leading marker followed by a 500-Hz trailing marker! than for the fixed-frequency
stimuli ~2000-Hz lead and 2000-Hz trail!. The gap duration difference limens of the older listeners
increased more rapidly with frequency disparity than those of the other listeners. Because age effects
were more apparent for the more frequency-disparate conditions, and gap discrimination was not
affected by differences in hearing sensitivity among listeners, it is suggested that gap discrimination
depends upon temporal mechanisms that deteriorate with age and stimulus complexity but are
unaffected by hearing loss. ©2002 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1476685#

PACS numbers: 43.66.Mk, 43.66.Sr, 43.71.Lz@SPB#

I. INTRODUCTION

Older listeners with and without hearing loss often ex-
perience difficulty understanding speech~WGSUA, 1988!,
and a number of investigators have hypothesized that a de-
cline in temporal processing may account for at least some of
the problems with speech understanding~e.g., Gordon-Salant
and Fitzgibbons, 1993; Strouseet al., 1998; Schneider and
Hamstra, 1999; Snell and Frisina, 2000!. However, the inde-
pendent effects of age and hearing loss on temporal cues
important for speech understanding have not been clearly
defined~e.g., Fitzgibbons and Wightman, 1982; Tyleret al.,
1982; Mooreet al., 1992!.

Because speech is characterized by rapid changes in in-
tensity and frequency over time, the accurate processing of
these temporal fluctuations is likely critical for optimal per-
ception of speech. In fact, several researchers have found a
significant relationship between temporal processing and
speech perception~e.g., Tyler et al., 1982; Dreschler and
Plomp, 1985! while others have not~e.g., van Rooij and
Plomp, 1990; Divenyi and Haupt, 1997!. Studies of temporal
processing indicate that, as listeners age and experience hear-
ing loss, they lose the ability to resolve simple temporal cues
similar to those important in speech such as silent gaps be-
tween spectrally similar and spectrally dissimilar stimuli

~e.g., Fitzgibbons and Gordon-Salant, 1994; Listeret al.,
2000!.

Recent literature describes two primary measures of
temporal processing using silent gaps:~1! gap detection, a
measure of temporal acuity typically described as a gap de-
tection threshold~GDT! and ~2! gap discrimination, a mea-
sure of temporal discrimination described here as a gap du-
ration difference limen~GDDL!. A GDT is a traditional
measure representing the smallest silent interval in a stimu-
lus that a listener can detect, and GDDL represents the small-
est change in the duration of a silent interval that a listener
can discriminate. In the traditional GDT task, the standard
interval consists of a continuous signal or two contiguous
signals, and the target interval consists of a signal interrupted
by a silent temporal gap of varying duration. Divenyi and
Danner~1977! hypothesized that this type of temporal task
may rely on detection of gating transients that are present in
the target interval and absent in the standard interval.

A number of researchers~e.g., DeFilippo and Snell,
1986; Snellet al., 1994; Grose and Hall, 1996; Phillipset al.,
1997; Listeret al., 2000! have employed discrimination tasks
to insure the presence of similar gating transients in both the
standard and target intervals. In our previous study~Lister
et al., 2000!, the standard interval contained a 1-ms gap, and
the target interval contained a similarly placed gap of vary-
ing duration. Such a 1-ms standard gap is below the 3–5-ms
gap detection thresholds often reported in the literature for
broadband, fixed-frequency markers~e.g., Florentine and
Buus, 1984!. This type of paradigm has been termed both

a!Portions of this work were presented as ‘‘Effects of age and reverberation
on binaural gap duration discrimination’’ at the 1999 MidWinter Meeting
of the Association for Research in Otolaryngology, St. Petersberg, FL.

b!Electronic mail: jlister@chuma1.cas.usf.edu
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gap detection~e.g., Groseet al., 2001! and gap discrimina-
tion ~Lister et al., 2000!. The present study employs the pro-
cedure used by Listeret al. ~2000!, and the acronym GDDL
is used here to describe the task and subsequent results.

Both GDTs and GDDLs have been measured using
fixed-frequency markers in which the stimuli before~lead-
ing! and after~trailing! the silent gap fall into similar fre-
quency ranges, and frequency-disparate markers in which the
leading and trailing markers fall into different frequency
ranges. Although both GDTs and GDDLs have been used to
investigate age-related changes in temporal processing~e.g.,
He et al., 1999; Gordon-Salant and Fitzgibbons, 1999! and
both fixed-frequency and frequency-disparate markers have
been used to investigate the temporal processing abilities of
young listeners with normal hearing~e.g., Phillips et al.,
1997; Formbyet al., 1998!, few have studied the effects of
age or hearing loss on temporal processing using frequency-
disparate markers~Fitzgibbons and Gordon-Salant, 1994,
1995; Listeret al., 2000!.

Gap discrimination for young and older listeners with
and without hearing loss has been measured for a wide vari-
ety of stimuli ~e.g., Tyler et al., 1982; Fitzgibbons and
Gordon-Salant, 1994, 1995; Listeret al., 2000! but has not
always shown clear age-related effects. Fitzgibbons and
Gordon-Salant~1994, 1995! examined the effects of age and
hearing loss on duration difference limens for tone bursts and
silent gaps between fixed-frequency tone bursts. Larger dif-
ference limens for both tone bursts and gaps were measured
for older listeners, regardless of hearing status. While Tyler
et al. ~1982! measured gap discrimination in fixed-frequency
noise band markers for listeners with normal and impaired
hearing and found a significant effect of hearing loss, the
wide age range~33–76 years! of their hearing-impaired lis-
teners precludes a separation of the effects of age and hear-
ing loss. Studies of gap detection using fixed-frequency
stimuli have also shown significant age-related increases in
GDTs ~e.g., Schneideret al., 1994; Snell, 1997; Strouse
et al., 1998; Heet al., 1999!.

The results of these studies suggest that reduced tempo-
ral processing in older listeners may occur independently of
peripheral hearing loss for fixed-frequency stimuli. Normal
pure-tone thresholds are not indicative of normal temporal
processing; rather, age may be the stronger predictor of silent
gap resolution.

Use of frequency-disparate markers in the study of tem-
poral processing has been motivated by the fact that temporal
cues in speech are surrounded by sounds of different spectral
characteristics. Early studies using these types of markers
demonstrated that the detection~Williams and Perrott, 1972;
Collyer, 1974; Fitzgibbonset al., 1974; Williams and Elfner,
1976; Neff et al., 1982! and discrimination~Kinney, 1961;
Divenyi and Danner, 1977! of silent gaps are greatly affected
by the frequency composition of the markers bounding the
gap.

Recently, Oxenham~2000! and Groseet al. ~2001! at-
tempted to define this effect of frequency disparity by ma-
nipulating the spectral and temporal characteristics of their
stimuli for young listeners with normal hearing. Using har-
monic tone complexes, Oxenham~2000! measured signifi-

cantly larger GDTs when the spectral region of the leading
and trailing markers differed than when the pitch (f o) dif-
fered between markers filtered for the same spectral region.
Groseet al. ~2001! found that when pure-tone markers were
preceded or followed by amplitude- or frequency-modulated
markers, listeners perceived a difference that did not signifi-
cantly impact their ability to discriminate the silent gap. Gap
discrimination deteriorated only when the leading and trail-
ing markers were of different frequencies. These results sug-
gest that spectral differences between markers are more dis-
ruptive to gap detection or discrimination than other
perceptual differences between markers.

Fitzgibbons and Gordon-Salant~1994, 1995! specifically
demonstrated age-related changes in gap discrimination be-
tween fixed-frequency and frequency-disparate markers.
They measured GDDLs between tone-burst markers that dif-
fered by as much as13 oct and found a significant effect of
age that was more pronounced for the frequency-disparate
stimuli than for the fixed-frequency stimuli. Significant ef-
fects of hearing loss on gap discrimination were not appar-
ent.

In an examination of gap discrimination between
frequency-disparate noise bands for listeners with normal
and impaired hearing, Listeret al. ~2000! measured larger
overall gap thresholds for older listeners with sensorineural
hearing loss~four subjects aged 62–71 years! and without
hearing loss~three subjects aged 42–51 years! than for
young listeners with sensorineural hearing loss~two subjects
aged 21–26 years! and without hearing loss~three subjects
aged 22–26 years!. The gap thresholds of the older listeners
increased more dramatically with marker frequency disparity
than those of the young listeners whose gap thresholds re-
mained relatively stable for small frequency disparities, re-
gardless of hearing loss. This suggested that the effect of
marker frequency composition on temporal discrimination
was greater for older listeners with and without hearing loss
than for younger listeners with or without hearing loss. Be-
cause the oldest listener with normal hearing in that study
was 51 and only two subjects under age 30 had hearing loss,
the results were interpreted as motivation for the present,
more definitive study.

The purpose of the present study was to investigate the
effects of stimulus frequency separation on gap discrimina-
tion as a function of age. Based on the results of the studies
cited above, it was hypothesized that~1! GDDLs would in-
crease with increasing frequency disparity between marker
stimuli for all listeners,~2! GDDLs would increase with in-
creasing age for all frequency disparities, and~3! the increase
in GDDLs with frequency disparity would be greater for
older listeners than for young listeners.

II. METHOD

The experiment was conducted in two stages. First, de-
tection thresholds for the individual noise band markers were
measured using an adaptive procedure. Then, GDDLs were
measured adaptively for six marker frequency pairs. For
measurement of GDDLs, the experimental method used was
comparable to that of Phillipset al. ~1997! and Listeret al.
~2000!.
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A. Subjects

Eighteen listeners participated in the study. All listeners
had normal hearing sensitivity, defined as pure-tone thresh-
olds of 25 dB HL or better at frequencies from 250 to 6000
Hz and pure-tone thresholds of 30 dB HL or better at 8000
Hz in both ears. The subjects fell into three age groups of six
listeners each:~1! 18–30 years~mean age 25.7!, ~2! 40–52
years~mean age 46.3!, and~3! 62–74 years~mean age 66.3!.
Average pure-tone air-conduction thresholds for each age
group are presented in Table I. Ten of the 18 listeners~five
young, two middle-aged, and three older! had participated in
previous psychoacoustic experiments and the remaining
eight were naive listeners. All listeners participated in one
hour of training prior to data collection and were paid for
their participation in the study.

B. Stimuli and procedure

To create the marker stimuli, 400-ms samples of Gauss-
ian noise were generated using APPS software~Tucker-
Davis Technologies!. The noise samples were filtered to cre-
ate six bands of14-oct-wide noise geometrically centered at
500, 1000, 1500, 2000, 2500, and 3000 Hz using a Krohn-
Hite Corporation Model 390B multi-channel filter~24 dB/oct
filter slopes!. The filtered noise bands were digitized~20-kHz
sampling rate!, cropped to 250-ms samples, and shaped with
a cos2 window to create a 0.5-ms rise–fall time. Sixteen
samples of each of the six bands of noise were created.

Prior to measurement of GDDLs, individual ear detec-
tion thresholds for the six noise bands were measured using
an adaptive, two-interval, two-alternative, forced-choice~2I/
2AFC! procedure and a two-down, one-up rule targeting
70.7% correct~Levitt, 1971!. The target interval contained
the 250-ms marker to be detected and the standard interval
contained silence. The adaptive procedure continued until
eight reversals occurred. A step-size of 4 dB was used for the
first four reversals, after which a 2-dB step- size was imple-
mented. Detection thresholds were calculated as the average
intensity level of the final four reversals, and each threshold
was measured a minimum of two times. If thresholds for a
particular marker differed by more than 4 dB, then additional
thresholds were measured until two were obtained that dif-
fered by 4 dB or less. For all listeners, two appropriate
thresholds were obtained in two to three experimental runs.

For the second stage of the experiment, the markers
were paired so that the center frequency of the leading
marker was always fixed at 2000 Hz, and the center fre-

quency of the trailing marker was randomly assigned to one
of the six frequencies listed above for each experimental run.
As a result, both the size and the direction of the frequency
difference between markers were varied between runs. The
center frequency of each marker remained constant within an
experimental run, and, on every trial, individual tokens of
leading and trailing markers were randomly selected from a
library of 16 samples of each of the filtered noise bands. The
cos2 window was used again on the composite signals to
create a 10-ms rise–fall time on the onset of the leading
marker and offset of the trailing marker while preserving the
0.5-ms rise–fall on the offset of the leading marker and the
onset of the trailing marker. The markers were passed
through attenuators~TDT PA4! to set the overall level of the
paired markers and a low-pass filter with an 8-kHz cutoff
~TDT FT6!. The signals were presented diotically via
Sennheiser HD 265 linear headphones. In many studies of
temporal processing, stimuli are presented monotically; how-
ever, Oxenham~2000! found no difference between gap
thresholds measured monotically and diotically. Therefore, it
is not expected that these results would differ from those
collected in a monotic condition given similar age and
marker conditions.

Each marker pair was separated by a silent temporal
gap, and gap discrimination was measured in random order
for the six marker center-frequency combinations using a
2I/2AFC paradigm. In the target interval, the gap size was
varied adaptively by a factor of 1.2 using a two-down/one-up
rule targeting 70.7% correct discrimination~Levitt, 1971!. In
the standard interval, the markers were separated by a 1-ms
gap to insure that similar gating transients were present in
both intervals and preclude the use of short-term spectral
cues for interval selection.1 Presentation order of the stan-
dard and target intervals was randomized across trials.

The listener’s task was to indicate which one of two
stimulus intervals contained the marker pair separated by a
larger temporal gap. Visual feedback of the correct interval
was provided after each response. The adaptive procedure
continued until ten reversals occurred; GDDLs were calcu-
lated as the average gap size of the final eight reversals mi-
nus the standard 1-ms gap. The individual markers were of
equal duration within each interval. To maintain a constant
overall duration of 500 ms, each marker was shortened by
one-half of the gap size for each interval. The interval be-
tween marker pairs within a trial was fixed at 500 ms, and an
intertrial interval of 500 ms occurred following the listener’s
response. All stimuli were presented at 35 dB SL relative to

TABLE I. Average pure tone thresholds~dB HL! for each age group. Average thresholds for each ear are listed
separately.

Age
group

Mean
age

Pure tone thresholds

Ear 250 Hz 500 Hz 1 kHz 2 kHz 4 kHz 6 kHz 8 kHz

Young 25.7 Right 4 7 3 0 2 1 5
Left 5 4 3 1 3 4 3

Middle 46.3 Right 13 12 3 3 3 10 9
Left 11 10 4 3 5 13 12

Older 66.3 Right 15 10 10 8 15 20 23
Left 15 8 11 13 14 15 23
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each subject’s average threshold for the 2000-Hz marker,
based on Fitzgibbons and Gordon-Salant’s~1987! study in-
dicating that a sensation level of 25–35 dB is sufficient for
optimal gap discrimination. Overall dB SPL level was equal
for both markers and both ears for each subject but varied
slightly between subjects.

All listeners participated in a 1-h training session prior
to data collection during which all conditions were presented
in a fixed order~i.e., from smallest to largest frequency sepa-
ration!. After training, the listeners completed three runs per
condition in random order for a total of 18 runs and a total
time of approximately 2 h. Gap sizes were initiated approxi-
mately 10 to 20 ms above the GDDL obtained during the
training run for that condition. The starting gap sizes varied
from 10 to 200 ms with larger starting gaps necessary for
older listeners and for larger frequency disparities between
leading and trailing markers. If GDDLs for a particular con-
dition differed by a factor of 2 or more, experimental runs for
that condition were repeated until three DLs were obtained
that differed by less than a factor of 2. Those three DLs were
then used to calculate average GDDLs for each condition for
each subject. For all young listeners and most middle-aged
and older listeners, three acceptable DLs were measured
within four experimental runs; however, for two middle-aged
and three older listeners, five or six experimental runs were
required for one or two conditions. Four of these listeners
had not participated in previous psychoacoustic experiments.
One naive listener, OS02, participated in seven experimental
runs for three conditions before acceptable thresholds were
measured. It is possible that the limited experience of these
listeners explains the variability in their GDDLs.

III. RESULTS

Average detection thresholds~dB SPL! measured prior
to GDDLs for each age group for each of the six noise bands
are shown in Table II. Detection thresholds were highest for
markers centered at 500 Hz, were lowest for markers cen-
tered at 3000 Hz, and were quite similar for noise bands
centered at 1500, 2000, and 2500 Hz. Considerable overlap
exists among the detection thresholds for the young and
middle-age groups; however, slightly elevated noise band
thresholds are evident for the older listeners. A two-way
analysis of variance~ANOVA ! revealed a significant differ-
ence among the detection thresholds of the three age groups
@F(2,15)55.64,p50.02# and a significant difference among
the detection thresholds for the six noise band frequencies
@F(5,75)582.789,p,0.001#. The detection thresholds did
not differ significantly between ears (p.0.05). A Tukey
HSD post-hocanalysis revealed that the detection thresholds
of the young listeners were significantly better than those of
the older listeners (p50.01) but the detection thresholds of
the young and middle-aged or middle-aged and older listen-
ers did not differ significantly (p.0.05).

The GDDL results were examined to determine the ef-
fects of age and stimulus frequency disparity on gap dis-
crimination. Figure 1 shows individual GDDLs as a function
of the frequency difference between leading and trailing
noise band markers in separate panels for each age group.
Although large individual differences are present, greater
variability was observed for the older listeners~panel c!. The
young listeners~panel a! show relatively flat gap discrimina-
tion functions, indicating relatively little change in perfor-

TABLE II. Average noise band detection thresholds~dB SPL! for each age group. Average thresholds for each
ear are listed separately.

Age
group

Mean
age

Noise band detection thresholds

Ear 500 Hz 1 kHz 1.5 kHz 2 kHz 2.5 kHz 3 kHz

Young 25.7 Right 16.5 5.2 22.2 22.3 21.8 27.3
Left 14.2 4.8 22.2 21.7 24.7 210.8

Middle 46.3 Right 18.8 4.7 1.3 0.2 25.0 26.7
Left 18.7 4.5 1.8 3.2 0.2 26.0

Older 66.3 Right 18.2 6.2 1.3 3.8 0.3 24.3
Left 18.0 9.5 8.8 11.2 7.3 0.8

FIG. 1. Gap duration difference li-
mens~GDDLs! in ms as a function of
the frequency difference~disparity!
between leading and trailing noise
markers for listeners with normal hear-
ing aged~a! 18–30 years,~b! 40–52
years, and~c! 62–74 years. The center
frequency of the leading marker was
always 2000 Hz. Negative frequency
disparities indicate conditions in
which the center frequency of the trail-
ing marker was less than 2000 Hz and
positive frequency disparities indicate
conditions in which the center fre-
quency of the trailing marker was
greater than 2000 Hz. Each symbol
represents the average GDDL for a
single listener in a single condition.
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mance with changes in frequency disparity. For the middle-
aged group ~panel b!, performance was poorest for
conditions in which the trailing marker was lower in fre-
quency than the leading marker~negative frequency differ-
ence!. The older listeners~panel c! show the most dramatic
change in performance with frequency disparity. In general,
best GDDLs were measured when leading and trailing mark-
ers were of the same center frequency~frequency difference
of 0!, and GDDLs increased as the difference between the
center frequency of the leading and trailing markers in-
creased in either direction.

A two-way repeated measures multivariate analysis of
variance~MANOVA ! revealed that the effect of age group
@R(6,26)53.98,p,0.01# was significant. Although the main
effect of frequency disparity and the interaction between age
and frequency disparity were not significant (p.0.05), a
Tukey HSDpost-hocanalysis revealed that the GDDLs for
all of the neighboring trailing marker frequencies were sig-
nificantly different from each other at thep,0.01 level with
the exception of 2000–2000 Hz vs 2000–2500 Hz. To illus-
trate the differences among the groups more clearly, average
GDDLs and standard errors are plotted as a function of the
frequency difference between leading and trailing markers
for each age group in Fig. 2. The figure shows greater sepa-
ration between the young and middle-aged groups for nega-
tive frequency disparities~trailing marker frequencies below
2000 Hz! than for positive frequency disparities~trailing
marker frequencies above 2000 Hz!. The function for the
older age group shows distinct differences from the other age
groups at all marker frequency disparities. A Tukey HSD
post-hocanalysis revealed that the performance of the older
listeners was significantly poorer than that of the young and
middle-aged listeners (p,0.01); however, the performance
of the young and middle-aged listeners did not differ signifi-
cantly (p.0.05).

Although GDDLs provide an overall estimate of dis-
crimination ability for each condition, these thresholds do

not indicate the rate at which GDDLs change with frequency
disparity. The data shown in Fig. 2 indicate that GDDLs
increase more sharply with increasing frequency disparity for
the older listeners than for the young and middle-aged listen-
ers. In order to quantify this difference, the slopes of the
lines of best fit~ms/Hz! for equal, 1000-Hz ranges on each
side of the GDD function for each subject were determined.
Slopes for the low-frequency side of the function~marker
differences from 0 to21000 Hz! were steeper than those for
the high-frequency side~marker differences from 0 to 1000
Hz! for the young ~0.015 vs 0.009 ms/Hz!, middle-aged
~0.030 vs 0.015 ms/Hz!, and older~0.054 vs 0.045 ms/Hz!
listeners. Average slopes for each age group are shown in
Fig. 2.

A two-way repeated measures MANOVA revealed a sig-
nificant effect of age on gap discrimination function slopes
@R(6,26)53.04, p,0.05#, and the slopes were significantly
steeper for the low-frequency side of the gap discrimination
function @R(3,13)53.85, p,0.05# than for the high-
frequency side. A Tukey HSDpost-hocanalysis revealed that
the function slopes of the older listeners were significantly
steeper than those of the young and middle-aged listeners
(p,0.05) but the slopes of the young and middle-aged lis-
teners did not differ significantly (p.0.05).

To quantify the apparent relationship between age and
gap discrimination and to determine the relationship between
hearing sensitivity and gap discrimination, a multiple regres-
sion analysis was performed with the predictors of chrono-
logical age and average noise band detection threshold. This
analysis revealed that a significant (p,0.01) amount of the
variance in GDDL for the frequency-disparate markers was
accounted for by age~65% for 2000–500 Hz markers, 48%
for 2000–1000 Hz markers, 53% for 2000–1500 Hz mark-
ers, 49% for 2000–2500 Hz markers, and 44% for 2000–
3000 Hz markers!. Only 22% of the variance in GDDL for
the fixed-frequency~2000–2000 Hz! markers was accounted
for by age (p50.05). Age was also a significant (p,0.01)
predictor of the slope values for both the high- (R250.53)
and low- (R250.40) frequency sides of the gap discrimina-
tion function. In contrast, average noise band detection
threshold did not account for a significant amount of vari-
ance in GDDL or function slopes for any of the marker con-
ditions (p.0.05).

IV. DISCUSSION

The purpose of this study was to investigate the effects
of age and frequency disparity on gap discrimination in lis-
teners with normal hearing. Previous research has established
that increasing frequency disparity between signals that de-
fine a silent gap impairs the detection of that gap~e.g.,
Formbyet al., 1993; Phillipset al., 1997; Listeret al., 2000!.
The discrimination of silent gaps is minimally affected by
hearing loss~Gordon-Salant and Fitzgibbons, 1993; Fitzgib-
bons and Gordon-Salant, 1995; Listeret al., 2000! but
clearly deteriorates with age.

The results of Listeret al. ~2000! established a trend for
age-related deterioration of gap discrimination, regardless of
hearing status; therefore, hearing loss was controlled in the
present study by selecting subjects with normal hearing

FIG. 2. Gap duration difference limens~GDDLs! in ms as a function of the
frequency difference~disparity! between leading and trailing noise markers.
The circles represent the performance of the listeners aged 18–30 years. The
triangles represent the performance of the listeners aged 40–52 years. The
squares represent the performance of the listeners aged 62–74 years. Slope
values in ms/Hz are indicated for each age group for the low- and high-
frequency sides of the gap discrimination function. Standard error bars are
shown for each group and frequency condition.
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across all of the audiometric frequencies. Without the con-
founding factor of hearing loss that may have obscured the
results of previous studies, it was predicted that a clear effect
of age would be observed.

The fixed-frequency marker~0-Hz frequency difference!
GDDLs measured for the young listeners in this study~14
ms! are larger than those measured previously for similar
stimuli in young, normal-hearing listeners:~1! 7 ms by Phil-
lips et al. ~1997! and ~2! 6 ms by Listeret al. ~2000!. The
young listeners’ GDDLs for the frequency disparate stimuli
were also larger than those measured by others. For a marker
disparity of 1000 Hz~2000-Hz leading marker followed by a
1000-Hz trailing marker!, we measured an average GDDL of
29 ms which is larger than the 12 ms measured by Phillips
et al. ~1997! and the 18 ms measured by Listeret al. ~2000!
for the same marker center frequencies. The GDDLs mea-
sured for the middle-aged listeners with normal hearing in
this study~14 and 44 ms for the 0- and 1000-Hz disparities!
are close to those measured by Listeret al. ~2000! for three
listeners aged 42, 50, and 51 years with normal hearing~5
and 42 ms for the same disparities!.

We have no explanation for the differences in gap dis-
crimination ability measured across studies, and it is unclear
if these differences are important. It should be noted that the
GDDLs of the young listeners in the present study were sig-
nificantly smaller than those of the older listeners, despite the
fact that the young listeners’ GDDLs were larger than those
measured in other studies.

Gap discrimination function slopes have not been exam-
ined extensively in the literature, especially in relation to
age; however, gap discrimination function slopes in ms/Hz
calculated from Listeret al. ~2000! for the same ranges used
here show significantly steeper low- and high-frequency
slopes for their older listeners~0.03 and 0.02 ms/Hz! than for
their young listeners~0.008 and 0.007 ms/Hz!. In the present
study, we measured comparable slope values; low- and high-
frequency slopes were 0.054 ms/Hz and 0.045 ms/Hz for the
older listeners and were 0.015 ms/Hz and 0.009 ms/Hz for
the young listeners~see Fig. 2!.

Figure 2 shows a clear effect of age on GDDLs and a
similar effect of age for the gap discrimination function
slopes. Multiple regression analyses confirm that age is a
significant predictor of GDDLs and function slope values.
The GDDLs of the older listeners differed significantly from
those of the other groups. Observation of the data reveals
that the GDDLs for the older listeners are larger for all
marker conditions, but the error bars of the three groups
overlap for the least frequency-disparate~2000–2000 Hz!
marker condition. The differences between the young and
middle-aged listeners are most apparent for the most
frequency-disparate~2000–500 Hz! marker condition. This
suggests a relationship between age and marker complexity
in which the effects of age are more apparent for more
frequency-disparate stimuli. Further support for this relation-
ship may be found in the function slope data. Significant
effects of age on gap discrimination function slopes are ap-
parent; the young and middle-aged listeners had significantly
flatter function slopes than the older listeners. The increase in
GDDL with frequency disparity that occurred for all listeners

was significantly steeper for the older listeners than for the
young or middle-aged listeners. Listeret al. ~2000! found
steeper slope values for their older listeners regardless of
hearing loss; however, their oldest listener with normal hear-
ing was only 51.

The dependency of gap detection and discrimination on
the frequency relationship of the markers bounding the silent
gap may be explained using the perceptual ‘‘channel’’ theory
of temporal processing~Phillips et al., 1997; Formbyet al.,
1998; Oxenham, 2000; Groseet al., 2001!. Phillips et al.
~1997! and Formbyet al. ~1998! suggested that detection of
gaps between markers differing by more than half an octave
presented to the same ear~or markers presented to opposite
ears! requires between-channel processing across two or
more perceptual channels. This theory also suggests that de-
tection of gaps between monaurally presented markers that
are close in frequency~less than half an octave apart! utilizes
within-channel processing, within a single perceptual chan-
nel. In the between-channel case, the listener must detect a
gap that exists between the offset of a marker in one channel
and the onset of a marker in another channel. For within-
channel gap detection, the listener must only monitor the
activity in a single channel. Experimental results obtained for
listeners with normal and impaired hearing support this hy-
pothesis; measures requiring within-channel processing re-
sult in smaller gap thresholds than those that require
between-channel processing.

In the work of Phillipset al. ~1997! and Formbyet al.
~1998!, perceptual channels refer to different frequency re-
gions of the ipsilateral auditory system in the monaural case
and refer to contralateral auditory pathways in the dichotic
case. Because performance is similar for dichotically pre-
sented markers and monaurally presented markers that differ
by more than half an octave, it is unlikely that the channels
are analogous to the auditory filters of the peripheral system.
The findings of Phillipset al. ~1997! and Formbyet al.
~1998! support the existence of centrally located perceptual
channels, an idea substantiated by the finding that damage to
the peripheral auditory system~i.e., hearing loss! does not
consistently affect the processing of silent temporal gaps.

The work of Oxenham~2000! and Groseet al. ~2001!
has explored the strength of this hypothesis by using markers
that are perceptually dissimilar but not necessarily frequency
disparate. Their results confirm that marker spectral differ-
ences are most disruptive to gap detection; gaps between
markers that differ in pitch, modulation, and interaural time
are as easily resolved as in any within-channel task. Appar-
ently, for markers to represent different perceptual channels,
they must differ in spectral characteristics. Resolution of a
gap between perceptually different but spectrally fixed-
frequency markers does not constitute a between-channel
task~Groseet al., 2001!. Oxenham~2000! proposes that the
perceptual channels important for gap detection depend pri-
marily on peripheral encoding of the marker spectra and
higher level neural coding is much less important. This does
not explain the findings of normal gap resolution when pe-
ripheral encoding of frequency is impaired~i.e., listeners
with sensorineural hearing loss have normal gap detection
and discrimination!, impaired gap resolution when peripheral
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encoding of frequency is intact~i.e., older listeners with nor-
mal hearing have impaired gap detection and discrimina-
tion!, or normal gap resolution by those whose peripheral
auditory system is bypassed by an auditory brainstem im-
plant ~Shannon and Otto, 1990!. Further exploration of this
topic using groups of listeners across the age range with and
without impaired hearing is warranted.

In general terms, the present results suggest that as lead-
ing and trailing signals become separated by more than one
perceptual channel the discrimination of the gap becomes a
between-channel task and gap difference limens increase.
This increase occurs with smaller frequency disparities for
older listeners than young listeners. It is not surprising that
the GDDLs of the older listeners in the present study in-
crease more dramatically with marker frequency disparity
than those of young listeners if the older listeners are using
between-channel processing for the majority of the gap dis-
crimination signals. For older listeners, gap discrimination
may be more difficult than originally thought due to sharply
tuned perceptual channels that compel listeners to use
between-channel processing for silent gaps between stimuli
that differ by as little as1

3 oct ~see Fig. 2!.
Age-related deterioration in the ability to process tem-

poral information between stimuli of different frequencies
may ultimately contribute to the speech understanding diffi-
culties reported by older listeners. In fact, a number of in-
vestigators have hypothesized that a decline in temporal pro-
cessing may account for at least some problems with speech
understanding associated with aging~e.g., Gordon-Salant
and Fitzgibbons, 1993; Strouseet al., 1998; Schneider and
Hamstra, 1999; Snell and Frisina, 2000!. This is corroborated
by the results of Price and Simon~1984! that older listeners
with minimal hearing loss require longer silent gaps to per-
ceive differences in stop consonants than young listeners
with normal hearing.

Because the leading and trailing markers in the present
study were shortened by one-half of the gap size in order to
maintain an overall 500-ms interval duration, an extraneous
within-channel marker duration cue was created. As a result,
listeners may have responded to changes in marker duration
in the signal interval instead of changes in gap duration. For
the largest overall GDDL~approximately 150 ms!, leading
and trailing markers were approximately 175 ms in duration.
For the smallest GDDLs~5–6 ms!, leading and trailing
markers were approximately 247 ms in duration. This cue
would have been more apparent for the older listeners for
whom extreme GDDLs were measured~OS02, OS04,
OS05!. Marker duration has been shown to affect gap thresh-
olds~Formby and Muir, 1989; Schneider and Hamstra, 1999!
when marker durations are relatively brief. Formby and Muir
~1989! determined that extraneous marker duration cues may
result in underestimates of gap thresholds in cases where the
gap threshold is large relative to the marker duration. There-
fore, it is possible that the GDDLs of the older listeners were
slightly underestimated and larger age-related differences
may exist than have been indicated by the present results.

Gap discrimination appears to be minimally affected by
differences in peripheral auditory acuity~e.g., Gordon-Salant
and Fitzgibbons, 1993; Fitzgibbons and Gordon-Salant,

1994; Listeret al., 2000! but is affected by the frequency
composition of the marker stimuli in such a way as to sug-
gest a narrowing of perceptual channels with age. There is a
lack of evidence in the literature of narrowing auditory filters
with age. In fact, some studies show that critical bandwidths
as measured by upward spread of masking and auditory filter
shapes actually broaden~Pattersonet al., 1982! or remain
stable with age~Klein et al., 1990; Sommers and Humes,
1993!. This adds support to our hypothesis that the percep-
tual channels that appear to narrow with age are not limited
by peripheral auditory filter widths but are influenced by
both peripheral and central encoding mechanisms that be-
come less acute with age.

V. SUMMARY

The results of this study indicate that the factors of age
and frequency disparity negatively affect diotic gap discrimi-
nation. Significantly larger GDDLs were measured for the
older listeners than the young and middle-aged listeners. The
GDDLs for all three age groups were quite similar for the
least frequency-disparate condition~2000–2000 Hz marker
pair! and the young and middle-aged listeners differed no-
ticeably only for the most frequency-disparate condition, the
2000–500 Hz marker pair. Small but significant differences
in hearing sensitivity among the listeners were not predictive
of GDDLs. These results suggest that gap discrimination re-
lies on a temporal discrimination mechanism that becomes
less acute with age; this effect becomes more apparent as the
complexity of the stimuli increases. Changes in gap discrimi-
nation function slopes also occurred with age. The older lis-
teners had steeper function slopes than the young and
middle-aged listeners. Apparently, older listeners have more
difficulty processing temporal information between signals
of different frequency characteristics than young and middle-
aged listeners. Other investigators~Phillips et al., 1997;
Formby et al., 1998! have attributed the increase in gap
threshold with frequency disparity to within- and between-
channel processing. Results of this study indicate that older
listeners have sharper perceptual channels and use between-
channel processing of gaps for smaller marker frequency dis-
parities than young and middle-aged listeners. Consequently,
older listeners have larger GDDLs and steeper gap discrimi-
nation function slopes. Because critical bandwidths have
been shown to increase~Pattersonet al., 1982! or remain
stable~Klein et al., 1990; Sommers and Humes, 1993! with
age and because age-related changes in temporal discrimina-
tion are apparent for listeners without cochlear hearing loss,
it is unlikely that the decrease in perceptual channel widths
with age is related to peripheral critical bandwidths. Possibly,
coding of temporal parameters is accomplished by a central
temporal mechanism that compensates very well for defi-
ciencies in the peripheral system~i.e., cochlear hearing loss!.
Further investigation of the shape and nature of the temporal
perceptual channels of older listeners is warranted as they
may relate to the speech perception difficulties experienced
by these listeners in the presence and absence of hearing
loss.
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Efficient adaptive procedures for threshold and concurrent
slope estimates for psychophysics and speech intelligibility tests
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The minimum standard deviations achievable for concurrent estimates of thresholds and
psychometric function slopes as well as the optimal target values for adaptive procedures are
calculated as functions of stimulus level and track length on the basis of the binomial theory. The
optimum pair of targets for a concurrent estimate is found at the correct response probabilitiesp1

50.19 andp250.81 for the logistic psychometric function. An adaptive procedure that converges
at these optimal targets is introduced and tested with Monte Carlo simulations. The efficiency
increases rapidly when each subject’s response consists of more than one statistically independent
Bernoulli trial. Sentence intelligibility tests provide more than one Bernoulli trial per sentence when
each word is scored separately. The number of within-sentence trials can be quantified by thej factor
@Boothroyd and Nittrouer, J. Acoust. Soc. Am.84, 101–114~1988!#. The adaptive procedure was
evaluated with 10 normal-hearing and 11 hearing-impaired listeners using two German sentence
tests that differ inj factors. The expected advantage of the sentence test with the higherj factor was
not observed, possibly due to training effects. Hence, the number of sentences required for a reliable
speech reception threshold~approximately 1 dB standard deviation! concurrently with a slope
estimate~approximately 20%–30% relative standard deviation! is at leastN530 if word scoring for
short, meaningful sentences (j '2) is performed. ©2002 Acoustical Society of America.
@DOI: 10.1121/1.1479152#

PACS numbers: 43.66.Yw, 43.71.Gv, 43.71.Ky@SPB#

I. INTRODUCTION

In many psychophysical tasks, the experimenter is inter-
ested not only in the threshold but also in the slope of the
psychometric function. However, an accurate assessment of
both threshold and slope requires much more measurement
time than the assessment of the threshold alone. This study
investigates how both parameters can be assessed concur-
rently and as efficiently as possible. The primary applications
are sentence intelligibility tests, while some of the methods
introduced here might also be applied to other psychophysi-
cal tasks.

Sentence intelligibility tests generally measure the
speech-reception threshold~SRT!, that is, the speech level
that corresponds to 50% intelligibility in noise. The standard
deviation of the SRT estimate should be less than 1 dB in
order to differentiate between different acoustical situations
@such as, e.g., spatial distributions of target speaker and in-
terfering noise sources~Bronkhorst and Plomp, 1988; Peissig
and Kollmeier, 1997!# and between different listeners~such
as, normal-hearing listeners and hearing-impaired listeners
with various impairments!. On the other hand, high effi-
ciency is necessary, because measurement procedures which
take too much time before yielding reliable results are not
practicable in clinical audiometry and hearing aid fitting.

The discrimination functions~i.e., the intelligibility as a
function of speech level or signal-to-noise ratio, which is
often referred to as the performance-intensity curve! of many
sentence tests~e.g., Plomp and Mimpen, 1979; Hagerman,
1982; Nilsson et al., 1994; Kollmeier and Wesselkamp,
1997; Wageneret al., 1999a! show slopes of between 0.15
and 0.25 dB21 which are considerably steeper than the val-

ues obtained with single-word tests. Since the standard de-
viation of SRT estimates is inversely proportional to the
slope of the discrimination function, these sentence tests are
better suited for efficient and reliable SRT measurements
than, for example, single-word tests. An interfering effect,
however, is that many hearing-impaired listeners show flatter
discrimination functions than normal-hearing listeners. The
audiological relevance of the discrimination function slope is
based on the fact that the SRT is related to an intelligibility
value of 50%, which is a value too low for a satisfying con-
versation. Much more relevant to the listener’s communica-
tion in noise is the range of SNRs where intelligibility is
beyond about 80%. This relevant level range increases with
decreasing slope.

While it is known that efficient SRT measurements are
possible with sentence tests, this study investigates whether
an accurate concurrent estimate of SRT and slope is possible
within a tolerable measuring time. The standard deviation of
slope estimates is proportional to the slope of the underlying
discrimination function. Typical slope values range from 0.2
dB21 ~20% increase in intelligibility for 1 dB increase in
SNR! for normal-hearing listeners to 0.05 dB21 for severely
hearing-impaired listeners. In order, for example, to reliably
differentiate between high, intermediate, and low slope val-
ues, a relative intraindividual standard deviation of below
25% of the actual slope value has to be reached.

The measurement time necessary to obtain sufficient
precision in SRT and slope estimates is determined by the
presentation levels, the speech material, and the number of
sentences used in the measurement. The precision of the SRT
and slope estimates can be calculated as a function of the
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number of trials and of the placement of presentation levels
based on the binomial theory. For this calculation, the pre-
dictability of the speech material is essential. This is charac-
terized by thej factor, which denotes the effective number of
statistically independently perceived elements per sentence
~Boothroyd and Nittrouer, 1988!. Since the precision of esti-
mates is inversely proportional to the square root of the ef-
fective number of statistically independent elements tested
during the track, a higherj factor yields a higher precision
within the same number of sentences, thus providing a more
efficient estimate.

Adaptive procedures can be used to concentrate presen-
tation levels in the range which yields the smallest standard
deviations in SRT and slope estimates. A variety of adaptive
procedures have been described in the literature, such as
PEST ~parameter estimation by sequential testing! ~Taylor
and Creelman, 1967!, BUDTIF ~block-up-and-down, two-
interval, forced-choice! ~Campbell, 1974! and UDTR ~up-
down transformed response! ~Levitt, 1971!. All of these pro-
cedures are designed for conditions with only two possible
results per trial, for exampletrue and false in forced-choice
tasks oryesandno in yes–no tasks. In sentence tests, how-
ever, each word can be scored independently, so that each
trial has more than two possible outcomes. This additional
information can be used to design adaptive procedures which
might converge more efficiently than the procedures men-
tioned above. In this study, a generalization of the procedure
of Hagerman and Kinnefors~1995! is investigated with re-
spect to its efficiency of SRT and slope estimation.

Kollmeier et al. ~1988! investigated different adaptive
staircase procedures with the help of Markov chains. This
approach permits one to derive variances and biases of psy-
chometric function parameter estimates given a fixed number
of trials analytically without any random sampling. In this
study, however, Monte Carlo simulations are applied to in-
vestigate the accuracy and efficiency of the adaptive proce-
dures.

To evaluate the results of the simulations, two different
German sentence intelligibility tests, the Go¨ttingen sentence
test ~Kollmeier and Wesselkamp, 1997! and the Oldenburg
sentence test~Wageneret al., 1999c, b, a!, were applied to
normal-hearing and hearing-impaired listeners. These two
tests were recorded with the same talker and have nearly the
same SRT and slope values for normal-hearing listeners, but
differ in predictability of the words.

II. STATISTICAL METHOD

A. Discrimination function

The discrimination function describes the listener’s
speech intelligibility or discrimination as a function of
speech level. Speech intelligibility is defined as the mean
probability p that the words of a sentence are repeated cor-
rectly by the listener~so-called ‘‘word scoring’’ !. It is also
possible to definep as the probability of repeating whole
sentences correctly~so-called ‘‘sentence scoring’’ !. The
speech levelL may either refer to the sound pressure level of
the speech signal in conditions without competitive noise or
to the signal-to-noise ratio~SNR!, if the test is performed

under noise. Similar definitions hold for psychometric func-
tions in different psychophysical experiments.

A logistic function ~1! was chosen to represent the dis-
crimination function:

p~L,L50,s50!5
1

11exp„4•s50•~L502L !…
. ~1!

Here L50 denotes the speech reception threshold~SRT!,
which refers to a 50% probability of correct responses. The
parameters50 denotes the slope of the discrimination func-
tion at L50.

B. Variability of estimates and optimal presentation
levels

1. Efficient threshold estimation

Each trial ~i.e., each stimulus with the subject’s re-
sponse! can be assumed to be a Bernoulli trial with the prob-
ability p(L) of a correct outcome given by the psychometric
or discrimination function. The standard deviation,sp , of an
estimate based onn trials is

sp5Ap~12p!

n
. ~2!

The 50% correct level is the level which can be estimated
with the minimal standard deviationsSRT for the logistic
discrimination function~Levitt, 1971; Laming and Marsh,
1988; Green, 1990!. It is sometimes called the ‘‘sweetpoint.’’
To a first approximation, the value ofsSRT is equal to the
standard deviation of the intelligibility estimatesp divided
by the slope of the psychometric function at the SRT. Ifn
trials are presented at thesweetpoint, the asymptotic mini-
mum value ofsL50

for large values ofn is

sL50
~sweetpoint!5

0.5

s50•An
. ~3!

The efficiency of an adaptive procedure for SRT esti-
mates can be quantified by the normalized standard deviation
ŝL50

5sL50
/sL50

(sweetpoint), withsL50
denoting the empiri-

cal standard deviation in SRT estimates provided by the pro-
cedure. The normalized standard deviation is equal to the
reciprocal square root of theefficiencyas defined by Taylor
and Creelman~1967!.

The considerations above imply that all trials are pre-
sented at a constant presentation level. However, at least two
different discrimination valuesp1 andp2 at two presentation
levelsL1 andL2 are required to estimateL50 ands50 concur-
rently. In this case,L50 ands50 can be calculated by solving
a system of two logistic functions and two variablesL50 and
s50. According to the Gaussian error law the standard devia-
tion sL50

of L50 can be calculated as

sL50
5A 1

n1
S ]L50

]p1
D 2

•p1~12p1!1
1

n2
•S ]L50

]p2
D 2

•p2~12p2!

~4!
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with n1 andn2 denoting the number of trials presented at the
two levels. Figure 1 showssL50

as a function of (L1 ,L2) and
„p1(L1),p2(L2)…, respectively. The parametersn1 andn2 are
set to 25. TheL50 parameter is set to 0 dB ands50 is set to
0.2 dB21. These values refer to typical parameters of a test
employing short, meaningful sentences~cf. Sec. II C for the
settings ofn1 andn2!. The minimum ofsL50

for this condi-
tion is found to be 0.35 dB. This value is accomplished if
both stimuli are presented exactly at thesweetpoint~L1

5L250 dB andp15p250.5!. However,sL50
(L1 ,L2) is not

continuous at this point.

2. Efficient slope estimation

The standard deviationss50
of the s50 estimate can be

derived by analogy to Eq.~4!. Numerical minimization of
ss50

gives the pair of discrimination values (p150.083,
p250.917) with the minimum standard deviation of slope
estimation. By analogy to thesweetpointwe denote this pair
of stimulus levels as the ‘‘sweetpair.’’ The value of ss50

at
the sweetpairis proportional tos50. Under the assumption
that n15n25n trials are performed at both levels of the
sweetpair, the asymptotic minimum value ofss50

can be de-
rived numerically as

ss50
~sweetpair!5

1.07•s50

An
. ~5!

The efficiency of an adaptive procedure that estimates the
slope of the discrimination function can be quantified by the
normalized standard deviationŝs50

5ss50
/ss50

(sweetpair),
with ss50

denoting the standard deviation of slope estimates
provided by the procedure.

Figure 2 showsss50
as a function of (L1 ,L2) and

(p1(L1),p2(L2)). The conditions are the same as in Fig. 1.
The minimal ss50

is 0.043 dB21, which is reached at the
sweetpair~L1523.00 dB, L253.00 dB andp150.083, p2

50.917!. Wetherhill ~1963! and O’Regan and Humbert
~1989! calculated the same optimal values forp1 andp2 for
the logistic function with the second derivatives of the like-
lihood function. Levitt~1971! calculated the optimal presen-
tation levels for slope estimates for the cumulative normal
psychometric function. He proposed placing observations at
a distance of 1.57s on either side ofm, that is, atp50.058
and p50.942. This shows that the form of the underlying
discrimination function—whether logistic or normal—has
only a small influence on the position of thesweetpair.

3. Concurrent threshold and slope estimation

Since the discrimination values of thesweetpoint
(p50.5) and of thesweetpair(p150.08,p250.92) differ
considerably, an efficient concurrent SRT and slope estimate
requires a compromise between the accuracies ofL50 ands50

estimates. One approach quantifying the accuracy of a com-
mon L50 ands50 estimate is to calculate the quadratic mean
of the standard deviationssL50

andss50
normalized by their

respective minima, min(sL50
) and min(ss50

):

scomp5
1

&
•AS sL50

min~sL50
!D

2

1S ss50

min~ss50
!D

2

. ~6!

The minimum ofscomp is reached atp1,comp50.19, p2,comp

50.81. Wetherhill~1963! and O’Regan and Humbert~1989!
derived similar values~p1,comp50.176 andp2,comp50.823!
from the second derivatives of the likelihood function. Levitt
~1971! proposed similar values for a good compromise in
estimating boths and m of the cumulative normal psycho-
metric function. He proposed placing observations at dis-
tance s on either side ofm, that is, at p50.159 andp
50.841.

FIG. 1. Contour plot of the standard deviationsL50
of the threshold esti-

mate, when two different presentation levels are used. The contour lines
showsL50

in dB. The cross indicates thesweetpoint~i.e., the minimum of
sL50

!. The discrimination function is logistic with a midpoint ofL5050 dB
and a slope ofs5050.2 dB21. n15n2525 trials were performed at each
level. The axes are given both as presentation levels in dB units and as
discrimination values.

FIG. 2. Contour plot of the standard deviationss50
of thes50 estimate in the

same condition and representation as given in Fig. 1. The contour lines show
ss50

in dB21. The cross indicates thesweetpair~i.e., the minimum ofss50
!.
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C. Predictability of speech

In Sec. II A each trial~i.e., each presentation of a stimu-
lus and the subject’s response! was assumed to be a Ber-
noulli trial. In the case of sentence tests, we have to extend
this assumption, as each sentence consists of several words
which can be scored separately. That is, several Bernoulli
trials are performed per sentence. Because of context effects
prevalent in the perception of speech, the effective number of
statistically independent Bernoulli trials is smaller than the
number of words. If one or more words of a sentence have
been recognized, the probability of recognizing the remain-
der increases. According to Boothroyd and Nittrouer~1988!
the effective number of statistically independent elements in
a sentence can be quantified with thej factor, which is de-
fined as:

j 5
log ~ps!

log ~pw!
. ~7!

The valueps denotes the probability of understanding a sen-
tence completely~i.e., understanding all words in a sentence
correctly! andpw denotes the probability of correctly under-
standing each single word of the sentence separately. To take
the context effect into account, the number of Bernoulli trials
n in Eqs. ~2!–~5! has to be set tojN, with N denoting the
number of sentences tested. For example, the setting ofn1

5n2525 in Figs. 1 and 2 corresponds to 10 sentences with
j 52.5.

D. Maximum likelihood estimator

In order to fit the discrimination function to the data, a
maximum-likelihood method is employed. If a test list with a
total of m words is presented to the listener, the likelihood of
a given discrimination functionp(L,L50,s50) is

l „p~L,L50,s50!…5)
k51

m

p~Lk ,L50,s50!
c~k!

3@12p~Lk ,L50,s50!#,
12c~k!, ~8!

with c(k)51 if the word k was repeated correctly and
c(k)50 if the word k was not repeated correctly. The dis-
crimination function with the maximum likelihood is de-
termined by varying the parametersL50 and s50 until
log (l„p(L,L50,s50)…) is maximal.

E. Monte Carlo simulations

Monte Carlo simulations were performed for the logistic
discrimination function. Two thousand Monte Carlo runs
were performed in Sec. IV A. Ten thousand runs were per-
formed in Sec. IV B. Without loss of generality,L50 was set
to 0 dB in all simulations. The initial level of each simulation
was chosen randomly from a normal distribution with a stan-
dard deviation of 15 dB. A number ofj Bernoulli trials with
a probability of successp(L) were performed per sentence to
account for thej factor. The discrimination value for each
sentence was calculated by dividing the sum of the results of
the Bernoulli trials byj. Thus, only integer values ofj could
be simulated, which is a simplification, because in real
speech nonintegerj factors occur as well.

III. ADAPTIVE PROCEDURE

A generalization of the procedure of Hagerman and Kin-
nefors ~1995! is proposed which changes the presentation
level of the subsequent sentence by

DL52
f ~ i !•~prev2tar!

slope
. ~9!

The parameter tar denotes the target discrimination value at
which the procedure should converge, prev denotes the dis-
crimination value obtained in the previous sentence which is
used as input to the adaptive level setting. The slope param-
eter is set to 0.15 dB21 in this study, which is a medium
value for the sentence tests used in this study. The parameter
f ( i ) controls the rate of convergence. Its value depends on
the numberi of reversals of presentation level. The sequence
f ( i ) has to start at values above 1 to allow for large steps at
the beginning of the adaptive procedure. With increasing
number of reversals,f ( i ) has to decrease to stabilize presen-
tation levels near the target. The influence off ( i ) is investi-
gated using Monte Carlo simulations in Sec. IV A. The se-
quencef ( i )51.531.412 i yielded the optimal efficiency in
these simulations. Withf ( i )51, tar50.4, and slope50.2,
Eq. ~9! is equal to the adaptive rule of Hagerman and Kin-
nefors~1995!.

If only the SRT is to be measured, tar is set to 0.5
~sweetpoint! to yield an optimal SRT estimate. In this condi-
tion, the adaptive procedure is called A1. IfL50 ands50 are to
be measured concurrently, two randomly interleaved tracks
are used which converge atp150.2 andp250.8 ~pair of
compromise!. This condition of the adaptive procedure, using
the targets 0.2 and 0.8 in a randomly interleaved order with
random switching between two concurrent adaptive proce-
dures, is called A2.

IV. SIMULATIONS

A. Rate of convergence

Since the discrimination function is fitted to the com-
plete track, the efficiency of an adaptive procedure is optimal
if all stimuli during the whole track are placed as close to the
target as possible.

The rate of convergence is controlled byf ( i ), with i
denoting the index of the reversal. The exponential function
f ( i )5a•b2 i was chosen to parametrize the step size. It
implements rules of halving step size after each reversal (b
52) and of halving step size after every second (b51.41),
third (b51.26), and fourth (b51.189) reversal. Mean val-
ues and standard deviations of the presentation levelL were
derived as functions of trial numbern by Monte Carlo simu-
lations. Simulations were carried out for all combinations of
the parametersa51,1.5,2,2.5,3,4 andb51.189,1.26,1.41,2.
The final value of f ( i ) was limited to 0.1. This minimal
value produced the best convergence for high trial numbers
in a pilot study in which the final values 0.025, 0.05, 0.1, and
0.2 were tested. The parameters (a51.5, b51.41) yielded
the best convergence for both procedures A1 and A2 over all
of the tested slope values. Further details can be found in
Brand ~2000!.
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B. Accuracy of fit

For both algorithms the intraindividual standard devia-
tions and biases inL50 ands50 estimates were predicted us-
ing Monte Carlo simulations. All combinations ofs50

50.05, 0.10, and 0.20 dB21 and j 15 j 251,2,3,4,5 andN
510,20,30,40 were performed. In order to simplify the simu-
lations, j was kept constant with level. In the interleaved
tracksN15N25N/2 sentences were performed per target.

1. Threshold estimates

Figure 3 shows the normalized standard deviationsŝL50

of theL50 estimates, that is,sL50
relative to its minimal value

at thesweetpointfor the respective settings ofn5N• j and
s50 given by Eq.~3!. Each panel showsŝL50

as a function of
N for both procedures and for different settings ofs50 and j.

Except for s5050.05 dB21, the ŝL50
values of the re-

spective procedures for constant settings ofN>20 and j
scarcely vary with the underlyings50 value. In other words,
the panels of a given column in Fig. 3 are similar. This
means that the efficiency of the algorithms is scarcely influ-
enced by the discrimination function slope. Under most con-
ditions, ŝL50

decreases with increasingN, althoughŝL50
is

already normalized with 1/AN. This is certainly due to the
fact that the adaptive procedures converge at their specific
targets during the track, which causes a larger portion of
trials to be placed more efficiently.

For s50.0.05 dB21, procedure A1, which is better
suited for L50 estimates as it converges at thesweetpoint,
yields better results than procedure A2.

The ŝL50
values decrease with increasingj. SinceŝL50

is

already normalized with 1/Aj , this means that the estimates
can use the additional amount of statistically independent
elements per trial even more than predicted by Eq.~3!.

Different results were derived for an underlyings50

value of 0.05 dB21. Due to the flat discrimination function,

the initial distribution of levels corresponds to discrimination
values which are already relatively close top50.5.

The Monte Carlo simulations showed no tendency to-
wards systematic biases. This was expected, because all pro-
cedures generate symmetric level distributions around the
L50. The bias ofL50 estimates was always smaller than 8%
of the absolute standard deviationsL50

and has no practical
relevance.

2. Slope estimates

Figure 4 shows the relative standard deviations of thes50

estimates as functions ofN for the different settings ofs50

and j.
As expected, algorithm A1 fails completely in slope es-

timates. For the respective equal values ofj, N, ands50 this
procedure generatesss50

values which are about ten times
larger than the results obtained using A2. For that reason, the
slope estimates of A1 are out of the range of the ordinate in
Fig. 4, and they are not further discussed in this section.

The dotted lines in Fig. 4 show the minimal achievable
standard deviations ins50 estimates according to Eq.~5!. The
relative standard deviations of slope estimatesss50

/s50 de-

crease faster than with 1/AN, that is, the ratios between solid
and the dotted lines decrease with increasingN, because the
stimuli are concentrated at thepair of compromiseduring the
track.

The ss50
/s50 values decrease faster than with 1/Aj as

well, that is, the ratios between solid and the dotted lines
decrease with increasingj. This is probably due to the faster
convergence at the target level, which is caused by the more
reliable estimation ofDL according to Eq.~9! at each trial.

Figure 4 also shows the relative biases ins50 estimates.
All estimates are positively biased. The relative bias de-
creases with increasingj and increasingN. For N510 the
relative bias is unacceptably high. Forj >2 andN>30 the
relative bias of slope estimation is smaller than 0.14 for all

FIG. 3. Normalized standard deviations ofL50 estimates as functions ofN
for different settings ofs50 and j. The ordinate of each panel indicatesŝL50

@i.e., sL50
divided by its minimum value at the sweetpoint according to Eq.

~3!#, the abscissa indicatesN. Solid line: procedure A1~i.e., target value set
to 0.5!, dashed line: procedure A2~i.e., target values set top150.2 and
p250.8!.

FIG. 4. Relative standard deviations and biases ofs50 estimates yielded by
procedure A2 as a function ofN for different settings ofs50 and j. The
ordinate of each panel indicates the standard deviation~solid line! and the
bias~dashed line! of thes50 estimate relative to the underlyings50 value; the
abscissa indicatesN. The dotted line indicates the minimum achievable stan-
dard deviation ofs50 estimates at thesweetpairaccording to Eq.~5!.
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underlying slopes. Thus, at least 30 sentences should be used
to obtain a reliable slope estimate.

V. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

A. Apparatus

A computer-controlled audiometry workstation was
used, which was developed within a German joint research
project on speech audiometry~Kollmeier et al., 1992!. A per-
sonal computer with a coprocessor board~Ariel DSP 32C!
with 16-bit stereo AD-DA converters was used to control the
complete experiment as well as stimulus presentation and
recording of the listener’s responses. The stimulus levels
were adjusted by a computer-controlled custom-designed au-
diometer comprising attenuators, anti-aliasing filters, and
headphone amplifiers. Signals were presented monaurally to
the listeners with Sennheiser HDA 200 headphones with
free-field equalization. The listeners were situated in a
sound-insulated booth. Their task was to repeat each sen-
tence presented over headphones as closely as possible. The
instructor, also situated in the booth in front of the listener,
marked each incorrectly repeated word. For this purpose, an
Epson EHT 10S handheld computer was used with a LCD
touchscreen on which the target sentence was displayed. The
handheld computer was connected to the personal computer
via serial interface.

B. Speech material

Two similar sentence tests, the Go¨ttingen and the Old-
enburg sentence test, which differ mainly in predictability,
were used in the measurements. For both tests, speech and
noise were added digitally at a predefined signal-to-noise
ratio and converted to analog~16 bits, 25-kHz sampling fre-
quency!.

The Göttingen sentence test~Kollmeier and Wes-
selkamp, 1997! consists of 20 lists with 10 sentences each,
recorded with a male nonprofessional speaker. The average
number of words per sentence is 5. The predictability of the
speech material is high@j 51.95 at a SNR of28 dB (p
50.21) andj 52.38 at a SNR of24 dB (p50.84) ~Koll-
meier and Wesselkamp, 1997!#. The different lists have
equivalent discrimination functions in a speech-spectrum-
shaped noise. Measurements with normal-hearing listeners
with a noise level of 65 dB SPL gave anL50 of 26.23 dB
SNR with a standard deviation of 0.27 dB between lists. The
slope of the discrimination function at the SRT is 0.192 dB21

with a standard deviation of 0.025 dB21 between lists~Koll-
meier and Wesselkamp, 1997!. From the speech material a
nonmodulated competitive noise was generated which pro-
vides the same long-time frequency spectrum as the sum of
all sentences.

The Oldenburg sentence test~Wageneret al., 1999a, c!
consists of 120 lists with 30 sentences each recorded with the
same speaker as the Go¨ttingen sentence test. Each sentence
consists of 5 words and has the same syntactical form:Name
verb number adjective object. The predictability of the
speech material is low@j 53.18 at a SNR of29 dB (p

50.22) andj 54.29 at a SNR of25 dB (p50.81) ~Wagener
et al., 1999a!#. The different lists have equivalent discrimi-
nation functions in a speech spectrum-shaped noise. Mea-
surements with normal-hearing listeners with a noise level of
65 dB SPL gave anL50 of 27.11 dB SNR with a standard
deviation of 0.16 dB between lists~Wageneret al., 1999a!.
The slope of the discrimination function at the SRT is 0.171
dB21 with a standard deviation of 0.0165 dB21 between lists
~Wageneret al., 1999a!. From the speech material a speech-
spectrum-shaped noise was generated in the same manner as
in the Göttingen sentences.

For both sentence tests nonmodulated competitive
noises were used with the same long-time frequency spectra
as the respective speech materials.

C. Subjects and measurement program

Ten normal-hearing~four males, six females; aged
22–32 years; median age 26 years! and 11 hearing-impaired
~five males, six females; aged 37–80 years; median age 69
years! listeners participated in the experiment. The normal-
hearing listeners had hearing thresholds better than 15 dB HL
at the frequencies 0.125, 0.25, 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 3, 4, 6, and 8
kHz. The sentence tests were performed in their respective
better ear. The hearing-impaired listeners showed different
types and degrees of sensorineural hearing loss. Pure-tone
hearing thresholds ranged from 5 dB HL up to more than 100
dB HL ~one flat hearing loss at 60 dB HL, three pure high-
frequency hearing losses, and seven sloping hearing losses!.
No listener had prior experience in psychoacoustical experi-
ments. All listeners were paid for their participation on an
hourly basis.

All listeners performed three tracks each with both pro-
cedures A1 and A2 and with both the Go¨ttingen and the
Oldenburg sentences. Each listener performed two sessions:
At the beginning of the first session a pure-tone audiogram
was measured. For the hearing-impaired listeners, a categori-
cal loudness measurement using the noise signal also was
performed. Subsequently, each listener performed three prac-
tice lists with 20 sentences which were not analyzed~two
tracks using the Oldenburg sentences and procedures A1 and
A2, and one track using the Go¨ttingen sentences and proce-
dure A2!. Then four to six tracks were performed using the
different procedures and speech materials in pseudo-random
order. At the beginning of the second session, which was
performed on another day, a practice track with 30 trials
using the Oldenburg sentences and procedure A2 was per-
formed. Then the remainder of the tracks were performed in
pseudo-random order.

In the normal-hearing listeners, the interfering noise was
presented at 65 dB SPL, which is the typical ‘‘medium’’
loudness level for this signal in normal-hearing listeners. In
the hearing-impaired listeners, the interfering noise was pre-
sented at the individual medium-loudness level, which was
determined by categorical loudness scaling~Hohmann and
Kollmeier, 1995! using the noise signal as stimulus. The sig-
nal level varied according to the respective signal-to-noise
ratio.
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VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The individualL50 ands50 values for each listener were
calculated by fitting the model function~1! to all trials which
were performed with the specific listener, adaptive proce-
dure, and speech material. Because of the large number of
trials that entered this estimate~N590 sentences!, this s50

estimate can be assumed to be almost bias free. The resulting
individual ‘‘bias free’’ L50 and s50 estimates were used to
calculate the bias of the single-track fits. The individual
‘‘bias free’’ s50 estimates were also used to normalize the
individual L50 and s50 estimates. The mean individualL50

ands50 estimates are shown in Table I.
Table I also shows the mean intraindividual standard

deviations and biases of theL50 and s50 estimates for the
normal-hearing and hearing-impaired listeners using the Go¨t-
tingen and Oldenburg sentence tests. In order to make results
comparable between listeners with different slope values, the
intraindividual standard deviations and biases of theL50 es-
timates were multiplied by the slope value of the respective
listener before averaging across listeners. For the same rea-
son, the standard deviations and biases of thes50 estimates
were divided by the slope value of the respective listener
before averaging, that is, the standard deviations and biases
are given relative to the individual slope value. The corre-
sponding predicted values from the Monte Carlo simulations
~cf. Sec. IV B 2! are shown in parentheses below the ob-
served values.1 In cases where the results of the Monte Carlo
simulations depended on the slope of the discrimination
function, the minimal and the maximal predicted values are
shown in Table I.

The observed values ofs50•STD(L50) shown in Table I
are relatively consistent with the predicted values. There are
only small differences between speech materials. The mea-
surements show no tendency towards a significant bias ofL50

estimates, as predicted by the Monte Carlo simulations.
Since the mean slope values in all conditions are larger than
0.10 dB21, a conservative estimate in dB of the standard
deviation ofL50 estimates can easily be calculated by multi-
plying thes50•STD(L50) values in Table I by 10 dB.

In the predictions, procedure A1 failed completely in
slope estimates. For that reason, no predictions for slope es-
timates are shown in Table I. The observed standard devia-
tions and biases ofs50 estimates using procedure A1 are
unacceptably high as well. This means that procedure A1 is
not suitable for slope estimates. For that reason, only the
results of procedure A2 are discussed.

Using the Go¨ttingen sentences the measured relative
standard deviations ofs50 are smaller than the predicted val-
ues. This effect is significant for the normal-hearing listeners.
The predicted improvement ofs50 estimates using the Old-
enburg sentences does not occur, as the measured relative
standard deviations ofs50 have about the same size for both
sentence tests. The relative standard deviations ofs50 are
smaller in the normal-hearing listeners than in the hearing-
impaired listeners.

The relative bias of thes50 estimates is smaller than
predicted for both normal-hearing and hearing-impaired lis-
teners when the Go¨ttingen sentences are used. This is not the
case when the Oldenburg sentences are used. Here, the mea-
sured values are larger than predicted for the normal-hearing
listeners. For the hearing-impaired listeners, the measured
bias of s50 is clearly larger than predicted. The reasons for
this unexpected discrepancy are discussed below.

VII. DISCUSSION

Different authors have proposed different procedures for
level placement in order to estimate threshold and psycho-
metric function slope concurrently: Hall~1981! used the
PEST adaptive procedure with the midpoint of the psycho-
metric function as target. Leeket al. ~1992! used trans-
formed up–down adaptive procedures either with the target
p50.71 or with the targetp50.79. Both approaches are
based on the fact that the adaptive procedures do not con-
verge immediately at their specific target, but tend to wander
up and down the level axis. Indeed, the convergence has to
be slow, because otherwise the presentation levels are placed
too closely and the slope estimate is inaccurate. Lamet al.
~1996! proposed presenting several trials at four different

TABLE I. Mean individualL50 ands50 estimates as well as intraindividual standard deviations and biases for normal-hearing and hearing-impaired listeners
using the Go¨ttingen and the Oldenburg sentence tests. In order to make results comparable between listeners with different slope values, the intraindividual
standard deviations and biases of theL50 estimates have been multiplied by the individual slope value of the respective listener before averaging across
listeners. For the same reason, the standard deviations and biases of thec50 estimates are given relative to individual slope values. The corresponding predicted
values from the Monte Carlo simulations are shown in parentheses below the observed values.

Göttingen sentence test Oldenburg sentence test

Normal hearing Hearing impaired Normal hearing Hearing impaired

A1 A2 A1 A2 A1 A2 A1 A2

Mean individualL50 25.6 dB 25.5 dB 20.5 dB 20.8 dB 26.3 dB 26.1 dB 22.9 dB 22.4 dB
s50•STD(L50) 0.05 0.08 0.09 0.11 0.07 0.06 0.07 0.08

~0.08! ~0.10! ~0.08! ~0.10! ~0.05–0.07! ~0.06–0.07! ~0.05–0.07! ~0.06–0.07!
s50•Bias(L50) 20.01 0.01 20.02 0.03 20.01 0.00 20.03 0.03

~0! ~0! ~0! ~0! ~0! ~0! ~0! ~0!
Mean individuals50 0.20 dB21 0.16 dB21 0.12 dB21 0.13 dB21 0.14 dB21 0.16 dB21 0.14 dB21 0.14 dB21

Relative STD(s50) 0.69 0.16 0.84 0.24 0.52 0.21 0.59 0.29
~2! ~0.31–0.33! ~2! ~0.31–0.33! ~2! ~0.18–0.20! ~2! ~0.18–0.20!

Relative bias(s50) 0.59 0.05 0.75 0.10 0.34 0.09 0.43 0.12
~2! ~0.13! ~2! ~0.13! ~2! ~0.05! ~2! ~0.05!
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levels which are guessed or estimated by the investigator
prior to measurement, and which are newly estimated itera-
tively during the measurement until the estimates of thresh-
old and slope stabilize.

In the current study the adaptive procedure converges at
the pair of compromise, which are the target levels enabling
the most efficient concurrent threshold and psychometric
function slope estimates. In this way, the theoretically opti-
mal level placement is achieved, provided that the adaptive
procedure converges optimally.

The results of the present study can be compared to
those of earlier studies in which the efficiencies of the pro-
cedures are specified. Hall’s hybrid adaptive procedure
~1981! yields anefficiency@as defined by Taylor and Creel-
man ~1967!# of 68% in threshold estimates after 50 trials.
The efficiency of slope estimates is not specified in Hall’s
study. In the current study, procedure A2 yields anefficiency
of 75% in threshold estimates and of 39% in slope estimates
after 30 trials, if the Go¨ttingen sentence test is used. Leek
et al. ~1992! specify the efficiency of the slope estimates of
their procedure as the standard deviation of the logarithm of
slope estimates. Therefore, their results cannot be directly
compared to this study. Lamet al. ~1996! specified the stan-
dard deviations of their procedure, but did not state how
many iterations they used. Therefore, it is not possible to
calculate the efficiency of their procedure.

The adaptive procedure presented in this study exploits
the fact that a sentence trial has more than one statistically
independent element. This allows for a more efficient con-
vergence and data collection. At least in Monte Carlo simu-
lations, acceptable slope estimates can be obtained using at
least 30 sentence trials. In usual forced-choice situations
about 100 trials are necessary to obtain slope estimates with
comparable accuracy~e.g., O’Regan and Humbert, 1989!.2

Transformed up–down procedures~Levitt, 1971! can be
modified in order to converge on thepair of compromiseas
well ~Brand, 2000!. However, procedures A1 and A2, which
are generalizations of the adaptive procedure of Hagerman
and Kinnefors~1995!, yielded a higher efficiency and con-
verged efficiently at their target values independently of the
predictability of speech material. The modified transformed
up–down procedures converged efficiently at their target val-
ues only if the number of statistically independent elements
per sentence was approximately 2. For these reasons, the use
of adaptive procedure A1 should be used for simple SRT
measurements and procedure A2 for simultaneous SRT and
slope measurements for all kinds of speech material.

The optimal final step size of the adaptive procedures
found in this study is clearly smaller than those found by
other authors~e.g., Green, 1989; Hagerman and Kinnefors,
1995!. Note, however, that the slope of the discrimination
function in sentence tests is much greater than in most other
psychoacoustical tests. Consequently, smaller step sizes are
required for sentence tests. The restriction off ( i ) to 0.1 in
procedures A1 and A2 causes final step sizes which are only
13.3% of those used by Hagerman and Kinnefors~1995!.
This final value is reached after the eighth reversal, when the
target level can be estimated very accurately and there is no
reason for large changes in presentation level.

Significant biases of slope estimates have been reported
several times, especially when the chance level~the probabil-
ity to guess the right response! is nonzero and if small track
lengths (N,200) are used~O’Regan and Humbert, 1989;
Leek et al., 1992!. Fortunately, the chance level is nearly
zero for sentence tests. Furthermore, forj .1, more than one
Bernoulli trial is performed per sentence and thus much
smaller track lengths (N530) can be used. However, even in
the Monte Carlo simulations of this study, thes50 estimate
was positively biased in all conditions, but forN>20 andj
>3 the relative bias in slope estimation was smaller than
10%, which is acceptable for diagnostics. Further, these bi-
ases do not depend on the SRT and the discrimination func-
tion slope. Therefore, they can be compensated for by the
correction factors which were calculated by the Monte Carlo
simulations.

Both simulations and measurements showed that slope
estimates are much more sensitive to an inadequate level
placement than are SRT estimates. This is very consistent
with the standard deviations predicted on the basis of the
binomial theory shown in Figs. 1 and 2. Figure 1 shows that
the L50 estimate is relatively robust if stimuli are presented
not very accurately at the sweetpoint. Figure 2, however,
shows that thes50 estimate becomes very ineffective if
stimuli are presented near the sweetpoint and not near the
sweetpair. In fact, each trial which is presented near the
sweetpoint does not contribute to the slope estimate at all.

The measurements using the Go¨ttingen sentence test
showed intraindividual standard deviations and biases inL50

ands50 estimates which were smaller than the predicted val-
ues. The measured relative standard deviation is even half of
the predicted value for the normal-hearing listeners. This is
very striking, because measurements with ‘‘real’’ listeners
usually generate larger errors than do simulations, which is
generally explained by ‘‘human factors.’’ One reason for the
unexpected accurate measurements might be that the intelli-
gibility is calculated using weighting factors for each word in
the Göttingen sentence test~Kollmeier and Wesselkamp,
1997!. These weighting factors have been introduced to re-
duce the inhomogeneities in the test material. However, they
seem to cause an increase in efficiency as well.

The measurements with the Oldenburg sentence test, on
the other hand, showed somewhat less efficiency fors50 es-
timates than predicted by the Monte Carlo simulations which
might be caused by a training effect. Since all lists of the
Oldenburg sentence test consist of the same vocabulary, the
L50 estimates were observed to decrease by 2 dB within the
first six tracks due to training~Wageneret al., 1999a!. The
main portion of this training effect occurs within the first two
lists. In the Go¨ttingen sentences, no comparable training ef-
fect was observed. In order to reduce this training effect in
the current study, each listener performed training consisting
of two tracks employing the Oldenburg sentences before the
actual measurements. This training, and the fact that Olden-
burg and Go¨ttingen sentence lists were measured in an inter-
leaved order, aimed at reducing the training effect. Neverthe-
less, a small training effect occurred in this study anyway, as
the L50 estimates of a specific listener decreased about 1 dB
within the whole six tracks using the Oldenburg sentences in
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both the normal-hearing and the hearing-impaired listeners.
Using the Go¨ttingen sentences, no training effect was ob-
served.

A further possible reason for differences between predic-
tions and measurements might be caused by the adaptive
procedure. Procedure A2 generates relatively large steps of
the presentation level which might disturb the attention of
the subject and hence might produce a reduction ofj. This
effectively lower j value might then decrease the observed
estimation accuracy. To test this hypothesis, we computedj
for both the adaptive procedures and the fixed-level case for
both sentence tests as a function ofp. In this representation
of the data, we found no systematic difference inj between
the adaptive procedures and the fixed-level case. This ex-
cludes the hypothesis of a decreasedj factor as a reason for
the unexpected poor results of the Oldenburg sentences. The
j factor in the data presented here was analyzed in more
detail by Bronkhorstet al. ~2002!.

This study uses word scoring, that is, each word of a
sentence is scored separately. Other sentence tests score
whether or not the complete sentence is repeated correctly
~e.g., Plomp and Mimpen, 1979; Nilssonet al., 1994!. The
latter implies one statistically independent element per sen-
tence (j 51). The simulations of this study, however, show
that this scoring method is the worst condition for efficient
L50 ands50 estimates, because the adaptive procedures can-
not work properly and the fitting is based on too few
samples. Although no measurements with sentence scoring
have been performed in this study, we assume that sentence
scoring is ineffective in measurements as well. Word scoring
only takes a little more experimental effort than sentence
scoring, but this effort seems to be justified by the gain in
efficiency and accuracy.

Plomp and Mimpen~1979! proposed using 13 sentences
to obtain a standard deviation in SRT estimates of approxi-
mately 1 dB with normal-hearing listeners in noise. Nilsson
et al. ~1994! proposed using ten sentences for SRT measure-
ments and obtained a standard deviation of 1.52 dB in noise
with normal-hearing listeners. However, if decreased slope
values for hearing-impaired listeners are accounted for as
well as the fact that differences of only a few dB in SRTs in
noise can be very important for diagnostics and hearing aid
fitting, it appears necessary to achieve smaller standard de-
viations in SRT measurements.

For single SRT measurements, we therefore propose to
use procedure A1 with at least 20 sentences to get reliable
results with a standard deviation of less than 1 dB for listen-
ers withs50>0.10 dB21.

If the slope should also be measured, the use of proce-
dure A2 with at least 30 sentences is recommended. In this
case, a standard deviation of SRT estimate of less than 1 dB
is achieved in combination with a relative standard deviation
of slope estimate of 20% to 30%.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

Both Monte Carlo simulations and measurements clearly
indicate that the ‘‘pair of compromise’’ target levels should
be used for a concurrent estimate of threshold and slope of
the psychometric function. The adaptive procedures intro-

duced in this study are based on this finding. They also uti-
lize the fact that more than one statistically independent Ber-
noulli trials is sampled in each sentence, if word scoring is
applied. This fact allows for more efficient SRT and slope
estimates compared to usual forced-choice tasks. To obtain a
reliable bias-free SRT estimate with a standard deviation of
less than 1 dB, it is recommended to use at least 20 sentence
trials and an adaptive procedure that converges at a discrimi-
nation value ofp50.5 with decreasing step size. A reliable
concurrent estimate of discrimination function slopes using
sentence tests is problematic, because clinical diagnostics re-
quires measurement times much shorter than those typical of
psychoacoustics. At least 30 sentences are necessary for aj
value >2 ~more are recommended! as well as an adaptive
procedure that converges at the discrimination values ofp1

50.2 andp250.8 in randomly interleaved order. Using these
settings, a relative standard deviation of slope estimates of
20% to 30% and a relative bias of about 10% within 30
sentence trials can be obtained concurrently with a standard
deviation of 1 dB for the SRT estimate.

Theoretically, sentence tests with lowly predictable
speech materials@such as the Oldenburg sentence test
~Wageneret al., 1999c!# should be more efficient in estimat-
ing SRTs and discrimination function slopes than sentence
tests with highly predictable speech materials@such as the
Göttingen sentence test~Kollmeier and Wesselkamp, 1997!#.
In measurements with normal-hearing and hearing-impaired
listeners, however, the expected advantage of the Oldenburg
sentence test could not be observed. Possibly, this is due to a
training effect. Hence, the number of sentences to obtain a
reliable concurrent threshold and slope estimate cannot be
further reduced if a more efficient sentence test with a higher
j factor is employed.
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1The predictions of the normalized standard deviations ofL50 estimates were
calculated as follows: Since 30 sentences were used per track, the minimal
value of s50•STD(L50) at thesweetpointis 0.5/A30• j , with j 52 for the
Göttingen sentences and withj 54 for the Oldenburg sentences@cf. Eq.
~3!#. These values have been multiplied with the normalized standard de-
viations of theL50 estimatesŝL50

for the specific procedure,j factor, and

slope value s50 as displayed in Fig. 3 to obtain predictions ofs50

•STD(L50). Standard deviations and biases of the slope estimate were pre-
dicted using the results shown in Fig. 4 and assumingj 52 in the Göttingen
sentences andj 54 in the Oldenburg sentences.

2O’Regan and Humbert~1989! tested different constant stimuli distributions
with respect to their accuracy in threshold and slope estimates. In Monte
Carlo simulations the best distributions produced relative standard devia-
tion of slope estimates of about 0.14 using 100 trials. In this study, proce-
dure A2 produced a relative standard deviation of slope estimates of about
0.16 in Monte Carlo simulations forj 54 using 30 trials.
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Previous work has shown that the lips are moving at a high velocity when the oral closure occurs
for bilabial stop consonants, resulting in tissue compression and mechanical interactions between
the lips. The present experiment recorded tongue movements in four subjects during the production
of velar and alveolar stop consonants to examine kinematic events before, during, and after the stop
closure. The results show that, similar to the lips, the tongue is often moving at a high velocity at
the onset of closure. The tongue movements were more complex, with both horizontal and vertical
components. Movement velocity at closure and release were influenced by both the preceding and
the following vowel. During the period of oral closure, the tongue moved through a trajectory of
usually less than 1 cm; again, the magnitude of the movement was context dependent. Overall, the
tongue moved in forward–backward curved paths. The results are compatible with the idea that the
tongue is free to move during the closure as long as an airtight seal is maintained. A new
interpretation of the curved movement paths of the tongue in speech is also proposed. This
interpretation is based on the principle of cost minimization that has been successfully applied in the
study of hand movements in reaching. ©2002 Acoustical Society of America.
@DOI: 10.1121/1.1473636#

PACS numbers: 43.70.Aj, 43.70.Bk@KRK#

I. INTRODUCTION

Stop consonants are commonly produced with a com-
plete closure in the vocal tract to allow the build-up of oral
air pressure that drives the noise source at the release. The
purpose of this study is to make a detailed examination of
tongue tip and tongue body kinematics in the production of
stop consonants with particular emphasis on events before,
during, and after the oral closure. The influences of stop
consonant voicing and vowel environment on movement ki-
nematics are evaluated. In addition, we want to extend our
previous work on bilabial stop consonant production
~Löfqvist and Gracco, 1997; see also Westbury and Hashi,
1997!, which has shown that the lips are moving at a high
velocity at the onset of the oral closure, resulting in tissue
compression and mechanical interactions between the lips,
with the lower lip pushing the upper lip upward. These re-
sults for the lips suggested that a virtual target for the lips in
making the stop closure is a region of negative lip aperture.
That is, to reach their virtual targets, the lips would have to
move beyond each other. The resulting tissue compression
produces the airtight seal for the stop to allow the build-up of
oral air pressure. Such a control strategy would ensure that
the lips will form an airtight seal regardless of any contextual
variability in the onset positions of their closing movements.
In addition, this strategy appears to be used in controlling the
duration of the closure for a bilabial stop~Löfqvist, 2000!.
By changing the virtual target for the lower lip, the lips will

stay in contact for a longer or shorter period. More specifi-
cally, a stop with a longer closure duration is produced with
the lower lip reaching a higher vertical position, reflecting a
higher virtual target position. Given these findings for labial
stop consonants, it is of interest to examine if a similar view
of virtual targets is also viable for the tongue, i.e., a virtual
target that would effectively require the tongue to move into
the nasal cavity. Data on tongue movements and tongue–
palate contact patterns presented by Fuchset al. ~2001! sup-
port such a view of a virtual target for the tongue. They noted
that the magnitude of the deceleration of the tongue move-
ment into the closure was highly correlated with the tongue–
palate contact pattern, thus suggesting that the tongue is
moving towards a virtual target at the onset of the oral clo-
sure. Also, the material presented by Mooshammeret al.
~1995! clearly indicates that the tongue body is moving at the
onset of the oral closure for a velar stop consonant, and that
the velocity at closure is influenced by the quality of the
preceding vowel. In addition, their results also showed that
the tongue body is moving during the closure for a velar stop
~see also Houde, 1968; Perkell, 1969!. The amount of tongue
movement during the closure varied with vowel context.
Thus, the tongue-body movement during the closure was
about 1 mm when the preceding vowel was /i/, and between
4 and 10 mm when the preceding vowel was /u/ or /a/.

Studies of tongue movements during velar stop conso-
nant production have shown that the tongue tends to move in
curved paths~Houde, 1968; Perkell, 1969; Kent and Moll,
1972; Scho¨nle, 1988; Munhallet al., 1991; Löfqvist and
Gracco, 1994; Mooshammeret al., 1995!. In the productiona!Electronic mail: lofquist@haskins.yale.edu
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of velar stops, the tongue movement trajectory into the stop
closure is usually going forward, and the location of the
point of contact between the tongue body and the palate at
stop closure is influenced by the phonetic context of the stop
~cf. Dembowskiet al., 1998!. There are two properties of the
tongue movement kinematics in speech that need to be
addressed—the direction of the movement, i.e., forward or
backward, and the nature of the path, i.e., straight or curved.
Some of the proposed explanations to account for the tongue
movement trajectories in velar stop consonants have been
based on aerodynamic factors, such as an increase in cavity
size to maintain voicing, or the increase in oral air pressure
behind the closure~e.g., Coker, 1976; Hooleet al., 1998!.
Alternatively, tongue movement kinematics has been ex-
plained in terms of the biomechanics of the tongue and the
jaw ~Perrier et al., 1998!. None of these explanations has
been generally accepted, however. We should also note that
in a vowel–consonant–vowel sequence with a bilabial stop,
the tongue movement from the first to the second vowel
tends to follow a curved path~Löfqvist and Gracco, 1999!.
Less information on movement kinematics~ignoring for the
moment tongue–palate contact patterns obtained by electro-
palatography! is available for stops produced with the tongue
tip and tongue blade, /t, d/, although the data published by
Kent and Moll ~1972! show that the location of the point of
contact between the tongue tip and the palate, or alveolar
ridge, is influenced by phonetic context.

In a recent study~Löfqvist and Gracco, 1999!, we
showed that in a vowel–bilabial stop-vowel sequence, more
than 50% of the tongue movement trajectory from the first to
the second vowel tends to occur during the stop closure for
the consonant. The most likely explanation is that if a large
part of the tongue movement trajectory occurred before or
after the oral closure, an ‘‘extra’’ vowel sound might be per-
ceived. In a vowel–consonant–vowel~VCV! sequence
where the stop is alveolar or velar, one would expect a dif-
ferent pattern, however. The reason is that the tongue is not
actively involved in making the labial closure in a VCV se-
quence with a bilabial stop consonant, but rather in making
the vowel-to-vowel gesture. However, in the VCV sequences
with the alveolar and velar stops, the tongue is actively in-
volved both in making the stop closure and in the vowel-
related gestures. One would thus expect that less than 50% of
the tongue movement trajectory from the first to the second
vowel occurs during the stop closure. The tongue is con-
strained in its freedom to move since it has to stay in contact
with the palate to maintain the airtight seal.

Kinematic recordings of tongue movements were made
in four subjects producing vowel–consonant–vowel se-
quences. To examine the specific hypothesis about virtual
targets for the tongue in stop consonant production, measure-
ments were made of the horizontal and vertical velocity at
the onset of the oral closure for the stop. High movement
velocities at the onset of the oral closure would be compat-
ible with the notion of a virtual target for the tongue. In
addition, the magnitude of tongue movement during the stop
closure was evaluated. Finally, a calculation was made of the
percentage of the tongue movement from the first to the sec-
ond vowel that occurred during different intervals of the

VCV sequence, such as during the first vowel, during the
stop closure, and during the second vowel. We also present
detailed analyses of tongue movement trajectories for a small
number of tokens produced by two of the subjects. Our ra-
tionale for doing this is that such a presentation is useful for
constraining the behavior of tongue models~e.g., Payan and
Perrier, 1997; Sanguinetiet al., 1998!.

II. METHOD

A. Subjects

Two female~LK, DR! and two male subjects~VG, AL!
participated. All subjects had normal speech and hearing and
no history of speech or hearing disorders. Three of the sub-
jects~LK, DR, VG! are native speakers of American English.
Subjects LK and DR grew up in the Midwest, while subject
VG grew up in Florida; they all currently live in the North-
east. Speaker AL is a native speaker of Swedish who is also
fluent in English. Subjects VG and AL are the two authors.

B. Linguistic material

The linguistic material consisted of 36 V1CV2 se-
quences, where the first vowel (V1) was one of /i, a, u/, the
consonant~C! one of /t, d, k, g/, and the second vowel (V2)
one of /i, a, u/. The sequences were placed in the carrier
phrase ‘‘Say ... again,’’ with sentential stress occurring on the
second vowel (V2) of the sequence. Ten repetitions of each
sequence were recorded.

C. Procedure

The movements of the tongue were recorded using a
three-transmitter magnetometer system~Perkellet al., 1992!.
Receivers were placed on four positions on the tongue; these
positions will be referred to, from front to back, as tip, blade,
body, and rear. Although an attempt was made to position the
receivers equidistantly on the tongue, there was some vari-
ability in the positions of the tongue receivers between sub-
jects ~this can be seen in Figs. 6 and 9 below!. Two addi-
tional receivers placed on the nose and the upper incisors
were used for the correction of head movements. All tongue
receivers were attached using Ketac-Bond~ESPE!. Care was
taken during each receiver placement to ensure that it was
positioned at the midline with its long axis perpendicular to
the sagittal plane. Two receivers attached to a plate were
used to record the occlusal plane by having the subject bite
on the plate during recording. All data were subsequently
corrected for head movements and rotated to bring the oc-
clusal plane into coincidence with thex axis. This rotation
was performed to obtain a uniform coordinate system for all
subjects~cf. Westbury, 1994!.

The articulatory movement signals~induced voltages
from the receiver coils! were sampled at 625 Hz after low-
pass filtering at 200 Hz. The resolution for all signals was 12
bits. After voltage-to-distance conversion, the movement sig-
nals were low-pass filtered using a 25-point triangular win-
dow with a 3-dB cutoff at 17 Hz; this was done forwards and
backwards to maintain phase. To obtain instantaneous veloc-
ity, the first derivative of the position signals was calculated
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using a three-point central difference algorithm. The velocity
signals were smoothed using the same triangular window.
The speed@y5A( ẋ21 ẏ2)# was calculated for each receiver.
In addition, the curvature@c5( ẋÿ2 ẍÿ)/y3# was obtained.
The sign of the curvature shows the direction of the move-
ment, negative for clockwise movement and positive for
counterclockwise movement~cf. Löfqvist et al., 1993!; in
the coordinate system used in the present study, a positive
sign of curvature indicates that the movement is going

forward–backward; see Fig. 1. The magnitude of the curva-
ture is a measure of how ‘‘curved’’ a movement trajectory is.
Tongue movement onsets and offsets were defined algorith-
mically in the tongue body speed signal as minima during
the first and second vowel. We should note that at these
points in time, the horizontal and vertical velocity of the
tongue is usually not zero. All the signal processing was
made using the Haskins Analysis Display and Experiment
System~HADES! ~Rubin and Lo¨fqvist, 1996!.

FIG. 1. Acoustic and movement sig-
nals recorded during the production of
the utterance ‘‘Say agu again’’ by sub-
ject LK. The labels in the audio signal
correspond to the onset and release of
the oral closure for the consonant, and
the onset of the second vowel in /agu/.
The vertical lines labeled V1 and V2
were defined in the speed signal of the
tongue body to identify the onset and
offset of the tongue movement from
the first to the second vowel in /agu/.
The right panel shows the receiver tra-
jectories from the first to the second
vowel and also the part of the trajec-
tory made during the oral closure for
the consonant.
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The acoustic signal was pre-emphasized, low-pass fil-
tered at 9.5 kHz, and sampled at 20 kHz. The onset and
release of the oral closure were identified in waveform and
spectrogram displays of the acoustic signal. The onset of the
closure was identified by the decrease in the amplitude of the
acoustic waveform, and by the disappearance of spectral en-
ergy at higher frequencies. The release was identified by the
burst and the onset of the second vowel in the VCV sequence
by the beginning of regular glottal vibrations.

Figure 1 provides an example of tongue movements in
one production of the sequence /agu/ by subject LK and also
an overview of the labeling and measurement procedures. It
presents the acoustic signal, the horizontal and vertical posi-
tions of each receiver, the tongue body speed, and the tongue
body curvature signals. The following labels were placed in
the acoustic and tongue body speed signals and used for
measurements. In the acoustic signal, the labels from left to
right correspond to the onset of the oral closure, the release
of the oral closure, and the onset of the second vowel /u/.
The first two of these labels were used for measuring the
velocity of the tongue at the onset and release of the oral
closure. They were also used to measure the movement of

the tongue during the oral closure. The second and third of
these acoustic labels, placed at the release and the acoustic
onset of the second vowel, respectively, were used to exam-
ine the amount of movement between the release and the
onset of the second vowel. In the tongue body speed signal,
labels were placed at the speed minimum during the first and
second vowels, respectively, and used to identify the onset
and offset of the tongue movement in the first and second
vowels. Thus, the two vertical lines running across the nine
lower panels in Fig. 1 correspond to the onset of the closing
movement from the first vowel /a/ and the offset of the open-
ing movement into the second vowel /u/, defined in the
tongue body speed signal. The first label in the tongue body
speed signal was used together with the label at oral closure
in the audio signal to measure the movement from the first
vowel to the onset of the oral closure. The second label in the
tongue body speed signal was used together with the label at
the second vowel onset in the acoustic signal to measure the
tongue movement during the second vowel. Note that these
movement onset and offset in the two vowels were always
defined in the tongue body speed signal. That is, they also
served as onsets and offsets for the tongue tip movements in

FIG. 2. Plots of receiver trajectories during single pro-
ductions of sequences with a voiceless velar stop /k/ for
subjects LK and DR. The trajectory from the first to the
second vowel is shown and also the part of the trajec-
tory that occurred during the oral closure for the conso-
nant.
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sequences with an alveolar stop. The reason is that the
tongue body is more directly associated with the production
of the vowels than the tongue tip. An examination of the
location of the left vertical line in the movement signals in
Fig. 1, marking the onset of the movement towards conso-
nant closure, shows that it corresponds to instances of very
small vertical movement for all the tongue receivers. How-
ever, all the receivers move backwards at this point in time.
At the second vertical line in Fig. 1, all the receivers are
moving down and back.

The right panel in Fig. 1 shows anx–y plot of the
trajectories of the tongue receivers from the first to the sec-
ond vowel and also the part of the trajectory that occurred
during the oral closure for the consonant. The temporal ex-
tent of this plot corresponds to the interval between the two
vertical lines in the left panel, i.e., between the two vowels.

The bottom panel in Fig. 1 shows the curvature of the
tongue body receiver. It has a positive sign during the se-
quence /agu/ defined by the two vertical lines, thus indicating
that the movement is counterclockwise. There is only one
instance of clockwise movement of the tongue body during
the whole utterance, immediately to the right of the label
‘‘V 2 ;’’ this instance is thus not included in the trajectories
shown in the right panel. In order to maintain consistency in
labeling the movement and acoustic signals, all the labeling
was made by the first author. The labeling of the movement
signals was made interactively using both the temporal and
x–y plots shown in Fig. 1. Once the proper interval in the
signal had been identified, an algorithm was used to place the
label at the minimum of speed.

Measurements were made of receiver positions and ve-
locities at the onset and offset of the oral closure. In addition,
the path of the receiver during the oral closure were mea-
sured. The following movement trajectories were also mea-
sured: from the first vowel to the consonant closure, during
the closure, between consonant release and the onset of the
second vowel, and during the second vowel. The movement
magnitude was measured in two different ways, as the Eu-
clidean distance between receiver onset and offset, and as the
movement path by summing the Euclidean distances be-
tween successive samples from movement onset to move-
ment offset. The ratio of the path length and the Euclidean
distance provides a metric to assess how much the trajectory
deviates from a straight line, with a ratio of 1 implying a
straight line.

Analyses of variance were conducted to assess the influ-
ence of consonant type and vowel context on movement
properties. Since many comparisons were made, ap value of
<0.0001 was adopted as significant. Given the large number
of degrees of freedom,h2 values showing the variation ac-
counted for are also reported~cf. Young, 1993!.

The kinematic signals represent the movements of re-
ceivers placed at the midline of the tongue. When presenting
the results, we will use the terms ‘‘tongue tip receiver’’ and
‘‘tongue tip’’ interchangeably, while acknowledging that we
are only examining the movements of a single point. Thus,
we make no claims about asymmetrical movements of the
left and right sides of the tongue during closure and release,
although such asymmetries are known to exist~e.g., Hamlet

et al., 1986; Stone, 1990!. Moreover, it is not possible to
know the position of a given tongue receiver relative to the
point, or region, of the tongue used for making the tongue–
palate contact during the stop closure in a given subject.
Finally, the tongue movements include the contribution of
the jaw, which is proper when the focus is on the tongue as
an end effector.

III. RESULTS

We shall first examine some characteristics of tongue
movements in selected vowel contexts for two of the speak-
ers. Figure 2 shows receiver movement trajectories from the
first to the second vowel for selected sequences with a voice-
less velar stop /k/ produced by subjects LK and DR. Figure 3
shows similar sequences with a voiceless alveolar stop /t/.
The whole trajectory from vowel to vowel is shown, as well
as the part of the trajectory that occurred during the oral
closure for the consonant. The letters at the onset/offset of
each trajectory identify the receiver positions for the respec-
tive vowels. A tracing of the outline of the hard palate is also
shown for identification purposes. Since this outline was ob-
tained by having the subject move the tongue tip receiver
from the alveolar ridge and as far backwards as possible,

FIG. 3. Plots of receiver trajectories during single productions of sequences
with a voiceless alveolar stop /t/ for subjects LK and DR. The trajectory
from the first to the second vowel is shown and also the part of the trajectory
that occurred during the oral closure for the consonant.
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these tracings do not necessarily give the true outline of the
palate in the posterior region~in some cases, a receiver
crosses the outline of the palate!.

In these figures, several aspects of tongue movements in
speech are exemplified. The trajectories of the four tongue
receivers show both similarities and differences. In the se-
quences with a velar stop, shown in Fig. 2, the tongue re-

ceivers mostly move in a curved trajectory with a counter-
clockwise, i.e., forward, movement. There are, however,
several instances where this generalization does not hold and
also where different receivers move in different directions.
Figure 4 shows percentile plots of the curvature of the
tongue body for the productions shown in Fig. 2. The box
encloses 90% of the data with the bottom representing 5%

FIG. 4. Percentile plots of tongue
body curvature for the productions
with a velar stop consonant shown in
Fig. 2. The box encloses 90% of the
data with the bottom representing 5%
and the top 95% of the data. The solid
line inside the box is the median value,
while the lower and upper two dashed
lines in the box represent 25% and
75% of the data, respectively. The
numbers below each box show the me-
dian curvature for the interval. The ar-
rows above or in each box show the
change in curvature for the interval.
Two or more arrows indicate several
changes occurring in the order from
the left to the right arrows.
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and the top 95% of the data. The solid line inside the box is
the median value, while the lower and upper two dashed
lines in the box represent 25% and 75% of the data. Recall
that a positive value of curvature indicates a clockwise
forward–backward-going movement. The numbers below
each box show the median curvature for the interval. The
arrows above or in each box show the change in curvature

for the interval. Two or more arrows indicate several changes
occurring in the order from the left to the right arrows.

The median values for the curvature were always posi-
tive, with a few exceptions. These occurred in subject LK’s
productions of /iku/ and /uka/, and in subject DR’s produc-
tions of /iku/, /aki/, and /uka/. Thus, the movement direction
of the tongue body was going forward–backward. In many

FIG. 5. Percentile plots of tongue tip
curvature for the productions with an
alveolar stop consonant shown in Fig.
3. The box encloses 90% of the data
with the bottom representing 5% and
the top 95% of the data. The solid line
inside the box is the median value,
while the lower and upper two dashed
lines in the box represent 25% and
75% of the data, respectively. The
numbers below each box show the me-
dian curvature for the interval. The ar-
rows above or in each box show the
change in curvature for the interval.
Two or more arrows indicate several
changes occurring in the order from
the left to the right arrows.
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productions, the curvature of the tongue body was positive
during all articulatory intervals. However, it is also apparent
in Fig. 4 that the tongue body often changed its movement
direction during the VCV sequence and sometimes even dur-
ing an interval, e.g., during the movement during the closure
in the sequence /uki/ for both subjects LK and DR.

During the closing movement, different tongue receivers
sometimes moved in different directions. For example, in the
sequence /aki/ of subject LK in Fig. 2, the tongue tip and
tongue blade always moved clockwise while the tongue body
and the tongue rear moved counterclockwise. On the other
hand, in the closing movement of the sequence /iku/ of sub-
ject DR, the tongue tip and tongue blade always moved
counterclockwise while the tongue body and tongue rear
moved clockwise.

For the sequences with an alveolar stop consonant
shown in Fig. 3, the most notable aspect is the difference in
the tongue body and tongue rear receiver movements be-
tween the two subjects in the sequences /uti, itu/. In particu-
lar, during the oral closure the tongue body and tongue rear
receivers of subject LK show an extensive lowering move-
ment that is not found in the same sequences for subject DR.
For subject LK, the vertical displacement of the tongue body
during the closure is 0.7 and 0.8 cm for /uti/ and /itu/, re-

spectively, while the same numbers for subject DR are 0.1
and 0.3 cm. For subject LK, the tongue tip vertical move-
ment during the closure is 0.2 cm in both sequences. In the
case of subject LK, this lowering of the tongue body during
the oral closure in the sequences with the vowels /i, u/ is also
followed by an upward movement after the release of the
closure to the position for the second vowel. The path of the
tongue body movement from the first to the second vowel is
thus much longer for subject LK than for subject DR in the
sequence /uti/, 2.0 and 0.7 cm respectively, and 2.2 and 0.9
cm for the sequence /itu/.

Figure 5 shows percentile plots of the curvature of the
tongue tip for the productions shown in Fig. 3. Like the
tongue body, the median tongue tip curvature was positive
with the exception of five intervals for subject LK~/uti/, /itu/,
/uta/! and five intervals for subject DR~/uti/, /ati/, /uta/!. In
general, the absolute curvature values were smaller for the
tongue tip than the tongue body. It was also less common for
the tongue tip to change its direction of movement during the
individual articulatory intervals shown in Fig. 5.

The tongue receivers can move in both straight-line and
curved paths. The ratio of the tongue movement measured as
the Euclidean distance and as the length of the path provides
a metric for how much the path deviates from a straight line.

FIG. 6. Receiver positions at onset and release of oral closure for velar stops.
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Examination of such ratios for the tongue tip and tongue
body movement during the stop closure for the utterances
shown in Figs. 2 and 3 showed ratios higher than 2 for the
tongue tip in /uti/ of subject LK and in /itu/ and /uta/ of
subject DR. In these cases, the tongue tip was moving up and
down during the closure, so that its position at the beginning
and end of the closure was very similar. It is obvious from a
qualitative analysis of the trajectories shown in Figs. 2 and 3

that in many cases the different parts of the tongue move in
different paths during parts of the trajectory from the first to
the second vowel.

The trajectory for a pair of VCV sequences with the
same vowels but in different positions, such as /uki/ and /iku/
or /uti/ and /itu/, do not show paths that are mirror images of
each other. This is due, in part, to the fact that the context for
the first and second vowels differ due to the carrier phrase

FIG. 7. Average tongue body velocity
at the onset and offset of the oral clo-
sure in sequences where the first
vowel is ~a! /a/; ~b! /i/; and ~c! /u/.
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used, and also to the stress pattern~see Löfqvist and Gracco,
1999, for a detailed analysis of this issue!.

A. Tongue body movements at stop closure

The first set of analyses focused on the tongue body and
tongue tip before, during, and after the oral closure for the
velar and alveolar stop consonants, respectively. An over-
view of all average receiver positions at onset and release of
the oral closure for velar stops is shown in Fig. 6. In almost
all cases, the positions of the open- and filled-circles repre-
senting the tongue body receiver differ, thus indicating
tongue body movement during the closure. Generally, the
tongue body is at a higher and more forward position at the
release of the closure.

The average horizontal and vertical velocity of the
tongue body receiver at the onset and offset of the oral clo-
sure for the velar stops are shown in Fig. 7 for all subjects. In
this figure, there are two identical symbols for each subject,
e.g., the filled triangles. They refer to the voiced and voice-
less velar stops. As will be discussed in more detail below,
the effect of stop consonant voicing was inconsistent. A first
thing to note in this figure is that the tongue body is gener-
ally moving up and forward at the onset of the closure: The
filled symbols cluster in the upper left quadrant of each
panel. The only exceptions to this pattern are found when the
first vowel is /i/ for subjects DR, VG, and AL@Fig. 7~b!#,
where the tongue body may be moving backward and down
at closure. A second thing to note is that the velocity at
closure is heavily influenced by the first vowel in the VCV
sequence: The filled symbols in Figs. 7~a!, ~b!, ~c! tend to

cluster in nonoverlapping regions of the plots. Conversely,
within Figs. 7~a!, ~b!, and ~c!, the filled squares, triangles,
and circles, coding the quality of the second vowel, overlap.
The filled symbols in Fig. 7~b! cluster around zero along
both axes, indicating that the velocity at closure is very low
when the first vowel is /i/. For the other two vowels /a, u/,
the pattern shows some differences between speakers for the
horizontal and vertical velocity. The results of the analysis of
variance are summarized in Table I.~In this and the follow-
ing section, the degrees of freedom in the analysis of vari-
ance were 1,162 for consonant voicing and 2,162 for vow-
els.!

The analysis of variance showed that the horizontal ve-

TABLE I. F andh2 values for tongue body movements at the stop closure.
Boldface indicates significant effect atp,0.0001.

Measure LK DR VG AL

Horizontal velocity at closure
V1 84.73, 0.15 501.01, 0.36 184.20, 0.36 449.79, 0.28
V2 20.91, 0.04 1.98 12.04, 0.02 85.92, 0.05

Vertical velocity at closure
V1 1163.66, 0.3 556.61, 0.32 346.61, 0.41 832.37, 0.38
V2 29.85, 0.02 4.83 1.51 40.30, 0.02

Horizontal velocity at release
V1 74.19, 0.13 434.92, 0.62 155.99, 0.13 123.21, 0.26
V2 71.89, 0.13 82.36, 0.12 561.71, 0.22 154.3, 0.33

Vertical velocity at release
V1 22.44, 0.07 120.12, 0.14 5.04 3.64
V2 126.99, 0.38 264.79, 0.32 441.25, 0.41 757.47, 0.36

Movement path during closure
V1 815.89, 0.23 391.03, 0.21 108.44, 0.11 551.33, 0.16
V2 45.47, 0.01 12.2, 0.001 98.32, 0.1 86.19, 0.03

FIG. 7. ~Continued.!
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locity at oral closure was reliably influenced by the quality of
the first vowel. The same was true for the vertical velocity at
closure. The effect of the second vowel on the horizontal
velocity at closure was significant for subjects LK, VG, and
AL, but not for subject DR. For the vertical velocity at clo-
sure, the second vowel effect was significant for subjects LK
and AL. Theh2 values for the effect of the second vowel are
very low compared to those of the first vowel. Stop conso-
nant voicing did not show any consistent influences on the
tongue body movement at oral closure across subjects.

At the release of the oral closure for the velar stops, the
results presented in Fig. 7 show more variability between the
subjects. In the majority of cases, the tongue body is moving
downward at the release, but exceptions to this pattern are
found for all subjects when the second vowel is /i/, the un-
filled triangles. The vertical velocity at the release tends to be
smaller when the second vowel is /i/~unfilled triangles! than
when it is /a/ or /u/~unfilled squares and circles. For two
subjects, LK and VG, the tongue body is always moving
forward at the release, whereas for the other two subjects,
DR and AL, a backward movement occurs in the vowel con-
texts /a–a/ @Fig. 7~a!#, /a–u/ @Fig. 7~a!#, and /i–u/ @Fig. 7~b!#.
It is reasonable to assume that at the release of the velar
closure, the tongue body movement is mostly influenced by
the second vowel in the VCV sequence. Thus, the unfilled
symbols should cluster by shape. This is generally the case
for all subjects.

The horizontal velocity of the tongue body at the release
was reliably influenced by the first vowel for all subjects.
However, the first vowel only had a reliable influence on the
vertical velocity at the release for subjects LK and DR. Also,
the influence of the second vowel on the horizontal and ver-
tical velocity at the release was reliable. Thus, to judge from
the h2 values, the horizontal velocity of the tongue body at
the release of the velar closure is still influenced by the first
vowel, whereas the vertical velocity is mostly influenced by
the second vowel. Again, the influence of consonant voicing
was inconsistent.

The tongue body receiver usually continued to move
during the oral closure for the velar stops; the path of the
movement was generally less than 1, as summarized in Fig.
8. The effect of the first vowel on the movement path was
reliable for all subjects; see Table I. The second vowel also
reliably influenced the movement path during the closure,
although theh2 values were lower. Consonant voicing had a
reliable effect on tongue body movement during the closure
for subjects LK, DR, and VG. As is evident in Fig. 8, the
path was longer for the voiceless stops.

B. Tongue tip movements at stop closure

An overview of all average receiver positions at onset
and release of the oral closure for alveolar stops is shown in
Fig. 9. In almost all cases, the positions of open- and filled-

FIG. 8. Average movement path of the tongue body receiver during the period of oral closure; the error bars show the standard deviation.
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squares representing the tongue tip receiver differ, thus indi-
cating tongue tip movement during the closure. Generally,
the pattern of tongue tip movement during the closure is
more variable across subjects that that of the tongue body
shown in Fig. 6.

The average horizontal and vertical velocity of the
tongue tip receiver at the onset and offset of the oral closure
for the alveolar stops are shown in Fig. 10. In this figure,
there are two identical symbols for each subject, e.g., the
filled triangles. They refer to the voiced and voiceless alveo-
lar stops. At the onset of the oral closure, the tongue tip is
generally moving upward. A few exceptions to this pattern
occur for subject AL. The pattern of horizontal movement
differs between subjects. Subject DR always shows a for-
ward movement, while subjects LK, and AL have a forward
movement when the first vowel is /a/ and /u/@Figs. 10~a! and
~c!#, but a backward movement when the first vowel is /i/
@Fig. 10~b!#. For subject VG, the movement is forward when
the first vowel is /u/ and backward when the first vowel is /i/.
Interestingly, when the first vowel is /a/, the movement is
forward for the voiced stops but backward for the voiceless
ones. The strong influence on the movement velocity at oral
closure from the first vowel is evident from the fact that the
filled symbols tend to cluster in nonoverlapping regions in
Figs. 10~a!–~c!. Note, however, that the filled symbols are
higher in Fig. 10~a! for subjects LK, VG, and AL than in

Figs. 10~b! and~c!, whereas the filled symbols are higher for
subject DR in Fig. 10~c! than in Figs. 10~a! and ~b!. This
shows that the tongue tip is moving upwards at a faster speed
when the preceding vowel is /a/ for subjects LK, VG, and
AL, but when it is /u/ for subject DR.

The strong influence on the first vowel on the tongue tip
velocity at the closure for the alveolar stops was also shown
by the statistical analysis, summarized in Table II. For the
horizontal velocity at closure, the effect of the first vowel
was reliable. The influence of the second vowel was only
significant for subjects DR and AL and accounted for a
smaller proportion. Also, for the vertical velocity at closure
there was a reliable influence of the first vowel. The effect of
the second vowel was only significant for subject LK.

At the release of the oral closure, Fig. 10 shows that the
tongue tip is moving downward; there are only two excep-
tions, one for subject DR, /a–i/ @Fig. 10~a!#, where the ve-
locity is very small, and one for subject AL, /u–i/ @Fig.
10~c!#. The horizontal movement at the release is mostly
forward for subject VG, mostly backward for subjects DR
and AL, and variable for subject LK. For subject AL, the
tongue tip is moving forward at the release when the second
vowel is /i/ @the open triangles in Figs. 10~a!–~c!#. At the
release of the alveolar closure, the velocity of the tongue tip
is mostly governed by the second vowel. This is shown by
the fact that the unfilled symbols cluster by shape.

FIG. 9. Receiver positions at onset and release of oral closure for alveolar stops.
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The effect of the first vowel on the horizontal velocity at
the release was reliable for all subjects. The same was true
for the second vowel. As for the vertical velocity, the first
vowel had a significant effect for subjects LK, DR, and AL.
The second vowel had a significant effect for all subjects.

Similar to the tongue body, the tongue tip moved during
the closure for the alveolar stops but the length of its path
was small and generally less than 0.5 cm; see Fig. 11. The

effect of the first vowel on the tongue tip path during the
closure was reliable for all subjects. The second vowel had a
reliable effect for subjects DR, VG, and AL. Note, however
that theh2 values shown in Table II are quite small. Conso-
nant voicing only had an effect of the tongue tip path during
the closure for subject DR, who had a tendency for longer
paths in the voiced stops.

The final analysis examined of the relative movement

FIG. 10. Average tongue tip velocity
at the onset and offset of the oral clo-
sure in sequences where the first
vowel is ~a! /a/; ~b! /i/; and ~c! /u/.
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trajectories during the tongue movement from the first to the
second vowel. The results are shown in Table III for the
individual subjects and the sequences where the movement
during a given interval exceed 50% of the whole trajectory.
The first thing to note that during the oral closure, more than
50% of the whole trajectory only occurred for only five se-
quences~subjects LK and AL! and these sequences all had
velar stops. The interval from the first vowel to the stop
closure took more than 50% of the whole trajectory in a
number of sequences for subjects DR, VG, and AL. In 82%
of these sequences, the first vowel was /a/, while the first
vowel was /u/ in the remaining sequences. In addition, 70%
of these sequences had an alveolar stop. The interval be-

tween the stop release and the onset of the second vowel
accounted for more than 50% of the whole trajectory in a
few sequences for subjects LK, DR, and VG. In 86% of these
sequences, the first vowel was /i/, and 86% of them had a
velar stop. Finally, the movement during the second vowel
took more than 50% of the whole trajectory in some se-
quences for all subjects. In 63% of them, the second vowel
was /a/, while in the remaining 37% the second vowel was
/u/ 58% of these sequences had a velar stop, while 42% had
an alveolar stop.

IV. DISCUSSION

The present results are compatible with the idea of a
virtual target for the tongue in making a stop closure. Similar
to the lips for a bilabial stop~Löfqvist and Gracco, 1997!, the
tongue can move at a high velocity at the onset of the oral
closure for the stop. The resulting tissue compression thus
makes the airtight seal during the closure. Such a control
strategy would also ensure that the tongue will form an air-
tight seal irrespective of any contextual variability in the
onset positions of its closing movements. Together with the
results presented by Mooshammeret al. ~1995! and Fuchs
et al. ~2001!, the present findings thus suggest a virtual target
for the tongue that would make it move into the nasal cavity.
The velocity of both the tongue tip and tongue body at oral
closure was closely related to the quality of the preceding
vowel. In particular, it was very low when the preceding
vowel was /i/, compared to /a/ and /u/. This variation is re-
lated to the fact that movement velocity scales with move-
ment amplitude. Hence, the tongue has a longer distance to

TABLE II. F andh2 values for tongue tip movements at the stop closure.
Boldface indicates significant effect atp,0.0001.

Measure LK DR VG AL

Horizontal velocity at closure
V1 208.14, 0.52 299.46, 0.25 204.79, 0.59 696.81, 0.72
V2 4.08 13.45, 0.01 2.73 22.17, 0.02

Vertical velocity at closure
V1 266.23, 0.07 457.62, 0.25 311.95, 0.24 319.12, 0.4
V2 20.6, 0.01 8.16 7.23 1.89

Horizontal velocity at release
V1 65.61, 0.13 112.75, 0.16 12.51, 0.04 31.91, 0.02
V2 203.96, 0.39 123.29, 0.16 41.68, 0.15 1182.73, 0.79

Vertical velocity at release
V1 37.04, 0.02 21.88, 0.01 1.73 43.02, 0.01
V2 50.59, 0.03 450.83, 0.2 597.80, 0.25 1091.13, 0.26

Movement path during closure
V1 81.69, 0.03 70.33, 0.05 10.62, 0.01 76.88, 0.02
V2 3.27 47.71, 0.03 35.29, 0.001 97.15, 0.03

FIG. 10. ~Continued.!
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travel when the preceding vowel is /a/ or /u/. For the vowel
/i/, the tongue is already raised in the oral cavity, however.

The tongue movement trajectories for subjects LK and
DR shown in Fig. 3 illustrate a substantial individual differ-
ence in the trajectories for the alveolar stop occurring be-
tween the high vowels /i/ and /u/. Here, subject LK lowers
the rear portion of the tongue for the production of the stop.
No similar pattern was observed for the other subjects. In
these productions of subject LK, the tongue seems to be
pivoting around an imaginary axis located behind the tongue
tip receiver. Similar pivoting patterns have been described by
Stone~1990!, who showed them to occur both in the longi-
tudinal and transverse dimensions of the tongue. The nature

of such individual differences is poorly understood at
present. As we have argued before~Löfqvist and Gracco,
1997!, if an articulatory pattern is to be maintained and trans-
mitted across generations of speakers, the pattern would have
to either be recoverable by auditory or audiovisual means,
and/or follow from general principles of biomechanics and
motor control. Since most differences in tongue movements
between subjects LK and DR in Fig. 3 occur during the oral
closure, the movements may not produce audible effects and
hence the variability may be random.

In producing a stop consonant, one task of the speaker is
to make a momentary closure in the vocal tract. This closure

FIG. 11. Average movement path of the tongue tip receiver during the period of oral closure; the error bars show the standard deviation.

TABLE III. VCV sequences and articulatory intervals where the tongue movement path occupied more than
50% of the whole path from the first to the second vowel. For sequences with the velar stop /g/, the movement
is that of the tongue body receiver, while for the sequences with an alveolar stop /d/, the movement is that of
the tongue tip receiver.

Interval LK DR VG AL

From first vowel to closure aki, agi, ati,
atu, uti, adi
ada, udi

aki, agi, agu,
ati, atu, adi
adu

aki, agi, ati,
uti, adi, ada,
adu, udi

Oral closure aki, agi uki, uka, ugi
Release to onset of second vowel ika, uka iki, iku, itu iki, iku
During second vowel iga, igu, aga,

uga, ida, ada,
uda

ika, iga, igu,
uga, ugu, ita,
ida, idu, uda

iga, igu idu
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allows for a build-up of oral air pressure that drives the tran-
sient noise source at the release of the oral closure. In the
present study, all the stops were produced with an oral clo-
sure, based on acoustic analyses, which may not be the case
in normal running speech~cf. Crystal and House, 1988!. The
present results are compatible with the assumption that as
long as the closure is maintained, the articulators can move.
In the bilabial stops studied by Lo¨fqvist and Gracco~1997!,
the lower lip was moving vertically during the closure. The
present results show that movements during the closure also
occur for an articulator that is directly involved in making
the oral closure such as the tongue tip and the tongue body.
As long as the closure is maintained, the tongue can slide
along the palate. The amount of tongue movement during the
closure was heavily influenced by vowel context, in particu-
lar for the velar stops, cf. Figs. 8 and 11. The path of the
tongue tip was generally shorter than that of the tongue body
during the consonant closure. The velocity of the tongue tip
and tongue body at the onset of the oral closure did not show
any consistent pattern across or within subjects. Thus, it was
not the case that the velocity of one of them was always
greater than that of the other.

As expected, more than 50% of the whole tongue move-
ment trajectory from the first to the second vowel only oc-
curred during the closure in a few sequences with a velar
stop, as shown in Table III. This is contrast to what happens
in a VCV sequence with a bilabial stops where commonly
more than 50% of the trajectory from vowel to vowel occurs
during the bilabial closure~Löfqvist and Gracco, 1999!.

The tongue movement observed during the stop closure
suggests that it is appropriate to view the ‘‘target’’ in lingual
stop production as making a vocal tract closure. Given the
magnitude of the tongue movement during the closure, it
would appear to be actively controlled and not only due to
biomechanical and/or aerodynamic factors. The best way of
describing the patterns of tongue movements observed in this
and other studies is that of a curved trajectory between the
two vowels. This is the case for both the tongue body and the
tongue tip. The direction of this movement is predominantly
forward–backward, with its speed and amplitude modulated
by the vowel context. The results of the statistical analyses
revealed strong influences from both the preceding and fol-
lowing vowels. We should add that the present data on
tongue movements include the contribution of the jaw. It is
unlikely, however, that representing the tongue movements
in a mandible-based coordinate system would significantly
alter the trajectories, as shown by the different coordinate
systems used in the study by Munhallet al. ~1991!.

The present results show that at the instant of the acous-
tically defined oral closure for a velar stop the tongue body is
moving forward in the majority of cases. Also for the alveo-
lar stop, the tongue tip is moving forward at the oral closure.
Such a forward tongue body movement for a velar stop con-
sonant can also occur when the vowel preceding the stop is
the front vowel /i/ and the vowel following the stop is a back
vowel /a, u/, although this only consistently occurred for
subject LK. One implication of this is that the tongue is not
necessarily moving along a path that might be considered to
be the most direct one. This is most likely related to the fact

that the tongue movement for a sequence of a vowel, a velar
stop consonant, and a vowel does not follow a straight path,
but a curved one. That is, even in the case when the vowels
before and after the consonant are identical, such as the back
vowel /a/, the tongue does not stop during the closure and
then return to the low back position for the second vowel.
Such a looping pattern appears to be the most common one,
but a generally accepted explanation for it has not been put
forward. Mooshammeret al. ~1995! present an extensive dis-
cussion of some of the proposed explanations. One of these
suggests that the forward movement is made to help sustain
voicing in voiced stops by expanding the cavity behind the
closure. The problem with this suggestion is that the same
movement pattern is also found for voiceless stops. Another
explanation proposes that the build-up of air pressure behind
the closure is a contributing factor. Hooleet al. ~1998! spe-
cifically examined the role of aerodynamic factors in ex-
plaining tongue movement trajectories. They thus had speak-
ers produce speech with the normal egressive air flow and
also with an ingressive air flow. Their results showed that the
magnitude of the tongue movement during the closure was
reduced when speakers spoke on inhalation. However, there
was no reversal in the commonly observed forward move-
ment during the stop closure in the egressive condition.
Hence, aerodynamic factors alone do not explain the move-
ment patterns. In addition, a recent simulation experiment by
Perrieret al. ~2000! suggested that the influence of air pres-
sure and flow on tongue movements is limited and may only
play a role in a sequence like /ika/, where the tongue body is
raised towards the palate for the vowel, cf. Fig. 6. Based on
simulations using a tongue model, Perrieret al. ~1998! argue
that the movement pattern of the tongue is due, at least in
part, to biomechanical factors. One problem with this sug-
gestion is that in another very basic tongue function, i.e.,
swallowing, the movement pattern of the tongue is the oppo-
site of the one observed in speech. In the oral part of swal-
lowing, the tongue is moving backward in contact with the
palate to move the bolus into the pharynx~e.g., Logeman,
1995!. In addition, tongue movements during speech can go
in the direction opposite to the one observed here for the
VCV sequences with lingual consonants. That is, the case in
VCV sequences with a labial consonant, where the tongue
movement is made from the first to the second vowel in the
sequence~e.g., Löfqvist and Gracco, 1999!. It is thus not
clear that the biomechanics of the tongue muscles can ex-
plain the commonly observed forward–backward curved
path of the tongue in speech.

Since none of these explanations is entirely satisfactory
in itself, we should perhaps view the movement pattern ob-
served for the tongue in stop production as an example of a
more general principle of motor control. Such principle
could be based on a cost minimization, often expressed as a
minimum jerk criterion ~Flash, 1987; Flash and Hogan,
1985! or as a smoothness constraint~Uno et al., 1989!. The
development of this principle has been based on studies of
reaching movements of the hand. In a reaching task where
the hand has to move through a sequence of target positions,
the hand moves in a curved path between the targets. The
observed hand trajectory could be accurately modeled based
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on such a cost minimization function. In the case of tongue
movements, a similar principle may thus explain why in a
sequence such as /aka/ the tongue moves in a loop and not in
a straight line from the first vowel to the consonant closure
and then returns along a similar straight-line path. Such a
movement pattern would involve successive accelerations
and decelerations of the tongue that might involve a higher
effort. In the production of /iku/ with a very high curvature
value of subject DR, the velocity of the tongue body is very
small, as shown in Fig. 7~b!. This idea is also compatible
with a continuous tongue movement during the stop closure,
since the tongue maintains contact with the palate during its
movement. In this view, the whole trajectory from the first to
the second vowel is planned and there is no point target for
the tongue during the stop. Biomechanical models of the
tongue~e.g. Sanguinetiet al., 1998! could be used to explore
this idea. The present results are also useful in constraining
the movement trajectories that such models will have to gen-
erate. In addition, the development of speech motor control
might provide further insights, since the subjects examined
in this and other studies of speech movement kinematics
have all been beyond childhood, and their speech movement
patterns are thus well established.
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This study addresses three issues that are relevant to coarticulation theory in speech production:
whether the degree of articulatory constraint model~DAC model! accounts for patterns of the
directionality of tongue dorsum coarticulatory influences; the extent to which those patterns in
tongue dorsum coarticulatory direction are similar to those for the tongue tip; and whether speech
motor control and phonemic planning use a fixed or a context-dependent temporal window. Tongue
dorsum and tongue tip movement data on vowel-to-vowel coarticulation are reported for Catalan
VCV sequences with vowels /{/, /~/, and /É/, and consonants /!/, /'/, dark /(/, /2/, /b/, alveolopalatal
/F/ and /%/. Electromidsagittal articulometry recordings were carried out for three speakers using the
Carstens articulograph. Trajectory data are presented for the vertical dimension for the tongue
dorsum, and for the horizontal dimension for tongue dorsum and tip. In agreement with predictions
of the DAC model, results show that directionality patterns of tongue dorsum coarticulation can be
accounted for to a large extent based on the articulatory requirements on consonantal production.
While dorsals exhibit analogous trends in coarticulatory direction for all articulators and articulatory
dimensions, this is mostly so for the tongue dorsum and tip along the horizontal dimension in the
case of lingual fricatives and apicolaminal consonants. This finding results from different
articulatory strategies: while dorsal consonants are implemented through homogeneous tongue body
activation, the tongue tip and tongue dorsum act more independently for more anterior consonantal
productions. Discontinuous coarticulatory effects reported in the present investigation suggest that
phonemic planning is adaptative rather than context independent. ©2002 Acoustical Society of
America. @DOI: 10.1121/1.1479146#

PACS numbers: 43.70.Aj, 43.70.Bk@AL #

I. INTRODUCTION

A. The DAC model

A goal of this investigation is to verify the validity of the
degree of articulatory constraint model~DAC model! for pre-
dicting patterns of coarticulatory direction in speech produc-
tion. Data on dorsopalatal contact and F2 frequency pre-
sented in Recasenset al. ~1997! suggest that this model may
account satisfactorily for trends in coarticulation extent and
direction in VCV sequences.

Within the framework of the coproduction theory of
coarticulation~Fowler, 1977, 1980!, the DAC model is based
on the assumption that articulatory gestures associated with
consecutive segments are coproduced and overlap to differ-
ent degrees depending on their spatiotemporal properties as
well as on prosodic factors and speech rate. According to this
model, coarticulatory sensitivity for consonants to the influ-
ence of the adjacent vowels in VCV sequences~V-to-C ef-
fects! varies inversely with the strength of the consonantal
effects ~C-to-V effects! and with the degree of articulatory
constraint for the intervocalic consonant. Regarding the dor-
sum of the tongue~which is the articulator about which the
model can make theoretical predictions so far!, consonants
differ in DAC value according to the following order: dorsals
~alveolopalatals, palatals, velars!, lingual fricatives~/2/, /b/!,
dark /(/, which can be assigned a maximum DAC value
(DAC53); dentals and alveolars such as /'/ and clear /(/
(DAC52); and bilabials, with the lowest DAC value
(DAC51). Strictly speaking, /b/ is both a lingual fricative

and a dorsal consonant to the extent that it involves tongue
dorsum activation.

Consonants are specified for a maximal DAC value
based on demands on place and manner of articulation. It is
hypothesized that dorsal consonants are highly constrained
based on the observation that their primary contact or con-
striction location stays relatively fixed in line with the large
contact size involved and perhaps the sluggishness of the
tongue dorsum. The same observation may even apply to
velars provided that at least two targets in front and back
vowel contexts are accounted for. Maximal tongue body con-
straint is also associated with tongue dorsum grooving for
lingual fricatives and with the formation of a secondary post-
dorsal constriction at the upper pharynx for dark /(/. Among
the remaining consonants specified for a lower degree of
tongue dorsum constraint, a higher DAC value for dentals
and alveolars~2! than for bilabials~1! is related to coupling
effects between the tongue dorsum and the primary tongue
front articulator for the former consonantal group and to the
absence of tongue body activation for the latter. Among the
vowels, /{/ should be essentially more constrained (DAC
53) than /~/ and /É/ (DAC52) at the tongue predorsum
given the fact that this tongue region is actively raised for
front vowels while staying low and inactive for back vowels.
The lowest DAC value~1! corresponds to /./ which does not
involve any obvious tongue body target configuration~see
however Browman and Goldstein, 1992!.

In our previous paper, the size and temporal extent of
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the C-to-V coarticulatory effects were found to depend not
only on the articulatory characteristics of the consonant but
on those of the vowel as well. Thus, as expected, C-to-V
effects happen to be particularly salient as the DAC value for
the consonant increases with respect to that for the vowel,
e.g., effects from /F/ (DAC53) on /~/ (DAC52). More
interestingly, maximal consonantal effects on vowels are also
obtained when the lingual gestures for the two consecutive
segments are at the same time highly constrained and antago-
nistic, e.g., effects from dark /(/ on /{/ which are both speci-
fied for DAC53 and are produced with tongue body lower-
ing and retraction~dark /(/! and tongue dorsum raising and
fronting ~/{/!.

Within this theoretical framework, patterns of C-to-V
coarticulatory direction were characterized as anticipatory or
carryover according to the requirements on consonantal pro-
duction. Consonants with a maximal DAC value~3! favor a
specific direction for the consonantal effects on vowels: on
the one hand, dark /(/ favors C-to-V1 anticipation given that
tongue dorsum lowering and retraction often start before
tongue tip raising for the implementation of this consonantal
realization; on the other hand, consonants produced with
tongue dorsum raising such as alveolopalatals, palatals, and
velars favor C-to-V2 carryover effects in line with the slow
lowering motion of the primary dorsal articulator at conso-
nantal release which may be due to inertia. Two basic C-to-V
patterns are found for consonants produced with the tongue
front and involving little tongue dorsum activation (DAC
52), e.g., dentals and alveolars~but for dark /(/!: consonan-
tal effects on /~/ happen to be more prominent at the antici-
patory level presumably since this vowel permits free apical
anticipation; effects on /{/, on the other hand, are especially
salient at the carryover level for analogous reasons to~al-
veolo! palatals.

A major prediction of the DAC model is that these pat-
terns of C-to-V coarticulatory direction in VCV sequences
should account for the direction of the vocalic effects. Ac-
cording to the model, vocalic anticipation~i.e., V2-to-C and
V2-to-V1 effects! ought to vary inversely with the promi-
nence of the C-to-V2 carryover effects while vowel-
dependent carryover effects~i.e., V1-to-C and V1-to-V2! are
expected to decrease with the strength of the C-to-V1 antici-
patory component. These inverse relationships occur because
carryover effects associated with the vowel conflict with an-
ticipatory effects associated with the consonant while vocalic
anticipatory effects conflict with consonantal carryover ef-
fects. In agreement with this prediction our previous papers
report robust patterns of V-to-C and V-to-V coarticulatory
direction in VCV sequences with clear patterns of C-to-V
direction: sequences with dark /(/ allow more vocalic antici-
pation than vocalic carryover while vocalic carryover ex-
ceeds vocalic anticipation in sequences with /F/.

Patterns of vowel-dependent coarticulatory direction in
other VCV cases were found to be less consistent, though in
general agreement with our initial predictions. A specific
situation applies to VCV sequences with velars: vocalic ef-
fects from /{/ versus /~/ show the expected carryover direc-
tion when the transconsonantal vowel is /{/ ~i.e., in the se-
quence pair /~%{/-/{%{/!, but not so in the transconsonantal /~/

condition where extensive vocalic anticipation appears to be
facilitated by forward tongue dorsum motion during the velar
closure period~i.e., sequence pair /~%{/-/~%~/!. Regarding
dentoalveolars and labials, vocalic effects appear to favor the
carryover component when transconsonantal /{/ contributes
to tongue dorsum raising during the consonant and thus
causes much C-to-V2 carryover coarticulation to occur~e.g.,
/~#{/-/{#{/!; on the other hand, the absence of substantial
tongue dorsum raising for those consonants in the context of
/~/ may explain why the anticipatory direction prevails~e.g.,
/~#{/-/~#~/!.

The present study seeks to improve our understanding of
the directionality patterns for the vocalic effects in VCV se-
quences using articulatory movement data collected with
electromagnetic articulometry~EMA! instead of linguopal-
atal contact or acoustic data. In comparison to Recasens
et al. ~1997!, more natural experimental conditions will be
used. Temporal patterns of V-to-V coarticulation will be ana-
lyzed for the same consonants and vowels in long real sen-
tences~instead of in isolated VCVs!. Stress will be placed on
V2 ~instead of on V1!, and the Catalan phonological rule
reducing unstressed /~/ to @.# will be avoided so that the
sequences /~nC~/ become fully symmetrical at the phonetic
level. The same analysis method will be used: anticipatory
V2-to-V1 effects associated with two different V2 will be
measured during the consonant and preceding V1~e.g., ef-
fects from /{/ versus /~/ on /F/ and preceding /{/ in the pair
/{F~/-/{F{/! and carryover effects for V1 pairs will be ana-
lyzed during the consonant and following V2~e.g., effects in
the pair /~F{/-/{F{/!.

Within the DAC model framework, the present paper
also investigates the extent to which V-to-V effects at the
tongue tip conform to patterns of tongue dorsum coarticula-
tory direction. In a previous EMA study of V-to-C lingual
coarticulation in German symmetrical VCV sequences,
Hoole et al. ~1990! found somewhat larger vocalic effects at
the tongue front than at the tongue back, perhaps because the
tongue tip has less inertia. VCVs with alveolars and velars
yielded more carryover than anticipatory effects at the
tongue front and dorsum while VCV sequences with bilabi-
als happened to favor the opposite trend at the two lingual
regions; also, anticipatory effects were greater than carryover
effects at the tongue front in sequence pairs starting with
/É%/. As expected, V-to-V coarticulation was blocked to a
larger extent by /{/ than by /~/.

B. Temporal window and discontinuous coarticulatory
effects

An interesting research topic regarding temporal coar-
ticulation is the extent to which coarticulatory effects provide
information about the execution of phonemes and may re-
flect phonemic planning as well. Differences in the temporal
extent of coarticulation could be assigned two different in-
terpretations, i.e., phonemes are executed at different times
depending on the articulatory properties of the preceding
contextual segments or else, while they are required to begin
at a given time, their surface manifestation may vary accord-
ing to the degree of coarticulation resistance for the contex-
tual segmental units~Fowler, 1993; Fowler and Brancazio,
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2000!. According to Fowler and Saltzman~1993!, the onset
of anticipatory coarticulation for a given lingual, labial, or
velar gesture is essentially fixed, and occurs about 200–250
ms before the target phoneme; moreover, the actual phonetic
implementation of a given anticipatory effect may be discon-
tinuous and thus momentarily interrupted by the ongoing re-
quirements on segmental production. This view is consistent
with the time-locked model of temporal coarticulation pro-
posed by Bell-Berti and Harris~1981! in that the period of
anticipation associated with the target phoneme is indepen-
dent of preceding phone length; contrary to the model by
Bell-Bert and Harris, it assumes that articulatory conflict
does not delay anticipatory coarticulation. Discontinuties in
vocalic coarticulation during a noncontiguous segment such
as those referred to are not equivalent to troughs, namely,
interruptions in the articulatory manifestation of a vocalic
gesture in symmetrical VCV sequences caused by the inter-
vocalic consonant~e.g., the trough associated with active lip
retraction for /t/ in the sequence /utu/; Perkell, 1986!.

In the present paper we will test the validity of Fowler
and Saltzman’s~1993! approach through an analysis of the
temporal location, duration, and frequency of occurrence of
discontinuous V-to-V effects in the VCV sequences under
study. If their approach is correct, the onset of V2-dependent
anticipatory activity should not vary much with changes in
V1 and in the intervocalic consonant independently of
whether those vocalic anticipatory effects are continuous or
discontinuous. The opposite finding could be taken in sup-
port of the notion that phonemic planning is adaptative rather
than context independent, i.e., phonemes are planned at dif-
ferent times depending on the articulatory requirements for
the consonant and/or for the transconsonantal vowel.

This paper also explores the possibility that discontinu-
ous anticipatory effects differ essentially from discontinuous
carryover effects. While discontinuous anticipatory effects
may reflect the implementation of an early planning strategy,
momentary interruptions in long-lasting effects occurring af-
ter the target segment are probably related to other factors. A
possible origin for discontinuous carryover effects is articu-
latory overshoot in strings of consecutive highly constrained
segments sharing a specific articulatory property; thus, for
example, differences in tongue height in V2 in the sequence
pair /~b{/-/{b{/ could be associated with an intensification of
the tongue dorsum raising gesture for /b/ when the consonant
is preceded by V15/{/ rather than with tongue dorsum low-
ering for V15/~/.

Even if the onset of V2-dependent anticipation turns out
to be contextually conditioned rather than invariant, the
present research allows testing whether the temporal span of
the anticipatory effects is less variable than that of the carry-
over effects. This is the expected outcome if phonemic an-
ticipation reflects preprogramming and carryover effects do
not, while being strongly determined by inertia and by the
gestural requirements for the contextual phonetic segments
~Gay, 1977; Recasens, 1989!.

II. METHOD

A. Recording procedure

Three Catalan speakers~DR, JP, JC! who also acted as
subjects in Recasenset al. ~1997! uttered all possible VCV
combinations with the consonants /!,',(,2,b,F,%/ and the vow-
els /{,~,É/. Those VCV sequences were repeated ten times
before and after other phonetic segments unspecified for lin-
gual activity ~@!#, @.#, @X#! in the Catalan sentence
@n+T~X.!VnCV!.nX~'2# ~‘‘He records!VCV! earlier’’!; the
inclusion of contextual labial consonants and a schwa en-
sured that the temporal extent of tongue dorsum coarticula-
tion could be expanded sufficiently along the time domain.

Articulatory movement and acoustic data were collected
simultaneously using electromagnetic articulometry by
means of a Carstens articulograph system AG-100. This sys-
tem consists of a head mount with three magnetic transmit-
ters that generate a magnetic field, and a set of small trans-
ducer coils that can be attached to different articulatory
structures in the midsagittal plane. As the articulators move
inside the vocal tract, the transducer coils induce a signal that
is inversely proportional to the cube of the distance between
transmitter and transducer. The output signal results in a set
of voltages which can be converted to distance. In the
present experiment coils were placed on the tongue tip~TT!,
tongue blade~TL!, tongue dorsum~TD!, incisors of the
lower jaw ~J!, upper lip~UL!, and lower lip~LL !, as well as
on the bridge of the nose and upper incisors for head move-
ment correction. The three coils attached on the tongue sur-
face were roughly equidistant both for TL-TT (DR
51.5 cm; JP52.3 cm; JC51.8 cm) and for TD-TL (DR
51.9 cm; JP51.4 cm; JC51.6 cm). Estimates for the sub-
jects’ occlusal planes were obtained as anatomical references
to which the data could be rotated~correction angles in de-
grees were 0.8 for DR, 0.7 for JP and 0.4 for JC!, as well as
traces of their palates.

Movement and acoustic data were digitized using a real-
time input system at a sampling rate of 250 Hz for movement
and 10 kHz for speech; the time resolution of the EMA data
was 4 ms. The kinematic data were converted from voltage
to distance, corrected for head movement, rotated to the oc-
clusal plane, and extracted into X and Y articulatory chan-
nels.

B. Data analysis

The temporal extent of V-to-V coarticulatory effects was
analyzed from@X#1 onset to @X#2 offset in the sequence
@X.##!VCV!##.X#. For each VCV repetition, the onset and
offset of the intervocalic consonant were identified from vi-
sual inspection of spectrographic and waveform displays.
Consonantal boundaries were placed at closure onset and at
V2 voicing onset following the stop burst for stops~/!/,/%/!,
and at the onset and offset of frication for the lingual frica-
tives ~/2/,/b/!. The segmental boundaries for /(/, /'/, and /F/
were located at the onset and offset times of the low-intensity
formants for the two nasals and for the lateral, and often
coincided with the endpoints of the vowel transitions. Occa-
sionally these segmental boundaries could not be clearly de-
tected on the spectrographic displays because of the low in-
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tensity level of the acoustic signal; in this case consonantal
onsets were identified with the onset of maximal TT dis-
placement for /'/, /(/, and /2/, maximal TL displacement for
/b/ and /F/, and maximal TD displacement for /%/.

Vocalic temporal effects were considered to occur as
long as a significant vowel-dependent difference~referred to
as ‘‘changing’’ vowel in this paper! extends into the conso-
nant and the transconsonantal vowel~also ‘‘fixed’’ vowel
from here forward!. The changing vowel is V2 and the fixed
vowel is V1 when measuring V-to-V anticipation, while V1
is the changing vowel and V2 is the fixed vowel when
V-to-V carryover effects are analyzed. In order to single out
these effects, significant differences in articulatory displace-
ment were calculated as a function of each changing vowel
condition~/{/ versus /~/, /{/ versus /É/, /~/ versus /É/! for each
consonant and fixed vowel condition~/{/, /~/, /É/!. X and Y
movement data were analyzed for all six articulatory regions
TT, TL, TD, J, UL, and LL though results will only be pre-
sented for TDX, TDY, and TTX.

Statistical evaluation was applied to differences in ar-
ticulatory position associated with a given pair of vowels in
the consonant and the transconsonantal vowel, e.g., effects
from V25/{/ on /F/ and transconsonantal V15/~/ were
measured through a statistical comparison between mean ar-
ticulatory trajectories across repetitions for /~F{/ with those
for /~F~/. It was thus assumed that vowels affect each other
in asymmetrical sequences and that the degree of vocalic
coarticulation may be obtained when data for a given asym-
metrical sequence are compared with those in symmetrical
sequences composed of the same consonant and the same
fixed transconsonantal vowel. There were 1134 sequence
pairs submitted to statistical analysis, i.e., 3 changing vowel
conditions33 fixed vowels37 consonants33 trajectory
types ~TDX,TDY,TTX !32 directions ~anticipatory,
carryover!33 speakers. One-way ANOVAs Scheffe´ (p
,0.05, df51! were applied every 4 ms starting at consonan-
tal offset back to@X#1 onset in order to determine the extent
of vocalic anticipation and from consonantal onset until@X#2

offset in order to estimate the extent of vocalic carryover.
@X#1 onset and@X#2 offset were identified with the shortest
temporal values for a given pair of symmetrical and asym-
metrical VCV sequences across repetitions. The last signifi-
cant difference counting backwards during fixed V1 was
taken to be the onset of a V2-dependent anticipatory effect
and the last significant difference counting forwards during
fixed V2 was taken to be the offset of a V1-dependent carry-
over effect. The following expected differences in amplitude
of articulatory movement were submitted to statistical analy-
sis: TDY differences in vowel height for /{/./~/, /{/./É/,
and /É/./~/; TTX and TDX differences in vowel fronting
for /{/./~/, /{/./É/, and /~/./É/.

Discontinuous effects, i.e., coarticulatory effects which
cancel out and reappear earlier or later in time, were identi-
fied and the onset and offset times of the~nonsignificant!
interruption periods associated with them were measured.
These measurements were taken for TDX and TDY but not
so for TTX since more than one interruption was found to
hold for a considerable number of TTX coarticulatory com-
parisons. With regard to the tongue dorsum trajectories, two

successive interruptions occurred only in five coarticulatory
comparisons and were unified as a single discontinuity.

Figure 1 illustrates the analysis procedure for measuring
V-to-V coarticulation. Movement data in the figure corre-
spond to TTX, TLX, and TDX trajectories~top! and to TTY,
TLY, and TDY trajectories~bottom! for the sequence pair
/~F~/-/{F~/ ~speaker JP!. According to the top graph, the
TTX, TLX, and TDX signals show a lower value for V1
5/{/ versus V15/~/ before the 0 line up point at /F/ closure
onset which means that the tongue surface is positioned at a
fronter location for the former vowel than for the latter; ac-
cording to the bottom graph, /{/ exhibits higher TTY, TLY,
and TDY values than /~/ during V1 meaning that the tongue
body occupies a higher position for /{/ versus /~/. Carryover
coarticulatory effects in the figure are judged to occur when
the same X and Y differences, i.e., /~/./{/ for X and /{/
./~/ for Y, reach significance during the consonant~the
acoustic period allocated to /F/ closure ends up at192 ms
for /{F~/ and at163 ms for /~F~!, the fixed transconsonantal
V2, and the following segments@!#, @.#, and @X#2 of the
carrier sentence. Significant coarticulatory periods after the 0
line up point are indicated with horizontal bars at the base of
each panel. Thus, small V1-dependent carryover effects for
X last until @X#2 offset for TTX and TLX, and end at1164
ms about V2 offset for TDX; on the other hand, Y effects end
at 1248 ms for TDY, at1144 ms for TLY, and presumably
at @X#2 offset ~1364 ms! for TTY.

While we measured the longest possible extent of
V-to-V coarticulation, coarticulatory effects could be discon-
tinuous and, thus, cancel out and reappear. In Fig. 1, coar-
ticulatory interruptions occur during the consonantal period
for TLX ~from closure onset until168 ms!, TDX ~0/184
ms!, and TLY ~0/120 ms!, or else after this period for TTX
~between1164 ms and1200 ms! and TTY~1152/1200 ms
and1264/1324 ms!.

Significant coarticulation times obtained according to
the procedure just described are shown in Tables I and II
across speakers. Those values were submitted to further sta-
tistical analysis in view of the large speaker-dependent vari-
ability involved ~see standard deviations in the tables!. Re-
peated measures ANOVAs andpost-hoctests~Scheffé! were
performed for TDX, TDY, and TTX with speaker as a factor
and coarticulation time as the dependent variable~p,0.05, 2
df between groups!. While only results with a probability of
having been obtained by chance of 0.05 or less are reported,
precise probabilities are provided. Two analyses were carried
out. In test 1, main effects and interactions were computed
for the independent variables ‘‘direction’’~anticipatory,
carryover!, ‘‘changing vowel’’ ~/{/ versus /~/, /{/ versus /É/,
/~/ versus /É/ for TTX, TDX, and TDY! and ‘‘consonant’’
~/!, ', (, 2, b, F, %/!. In order to evaluate the role of the fixed
vowel in the duration of the coarticulatory effects, test 2 was
run for the variables ‘‘direction,’’ ‘‘consonant,’’ and ‘‘fixed
vowel’’ separately for changing front /{/ versus back /~/, /É/
~thus pooling together the coarticulation times for the two
back vowels! ~test 2a! and for changing low back /~/ versus
high back /É/ ~test 2b!. Significant effects for the mean val-
ues of interest are presented in Table III.
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III. RESULTS

A. Tongue dorsum

1. Coarticulatory durations

Coarticulatory durations for TDX were significantly
longer for the carryover direction than for the anticipatory
direction according to results from test 1@anticipation5147
ms, carryover5191 ms; F(2,24)55.837, p,0.020] and
from test 2a @anticipation5147 ms, carryover5208 ms;
F(2,2)519.838,p,0.000]. The latter test yielded a signifi-
cant consonant3direction interaction@F(2,12)58.806, p
,0.000] which was associated with differences in the dura-
tion of the carryover effects for /'/, /F/./b/ ~see Table III,
top central panel!. The top panels in the table also reveal the
existence of very short TDX anticipatory effects and very
long TDX carryover effects for /'/, /(/, and /F/ in the /{/
versus /~/, /É/ condition and for the two lingual fricatives /2/
and /b/ in the /~/ versus /É/ condition.

TDY data also yielded a significant interaction
consonant3direction both according to test 1@F(2,12)
54.291, p,0.002] and to test 2a@F(2,12)59.035, p
,0.000]. Those interactions were related to differences in
carryover coarticulation for /F/./(/, /%/ ~test 1! and for /2/,

/F/./(/ ~test 2a!. Data in Table III~top left and central pan-
els! indicate the existence of an important difference between
TDY anticipatory and carryover durations for dark /(/ and /%/
~long anticipation, short carryover! and those for alveolo-
palatal /F/ ~short anticipation, long carryover!. On the other
hand, the two fricatives resemble each other in exhibiting
much TDY anticipation when the changing vowel condition
is /~/ versus /É/, and differ from each other in that /s/ allows
longer TDY carryover effects than /b/ when the changing
vowel is /{/ versus /~/, /É/.

A main significant effect of fixed vowel was obtained for
TDY which was associated with longer coarticulation times
for fixed back /~/, /É/ ~207 ms! than for fixed front /{/ ~154
ms! @test 2a;F(2,2)513.743,p,0.001#. As shown in Table
III ~bottom left panel!, this difference applies to six conso-
nants taken independently in the case of the TDY coarticu-
lation times, and to five consonants when the TDX coarticu-
latory durations are taken into consideration. Regarding the
changing /~/ versus /É/ condition ~Table III, bottom right
panel!, tongue dorsum coarticulatory durations for most con-
sonants are longer in sequences with fixed /a/ than in those
with fixed /É/ ~TDY5187 versus 130 ms and TDX5175
versus 131 ms across consonants!. In summary, V-to-V ef-

FIG. 1. Mean trajectories across rep-
etitions for TTX, TLX, and TDX~top!
and for TTY, TLY, and TDY~bottom!
for the sequences /{F~/ and /~F~/
~speaker JP!. Trajectories have been
lined up at closure onset for /F/ so as
to measure carryover effects from
changing V1 during the consonant,
fixed V25/~/, and the following seg-
ments of the carrier sentence. Periods
with significant differences after the 0
line up point are indicated with hori-
zontal bars above the baseline. The
acoustic waveform corresponds to one
repetition of the symmetrical sequence
/~F~/ preceded and followed by the
segments@X.!# and @!.X# of the car-
rier sentence.
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fects are blocked to a larger extent by front /i/ than by back
/~/ and /É/ and, less clearly so, by high /É/ than by /~/ among
back vowels.

Consonant3fixed vowel interactions reached signifi-
cance for TDX according to test 2a@F(2,12)55.656, p
,0.001] and for TDY according to test 2b@F(2,12)
53.258,p,0.032]. Post-hoctests revealed that the former
interaction is related to the difference /%/./2/ when the fixed
vowel is /{/, while the latter depends on /!/./2/,/%/ when
the fixed vowel is /~/. As shown in Table III, the former
interaction reflects the existence of a more general trend to-
wards long TDX effects in VCV sequences with dorsal con-
sonants and fixed /{/ and in those with labial and dentoalveo-
lar consonants and fixed /~/, /É/.

2. Coarticulatory direction

In order to estimate trends in coarticulatory direction,
the vowel-dependent carryover effects~C! were subtracted
from the vowel-dependent anticipatory effects~A! for each
consonant and all pairs of changing vowels in each fixed
vowel context condition. Bars in Fig. 2 show C-A differences
in temporal extent of V-to-V tongue dorsum coarticulation
across speakers for the X dimension~top! and for the Y
dimension~bottom!. For each consonant, bars plot C-A val-
ues for /{/ versus /~/ and for /{/ versus /É/ in the fixed /{/
condition~two black bars; left!, for /{/ versus /~/ in sequences
with fixed /~/ and for /{/ versus /É/ in sequences with fixed

TABLE I. Temporal extent of significant V-to-V anticipatory and carryover
effects at the tongue dorsum across speakers. Data~in ms! are listed as a
function of consonant, and changing and fixed vowel condition, for the X
dimension~a! and for the Y dimension~b!. Each cell shows the mean value
at the top and the standard deviation at the bottom.

iI vs aI
(fixed iI)

iI vs uI
(fixed iI)

iI vs aI
(fixed aI )

iI vs uI
(fixed uI )

aI vs uI
(fixed aI )

aI vs uI
(fixed uI )

~a!
! (Ant-X) 150 171 299 188 49 231

134 126 92 142 13 124
! (Car-X) 104 84 237 189 128 207

71 31 152 104 34 76
' (Ant-X) 184 65 75 155 255 164

136 20 20 112 131 148
' (Car-X) 263 268 321 337 231 23

131 114 6 2 155 22
( (Ant-X) 120 71 156 79 112 116

139 48 170 46 194 166
( (Car-X) 189 295 333 191 137 76

132 65 13 142 173 72
2 (Ant-X) 143 144 188 152 85 95

140 100 138 53 51 82
2 (Car-X) 60 129 260 219 175 209

7 74 92 147 137 167
b (Ant-X) 264 225 107 48 76 119

187 184 98 46 132 206
b (Car-X) 43 203 59 104 356 131

26 152 53 100 8 199
F (Ant-X) 8 8 171 137 116 225

11 14 174 238 104 134
F (Car-X) 264 307 220 292 245 45

37 66 122 139 143 79
% (Ant-X) 248 237 204 125 309 120

146 92 122 5 51 106
% (Car-X) 316 252 195 89 177 67

62 177 149 18 12 36

~b!
! (Ant-Y) 168 193 228 127 275 37

118 110 108 67 134 36
! (Car-Y) 135 184 280 180 356 65

90 135 116 135 17 25
' (Ant-Y) 215 104 239 177 228 127

141 124 135 141 166 174
' (Car-Y) 120 149 239 145 220 153

110 171 137 173 191 159
( (Ant-Y) 219 197 237 261 175 77

107 122 131 52 140 45
( (Car-Y) 40 69 147 67 141 115

16 110 154 34 139 98
2 (Ant-Y) 149 88 160 208 87 368

120 22 118 79 13 11
2 (Car-Y) 204 312 196 331 75 164

152 62 143 34 86 114
b (Ant-Y) 84 29 203 293 233 203

14 41 137 186 173 168
b (Car-Y) 81 161 155 236 216 83

72 175 99 204 172 45
F (Ant-Y) 19 108 100 212 135 32

6 187 94 206 206 14
F (Car-Y) 317 311 321 248 227 163

64 94 64 215 132 169
% (Ant-Y) 221 213 291 196 160 232

107 82 96 167 153 198
% (Car-Y) 145 76 201 129 85 0

114 52 147 129 74 0

TABLE II. Temporal extent of significant V-to-V anticipatory and carryover
effects at the tongue tip along the X dimension across speakers. See Table I
for details.

iI vs aI
(fixed iI)

iI vs uI
(fixed iI)

iI vs aI
(fixed aI )

iI vs uI
(fixed uI )

aI vs uI
(fixed aI )

aI vs uI
(fixed uI )

! (Ant-X) 227 192 269 279 211 260
90 108 143 149 115 146

! (Car-X) 217 264 181 197 275 228
136 142 176 96 158 113

' (Ant-X) 179 65 75 255 275 131
145 10 6 93 96 171

' (Car-X) 209 329 237 337 300 39
149 8 140 2 35 33

( (Ant-X) 136 139 52 148 115 0
151 158 28 110 113 0

( (Car-X) 237 327 244 191 219 52
161 12 142 144 189 90

2 (Ant-X) 240 112 247 239 159 41
161 26 115 95 158 42

2 (Car-X) 56 88 52 176 353 177
14 33 52 107 20 108

b (Ant-X) 253 83 139 40 71 119
188 81 151 14 122 206

b (Car-X) 131 276 149 207 316 367
213 146 185 126 97 23

F (Ant-X) 136 20 157 199 236 81
208 18 164 198 123 70

F (Car-X) 273 219 324 227 117 131
76 192 66 138 203 159

% (Ant-X) 257 235 224 132 256 137
122 56 149 11 156 115

% (Car-X) 271 281 259 96 292 93
141 126 146 28 104 49
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/É/ ~two hatched bars; middle!, and for /~/ versus /É/ in the
fixed /~/ and fixed /É/ conditions~two white bars; right!.

X and Y effects for the alveolopalatal /F/ favor the carry-
over over the anticipatory component mostly so in VCV se-
quences with fixed /{/. Vocalic anticipation overrides vocalic
carryover in one case only, i.e., in /VFV/ sequences with
changing /~/ versus /É/ and fixed /É/ along the X dimension.

The velar /%/ favors the anticipatory direction for the
TDY effects in all VCV pairs under analysis. Regarding the
TDX effects, V-to-V anticipation exceeds V-to-V carryover
in sequences without /i/. Sequences with changing or fixed /{/
exhibit smaller C-A differences and may assign more weight
to the carryover direction. Overall, the strength of the antici-
patory component increases as we proceed from VCV pairs
with /{/ towards those without /{/.

Dark /(/ usually favors the carryover component along
the X dimension and the anticipatory component along the Y
dimension, mostly so in VCV pairs with /{/. Coarticulatory

durations in VCV sequences made exclusively of back vow-
els exhibit unclear directionality patterns.

Regarding lingual fricatives, VCV pairs with fixed /{/
~black bars! favor the anticipatory direction along the X di-
mension and the carryover direction along the Y dimension.
Sequences without fixed /{/ ~hatched and white bars! often
exhibit prevalent TDX carryover effects, and prevalent TDY
anticipatory effects except for those /VsV/ sequences with /{/
and fixed /~/ and /É/ ~hatched bars!.

Analogously to the TDX data for /(/, VCV sequences
with /'/ favor the carryover direction along the X dimension
but for VCV pairs without /{/ where vocalic anticipation may
prevail upon vocalic carryover. Regarding the TDY data, dif-
ferences between the carryover and the anticipatory direction
are small and show no clear pattern of coarticulatory direc-
tion.

The bilabial consonant /!/ also exhibits small temporal
differences between the carryover and the anticipatory com-

TABLE III. Mean values across speakers~in ms! and significant effects~indicated by brackets! for V-to-V coarticulation times. Data for the consonant x
direction condition~top! are plotted as a function of changing vowel and articulatory dimension~columns! and consonant and direction~rows!. Data for the
consonant x fixed vowel condition~bottom! are presented as a function of changing vowel and articulatory dimension~columns! and consonant and fixed
vowel ~rows!.
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ponents. There appears to be a tendency to favor the antici-
patory direction in sequences with fixed /{/ mostly along the
X dimension, and the carryover direction in sequences with a
fixed back vowel mostly along the Y dimension.

B. Tongue tip

1. Coarticulatory durations

Correlation analyses between TTX and TDX effects
across changing vowel conditions yielded highr values for
nonfricative alveolars~/'/ 0.87; /(/ 0.70!, lower r values for
dorsals~/b/ 0.57; /F/ 0.52; /%/ 0.40! and very low ones for /!/
and /2/.

TTX coarticulatory durations yielded a significant effect
of direction according to tests 1@F(2,2)510.148, p
,0.003] and 2a@F(2,2)56.979,p,0.013#, which reflects
the existence of longer carryover than anticipatory coarticu-
lation times~215, 216 ms versus 162, 169 ms!. Test 1 also
yielded a significant interaction changing vowel3consonant
3direction @F(2,12)52.165,p,0.033#, which turned out
to be related to differences in carryover coarticulation for /!,
', (, F, %/ ~199, 223, 241, 299, and 265 ms!./2/ ~54 ms!,
/(,F,%/./b/ ~140 ms!, and /F/./!/ in the changing /{/ versus
/~/ condition. These consonant-dependent differences hold to
a large extent for changing /{/ versus /~/, /É/ as well, as
revealed by a consonant3direction interaction associated
with /'/./2/ in test 2a@F(2,12)54.094,p,0.005] and by
the existence of short carryover effects for the two lingual
fricatives ~see Table III, top central panel!.

The TTX data resemble the TDX data in many respects.
Regarding the changing /{/ versus /~/, /É/ condition, the two
articulatory dimensions exhibit short anticipatory effects and
long carryover effects for /'/, /(/, and /F/, and short carryover
effects for /2/ and /b/. TTX and TDX coarticulation times for

changing /~/ versus /É/ are short in the case of /(/, and short
at the anticipatory level and long at the carryover level in the
case of /2/ and /b/.

TTX coarticulatory durations were also significantly
longer for fixed /~/ ~228 ms! versus fixed /É/ ~133 ms! ac-
cording to test 2b@F(2,2)57.928,p,0.014]. As shown in
Table III ~bottom right panel!, five consonants allow much
longer coarticulation times in the former versus latter fixed
vowel condition.

2. Coarticulatory direction

Differences in coarticulatory direction for TTX in Fig. 3
are similar to those for TDX in a good number of instances.
Analogously to TDX, TTX shows more carryover than an-
ticipation for /F/ in most vocalic conditions, for /%/ in the
context of fixed /{/, for /'/ and dark /(/ in VCV sequences
with /{/, and for lingual fricatives and /!/ mostly in sequences
without /{/. TTX and TDX effects also agree to a large extent
in favoring the anticipatory direction for fricatives in se-
quences with fixed /{/, for /!/ in sequences with /{/, and for
/'/ and /%/ in sequences without /{/.

In other cases, TTX and TDX exhibit different direction-
ality patterns. Thus, vocalic carryover overrides vocalic an-
ticipation for TTX but not so for TDX in several VCV pairs
with /!/, /(/, /b/, and /%/.

C. Discontinuous effects

Figures 4 and 5 display data on discontinuous V-to-V
effects for the tongue dorsum. As pointed out in the Intro-
duction, a discontinuous effect may be characterized as a
long coarticulatory effect which becomes nonsignificant dur-
ing a given temporal period.

For all the discontinuous effects in our coarticulation
data, Fig. 4 plots differences between the onset time of each

FIG. 2. C-A differences in temporal
extent of V-to-V coarticulation for
TDX ~top! and TDY ~bottom! across
speakers. Data are displayed for all
changing and fixed vowel conditions.
Positive values indicate prevalence of
the carryover over the anticipatory di-
rection, and negative values the oppo-
site relationship.
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interruption period and consonantal onset or consonantal off-
set depending on whether the coarticulatory interruptions oc-
cur during V1 or V2, respectively. In a few cases~nine!
discontinuities did not extend beyond the closure period and,
thus, started and ended during the consonant. These differ-
ences are given for each consonant and changing vowel con-
dition, i.e., /{/ versus /~/ ~upper graph!, /{/ versus /É/ ~middle
graph!, and /~/ versus /É/ ~bottom graph!; they are plotted
separately for speakers DR, JP, and JC, the anticipatory and
carryover directions, fixed /{/, /~/ and /É/, and the X and Y
dimensions. Negative values indicate that a given interrup-
tion begins during the consonant~i.e., after consonantal onset
for the anticipatory direction and before consonantal offset
for the carryover direction! and positive values that it begins
during V1 or V2. Figure 5 reports the absolute durations of
all interruption periods.

Let us take, for example, the leftmost bottom panel in
Fig. 4 which is displayed by itself in Fig. 4~a!. The two
unfilled triangles below the 0 baseline indicate two disconti-
nuities in anticipatory coarticulation for /É!~/ versus /É!É/
starting 40 and 100 ms after /!/ closure onset and thus oc-
curring during consonantal closure.~In the former case, i.e.,
TDX data for speaker JP, the interruption started about clo-
sure midpoint since closure was 88 ms long; in the latter, i.e.,
TDX data for speaker DR, the interruption lasted throughout
the entire 100 ms closure period.! The filled triangle below
the baseline corresponds to an interruption in carryover coar-
ticulation for the sequence pair /~!É/ versus /É!É/ for
speaker DR starting shortly~8 ms! before closure offset. The
two symbols above the baseline refer to discontinuities start-
ing during the vowel period for speaker JP, i.e., an interrup-
tion in the anticipatory effects for /~!É/ versus /~!~/ starting
85 ms before closure onset during V1~unfilled square!, and
another interruption in the carryover effects for /É!~/ versus

/~!~/ beginning 45 ms after closure offset during V2~filled
square!.

A count of the number of interruptions for each conso-
nant across all other factors yields a higher figure for /F/ ~26!
than for all other consonants~12–18!, and the lowest figure
for the alveolar fricative /2/ ~5!. Figure 4 shows that these
interruption events are often negative and therefore begin
during the consonant in VCV sequences with dorsal /b/, /F/,
and /%/. Moreover, they are usually positive and thus occur
during the transconsonantal vowel in VCV sequences with
alveolars and /!/. This scenario is most evident for changing
/{/ versus /~/ in the upper graph.

The quality of the fixed vowel also plays a role in al-
lowing more or less interruptions. Data for the VCV pairs
with changing /{/ versus /~/ ~top graph! reveal the existence
of more interruptions during fixed /{/ ~squares! than during
fixed /~/ ~triangles!, and a trend for coarticulatory interrup-
tions to occur mostly for the carryover effects in sequences
with dorsal consonants~filled symbols! and for the anticipa-
tory effects in sequences with alveolars~empty symbols!.
According to data for changing /{/ versus /É/ ~middle graph!,
interruptions occur mostly at the carryover level during fixed
/{/ in VCV pairs with /(/ and /F/. Data for changing /~/ versus
/É/ ~bottom graph! show anticipatory interruptions during
fixed /É/ and, less so, during fixed /~/, and many more carry-
over interruptions during fixed /~/ than during fixed /É/.

According to Fig. 5, coarticulatory interruptions tend to
be longer in VCV sequences with dorsal consonants than in
those with alveolar and labial consonants, clearly so when
the fixed vowel is /{/ ~top graph and, less so, middle graph!.
The same trend is also available in the fixed /~/ and /É/
conditions on the bottom graph.

FIG. 3. C-A differences in temporal
extent of V-to-V coarticulation for
TTX ~top! and TDX ~bottom!. See
Fig. 2 for details.
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IV. DISCUSSION

A. General findings

In agreement with predictions from the DAC model, a
major finding of this investigation is that V-to-V directional-

ity patterns depend on specific articulatory requirements for
the production of consonants~see following sections!. The
fact that all consonant3direction interactions reported in
Sec. III occur for the carryover effects indicates that, as a
general rule, the duration of these effects is far more variable

FIG. 4. Temporal differences between
the onset time of all discontinuities in
tongue dorsum coarticulation and the
constriction onset or offset time for the
intervocalic consonant. Negative val-
ues indicate that the interruption pe-
riod begins during the consonant and
positive values that it starts during the
transconsonantal vowel. Data have
been plotted as a function of conso-
nant and changing vowel condition;
values within each panel correspond to
discontinuous effects for the two coar-
ticulatory directions~carryover, antici-
patory! and the three fixed vowel con-
ditions ~/{/, /~/, /É/!; columns within
each panel display data for a given ar-
ticulatory dimension~TDX on the 3
left columns, TDY on the 3 right col-
umns! and a given speaker~DR, JP, JC
on columns 1, 2, and 3 for the TDX
and TDY data sets!. ~a! Leftmost bot-
tom panel of Fig. 5.
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than the temporal extent of the anticipatory effects. This
finding confirms the hypothesis that, while anticipatory coar
ticulation is associated with phonemic planning, carryover
coarticulation is strongly dependent on the ongoing articula-
tory requirements for the production of the contextual seg-
ments~see the Introduction!.

DAC specification for fixed vowels also plays a relevant
role on the extent of V-to-V coarticulation. Vocalic effects
were found to be generally longer in the context of fixed
back /~/, /É/ versus front /{/ ~TDX, TDY! and of fixed high
back /É/ versus low back /~/ ~TDX, TDY, TTX !. However,
dorsal consonants may cause long tongue dorsum effects to
occur during fixed /{/ along the horizontal dimension.

B. Patterns of coarticulation

~a! The DAC model has been found to account satisfac-
torily for patterns of TDY coarticulatory direction in the case
of VCV sequences with highly constrained consonants exert-
ing either maximal C-to-V anticipation~dark /(/! or maximal
C-to-V carryover~alveolopalatal/F/!. The C-to-V component
blocks vowel-dependent effects along the crucial dimension
~i.e., anticipation for /F/ and carryover for /(/!, which is why

V-to-V coarticulation favors the opposite direction in each
case~i.e., carryover across /F/ and anticipation across dark-
/(/!. Accordingly, V-to-V effects for TDY were found to be
quite short at the carryover level in /VlV/ sequences and at
the anticipatory level in /VFV/ sequences.

These two patterns of coarticulatory direction become
most obvious in sequences with /{/. Prevalence of V-to-V
anticipation for /(/ in the fixed /{/ condition is in agreement
with a situation of gestural antagonism, i.e., C-to-V anticipa-
tion becomes especially prominent in this case so as to make
sure that the velarization or pharyngealization gesture for the
consonant will be successfully performed during a preceding
antagonistic vowel which is also highly constrained. Vocalic
carryover effects in VCV sequences with /F/ and fixed /{/
appear to be caused by articulatory overshoot since they last
until V2 offset most of the time.

~b! TDY data on vocalic coarticulation in VCV se-
quences with unconstrained /!/ and /'/ and the vowel /{/
presented in this paper were found to favor the carryover
component to a lesser degree than dorsopalatal contact and
acoustic data in Recasenset al. ~1997!. The fact that the
present investigation deals with long sentences and more

FIG. 5. Durations of the interruption
periods for the discontinuous coarticu-
latory effects reported in Fig. 4.
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natural speech conditions than our previous study could ac-
count for the finding that carryover effects exerted by /{/ do
not play a very important role. Additional evidence is needed
in order to validate this hypothesis as well as the possibility
that VCV sequences with consonants which are specified for
an unconstrained tongue dorsum favor vocalic carryover or
vocalic anticipation depending on the presence of fixed /{/ or
fixed /~/, respectively~see the introduction!.

~c! Similar trends in coarticulatory direction were re-
ported for TDX and TTX in VCV sequences with the alveo-
lars /'/ and /(/ and the alveolopalatal /F/, mostly so in the
context of /{/. In these circumstances, a given direction may
prevail depending on the consonant taken into account, e.g.,
carryover~for /F/, and for /'/ and /(/ in sequences with /{/! or
anticipatory~for /'/ in sequences without /{/!. TDX and TTX
coarticulatory durations were in agreement with these direc-
tionality trends to a large extent, i.e., short at the anticipatory
level and long at the carryover level for /F/, /'/, and /(/ in
sequences with /{/.

Regarding dorsal consonants for the production of which
the tongue tip is down, these data suggest that TTX coarticu-
latory activity may reflect TDX coarticulatory activity. In-
deed, the finding that data for TDX, TDY, and TTX are
highly correlated and favor the same V-to-V coarticulatory
direction in /VFV/ sequences may be related to the possibil-
ity that tongue dorsum raising and tongue dorsum fronting
start being implemented simultaneously for alveolopalatal
production. Moreover, coarticulatory effects at the tongue
dorsum are essentially the same as those at the less active
tongue front since the entire tongue body moves in a homo-
geneous fashion for the implementation of /F/. In agreement
with this finding, vertical and horizontal lingual movements
for front vowels have been found to start simultaneously at
/!/ closure onset in English /.!V/ sequences~Alfonso and
Baer, 1982!.

TDX and TTX temporal effects for apical consonants
~/'/, /(/! yielded high correlation coefficient values which
may be taken to show that the tongue tip and the tongue
dorsum do not move independently of each other along the
horizontal dimension and TTX activity governs TDX activity
for the production of these alveolar consonants. Moreover,
the tongue tip articulator~and the tongue dorsum! was sub-
jected to a major carryover action from dorsal vowels along
the horizontal dimension. This finding is compatible with the
DAC model if we assume that the two alveolars exert little
C-to-V apical anticipation under the present experimental
conditions, thus allowing extensive V-to-V carryover effects
to occur. Prominent V-to-C carryover effects at alveolar clo-
sure location have also been reported for /{/./~/,/É/ in
/VTV/ sequences~Recasens, 1991!.

~d! Patterns of V-to-V coarticulatory direction in VCV
sequences with /%/ may also be related to patterns of C-to-V
coarticulatory direction. In agreement with F2 data in Recas-
enset al. ~1997!, vocalic anticipation has been found to pre-
vail upon vocalic carryover both for TDX and TDY in /VkV/
sequences with fixed /~/ and /É/. This trend may be related to
continuous fronting of the entire tongue body during closure
~Perkell, 1969; Mooshameret al., 1995!. On the other hand,
TTX anticipatory effects may be more salient than TTX

carryover effects in sequences without /{/ presumably since
the tongue tip for velars is left quite free to coarticulate with
the surrounding vowels.

Regarding coarticulatory trends in /VkV/ sequences with
fixed /{/, TDX and TTX data in the present study are also in
agreement with Recasenset al. ~1997! in assigning more
weight to the carryover over the anticipatory component both
for the consonantal and for the vocalic effects. This finding
may be accounted for assuming that now the tongue body is
not being pushed forward during closure and TTX coarticu-
latory activity conforms to TDX coarticulation. Contrary to
previous results, TDY in this fixed /{/ condition has been
found to favor the anticipatory over the carryover direction.

~e! Remarkable similarities in TDX and TTX coarticu-
latory direction for /2/ and /b/ could be attributed to manner
requirements and are in support of the notion that dorsal
activity conforms to apicolaminal activity along the horizon-
tal dimension during lingual fricative production. Regarding
sequences with /{/, vocalic effects favor the anticipatory
component for TTX and TDX in VCV pairs with fixed /{/
and for TTX in those with fixed /~/ presumably since these
consonants need to be executed quite early, mostly so if pre-
ceded by an antagonistic high front vowel; accordingly,
carryover effects were found to be short for TDX and TTX in
the VCV sequences of interest. On the other hand, the exis-
tence of long carryover and short anticipatory effects for
TDX and TTX in /VsV/ and /VbV/ sequences without /{/ may
be explained assuming that there is less need to anticipate the
lingual gesture for the fricative consonant after an uncon-
strained vowel and perhaps that fricatives exert some block-
ing action on anticipatory lip protusion for /É/.

Regarding coarticulation along the Y dimension~TDY!,
carryover effects were found to exceed anticipatory effects in
sequences with /{/ possibly because tongue dorsum raising
for the fricative facilitates the carryover action associated
with a preceding high front vowel. This finding is in agree-
ment with coarticulation data for /VsV/ and /VbV/ sequences
with /{/ in the literature~Farnetani and Faber, 1991; Hoole
et al., 1993!. TDY effects in VCV sequences with /{/ and a
fixed back vowel exhibit this same pattern of coarticulatory
direction for /2/ ~also Recasenset al., 1997! but not for /b/,
perhaps in view of the fact that the latter consonant exerts a
particularly prominent anticipatory action at the predorsal
constriction location. Moreover, TDY anticipation prevails
upon TDY carryover in the absence of /{/ ~long anticipatory
effects occur in this case!, presumably since the tongue dor-
sum does not have to be raised much for fricative production
in this contextual condition.

C. Discontinuous coarticulatory effects

Coarticulation data in the present paper reveal that
V-to-V effects may be interrupted during a consonant or
vowel involving the tongue dorsum and reappear later or
earlier on. Therefore, failure to find evidence for much
tongue dorsum coarticulation during a dorsal segment in pre-
vious studies does not imply necessarily that coarticulatory
effects were completely absent. As discussed by Fowler and
Saltzman, if occurring at the anticipatory level, those inter-
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ruption events could be taken in support of the existence of a
fixed, long-term planning strategy of the upcoming V2 in a
VCV string.

It should be pointed out, however, that such interruption
periods occur mostly at one of both sides of the consonant
~i.e., during V1 or during V2! depending on the VCV se-
quence. On the one hand, anticipatory interruptions show up
mostly in VCV sequences made of an alveolar consonant
preceded by /{/, and in VCV sequences with a dorsal conso-
nant preceded by fixed /É/ in the V25/~/ versus /É/ chang-
ing condition. On the other hand, discontinuous effects also
occur at the carryover level in VCV sequences with dorsal
consonants and fixed /{/, namely, in a contextual situation
yielding articulatory overshoot. These carryover effects~and
the interruption periods associated with them! were found to
last for a very long time and could thus be attributed to some
reinforcement of the dorsal gesture.

Our data do not confirm a strong version of Fowler and
Saltzman’s~1993! hypothesis but are rather consistent with
the coarticulation model proposed by Bell-Berti and Harris
~1981! ~see the Introduction!. Thus, e.g., the absence of dis-
continuous anticipatory effects in the /iFV/ sequences and
their presence in the /uFV/ sequences suggests that speakers
accommodate the occurrence of coarticulation to context and
thus plan the upcoming phonemes according to the articula-
tory requirements for the ongoing phonetic segments. On the
other hand, discontinuous effects during V2 cannot be related
to phonemic anticipation but are caused by articulatory over-
shoot ~e.g., only few effects occur in /VCi/ sequences with
an alveolar consonant! and thus cannot reflect a phoneme-
independent production mechanism.

Another piece of evidence for this accommodating strat-
egy is provided by the existence of early anticipatory effects
in the sequence pairs /ÉCa/-/ÉCu/. Prominent TDX anticipa-
tory effects in these VCV pairs were found to hold for sev-
eral consonants in our study, e.g., /'/, /(/, /F/, /%/. An early
onset of tongue dorsum activity for V25/~/ in these circum-
stances may be explained assuming that the tongue predor-
sum for V15/É/ stays inactive and allows substantial con-
textual modifications@also Hooleet al. ~1990! for /ukV/; see
the Introduction#.

V. CONCLUSIONS

EMA data on temporal coarticulation of tongue dorsum
vertical movement presented here are in accordance with
several predictions formulated by the DAC model regarding
highly constrained consonants, i.e., preference for anticipa-
tory ~for /(/! or carryover ~for /F/! V-to-V coarticulation,
mostly so in situations of gestural antagonism, and long
carryover effects in strings of dorsal segments due to articu-
latory overshoot. Other trends in vocalic coarticulatory direc-
tion have been attributed to the dynamical properties of the
consonantal gesture, e.g., much vocalic anticipation through
the frontwards sliding dorsal gesture for velars. In compari-
son to previous studies the present paper reports more vo-
calic anticipation relative to vocalic carryover in other cases
~i.e., TDY data for /%/, /'/, and /!/ in VCV sequences with
/{/! which could be related to differences in sentence length
and stress placement. Our initial prediction on V-to-V coar-

ticulation for front consonants and labials was found to be at
work for the TDY data in VCV sequences with fricatives:
indeed, /2/ and /b/ turned out to allow more vocalic carryover
in the context of /{/ and more vocalic anticipation in the
absence of this vowel.

This study reports analogous patterns of coarticulatory
direction for TDX, TDY, and TTX for /F/ and /%/ in line with
the fact that their production involves a homogeneous tongue
body activity. Fronter lingual consonants exhibit analogous
directionality trends for TDX and TTX~but not so TDY!,
i.e., vocalic carryover prevails upon vocalic anticipation pre-
sumably since apical anticipation is not too prominent; this
finding is in support of the possibility that TTX activity gov-
erns TDX activity and that X and Y movements are relatively
independent of each other in this case. Fricatives are excep-
tional in allowing much TDX and TTX anticipation on fixed
/{/ in line with the manner constraints involved.

Overall, vowel coarticulation mechanisms have been
found to be much the same at different articulatory structures
in VCV sequences with /F/ and /%/ ~TDX, TDY, TTX !. Coar-
ticulatory interactions happen to be less robust for fricatives
and even less so for other apical consonants, i.e., these con-
sonants exhibit analogous TDX and TTX effects but different
degrees of TDX-TDY coarticulatory coordination.

Our data also suggest that phonemic planning adapts to
context or at least that context affects crucially the onset and
offset times of gestural anticipation. This conclusion is sup-
ported by the absence of tongue dorsum discontinuous ef-
fects during V1 in /iFV/ sequences vis-a`-vis their presence in
/uFV/ sequences, and from an early onset of TDX activity
for V25/~/ during a preceding /ÉC/ string.
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Timing interference to speech in altered listening conditions
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A theory is outlined that explains the disruption that occurs when auditory feedback is altered. The
key part of the theory is that the number of, and relationship between, inputs to a timekeeper,
operative during speech control, affects speech performance. The effects of alteration to auditory
feedback depend on the extra input provided to the timekeeper. Different disruption is predicted for
auditory feedback that is out of synchrony with other speech activity~e.g., delayed auditory
feedback, DAF! compared with synchronous forms of altered feedback~e.g., frequency shifted
feedback, FSF!. Stimulus manipulations that can be made synchronously with speech are predicted
to cause equivalent disruption to the synchronous form of altered feedback. Three experiments are
reported. In all of them, subjects repeated a syllable at a fixed rate~Wing and Kristofferson, 1973!.
Overall timing variance was decomposed into the variance of a timekeeper (Cv) and the variance
of a motor process (M v). Experiment 1 validated Wing and Kristofferson’s method for estimating
Cv in a speech task by showing that only this variance component increased when subjects repeated
syllables at different rates. Experiment 2 showed DAF increasedCv compared with when no altered
sound occurred~experiment 1! and compared with FSF. In experiment 3, sections of the subject’s
output sequence were increased in amplitude. Subjects just heard this sound in one condition and
made a duration decision about it in a second condition. When no response was made, results were
like those with FSF. When a response was made,Cv increased at longer repetition periods. The
findings that the principal effect of DAF, a duration decision and repetition period is onCv whereas
synchronous alterations that do not require a decision~amplitude increased sections where no
response was made and FSF! do not affectCv , support the hypothesis that the timekeeping process
is affected by synchronized and asynchronized inputs in different ways. ©2002 Acoustical Society
of America. @DOI: 10.1121/1.1474444#

PACS numbers: 43.70.Fq, 43.70.Gr@AL #

I. INTRODUCTION

Feedback control is one way of modeling on-line regu-
lation of an action. Such models have been applied to speech
control, for which several potential sources of feedback are
available~Fairbanks, 1955; Lee, 1950; Postma, 2000!. Early
models proposed that information about the identity of
speech segments is used as feedback and that speakers take
corrective action when the phonetic content of the actual
speech output is discrepant from that intended~Fairbanks,
1955!. Evidence that was originally regarded as strong sup-
port for this view was the disruption to speech performance
that occurs when auditory feedback is altered experimentally
~Lee, 1950!. One such alteration is delayed auditory feed-
back ~DAF!, where speech is electronically delayed for a
short time before it is replayed to the speaker. When DAF is
administered, a speaker’s accuracy and timing are affected
dramatically ~Lee, 1950!. A monitoring account maintains
that these effects arise because the experimentally altered
feedback signals to the speaker that the speech was in error.
The corrective action that is then taken results in disruption
to speech control~Lee, 1950; Fairbanks, 1955!.

Borden~1979! pointed out two fundamental problems in
assuming auditory feedback is used to control speech: The
checking and correcting operation cannot start until speech
has been output. As processing the speech sounds and deter-

mining what action is necessary also take a significant
amount of time~for instance, Marslen-Wilson and Tyler,
1981 estimate recognition time for speech at about 200 ms!,
such feedback monitoring would lead to a slow speech out-
put rate. Borden’s second point was that speakers who are
adventitiously deafened after they have learned a language
do not lose the ability to speak immediately, but that usually
there is long-term degradation to speech control. The ability
to speak immediately after hearing loss suggests feedback is
not necessary for on-line speech control~though the long-
term effects may suggest feedback has a role in establishing
and maintaining speech representations!.

There are other problems, besides those raised by Bor-
den, for this type of feedback view: The auditory system
would need to supply the speaker with a veridical record of
what was produced; otherwise, establishing if and what error
has occurred with the intention of correcting it would not be
possible. However, it is not clear that the representation of
articulatory output provided by the auditory system is veridi-
cal of the intended message. This is because the auditory
representation the speaker receives while speaking is af-
fected by internal noise. The noise that is present then affects
the information that can be recovered from the acoustic out-
put. The main source of internal noise originates in vibra-
tions of the articulatory structures that are transmitted to the
cochlea through bone. This bone-conducted sound is deliv-
ered to the cochlea at about the same time as the acoustica!Electronic mail: p.howell@ucl.ac.uk
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output from the vocal tract. Bone-conducted sound during
vocalization is loud enough to make its effects significant.
von Bekesy~1960!, for instance, estimated that bone- and
air-conducted components are at approximately the same
level. The airborne sound contains sufficient information to
decode a speaker’s intention~other people listening to the
speech understand the message!. The bone-conducted sound,
on the other hand, is dominated by the voice fundamental;
formant structure is heavily attenuated and resonances of
body structures extraneous to vocalization~such as the skull!
affect this component~Howell and Powell, 1984!. Conse-
quently, the bone-conducted sound contains limited informa-
tion about articulation. The degraded bone-conducted sound
would also mask out the formant information in the air-
conducted sound. Such masking would reduce the ability of
a speaker to retrieve information about the articulation from
the air-conducted feedback. This argument relies heavily on
the evidence presented by Howell and Powell~1984!. If fu-
ture work confirms that the auditory feedback signal is re-
stricted in the information it provides about articulation,
models that assume feedback is used to compute a precise
correction needed to obviate an error will need revision
~Guenther, 2001; Neilson and Neilson, 1991; see the general
discussion!.

Another piece of evidence that the role of auditory feed-
back available over the short term may have a more limited
role than previously thought was given by Howell and Ar-
cher ~1984!. They reported an experiment in which a non-
speech noise was substituted for the delayed signal under
DAF conditions where the noise had the same intensity pro-
file as the original speech. There was no difference in the
time taken to read a list in this stimulus condition compared
with that in a delayed speech condition. This suggests that
any sound that stands in the same temporal relationship with
the direct speech as does the DAF signal will cause equiva-
lent disruption to the delayed speech sound. Alteration to
auditory feedback may not, then, have an effect on a monitor
to correct segmental control, though it could still have a role
in establishing and maintaining long-term speech representa-
tions ~Borden, 1979!.

The final piece of evidence on the role of feedback in
short-term regulation of speech is based on changes that oc-
cur in voice intensity when altered auditory feedback~AAF!
is presented. When speaking in noise, voice level increases,
whereas when concurrent speech level is increased, voice
level decreases~Lane and Tranel, 1971!. Howell ~1990! re-
ported that if DAF sounds are amplified, speakers increase
vocal level. From this, it appears that delaying a person’s
speech creates a sound that is responded to as noise, rather
than being processed as speech. A noise would be no use for
indicating to a feedback mechanism whether adjustments to
articulation are required~though, as noted earlier, auditory
feedback could still have a role in establishing and maintain-
ing long-term speech representations!.

More recent models for the role of feedback have con-
centrated on~1! use of auditory feedback during develop-
ment and recovery of speech control and~2! whether feed-
back can be used to check representations at suprasegmental
~rather than segmental! levels. A representative example of

each of these points of view is now described. The first ap-
proach can be illustrated in the work of Perkell and col-
leagues on normal speakers and speakers fitted with a co-
chlear implant. Perkell~1980! outlined a model in which
feedback is used both for on-line control and monitoring
overall speech output to make sure that it conforms with the
norms of the language being spoken. The work reviewed
earlier argues against auditory feedback having a role in on-
line control, principally by questioning the interpretation of
experiments that employ altered auditory feedback proce-
dures. This would not necessarily undermine auditory feed-
back having a role in maintaining long-term representations.
Also, a lot of this group’s evidence is from patients fitted
with cochlear implants and there are grounds, and evidence,
for considering that cochlear implant patients may be able to
use auditory feedback for segmental control, regardless of
whether fluent speakers can use auditory feedback for this
purpose.

Cochlear implant patients have no useful hearing before
they receive an implant. The implanted electrode by-passes
the peripheral auditory system and delivers sound direct to
the auditory nerve. A limited amount of auditory input can be
presented to these patients once the electrode is switched on
and any improved speech abilities investigated in a con-
trolled way. Perkell, Guenther, Laneet al. ~2001! reviewed
their work on the role of auditory feedback in cochlear im-
plant patients. They reported that partial restoration of hear-
ing results in improved perception of vowels and of frica-
tives, production of vowels improved, and this improvement
occurred soon after patients received implants. Such findings
support the view that these speakers may use feedback for
control of speech. Note, though, that during vocal control,
the information provided by the implanted electrode differs
from that received by nonhearing impaired listeners. Bone-
conducted sound is processed by the same peripheral mecha-
nisms that transduce air-conducted sound~von Bekesy, 1960!
and that have been destroyed in these patients. Thus, when
vocalizing, these patients would hear neither air-nor bone-
conducted sound. The electrode only restores a representa-
tion of the air-conducted sound. The loss of bone-conducted
sound during vocalization would prevent this sound from
masking the airborne sound. The airborne component would
then be a more useful source of information about what was
articulated compared with normally hearing individuals. The
better information carried in the airborne source, relative to
normally hearing speakers, would suggest that auditory feed-
back could be useful for control in these speakers~as Per-
kell’s group has established!.

An example of the view that auditory feedback is impor-
tant for maintaining suprasegmental representations is re-
ported by Natke and Kalveram~2001!. They delivered fre-
quency shifted feedback~FSF! shifted an octave down and
measured any compensation speakers made. They found sig-
nificant compensation on long, stressed vowels but not on
short, unstressed ones. They argued that the compensatory
response was based on a negative feedback mechanism.
They also argued that the effects occur at a suprasegmental
level since they were only observed on the long vowels. As
voice pitch is available in both air and bone signals, long-
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latency feedback mechanisms could extract it and it might
then serve as a basis for suprasegmental control~i.e., in the
way Natke and Kalveram, 2001, propose!.

The aim of this article is to assess how AAF affects
speech control in the short-term in normally hearing indi-
viduals. The work does not address the issue whether audi-
tory feedback is used outside these experimental procedures
directly, nor how an internal model is established, nor
whether auditory feedback is used for monitoring prosodic
aspects of speech. This has a different focus from the work
with cochlear implantees, where the auditory feedback is dif-
ferent from that received by normally hearing/listening
speakers and from work investigating whether auditory feed-
back mechanisms have a role in suprasegmental control. The
review of work on the involvement of a feedback mechanism
in segmental control, offered above, suggests that in hearing
individuals, the immediate effects of AAF do not arise be-
cause of interference with a feedback monitoring mecha-
nism. The basic assumption behind the current tests is that
altering sounds spectrally or temporally creates conditions
that lead to multiple sound sources~the altered sound itself
and unaltered sounds such as that conducted through bone!.
Depending what type of alteration is made, the altered
sources will be asynchronous or synchronous with unaltered
auditory feedback. The temporal relation between the sound
sources that arises when an alteration is made will determine
the amount of disruption experienced.

Synchronous and asynchronous components that occur
under different forms of AAF are considered first. Vocal out-
put transmitted through bone will always remain in syn-
chrony with articulation. With DAF, the delayed version of
the speaker’s voice is, then, asynchronous with this sound. In
frequency shifted feedback~FSF!, the voice is spectrally
shifted with negligible delay~Howell, El-Yaniv, and Powell,
1987!. Bregman’s~1990! work shows that such spectral ma-
nipulations~and, indeed, temporal alterations like those un-
der DAF! lead to perceptibly distinct sound streams. So, in
the case of FSF, the shifted sound source would lead to a
separate, but synchronous, component to that which arises
from any bone-conducted sound. The air-conducted compo-
nent can be amplified independent of the bone-conducted
sound and replayed, again with negligible delay. The differ-
ence in amplitude of these sound components creates condi-
tions that would again favor segregation of the air-conducted
from the bone-conducted sound~Bregman, 1990!. The seg-
regated sources under amplification would remain in syn-
chrony ~as with FSF!.

The next stage in the argument concerns reasons for
thinking that speaking at the same time as synchronous
sound sources will be less disruptive on voice control than
when speaking at the same time as asynchronous sound
sources. Howell, Powell, and Khan~1983! described several
frequently encountered situations that show asynchronous
sounds are far more disruptive on speech control than syn-
chronous sounds. This is demonstrated by considering two
forms of song. Canons can be described as singing one song
at the same time as another synchronous rhythm is heard.
This is simple to perform, as shown by the fact that children
are taught this form of song. One possible reason why tasks

like canon singing are simple is that speaking or singing
along with synchronous sounds reinforces the timing of the
singer’s own attempt, giving the listener a clearer sense of
the beat that has to be followed~see Howell and Sackin,
2000, for supporting evidence!. The second type of singing,
hoquetus, is a medieval form in which different singers pro-
duce notes at the offset of the notes of a previous singer. So,
the singer hears an asynchronous rhythm as well as that he or
she produces. This form of song is difficult to perform rela-
tive to canon singing because of the presence of the asyn-
chronous rhythm. According to the current hypothesis, extra-
neous synchronous and asynchronous rhythms create parallel
situations to FSF or amplified feedback, and DAF, respec-
tively. The effect of synchronous and asynchronous concur-
rent signals on voice control appears to be general~it is
shown in AAF tasks and different forms of song!. As this
disruption is general, it suggests that the influences do not
arise via the operation of a feedback mechanism~it is un-
likely that hoquetus singers treat other singers’ notes as feed-
back about their own voice control that then gives rise to the
observed disruption!.

The next step is to consider what mechanism could ex-
plain differential disruption in situations where synchronous
and asynchronous rhythms are heard, regardless of whether
these rhythms derive from a speaker’s own speech or from
an external event. As argued earlier, AAF manipulations can
be regarded as transforming the speech task into one with
additional rhythmic inputs~synchronous or asynchronous de-
pending on the form of AAF!. As the activity is serial, they
could constitute input to a general-purpose timekeeping
mechanism and the nature~synchronous or not! and number
of inputs could then produce disruption through the time-
keeper. Other serial activity would input to this same mecha-
nism and give equivalent disruption depending, again, on the
nature ~relative to current input! and the number of such
inputs.

Arguments for a central timekeeper that functions sepa-
rately from motor processing activity have often been put
forward in motor control since Lashley’s~1951! seminal re-
port on serial order behavior.~see for example Ivry, 1997;
Vorberg and Wing, 1996; Wing and Kristofferson, 1973!.
Lashley argued that successive elements in a serial activity
may be timed without reference to the peripheral motor
events they give rise to. In particular, the completion of a
motor element is not necessary for the generation of the next
element in a sequence~as in a feedback process!. One ad-
vantage of having a timekeeper that is independent of the
execution of a particular act is that it can be used in a variety
of tasks where timing control is needed.

Wing and Kristofferson~1973! established the properties
of such a general-purpose timekeeper with data from a tap-
ping task. Subjects started by tapping along with an isochro-
nous metronome click. Once responses were entrained to the
metronome’s rate, the click was switched off and subjects
continued the response sequence on their own. Variance as-
sociated with timekeeping processes~clock variance,Cv!
was estimated separately from that associated with motor
~motor variance,M v! components. Wing and Kristofferson
~1973! assumed that when a motor response deviated from
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its required position, two intervals were affected: If the re-
sponse was ahead of its required position, the preceding in-
terval would be short and the following interval would be
long. Based on this, an estimate of 2M v was obtained from
the negative covariance between adjacent response intervals
~lag one autocovariance!. Cv and other residual components
were then obtained by subtracting 2M v from the total vari-
ance (Tv). TheCv estimate, unlike theM v estimate, was not
theoretically motivated. In further work, Wing~1980! vali-
dated that the residual provided an estimate ofCv by show-
ing that as the length of the interval subjects were required to
repeat~repetition interval! was increased,Cv also increased.
This would be expected if keeping the time of long intervals
is more difficult than keeping the time of short intervals and
if difficulty is reflected in more variable responses.M v , on
the other hand, remained constant across repetition interval.
Howell, Au-Yeung, and Rustin~1997! have reported a simi-
lar validation to Wing~1980! for a task involving repeated
movement of the lower lip~see also Hulstijnet al., 1992 for
another application of the Wing–Kristofferson task to
speech!.

Work has also been conducted to establish the general
properties of the timekeeper by examining whetherCv mea-
sures relate to other timekeeping operations. For instance,
Ivry and Hazeltine~1995! examined production of specified
intervals and, in separate tests with the same subjects, exam-
ined the relationship to subjects’ perceptual time estimation
ability. They reported a significant relationship. This relation-
ship suggests that the mechanism has a general role in timing
very different tasks.

The three experiments reported below test the hypoth-
esis that AAF creates an ancillary sound that mainly affects
the timekeeper (Cv) when speech is taking place concur-
rently. All the experiments use a speech version of the
Wing–Kristofferson task and apply these authors’ analysis
procedure to estimateCv andM v . The speech version of the
Wing–Kristofferson task involves repeating the syllable
/bae/ at specified repetition intervals. The requirement to pro-
duce a single syllable with exact timing renders the task dif-
ferent to spontaneous speech. However, without these artifi-
cial task constraints,Cv cannot be estimated separately from
M v . Though there is this limitation, the same limitation ap-
plies whenever experimental techniques are used to study
speech. Experiment 1 validates application of the Wing–
Kristofferson method of obtainingCv from residual variance
after M v has been extracted fromTv in the same way as in
Wing’s ~1980! experiment discussed earlier. The second ex-
periment tests whether synchronous and asynchronous forms
of AAF reduce and increaseCv , respectively~Howell et al.,
1983; Howell and Sackin, 2000!. The delayed sound during
DAF procedures is asynchronous relative to direct speech, so
should lead to large increases inCv ~by analogy with the
observations about performance disruption that occurs when
activities are asynchronous, Howellet al., 1983!. The second
form of AAF tested is FSF in which the feedback is shifted
in frequency with a negligible time delay. The psychoacous-
tic work described above shows two coincident spectrally-
different streams of sound segregate~Bregman, 1990!. Thus,
in the case of FSF, the altered signal will separate from bone-

conducted sound giving two synchronous inputs to the
general-purpose timekeeper. In contrast to DAF, these should
give a better beat so should not cause an increase inCv .
Experiment 3 investigates whether another way of changing
synchronous input to the timekeeper~an intensity change!
has similar effects to FSF. The effects of a secondary deci-
sion task on timekeeper operation were also examined in this
experiment. Based on Ivry and Hazeltine~1995!, a secondary
task was chosen that involves a duration decision~i.e. time-
based!. It is assumed that the timekeeper is only sensitive to
time-based decisions such as this~this is not tested explic-
itly !. Consequently,Cv will only be affected when a duration
decision is required.

II. EXPERIMENT 1

The Wing–Kristofferson analysis is applied to data from
a speaking task that requires the syllable /bae/ to be repeated.
Total variance is decomposed intoCv and M v components.
The principal question is whetherCv , but notM v , increases
with repetition period~Wing, 1980! as validation that the
Wing–Kristofferson procedure to obtainCv applies to a
speech task.

A. Subjects

Eight adults~five males, three females! were employed.
They had no history of speech or hearing disorder. They
ranged in age from 26 to 34. The same subjects were used in
experiments 2 and 3 with half the subjects doing the experi-
ments in one order, and the other half in reverse order~with
the exception mentioned in the procedure for experiment 3,
below!. Counterbalancing was done to avoid practice effects
and to permit comparison across experiments~condition-
specific practice for each type of trial was also given to avoid
this problem!. Subjects did each experiment on different
days.

B. Procedure

Subjects were told that the aim of the experiments was
to establish the accuracy of articulatory timing when speak-
ing a singleCv syllable ~/bae/! repeatedly at selected fixed
rates. The syllable /bae/ was used because it is easy to say
and its onset can be located reliably~the analyses are made
from stop release!. Subjects were instructed that on any trial
the experimenter would play a recorded /bae/ at 70 dB SPL
repeatedly at a particular rate. Subjects were told that when
they were ready, they should take a deep, but not excessive,
breath ~as though preparing to say a long sentence!. They
should then start their own production in time with the re-
cording. The subjects were monitored to ensure they did not
take a breath within a sequence. When they were going at the
requisite rate the /bae/ used for entraining the speaker was
switched off manually by the experimenter after the subject
had responded to a minimum of five consecutive recorded
/bae/s. The subject continued until either the experimenter
stopped them or they stopped themselves because they had
run out of breath. They were told not to take a breath in the
middle of a sequence. The experimenter required the subject
to continue the sequence for a minimum of 11 /bae/s. Four
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/bae/–/bae/ repetition periods were used~200, 400, 600, and
800 ms!. The experiment started with practice at each repeti-
tion period until the experimenter judged that the subject was
familiar with the task and could synchronize to the target at
each rate. They then did the four different rates eight times
each in a predetermined random order.

Subjects were tested individually in an Amplisilence
sound-attenuated booth. The entrainment-/bae/s were played
binaurally from a Toshiba laptop fitted with a Soundblaster
16 sound card. These sounds were relayed to Sennheiser
HD480II headphones via a Fostex 6301B amplifier. Level of
speech feedback after entrainment was set so that it was
comfortable for listening~typically around 70 dB SPL!.
Level was periodically checked. Speech was transduced with
a Sennheiser K6 microphone and recorded on a DAT re-
corder.

C. Analysis

The recordings were transferred to disk for analysis~48-
kHz sampling rate, 16-bit samples!. The recordings were
downsampled to 10 kHz. /bae/ onsets were manually marked
on 11 /bae/s in the phase after the entrainment sequence had
been switched off starting at the onset of the first /bae/. Fol-
lowing Vorberg and Wing~1996!, linear trends in the data
were removed to ensure stationarity in the sequence. Inter-
onset durations were calculated andM v and Cv were com-
puted from the algorithm given in Wing and Kristofferson
~1973! on the ten intervals. The Wing–Kristofferson model
only applies where the lag one autocorrelation,r, is bounded
by 20.5,r ,0 and some of the raw values lay outside these
limits. So as not to bias the data by dropping these trials,
intervals from each end of the series were dropped~a mini-
mum of four intervals had to remain! from the original se-
quence; the truncated series was detrended and examined to
see if it then fitted the Wing–Kristofferson model. The long-
est sequence that fitted was used in subsequent analyses. This
allowed 98% of all trials to be included in the analysis. An
analysis was also conducted to check that this procedure
does not affect the results. The trials where only the whole
sequences fitted the model were used in these analyses.
Analyses of data prepared in this manner produced equiva-
lent results to those reported below.

D. Results

Cv andM v are plotted over repetition periods in Fig. 1.
A two-way repeated measures analysis of variance
~ANOVA ! was conducted with factors source of variance
~Cv or M v! and repetition period~200, 400, 600, or 800-ms
repetition periods!. The main effect of repetition period
(F3,21513.3,p,0.001) was significant. TheCv /M v by
repetition period interaction (F3,2155.60,p,0.005) was
also significant. Separate ANOVAs using eitherCv or M v
alone showedCv increased significantly as repetition period
increased (F3,21513.3,p,0.001) butM v did not. The only
repetition period that showed a significant increase inCv
over other intervals is 800 ms. The fact that significant dif-

ferences betweenCv andM v occurred at the longest interval
is to be expected on the basis thatCv alone is affected when
repetition period is lengthened.

E. Discussion

The pattern of variance estimates~Cv and M v! with
change in duration of the repetition period is similar to that
reported by Wing~1980! for a manual tapping task and by
Howell et al. ~1997! in a lip-tracking task. There is no
change inM v over repetition periods, whereasCv increases,
with the increase most apparent at the longest repetition pe-
riod ~800 ms!. Wing ~1980! argued that the selective increase
in Cv with repetition period arises because of the greater
difficulty controlling the timing of longer intervals. If Wing’s
~1980! reasoning is correct, the present results show thatCv
provides an estimate of timekeeping processes in a task in-
volving the speech articulators. Repetition periods of 600
and 800 ms are used in experiments 2 and 3 to check
whether feedback, intensity, and decision-task manipulations
affect this pattern. The repetition periods chosen~600 and
800 ms! are in the region whereCv increases occur.

III. EXPERIMENT 2

Speakers performed the Wing–Kristofferson task while
listening to one of two forms of AAF~FSF and DAF!. Ac-
cording to the hypothesis, both these types of AAF create an
additional sound source as input to the timekeeper. The extra
sound source in the case of FSF is effectively synchronous
with speech and arises due to the spectral difference between
the direct speech and its altered form. The additional sound
source under DAF arises because of the temporal disparity
between the direct and altered forms and so is asynchronous
relative to the speech. According to the current hypothesis,
asynchronous inputs to the timekeeper~as with DAF! cause
more difficulty in performance than synchronous events.
Consequently, the effect onCv should be greater when DAF
is presented than when FSF is presented. As DAF delay in-

FIG. 1. Motor ~dashed line! and clock~solid line! variances~ordinate! for
repeating the syllable /bae/ at different periods~abscissa!. Periods used were
200, 400, 600, and 800 ms.
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creases, the asynchrony between direct and delayed sources
increases~in the experiment going from 66 through 133 to
200-ms DAF delay!. More disruption should occur to the
general purpose timekeeper as asynchrony increases. The ef-
fect on Cv and M v while hearing each form of AAF is es-
tablished, again, using the speech variant of the Wing–
Kristofferson task.

A. Participants

The same eight subjects were used as in the other ex-
periments.

B. Procedure

All conditions were performed as in experiment 1 with
the addition that one of the different forms of AAF was also
heard. Besides this, the basic task was the same as in experi-
ment 1. The subjects were told to ignore the feedback and
attempt to continue at the specified rate. On a trial involving
a delayed sound, subjects heard standard DAF at one of three
delays~66, 133, or 200 ms!. ~As argued in the Introduction,
in this, and all DAF experiments, non-shifted sound also
occurs through bone conduction.! Subjects were tested at
each DAF delay at repetition periods of 600 and 800 ms.
Subjects received eight practice trials at each repetition pe-
riod and DAF delay and then performed eight test trials at
the same repetition period and DAF delay. The DAF delay
and repetition period conditions were received in random
order. The procedure for FSF was the same except that a
time-synchronous, half-octave, downward frequency shift
was fed back rather than a delayed sound.

The entrainment /bae/ sequence was played over a
Toshiba laptop and Fostex monitor at the required repetition
period, as in experiment 1. Two Sennheiser K6 microphones
were used to pick up the speech. One microphone supplied
speech to a DAT recorder for use in the analyses. The other

microphone output was relayed via a Quad microphone am-
plifier to the Digitech model studio 400 signal processor that
produced the selected form of AAF. The Digitech output was
played binaurally over Sennheiser HD480II headphones. The
output ~set at 70 dB SPL! is at approximately normal con-
versational level so, according to von Bekesy’s~1960! cal-
culation, the bone-conducted sound should also be roughly at
this level too. The data were analyzed as in experiment 1.

C. Results

The results from the DAF conditions are shown in Fig.
2. M v’s are plotted on the left andCv’s on the right. The axes
are repetition period~abscissa! and variance~ordinate!, as for
experiment 1, and the data points under the same DAF delay

FIG. 3. Motor and clock variances against period~600 and 800 ms! for the
frequency-shifted condition of experiment 2.

FIG. 2. Motor and clock variances against period~600 and 800 ms! for the delayed auditory feedback conditions of experiment 2. Motor variances are shown
on the left and clock variances on the right. DAF delay of the points connected together was 66, 133, or 200 and the delay used for connected points can be
identified from the symbol in the caption.
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are connected together~identified by symbol!. The results for
the FSF condition are shown in Fig. 3 in an equivalent way
to the results of experiment 1~Cv andM v estimates for each
repetition period!.

The M v’s in the DAF conditions were examined first
with respect to whether DAF has a similar pattern to the
results in normal listening conditions. Separate analyses
were conducted for each DAF delay and for each variance
component to assess how DAF affectsM v andCv relative to
results on the same repetition periods in experiment 1. For
M v , three two-way repeated measures ANOVAs were con-
ducted. One factor was listening condition~the normal lis-
tening condition from experiment 1 was always included and
was compared with the selected DAF-delay condition, 66,
133, or 200 ms, from the current experiment!. The second
factor was repetition period~600 or 800 ms!. For the M v
measurement, no significant differences occurred between
the normal listening condition and the 66- and 133-ms DAF
delays. The difference between normal listening and DAF
was significant at 200 ms (F1,7511.4,p,0.025) DAF
delay. These findings indicate thatM v increases under
DAF over normal listening only at the longest delay. No
interactions with listening condition were significant, so even
with the most severe form of DAF,M v appears to have the
same pattern across repetition periods as in normal listening.
Corresponding ANOVAs onCv’s showed normal listening
differed from DAF at 133 (F1,7517.1,p,0.005) and 200
ms (F1,7530.2,p,0.001) delays. Differences across rep-
etition periods were significant at all DAF delays as main
effects (66 ms:F1,7511.50,p,0.025;133 ms:F1,758.5,
p,0.025;200 ms:F1,7529.00,p,0.001). However, no in-
teractions involving listening conditions were significant so
there are only absolute differences between normal listening
and DAF conditions.

A three-way repeated measures analysis with factors
DAF-delay condition~66, 133, or 200-ms delay!, variance
source~Cv or M v! and repetition period~600 or 800 ms! was
next conducted to assess whether DAF delay differentially
affects Cv’s and M v’s. DAF delay was significant (F2,14
516.5,p,0.001) showing DAF increases variances. These
was also a difference between variance sources (F1,7
560.0,p,0.001) due toCv’s being greater thanM v’s. Rep-
etition period was significant (F1,757.6,p,0.05) with
higher variances at the longer repetition period. The interac-
tion of the latter factor with source of variance component
shows higher variance at the longer repetition period. This is
due toCv increasing more over repetition periods thanM v
does (F1,754.10,p,0.01). This result would be expected
from Wing ~1980! and experiment 1. DAF-delay condition
interacted with variance source (F2,1456.9, p,0.01). This
suggests thatCv andM v increase at different rates with DAF
delay. Inspection of Fig. 2 confirms this is most marked for
Cv ; M v’s exhibit less increase thanCv’s ~M v’s increase
roughly threefold over delays whileCv’s increase more than
fivefold!.

A two-way ANOVA in which normal listening was com-
pared with FSF~factor one! and repetition period~factor
two! failed to reveal any significant differences. The equiva-
lent two-way analysis onCv’s with normal listening and FSF

as one factor and repetition period as a second factor showed
a significant effect of repetition period (F1,7510.6,p
,0.025) but no further effects. The lack of an effect of FSF/
normal listening as main effect or in interaction shows that
performance under FSF was not distinguishable from speech
produced under normal listening conditions. AsCv increased
in normal listening conditions over repetition period in ex-
periment 1, this might suggest that this occurs with FSF too.
If so, it is surprising as Fig. 3 appears to show little increase
over repetition periods. This was investigated further in a
two-way repeated measures ANOVA with factors variance
source and repetition period on the data from the FSF con-
dition alone. In this analysis, there was a main effect of
Cv /M v (F1,7511.9,p,0.025) but the effect of repetition
period was not significant. Interpretations based on effects
that are not significant are problematic. Taking the two
analyses together, the cautious conclusion would be that
there is some attenuation of the increase inCv over repetition
periods~explaining why noCv /M v by repetition period in-
teraction occurred when FSF alone was analyzed! but the
attenuation is not detectable whenCv is compared across
repetition periods between normal and FSF listening.

To summarize the findings, the pattern ofCv /M v results
over repetition periods shows that the global pattern of re-
sults under DAF is similar to what occurs under normal lis-
tening conditions~M v is flat while Cv increases over repeti-
tion period!. FSF also shows no increase inM v over
repetition periods but, more surprisingly, little evidence for
an increase inCv over repetition periods. The other major
finding is thatCv increases more thanM v as DAF delay is
increased.

D. Discussion

When DAF was given,M v showed less increase over
repetition periods thanCv for delays of 600 and 800 ms.
Note that this general pattern, once again, validates the
Wing–Kristofferson model for decomposing variance com-
ponents~Wing, 1980!. As well as the increase over repetition
periods,Cv’s increased more as DAF delay was increased
from 66, through 133 to 200 ms. Thus the prediction that
DAF should cause a marked increase inCv with longer DAF
delays was confirmed. FSF produced a pattern of results in
which Cv did not markedly increase as repetition period
lengthened. The lack of increase inCv under FSF at long
repetition periods could be because this form of AAF is in
synchrony with activity associated with speech. As argued in
the Introduction, the auditory feedback through bone and the
FSF that is synchronous with speech reinforce the timing of
the direct speech giving the listener a clearer sense of the
speech beat. This would help maintain the rate of the entrain-
ment sequence leading to more precise control by the time-
keeper~lower Cv!.

The hypothesis thatCv does not increase at long repeti-
tion periods when the timekeeper has an input with a domi-
nant beat is tested further in experiment 3. In the Introduc-
tion, it was argued that amplification can be considered as a
form of time synchronous manipulation~Lane and Tranel,
1971!. A better beat should arise when speech feedback is
amplified so it should reduceCv too ~in this case, the louder
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the signal synchronized to speech activity the better sense of
beat a speaker has available to maintain ongoing timing!.

IV. EXPERIMENT 3

In experiment 2, FSF~synchronous feedback! led to less
of an increase inCv at the long repetition period compared
with M v in the same listening condition and compared with
the increase inCv observed under DAF and under normal
listening conditions. Amplitude alterations on the produced
sequence of sounds were made in the current experiment as
another form of synchronous sound alteration that should
combine with sound sources that arise during vocalization,
produce a better beat and prevent any increase inCv at the
longest repetition period. The experiment also included two
conditions that varied what the subject had to do with the
altered amplitude sections. A duration decision expected to
tax the timekeeper~based on Ivry and Hazeltine’s 1995
work! was selected as most likely to elicit effects onCv . In
one condition, no response was made to the section where
amplitude was altered~creating a condition similar to the
FSF in experiment 2!. In the second condition, a duration
response was made about the amplitude-altered section after
the sequence was produced. These conditions were included
to establish whether attention to the altered sound~such as
when a response is required! leads to aCv increase whereas,
when attention to the sound is not required~as with FSF in
experiment 2!, Cv does not increase. If a duration decision
calls on the timekeeper’s capacity, it would be revealed as
increasedCv in conditions where timekeeping is most diffi-
cult ~i.e., at long repetition periods!.

A. Participants

The same eight subjects were used as in the previous
experiments.

B. Procedure: Condition one „no response …

The basic experimental setup was the same for the two
main conditions and was similar to that employed in experi-
ment 1. In condition one, some syllables were selected
manually and amplified by 6 dB by the experimenter as the
speaker spoke. They heard the altered sound but did not
make a judgment about it in this condition. The selection of
syllables for amplification was made according to preset cri-
teria ~the remaining syllables were at the same level as in the
previous experiments!. Over all trials, the start of the first
amplified section was either two or three /bae/s after the
entrainment sequence stopped. This continued for two or
three sounds. It was then presented at the standard level,
again for two or three sounds. Finally, two or three more
sounds were played at increased amplitude. This arrange-
ment ensured that subjects did not know exactly when each
of the two increased amplitude stretches in the sequences
would start, or their duration. There were also equal numbers
of trials that were the same~also with the same number of
amplified sections containing two, or three amplified /bae/s!
or different~same number of two/three and three/two ampli-
fied /bae/s!. There were eight types of trial according to these
criteria. These were presented eight times each in random

order. Condition one was always received before condition
two and condition three at the end to keep the subjects naive
as to the purpose of the amplified /bae/s. Subjects were given
practice trials at the start. Only the two longest repetition
periods were used~600 and 800 ms! because of the difficulty
of the task.

C. Procedure: Condition two „response …

The procedure for condition two was the same as for
condition one, except that after they completed the interval
production task, the subject was required to make a same or
a different response about whether the two groups of ampli-
fied /bae/s had the same number of /bae/s or not. They were
aware that they needed to make the decision before they
started performing this condition. The experimenter gave
feedback as to whether the subject was correct or incorrect
after each trial~in actual fact, subjects were always correct!.

D. Procedure: Condition three

Condition three was a control included to check that
subjects were able to perform the perceptual judgment in
condition two accurately and how performance in condition
two compared with a perception-only judgment. It did not
involve production of sequences, only listening to, and mak-
ing judgment about, recordings of the sequences obtained in
condition two. This was done to ensure speakers did not
maintain interval production performance by allowing dura-
tion decisions to be less accurate in that task. As duration
decisions in condition two were perfect, this is superfluous.
This condition is, however, described for completeness. The
subjects listened to recordings of the sequences they had pro-
duced and did the same–different perceptual task alone. Per-
formance on this task was~as in condition two! always cor-
rect. These results are not discussed further.

In conditions one and two, the entrainment /bae/ se-
quence was played over the Toshiba laptop and Fostex moni-
tor at the required rate as in experiment 1. Two Sennheiser
K6 microphones were used to pick up the speaker’s re-
sponses. One led directly to the DAT recorder to be used
later in the analysis. The other was routed via a Quad micro-
phone amplifier to a Digitech model studio 400 signal pro-
cessor. The output from the processor was split. Low-
amplitude white noise at about 60 dB SPL was added to the
voice signal before the sound was fed back to the speaker to
mask out the sounds of apparatus switching. This was played
binaurally over a Sennheiser HD480II headset. The other
output was recorded on a second channel of the DAT re-
corder~for use in the perceptual condition, condition three,
and to check that the experimenter had made the alterations
correctly!.

E. Results

The results are shown on the left of Fig. 4 for the con-
dition where the altered sound was heard but subjects did not
judge the duration of the demarcated intervals and on the
right for the condition where subjects did the duration judg-
ment task after they completed the /bae/ synchronization
task. Separate ANOVAs equivalent to those in experiment 1
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were conducted on each condition. In the condition where
subjects made no response, there was a difference over rep-
etition periods (F1,7517.2,p,0.005). Unlike experiment
1, there was no interaction betweenCv /M v and repetition
period. This suggests that the greater increase inCv com-
pared withM v that occurred, particularly at 800-ms repeti-
tion period in experiments 1 and 2, did not occur here.

A somewhat different pattern of results was found when
subjects made a response to the altered sound.Cv /M v
(F1,755.6, p50.05), repetition period (F1,757.3,p
,0.05), andCv /M v by repetition period interaction (F1,7
524.1,p,0.005) were all significant. The interaction shows
Cv increased over repetition periods when a response was
made ~as expected from experiment 1 and Wing, 1980!.
There was an interaction between response condition, source
of variance component (Cv /M v), and repetition period
(F1,758.2, p,0.025) when a three-way ANOVA was con-
ducted with response condition as the extra factor. This
shows thatCv increased at a different rate across repetition
periods in the two response conditions~no increase inCv
over repetition periods when no response was made but an
increase when a response was made!.

F. Discussion

Cv only increased relative toM v over repetition periods
if a response to sections increased in amplitude was required.
This shows that this secondary decision affects the operation
of the timekeeper. As only one task was used here, general
disruption by any secondary task~rather than one specifically
involving timing! cannot be definitely ruled out. However,
Ivry and Hazeltine~1995! found that performance on percep-
tual timing judgments correlates with variance in a tapping
task. Given the very different nature of these tasks, it is dif-
ficult to see how there could be this relationship other than
through a timing mechanism. The secondary task in the cur-
rent experiment has similarities to that of Ivry and Hazeltine

~1995! ~insofar as a duration judgment is required!. The main
difference between Ivry and Hazeltine’s work and the current
is that in the latter the judgment is made concurrent with the
interval production task rather than as a separate task. If it is
accepted that Ivry and Hazeltine’s~1995! result showing cor-
relations between the perceptual and production tasks oper-
ates through the timekeeping process, the interference from
the secondary judgment task onCv here would also seem to
operate at the level of the timekeeper.

The next question considered is why statistically there is
no increase inCv relative toM v when subjects just listened
to the sequences that had their amplitude altered. The results
with FSF in experiment 2, where again no increase inCv
over repetition occurred~though the lack of significance
needs to be treated cautiously!, were explained by proposing
that synchronized sound gives a better sense of beat to fol-
low than occurs in normal listening conditions, leavingCv
less affected by repetition period. This explanation would
apply in the condition where no response is given, as the
amplified sound gives a better beat and response require-
ments are the same as in the FSF condition. The general
pattern of the results when a response has to be made to the
altered sound is similar to that in experiment 1 and as re-
ported by Wing~1980! to validate the assumptions of the
Wing–Kristofferson model. While the enhanced beat can re-
move the increase over repetition period, adding a duration
decision adversely affects the timekeeper. The adverse effect
of making a duration response is most evident in conditions
where timekeeping is difficult~long repetition period!. Note
also that the effect of duration decisions on the timekeeper is
consistent with the general role this mechanism is assumed
to play ~here, general to perception and production!.

V. GENERAL DISCUSSION

Experiment 1 validated the application of the Wing–
Kristofferson task to speech and provided benchmark data

FIG. 4. Motor and clock variances against period for experiment 3. Periods used were 600 and 800 ms. The results for the no-response condition are on the
left and the response condition on the right.
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against which to compare effects of AAF and additional re-
sponse tasks. Experiment 2 showed that DAF has its princi-
pal effect onCv , whereas FSF did not lead to an increase in
Cv at long repetition periods~note that this needs to be
treated cautiously as it is based on finding no significant
increase!. The DAF result was predicted from the hypothesis
that the DAF signal is asynchronous with direct speech and
asynchronous inputs markedly affect timekeeper operations.
The FSF effect was predicted on the basis that the altered
sound is in synchrony with the ongoing speech sound input
to the timekeeper and two synchronized inputs give the time-
keeper a better sense of beat that aids~or prevents degraded!
performance. Experiment 3 tested the effect of enhancing the
beat on timekeeper operation further by altering the ampli-
tude of sections of speech output. This experiment also in-
cluded conditions where subjects were, and were not, re-
quired to make a response about the sections with higher
amplitude~enhanced beat!. In the condition in which an am-
plitude alteration was heard but not responded to,Cv showed
no increase at the long repetition period as occurred with
FSF. However,Cv did increase when the same sounds were
heard when a duration judgment was required about the am-
plified section. This suggests theCv increase emerges when
a duration decision is required because the difficulty faced by
the timekeeper is enhanced.

The implications of the results are considered for the
role of AAF experiments for speech control. The first topic
considered is whether a case can be made that temporal al-
terations lead to temporal disruption of speech and nontem-
poral alterations lead to nontemporal changes in speech out-
put. The evidence on FSF appears to speak against the
second proposition. In conditions approximating closer-to-
normal speaking conditions, at first sight there is evidence
that the spectral alteration of FSF does not produce any no-
ticeable change in timing~for instance, overall average
speech rate appears normal!. However, Howell and Sackin
~2000! looked at FSF on sentence material and found that
timing variability around specified segmentation points is af-
fected by this manipulation. In particular, FSF reduced tim-
ing variability possibly by enhancing the direct beat. Thus, as
spectral alterations during FSF lead to significant effects on
timing control, the notion that only timing alterations cause
speech-timing changes on vocal output cannot be sustained.

This leads to the second issue, whether AAF experi-
ments provide support for feedback monitoring models. The
current work does not necessarily rule out auditory feedback
having a role in maintaining internal long-term models for
the speaker’s language~Perkell, 1980!. Auditory feedback
might also have a role in control of segmental aspects in
speech produced outside AAF procedures, depending on the
position taken about whether the auditory feedback is reflex-
ive of the speaker’s intention or not. Currently there is only
one study that suggests auditory feedback is not reflexive of
speech output~Howell and Powell, 1984!. This suggests that
the cautious approach would be to not definitely rule out
auditory feedback having a role in maintaining gross seg-
mental information. Having said this, a model that does not
require reflexivity~Howell, in press! merits brief discussion.
Examples of each of these two types of model are considered

starting with two models that require reflexivity, Neilson and
Neilson’s ~1991! adaptive model theory~AMT ! and Guen-
ther’s ~2001! DIVA model.

Neilson and Neilson’s~1991! AMT theory has a con-
trolled dynamic system driven by an adaptive controller. The
adaptive controller transforms motor commands into sensory
events. The adaptive controller has to have access to the
speech-output ‘‘solution’’ that is obtained by an inverse dy-
namics process applied on sensory feedback. It would not be
possible to determine whether and what correction is neces-
sary if the sensory signal is nonreflexive of speech output. In
Guenther’s~2001! model, auditory targets are projected from
premotor cortical areas to the posterior superior temporal gy-
rus, where they are compared to incoming auditory informa-
tion via primary auditory cortex. Any difference represents
an error signal that is mapped through the cerebellum and the
auditory error signal indicates a change is required to the
motor velocity signal that controls the articulators to zero out
the error. Again, if the auditory feedback is not sufficiently
reflexive of speech output, information about segment articu-
lation would not be veridical and could potentially even lead
to incorrect corrections.

Howell ~in press! has offered a model where the altered
sound inputs to the timekeeper and how this causes disrup-
tion rather than the feedback from the altered sound contin-
ues to be used by a monitor for feedback control. The prin-
cipal advantage of this model is that it avoids the
nonreflexivity problem. This interpretation suggests alter-
ation to auditory feedback creates an artificial speaking situ-
ation. This does not necessarily rule out a role for auditory
feedback in segmental control in normal speaking situations.
Howell’s ~in press! model circumvents the reflexivity prob-
lem by proposing cerebellar mechanisms give an error signal
that arises only when timing problems occur. This alert acts
as an all or none signal given the sole role of slowing speech
rather than segmental correction. Loss of hearing just leads
to one less input to the timekeeper and the timekeeper is not
adversely affected by removal of this source of input. Initia-
tion of a subsequent sound once one sound has finished does
not depend on the results of processing sound back through
an auditory feedback loop. As this rate-limiting step in
speech control is removed, there is no problem in accounting
for the rapidity at which speech can be produced. It would
not matter, then, whether auditory feedback of the voice pre-
sents a veridical representation of what was said; it will only
depend on the timing of the altered sound in relation to other
timekeeper inputs. Thus, an altered sound that has the same
timing as DAF speech would offer the same serial input to
the timekeeper and produce equivalent disruption~Howell
and Archer, 1984!. Finally, manipulations that transform
speech into noise that has lost its association with the origi-
nal speech by being delayed~Howell, 1990! would be effec-
tive because of the asynchronous input they provide, not be-
cause the sounds were originally derived from speech. The
EXPLAN model has its limitations. For instance, it does not
address the issue about how long-term representations are
established. Establishing how degraded auditory feedback is
of speech output is a topic that merits further attention as it
features in many monitoring models.
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Anchoring effects in audiovisual speech perception
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Two experiments were conducted to investigate whether or not anchoring and selective adaptation
induce basically the same psychological effects. The purpose of the first experiment is to show
how an audiovisual anchor modifies the perception of consonant–vowel~CV! syllables. The anchors
were two purely acoustical, two purely optical, and three audiovisual CV syllables. The results were
compared with those of audiovisual speech selective-adaptation experiments conducted by Roberts
and Summerfield@Percept. Psychophys.30, 309–314 ~1981!# and Saldan˜a and Rosenblum
@J. Acoust. Soc. Am.95, 3658–3661~1994!#. The audiovisual anchoring effects were found to be
very similar to the audiovisual selective-adaptation effects, but the incompatible audiovisual anchor
produced more auditory-based contrast than the purely acoustical anchor or the compatible
audiovisual anchor. This difference in contrast had not been found in the previous
selective-adaptation experiments. The second experiment was conducted to directly compare
audiovisual anchoring and selective-adaptation effects under the same stimuli and with the same
subjects. It was found that the compatible audiovisual syllable~AbVb! caused more contrast in
selective adaptation than in anchoring, although the discrepant audiovisual syllable~AbVg! caused
no difference between anchoring and selective adaptation. It was also found that the anchor AbVg
caused more auditory-based contrast than the anchor AbVb. It is suggested that the mechanisms
behind these results are different. ©2002 Acoustical Society of America.
@DOI: 10.1121/1.1474446#

PACS numbers: 43.71.An, 43.71.Pc@CWT#

I. INTRODUCTION

Context effects caused by stimuli preceding and follow-
ing a target stimulus are well known in speech perception.
They are referred to in various ways, such as selective adap-
tation, anchoring effects, and range or frequency effects
~Repp, 1982!. In a typical selective-adaptation paradigm,
subjects participate in two sessions and a stimulus continuum
consists of syllables that vary in equal increments of one or
more acoustic parameters and that span two phonetic catego-
ries. In the first ‘‘baseline’’ session, the target stimuli are
presented in random order and the listeners are asked to clas-
sify them into two or more phonetic categories. In the second
session, several repetitions of one of the endpoint syllables
~called adaptors! are presented and listeners are asked to
identify the same target stimuli used in the baseline sessions.
For each subject, phoneme boundaries are derived from each
of the sessions. The phoneme boundary from the baseline
session moves towards the category defined by the adaptor
because subjects identify the targets more often as belonging
to the category of which the adaptor is not a member. This
phenomenon is called the ‘‘selective-adaptation effect,’’ and
the size of the boundary shift is a measure of the adaptation
effect.

To clearly dissociate auditory and phonetic bases for ad-
aptation, Roberts and Summerfield~1981! carried out an au-
diovisual test of speech-selective adaptation. Their experi-
ment involved the presentation of an audiovisually
discrepant adaptor consisting of an acoustic /b}/ in syn-

chrony with an optical /g}/. Previous findings had suggested
that subjects presented with a discrepant syllable such as an
acoustic /ba/ with an optical /ga/ would be likely to believe
that the speaker uttered a fused syllable such as /da/
~McGurk and MacDonald, 1976!. Roberts and Summerfield
~1981! thought that if perceptual adaptation can occur at the
presumably central level at which visual and auditory infor-
mation are combined, a subject’s identification of acousti-
cally presented test syllables might be affected by the visu-
ally presented adaptors. They contrasted two hypotheses.
First, if the adaptation effect is predominantly auditory, sub-
jects to whom the discrepant audiovisual adaptor had been
presented would identify a greater proportion of the test syl-
lables as /d}/, and the phoneme boundary would shift toward
/b}/. Second, if the effect is predominantly phonetic, how-
ever, the subjects would identify a greater proportion of the
test syllables as /b}/, and the phoneme boundary would shift
toward /d}/. They reported that their discrepant audiovisual
adaptor resulted in a consistent phoneme boundary shift to-
wards /b}/. They thus concluded that the selective-adaptation
effect is purely auditory.

Saldaña and Rosenblum~1994! questioned this interpre-
tation, because in order for it to be valid, the discrepant au-
diovisual adaptor~acoustic /b}/ with optical /g}/! should ac-
tually induce a phonetic /d}/ percept in subjects. Roberts and
Summerfield~1981!, however, reported that this discrepant
audiovisual syllable did not always result in the same percept
within individual subjects or a group of subjects. Saldan˜a
and Rosenblum~1994! used a more compelling audiovisual
adaptor, which yielded a visually influenced percept 99% ofa!Electronic mail: sshigeno@cl.aoyama.ac.jp
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the time, to replicate the study of Roberts and Summerfield
~1981!. Regarding the auditory component, they still re-
ported that systematic adaptation occurred. And they con-
cluded that the selective-adaptation effect in speech percep-
tion depends on the acoustic structure of the stimuli and not
on the phonetic percept of the listener.

In a typical anchoring paradigm, subjects also partici-
pate in two sessions. In the first, the target stimuli are pre-
sented in random order and subjects classify them into one of
the phonetic categories. In the second session, a particular
endpoint stimulus~called an anchor! is presented more often
than other stimuli. Either the anchor is repeatedly scattered
randomly among the target stimuli and subjects are asked to
classify all stimuli ~anchor and target! into one of the pho-
netic categories~e.g., Simon and Studdert-Kennedy, 1978;
Sawusch and Nusbaum, 1979! or the anchor is paired with
one of the target stimuli and subjects are asked to classify
only the target stimulus into one of the phonetic categories
~e.g., Thompson and Hollien, 1970; Shigeno and Fujisaki,
1979!. In both types of anchoring paradigms, the phoneme
boundary from the baseline session moves toward the an-
chor.

There has been some controversy as to whether or not
the anchoring and selective-adaptation paradigms are basi-
cally the same. Simon and Studdert-Kennedy~1978! com-
pared the effects of anchoring on the identification of a syn-
thetic stop-consonant continuum ranging from /b,/ to /d,/
with those on the identification of fundamental frequency.
The two types of stimulus variation are perfectly correlated
and are carried simultaneously on the same series of syl-
lables. Between anchoring and selective adaptation they
compared the extent of dissociation on phonetic and nonpho-
netic judgments. The anchoring experiments differed from
the selective-adaptation experiments in that the repetitions of
the anchor were distributed randomly among the test syl-
lables of each block and that the anchor was presented less
often than the adaptor. Simon and Studdert-Kennedy~1978!
found the two types of judgments—phonetic and
nonphonetic—were significantly dissociated under both an-
choring and selective-adaptation paradigms and concluded
that differences between results in the two types of experi-
ment might well be of degree rather than of kind. They also
concluded that ‘‘there seem to be no grounds for distinguish-
ing the paradigms in terms of the psychological processes
that they activate’’~p. 1355!.

Although many researchers have explored anchoring
and selective-adaptation effects and have proposed various
explanations for the perceptual or judgmental processes that
induce these effects, either their auditory process or their
phonetic process has been a question under discussion. It is
very difficult to dissociate the individual contribution of the
two processes because the auditory and phonetic structure of
conventional acoustical stimuli is mutually predictive, as
pointed out by Roberts and Summerfield~1981!. If the above
speculation by Simon and Studdert-Kennedy~1978! were
true, anchoring in speech perception would also depend on
the acoustic structure of the stimuli as seen in selective ad-
aptation ~Roberts and Summerfield, 1981!. The results of
both audiovisual anchoring and selective adaptation would

also be very similar, although the magnitude of the effects of
anchoring would be smaller than that of the effects of selec-
tive adaptation. On the other hand, if the anchoring effect is
predominantly phonetic and results from the operation of
processes such as response bias~Diehl et al., 1980! or fre-
quency analysis~Parducci, 1965, 1974!, the effect of the dis-
crepant audiovisual anchor~acoustic /ba/ with optical /ga/!
would be different from that of selective adaptation, and the
phoneme boundary would shift toward the opposite category
to the anchor~in the above case, toward /da/!. Audiovisual
anchoring experiments would then be very useful for con-
firming the conclusion by Simon and Studdert-Kennedy
~1978! and for finding out whether or not anchoring and
selective adaptation induce basically the same psychological
effect.

The present study therefore addresses the following
questions.~1! How does an audiovisual anchor modify the
perception of acoustically presented target stimuli?~2! Is an-
choring in speech perception also purely auditory as seen in
selective adaptation?~3! Are the effects and mechanisms of
the two paradigms—anchoring and selective adaptation—in
principle equivalent?

II. EXPERIMENT 1

The purpose of the first experiment is to show how an
audiovisual anchor modifies the perception of target stimuli.

A. Method

1. Subjects

Fourteen undergraduate students at Tokyo University
participated in the experiment. All were native speakers of
Japanese with no reported histories of speech or hearing dis-
orders.

2. Stimuli

The face of a Japanese female speaker was filmed with a
video-recorder~SONY, ACP-80!, and her voice was recorded
on the PCM track of an 8-mm videotape. Several of the /ba/,
/da/, and /ga/ syllables she pronounced were analyzed by
computer, and the parameters for preparing synthetic CV-
syllables were determined. Then seven synthetic syllables on
the /ba/-/da/ continuum, a typical /ba/, a typical /da/, and a
typical /ga/ were generated by computer~NEC, 9801RX2!.
Each syllable was 380 ms in duration: 70–90 ms of initial
formant transitions followed by 290–310 ms of a steady-
state vowel. The onset frequency of the first formant~F1!
was fixed at 375 Hz. The onset frequencies of the second
formant ~F2! ranged in equal steps from 1200 to 1670 Hz
and those of the third formant~F3! ranged from 2600 to 3060
Hz. The steady-state frequencies of these three formants
were 875~F1!, 1400 ~F2!, and 2900 Hz~F3!. The frequen-
cies of the fourth~F4! and fifth formant~F5! were respec-
tively fixed at 3800 and 4800 Hz. The amplitude contour
rose to its maximum over the first 15 ms~@ba#! or 20 ms
~@da#!. The fundamental frequency was fixed at 220 Hz for
the vowel /a/ over the duration of each syllable.

All tests were done with purely acoustical target stimuli,
but five of the seven anchoring stimuli were visual or audio-
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visual. The seven target stimuli were on the /ba/-/da/ con-
tinuum. The two purely acoustical anchors were a typical
/ba/ and a typical /da/. They were used in conditions Ab
~auditory /ba/-anchor! and Ad ~auditory /da/-anchor!. Two
anchors were purely optical; that is, video recordings of the
Japanese female speaker whose speech was used in the au-
ditory conditions. The two purely optical anchors were used
in conditions Vb ~visual /ba/-anchor! and Vd ~visual /da/-
anchor!. Three audiovisual anchors were generated, each by
synchronizing a video recording of the same speaker uttering
a CV syllable with either the typical /ba/ or typical /da/
sound. The three audiovisual combinations were an acousti-
cal /ba/ with an optical /ba/~condition AbVb!, an acoustical
/da/ with an optical /da/~condition AdVd!, and an acoustical
/ba/ with an optical /ga/~condition AbVg!. The acoustical
stimuli were dubbed to the visual stimuli at an accuracy of
33 ms.

Eight color videotapes were made. The first tape had no
video signal and was simply an audio recording of the seven
target syllables, each of which occurred ten times in random
order with a 3-s interval between syllables. The tape was
used to establish baseline phoneme boundaries prior to each
anchoring experiment. The other seven tapes were for audi-
tory ~Ab, Ad!, visual ~Vb, Vd!, and audiovisual~AbVb,
AdVd, AbVg! anchoring experiments. The target stimuli in
all experiments were acoustical. Each tape included 70 trials,
and each trial consisted of an anchor–target stimulus pair.
The stimulus onset asynchrony~SOA! between anchor and
target was 2 s, and the intertrial interval was 3 s.

3. Procedure

Auditory stimuli were presented in a soundproof room,
at about 75 dB~A!, through loudspeakers~ONKYO, Scepter
1001! on both sides of a 24-in. TV monitor~Victor, AV-2553!
at eye level. The viewing distance was 1.1 m, and the stimuli
were played back on an 8-mm recorder~SONY, EVO-9850!.

The subjects were divided into two groups; one required
to participate under the auditory anchor conditions~Ab, Ad!
and the other required to participate under the visual anchor
conditions~Vb, Vd!. The subjects in both groups participated
under the audiovisual anchor conditions~AbVb, AdVd, and
AbVg!. All subjects thus took part in five sessions. Each
session consisted of two consecutive parts: an initial baseline
sequence and an anchoring sequence. In the baseline se-
quence a 70-trial baseline randomization was presented and
the subjects were instructed to listen to each stimulus syl-
lable and to identify its initial consonant as /b/ or /d/ by
writing ‘‘B’’ or ‘‘D’’ on a response sheet. In the anchoring
sequence, the subjects were instructed to pay attention to a
pair of stimuli. Under the Ab and Ad conditions, the subjects
were instructed to listen to both the anchor and the target
very carefully. Under the Vb and Vd conditions, the subjects
were instructed to gaze at the anchor~facial movements
without sound! on the screen and then listen to the target
very carefully. Under the AbVb, AdVd, and AbVg condi-
tions, the subjects were instructed to gaze at the anchor and
at the same time listen to the anchor and target carefully.
Under all conditions, they were asked to identify the initial
consonant of the target. Ten judgments per target stimulus

were obtained under every condition. Before each session,
the subjects were told whether to expect an acoustical, opti-
cal, or audiovisual anchor. At the end of each anchoring ses-
sion the subjects were required to write down the syllable~s!
that they perceived when the anchors were presented.

B. Results and discussion

For each subject, the percentage of responses indicating
that the target was /d/ was approximated by a cumulative
normal distribution whose mean and standard deviation were
obtained by the least square method with Mu¨ller–Urban
weight. The mean indicates the category boundary between
/ba/ and /da/.

The difference between the means obtained from the
baseline and the anchoring sequences can thus be regarded as
a measure of the anchoring effect. In this paper a positive
value indicates that the boundary shifted toward /ba/, while a
negative value indicates that it shifted toward /da/.

The anchoring effects for individual subjects are listed
in Table I. The identification of anchors was analyzed first to
see whether the McGurk effect occurred when the anchor
was AbVg. Four of the 14 subjects~nos. 2, 8, 10, and 13!
identified AbVg as /ba/. The other subjects reported dental
consonants: six~nos. 4, 5, 7, 9, 11, and 14! identified it as
/da/, /ra/, or /la/ instead of /ba/, and the other four identified
it as /da/, /za/, /gwa/, and /dra/ besides /ba/.

The averaged difference scores were examined first
by using two-tailed t-tests to determine whether or not
anchoring effects occurred. The two acoustic anchors
produced significant contrast effects@Ab,t(6)52.87, p
,0.0283; Ad,t(6)54.33,p,0.0049], and the two purely
optical anchors did not. The audiovisual anchors with
compatible acoustical and optical components produced
significant contrast effects@AbVb:t(13)53.32,p,0.0055;
AdVd:t(13)52.33, p,0.0363]. The discrepant audiovisual
anchor produced a significant shift in subjects’ phoneme
boundaries toward the /ba/ end of the auditory continuum
~the data of subject no. 11 were rejected, because he showed
too much contrast! @ t(12)54.56, p,0.0007#. The sizes of
the boundary shifts in the audiovisual anchoring experiments
were very similar to those in the selective-adaptation experi-
ments of Roberts and Summerfield~1981! and of Saldan˜a
and Rosenblum~1994!.

To determine whether the addition of compatible optical
information to acoustical anchors modified anchoring effects
systematically, we evaluated the data obtained under
conditions Ab, Ad, AbVb, and AdVd by using a
repeated-measures, three-way, within-subject analysis of
variance ~ANOVA !—presentation ~acoustical versus
audiovisual!3anchor~ba versus da!3sequence~baseline ver-
sus anchoring!. The interaction between anchor and sequence
was significant@F(1,6)53.85, p,0.0042#, showing that
the directions of the boundary shifts for the /ba/ and /da/
anchors are opposite. The main effect of presentation was not
significant, showing that the addition of compatible optical
information did not affect the size of the anchoring effects.
The simple main effect of the anchor in the anchoring se-
quence was significant@F(1,6)513.18, p,0.0110#. The
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results indicate that the /ba/ and /da/ anchors move the
boundary toward the anchor, separately.

A 332 ANOVA—presentation~Ab versus AbVb versus
AbVg!3sequence~baseline versus anchoring!—was con-
ducted to determine whether the size of the anchoring effect
under condition AbVg differed from that under the other
acoustical or compatible audiovisual conditions. The main
effects of presentation@F(2,12)56.40, p,0.0128# and se-
quence@F(1,6)521.08, p,0.0037# were significant but the
interaction between presentation and sequence was not. Mul-
tiple comparisons by LSD indicated that the AbVg anchor
induced more contrast than the Ab anchor (p,0.0050) and
the AbVb anchor (p,0.0233).

Figure 1 compares the amount of anchoring effects un-
der condition AbVg between those who showed the McGurk
effect ~nine subjects! and those who did not~four subjects!.
A t-test was conducted on those who showed the McGurk

effect ~ME! and those who did not~NME! to examine the
shift of boundary toward /ba/. ME shows significant shift
of boundary toward /ba/@AbVb,t(8)55.53, p,0.0006;
AbVg,t(8)55.43, p,0.0006#, while NME shows no sig-
nificant effects. In both groups, it was found that the AbVg
anchor is stronger than the AbVb anchor. To confirm this
finding, a three-way ANOVA—subjects~ME versus NME!
3anchor ~AbVb versus AbVg!3sequence~baseline versus
anchoring!—was conducted. The interaction of the three
factors was not significant. The interactions between subjects
and sequence and between anchor and sequence were
significant @F(1,11)59.80, p,0.0096; F(1,11)57.17, p
,0.0215#. The single effects of subjects indicated that ME
showed more contrast than NME when the anchor was AbVg
@F(1,11)57.67, p,0.0183#, but no significant effects were
obtained when the anchor was AbVb.

Figure 2 shows the boundary shift produced by anchor-
ing sequence under each of the seven anchoring conditions.
Under conditions Ab, Ad, AbVb, and AdVd, the shift of cat-
egory boundary was greater around the middle of the curves
than around the ends. Under the AbVg condition, however,
the shift of category boundary was great near to the /ba/ end
of the continuum as well as around the middle of the con-
tinuum.

III. EXPERIMENT 2

Experiment 1 demonstrated that an audiovisual anchor-
ing effect can be induced on a synthetic stop consonant con-
tinuum and that the AbVg anchor induced the greatest con-
trast among auditory and audiovisual anchors. Previous
studies~Roberts and Summerfield, 1981; Saldan˜a and Rosen-
blum, 1994! did not find the strongest contrast effects when
the adaptor was AbVg in the selective-adaptation experi-
ment. There are, however, some differences between the cur-

TABLE I. Anchoring effects for individual subject. Phonetic transcriptions of subjects’ description of the
anchor used in condition AbVg are listed in the right-hand column. ‘‘ra’’ and ‘‘la’’ are not discriminated in
Japanese.

Condition

Subject Ab Ad Vb Vd AbVb AdVd AbVg

1 2.23 20.18 0.82 21.14 1.65 @ba#@da#@za#
2 0.64 20.25 0.41 0.50 0.18 @ba#
3 0.80 20.25 0.50 0.56 2.18 @ba#@gwa#@dra#
4 0.10 20.60 0.62 20.22 3.14 @la#
5 0.85 20.69 20.03 20.51 0.45 @da#
6 1.99 20.12 0.33 20.54 2.85 @ba#@da#
7 20.02 20.58 0.92 20.51 0.33 @da#

Mean 0.94 20.38 0.51 20.27 1.54

8 20.62 0.26 20.21 20.28 0.91 @ba#
9 20.23 0.05 0.33 21.57 2.35 @da#@ra#

10 20.61 0.00 0.05 20.28 20.40 @ba#
11 0.15 20.73 20.41 20.42 a @ra#
12 0.30 20.07 0.64 21.70 1.28 @ba#@da#
13 0.68 0.23 0.21 0.32 1.09 @ba#
14 20.91 20.13 0.65 20.15 1.68 @da#

Mean 20.18 20.06 0.18 20.58 1.15

Grand Mean 0.94 20.38 20.18 20.06 0.35 20.42 1.36b

aThe subject showed too many ‘‘da’’ responses for the anchoring condition.
bRepresents the grand mean of 13 subjects.

FIG. 1. The shifts of /ba/-/da/ boundary under the audiovisual compatible
and incompatible anchoring conditions for the nine subjects who showed the
McGurk effect~ME! and the four subjects who did not~NME!.
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rent and previous studies including specific stimuli and sub-
jects. Some researchers reported that there are some
differences between the McGurk effects experienced by
Japanese and American subjects~Sekiyama and Tohkura,
1991!. Sekiyama and Tohkura~1991! reported that the
McGurk effect in the /a/-context is less easily induced in
Japanese subjects when listening to very clear Japanese
speech. The other studies on the Japanese McGurk effect in
the /a/-context also reported fewer responses than that by
McGurk and MacDonald~1976!: about 25% of the responses
for AbVg are fused response~Shigeno, 1999!, about 35%
~Shigeno, 2000!, and about 57%~Burnham, 1998!.

One might take the results in experiment 1 to be due to
the linguistic-cultural differences. It thus would be necessary
to conduct an adaptation experiment with the same stimuli
and with the same subjects to confirm that there really is a
difference between the anchoring and selective-adaptation
effects. The aim of experiment 2 is to directly compare find-
ings on the audiovisual anchoring and selective adaptation.

A. Method

1. Subjects

Eight graduate and undergraduate students of Aoyama
Gakuin University participated in the experiment. All were

native speakers of Japanese with no reported histories of
speech or hearing disorders. None of them had participated
in experiment 1.

2. Stimuli

The target stimuli were the seven synthetic syllables on
the /ba/-/da/ continuum used in experiment 1. AbVb and
AbVg were used as anchors in the anchoring paradigm and
as adaptors in the selective-adaptation paradigm. Both of
them had been used as anchors in experiment 1. In the an-
choring paradigm, the other stimulus conditions were the
same as experiment 1.

In the selective-adaptation paradigm, all testing was also
done with purely acoustical target stimuli, although two
adapting stimuli were audiovisual. Three color videotapes
were prepared. The first one was the same tape that had been
used in experiment 1 to establish baseline phoneme bound-
aries. It had no video signal and was simply an audio record-
ing of seven target syllables, each of which occurred ten
times in random order, with a 3-s intertrial interval. These
sequences were used to establish baseline phoneme bound-
aries prior to each adaptation experiment. The second and the
third tapes each consisted of 24 adaptation test trials. The
first response of the first trial and the last response of the last

FIG. 2. The boundary shifts under the seven anchoring
conditions.
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trial were deleted from the data. The adapting stimulus on
each tape was different but the format of each tape was the
same. Each trial consisted of 50 repetitions of an audiovisual
adapting stimulus. The SOA between each adaptor was 1 s.
This sequence was followed after a 2-s pause by three purely
acoustical test syllables drawn randomly from the test series
with a SOA of 2.0 s. The first test trial on each tape included
an additional 50 repetitions of the adapting stimulus~Roberts
and Summerfield, 1981; Saldan˜a and Rosenblum, 1994!.

3. Procedure

Stimuli were presented on a 29-in. TV monitor~SONY,
KV-29DR1! at eye level in a quiet room. The viewing dis-
tance was 1.1 m, and the stimuli were played back on an
8-mm recorder~SONY, Video 8 PRO, CCD-V200!. Auditory
stimuli of about 75 dB~A! were emitted from the speakers
attached to the monitor.

In the anchoring experiment, the procedure was identical
to that of experiment 1. In the selective-adaptation experi-
ment, each session consisted of a baseline sequence and a
selective-adaptation sequence. Regarding the baseline se-
quence, subjects were instructed to listen to each stimulus
syllable and to identify its initial consonant as /b/ or /d/ by
writing ‘‘B’’ or ‘‘D’’ on a response sheet. Before the
selective-adaptation sequence, subjects were instructed to
watch the video monitor throughout the duration of each
sequence of adaptors. Following the sequence of adaptors,
they were required to listen to the three test syllables. They
then had to record their responses and immediately return
their gaze to the TV monitor. Ten judgments per target stimu-
lus were obtained under every condition. At the end of each
selective-adaptation session, the subjects were asked to write
down the syllable~s! that they perceived when the adaptors
were presented~Roberts and Summerfield, 1981!.

Each subject took part in four separate experiments
spread over two days with an interval of one week. On every
day, subjects participated in the anchoring experiment first.
After a break, they participated in the selective-adaptation
experiment. Each experiment consisted of baseline and an-
choring sessions or of baseline and selective-adaptation ses-
sions.

Five subjects participated in the anchoring and selective-
adaptation experiments of the AbVb condition on the first
day and in those of the AbVg condition one week later. The
other three subjects participated in the anchoring and
selective-adaptation experiments of AbVg condition first and
a week later in those of the AbVb condition.

B. Results and discussion

The mean and standard deviation of the results from
each subject were obtained by the least square method with
Müller–Urban weight. The difference between the means ob-
tained from the baseline and the anchoring/adaptation se-
quences can be regarded as a measure of the anchoring/
adaptation effect.

Table II lists the shift of boundary under anchoring and
selective-adaptation effects. The identification of anchors/
adaptors was analyzed first to see whether the McGurk effect
occurred when the anchor or adaptor was AbVg. Subjects
identified AbVg as various consonants, including the dental
consonants /da/, /ra/, /la/, /sa/, /gwa/, /dra/, and so on instead
of or besides /ba/. It shows that the /ba/-sound~the auditory
component of AbVg! was influenced by the visual synchro-
nized /ga/ presentation in the perception of all subjects.

The averaged-difference scores were examined first by
using two-tailedt-tests to determine whether or not anchor-
ing or selective-adaptation effect occurred. The audiovisual
adaptor with compatible acoustical and optical components
~AbVb! produced significant contrast effects@ t(7)
54.76, p,0.0021#, but the anchor AbVb did not. The dis-
crepant audiovisual anchor/adaptor~AbVg! produced a sig-
nificant shift in subjects’ phoneme boundaries toward the /ba/
end of the auditory continuum~in anchoring the data of sub-
jects MY and ME were dropped, because they showed too
much contrast! @anchoring:t(5)56.59,p,0.0012; selective
adaptation:t(7)53.22,p,0.0146#. The sizes of the bound-
ary shifts caused by the audiovisual anchoring were very
similar to those obtained in experiment 1, although AbVb did
not produce the significant contrast in experiment 2.

Figure 3 shows the boundary shift under each of the two
anchoring or the two selective-adaptation conditions. To de-
termine how anchoring and selective adaptation modified the

TABLE II. Comparison between anchoring and selective adaptation effects. Phonetic transcriptions of the
subject’s description of the anchor and adaptor used under condition AbVg are listed in the right-hand column,
separately.

Subject

Anchoring effects Selective adaptation effects

AbVb AbVg AbVb AbVg

KN 20.34 2.27 @da#@ra# 0.41 2.11 @da#@ra#@ba#
ST 1.97 1.91 @la#@ga# 0.87 1.98 @la#@da#@ga#@ba#
MT 0.15 1.59 @da#@za# 1.02 1.19 @da#@ba#@la#@sa#
MY 20.11 a @da# 0.70 0.28 @bara#@sara#
YH 20.77 2.25 @ra#@da# 1.91 1.31 @za#@ba#@ra#@da#@wa#@ga#
IM 0.01 1.00 @da#@la# 1.56 1.25 @da#@la#
SM 0.59 0.85 @da#@ba# 2.65 20.06 @da#@ba#@la#@sa#
ME 0.79 a @la#@na# 0.86 20.13 @la#@da#@ndha#
Mean 0.29 165b 1.25 0.99

aThe subjects showed too many ‘‘da’’ responses for the anchoring condition.
bMean of six subjects.
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boundaries systematically, we evaluated the data obtained
under anchoring and adaptation by using a repeated mea-
sures three-way within-subject ANOVA—context~AbVb
versus AbVg!3paradigm ~anchoring versus adaptation!
3sequence~baseline versus test!. The interactions were not
significant. The main effect of paradigm@F(1,5)516.28, p
,0.0100# and that of sequence@F(1,5)5107.92, p
,0.0001# were significant but that of context was not.

To examine each of anchoring and selective adaptation
more precisely, a 232 ANOVA—context ~AbVb versus
AbVg!3sequence~baseline versus test!—was conducted,
separately. As for anchoring, the interaction between context
and sequence was significant@F(1,5)57.42, p,0.0416#.
Then a single effect of context was calculated. The shift
of boundary induced by the AbVg anchor was greater than
that by the AbVb anchor@F(1,5)56.70, p,0.0489#.
Meanwhile, as for selective adaptation, the interaction be-
tween context and sequence was not significant. The main
effect of context and that of sequence were significant
@F(1,7)510.29, p,0.0149; F(1,7)549.01, p,0.0002#,
although there was no significant effect of context in the
baseline or in the test sequence. The current results from the
Japanese selective adaptation were very similar to those from
the previous research~e.g., Roberts and Summerfield, 1981!
and support the arguments that phonetic categorization fol-
lows audiovisual integration in speech perception.

To compare the size of effects when the anchor or the
adaptor was AbVb, a 232 ANOVA—paradigm~anchoring
versus selective adaptation!3sequence~baseline versus test!
was conducted. The interaction between paradigm and se-
quence was not significant; the main effect of paradigm
@F(1,7)511.91,p,0.007# and that of sequence@F(1,7)
516.58, p,0.0047# were significant. The results mean that
the category boundary was shifted toward /ba/ by the AbVb
anchor and by the AbVb adaptor, but that this auditory-based
contrast effect was stronger in selective adaptation than that
in anchoring. A 232 ANOVA—paradigm~anchoring versus
adaptation!3sequence~baseline versus test!—was conducted
in the case of the discrepant audiovisual syllable~AbVg!.
The interaction was not significant. The main effect of se-
quence was significant@F(1,5)530.71, p,0.0026# but that

of paradigm was not. The results mean that the category
boundary was shifted toward /ba/ by AbVg, and that the size
of shift was not different between anchoring and selective
adaptation.

IV. GENERAL DISCUSSION

A. Comparison between the results of anchoring
and those of selective adaptation

The present results obtained from the anchoring and the
selective-adaptation experiments indicate that the two effects
have some differences as well as similarities. The similarities
are the following points.~1! The category boundary of the
target stimuli moved toward the anchor or the adaptor so as
to produce contrast.~2! An auditory anchor or adaptor was
very effective, while an optical one was not.~3! The discrep-
ant audiovisual syllable~AbVg! moved the category bound-
ary toward /ba/ and the size of the auditory-based contrast
caused by AbVg was not different between anchoring and
selective adaptation. The differences are the following
points. ~1! The compatible audiovisual syllable~AbVb! in-
duced more contrast in selective adaptation than in anchor-
ing. ~2! In anchoring the discrepant audiovisual syllable
AbVg induced more auditory-based contrast than auditory
~Ab, Ad! and compatible audiovisual ones~AbVb, AdVd!,
although in selective adaptation AbVg did not induce more
auditory-based contrast than AbVb. These differences be-
tween anchoring and selective-adaptation effects have not
been found so far.

B. Are the effects and mechanisms of anchoring
and selective adaptation equivalent?

The above results lead to the conclusion that the percep-
tual mechanisms of the two psychological effects are similar
but not equivalent. Simon and Studdert-Kennedy~1978! con-
ducted several auditory experiments on anchoring and selec-
tive adaptation and examined their perceptual processes in
the light of various psychological hypotheses: adaptation
level theory~Helson, 1964, 1971!, frequency analysis~e.g.,

FIG. 3. The boundary shifts under the AbVb and AbVg
anchoring/selective-adaptation conditions.
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Parducci, 1965, 1974!, response organization~Studdert-
Kennedy, 1976!, perceptual sharpening~Cole et al., 1975!,
anchor contrast~e.g., Blumsteinet al., 1977!, and fatigue
~e.g., Warren and Gregory, 1958!. They concluded that an-
choring and selective adaptation are in principle equivalent
and that the main factors in speech-adaptation effects are due
to peripheral fatigue and central auditory contrast. They also
argued that although the energy of anchor is different from
that of adaptor, ‘‘fatigue’’ is more likely to occur under ad-
aptation than under anchoring. It could be argued that the
above hypothesis is right if one just looks at the results that
Ab or AbVb caused a greater contrast effect in selective ad-
aptation than in anchoring. The present results support the
idea that selective-adaptation effect is due to peripheral fa-
tigue, but do not support the idea that the effects and mecha-
nisms of the two paradigms are in principle equivalent and
that ‘‘fatigue’’ occurs in the anchoring experiments. In spite
of the fact that the anchor AbVg was presented no less fre-
quently than the anchor AbVb, the amount of auditory-based
contrast caused by the anchor AbVg is greater than that
caused by the anchor AbVb. Peripheral fatigue thus cannot
explain the difference in the contrast.

Sawusch and Nusbaum~1979! conducted the acoustic
anchoring experiments using synthetic vowels and found the
shift of phoneme boundary very similar to that obtained from
the previous acoustic selective-adaptation experiments. They
suggested that neither feature-detector fatigue nor response-
criterion changes could adequately account for the adaptation
or anchoring effects in the perception of vowels. They ar-
gued that auditory contrast explanation involving auditory
memory fit the experimental data on anchoring. They noted
that ‘‘any residual trace of previous stimuli, in auditory
memory, is likely to contain more information about the an-
choring stimulus than about other stimuli. If identification of
each new stimulus is made with reference~contrast! to this
memory trace, as well as to some long-term memory proto-
types for the relevant categories, then the anchoring condi-
tions should produce changes in identification, especially for
otherwise ambiguous~boundary! stimuli’’ ~p. 301!. If ‘‘fa-
tigue’’ cannot explain the audiovisual anchoring, the concept
of auditory memory might be very useful.

C. How does audiovisual anchoring occur?

The previous hypotheses on the mechanisms of anchor-
ing were just derived from the results of the auditory anchor-
ing and selective-adaptation experiments. We similarly found
that the selective-adaptation effect was greater than the an-
choring effect when the anchor or the adaptor was AbVb.
However, the most important result obtained from the current
experiments is the fact that the discrepant audiovisual anchor
AbVg was more effective than the auditory or the compatible
audiovisual anchor.

According to the present findings, the process of audi-
tory and audiovisual anchoring can be explained as follows.
When an auditory-alone anchor is presented, its position on
the stimulus continuum is first mapped onto the sensation
continuum. The output from the mapping is stored in an
immediate memory~sensory memory! ~Pisoni, 1975!. The
information stored in the sensory memory lasts for a very

short time. And its output is mapped onto the auditory con-
tinuum and is stored in the precategorical short-term memory
~auditory memory!. Information stored in the auditory
memory is liable to lapse but lasts longer than that in the
sensory memory. Phonetic judgments are therefore made
with reference to this memory trace as well as to some long-
term memory prototypes for relevant categories~Sawusch
and Nusbaum, 1979; Shigeno and Fujisaki, 1979!. The new
frame of reference~or auditory ground! including the anchor
is established and the phoneme boundary moves toward the
anchor. Then the target is presented. Its sensory memory and
auditory memory are stored, separately. The target is identi-
fied as one of the categories in the new frame of reference,
which includes the anchor and has been shifted by the an-
chor. As a result, the identification of target changes so as to
show contrast. Thus, the /ba/ anchor, for example, causes
many /da/ responses.

When a discrepant audiovisual anchor~AbVg! is pre-
sented, the position of the typical /ba/-sound~auditory com-
ponent! of AbVg on the stimulus continuum is first mapped
onto the sensation continuum. The output from the mapping
is stored in the sensory memory. And its output is mapped
onto the auditory continuum and is stored in the auditory
memory. This mapping is influenced by the visual informa-
tion ~visual component! of AbVg. Then phonetic judgments
are made with reference to this memory trace. Subjects are
apt to identify AbVg as ‘‘da’’ as a result of the influence of
its visual component~McGurk and MacDonald, 1976!. Add-
ing to the auditory contrast, the fact that AbVg has just been
identified as /da/ makes the frame of reference move toward
/ba/ considerably so that the anchor AbVg may belong to the
/da/-category. Then the target is presented. The target is iden-
tified as one of the categories in the new frame of reference,
which includes the anchor and has been shifted by the anchor
considerably. The identification of the target thus changes so
as to show auditory-based contrast. Even if the target near to
a typical /ba/ sound is presented, the subjects easily judge it
to be /da/, because the position on the stimulus continuum of
any target stimulus is nearer /da/ than that of AbVg~its au-
ditory component is a typical /ba/!. This hypothesis is con-
firmed by the fact that the /da/ responses increased near the
/ba/ end of the continuum as well as around its middle~Figs.
2 and 3!.

According to Simon and Studdert-Kennedy~1978!, the
central assumption of all psychophysical accounts of anchor-
ing or adaptation is that the frame of reference is established
by the experiment itself, although this assumption may be
valid for judgments of arbitrarily labeled dimensions such as
pitch and does not hold for judgments of consonants. How-
ever, Shigeno~1999! reported that when a discrepant audio-
visual anchor~AbVg! is presented, its timbre is judged to be
different from the timbre of the original sound~the auditory
component of AbVg: a typical /ba/ sound! because of the
McGurk effect. Shigeno~1999! suggested that judgments of
consonants under the visual influence do not have a firm
perceptual structure.

Roberts and Summerfield~1981! noted, ‘‘Rather than
phonetic categorization occurring after the confluence of
continuous and essentially analog information from vision
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and audition, independent analyses would generate a pho-
netic feature description of the input to each modality. Sum-
mation rules would then determine which combination of
feature should determine the percept’’~p. 313!. Although the
current results support the idea that phonetic categorization
follows audio-visual integration, they also suggest that the
mapping onto the auditory~or psychological! continuum is
influenced by the visual information. Shigeno~1999! noted,
‘‘A speaker’s preparatory movements of articulation play an
important role in helping subjects construct a perceptual set.
This would help them perceive the audio-visual stimulus. In
fact, a bilabial articulation is easily distinguished from alveo-
lar or velar articulation by observing closed lips. Thus, in the
case of the /b/-vowel syllable we can easily anticipate that a
speaker is ready to utter a syllable starting with /b/ before
seeing the actual utterance’’~p. 166!. This suggestion might
be also supported by the research, which indicated the ro-
bustness of the McGurk effect. For example, audiovisual in-
tegration appears to be able to resist temporal discrepancies
~McGrath and Summerfield, 1985; Smeeleet al., 1992!. It
might be the most important role for the visual information
to give a perceptual set to subjects.

Sawusch and Jusczyk~1981! suggested that contrast ef-
fects operate at a level of processing based on the ‘‘percep-
tual similarity’’ between the context and the test item. Rob-
erts and Summerfield~1981! concluded that adaptation
effects cannot be attributed to the perceived phonetic simi-
larity between the adaptor and test syllables. The current
study also reveals that it is not the phonetic similarity but the
perceptual~auditory! similarity between the anchor and test
syllables that is an essential factor in the anchoring effects.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The results of the current study suggest that effects of
anchoring and of selective adaptation are caused by different
mechanisms and that the anchoring effects are not produced
by peripheral fatigue but by the shift of the frame of refer-
ence.
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Quantitative assessment of second language learners’ fluency:
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This paper describes two experiments aimed at exploring the relationship between objective
properties of speech and perceived fluency in read and spontaneous speech. The aim is to determine
whether such quantitative measures can be used to develop objective fluency tests. Fragments of
read speech~Experiment 1! of 60 non-native speakers of Dutch and of spontaneous speech
~Experiment 2! of another group of 57 non-native speakers of Dutch were scored for fluency by
human raters and were analyzed by means of a continuous speech recognizer to calculate a number
of objective measures of speech quality known to be related to perceived fluency. The results show
that the objective measures investigated in this study can be employed to predict fluency ratings, but
the predictive power of such measures is stronger for read speech than for spontaneous speech.
Moreover, the adequacy of the variables to be employed appears to be dependent on the specific type
of speech material investigated and the specific task performed by the speaker. ©2002 Acoustical
Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1471894#

PACS numbers: 43.71.Es, 43.71.Gv, 43.71.Hw, 43.72.Ne@DOS#

I. INTRODUCTION

Oral fluency is viewed as an important characteristic of
second language speech, which explains why it is often the
object of evaluation in testing second language skills
~Riggenbach, 1991; Freed, 1995!. In spite of the wide use
that is made of this notion with respect to second language
speech, there is no generally agreed definition of fluency and
this term has been used to indicate different constructs. In
everyday language use, fluency is often considered as a syn-
onym of ‘‘overall language performance.’’ In this interpreta-
tion native-like performance is viewed as the final goal.
Brumfit ~1984, p. 57!, on the other hand, defines fluency as
‘‘the maximally effective operation of the language system
so far acquired by the student.’’ In this definition of fluency,
native-speaker-like performance does not constitute the tar-
get to be achieved~Brumfit, 1984, p. 56!. A different, more
restricted definition of fluency is the one that refers to the
temporal aspect of speech~Nation, 1989; Lennon, 1990;
Riggenbach, 1991; Schmidt, 1992; Freed, 1995; Towelet al.,
1996! and puts emphasis on ‘‘native-like rapidity’’~Lennon,
1990, p. 390!. According to this interpretation, the goal in
second language learning would be to produce ‘‘speech at
the tempo of native speakers, unimpeded by silent pauses
and hesitations, filled pauses...self-corrections, repetitions
false starts and the like’’~Lennon, 1990, p. 390!. However,
various quantitative studies have revealed that even native
speech, far from being always smooth and continuous, ex-
hibits many hesitations and repairs~Raupach, 1983; Lennon,
1990; Riggenbach, 1991!.

With a view to gaining more insight into the factors that
contribute to perceived fluency, attempts have been made to
try to define fluency in terms of objective properties of

speech~Lennon, 1990; Riggenbach, 1991; Freed, 1995!.
These studies have adopted a dual approach in which listen-
ers’ evaluations of speech, in this case perceived fluency
scores, are related to objective measures calculated for the
same speech. This type of approach, which proved particu-
larly useful to gain insight into the dimensions underlying
the listeners’ evaluations, has a long tradition in phonetic
research and has been used previously in other domains such
as the evaluation of voice~Laver, 1980!, running speech
~Boves, 1984!, vocal expressions of emotions~Van Bezoo-
ijen, 1984!, and non-native pronunciation~Neumeyeret al.,
1996!. Another important aspect of fluency studies based on
this method is that they may contribute to developing more
objective and, possibly, less labor intensive tests of second
language fluency~see, for instance, Townshendet al., 1998!.
With the growing numbers of immigrants who have to learn
other languages, the practical advantages of objective flu-
ency measures are obvious.

In Cucchiarini et al. ~2000! a study was described in
which the dual approach was adopted to gain insight into the
temporal definition of fluency. That study differed from pre-
vious ones in two important respects. First, the objective
measures, which were calculated manually in previous stud-
ies ~Lennon, 1990; Riggenbach, 1991; Freed, 1995!, were
calculated automatically with the help of a continuous
speech recognizer~CSR!, which has the advantage that huge
amounts of data can be analyzed in relatively short time and
in a very consistent manner. Second, instead of using spon-
taneous speech, read speech was used, so that the raters
would not be distracted by differences in vocabulary and
syntax-related parameters, which are known to affect fluency
ratings~Riggenbach, 1991; Freed, 1995!. However, our idea
was to apply this approach to spontaneous speech too, if it
turned out to be feasible for read speech.

The experiment reported in Cucchiariniet al. ~2000!a!Electronic mail: c.cucchiarini@let.kun.nl
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produced interesting results in two respects. First, the results
showed that the expert ratings of fluency in read speech were
reliable~Cronbachs’a varied between 0.90 and 0.96!, which
contrasted with the much lower reliability coefficients re-
ported in previous studies~Riggenbach, 1991; Freed, 1995!,
but seemed plausible given that those studies concerned
spontaneous speech. Second, very high correlations were
found between the expert fluency ratings and the objective
measures of fluency: five objective measures showed corre-
lations with the fluency scores with magnitudes between 0.77
and 0.91. Further analyses revealed that two factors are im-
portant for perceived fluency in read speech: the rate at
which speakers articulate the sounds and the number of
pauses they make. Rate of speech appears to be an excellent
predictor of perceived fluency because it incorporates these
two aspects.

The results of this previous study on read speech also
raised some questions, the most important being: would
these results hold for spontaneous speech too? In particular,
it seemed interesting to determine whether the quantitative
measures that were found to affect perceived fluency in read
speech would be equally important for perceived fluency in
spontaneous speech and/or, the other way round, whether
there are measures that are suitable for spontaneous speech,
but not for read speech. In an attempt to find answers to these
questions, an experiment with spontaneous speech was car-
ried out in which the dual approach was used to investigate
the same temporal notion of fluency.

As explained previously, the importance of this type of
research is not only related to the possibility of getting more
insight into the relationship between perceived fluency and
temporal characteristics of speech, but also to the potential
that this kind of research might have for the development of
objective testing instruments for fluency assessment, espe-
cially in the context of second language teaching and testing.
Against this background it seemed more advantageous to use
an existing test of second language proficiency rather than
collecting speech material especially for this experiment. In
this way the material under study would be less of the ‘‘labo-
ratory’’ type and would be more similar to what is generally
found in the ‘‘field.’’ On the one hand, this might have the
disadvantage that the experimenter cannot control all aspects
of the experiment. On the other hand, it has the considerable
advantage that in this way external validity is guaranteed.
Since it is clear that the importance of external validity can-
not be overestimated in these kinds of studies and that the
advantages of using a real test evaluated by real raters out-
weigh the disadvantages of using a less elegant experimental
design, it was decided to use an already existing test of sec-
ond language proficiency that would be suited for our pur-
pose.

The test that was eventually selected for this experiment
is the Profieltoets. This test was developed by the Dutch
National Institute for Educational Measurement~Cito! and is
normally administered to immigrants who, within the frame-
work of the Newcomer Integration Act, are obliged to follow
a Dutch language course upon arrival in The Netherlands. In
general, newcomers take theProfieltoetsafter they have fol-
lowed about 500–600 h of lessons in the Dutch language. In

this test the four skills speaking, listening, reading, and writ-
ing are tested. For this experiment a subtest corresponding to
the speaking test was used. This test is administered in a
language lab to a group of several candidates simultaneously.
The candidates have to answer questions which elicit unpre-
pared answers. The speech can therefore be classified as ex-
temporaneous, spontaneous speech. In other words, this ex-
periment does not concern speech that was especially elicited
for the purpose of the experiment, but speech that subjects
produced while they were taking a real examination.

As in our previous study, the dual approach was adopted
in which the speech material was evaluated by a group of
raters and by an automatic speech recognizer which was used
to calculate a number of objective measures that are known
to be related to perceived fluency. The aim of the present
paper is to explore the relationship between these objective
properties of speech and perceived fluency in read and spon-
taneous speech, with a view to determining whether such
quantitative measures can be used to develop objective flu-
ency tests. To pursue this aim, the read speech data from our
previous experiment were compared with the spontaneous
speech data from the present one. In the read speech experi-
ment the speech of 20 native and 60 non-native speakers of
Dutch was scored for fluency by nine experts and was then
analyzed by means of a CSR. Since in the spontaneous
speech experiment only non-natives were involved~recall
that these data stemmed from a real second language profi-
ciency test!, from the read speech experiment only the data
pertaining to the 60 non-native speakers were used. These
two experiments will be referred to as Experiment 1~read
speech! and Experiment 2~spontaneous speech!. Although
Experiment 1 has already been presented in detail in Cuc-
chiarini et al. ~2000!, the data concerning the non-native
speakers were not presented as explicitly as they are in this
paper. In any case, here we will limit ourselves to providing
only the Experiment 1 data and details that are necessary to
make comparisons between read speech~Experiment 1! and
spontaneous speech~Experiment 2! of non-native speakers
of Dutch.

II. METHOD

A. Speakers

1. Experiment 1

The data presented here stem from 60 non-native speak-
ers~NNS! who all lived in The Netherlands and were attend-
ing or had attended courses in Dutch as a second language
~DSL!. They were selected to obtain a group that was suffi-
ciently varied with respect to mother tongue, proficiency
level, and gender. Three proficiency levels were distin-
guished: PL1: beginner, PL2: intermediate, and PL3: ad-
vanced. For more detailed information on the composition of
this sample, see Cucchiariniet al. ~2000!.

2. Experiment 2

The speakers involved in this experiment constitute a
subgroup of the candidates who took part in the testProfiel-
toets in June 1998. In this investigation the answers of 60
subjects of two different proficiency levels were analyzed: a
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lower proficiency group at the beginner level~BL! and a
higher proficiency group at the intermediate level~IL !. These
two proficiency levels roughly correspond to the first two
levels~PL1 and PL2! in Experiment 1. Cito workers selected
for us a subgroup of 30 speakers at the beginner level and a
subgroup of 30 speakers at the intermediate level. In both
groups the speakers varied with respect to gender and mother
tongue.

B. Speech material

1. Experiment 1

Each speaker read two different sets of five phonetically
rich sentences designated set 1 and set 2, respectively. The
only difference between sets 1 and 2 is that they contain
different sentences. However each group of five sentences
contains all phonemes of Dutch at least once, while more
common phonemes appear more than once. Since the aver-
age duration of each set was 30 s, almost 1 min of speech per
speaker was available. The sentences were printed on paper
together with the instructions and were read by the speakers
over the telephone. The subjects had not explicitly been en-
couraged to rehearse before reading, but since they had re-
ceived the material beforehand, they had this possibility.
They also had the possibility of restarting the recording ses-
sion if they felt something had gone wrong. However, this
happened only in one case.

As the recording system was connected to an ISDN line,
the input signals consisted of 8 kHz, 8 bit, A-law coded
samples. Almost all subjects called from their homes, while
two called from the first author’s office. No provisions were
made to control background noise; consequently, the acoustic
quality of the recordings varied considerably.

2. Experiment 2

The speech material used in this experiment consisted of
the answers given by the candidates mentioned in Sec. II A 2
to part of the items which constitute theProfieltoets. This test
is administered to candidates at the beginner and intermedi-
ate proficiency levels and is therefore available in two differ-
ent versions corresponding to the two groups, BL and IL. For
this experiment eight items were selected for each version of
the test. The items differed for the two proficiency groups,
because in this case we have less influence on the selection
of the material. This is a consequence of choosing an exist-
ing test. An important requirement in selecting the items was
that they had to elicit relatively long answers, which is a
necessary condition for calculating fluency measures.

For the IL group the so-called long tasks were chosen, in
which the candidates have 30 s to answer each question. In
these items the candidate has to answer questions by choos-
ing from among various possibilities and has to explain why
he/she made that choice. In other words, the candidate, when
answering, has to reflect to find good motivations for his/her
choice.

The BL version of the test contains only the short tasks,
in which the subjects have 15 s at their disposal to answer
each question. In general, in these items a given situation is
presented and the candidate has to indicate what he/she

would say in that context. From these tasks we chose those
for which, given the nature of the questions, reasonably long
answers of at least a few words can be expected. Effectively,
the BL subjects talked for about 70 s on average, while for
the IL subjects the average was 180 s.

The fact that the BL items elicit rather straightforward
responses, whereas the IL items seem to require more cog-
nitive effort could have an impact on the fluency scores, as
has been reported by Grosjean~1980! and Bortfeld et al.
~1999!. In particular, Grosjean~1980, pp. 42–43! has shown
that more cognitively demanding tasks will lead to a lower
speech rate, which, in turn, is accounted for by a lower ar-
ticulation rate, but especially by a lower phonation/time ra-
tio, shorter runs, and longer pauses.

Finally, it should be observed that the speech samples
thus obtained are different for the various speakers, an obvi-
ous implication of using extemporaneous speech, whereas in
Experiment 1 all speakers produced the same sentences,
which is easy to achieve with read speech.

The speech material of Experiment 2 was recorded in
language laboratories on audio cassettes and was subse-
quently digitized. In this case the recording conditions were
rather adverse: the subjects, who were taking an exam, were
all sitting in one room and started to answer the questions
almost at the same time, so that there was a lot of back-
ground speech.

C. Raters

1. Experiment 1

Since previous studies had revealed that expert fluency
ratings displayed low reliability~Lennon, 1990; Riggenbach,
1991; Freed, 1995!, in this experiment it was decided to ask
multiple groups of experts to evaluate the speech material: a
group of three phoneticians~PH! and two groups of three
speech therapists~ST1 and ST2!. The phoneticians were cho-
sen for obvious reasons, whereas the speech therapists were
chosen because their expertise is usually invoked when
learners of Dutch exhibit pronunciation problems, including
all fluency-related temporal phenomena. As reported in Cuc-
chiarini et al. ~2000!, reliability appeared to be very high for
all three groups of raters.

2. Experiment 2

In the present experiment ten teachers of Dutch as a
second language were employed, because they are normally
used as raters for this kind of examination by Cito. To be
able to work as raters for Cito these teachers have to take a
three-day course which they have to conclude with an exami-
nation. Furthermore, their performance as raters in different
kinds of tests administered by Cito is regularly checked and
Cito workers keep track of each rater’s performance by cal-
culating overall indices of reliability that can be made avail-
able if required.

The scoring sessions were organized by Cito according
to the procedure that is usually followed for theProfieltoets.
One group of five teachers, designated as raters for the be-
ginning level~RBL!, evaluated the BL speakers and another
group of five teachers designated as raters for the intermedi-
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ate level ~RIL!, evaluated the IL speakers. There was no
overlap of speakers between the two rater groups, which
means that there was no subgroup of speakers that was
evaluated by both rater groups.

D. Fluency ratings

1. Experiment 1

The speech material was transferred from disk to DAT
tape adopting different random orders for the different raters.
All raters listened to the speech material and evaluated per-
ceived fluency individually. This was done to enhance flex-
ibility ~each rater could thus carry out the task at the most
suitable time! and to avoid raters influencing each other.

Each rater received two tapes which contained the set 1
and the set 2 sentences, respectively. The material was scored
on a scale ranging from 1 to 10. The scores were not as-
signed to each individual sentence, but to each set of five
phonetically rich sentences. No specific instructions were
given as to how to assess fluency. However, before starting
with the evaluation proper, each rater listened to five sets of
sentences spoken by five different speakers, which were in-
tended to familiarize the raters with the task they had to carry
out and to help them anchor their ratings. As a matter of fact,
the five speakers were chosen so as to give an indication of
the range that the raters could possibly expect. Since it was
not possible to have all raters score all speakers~it would
cost too much time and it would be too tiring for the raters!
the speakers were proportionally assigned to the three raters
in each group. However, part of the material~overlap mate-
rial! was scored by all three raters in one group so as to allow
reliability checks. For further details on this point, see Cuc-
chiarini et al. ~2000!.

The scores assigned to the two sets of sentences by each
speaker were subsequently averaged to obtain one score for
each speaker. The scores assigned by the three raters were
then combined to compute correlations with the machine
scores. This way 60 human-assigned fluency scores were ob-
tained, which were subsequently compared with the various
quantitative measures.

2. Experiment 2

All raters listened to the speech material on audio cas-
settes and assigned scores individually. The raters first scored
each speaker on theProfieltoetsas they normally do. Subse-
quently, they were asked to score the eight selected items on
fluency. The raters could listen to the speech fragments as
often as they wanted. They were asked to score fluency on a
scale ranging from 1 to 10. Each rater assigned one fluency
score per set of eight items so that for each speaker in this
experiment five fluency scores assigned by five raters were
obtained. As in the experiment in Cucchiariniet al. ~2000!,
no specific instructions were given for fluency assessment,
but, as mentioned previously, these raters had all received a
three-day training before starting to work as raters for Cito.

3. Experiment 1 versus Experiment 2

Two important differences between the two experiments
should be mentioned. First, in Experiment 2 the two groups

of speakers, BL and IL, were assigned to two different
groups of raters, RBL and RIL, whereas in Experiment 1
each group of three raters evaluated all 60 speakers. This
point should be borne in mind because it has consequences
for the analyses that can be carried out and for the results of
these experiments.

Second, the phoneticians and speech therapists involved
in Experiment 1 simply judged the speech of a number of
speakers without having information on the proficiency level
of each speaker, except the cues that they could derive from
the speech itself. The language teachers in Experiment 2, on
the other hand, were judging candidates in an examination
and therefore knew whether a speaker was at the beginner or
intermediate level. As a consequence, they may have judged
fluency in relation to each speaker’s assumed proficiency
level, so that the same score, say eight, would not have the
same meaning in the two groups, but would represent a
higher fluency level in the IL group than in the BL group.

E. Objective assessment of fluency

This part of the analysis procedure was the same for
Experiments 1 and 2. All speech material was orthographi-
cally transcribed by SPEX~http://www.spex.nl/!, an exper-
tise center that specializes in database construction and vali-
dation. The material was also checked on quality both by
SPEX and the first author~C.C.! before being used for the
experiment. The recordings of three speakers in Experiment
2 could not be used because their quality was so poor that
they were not even scored by the raters. This way a total of
28 BL speakers and 29 IL speakers was obtained.

In transcribing the material, special symbols were used
for four categories of nonspeech acoustic events~as is usu-
ally done at SPEX!:

~1! filled pauses: uh, er, mm, etc.
~2! speaker noise: lip smack, throat clear, tongue click, etc.
~3! intermittent noise: noise that occurs incidentally during

the call such as door slam and paper rustle.
~4! stationary noise: continuous background noise that has a

rather stable amplitude spectrum such as road noise or
channel noise.

Repetitions, restarts, and repairs were transcribed exactly as
they were pronounced and were indicated by a special dis-
fluency symbol so that they could be counted automatically.

1. The automatic speech recognizer

To calculate the quantitative measures, the continuous
speech recognizer~CSR! described in Striket al. ~1997! was
used. Feature extraction is done every 10 ms for frames with
a width of 16 ms. The first step in feature analysis is a fast
Fourier transform to calculate the spectrum. The energy in 14
mel-scaled filter bands between 350 and 3400 Hz is then
calculated. Next, a discrete cosine transformation is applied
to the log filter band coefficients. The final processing stage
is a running cepstral mean subtraction. Besides 14 cepstral
coefficients ~c0–c13!, 14 delta coefficients are also used.
This makes for a total of 28 feature coefficients.
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The CSR uses acoustic models@39 context-independent
hidden Markov models~HMMs!#, language models~unigram
and bigram!, and a lexicon. The lexicon contains ortho-
graphic and phonemic transcriptions of the words to be rec-
ognized. The continuous density HMMs consist of three
parts of two identical states, one of which can be skipped.
One HMM was trained for nonspeech sounds and one for
silence. For each of the phonemes /l/ and /r/ two models
were trained, since a distinction was made between prevo-
calic ~/l/ and /r/! and postvocalic position~/L/ and /R/!. For
each of the other 33 phonemes of Dutch, one HMM was
trained.

The HMMs were trained by using part of the Polyphone
corpus~Den Oset al., 1995!. This corpus is recorded over
the telephone and consists of read and~semi-!
spontaneous speech of 5000 subjects with varying regional
accents. For each speaker 50 items are available. Five of
these 50 items are the so-called phonetically rich sentences;
each set of five sentences contains all phonemes of Dutch at
least once. Each speaker read a different set of sentences. In
this experiment the phonetically rich sentences of 4019
speakers were used for training the CSR.

The CSR was subsequently used to analyze the utter-
ances produced by the speakers. For each utterance a Viterbi
alignment between the speech signal and the canonical pho-
nemic transcription, which was generated automatically from
the orthographic transcription, was obtained. For the purpose
of the research in this paper only the boundaries between
speech and nonspeech signals~silences, but also filled
pauses! are relevant. The accuracy of forced alignment was
checked manually for a representative sample of the mate-
rial. In general, the segmentation appeared to be of sufficient
quality for this purpose and was then used to calculate the
quantitative measures which are described in detail in the
following.

2. Quantitative measures of fluency

Previous studies of temporal phenomena in native and
non-native speech have identified a number of quantitative
variables that appear to be related to perceived fluency
~Goldman-Eisler, 1968; Grosjean and Deschamps, 1975;
Grosjean, 1980; Nation, 1989; Lennon, 1990; Riggenbach,
1991; Freed, 1995; Towellet al., 1996!. The clearest tax-
onomy is provided by Grosjean~1980, p. 40!, who distin-
guishes between primary and secondary variables. Primary
variables are ‘‘variables that are always present in language
output’’ ~Grosjean, 1980, p. 40!. Secondary variables are re-
lated to hesitation phenomena such as filled pauses, repeti-
tions, repairs, and restarts. These variables are not necessar-
ily present in speech and seem to be infrequent in read
speech~Grosjean, 1980, p. 42!.

Before introducing the variables used, we first give some
definitions:

~1! silence: every frame of silence detected by the CSR,
~2! silent pause: a stretch of silence with a duration of no

less than 0.2 s,
~3! nph: number of phonemes,

~4! dur1: duration of speech without utterance internal si-
lences,

~5! dur2: duration of speech including utterance internal si-
lences.

dur1 and dur2 were measured from the beginning of the first
word to the end of the last word for every utterance. Conse-
quently, silences present at the beginning and end of every
utterance were discarded.

These definitions were employed to calculate seven pri-
mary and two secondary variables, i.e., primary variables are
further divided into complex variables and simple variables.
Complex variables are speaking rate and phonation time ra-
tio, while simple variables are articulation rate, length of
silent pauses, and length of runs. As is clear from Table I, the
Simple Variables are subcomponents of the Complex Vari-
ables. In our previous study~Cucchiariniet al., 2000! as well
as in the present one, measures similar to those proposed by
Grosjean~1980! were adopted, albeit with slightly different
definitions. These variables differ from those defined by
Grosjean~1980! in three respects. First, phonemes were used
as units instead of syllables. Second, a distinction was made
between mean length, total length, and number of silent
pauses~see also Towellet al., 1996!. Third, the variables
duration of silent pauses per minute, number of silent pauses
per minute, number of filled pauses per minute, and number
of disfluencies per minuteare all calculated relative to utter-
ance length~i.e., dur2/60!. This was not done in our previous
paper ~Cucchiarini et al., 2000!, because in that case all
speakers read the same sentences, and thus the utterances of
different subjects had almost the same length. In the present
study, on the other hand, speech fragments of different length
have to be compared and such absolute measures are not
suitable for this purpose. As time unit the minute was chosen
because it seemed most appropriate to express the frequency
of phenomena such as filled and silent pauses and disfluen-
cies. As indicated by Grosjean, disfluencies and filled pauses
appeared to be infrequent in read speech~Cucchiariniet al.,
2000!. However, it was decided to include them in the
present investigation because they could be more frequent in
spontaneous speech, especially that of non-natives.

TABLE I. Definition of quantitative fluency measures. dur15duration of
speech without utterance internal silences, dur25duration of speech includ-
ing utterance internal silences.

Name Definition

Seven primary variables
Articulation rate Number of phonemes/dur1
Rate of speech Number of phonemes/dur2
Phonation/time ratio 100%3dur1/dur2
Mean length of runs Mean number of phonemes

between silent pauses
Mean length of silent pauses Mean length of all silent pauses
Duration of silent pauses per minute Total duration of all silent

pauses/~dur2/60!
Number of silent pauses per minute Number of silent pauses/~dur2/60!

Two secondary variables
Number of filled pauses per minute Number of filled pauses/~dur2/60!
Number of disfluencies per minute Number of disfluencies/~dur2/60!
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For each speaker in Experiment 1 the above-mentioned
objective fluency measures were calculated over the five sen-
tences in each set, thus obtaining two values per objective
measure for each speaker. These two values were then aver-
aged so as to obtain one value per objective measure per
speaker. With 60 speakers a total of 60 values was obtained
for each objective measure. In Experiment 2 the objective
fluency measures were calculated over the eight items of
each speaker, thus obtaining a set of 57 values for each ob-
jective measure. In this manner two sets of 60~Experiment
1! and 57~Experiment 2! scores were obtained for each ob-
jective measure. Correlations between these values and the
human-assigned fluency scores were then calculated.

III. RESULTS

In presenting the results of the two experiments, atten-
tion is first paid to the fluency ratings assigned by the various
groups of raters. Subsequently, the results concerning the
quantitative measures of fluency are examined. Finally, the
relationship between the human-assigned fluency ratings and
the quantitative measures is considered.

A. Fluency ratings

The fluency scores assigned by the various rater groups
involved in the two experiments, PH, ST1, and ST2 for Ex-
periment 1 and RBL and RIL for Experiment 2, were ana-
lyzed to determine interrater reliability. The results of these
analyses are shown in Table II. As is clear from Table II,
interrater reliability is reasonably high, which may be sur-
prising in view of the low reliability coefficients reported by
Lennon~1990!, Riggenbach~1991!, and Freed~1995!.

Besides considering interrater reliability, we also
checked the degree of interrater agreement. Close inspection
of the data revealed that in both experiments the means and
standard deviations varied between the various raters. In
other words, in both experiments the raters differed from
each other in degree of strictness. As a consequence, the
degree of agreement was not very high. A low degree of
agreement within a group of raters has the effect of lowering
the correlation coefficient computed between the combined

scores of the raters and another set of data~i.e., the ratings by
another group or the machine scores!. The same is true when
several groups are compared: differences in correlation may
be observed, which are a direct consequence of differences in
the degree of agreement between the ratings.

Therefore, before calculating the correlation coefficients
between the human-assigned fluency ratings and the objec-
tive measures it was necessary to normalize for the differ-
ences in the values by using standard scores instead of raw
scores. In Experiment 1, the scores were normalized by using
the means and standard deviations of each rater in the over-
lap material, because in this case all raters scored the same
samples. For individual raters, these values hardly differed
from the mean and standard deviations for the total material,
as was illustrated in Cucchiariniet al. ~2000!. In Experiment
2 normalizing the scores was more straightforward, because
all five raters in one group rated all speakers. For each rater
his/her mean was then subtracted from each of his/her scores
and the resulting scores were then divided by the standard
deviation for that rater.

Table III shows the mean and standard deviations~raw
scores! of the fluency ratings for the speakers in the two
experiments. In Table III it can be clearly seen that the read
speech fluency scores vary for the three proficiency levels
PL1 ~beginner!, PL 2 ~intermediate!, and PL3 ~advanced!
and that they gradually increase from PL1 to PL3, which
means that the more proficient speakers are also perceived as
being more fluent than the less proficient speakers. In the
spontaneous speech data this relationship between profi-
ciency and fluency does not seem to obtain, as the scores for
the IL speakers are lower than those for the BL speakers.
Although one might argue that the scores for the two speaker
groups are not really comparable because they were assigned
by two different groups of raters, it seems that these results
are probably related to the context within which the evalua-
tion was carried out.

As explained previously, the raters in Experiment 1 had
no information about the proficiency level of each speaker,
except the cues contained in the speech, whereas the raters in
Experiment 2 knew to which proficiency group the speaker
belonged. As a consequence, they judged fluency in relation
to each speaker’s proficiency level, thus assigning higher
scores to less proficient speakers if the desired fluency level
was lower, i.e., in the BL group. Another possibility is that
the failure to find the expected difference between the two
proficiency groups in Experiment 2 is due to the difference
between the tasks performed by the two groups. As ex-
plained previously, the IL group carried out cognitively more
demanding tasks which might have induced lower fluency

TABLE II. Interrater reliability coefficients~Cronbach’sa! for the five rater
groups.

Rater group Interrater reliability

Phoneticians 0.96
Speech therapists 1 0.88
Speech therapists 2 0.83
Raters beginner level 0.86
Raters intermediate level 0.82

TABLE III. Means and standard deviations for the raw fluency scores for read and spontaneous speech of speakers of different proficiency levels.

Read speech~RS! Spontaneous speech~SS!

PL1 PL2 PL3 all-RS BL IL all-SS

x̄ s.d. x̄ s.d. x̄ s.d. x̄ s.d. x̄ s.d. x̄ s.d. x̄ s.d.

Raw fluency scores 4.65 2.01 5.00 1.81 7.36 0.95 5.85 1.96 5.64 0.88 4.80 1.06 5.21 1.06
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scores. The analyses of the quantitative fluency measures
will shed light on this point.

B. Quantitative measures of fluency

In this section the quantitative variables are analyzed in
various respects. First, the mean and standard deviation are
calculated for all variables for all groups. These results are
given in Table IV.

The rows nph, dur1, and dur2 give an indication of the
amount of material that was analyzed for the current study
on read speech~RS! and spontaneous speech~SS!.

Table IV also shows how the values for the different
variables vary as a function of speech modality~read versus
spontaneous! and proficiency level. In order to see how the
measures vary as a function of speech modality the means
for read speech~column 5! can be compared with those per-
taining to spontaneous speech~column 8!. In order to facili-
tate this comparison, the SS/RS ratio for the seven primary
and the two secondary variables was calculated by dividing
the averages in column 8 by the averages in column 5. The
results are presented in column 9.

These comparisons indicate that for most of the vari-
ables the values drastically change as we go from read
speech to spontaneous speech. For the primary variables,
rate of speech, phonation/time ratio, and mean length of runs
are roughly halved~SS/RS ratio: 0.6, 0.6, and 0.4, respec-
tively!, number of silent pauses per minuteis almost doubled
~1.9!, while mean length of silent pausesand duration of

silent pauses per minuteare more than doubled~2.6 and 4.2,
respectively!. On the other hand,articulation rate hardly
changes~1.0!.

As to the secondary variables, disfluencies are somewhat
more frequent in spontaneous speech as compared to read
speech~1.5!, whereas the frequency of filled pauses is more
than 30 times higher in spontaneous speech~32.4!. Further-
more, it is clear that for the secondary variables the value of
the standard deviation is relatively high with respect to the
mean. In some cases the standard deviation is even much
higher than the mean. This means that, instead of being
monomodal, the frequency distributions of disfluencies and
filled pauses are mainly characterized by extremely low and
extremely high values.

In order to see how the quantitative measures vary as a
function of proficiency level, we can compare columns 2, 3,
and 4 within read speech and columns 6 and 7 within spon-
taneous speech. The first thing to be observed is that the
values change as a function of proficiency level. In the read
speech material gradual changes can be observed for the pri-
mary variables from PL1 to PL3. The change is either an
increase or a decrease, depending on the variable in question,
but all changes indicate that the less proficient speakers also
obtain lower fluency scores in terms of these quantitative
measures. In the spontaneous speech material the opposite
seems to hold: the values of the primary variables for the less
proficient speakers indicate higher fluency than those of the
more proficient speakers. This is all the more remarkable

TABLE IV. Means and standard deviations~in parentheses! for the quantitative measures for read and spontaneous speech of speakers of different proficiency
levels, PL1~beginner!, PL2 ~intermediate!, PL3 ~advanced!, BL ~beginner level!, and IL ~intermediate level!. For the various subgroupsN is indicated in
square brackets.

Read speech~RS! Spontaneous speech~SS! 9

Column 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 SS/RS
PL1 @10# PL2 @27# PL3 @23# all-RS @60# BL @28# IL @29# all-SS @57# ratio

x̄ x̄ x̄ x̄ x̄ x̄ x̄ col. 8
~s.d.! ~s.d.! ~s.d.! ~s.d.! ~s.d.! ~s.d.! ~s.d.! col. 5

nph 430.0 434.6 428.8 431.6 417.4 950.2 688.4
~7.0! ~16.7! ~7.5! ~12.6! ~115.1! ~246.9! ~330.3!

dur1 44.5 43.9 38.3 41.9 34.6 80.3 57.9
~5.1! ~5.8! ~2.8! ~5.5! ~10.6! ~20.1! ~28.1!

dur2 57.9 56.4 43.7 51.8 70.0 179.9 125.9
~10.3! ~12.7! ~5.2! ~11.8! ~16.0! ~29.8! ~60.3!

Articulation rate 10.87 11.15 12.47 11.61 12.25 11.85 12.04 1.0
~1.41! ~1.38! ~0.82! ~1.37! ~1.25! ~0.81! ~1.06!

Rate of speech 8.54 8.95 11.03 9.68 5.99 5.31 5.65 0.6
~1.88! ~1.87! ~1.16! ~1.94! ~0.96! ~1.17! ~1.12!

Phonat./time ratio 77.97 79.62 88.28 82.66 49.33 44.92 47.09 0.6
~7.69! ~8.68! ~5.42! ~8.57! ~8.71! ~9.51! ~9.32!

x̄ length of runs 16.51 18.10 27.73 21.5 9.50 9.33 9.41 0.4
~7.67! ~7.44! ~7.13! ~8.77! ~2.22! ~2.27! ~2.23!

x̄ length sil. paus. 0.40 0.40 0.34 0.38 0.92 1.02 0.97 2.6
~0.08! ~0.12! ~0.16! ~0.13! ~0.20! ~0.28! ~0.25!

Dur. sil. paus. p/m 9.29 8.67 3.97 6.97 27.90 31.02 29.49 4.2
~4.48! ~5.15! ~2.96! ~4.87! ~5.52! ~6.04! ~5.95!

No. sil. paus. p/m 22.33 20.11 10.18 16.67 31.00 31.41 31.21 1.9
~8.45! ~9.45! ~6.45! ~9.65! ~5.56! ~4.77! ~5.13!

No. fil. paus. p/m 0.31 0.35 0.32 0.33 10.83 10.55 10.69 32.4
~0.50! ~0.94! ~0.77! ~0.81! ~8.24! ~7.84! ~7.97!

No. disf. p/m 1.82 1.78 1.04 1.50 2.39 2.19 2.29 1.5
~2.20! ~1.75! ~1.53! ~1.76! ~1.82! ~2.27! ~2.04!
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because it holds for all seven measures. On the one hand,
these results are in line with those presented in the previous
section: in the human ratings the BL speakers were also per-
ceived as being more fluent than the IL speakers. On the
other hand, these findings are contrary to our expectations
and to the results concerning read speech.

However, these findings are less surprising against the
background of what was mentioned previously with respect
to the speech material used in Experiment 2. In particular, it
was suggested that the differences between the items used
for the two proficiency groups in Experiment 2 might influ-
ence the fluency scores. As explained previously, the short
and the long tasks differ not only with respect to length, but
also with respect to the nature of the task. More precisely, the
BL items contain questions that can be answered immedi-
ately by the candidate without much thinking, whereas the IL
items contain questions that require more preparation to be
answered. In other words, the IL items require more cogni-
tive effort than the BL items, which, in turn, could explain
the lower fluency scores, since more cognitively demanding
tasks are associated with a lower articulation rate, a lower
phonation/time ratio, shorter runs, and longer pauses
~Goldman-Eisler, 1968; Grosjean, 1980, pp. 42–43!. This is
exactly what appears from the comparison of the data for BL
and IL in Table IV. The fact that the objective measures also
reveal lower fluency in the IL group indicates that the raters
in Experiment 2 did a good job and managed to judge flu-
ency independently of proficiency level. The absence of
variation in the frequency of filled pauses between profi-
ciency levels might indicate that this phenomenon is not a
good indicator of fluency. However, more relevant data in
this respect may be provided by the correlation analyses that
are presented in the following section.

A final observation about disfluencies concerns the dif-
ferences between read and spontaneous speech in the specific
type of disfluencies produced. To gain more insight into the
occurrence of these phenomena in read and spontaneous
speech, a manual, more detailed analysis of disfluencies was
carried out in which not only quantitative, but also qualita-
tive properties were taken into consideration. Three catego-
ries of disfluencies were distinguished: repetitions~exact rep-
etitions of words!, repairs ~corrections!, and restarts
~repetitions of initial parts of words!. This analysis revealed
that the frequency of occurrence of these phenomena varies
in the two types of speech. In read speech disfluencies are
divided as follows: 12% repetitions, 51% repairs, and 37%
restarts. In spontaneous speech, on the other hand, the per-
centages are: 65% repetitions, 23% repairs, and 12% restarts.
These differences between the two distributions appear plau-
sible if one considers that in read speech speakers have to
read the words they see on paper and not articulate those
which they are planning in their minds. In other words, they
are forced, as it were, to pronounce a number of words, some
of which might be problematic for them. It is therefore more
likely that they will stumble in pronouncing these words,
than when they have to pronounce words which they have
chosen themselves. It is indeed reasonable to assume that
speakers will resort to specific strategies to avoid words that
may be difficult to pronounce. However, since they have to

formulate the sentences themselves, they will probably need
some strategies to win time. This might explain their re-
course to repetitions and filled pauses.

C. Quantitative measures as indicators of perceived
fluency

In this section the automatically calculated temporal
measures of speech are compared with the fluency scores
assigned by the raters, in order to determine how and to what
extent objective measures of speech are related to perceived
fluency in read and spontaneous speech. To this end the cor-
relations~Pearson’sr! between the two sets of scores in each
experiment were calculated. For Experiment 1 the means
over the scores assigned by the three rater groups were cal-
culated, because the ratings of the three groups appeared to
be very strongly correlated with each other~Cucchiarini
et al., 2000!. For Experiment 2, on the other hand, the ratings
assigned to the two groups of speakers are not directly com-
parable, because they were assigned by different raters and to
different kinds of speech. Consequently, the correlations
were calculated for each group of speakers separately. In this
way the variation in proficiency level is reduced, which
could have consequences for the correlations. All correla-
tions are given in Table V.

The correlations for the read speech material are first
considered. As is clear from Table V, all correlations are
strong and highly significant~at the 0.01 level!, except those
for number of filled pauses per minuteandnumber of disflu-
encies per minute, which appear not to be statistically sig-
nificant. Furthermore, it can be observed that although the
correlation between perceived fluency andmean length of
silent pausesis also significant at the 0.01 level, its magni-
tude is clearly smaller than those of the other coefficients.
These results indicate that, at least for read speech, all pri-
mary variables are relevant for perceived fluency, the length
of silent pauses seems to play a minor role, whereas the
secondary variables are not significant. The fact that the
number of filled pauses and disfluencies appear not to be
good indicators of fluency in read speech is not surprising as
these phenomena appeared to be infrequent in read speech.
The finding thatmean length of silent pausesis less related
to perceived fluency than the other measures concern-

TABLE V. Pearson’sr correlations between fluency ratings and quantitative
measures for read and spontaneous speech.N is indicated in square brackets,
while the significance level is indicated by asterisks:* 5sign at 0.05 and
** 5sign at 0.01.

Read speech
all-RS @60#

Spontaneous speech

RBL @28# RIL @29#

Articulation rate 0.83** 0.07 0.05
Rate of speech 0.92** 0.57** 0.39*
Phonation/time ratio 0.86** 0.46** 0.39*
Mean length of runs 0.85** 0.49** 0.65**
Mean length of silent pauses 20.53** 20.08 20.01
Duration of silent pauses p/m 20.84** 20.45** 20.40*
Number of silent pauses p/m 20.84** 20.33* 20.49**
Number of filled pauses p/m 20.25 20.21 20.21
Number of disfluencies p/m 20.15 20.07 20.27
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ing pauses can be seen as an indication that less fluent speak-
ers, in general, do not make longer pauses than more fluent
speakers, but they do pause more often, as was explained in
Cucchiariniet al. ~2000!.

When considering the correlations for spontaneous
speech, it appears that the secondary variables are not rel-
evant for perceived fluency. In the category of primary vari-
ables, on the other hand, there seem to be substantial differ-
ences between the various measures. Whilerate of speech,
phonation/time ratio, mean length of runs, number of silent
pauses per minute, andduration of silent pauses per minute
exhibit statistically significant correlations with the fluency
ratings,articulation rate and mean length of silent pauses
seem to have almost no relation at all with perceived fluency.
In particular,rate of speechturns out to be the best predictor
of fluency for the BL group, while for the IL groupmean
length of runsexhibits the strongest relation with the fluency
ratings.

The values in Table V also show that all correlations
between the objective measures and the fluency ratings that
appear to be statistically significant are systematically lower
for spontaneous speech than for read speech. As a possible
explanation for this finding one could invoke the lower range
in proficiency levels in Experiment 2 as compared to Experi-
ment 1. Recall that in Experiment 1 three proficiency levels
were compared and in Experiment 2 only two. In addition, in
Experiment 2 this already lower range was further reduced
because the correlations were calculated for each proficiency
level separately and, therefore, for a rather homogeneous
group of speakers as far as proficiency is concerned. To test
whether this explanation might be correct, the correlations
between the primary variables and the fluency ratings for
read speech were computed separately for the three profi-
ciency levels. These correlations are shown in Table VI. As is
clear from Table VI, these correlations are slightly lower
than those pooled over the three groups, and the correlation
concerningmean length of silent pausesdoes not even reach
significance in the PL1 group. However, these correlations
are still considerably higher than those for spontaneous
speech. In other words, even if the range in proficiency is
limited by taking a homogeneous group, the correlations for
read speech are still higher. Actually, it is amazing that cor-
relations between physical measures and subjective ratings

computed on such limited numbers of observations as those
in each proficiency level~10 for PL1, 23 for PL2, and 27 for
PL3! turn out to be so significantly high. This suggests that
the relationship between objective properties and perceived
fluency in read speech is rather clearcut, whereas this holds
to a lesser extent for spontaneous speech.

However, the most remarkable difference between read
and spontaneous speech concerns the correlations between
the fluency ratings on the one hand andmean length of silent
pausesand articulation rate on the other.mean length of
silent pausesalready appeared to be less related to perceived
fluency than the other variables in read speech, from which it
could be concluded that the frequency of the pauses is more
important for perceived fluency than their mean length~Cuc-
chiarini et al., 2000!. So, in a sense, this finding is less sur-
prising. The absence of a correlation between perceived flu-
ency andarticulation rate, on the other hand, is much more
surprising, because this variable appears to have a strong
correlation with perceived fluency in read speech, as is clear
from column 2 in Table V. This seems to suggest that when
the presence of pauses in speech increases dramatically, as is
the case when we go from read speech to spontaneous
speech, the contribution ofarticulation rate diminishes and
can even become negligible. In other words, even though the
dimension ofarticulation rateis perceptually available to the
listeners, its effect is overwhelmed by the many pauses.

To determine whether a combination of variables allows
one to make better predictions, we submitted these data to a
multiple regression analysis in which the temporal variables
are used as the predictors and the fluency ratings as the cri-
terion. Both for read and spontaneous speech it was found
that combining physical parameters does not lead to substan-
tial improvements in predictive power. The results of this
analysis show that for read speech the variable that explains
the greatest amount of variance israte of speech: R is 0.92;
F5308.8; d f51. The second variable that is added in the
stepwise procedure isnumber of silent pauses per minute.
However, the increase in explained variance is marginal:R
rises to 0.93 (F5176.5; d f52). In spontaneous speech the
variable that explains the greatest amount of variance israte
of speechfor the BL group (R50.57; F512.5; d f51) and
mean length of runsfor the IL group (R50.65; F
520.2; d f51). The second variable added in the stepwise
procedure isnumber of silent pauses per minutein both
cases and in both cases the increase in explained variance is
marginal: for the BL groupR rises to 0.63 (F58.2; d f
52) while for the IL groupR rises to 0.70 (F512.6; d f
52).

IV. DISCUSSION

In this paper the results of two experiments on perceived
fluency in read and spontaneous speech have been presented.
In these experiments a dual approach was adopted: fluency
ratings assigned by experts to read and spontaneous speech
produced by non-natives were compared with a number of
objective measures that were calculated for the same speech
fragments by means of a CSR.

The results of these experiments show that it is possible
to obtain reliable ratings of fluency: reliability was high for

TABLE VI. Pearson’sr correlations between fluency ratings and primary
variables for read speech at three proficiency levels: PL1~beginner!, PL2
~intermediate!, PL3 ~advanced!. N is indicated in square brackets, while the
significance level is indicated by asterisks:* 5sign at 0.05 and** 5sign at
0.01.

PL1 @10# PL2 @27# PL3 @23#

Articulation rate 0.85** 0.76** 0.66**
Rate of speech 0.92** 0.91** 0.73**
Phonation/time ratio 0.82** 0.86** 0.58**
Mean length of runs 0.91** 0.86** 0.57**
Mean length of silent pauses 20.50 20.68** 20.50**
Duration of silent pauses
per minute

20.71* 20.85** 20.61**

Number of silent pauses
per minute

20.83** 20.83** 20.57**
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all rater groups in both experiments~Cronbach’sa varied
between 0.82 and 0.96!. These results may be surprising in
view of the much lower degrees of reliability~around 0.68!
obtained in previous studies~Riggenbach, 1991; Freed,
1995! and require some explanation. Various factors may
have led to such high reliability coefficients in our two ex-
periments in comparison to those in previous studies, in par-
ticular, the type of speech analyzed and the raters’ degree of
experience. First, in Experiment 1 read speech was used
while the studies by Riggenbach~1991! and Freed~1995!
concerned spontaneous speech. With spontaneous speech,
raters have to evaluate fragments that differ not only with
respect to fluency in the temporal sense, but also with respect
to grammar and vocabulary. As a matter of fact, Riggenbach
~1991! and Freed~1995! found that the raters’ judgments of
fluency were confounded by these linguistic factors. With
read speech, on the other hand, these factors can be kept
constant so that the raters can concentrate on the temporal
variables. In turn, this is likely to result in higher reliability
coefficients. Second, a difference in amount of experience in
rating speech between our raters and those in Riggenbach’s
and Freed’s experiments may have played a part. The raters
in Experiment 2 were professional raters who had received
training before starting their activities as raters and had par-
ticipated in various rating sessions at Cito. The raters in
Riggenbach’s experiment were ESL instructors and not pro-
fessional raters. Although ESL instructors are familiar with
non-native speech and know how to help learners improve
their oral skills, they are probably less used to rating speech
in an exam situation than the raters in our experiment. The
raters in Freed’s experiment were simply native speakers of
the language to be rated.

With respect to the major goal of this study, to determine
how and to what extent objective properties of speech are
related to perceived fluency in read and spontaneous speech,
the data analyzed here provide interesting results. First of all,
the results obtained in this study have shown how fluency
scores, both those assigned by human raters and those ob-
tained on the basis of objective measures, can vary as a func-
tion of the type of speech under investigation. Although the
human ratings are not readily comparable because they were
assigned by different raters, the objective measures do indi-
cate that speakers appear to be less fluent in spontaneous
speech than in read speech.

Second, these findings also indicate how the nature of
the task carried out by the speaker is related to the fluency
scores obtained, both the human ratings and the objective
measures. In particular, in presenting the speech material we
suggested that the differences between the items used for the
two proficiency groups in Experiment 2 might influence the
fluency ratings. As explained previously, the short and the
long tasks differ not only with respect to length, but also with
respect to cognitive load, this being higher for the IL items
than for the BL items. In turn, this difference could explain
why the speakers in the IL group received lower fluency
ratings and had a lower articulation rate, a lower phonation/
time ratio, and made longer pauses and shorter runs.

Third, with respect to the role played by the various
objective variables these results show that there are both

similarities and differences between read and spontaneous
speech. The similarities concern the weak relation between
the secondary variables and perceived fluency in both types
of speech. The differences concern the varying roles of the
primary variables in the two speech modalities. As far as
read speech is concerned, Table V reveals that the fluency
ratings are strongly related torate of speech, articulation
rate, phonation/time ratio, number of silent pauses per
minute, duration of silent pauses per minute, and mean
length of runs, while mean length of silent pauseshas a
smaller effect. This suggests that for perceived fluency the
frequency of pauses is more relevant than their length. In
other words, the difference between more fluent and less
fluent speakers lies in the number of the pauses they make,
rather than in their length, and the longerduration of silent
pauses per minuteof less fluent speakers is caused by a
greater number of pauses rather than by longer pauses. These
findings are in line with those of previous investigations, see
Chambers~1997, p. 543! and are corroborated by the data
concerning the three proficiency levels: Table IV shows that
the differences between the proficiency levels with respect to
mean length of silent pausesare relatively smaller than those
concerningnumber of silent pauses per minuteandduration
of silent pauses per minute. These results suggest that two
factors are particularly important for perceived fluency in
read speech: the rate at which speakers articulate the sounds
and the frequency with which they pause.

With regard to spontaneous speech, Table V shows that
the fluency ratings are more strongly related torate of
speech, phonation/time ratio, number of silent pauses per
minute, duration of silent pauses per minute, and mean
length of runs, while articulation rate and mean length of
silent pauseshave almost no relationship with perceived flu-
ency. Since pauses are much more frequent in spontaneous
speech than in read speech~see Table IV!, it is possible that
their prominence effaces the importance ofarticulation rate.
In other words, in speech where pauses are very frequent it
seems plausible that a variable that takes no account of
pauses whatsoever, likearticulation rate, shows no relation
to perceived fluency. Furthermore, when one considers the
nature of all these variables it appears that fluency ratings of
spontaneous speech are particularly related to variables that
contain information about the frequency of the pauses, and
these arerate of speech, phonation/time ratio, number of
silent pauses per minute, duration of silent pauses per
minute, and mean length of runs, but not articulation rate
andmean length of silent pauses. In turn, this suggests that
of the two factors that are important for perceived fluency in
read speech, namely the rate at which speakers articulate the
sounds and the frequency with which they pause, the latter is
most important for perceived fluency in spontaneous speech.

Another interesting finding in this study is thatmean
length of runsis a particularly good predictor of fluency in
spontaneous speech and for the IL group it is better than all
other measures that do take pause frequency into account.
What distinguishesmean length of runsfrom the other mea-
sures is thatmean length of runstakes account not only of
the frequency of the pauses but, to a certain extent, also of
their distribution. The importance of this variable seems to
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suggest that pauses are tolerated, provided that sufficiently
long uninterrupted stretches of speech are produced. The fact
that the predictive power ofmean length of runsis greater
for the IL group, i.e., for speech material where the speaker
has to present his/her arguments in a coherent and organized
manner and where the distribution of pauses is of course
more important, lends further support to this interpretation.

In our previous paper~Cucchiariniet al., 2000! it was
noted that a possible limitation of that study was that it only
indicated a strong relationship between objective measures
of temporal speech characteristics on the one hand and ex-
pert fluency ratings on the other, but it did not provide infor-
mation as to how varying articulation rate and/or pause time
would affect the fluency ratings. In other words, we admitted
that we were not in a position to make strong claims about
the causal relationships obtaining between the objective mea-
sures and the fluency ratings. By using speech where a dif-
ferent relationship between articulation rate and pause time
obtains, such as the spontaneous speech used in the present
study, we have attempted to get more insight into how varia-
tions in the objective properties of speech affect fluency rat-
ings. As a matter of fact, it turned out that as pauses become
more frequent, as in spontaneous speech, the importance of
articulation rate is reduced.

At this point it is interesting to consider what implica-
tions the results of this study can have for the future of flu-
ency assessment. In our previous paper~Cucchiariniet al.,
2000! we expressed our optimism with respect to the poten-
tial that our approach could have for objective fluency as-
sessment in read speech by identifying quantitative speech
variables that appear to be strongly related to perceived flu-
ency. The extension to spontaneous speech analyzed in the
present paper has shown that the predictive power of the
various quantitative variables may differ for read and spon-
taneous speech and that, even within the same speech type,
fluency ratings may vary depending on the specific task car-
ried out by the speaker. In this respect the results of this
study confirm those of previous investigations which indi-
cated that cognitively more demanding tasks lead to lower
fluency scores. For fluency assessment these findings imply
that objective measures can be employed, but that the spe-
cific selection of variables and their interpretation should be
related to the type of speech and the type of task.

V. CONCLUSIONS

On the basis of the results of the present study the fol-
lowing conclusions can be drawn. First, expert listeners are
able to evaluate fluency with a high degree of reliability, both
in read and in spontaneous speech. Second, fluency scores,
both those assigned by human raters and those calculated on
the basis of objective properties of speech, appear to vary
with the type of speech under investigation: speakers turn out
to be more fluent in read than in spontaneous speech. Third,
fluency scores also vary with the type of task carried out by
the speaker, with cognitively more demanding tasks being
associated with lower fluency scores. Fourth, while expert
fluency ratings of read speech are mainly related to speed of
articulation and frequency of pauses, those of spontaneous
speech appear to be more related to the frequency and dis-

tribution of pauses while speed of articulation shows almost
no relation to perceived fluency. Fifth, expert fluency ratings
can be more accurately predicted in read speech than in
spontaneous speech on the basis of automatically calculated
measures such asrate of speech, articulation rate,
phonation/time ratio, number, and total duration of pauses
andmean length of runs. Of all these measuresrate of speech
appears to be the best one in almost all cases. The only
exceptions are the cognitively more demanding tasks in the
spontaneous speech experiment for whichmean length of
runs turns out to be the best predictor of fluency.

To conclude, these findings indicate that temporal mea-
sures of fluency may be employed to develop objective test-
ing instruments of fluency in read and spontaneous speech.
However, the selection of the variables to be employed in
such tests should be dependent on the specific type of speech
material investigated and the specific task performed by the
speaker.
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Evaluation of context effects in sentence recognition
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It was investigated whether the model for context effects, developed earlier by Bronkhorstet al.
@J. Acoust. Soc. Am.93, 499–509~1993!#, can be applied to results of sentence tests, used for the
evaluation of speech recognition. Data for two German sentence tests, that differed with respect to
their semantic content, were analyzed. They had been obtained from normal-hearing listeners using
adaptive paradigms in which the signal-to-noise ratio was varied. It appeared that the model can
accurately reproduce the complete pattern of scores as a function of signal-to-noise ratio: both
sentence recognition scores and proportions of incomplete responses. In addition, it is shown that
the model can provide a better account of the relationship between average word recognition
probability (pe) and sentence recognition probability (pw) than the relationshippw5pe

j , which has
been used in previous studies. Analysis of the relationship betweenj and the model parameters
shows thatj is, nevertheless, a very useful parameter, especially when it is combined with the
parameterj 8, which can be derived using the equivalent relationshippw,05(12pe)

j 8, wherepw,0

is the probability of recognizing none of the words in the sentence. These parameters not only
provide complementary information on context effects present in the speech material, but they also
can be used to estimate the model parameters. Because the model can be applied to both speech and
printed text, an experiment was conducted in which part of the sentences was presented
orthographically with 1–3 missing words. The results revealed a large difference between the values
of the model parameters for the two presentation modes. This is probably due to the fact that, with
speech, subjects can reduce the number of alternatives for a certain word using partial information
that they have perceived~i.e., not only using the sentence context!. A method for mapping model
parameters from one mode to the other is suggested, but the validity of this approach has to be
confirmed with additional data. ©2002 Acoustical Society of America.
@DOI: 10.1121/1.1458025#

PACS numbers: 43.71.Gv@DOS#

I. INTRODUCTION

In both clinical and experimental audiology, sentence
tests are used extensively for the evaluation of speech per-
ception abilities in normal and hearing-impaired listeners. An
important advantage of sentence tests over word tests is that
the performance-intensity function is steeper, so that thresh-
olds ~e.g., the speech reception threshold or SRT—the level
corresponding to a score of 50%! can be determined more
accurately~Plomp and Mimpen, 1979; Nilssonet al., 1994;
Kollmeier and Wesselkamp, 1997!. Other practical advan-
tages are that sentence recognition is a very easy task and
that sentences are more representative of everyday conversa-
tion than isolated words. An obvious disadvantage of sen-
tence tests is that they do not provide detailed information
concerning phoneme perception and the occurrence of con-
fusions.

One of the main features of a sentence is that it normally
contains a wealth of contextual information. This informa-
tion can be globally divided into two parts: syntactic infor-
mation, concerning the structure of the sentence, and seman-
tic information, relating to its meaning~see, e.g., Boothroyd
and Nittrouer, 1988, for examples of speech materials with
varying contextual information!. In addition, there may be

coarticulatory effects which enhance the probability of cor-
rect identification of words within a sentence because of the
information contained in transitions from and to neighboring
words. Furthermore, there can be context effects that are not
mediated by the sentence itself, but that depend ona priori
knowledge of the listener of, for example, sentence topic or
of the set out of which the sentences are drawn. Data ob-
tained with various types of sentence material show that the
performance-intensity function depends to a considerable de-
gree on the amount of contextual information~Kalikow
et al., 1977; Boothroyd and Nittrouer, 1988; Van Rooij and
Plomp, 1991; Olsenet al., 1996!. This affects the applicabil-
ity of sentence tests, because when the sentence recognition
scores should quantify~peripheral! hearing capabilities, it
must be assumed that the influence of the contextual infor-
mation is constant across listeners. A simple example of a
situation where this assumption is violated is the repeated
presentation of a restricted set of sentences to the same lis-
tener. This allows the listener to learn the set and causes a
significant increase of the recognition scores~cf. the effect of
set size on word recognition demonstrated by Milleret al.,
1951!.

In several early studies, methods were proposed for the
quantitative analysis of context effects in the recognition of
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printed text; these include the measure of linguistic entropy
described by Shannon~1951! and the ‘‘cloze’’ procedure
used by Taylor~1953! and Treisman~1965!. Such measures
are also useful when analyzing speech recognition perfor-
mance because they capture a considerable part of the con-
textual information present in speech. Van Rooij and Plomp
~1991!, for example, found that the linguistic entropy can
account for differences of up to 3 dB in the SRT in noise,
obtained with the corpus of everyday Dutch sentences devel-
oped by Plomp and Mimpen~1979!. In a recent study by van
Wijngaardenet al. ~2002!, it was shown that linguistic en-
tropy can also be used to explain differences in speech rec-
ognition performance between native and non-native listen-
ers.

Methods based on printed text have, however, limited
use in evaluating context effects in speech because of the
fundamental differences between speech recognition and rec-
ognition of printed text. In the last decades, several alterna-
tive methods have been developed that do not suffer from
this disadvantage because they can be directly applied to
speech. The approach that is presently most widely used
makes use of two equations, formulated by Boothroyd
~1978! and Boothroyd and Nittrouer~1988!. The first equa-
tion expresses the relationship between recognition prob-
abilities pe and pw of elements and wholes~e.g., phonemes
and words, or words and sentences!

pw5pe
j , ~1!

where j is a parameter that depends on the amount of con-
textual information. This parameter is equal ton ~the number
of elements! when there is no context and it decreases when
the amount of context increases. The value ofj indicates the
effective number of independent elements in a whole. The
second equation gives the relationship between recognition
probabilitiespe andqe of elements with and without context
~e.g., words presented in sentences and in isolation!

pe512~12qe!
k. ~2!

The parameterk has a value of 1 when there is no context,
and it increases when context is added. As explained by Boo-
throyd and Nittrouer~1988!, k can be interpreted as the pro-
portional increase of the number of channels with indepen-
dent information, occurring when context is added to an
element. For details concerning the derivation of Eqs.~1! and
~2!, the reader is referred to Boothroyd and Nittrouer~1988!.
The parametersj and k have been used to quantify differ-
ences between speech tests~Boothroyd and Nittrouer, 1988;
Bosman, 1989; Bronkhorstet al., 1993! and effects of hear-
ing impairment on speech recognition~Olsen et al., 1996;
Grant and Seitz, 2000!. Another application of the parameter
j is in models that predict the statistics of speech recognition
scores~Kollmeier and Wesselkamp, 1997; Brand, 2000!. Ad-
vantages of these parameters are that they provide a conve-
nient, single measure of contextual information and that they
can be derived relatively easily from speech recognition data.
However, there is a problem involved in applyingj to results
for meaningful sentences because it was found in several
studies thatj is then not constant but increases as a function
of pe ~Boothroyd and Nittrouer, 1988; Kollmeier and Wes-

selkamp, 1997; Wageneret al., 1999b!. This would suggest
that it is preferable to usek instead ofj in that case. How-
ever, because data for speech material with and without con-
text must be combined in order to calculatek, estimation of
this parameter is not only more difficult, but also less reli-
able, than estimation ofj.

A radically different method for modeling context ef-
fects was recently proposed by Mu¨sch and Buus~2001a!, as
part of their model for predicting speech intelligibility that is
based on statistical signal detection theory. In the model, it is
assumed that the listener correlates the internal representa-
tion of the perceived speech with templates of a number of
alternatives, and that these correlations can be mapped to
distributions with nonzero mean for the target, and zero
mean for the other alternatives. The mean of the target dis-
tribution depends on the parts of the frequency spectrum that
are conveyed. The variances of the distributions are all the
same, and they are determined by noise originating from
three sources: nonideal production~articulation!, audibility,
and linguistic entropy~lack of context!. An interesting aspect
of this approach is that two sources of contextual information
are treated separately. Information concerning set size~re-
sponse alternatives! is dealt with directly in convertingd8
~the mean of the target distribution divided by the standard
deviation of the distributions! to recognition probability@see
Eq. ~1! in Müsch and Buus, 2001a#. This part is based on
earlier work by Green and Birdsall~1958!, who used a simi-
lar approach to explain the effect of set size on word recog-
nition, as measured by Milleret al. ~1951!. The remaining
contextual information is modeled by choosing a certain
level of ‘‘cognitive’’ noise. Müsch and Buus~2001a, 2001b!
have successfully applied their model to predict effects of set
size, speech material, and frequency-domain distortions on
word recognition. However, because the predictions are
based on multiple parameters, not only those related to con-
text, it is difficult to determine how reliable the estimates of
set size and cognitive noise power are. Furthermore, it is not
clear whether the model is equally successful in predicting
sentence recognition.

A third approach, which is somewhat similar to that of
Boothroyd~1978! and Boothroyd and Nittrouer~1988!, was
developed by Bronkhorstet al. ~1993!. They presented a
model that provides a single framework for the analysis of
recognition probabilities of wholes and elements with or
without context, and that can predict the probabilitiespw,m

that m elements of the whole~m50,1,...,n, wheren is the
number of elements! are correctly recognized. In the model,
the recognition process is broken up into two parts: recogni-
tion of elements without context~in isolation! and guessing
of missing elements using contextual information. It is as-
sumed that the chance of correctly guessing a missing ele-
ment (ci) is independent of the position of the element in the
whole, but depends only on the number of missing elements
~i!. The probability thatm elements of the whole are recog-
nized is obtained by summing over all permutations of com-
binations ofk recognized elements (k50,...,m) and m2k
guessed elements. The parametersci , i 51,...,n ~the c val-
ues! quantify the amount of contextual information; their
value lies between 1 over the number of response alterna-
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tives ~when no context is present and a random choice has to
be made! and 1. A more detailed explanation of the model
can be found in Bronkhorstet al. ~1993!; the equations for
calculatingpw,m are also given in Appendix A of this paper.1

Bronkhorstet al. ~1993! have shown that their model can be
applied to recognition of CVC words, presented either audi-
torily or orthographically. Usingc values that were estimated
from word counts in a CVC lexicon, they were able to pre-
dict effects of set size on CVC word recognition. Recently,
the model has also been used to improve performance of
multiband speech recognizers~Hagen and Boulard, 2001!.
Drawbacks of the model are, however, that the mathematical
equations that are involved are relatively complex, especially
for large numbers of elements, and that the number of pa-
rameters is large—it is, in principle, eithern or n21 ~see
Appendix A!. As a result, the model cannot easily be applied
to experimentally obtained scores, in particular when only
average recognition scores of wholes and elements are deter-
mined. Furthermore, although application of the model to
sentence recognition was added as an example in the paper
by Bronkhorst et al. ~1993!, there has been no thorough
evaluation of how well sentence recognition scores can be
predicted by the model.

The purpose of the present paper is to address the above-
mentioned problems, associated with the model of
Bronkhorstet al. ~1993!, and to investigate more closely the
relationship between this model and the approach developed
by Boothroyd~1978! and Boothroyd and Nittrouer~1988!.
The paper can be divided into two parts. In the first part, the
model is applied to speech recognition data obtained with
two German sentence tests, which differ with respect to se-
mantic content, and a comparison is made between results
for auditory and orthographic presentation. In the second
part, the relationships between different context parameters
~thec values,k, j, and j 8, a new parameter introduced in this
paper! are investigated in detail. All parameters quantify the
same thing and it is evident that they should be intimately
related. The analysis of the relationship between thec values
themselves is particularly relevant for application of the
model because it is probable that they can be represented by
a smaller number of truly independent parameters. One pos-
sible representation, based on a recursive relation, was al-
ready proposed by Bronkhorstet al. ~1993! and verified forc
values derived from a CVC lexicon~see footnote 5 of that
paper!.

II. PREDICTION OF RESULTS OF SENTENCE TESTS

A. Speech material

The data used in this study were obtained with two dif-
ferent German sentence tests: the so-called Go¨ttingen and
Oldenburg tests. For both tests, extensive validations have
been carried out and great effort was taken to equalize the
sentences and sentence lists with respect to word recognition
score ~Kollmeier and Wesselkamp, 1997; Wageneret al.,
1999a, 1999b!. The Göttingen test comprises 200 simple,
meaningful sentences with varying length~between three and
seven words!, pronounced by a male talker. The Oldenburg
test is based on a test developed several years ago by Hager-

man ~1982! for the Swedish language. It consists of five-
word sentences with a fixed syntactical structure that are
constructed by randomly choosing one of ten alternatives for
each of the five words. The structure of the sentences is:
name—verb—number—adjective—object; e.g.,Peter gets
three wet knives. The sentences are syntactically correct, but
the meaning can be somewhat strange. Of the 105 different
sentences that can be constructed in this way, ten lists of ten
sentences were selected for the test. The sentences were gen-
erated by combining recordings of pairs of words, pro-
nounced by the same talker as used for the Go¨ttingen test. In
terms of contextual information, the sentences of the Go¨ttin-
gen and Oldenburg tests are comparable to the high- and
low-predictability sentences developed by Boothroyd and
Nittrouer ~1988!.

B. Collection of speech recognition data

The speech recognition data used in this study were ob-
tained from normal-hearing listeners with hearing thresholds
better then 15 dB HL at octave frequencies ranging from 125
to 8000 Hz. The listeners were between 16 and 42 years of
age. Recognition performance was measured using a proce-
dure in which the signal-to-noise~S/N! ratio was varied
adaptively. The masker was speech-shaped noise with a fixed
rms level of 65 dB. In both tests, word scoring was used and
listeners could draw their responses from open sets.

The data for the Go¨ttingen test were collected in a study
aimed at optimizing adaptive procedures with respect to their
efficiency in estimating the SRT and the slope of the
performance-intensity function~Brand, 2000, 2002!. Results
for 12 listeners were analyzed. Each of the listeners was
presented with 1 list of 20 sentences and 6 lists of 30 sen-
tences. The data for the Oldenburg test originated from ex-
periments in which the learning effects, that occur with this
material, were investigated~Wageneret al., 1999b!. Results
for two groups of normal-hearing listeners were used; one
group ~10 subjects! had previous experience with this test,
the other~19 subjects! not. In order to minimize the effect of
learning in the present analysis, only 4 of the 5 lists~of 30
sentences! completed by the first group, and 2 of the 6 lists
~of 20 sentences! completed by the second group were in-
cluded.

C. Application of the model to speech

As shown in Appendix A, the probabilitiespw,m that m
of then elements in a whole are recognized correctly, can be
expressed as functions of the variableq, the probability of
recognizing elements without context, and the parametersci

( i 51,...,n), which quantify the amount of contextual infor-
mation. Whenpw,m is known for all values ofm larger than
0, the average element recognition probabilitype can be cal-
culated as well. However, when working with sentence ma-
terial, it is normally not feasible to measureq directly, and
the only available experimental data are estimates ofpw,m

~and pe! obtained as function of a certain independent vari-
able, for example S/N ratio. In order to apply the model to
these data, we have used an iterative procedure consisting of
the following steps:~1! Initial estimates ofci ( i 51,...,n
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21) are chosen;~2! using Eqs.~A1! and~A2!, the probabili-
ties pw,m (m50,...,n) and pe are calculated for values ofq
between 0 and 1 with steps of 0.025;~3! the values ofq that
correspond to the measured values ofpe are determined by
linear interpolation and the probabilitiespw,m for those val-
ues are calculated;~4! the rms difference between measured
and predicted values ofpw,m is determined;~5! when the rms
difference is not minimal, new estimates ofci are chosen and
the procedure is continued at step~2!. The minimization was
carried out using theMATLAB © routinefmins, which employs
the Nelder–Mead simplex~direct search! method. The
MATLAB © routine that was used to evaluatepw,m and pe is
listed in Appendix B.

In the adaptive procedure used for collecting speech rec-
ognition data, the step size for changing the S/N ratio was
not fixed but determined by the performance of the listener.
Consequently, data were available for continuum of S/N ra-
tios. In order to obtain average values for fixed values of the
S/N ratio, data within consecutive intervals with a width of
1.5 dB were pooled across sentence lists and listeners. When
less than 15 sentences had S/N ratios falling within an inter-
val, the results for that interval were discarded. For the Go¨t-
tingen test, this resulted in data for 7, 9, and 6 S/N ratios, for
sentences with 4, 5, and 6 words, respectively; the results for
sentences with 3 and 7 words were discarded because insuf-
ficient data were available. For the Oldenburg test, which
only consists of five-word sentences, data for eight S/N ra-
tios were obtained. Application of the iterative fitting proce-
dure to these data resulted in estimates ofc1 ,...,cn21 (n
54,5,6) for the two types of material and for the three sen-
tence lengths. It was assumed thatcn was equal to zero in all
cases because no random guessing had been allowed during
administration of the tests~see Appendix A!. The data points
and the optimal predictions are plotted in Fig. 1. Results for
the Göttingen sentences with 4, 5, and 6 words, and for the

Oldenburg sentences are shown in separate panels. Each
~dashed! curve corresponds to a certain value ofm, the num-
ber of correctly perceived words. It can be seen that there is,
in general, a good correspondence between data and predic-
tions, as indicated by the standard deviations of the differ-
ences, shown in the upper right-hand corners of the panels.
The obtained values ofci are listed in Table I and plotted in
the left-hand panel of Fig. 2. Standard errors of these esti-
mates were calculated using the residuals and partial deriva-
tives of pw,m with respect to thec values ~Snedecor and
Cochran, 1978!. For all types of material, estimates ofj were
also determined, using a one-dimensional iterative procedure
similar to the one described above; the results are also listed
in Table I. It should be noted that these represent average
values ofj because the dependence ofj on pe ~discussed in
Sec. III B below! was ignored in this analysis.

D. Orthographic presentation of sentences

An experiment was performed in which 150 of the 200
sentences of the Go¨ttingen test were presented orthographi-
cally with 1–3 missing words. Fifty sentences, all with 3, 5,
or 7 words, were left out. This was done in order to limit the
number of words to 4–6, and to get a more even distribution
of sentences with different lengths than in the original set.
The four-word sentences were presented only with one or
two missing words; the others also with three missing words.
Each number of missing words occurred in the same propor-
tion of sentences~i.e., 50% for the four-word sentences and
33.3% for the five- and six-word sentences!. The missing
words in the sentences were chosen randomly. The sentences
were divided into five lists of 30 sentences. The order of
presentation of the lists was balanced over subjects. Five
native German subjects participated in the experiment; they
all worked at the Hanse Wissenschaftskolleg in Delmenhorst.

FIG. 1. Patterns of responses obtained for the four-,
five- and six-word sentences of the Go¨ttingen test~G4,
G5, and G6! and the five-word sentences of the Olden-
burg test ~O5!. The symbols indicate proportions of
whole and partial sentences that are reproduced cor-
rectly, plotted as a function of the word recognition
score. The dashed lines represent model predictions.
The standard deviations between measured and pre-
dicted values are indicated in the upper right-hand cor-
ners of the panels.
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They were asked to complete the sentences, ensuring that the
answers were meaningful and syntactically correct. It should
be noted that we also obtained results for orthographic pre-
sentation of the Oldenburg test. However, for reasons ex-
plained below and in footnote 3, these results were dis-
carded.

E. Application of the model to results for orthographic
presentation

In analyzing results for orthographic presentation, thec
values can be obtained directly, because the probabilities of
perceiving individual words~without context! are then either
1 or 0, and at most one term remains when the probabilities
pw,m are evaluated using Eq.~A1!. Thus, when subjects com-
plete sentences from which one word was removed, an esti-
mate ofc1 can be obtained by dividing the number of times
that this word was answered by the number of sentences.
Similarly, the proportions of sentences with 2,3,... words
missing that are ‘‘correctly’’ completed~i.e., the answer is
equal to the target sentence! are estimates ofc1c2 , c1c2c3 ,
etc. Direct estimates ofc2 ,c3 ,... areobtained by dividing
the average number of ‘‘correct’’ words in sentences with 2,
3,... missing words by the number of those sentences.

In scoring the results, target words and answers were
first converted to one type of notation, containing no diereses
~i.e., ‘ ‘ ä’ ’ was converted to ‘‘ae,’’ etc.! and using ‘‘ss’’ in-
stead of ‘‘ß.’’ By counting both the average number of cor-
rect words and the number of correctly completed sentences,
estimates ofc1 , c2 , c3 , c1c2 , andc1c2c3 were obtained for
the five- and six-word sentences, and estimates ofc1 , c2 ,
andc1c2 for the four-word sentences. For each subject, thec
values were determined iteratively, minimizing the squared
deviations from the estimates.2 Subsequently, results were
averaged across subjects. The results are listed in Table I and
presented graphically in Fig. 2~right panel!. It appears that,
in all cases, thec values are much lower than those obtained
for auditory presentation. The large discrepancy between the
two sets of data is remarkable, and, although we were not
able to obtain reliable estimates of thec values for ortho-
graphic presentation of the Oldenburg sentences,3 it is clear
that these cannot be larger than 1 over the number of alter-
natives for each word~i.e., 0.1!. This is indicated graphically
in the right-hand panel of Fig. 2 by symbols with error bars.
A possible explanation for the large discrepancy between re-
sults for the two presentation modes is given in Sec. IV C.

TABLE I. Context parameters obtained by fitting the present model and Eqs.~1! and~3! to sentence recognition
data obtained with the Go¨ttingen and Oldenburg tests. The standard errors~s.e.! of the estimates are given as
well. The values in the upper and lower parts of the table represent results for auditory and orthographic
stimulus presentation, respectively.

Göttingen test Oldenburg test

4 5 6 5
# words Estimate s.e. Estimate s.e. Estimate s.e. Estimate s.e.

Auditory
c1 0.72 0.03 0.87 0.01 0.92 0.01 0.53 0.03
c2 0.55 0.04 0.75 0.02 0.89 0.02 0.43 0.03
c3 0.19 0.03 0.44 0.03 0.71 0.04 0.28 0.03
c4 0.13 0.02 0.36 0.04 0.12 0.01
c5 0.13 0.02
j 2.25 0.19 2.29 0.18 2.41 0.29 3.96 0.33
j 8 2.50 0.26 3.02 0.28 3.32 0.18 3.43 0.08

Orthographic
c1 0.34 0.06 0.47 0.04 0.68 0.07 <0.1
c2 0.15 0.06 0.34 0.02 0.41 0.07 <0.1
c3 0.18 0.02 0.29 0.03 <0.1

FIG. 2. Model parameters~c values! plotted as a func-
tion of the indexi ~representing the number of missing
words!, determined by fitting the model to data ob-
tained with the Go¨ttingen~G4, G5, G6! and Oldenburg
~O5! sentence tests. The left-and right-hand panels
show results for auditory and orthographic stimulus
presentation, respectively. The curves in the left-hand
panel were obtained by fitting Eq.~5! to the data points;
those in the right-hand panel result from transforming
the fitted values to equivalent values for orthographic
presentation, using the procedure described in Sec.
IV C.
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III. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CONTEXT
PARAMETERS

A. Definition of the parameter j 8

As mentioned in the Introduction, the parameterj, intro-
duced by Boothroyd and Nittrouer~1988!, can be interpreted
as the effective number of independent elements in a whole.
Normally, j is defined using Eq.~1!, but it can also be defined
using the following, equivalent equation:

pw,05~12pe!
j 8. ~3!

The parameter is calledj 8 becausej and j 8 are, in general,
not equal to each other. This is illustrated in Table I, which
lists estimates ofj and j 8, obtained by fitting Eqs.~1! and
~3!, respectively, to the results of the Go¨ttingen and Olden-
burg speech tests. It appears thatj 8 is larger thanj, regard-
less of sentence length, for the Go¨ttingen data, and smaller
thanj for the Oldenburg data. The values ofj 8, thus, cover a
smaller range than those ofj, which suggests thatj 8 depends
less on the type of speech material thanj does. As will be
shown in Sec. III C, the parameterj 8 is of interest because it
quantifies the influence of context at low values ofpe ,
whereasj is related to context effects at high values ofpe .

B. Using the model to evaluate other context
parameters

Given that the model allows evaluation ofpw,n

(5pw), pw,0 andpe as a function ofq and thec values, it is
easy to expressj, j 8 andk, defined in Eqs.~1!, ~3!, and~2!,
respectively, as functions of the same variables. The resulting
equations are given in Appendix A. Shown as well are ex-
pressions that can be used to evaluate the three parameters
for values ofq close to 0 or 1. Becausepe is equal toq for
these values, the same limits apply when the parameters are
evaluated as a function ofpe .

According to these expressions, and assuming thatcn

50 andcn21.0 ~which will normally be the case!, the limit
of j for low values ofpe is 1, while j 8 has a higher limit,
equal ton/$11cn21(n21)%. Both j and j 8 converge to a
value ofn for high values ofpe . The parameterk approaches
11cn21(n21) whenpe is small and is close to 1 whenpe is
large. Numerical evaluations show thatj typically increases
as a function ofpe while j 8 remains relatively constant, with
a minimum for high values ofpe ; k either decreases as a
function of pe or increases to a maximum for values ofpe

close to 1. This is illustrated in Fig. 3, which shows the
dependence ofj /n, j 8/n, andk on pe , calculated using thec
values for auditory presentation of the Go¨ttingen and Olden-
burg sentences, listed in Table I. The curves were obtained
by evaluatingj, j 8, k, andpe for values ofq between 0 and
1 using Eqs.~A3!–~A6!.

The predicted increase ofj as a function ofpe is in
agreement with results of earlier studies. Boothroyd and Nit-
trouer ~1988!, who assumed a linear relationship, found
slopes of 0.87 and 2.23 for their high- and low-predictability
sentence material, respectively. Results of listening tests with
the German sentence material, performed at fixed S/N ratios,
yield slopes of 0.68 and 1.88 for the Go¨ttingen and Olden-
burg material, respectively~Kollmeier and Wesselkamp,

1997; Wageneret al., 1999b!. As can be seen in the top panel
of Fig. 3, the model also predicts that the slope is largest for
the Oldenburg material, and the slopes of the curves~in the
middle part! are about the same as those observed by Koll-
meier and Wesselkamp~1997! and Wageneret al. ~1999b!.
~Note that, becausej /n is plotted in the figure, the slopes of
the curves should be multiplied by the number of words.!

C. Relationship between c values

A problem associated with the application of the present
model is that the number of free parameters increases with
the number of words in a sentence. Although it may be ar-
gued that the context effects in long sentences are, poten-
tially, more complex than those in short sentences, it is ques-
tionable whether this increase in complexity should really
require one parameter per extra word, especially when the

FIG. 3. Predicted dependence ofj /n ~upper panel!, j 8/n ~middle panel!, and
k ~lower panel! on the element recognition probabilitype for the c values
obtained for the Go¨ttingen~G4, G5, G6! and Oldenburg~O5! sentence tests.
The variablen represents the number of words in the sentence.
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sentence only conveys one, simple, message~as is normally
the case in sentence tests!. It is therefore probable that there
exists a relationship between thec values, which can be
modeled using only a few independent parameters. When the
c values are interpreted as chances of filling in missing
words, it is intuitively clear that such a relationship should
exist because, on the average, the number of possible sen-
tences that fit to an incomplete set of words should increase
in an orderly manner when the number of words in the set is
reduced. The increase is, of course, related to syntax, vo-
cabulary, and meaning, but it should not be too different for
sentences of varying length that show similar redundancy.
The c values for the Go¨ttingen sentences, plotted in Fig. 2,
provide support for this point because they, indeed, show a
very regular dependence on the indexi ~which can be inter-
preted as the number of missing words! for all sentence
lengths. A simple way of modeling this dependence was al-
ready proposed by Bronkhorstet al. ~1993!. They suggested
that the number of competing alternativesn i5(1/ci21) is
multiplied by a constant factorAc when the number of per-
ceived elements is reduced by one~i.e., it increases exponen-
tially!, while it is limited to a certain maximum valuenmax

n i 115
1

1

Acn i
1

1

nmax

. ~4!

In this way,c values that were obtained by counting alterna-
tives in a CVC lexicon~plotted in the left-hand panel of Fig.
3 of Bronkhorstet al., 1993! could be predicted accurately. It
appears that the same rule can be applied to predict the de-
pendence of thec values on the size of the set of CVC
words: (1/c21) can be multiplied by a constant factorAs

each time the set size is doubled. An excellent fit (s.d.
50.016) to allc values can then be obtained using only four
independent parameters:c1 for the smallest set,Ac , As , and
nmax.

However, Eq.~4! is less successful in predicting thec
values for the Go¨ttingen sentence test. In particular, it cannot
account for the decrease of the~negative! slope that occurs as
a function ofi and it is only possible to obtain a reasonable
fit when unrealistically large values ofnmax are used. A better
fit is obtained when the increase in the~total! number of
alternatives is modeled with a power function

ci 115ci
a1~12ci

a!S cmin

11cmin
a21D . ~5!

This equation will converge to a certain minimum~equal or
close tocmin for values ofa greater than about 1.5! wheni is
large. With this relation, one is able to predict the depen-
dence of thec values on bothi and the number of words in
the sentence, using different values fora ~ac and a l!, but
only a single estimate ofcmin , and, as fourth parameter,c1

for the six-word sentences. In fitting the data,a l is first sub-
stituted in Eq.~5! to obtain estimates ofc1 for the other
sentence lengths; subsequently,ac is used to predict the de-
pendence ofc on i for each of the three sentence lengths. The
best fit (s.d.50.026) is obtained forc150.94,ac52.69,a l

52.23, andcmin50.035. Using the same value ofcmin , but

different values ofc1 and ac ~0.55 and 1.60, respectively!,
the c values for the Oldenburg test can also be reproduced
relatively accurately (s.d.50.024). The results of the fits are
shown in the left-hand panel of Fig. 2. Because one can also
obtain a good four-parameter fit to thec values derived from
the CVC lexicon with this equation, it probably represents a
more generic description of the relationship betweenc values
than Eq.~4!.

Although the exact values of the parameters used in Eq.
~5! will be different for each sentence test, it is not unreason-
able to assume that the values found for the two German
sentence tests, in particularac , a l , andcmin , are good first-
order approximations of parameter values for other, similar
sentence tests. This makes it possible to apply the present
model to other data using only a minimum number of free
parameters. For example, assuming that the high- and low-
predictability sentences of Boothroyd and Nittrouer~1988!
are similar to the Go¨ttingen and Oldenburg sentences, re-
spectively, we can use the two values ofac and the single
value of cmin , given above, to fit the model to their data
~listed in their Table III!, while varying only one parameter:
c1 . The optimal fits for the high- and low-predictability ma-
terial were obtained forc150.79 and 0.29, respectively.
Standard deviations were 0.050 and 0.046, respectively. In
comparison, Boothroyd and Nittrouer~1988! obtained stan-
dard deviations of 0.051 and 0.049, respectively, using a
modified version of Eq.~1! in which j depends linearly on
pe .

D. Approximate relationships between j, j 8, and the c
values

Both j and j 8 can be derived easily from the results of
sentence tests, and the parameterj has been used in a number
of previous studies~Boothroyd and Nittrouer, 1988; Bosman,
1989; Olsenet al., 1996; Kollmeier and Wesselkamp, 1997!.
It therefore seems useful to look more carefully at the rela-
tionship betweenj and j 8 on the one hand, and thec values
on the other hand, because, if estimates of the latter values
can be derived from the former, it becomes possible to apply
the present model when less data are available, and without
the complex iterative determination of thec values. Given
that the analytic relationships given in Appendix A are not
very helpful for practical purposes, we carried out numerical
evaluations in order to obtain more simple, approximate re-
lationships.

It was assumed that the dependence of thec values on
i ( i 51,...,n21) can be modeled adequately with Eq.~5! and
thatcn equals 0. For given values ofci , estimates ofj and j 8
were determined by first calculatingpw and pw,0 as a func-
tion of pe using Eqs.~A1! and ~A3! ~for values ofq that
increase in steps of 0.025 between 0 and 1!, and by subse-
quently fittingpw andpw,0 , evaluated using Eqs.~1! and~3!,
respectively, to these data. Because we wanted to obtain av-
erage values ofj and j 8, the dependence of these parameters
on pe was not taken into account. In the calculations, we
used values ofn ranging from 4–7;c1 had values between
0.2 and 0.9, increasing in steps of 0.1;ac ranged from 1.5–5
~increment 0.5!, and 1/cmin was chosen between 10 and 30
~increment 5!. This resulted in a total of 1280 combinations
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of these four parameters. The values ofj and j 8, obtained for
these combinations, were divided byn and then submitted to
a multiple linear regression analysis, using as independent
variables both the four parameters above and the parameter
cn21 , multiplied by n. The latter combination~which is not
truly independent because it is obtained from other param-
eters! was added because initial calculations showed that it
accounts for most of the variance ofj 8.

The analysis revealed, rather surprisingly, thatc1 is very
strongly correlated withj /n. More than 96% of the variance
of j /n is explained by the following simple relationship:

j

n
51.0420.63c1 . ~6!

When only values ofac greater than or equal to 2 are con-
sidered, the explained variance is even higher~99%!. Be-
causej does not depend oncmin , and only slightly onac

~whenac.1.5!, Eq. ~6! will hold regardless of how exactly
the dependence ofci on i is modeled, as long asci does not
decrease too slowly as a function ofi. Equation~6! demon-
strates that the parametersc1 and j are essentially equivalent
in most cases. Given thatc1 can be interpreted as the chance
of completing a whole with only a single missing element,
something which is most likely to occur when the element
recognition probabilitype is high, it can be concluded that
both c1 and j quantify performance at high values ofpe .

As mentioned above, it was found thatj 8 is highly cor-
related withncn21 . This relationship, however, turned out to
be nonlinear and a better correspondence was obtained when
log(j8/n) was used as the dependent variable in the regression
analysis. It appeared that 93% of the variance ofj 8/n is
captured by the following relationship:

j 8

n
5e20.0820.37ncn21. ~7!

The explained variance can be increased slightly~to 95%!
when c1 is included as the second parameter, but, for sim-
plicity, this was not done. Becausej 8 mainly depends onn
andcn21 , and hardly on the other parameters, we can again
conclude that the exact shape of the dependence ofci on i
does not matter. In addition, it can be deduced in a similar
way as above that bothcn21 and j 8 quantify performance at
low values ofpe .

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Validity of the model

As stated in the Introduction, one of the aims of this
paper is to check whether the present model can be used to
predict results of sentence tests. This was investigated by
applying it to data obtained with two different types of sen-
tences, with varying length. It appeared that the model can
accurately reproduce the complete pattern of responses—
scores for reproduction of both complete and partial
sentences—in all cases. As stated earlier~see footnote 1!,
this does not mean that the scheme underlying the model~in
particular the two-stage process of sensory perception and
guessing of elements! is a valid representation of the actual
speech perception. It only demonstrates that the model is

able to extract all contextual information present in the
scores. Interestingly, the results for the two sentence tests
deviate in a way that reflects the fundamental differences
between them: thec values for the Oldenburg test are not
only smaller than those for the Go¨ttingen test, indicating that
there is less context, but they also decrease less as a function
of the index i ~interpreted as the number of missing ele-
ments!, which means that the context depends less on the
amount of perceived information. This can by explained by
the fact that the context is mainlya priori information con-
cerning syntax and the word set that is used.

The analysis of the relationship betweenj and thec val-
ues provides additional support for the model. In studies em-
ploying either the same sentence material as used here~Koll-
meier and Wesselkamp, 1997; Wageneret al., 1999b! or
different material~Boothroyd and Nittrouer, 1988!, it was
found thatj is not constant, but increases as a function of the
word recognition probabilitype . This increase is predicted
by the model, and it is shown that the data of Boothroyd and
Nittrouer ~1988! that were fitted using a modified version of
Eq. ~1!, in which j depends linearly onpe , can be predicted
at least as accurately by the model. The fact that no increase
was found for other types of material~e.g., the zero-
predictability sentences and the CVC words used by Boo-
throyd and Nittrouer, 1988! is not in contradiction with the
predictions. As shown in Fig. 3~top panel!, there are cases
when j is virtually constant over a wide range of values of
pe . When there is no context and thec values are all zero,
this is trivial, because the model then predicts thatj is con-
stant~equal to the number of elements!.

A shortcoming of the model is that it uses many
parameters—normally the number of elements minus 1,
which implies that an extensive data set is required to obtain
reliable estimates. It appears, however, that the experimen-
tally obtainedc values show a clear regularity: they decrease
monotonically as a function of the indexi and they converge
to a certain minimum. It is shown that this dependence can
be modeled using a recursive relation with three free param-
eters:c1 , ac , determining the decrease as a function ofi,
and the minimum valuecmin . Although the particular relation
proposed here@Eq. ~5!# may not be accurate in all cases—it
has only been verified with a limited amount of data—it
nevertheless provides a useful extension of the model be-
cause, in practice, thec values can only be determined with
limited accuracy.

B. Relationship between context parameters

Another aim of the present paper was to perform a de-
tailed analysis of the relationships between the context pa-
rametersj, k, and thec values. Within the framework of the
model, this is straightforward becausej and k can be ex-
pressed as a function of thec values~and ofq, the probabil-
ity of recognizing elements without context!. Such a relation-
ship can also be formulated for a new parameter,j 8, defined
in Eq. ~3!, which just asj itself can be interpreted as the
effective number of elements in the whole. Although the re-
lationships are useful for detailed evaluations, shown, for
example, in Fig. 3, they are rather complex and not very
helpful for practical purposes. We therefore carried out a
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statistical analysis, using Eq.~5! to generate ‘‘realistic’’ sets
of c values and concentrating on the parametersj and j 8
which, just as thec values, can be derived from the scores
obtained with one type of material~evaluation of the param-
eter k requires comparison of results for speech with and
without context!. The outcome shows that in most cases
~whenac.1.5, which means thatci should decrease not too
slowly as a function of the indexi!, there are almost one-to-
one relations betweenj and c1 , and betweenj 8 and cn21 .
From this, two conclusions can be drawn. First, it appears
that bothj and j 8 yield only partial information concerning
the context: one can roughly say thatj quantifies the effect of
context when speech perception is good, andj 8 that when
speech perception is poor. This is not too surprising because
j is based on responses that are entirely correct, andj 8 on
responses that are entirely incorrect. Second, using Eqs.~6!
and ~7! in combination with Eq.~5!, one can easily mapj
~and j 8! to c values, requiring estimates of only two~or one!
additional parameter~s!. This facilitates application of the
model when only minimal information is available.

C. Effect of presentation mode

One of the advantages of the model, which was also
utilized in the study by Bronkhorstet al. ~1993!, is that it can
be applied to both speech and text. However, because thec
values capture all contextual information present in the ma-
terial, differences can occur between results for the two pre-
sentation modes, even when the speech is the verbal equiva-
lent of the text. Such differences were found by Bronkhorst
et al. ~1993!—only for presentation of words in noise—and
they were ascribed to coarticulation. Given that coarticula-
tion and other potential factors, such as intonation, probably
have a small effect in sentences,4 it is at first sight puzzling
that the present results show such a large difference for both
types of sentences. In order to understand this, we must look
more closely at the way in which the stimuli are degraded in
the two presentation modes. During orthographic presenta-
tion, elements have recognition probabilities of either 1 or
zero, and no intermediate values. In fact, this corresponds
most closely to the scheme underlying the model, because a
clear distinction can be made between sensory perception of
elements that are presented and pure guessing to fill in the
missing elements. During auditory presentation, all elements
are degraded to a certain extent and, except when the degra-
dation is severe, they are never ‘‘missing,’’ but there is al-
ways some sensory information present. The fact that the
model does not take this information into account when a
certain element is taken as missing~i.e., when it would not
be correctly identified without sentence context! is the most
probable explanation of the discrepancy between results for
auditory and orthographic presentation.5 Performance is bet-
ter in the former case~thec values are higher! because, even
when the sensory information is insufficient to identify the
element without context, it can always be used to reduce the
number of alternatives from which the response should be
chosen. A simple example is when the listener has only heard
one phoneme of a certain word in a sentence. Without con-
text, identification of the word would be virtually impossible
~i.e., q is essentially zero!, but when the context reduces the

number of candidates to, say, ten~which means thatc would
be 0.1 during orthographic presentation!, the additional in-
formation might well narrow it down to only two or three
alternatives~andc would lie between 0.33 and 0.5!.6

It would evidently be very useful to be able to transform
a set of c values obtained for one presentation mode to
equivalent values for the other presentation mode. For ex-
ample, one could then predict the performance-intensity
function of sentences before actually recording them. The
relationship between results for the two presentation modes
can also be used to differentiate between processing skills for
speech and text, e.g., when testing children or non-native
subjects. A possible approach for obtaining this transforma-
tion is derived here. However, given that we can base it only
on a limited amount of data, it is tentative and subject to
validation with further data. The approach is based on the
observation that Eq.~5! can accurately predict the results for
orthographic presentation, using values ofac ~for the depen-
dence on the indexi! anda l ~for the dependence on sentence
length! that are proportional to the values for auditory pre-
sentation~i.e., that are obtained from the latter values by
multiplying them with a constantb, whereb,1!. The find-
ing thatac anda l are lower for orthographic than for audi-
tory presentation is in line with the explanation given above
because, in the former case, thec values represent ‘‘real’’
contextual information that is spread out over the sentence
and thus less sensitive to reductions of the number of words
that are available than the local sensory information that is
presumably used to reduce the number of alternatives during
auditory presentation.

Considering first the dependence of thec values on sen-
tence length, and assuming that we can also apply Eq.~5! to
map values ofc1 from auditory to orthographic mode~dis-
regarding the second term!, it can be derived that the value of
a, to be entered in Eq.~5! is proportional tob (62n), where
n(n54,5,6) is the number of words in the sentence. In order
to limit the number of free parameters to only 1, we now
make one additional assumption: thata reduces to a value of
1 whenn is equal to 0. This implies that

a5b2n. ~8!

We have used this expression to obtain estimates ofc1 for
orthographic presentation from the fitted values ofc1 for
auditory presentation, and we have applied Eq.~5!, with ac

equal to 2.69b ~using the value ofac for auditory presenta-
tion, given in Sec. III C!, to predict the dependence ofc on
the index i. The c values were then fitted to the data for
orthographic presentation; the best result~s.d. of fit 0.039! is
obtained forb50.71. The predicted values are plotted as
lines in the right-hand panel of Fig. 2. Given that only one
free parameter is used in the transformation, the agreement
between data and predictions is remarkably good. The figure
also shows predictions ofc values for orthographic presen-
tation of the Oldenburg sentences. These were obtained in
the same way as above, keepingb the same, but now multi-
plying it by 1.6 ~the value ofac for that material!. Because
the predictions fall within the expected range~between 0 and
0.1!, we can conclude that, although further validation is
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clearly warranted, the present, simple method appears to be
quite effective.
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APPENDIX A: MODEL EQUATIONS

The model of Bronkhorstet al. ~1993! yields predictions of the probabilitiespw,m thatm (m50,...,n) elements of wholes
containingn elements are recognized. These are evaluated as a function of the probabilities that elements in positioni of the
whole (i 51,...,n) are recognized without context~i.e., in isolation!. The latter are designated by the symbolqi . For simplicity,
it will be assumed here thatqi is independent ofi. The probabilitiespw,m can then be calculated as follows:

pw,n5qn1nc1qn21~12q!1
n~n21!

2!
c1c2qn22~12q!21¯1c1c2¯cn~12q!n

pw,n215~12c1!H nqn21~12q!12
n~n21!

2!
c2qn22~12q!21¯1nc2¯cn~12q!nJ

~A1!

pw,n225~122c21c1c2!H n~n21!

2!
qn22~12q!213

n~n21!~n22!

3!
c3qn23~12q!31¯1nc3¯cn~12q!nJ

]

pw,05S 12ncn1
n~n21!

2!
cncn212

n~n21!~n22!

2!
cncn21cn221¯ D ~12q!n.

The element recognition probabilitype can be derived simply from the probabilitiespw,m using

pe5pw,n1
~n21!

n
pw,n211

~n22!

n
pw,n221¯1

1

n
pw,l , ~A2!

which can also be expressed as

pe5q1c1qn21~12q!12
~n21!

2!
c2qn22~12q!213

~n21!~n22!

3!
c3qn23~12q!31¯1cn~12q!n. ~A3!

A MATLAB © procedure for the evaluation of these expressions is listed in Appendix B.
In the equations, the parametersci represent the chances of correctly guessing one missing element given thati of the n

elements were missed. Because it is, in general, more difficult to fill in an element when fewer elements have been perceived,
ci will normally decrease as a function ofi. The value ofcn , the chance of guessing one element when nothing has been heard,
has a special significance: it quantifies the effect of random guessing when no sensory information is present. As can be
derived easily from Eq.~A3!, it also is the lower limit ofpe . In most cases, subjects are asked to refrain from this kind of
guessing, which means thatcn should be taken equal to zero.

Using the above equations, one can easily express the context parametersj, j 8, andk, defined in Eqs.~1!, ~3!, and~2!,
respectively, as functions ofq andci , i 51,...,n

j 5
log$qn1nc1qn21~12q!1¯1c1¯cn~12q!n%

log$q1c1qn21~12q!1¯1cn~12q!n%
, ~A4!

j 85

logH S 12ncn1
n~n21!

2!
cncn212

n~n21!~n22!

3!
cncn21cn221¯ D ~12q!nJ

log$12q2c1qn21~12q!2¯2cn~12q!n%
, ~A5!

k5
log$12q2c1qn21~12q!2¯2cn~12q!n%

log~12q!
. ~A6!

Unfortunately, these relationships cannot be simplified analytically, and numerical evaluation shows that the three context
parameters depend in a complex manner on thec values. It is, however, relatively straightforward to calculatej, j 8, andk for
values ofq close to 0 and close to 1
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lim
q→0

j 5
log~c1¯cn!

log~cn!
, cn.05m, c1 ,...,cn2m.0, cn2m11 ,...cn50 ~A7!

lim
q→1

j 5n,

lim
q→0

j 85
log~12ncn1n~n21!cncn21/22¯ !

log~12cn!
, cn.05

n

11cn21~n21!
, cn50 ~A8!

lim
q→1

j 850,

lim
q→0

k5`, cn.0511cn21~n21!, cn50

lim
q→1

k51. ~A9!

APPENDIX B: COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR EVALUATION OF THE MODEL EQUATIONS

MATLAB © program that evaluates Eqs.~A1! and~A2! when thec values and the number of elements are given. By default,
calculations are performed for values ofq—the recognition probabilities of elements without context—ranging from 0 to 1 in
steps of 0.025. Optionally, a user-defined vector withq values can be specified.
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1It should be made clear that the present model is not designed to model the
perception of speech or text; its only purpose is to provide a description of
the pattern of the errors that is obtained when speech or text is perceived in
nonoptimal conditions. In explaining the model, we refer to perceptual and
cognitive aspects when we state that we use probabilities that elements are
perceived and chances that elements are guessed, but this is only to illus-
trate how the mathematical relationships can be interpreted.

2In general, the stress in these fits was small. In other words, the product of
c1 andc2 was always close to the observed value ofc1c2 , and the product
of c1 , c2 , andc3 was very close to the observed value ofc1c2c3 . This
indicates that the hypothesis used in deriving the model—thatci depends
~on average! only on i, and not on the position~s! of the missing word~s! in
the sentence—is valid for the results obtained with orthographic presenta-
tion.

3The five subjects that participated in the experiment with the Go¨ttingen
sentences also completed 30 sentences from the Oldenburg test with one or
two missing words. They were instructed to adhere to the fixed syntactical
structure of these sentences. It appeared thatc1 andc2 were essentially zero
in this test. Subjects that have experience with the Oldenburg test can reach
higherc values because they have learned part of the set of possible words.
However, their performance could not be evaluated using orthographical
presentation because a simple strategy~always filling in words of one sen-
tence that they have remembered! already ensures that all thec values will
be 0.1.

4Evidence for this is provided by the fact that Boothroyd and Nittrouer
~1988! found no context effects~a j equal to the number of words! with
their zero-predictability sentences.

5Our explanation thus suggests that thec values for auditory presentation
overestimate the actual influence of context. It is important to note that this
conclusion also applies to other context parameters, and in particular toj
because of the direct relationship between thec values and the other con-
text parameters.

6This explanation seems to be at odds with the fact that Bronkhorstet al.
~1993! found virtually the samec values for CVC words presented ortho-
graphically and auditorily~in quiet!. There are, however, two reasons why
one would expect that the effect of presentation mode is less for CVC
words than for sentences. First, there is a smaller difference between ele-
ment recognition scores without and with context when the elements are
phonemes than when they are words, for the simple reason that there are
much fewer alternative phonemes than alternative words. As a result, a
reduction of the number of potential alternatives based on partial sensory
information has less effect. Second, it is more likely that useful partial
information can be extracted from a word than from a single phoneme,
because individual phonemes within a word can be recognized, in particular
vowels with a relatively high level.
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and ÕlÕ: Eight case studies
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Eight monolingual Japanese listeners were trained to identify English /r/ and /l/ by using 560
training tokens produced by ten talkers in three positions~200 word initial, 200 consonant cluster,
and 160 intervocalic tokens!. Their baseline performance and transfer of learning were measured
using 200 word initial and 200 consonant cluster tokens produced by additional ten talkers.
Long-term training~15 days! with feedback indeed increased sensitivity to the nontraining tokens,
but tremendous individual differences were found in terms of initial and final sensitivity and
response bias. Even after training, however, there remained some tokens for each subject that were
misidentified at a level significantly below chance, suggesting that truly nativelike identification of
/r/ and /l/ may never be achieved by adult Japanese learners of English. ©2002 Acoustical Society
of America. @DOI: 10.1121/1.1480418#

PACS numbers: 43.71.Hw, 43.71.An, 43.71.Es@KRK#

I. INTRODUCTION

Most native speakers of Japanese without prepubescent
exposure to natural spoken English find it difficult to identify
English /r/ and /l/, and several researchers have tried to train
adult Japanese listeners to identify them. Although labora-
tory training with a synthetic /r/-/l/ continuum did not lead to
a successful result~Strange and Dittmann, 1984!, use of
naturally produced tokens proved to be highly effective~Bra-
dlow et al., 1997; Lively et al., 1993, 1994; Loganet al.,
1991; Yamada, 1993!. These studies revealed that training
Japanese listeners with naturally produced tokens of /r/ and
/l/ by multiple talkers that occur in different positions~i.e.,
word initial, consonant cluster, and intervocalic positions!
led to improvement in the percentage of correct identification
@henceforth P~c!# of a different set of tokens produced by a
single talker that were used in the pretest and the posttest.
The learning effect transferred to novel tokens produced by
new talkers, and was retained even after a period of six
months~Lively et al., 1994!.

Stimuli used in those studies for the pretest and the post-
test were 16 minimally paired words produced by a single
talker ~/r/ and /l/ appeared in 4 word initial, 4 consonant
cluster, 4 intervocalic and 4 word final, postvocalic posi-
tions!, and each word was presented only a few times. This
approach has the advantage of keeping listeners’ familiarity
with these tokens from increasing their identification rate,
and thus can provide a good estimate of the average training
effect across subjects. The small number of tokens and pre-
sentations, however, inevitably reduces the accuracy of each
listener’s identification performance estimation.

Furthermore, use of P~c! as a dependent variable does
not allow independent estimation of sensitivity and response
bias. Takagi~1995! applied signal detection theory~hence-
forth SDT! to Japanese listeners’ identification of individual
/r/-/l/ token pairs and found that it can be described by the

following SDT model: each /r/~or /l/! token produces a one-
dimensional, normally distributed sensory random variableR
~or L ! on ‘‘dimension R-L’’ and listeners make their categori-
cal judgment by establishing a response criterion on this di-
mension. The present study attempted to estimate the impact
of identification training on an individual basis by using a
large set of tokens in terms of SDT based parameters of
sensitivity and bias.

The present study also focused on possible limits of
training. In every training study cited above, the subjects’
average performance after training was not truly native like.
In the phonetic environments where Japanese listeners have
difficulty ~i.e., word initial, cluster, and intervocalic posi-
tions!, their average P~c! was always below 100%. This sug-
gests that native speakers of Japanese cannot fully master the
contrast once they have established their Japanese sound sys-
tem. There seems to remain some difference between Japa-
nese and English speakers even after intensive training.

The nature of this difference can be further elucidated by
observing the error rate for each token. If Japanese listeners’
perceptual difficulty stems from some random psychological
noise affecting all tokens uniformly, there will be no token
whose identification rate goes below chance aside from ex-
treme overall response bias. If this is the case, one can con-
clude that Japanese listeners have a random noise problem.

If, on the other hand, there exist some tokens that are
consistently misidentified while the majority of other tokens
are properly identified, one might say that Japanese listeners
have a scaling problem. Some /r/~or /l/! tokens are, under
Japanese listeners’ scaling scheme, judged to be very much
/l/-like ~or /r/-like!. This will lead to what one might call
‘‘token specific category reversal’’~henceforth TSCR!. The
present study tried to determine, on an individual basis, if
TSCR occurs.

To summarize, the present experiment is complementary
to the series of /r/ and /l/ training studies cited above. The
focus has been shifted from effectiveness of training in terms
of the average P~c!, which these studies clearly demon-a!Electronic mail: takagi@ipc.tosho-u.ac.jp
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strated, to accurate estimation of training effect on an indi-
vidual basis in terms of SDT parameters and to possible limi-
tations of training viewed in the light of TSCR.

II. METHOD

A. Subjects

Subjects were eight monolingual speakers of Japanese
~four male and four female! who had gone through typical
grammar-translation-based English education in Japan, and
they had had no previous intensive exposure to spoken En-
glish. They were all undergraduate students at Tokyo Univer-
sity of Mercantile Marine in their late teens to early 20’s.
None of them self-reported a hearing problem. Among these
one female subject~subject 6! had to discontinue the experi-
ment for a reason completely unrelated to the nature of the
experiment after the first training stage.

B. Stimulus presentation and data collection

A software package developed at the University of Ala-
bama at Birmingham~UAB! was used to present stimuli and
collect responses from subjects. This software presents digi-
tized speech files in prespecified order and observers respond
to them by clicking on response buttons on a computer
screen using a mouse. The interstimulus interval was set at
1 s throughout this study.

Two different types of hardware were used. During the
stimulus verification conducted in the U.S., an IBM compat-
ible computer with a Sound Blaster 16 sound card was used.
When Japanese subjects were tested in Japan, one additional
laptop computer~Dynabook SS 475 with a built-in sound
card! was used so that two subjects could be tested at one
time. Stimuli were presented binaurally to subjects through
conventional headphones at a comfortable level set by each
subject.

C. Stimuli

Stimuli were taken from the UAB corpus, which was
created while the author was a post-doctoral fellow at UAB
under the auspices of J. E. Flege. They were produced by 20
native speakers of non-southern dialects of English from 15
different states. The stimuli recorded were then digitized,
peak normalized, and pretested by four native speakers of
English to verify that the tokens were indeed identifiable by
native English speakers. Then the stimuli were edited by
removing the latter half of the vowel and coda to conceal
lexical identity for the purpose of SDT application.

1. Stimulus words

Of possible environments in which /r/ and /l/ occur,
word initial ~IN!, consonant cluster~CL! and intervocalic
~IV ! positions were chosen. Word final, postvocalic position
was not included in this research, since /r/ and /l/ in this
position go through ‘‘opposing assimilation’’ following the
terminology of perceptual assimilation model~PAM, Best
et al., 1988!. Takagi ~1993! reported that /r/ tokens in this
position were mostly assimilated to Japanese vowel /a/, and
/l/ tokens are assimilated mostly to Japanese /Tu/ or /o/.~The
symbol /T/ will be used to represent Japanese ‘‘r.’’!

Each of the 20 talkers contributed ten minimally paired
tokens for IN and CL, and eight such pairs for IV. The talkers
were divided into two groups of ten, each with five male and
five female talkers. Group 1 talkers and Group 2 talkers read
different sets of IN and CL words, whereas identical IV
words were used for both talker groups. In choosing the
minimally paired words, an effort was made to include a
variety of vowels after the target consonants. For the words
in the CL condition, an additional effort was made to include
five different initial consonants~/p, b, k, g, f/! with equal
frequency.

2. Recording procedures

The recordings were made in a sound treated chamber
using a Shure SM10A head-mount microphone connected to
a Symetrix sx202 Dual Mic Preamp. The output from the
preamplifier was recorded using a Teac DA-P20 digital audio
tape recorder. Each talker read each word three times, and of
these three ‘‘takes,’’ the last token was chosen by default and
digitized. Whenever there was a problem with the last token
such as lip-noise, uneven loudness, etc., one of the other two
‘‘takes’’ was used. Digitization was done using a Sound
Blaster 16 sound card on an IBM compatible PC with 16 bit
resolution at the sampling frequency of 22 kHz.

3. Pretest

The 1120 tokens thus digitized (20 talkers356 words)
were then peak-normalized and pretested by four additional
native speakers of English. The tokens for each position were
divided into four subsets produced by five talkers and were
randomly presented twice to each of the four listeners binau-
rally through conventional headphones and the listeners
clicked on an appropriate ‘‘R’’ or ‘‘L’’ button on the screen.

Of all the tokens tested, one token was misidentified
twice by the very first listener. Later, she listened to the
original tape and informed the author that the talker clearly
mispronounced the target sound. Since the second ‘‘take’’
was pronounced properly, this was digitized and peak-
normalized. The other three listeners tested this new token
and they made no errors on it. This particular case aside, no
token was misidentified more than once, and even in this
case, the listener who made an error listened to the token and
verified that it was indeed an intended sound.

4. Editing procedure

Several researchers~Flege et al., 1996; Yamadaet al.,
1992! studied the effect of lexical familiarity on native Japa-
nese listeners’ perception of English /r/ and /l/ and found that
Japanese listeners tend to name the target consonant as the
one that makes the stimulus a known or more familiar word.
This effect of lexical familiarity is a nuisance factor in ap-
plying SDT, since the theory assumes that response criterion
remains stable for a given mode of response. Thus, sizable
fluctuation of response criterion due to lexical familiarity
must be avoided.

Since only IN and CL tokens were to be used for base-
line measurement, the latter half of each IN and CL token
was edited out at a place where the vocalic portion immedi-
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ately following the target sound is clearly heard yet the final
consonant~s! if any cannot be heard. After the cut was made,
the final 5 ms of each token was ramped off.

Two additional native speakers of English further tested
the edited tokens. They listened to all of the 800 tokens once
each, one using a desk top and the other using a laptop. The
task given to them was identical to what Japanese subjects
went through for sensitivity measurement except that they
had only two response alternatives~L, R!, whereas Japanese
subjects had four~L2, L1, R1, R2! to report confidence rat-
ings as well. One listener identified all 800 tokens correctly,
and the other made four response errors, but these four to-
kens were verified as containing intended sounds later, indi-
cating that the editing procedure did not affect the identifi-
ability of the target consonants.

D. Procedure

1. Overview

The default design of the present study and deviations
from it are summarized in Table I. Sensitivities and response
biases to the baseline, edited tokens were measured twice
~tests B1 and B2! before training phase 1~TP1!, and twice
after TP1~tests M1 and M2!, and once after training phase 3
~test A!. A test of token specific category reversal~TSCR!
was administered at the very end.

Presentation of the unedited training tokens was blocked
by position alone during TP1 and TP3, and additional talker
blocking was introduced during TP2. TP3 also contained
special sessions that contained tokens each subject misiden-
tified frequently in the previous training phase. TP1 and TP2
lasted 6 days, and TP3 lasted 3 days. Thus, those who fin-
ished the entire study participated in 15 days of training ses-
sions, 5 days of sensitivity and bias measurement, and 1 day
of a TSCR test.

The tokens used for training sessions with feedback and
those for baseline measurement were produced by different
talkers. Half of the subjects~1, 2, 5, and 6! were tested on the
edited tokens produced by group 1 talkers in the five baseline
and transfer tests, and were trained on the unedited tokens
produced by group 2 talkers. For the remaining subjects, this
combination was reversed. Half of the subjects~1, 3, 5, and
7! used a laptop and the remaining subjects used a desktop.

Since no training was given between tests B1 and B2,
nor between tests M1 and M2, any change in sensitivity or
bias between B1 and B2 or M1 and M2 should be attributed
to some factor~s! unrelated to training~e.g., familiarity with
the stimuli and/or the task!. Hence, in the complete absence

of any incidental learning, one expects no difference between
tests B1 and B2 and tests M1 and M2. If training increases
sensitivity, there will be improvement between tests B2 and
M1 and tests M2 and A.

The experimental sessions on each day took 1 to 1.5 h.
In addition to the fixed ¥1500 payment for each day, the
subjects were paid ¥1 for each correct identification trial
above the chance level. Each subject proceeded at the pace
of approximately 3 days per week and all the subjects, in-
cluding those who completed the full 21 days of sessions,
finished the experiment within 2 months.

2. Baseline and transfer tests

In order to obtain SDT-based sensitivity and bias mea-
sures, the rating method was used~see Macmillan and Creel-
man, 1991 for this method and general introduction to SDT!.
Subjects were given four response buttons of ‘‘L2, L1, R1,
R2,’’ where the numbers correspond to confidence levels,
‘‘2’’ being more confident and ‘‘1’’ being less confident. Sub-
jects were told to respond with ‘‘L2’’ or ‘‘R2’’ when they
were relatively more confident and with ‘‘L1’’ or ‘‘R1’’ when
they were relatively less confident.

For each position~IN or CL!, subjects were first given
practice trials, which consisted of 25 /l/ and 25 /r/ tokens
sampled evenly from ten talkers. This practice block was
followed by two main blocks, each of which consisted of 200
tokens presented once in random order. The randomization
orders were different between the two main blocks, and they
were fixed across all the tests. Subjects always listened to IN
tokens first.

3. Training phase 1 (TP1:6 days)

The training paradigm in this study was designed after
Loganet al. ~1991! with some modifications. Before the pre-
sentation of each stimulus, possible response alternatives ap-
peared on the response buttons, for example, ‘‘light’’ and
‘‘right’’ ~/l/-words always appeared on the left button and
/r/-words appeared on the right!. If the response was correct,
the next stimulus was presented. If incorrect, a message in-
dicating the correct response appeared, and the same stimu-
lus was played again.

The stimuli used for training were all unedited~200 IN,
200 CL, and 160 IV words!, and training was blocked by
position. For example, on one day subjects first listened to
IN words, then CL words, and finally IV words. In each of
the three training sessions~i.e., IN, CL, and IV!, all the to-
kens were presented once in random order. The order of

TABLE I. Default design of five baseline and transfer tests~B1, B2, M1, M2, and A!, three training phases
~TP1, TP2, and TP3!, and three anomalous cases.

Session days

1 2 3–8 9 10 11–16 17–19 20 21

Default B1 B2 TP1 M1 M2 TP2 TP3 A TSCR
S3 B1 B2 TP1 M1 M2 TP2 TP3a A TSCR
S5 B1 B2 TP1 M1 M2 TP3a A TSCR
S6 B1 B2 TP1 M1 M2

aSubject 3’s TP3 lasted only 1 day. Subject 5 skipped TP2 and did only special training during TP3, which
lasted only 2 days. Subject 6 discontinued the experiment after test M2.
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these three position sessions was completely counter-
balanced across the 6 days of training, which constituted
training phase 1. For the sake of data presentation, the first 3
days of TP1 will be referred to as ‘‘TP1A’’ and the last 3
days as ‘‘TP1B.’’

4. Training phase 2 (TP2: 6 days)

During TP1, strong talker-dependent response biases
were observed among subjects whose identification rate was
moderate. Tokens produced by some talkers were more or
less neutral~both /r/ and /l/ tokens had similar identification
rates!, yet tokens from some other talkers were /r/-biased or
/l/-biased~i.e., the identification rate for /r/ tokens was much
higher than that of /l/ tokens or vice versa!. In the hope that
talker blocking would diminish such talker-dependent re-
sponse bias, the training in this phase proceeded by blocking
both position and talker. On TD 7~training day 7! and TD
10, the IN words were presented in such a way that all the
tokens produced by one talker were presented three times in
random order. There were 10 such talker blocks, each of
which consisted of 60 trials (20 words33 repetitions), lead-
ing to a total of 600 trials. CL words were presented on TD
8 and TD 11, and IV words on TD 9 and TD 12. Since there
were only 16 words for IV, TD 9 and TD 12 had only 480
trials. Data from the first three days~TD 7 to TD 9! will be
referred to as ‘‘TP2A,’’ and data from the last three days~TD
10 to TD 12! as ‘‘TP2B.’’ Subject 5, since her identification
rate was near perfect, did not participate in this phase.

5. Training phase 3 (TP3: 3 days)

The final 3 days of training sessions returned to the non-
talker blocking version. In addition to the same training ses-
sions as in TP1, each subject was given special training ses-
sions composed of stimulus pairs that each had identified
poorly during the previous training phase. To keep the train-
ing sessions on each day within 1.5 h, two different selection
criteria were used. Minimally paired words from a given
talker were selected~a! if at least one member of the pair was
identified at the rate of 3/6 or less for subjects 1–4, and~b! if
identification rate for the pair was 7/12 or less for subjects 7
and 8. For all the subjects except subjects 3 and 5, these
sessions were blocked by position, and the special training
for each position was given after the full session for the
position.

Subject 3, whose identification performance on the first
day of TP3 was near perfect~IN, 95.0%; CL, 96.0%; IV,
98.1%!, had ten special training tokens left~4 IN, 4 CL, and
2 IV tokens!. All of these ten tokens were presented in ran-
dom order ten times, in two blocks of five repetitions each.
In the final block, he identified all of them with 100% accu-
racy. At the completion of this session, this subject expressed
his reluctance to continue further training sessions, since he
felt that his performance had reached an asymptotic stage.
Thus, he skipped the following 2 days of TP3, and took final
test A.

Subject 5, who skipped TP2, did only the special train-
ing during TP3. She was trained on all the CL and IV tokens
she had previously misidentified in TP1B and their mini-

mally paired counterparts.~She had identified all the IN to-
kens correctly 3 days in a row in TP1. See below.! She had
18 such tokens~10 CL and 8 IV!, and they were presented 30
times in six blocks of five repetitions on the day following
her test M2. Of all these nine pairs, six pairs were perfectly
identified in the last four blocks. On the next training session
day, the remaining three pairs were presented 40 times in
blocks of ten repetitions, and all of them were correctly iden-
tified in the last two blocks, which completed her special
training. On the same day, immediately after the training, she
went through her last test A.

6. Test of token specific category reversal (TSCR)

Inspection of raw data from tests M1, M2, and A indi-
cated that each subject had some tokens that were misiden-
tified highly consistently~i.e., worse than chance!. For each
subject in both the IN and CL positions, the five /r/ tokens
and five /l/ tokens that were misidentified most frequently
were chosen and combined with the five /r/ and five /l/ to-
kens that enjoyed the highest identification accuracy. The
subjects came back shortly after test A and identified each of
these 20 tokens five times.

III. RESULTS

A. Subject 5

Since subject 5 exhibited exceptionally high identifica-
tion performance prior to any training, her baseline sensitiv-
ity data are not compatible with SDT. Thus, it seems best to
describe her data separately first~Table II!.

Since subject 5 identified all of the IN tokens correctly
during TP1 on 3 successive days~TD3 to TD5!, only CL and
IV words were presented twice on the last day. The final test
~A! was not given for IN simply because she attained 100%
accuracy in both tests M1 and M2.

This subject learned to identify all the IN tokens used in
baseline measurement as well as those used for training.
Some difficulty, however, remained for the CL tokens. Even
though she had learned, in the final special training sessions,
to identify all the CL and IV tokens she had misidentified
during TP1B, her identification performance in test A fell
short of 100%. Moreover, her errors in tests M1, M2, and A
concentrated on a handful of tokens. These tokens were used
in the final test of TSCR, and her data will be presented in
the appropriate section below.

B. General trend

A succinct description of the overall trend in terms of
familiar P~c! will be helpful before we go into detailed de-
scription of individual data in terms of SDT-based param-

TABLE II. Data from subject 5 in P~c! for three positions as a function of
tests and training phases.

B1 B2 TP1A TP1B M1 M2 A

IN 97.3 99.3 99.7 100.0 100.0 100.0
CL 95.3 97.0 99.3 99.1 96.8 97.3 98.2
IV 98.1 99.4
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eters of sensitivity and bias. Table III presents the average
P~c! across six subjects~excluding subjects 5 and 6! as a
function of tests and training phases.

There was little difference between tests B1 and B2, nor
between tests M1 and M2 in terms of the average P~c!. There
was about 20% mean percentage increase between tests B2
and M1 for both IN and CL~for all six subjects M1.B2!,
indicating that the effect of training transferred to the new
stimuli for which no feedback was provided. There was some
increase between tests M2 and A, and for all six subjects
except in one case~subject 3, CL!, the scores for A were
greater than those for M2. However, the overall amount of
increase~about 3%! was much smaller than the 20% differ-
ence between tests B2 and M1, which indicates that the
learning curve is almost asymptotic at this stage. As will be
seen below, tremendous individual differences lurk behind
these well-behaved average P~c! data.

Turning to training data, we find steady increases~about
10%! between TP1A and TP1B. Again this trend was found
in all six subjects in all conditions. There also were some
increases between TP2A and TP2B, and the scores for TP2B
were larger than those of TP2A except in two cases~subject
2 IN, and subject 3 CL!. Here again, however, the difference
~about 4%! was smaller than the previous increments. Fi-
nally, average P~c! dropped from TP2B to TP3 by about 5%
~in all cases except S2 IN, and S3 IV! when talker blocking
was removed.@The average P~c!’s for TP3 were obtained
excluding the special training data.# Nonetheless, the average
P~c!’s at TP3 were always better than those at TP1B and they
were better than those on the last day of TP1B for each of the
six subjects in all positions. The average P~c!’s for the last
day of TP1 were 78.4% for IN, 73.7% for CL, and 78.6% for
IV.

C. Individual data analysis

In the following sections, individual data obtained in
tests B1, B2, M1, M2, and A will be presented in terms of

SDT-based measures of sensitivity and response bias. The
parameter for sensitivity is da, and the one for bias is ca, both
of which can incorporate unequal variance~i.e., non-unit
slope ROC! cases.~See Macmillan and Creelman, 1991 for
further details of da and ca.! Since the probability of correctly
identifying an /l/ token as ‘‘L’’ is taken to be the hit rate, a
positive ca means an /r/ bias, that is, the percentage of cor-
rectly identifying /r/ tokens@P~R!, henceforth# is higher than
the percentage of correctly identifying /l/ tokens@P~L!,
henceforth#.

Raw identification data with confidence ratings for each
individual subject were analyzed using the maximum likeli-
hood estimation technique~see Dorfman and Alf, 1969! by
running the computer program by Dorfman that appeared in
Swets and Pickett~1982, in Appendix D!. This program pro-
vides, among other things, sensitivity parameter da, standard
deviation of this parameter, and the corresponding chi-square
value representing the goodness of fit to the underlying SDT
model.

Based on the standard deviations of a given pair of da’s
~let these bes1 ands2!, one can test the significance of the
difference by dividing the da difference by the square root of
(s1

21s2
2). In Table IV, which presents sensitivity param-

eters for each subject for each test, a star~* ! attached to an
entry indicates that the difference between this entry and the
previous one is significant at 0.05 level.

The standard deviation of da was also used to test if a
given da is significantly below zero, and, when this is the
case, the corresponding entry in Table IV is underlined.~The
test statistic here is da/s.! This means that the subject has a
general category reversal problem, and that one must take
this category reversal into consideration in estimating the net
sensitivity increase.

When a given data set does not fit the underlying model
~i.e., its chi-square value exceeds 0.05 level critical value!,
some caution is necessary. Even in this case, however, one
can go back to the original percent correct data for each

TABLE III. Mean P~c! across six subjects~except subjects 5 and 6! for three positions as a function of tests and
training phases.

B1 B2 TP1A TP1B M1 M2 TP2A TP2B TP3a A

IN 51.9 54.5 63.3 74.6 75.3 77.7 85.7 89.1 84.9 80.7
CL 54.2 51.8 62.2 72.1 73.6 74.3 82.0 85.2 77.8 78.1
IV 64.9 76.6 85.6 88.6 84.6 ¯

aThe entries for TP3 do not include special training sessions.

TABLE IV. Sensitivity changes in da as a function of tests for each subject. A star~* ! indicates the difference
between the entry and the previous one is significant at 0.05 level.

IN CL

B1 B2 M1 M2 A B1 B2 M1 M2 A

S1 20.18 0.09 1.25* 1.53 1.92* 0.10 20.06 0.85* 0.66 1.37*
S2 0.36 0.61 1.47* 1.81 1.85 20.08 20.03 0.69* 1.03* 0.97
S3 0.73 1.37* 2.77* 3.21 3.04 1.38 1.05 2.83* 3.15 3.25
S4 0.47 0.41 0.68 0.95 1.18 0.63 0.63 1.46* 1.51 1.73
S6 1.26 1.66* 2.68* 2.52 0.89 1.11 2.58* 2.74
S7 À0.69 À0.51 0.82 1.11 1.10 À0.25 À0.25 0.84* 0.81 0.93
S8 20.18 À0.42 0.97* 0.98 1.21 20.02 À0.42* 1.03* 0.97 1.09
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category~i.e., /r/ and /l/!, and use the normal approximation
technique of binomial distributions. Suppose that identifica-
tion rate for /r/ increased from 50% to 70% from B2 to M1.
Since each rate is estimated based on 200 observations, one
can approximate each binomial distribution by a normal dis-
tribution that has a variance of 200* 0.5* (120.5)550 and
200* 0.7* (120.7)542, respectively. Since the test statistic
(200* 0.72200* 0.5)/SQRT(50142)54.17 exceeds 1.96,
one can conclude that the difference is significant at 0.05
level.

For all the significant differences that involved da values
whose chi-square statistics exceeded the 0.05 critical value,
this normal approximation test was applied. In all the cases
except one~subject 1, IN at A!, one of the following two
conditions was met:~a! either P~R! or P~L! was significantly
different, while the other was not, or~b! both P~R! and P~L!
were significantly different. Even in the only exceptional
case for subject 1, the fit to the model was not so poor
@x2(1) was 7.59* for M2, 1.67 for A#, and P~L! greatly
increased from 52.5% to 74.0% whereas P~R! dropped only a
little ~97.0% to 91.0%!, although this difference was signifi-
cant.

D. Sensitivity changes

Table IV summarizes sensitivity parameters for each test
for each subject. Subjects 7 and 8 had a general category
reversal problem before training~B1 and B2!, as is indicated
by their negative sensitivity values that were significantly
below zero. In order to concentrate on the net sensitivity
increase, evaluation of sensitivity changes between tests B2
and M1 for these subjects was performed by reversing the
signs of da values at B2. For example, instead of using
@0.822(20.51)51.33# as a numerator in the significance
test for subject 7’s IN~this would have certainly led to a
significant result!, @0.8220.5150.31# was used, which led
to a nonsignificant result presented in the table.

Of all the 28 cases where incidental learning was at
issue~7 subjects32 positions at B and M!, there were three
clear cases of increase in sensitivity without training between
tests B1 and B2. Subject 3 showed a significant increase of
0.64 for IN, subject 6 showed 0.4 increase for IN and subject
8 showed the same amount of increase for CL.~Subject 8,
due to her category reversal problem, decreased her negative
sensitivity by 0.4.! There was one such case between M1 and
M2, where subject 2 showed an increment of 0.34 for CL.

Thus, some Japanese listeners seem to be capable of
increasing their sensitivity to a large set of English /r/ and /l/
tokens without training~but maybe not to English /r/ and /l/
in general, since no subject showed incidental increases for
both IN and CL at the same time!, simply by listening to
these tokens repeatedly. For this reason, the overall increase
in sensitivity found in this study cannot be attributed solely
to the training sessions that utilized different sets of stimuli
with feedback.

However, the impact of such incidental learning was
much smaller in size compared to the massive improvement
found between tests B2 and M1. The differences between B2
and M1 were all significant except in two cases~subject 4,

IN, and subject 7, CL!, and the average sensitivity increase
between B2 and M1 across all subjects for both IN and CL
was 0.89.

Compared to this massive increase after TP1, only one
subject~subject 1 for both IN and CL! showed significant
sensitivity increase after TP2 and TP3~i.e., between tests M2
and A!. This was the case in spite of the fact that for each
subject for every position, the average P~c! during TP3~ex-
cept the special training! was always better than the P~c! on
the final day of TP1B as was mentioned above.

The table also shows tremendous individual differences
in terms of both initial and final sensitivities and the total
amount of increase in da. Subject 1, for example, had almost
no sensitivity before training~B1 and B2! for both IN and
CL, whereas others had moderate sensitivity~S3 and S6!.
Subject 5’s sensitivity was so high that it did not fit the SDT
model at all. Thus, the eight subjects recruited, although
small in number, represented almost the entire range of ini-
tial sensitivity. Final sensitivities achieved by these subjects
also varied widely. Subject 3 exceeded 3.0 for both IN and
CL, and subject 6 exceeded 2.5 at M2 for both IN and CL.
This result is not surprising since these two subjects had the
highest initial sensitivities.

However, the initial performance alone does not seem to
predict the final performance. Subject 7, whose sensitivity
for IN was 0.69, scored only 1.10 in the final test, the incre-
ment of 0.41 being the smallest among all the subjects. On
the other hand, subject 1, whose sensitivity for IN was near
zero before training, attained much higher sensitivity of 1.92.

Since two different combinations of training and base-
line tokens and two different computers were used, some of
the individual differences mentioned above could be attrib-
uted to these differences. But even when we restrict the com-
parison to those subjects who used the same combination of
baseline and training tokens and hardware, differences still
remain. Comparisons of subjects 3 and 7, and subjects 2 and
6, represent such cases. Subject 3 and subject 7’s initial sen-
sitivities to IN tokens were almost the same~0.73 and 0.69,
respectively!, whereas those to CL tokens were totally differ-
ent ~1.38 and 0.25, respectively!. More marked were their
final sensitivity differences. Subject 3 reached above 3.0 for
both IN and CL, whereas subject 7’s sensitivities remained
around 1.0. Subject 6, who only underwent TP1, reached
much higher sensitivities for both IN and CL than subject 2.

E. Response bias changes

Table V represents the response bias parameter ca for
each subject for each test. Here again, marked individual
differences were found. Subjects 1 and 2 started out with
almost no bias before training, but subject 1 suddenly devel-
oped a strong /r/ bias at M2, whereas subject 2 developed an
opposite /l/ bias at M1. Subject 3 had a slight /l/ bias for his
CL tokens initially, and the bias changed its direction at M2
~from 20.26 at M1 to 0.65 at M2!. No such change was
found for his IN tokens. All of this indicates that response
bias can change drastically without training, and that biases
for IN and CL tokens can be independent.

Subject 4 initially had a strong /r/ bias for both IN and
CL, and the same /r/ bias remained even after training al-
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though its magnitude was reduced. The response biases of
subjects 7 and 8 stayed around 0 with little fluctuation.

It is intriguing that only subject 4 showed a sizable im-
provement in terms of response bias, and that subjects 1 and
2 even developed strong response biases as training pro-
ceeded, since one would naturally expect that training should
lead to more optimal~i.e., more neutral! response criterion
location.

F. Effect of talker blocking

Table VI illustrates how overall P~c! and talker depen-
dent response bias changed as a function of training for all
subjects except subjects 5 and 6. Subject 5 had extremely
high identification rates and had little room for response bias,
and subject 6 discontinued the experiment after TP1.

The amount of talker dependent response bias is repre-
sented by the average absolute value of P~L!2P~R!. Sup-
pose, for a certain listener, P~L! and P~R! are 50% and 80%
for tokens produced by talker X, and 80% and 50% for to-
kens by talker Y. The average P~L!2P~R! becomes 0%,
whereas the averageuP~L!2P~R!u is 30%, the latter statistic
truly reflecting the total amount of talker dependent response
bias.

As the overall P~c! increased from TP1A to TP1B, the
averageuP~L!2P~R!u also increased from 19.1% to 23.7%.
The introduction of talker blocking at TP2 further increased
the overall P~c! and decreased the talker dependent response
bias from the previous 23.7%~TP1B! to 10.1% ~TP2A!.
When talker blocking was discontinued at TP3, however, the
overall P~c! decreased slightly from 87.6%~TP2B! to 82.4%
~TP3!, and the talker dependent response bias increased from
8.0% ~TP2B! to 17.1%~TP3!.

All of the above-mentioned changes in P~c! and uP~L!
2P~R!u between different phases of training were observed
for almost all subjects and conditions. Even when this was
not the case, the deviation was limited to either 1 or 2 cases
out of the total 18 comparisons (6 listeners33 positions!.
For example, the decrease in P~c! from TP2B to TP3, which

was the smallest, was observed in all cases except 2~subject
2, IN and subject 3, IV!, and even these subjects showed
decreases in the other positions.

The data clearly indicate that Japanese listeners with
moderate sensitivities to the /r/-/ l/ contrast find it difficult to
adjust their response criterion optimally for each talker if
tokens from multiple talkers are presented randomly. Given
somewhat smalleruP~L!2P~R!u during TP3 ~17.1%! than
during TP1B ~23.7%!, the training during TP2 with talker
blocking seems to have had some impact. Nonetheless, the
subjects failed to adjust their response criterion optimally for
each talker’s tokens during TP3 at the same level as they did
during TP2.

G. Talker specific category reversal

Tables VII and VIII summarize each subject’s average
P~c!’s for the five tokens that he/she most frequently misi-
dentified during tests M1, M2, and A~these entries are un-
derlined!, and other subjects’ P~c!’s for these tokens. In com-
puting P~c!’s, the confidence levels were ignored. The
subjects are grouped together in terms of the stimulus set
they used for these tests.~Subjects 1, 2, and 5 used tokens
from Group 1 talkers, and the remaining subjects used those
from Group 2 talkers.! Since Subject 5 made no response
errors for IN, her IN rows are left empty. She also misiden-
tified only four /l/ tokens for CL. Thus all the row entries for
S5L are taken from 24 trials (4 tokens36 repetitions!,
whereas all the remaining entries are summarized over 30.

Assuming that the identification rate for each of these
frequently misidentified tokens is at pure chance~i.e., 0.5!,
the normal approximation technique for binomial distribu-

TABLE V. Response bias changes in ca as a function of tests for each subject.

IN CL

B1 B2 M1 M2 A B1 B2 M1 M2 A

S1 20.04 20.06 0.15 0.88 0.35 0.00 0.01 0.18 0.72 0.46
S2 20.01 0.08 20.26 20.22 20.11 20.01 0.10 20.28 20.33 20.28
S3 20.07 20.02 0.10 0.08 0.04 20.10 20.22 20.26 0.65 0.16
S4 0.60 0.53 0.17 0.28 0.25 0.63 0.70 0.13 0.25 0.19
S6 0.11 0.10 0.05 0.25 0.06 0.11 0.04 20.02
S7 20.12 20.07 0.09 0.07 0.09 20.02 20.01 0.07 0.10 0.11
S8 0.03 20.18 20.15 20.05 0.02 20.07 20.28 20.05 20.11 20.05

TABLE VI. Mean P~c! anduP~L!2P~R!u as a function of training phases for
6 subjects~except subjects 5 and 6!.

TP1A TP1B TP2A TP2B TP3

P(c) 63.5 74.4 84.5 87.6 82.4
uP(L)2P(R)u 19.1 23.7 10.1 8.0 17.1

TABLE VII. P~c!’s for each subject’s 5 most poorly identified tokens during
tests M1, M2, and A~underlined! and other subjects’ P~c!’s for these tokens
for subjects 1, 2, and 5. The entries in the first row marked as ‘‘S1L,’’ for
example, represent the P~c!’s for subject 1’s five most poorly identified L
tokens from subjects 1, 2, and 5~columns! for IN and CL. The starred
entries are significantly below 50%.

IN CL

S1 S2 S5 S1 S2 S5

S1L 0.0* 90.0 100.0 0.0* 60.0 96.7
S1R 36.7 40.0 100.0 13.3* 40.0 83.3
S2L 53.3 33.3 100.0 40.0 16.7* 100.0
S2R 50.0 23.3* 100.0 63.3 0.0* 80.0
S5L 62.5 91.7 62.5
S5R 56.7 26.7* 60.0
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tions reveals that any P~c! value 30% or below is signifi-
cantly worse than chance at 0.05 level. For subject 5’s entries
that are taken from 24 observations, the same critical value is
29.2%~7/24 or below!.

Notice that the majority of the underlined entries@i.e.,
each subject’s P~c! for his/her most poorly identified tokens#
are below 50%, except subject 3’s /r/ and subject 5’s /r/ and
/l/ tokens for CL. In 18 cases out of 26, the underlined en-
tries are significantly below chance. Viewed from the stand-
point of SDT, these poorly identified tokens are located near
the edge of each sensory distribution~one from /r/ and one
from /l/ tokens! that is closer to the mean of the other distri-
bution. That is why category reversal occurs for these tokens
alone. When a given observer has a relatively high sensitiv-
ity, the two underlying distributions are further apart from
each other and hence the number of TSCR cases will be
considerably reduced. That is why the data from subjects 3
and 5 looked different with respect to TSCR.

The data also reveal that tokens that undergo TSCR are
mostly different from subject to subject. There were certainly
cases where a single token appeared in different sets of
poorly identified tokens from multiple subjects. Of all the
129 poorly identified tokens~20 tokens from each subject
except subject 5, who contributed only nine!, 14 tokens were
common to two subjects, and 2 tokens to three subjects. If
we assume that the small number of these overlapping tokens
is simply due to chance variability and that tokens located
near the overlapping area of the two underlying sensory dis-
tributions are the same across all subjects, then we should

expect similar P~c! values across all the row entries as well
as column entries. But this was not the case. When the worst
items for a particular subject were identified significantly
below chance, other subjects’ P~c!’s for these items were
mostly not significantly below 50%. For the column entries
for subjects 3 and 5, almost all the entries except the under-
lined ones were above 80%.

This indicates that tokens that lead to the highest prob-
ability of misidentification depend on observers. Even sub-
jects 3 and 5, who had the highest overall sensitivity, were
sometimes outperformed by other subjects on the identifica-
tion of their poorly identified tokens. Subject 2 had a higher
P~c! ~91.7%! than subject 5 for subject 5’s poorly identified
/l/ tokens for CL. Subject 3’s underlined entries are the low-
est across each row except in one case~subject 8, row S3R!.

To further verify that the poorly identified tokens for
each subject do lead to TSCR, they were presented to each
subject, five times each, together with five /l/ and five /r/
tokens that they identified with 100% accuracy during tests
M1, M2, and A. These highly identifiable stimuli were in-
cluded to reproduce the same stimulus range as before. The
same four response buttons were provided as in tests M1,
M2, and A. Since subject 5 had only four /l/ tokens, one of
them, which showed perfect category reversal~i.e., 0%!, was
presented 20 times, and the remaining tokens were presented
10 times.

Table IX presents the results of this final test of TSCR.
The entries in parentheses are average P~c!’s during tests M1,
M2, and A. Subject 5’s data will be described separately

TABLE VIII. P ~c!’s for each subject’s five most poorly identified tokens during tests M1, M2, and A~under-
lined! and other subjects’ P~c!’s for these tokens for subjects 3, 4, 7, and 8. The entries in the first row marked
as ‘‘S3L,’’ for example, represent the P~c!’s for subject 3’s five most poorly identified L tokens from subjects 3,
4, 7, and 8~columns! for IN and CL. The starred entries are significantly below 50%.

IN CL

S3 S4 S7 S8 S3 S4 S7 S8

S3L 40.0 53.3 90.0 96.7 30.0* 60.0 60.0 43.3
S3R 40.0 60.0 53.3 26.7 66.7 76.7 76.7 73.3
S4L 93.3 0.0* 60.0 56.7 80.0 3.3* 60.0 50.0
S4R 90.0 16.6* 43.3 56.7 93.3 36.7 43.3 56.7
S7L 100.0 43.3 0.0* 33.3 83.3 60.0 0.0* 46.7
S7R 86.7 46.7 0.0* 20.0* 93.3 66.7 0.0* 40.0
S8L 96.7 60.0 6.7* 0.0* 76.7 23.3* 30.0* 0.0*
S8R 100.0 70.0 53.3 0.0* 93.3 70.0 30.0* 0.0*

TABLE IX. P~c! data for each subject’s five most poorly identified tokens~reversal tokens! and five most
accurately identified tokens~nonreversal tokens! in the final test of TSCR. The values in parentheses are P~c!’s
from the previous tests M1, M2, and A. The starred entries are significantly below 50%.

IN CL

Reversal Nonreversal Reversal Nonreversal

L R L R L R L R

S1 8.0* ~0.0! 28.0* (36.7) 100.0 100.0 0.0* (0.0) 32.0 ~13.3! 100.0 100.0
S2 72.3 ~33.3! 56.0 ~23.3! 92.0 76.0 40.0~16.7! 8.0* (0.0) 100.0 92.0
S3 68.0 ~40.0! 88.0 ~40.0! 96.0 96.0 32.0~30.0! 96.0 ~66.7! 92.0 100.0
S4 24.0* (0.0) 52.0 ~16.0! 92.0 96.0 16.0* (3.3) 52.0 ~36.7! 92.0 100.0
S7 20.0* (0.0) 16.0* (0.0) 100.0 96.0 3.0* (0.0) 1.0* (0.0) 92.0 92.0
S8 36.0 ~0.0! 32.0 ~0.0! 96.0 96.0 24.0* (0.0) 8.0* (0.0) 84.0 96.0
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below. Since each entry is computed based on 25 trials, any
value 28% ~7/25! or below is significantly worse than
chance.

Obviously, with several exceptions~subject 2, IN, L and
R; subject 3, IN, L and R, CL, R; subject 4, R for both IN
and CL!, the tokens whose P~c!’s were below 50% led to
P~c!’s lower than 50% in this new test, indicating that the
results obtained during tests M1, M2, and A were not simply
by random statistical fluctuation. High P~c!’s for the nonre-
versal tokens show that category reversal is indeed specific
to particular sets of tokens.

Subject 3, whose sensitivity was high, had only one case
of category reversal, i.e., for his /l/ tokens in CL. His P~c!
~32%! was not significantly below 50% in this test, but when
we take into consideration the result from the previous tests
~30%!, we have enough evidence to conclude that his P~c!
for this particular set of tokens is below 50%.

Subject 5 correctly identified all of her nonreversal to-
kens with 100% accuracy. She also identified her /r/ tokens
she had previously misidentified almost perfectly~1 error out
of 50 trials!. But the one /l/ token that had led to perfect
category reversal remained so even here. In all of the 20
trials, her response was constantly /r/. Since she pushed the
‘‘R1’’ button 18 times, she was relatively less confident
about her decision, but nonetheless her judgement was con-
sistently /r/.

Interestingly, this particular token caused no problem for
subjects 1 and 2, who correctly identified this token six and
five times, respectively, in the six trials during tests M1, M2,
and A. So for this particular token alone, subjects 1 and 2,
whose overall sensitivity to /r/-/l/ contrast is much lower, can
outperform subject 5.

For each subject, then, there existed at least one set of
tokens ~in case of subject 5, one token! that led to token
specific category reversal. Since the tokens used here had
been edited in such a way that their lexical identity was
masked, response bias due to lexical familiarity cannot ex-
plain the TSCR phenomenon observed here. Just in case, one
of the native speakers of English who tested the edited to-
kens was asked to identify all of the poorly identified tokens
again, this time matching the hardware used by the learner
who misidentified the tokens. Each stimulus was presented
twice, and no error was made. Thus the tokens were all ap-
propriate exemplars of /r/ or /l/ . The TSCR phenomenon
seems, then, to depend on the position of each token in the
range of sensory impressions which varied for individual
Japanese listeners as they attempted to respond to various
tokens of /r/ and /l/ .

IV. DISCUSSION

Although identification training increased each subject’s
sensitivity to /r/ and /l/ tokens that were not used during
training, the final sensitivities attained by each subject varied
widely, ranging from somewhat mediocre 70%~da50.93;
subject 7 for CL! to perfect discrimination~100%, subject 5,
IN!. Even after intensive training, however, there remained,
for each subject, some tokens that were misidentified at a
rate significantly worse than chance. This token specific cat-
egory reversal indicates that the perceptual difficulty experi-

enced by Japanese listeners is due to an inherent limitation of
the scaling or classification scheme developed after training,
for it fails to assign a proper category to some tokens con-
sistently.

This scaling scheme is likely to be mediated, at least
partially, by the goodness of fit to Japanese /T/. Takagi~1995!
found that English /l/ tokens are judged to be closer to Japa-
nese /T/ than English /r/ tokens by Japanese listeners, and that
the goodness of fit rating difference between pairs of /r/ and
/l/ tokens is highly correlated with the discriminability of
these pairs. When the subjects were asked to describe the
difference between /r/ and /l/ verbally after the entire experi-
ment, four subjects indeed mentioned that English /l/
sounded closer to Japanese /T/, although one insisted that
English /r/ was closer to /T/. Either way, it seems that Japa-
nese listeners identify /r/ and /l/ by using Japanese /T/ as a
reference point, or a perceptual anchor.

The subjects also described the target consonants using
adjectives. Frequently used words for /l/ were ‘‘karui’’~light,
not heavy!, ‘‘akarui’’ ~light, not dark!, and ‘‘hakkiri-shita’’
~clear!, and /r/ was often described using opposite words:
‘‘omotai’’ ~heavy!, ‘‘kurai’’ ~dark!, and ‘‘aimaina’’ ~unclear!.
Also used for /l/ was ‘‘hajiku-yona oto’’~a flap like sound!.
The word ‘‘makijita’’ ~a retroflex! was also used for /r/. No
matter what kind of scaling scheme Japanese listeners may
develop internally, however, it seems to be bound by Japa-
nese phonology.

Not only intensive laboratory training but also prolonged
naturalistic exposure to spoken English does not seem to lead
to nativelike perceptual mastery of /r/ and /l/. Takagi and
Mann ~1995! tested 12 native speakers of Japanese who had
come to the U.S. after puberty and had spent more than 12
years using English on a daily basis, and found that none of
them were able to identify /r/ and /l/ at the same level of
accuracy as native speakers of English~all below 85% for
CL tokens!.

There certainly exists a logical possibility that some
adult Japanese speakers may attain nativelike perceptual
mastery of /r/ and /l/, but the present author remains pessi-
mistic about such a prospect because all 7 subjects who were
tested for TSCR, including the one with exceptional sensi-
tivity, had TSCR problems.

Random presentation of tokens from multiple talkers
was found to increase talker dependent response biases and
decrease the overall percentage of correct identification. The
fact that the optimal response criterion location depends on
talker may explain the finding that training with tokens pro-
duced by multiple talkers leads to better transfer to nontrain-
ing stimuli produced by a different talker~Logan et al.,
1991!. During training in which subjects identify various to-
kens from multiple talkers with talker blocking, they learn to
adjust their response criterion for the entire range of tokens
produced by each talker. This optimal criterion shifting can-
not be mastered if tokens from only one talker are used for
training.

This unstable nature of Japanese listeners’ response cri-
terion suggests the lack of clear ‘‘percepts’’ comparable to
L1 phonetic categories. When native speakers of Japanese
are presented with English /r/ and /l/ tokens~except in word
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final postvocalic position!, what they hear is, in most cases,
Japanese /T/ ~Takagi, 1993!. They classify these tokens as /r/
or /l/ based on the within-category auditory impression that
forms a continuum with no clear demarcation.

The reason we found strong token-observer interaction
in this study may be related to the fact that most English /r/
and /l/ tokens go through this single assimilation process.
The perceptual system of Japanese listeners is designed to
categorize both /r/ and /l/ as Japanese /T/, and it has nothing
to do with further classifying them into two categories. It
remains to be seen whether other single assimilation cases
also lead to unpredictable token–observer interaction.

The fact that the tokens that led to TSCR depended on
individual listeners suggests that every Japanese listener has
his or her own unique way of perceiving /r/ and /l/, or com-
puting sensory random variablesR andL based on the mul-
tidimensional acoustic information contained in the tokens.
Such individual differences may be a function of the number
of such acoustic dimensions involved and different weight-
ing schemes among them. Possible acoustic properties may
include formant frequencies for the liquids, the duration of
their steady formant states, burst characteristics for cluster
tokens, etc. By carefully analyzing the tokens that led to
TSCR and those that did not on an individual basis, one
might be able to identify acoustic characteristics that caused
TSCR for each subject.

The token–observer interaction also points to the impor-
tance of conducting a small-N study with tokens produced by
multiple talkers in which each subject’s performance with
respect to each token is estimated accurately. Many studies in
the field of L2 speech perception use what one might call a
moderate-N ANOVA approach, where tokens produced by a
few talkers are presented several times to a moderate number
of subjects, and an ANOVA determines possible main ef-
fect~s! and their interactions. Although this approach has an
advantage of finding central tendencies with reasonable re-
sources, it has certain limitations.

When token–observer interaction exists, results obtained
by this approach have limited generalizability, since one
might find different results with new sets of tokens and/or
subjects. Therefore, interpretation of significant main effects
and interactions~or lack of them! must be done with caution,
since the same effect or interaction may not be found in
every member of a certain L1 population, or with every to-
ken of a certain L2 sound. We can guard against such over-
generalizations by conducting small-N studies with accurate
estimation of each subject’s performance on each token. The
present author believes that complementary use of the
small-N and conventional moderate-N ANOVA approaches
in future experimentation will increase our knowledge of L2
speech perception in general.
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Benefit of modulated maskers for speech recognition by younger
and older adults with normal hearing
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To assess age-related differences in benefit from masker modulation, younger and older adults with
normal hearing but not identical audiograms listened to nonsense syllables in each of two maskers:
~1! a steady-state noise shaped to match the long-term spectrum of the speech, and~2! this same
noise modulated by a 10-Hz square wave, resulting in an interrupted noise. An additional low-level
broadband noise was always present which was shaped to produce equivalent masked thresholds for
all subjects. This minimized differences in speech audibility due to differences in quiet thresholds
among subjects. An additional goal was to determine if age-related differences in benefit from
modulation could be explained by differences in thresholds measured in simultaneous and forward
maskers. Accordingly, thresholds for 350-ms pure tones were measured in quiet and in each masker;
thresholds for 20-ms signals in forward and simultaneous masking were also measured at selected
signal frequencies. To determine if benefit from modulated maskers varied with masker spectrum
and to provide a comparison with previous studies, a subgroup of younger subjects also listened in
steady-state and interrupted noise that was not spectrally shaped. Articulation index~AI ! values
were computed and speech-recognition scores were predicted for steady-state and interrupted noise;
predicted benefit from modulation was also determined. Masked thresholds of older subjects were
slightly higher than those of younger subjects; larger age-related threshold differences were
observed for short-duration than for long-duration signals. In steady-state noise, speech recognition
for older subjects was poorer than for younger subjects, which was partially attributable to older
subjects’ slightly higher thresholds in these maskers. In interrupted noise, although predicted benefit
was larger for older than younger subjects, scores improved more for younger than for older
subjects, particularly at the higher noise level. This may be related to age-related increases in
thresholds in steady-state noise and in forward masking, especially at higher frequencies. Benefit of
interrupted maskers was larger for unshaped than for speech-shaped noise, consistent with AI
predictions. ©2002 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1480421#

PACS numbers: 43.71.Lz, 43.66.Dc, 43.66.Sr, 43.66.Mk@CWT#

I. INTRODUCTION

Speech recognition by younger subjects with normal
hearing improves substantially in modulated maskers relative
to steady-state maskers, whereas performance of older sub-
jects, especially those with hearing loss, improves less or not
at all ~Festen and Plomp, 1990; Takahashi and Bacon, 1992;
Eisenberget al., 1995; Stuart and Phillips, 1996; Bacon
et al., 1998!. That is, in time-varying maskers, older subjects
benefit less from momentary improvements in signal-to-
noise ratio~i.e., speech audibility! due to envelope fluctua-
tions. These findings are noteworthy for several reasons.
First, maskers with time-varying characteristics are tempo-
rally similar to maskers in the environment, i.e., single or
multiple voices. Second, individuals with only mild hearing
loss appear to benefit less from modulated maskers~Taka-
hashi and Bacon, 1992; Dubno and Ahlstrom, 1997!. Third,
differences in performance between listeners with normal
and impaired hearing decrease with the addition of multiple
voices or a steady-state background, which has the effect of
reducing the masker’s envelope fluctuations~Bronkhorst and
Plomp, 1992; Dubno and Ahlstrom, 1997!.

Two explanations of these findings have been proposed.
First, if thresholds are elevated, signal sensation levels are
lower, which limits the improvement in signal-to-noise ratio
that may be realized when the noise level momentarily de-
creases. This may also limit the increase in benefit expected
with increasing overall noise level. Second, certain charac-
teristics of temporal masking may render time-varying
speech or noise a more effective masker. For example, the
extent to which fluctuating improvements in signal-to-noise
ratio benefit listeners may be related to recovery from for-
ward masking~Feston and Plomp, 1990; Bronkhorst and
Plomp, 1992; Festen, 1993; Gustafsson and Arlinger, 1994!.
Benefit from masker fluctuations may be reduced for sub-
jects with elevated absolute thresholds, given that the decay
of forward masking for pure tones is more gradual at lower
sensation levels~e.g., Jesteadtet al., 1982; Nelson and Frey-
man, 1987!. For all subjects, benefit due to masker fluctua-
tions should increase with increasing masker level, given that
recovery is faster at higher masker levels~e.g., Jesteadt
et al., 1982!. In addition to the effects of threshold differ-
ences among subjects, fluctuating noise may be a more ef-
fective masker for subjects with age-related changes in for-
ward masking. Although it is possible that most of the deficita!Electronic mail: dubnojr@musc.edu
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for listeners with hearing loss is due simply to limited audi-
bility, differences in performance in modulated maskers be-
tween younger and older subjects and between subjects with
normal and impaired hearing have not been adequately ex-
plained~Eisenberget al., 1995; Baconet al., 1998!.

The purpose of this experiment was to assess age-related
differences in benefit from masker modulation while mini-
mizing differences in signal audibility among subjects. An
additional goal was to determine if age-related differences in
speech recognition in steady-state and modulated noise could
be explained by differences in thresholds measured in simul-
taneous and forward maskers. A secondary goal was to de-
termine if benefit from modulated maskers varied with
masker spectrum; this also permitted comparisons of benefit
to previous studies. Here, thresholds and speech recognition
of younger and older subjects with normal hearing were
measured in a speech-shaped steady-state noise and in the
same noise modulated by a 10-Hz square wave. The 10-Hz
modulation rate was shown in previous studies to improve
speech recognition relative to scores in steady-state noise
~e.g., Miller and Licklider, 1950; Takahashi and Bacon,
1992; Baconet al., 1998! and was similar to the 12-Hz pho-
neme production rate occurring during speech~Plomp,
1983!. Forward- and simultaneous-masked thresholds were
also measured at several signal frequencies in two masker
levels. An additional low-level noise was always present to
minimize differences in speech audibility due to differences
in quiet thresholds among subjects. Thresholds and speech
recognition in steady-state and interrupted noise were also
measured for younger subjects in a noise that was not spec-
trally shaped.

II. METHODS

A. Subjects

There were two subject groups:~1! eight younger sub-
jects ~mean age: 24.1 years; range: 20–27!; and ~2! eight
older subjects~mean age: 67.3 years; range: 60–74!. All sub-
jects had ‘‘normal hearing’’ defined as thresholds<20 dB
HL ~ANSI, 1996! at octave frequencies from 0.25 to 4.0
kHz. Immitance measures were within normal limits. Sub-
jects did not have experience with the psychophysical tasks
used in this study and thus received approximately 2 h of
practice with the various tasks. Data collection was com-
pleted in five to six 2-h sessions. Subjects were paid an
hourly rate for their participation.

Mean thresholds~in dB SPL! for the two subject groups
are shown in Fig. 1. Thresholds for frequencies in the audio-
metric range are in the left panel~see below for signals and
procedures!; thresholds for extended high frequencies are in
the right panel~measured using a Demlar audiometer and
Koss earphones!. From 0.8 to 6.3 Hz, thresholds for the older
subjects were higher than thresholds for the younger sub-
jects, although all subjects met the criterion for ‘‘normal
hearing.’’ Over this frequency range, thresholds averaged 10
dB higher for older than younger subjects. Although these
older subjects would be considered to have ‘‘normal hear-
ing,’’ they have substantial hearing loss in the extended high
frequencies.

B. Apparatus and stimuli

1. Tonal signals

Tonal signals were digitally generated~TDT DA3-4!
pure tones sampled at 50 kHz and low-pass filtered at 12 kHz
~TDT FT6!. Signals were either 350 ms, including 10-ms
raised-cosine rise/fall ramps, or 20 ms, including 5-ms
raised-cosine rise/fall ramps. Thresholds for the 350-ms sig-
nals were measured at 16 one-third-octave frequencies rang-
ing from 0.2 to 6.3 kHz in quiet and in various noise
maskers. Thresholds for the 20-ms signals were measured at
0.5, 1.0, 2.0, and 4.0 kHz in simultaneous and forward mask-
ing. Signal level was varied adaptively.

2. Noises

For simultaneous and forward masking~20-ms signals!,
the masker was a digitally generated~TDT DA3-4! broad-
band noise, 200 ms in duration with 5-ms rise/fall times. For
forward masking, the duration between the masker and the
signal was 0 ms~at the 0-voltage points!. For simultaneous
masking, the signal onset was 10 ms following the onset of
the masker.

For simultaneous masking~350-ms signals! and for
speech recognition, the masker was a steady-state broadband
noise, digitally generated at a sampling rate of 28 kHz, and
then spectrally shaped in one-third-octave intervals to match
the long-term spectrum of the speech. For interrupted noise,
this speech-shaped noise was modulated by a 10-Hz square
wave at a modulation depth of 100%~Cool Edit Pro™ Ver-
sion 1.2, Syntrillium Software Corp., Scottsdale, AZ!. The
noise was generated such that during the period when the
interrupted noise was ‘‘on,’’ it was identical to the steady-
state noise. Accordingly, the overall level of the interrupted
noise was approximately 3–4 dB lower then the steady-state
noise; no adjustments in level were made to compensate for
this difference. Syllable durations ranged from 480 to 851 ms
~for consonant-vowel syllables! and from 453 to 950 ms~for
vowel-consonant syllables!; of course, consonant durations

FIG. 1. Mean thresholds for 350-ms pure tones measured in quiet for
younger subjects~filled! and older subjects~open!. Error bars indicate61
standard error of the mean~SE!. Thresholds for frequencies in the audio-
metric range are in the left panel and thresholds for extended high frequen-
cies are in the right panel. In the right panel, if subjects did not respond at
the maximum intensity presented~110 dB SPL!, thresholds were assigned a
value of 115 dB SPL and the mean values are designated with an arrow~↑!.
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were shorter. Given the 50-ms ‘‘off’’ period of the inter-
rupted noise, many silent periods occurred during each syl-
lable presentation. The timing of each syllable presentation
was random and independent of the noise, so that the loca-
tion of the consonant portion of the syllable with respect to
the ‘‘on’’ or ‘‘off’’ periods of the noise was also random.
Noises were output through a 16-bit digital-to-analog con-
verter ~TDT DA3–4!, low-pass filtered at 12 kHz~TDT
FT6!, and recorded onto digital audio tape~DAT! for play-
back.

Recall that quiet thresholds for older subjects were
slightly higher than those of younger subjects~see Fig. 1!; in
addition, there were small differences in thresholds among
subjects within each group. Accordingly, differences in
speech audibility could arise during the ‘‘off’’ periods of the
interrupted noise. To minimize these differences, a ‘‘thresh-
old matching noise’’~TMN! was present during threshold
and speech-recognition measurements. This low-level broad-
band noise was generated and its spectrum adjusted at one-
third-octave intervals~Cool Edit Pro™ Version 1.2! to pro-
duce equivalent masked thresholds for all subjects. Band
levels of the TMN were set to shift thresholds to 20–25 dB
HL from 0.2 to 3.15 kHz, 30 dB HL through 5.0 kHz, and 40
dB HL at 6.3 kHz ~thresholds which were slightly higher
than the highest thresholds of any subject!. TMN was output
through a 16-bit digital-to-analog converter~TDT DA3-4!,
low-pass filtered at 12 kHz~TDT FT6!, and recorded onto
digital audio tape~DAT! for playback. Spectral characteris-
tics of all noises were verified on an acoustic coupler and a
signal analyzer~Stanford Research SR780!.

3. Speech

Speech signals were 66 consonant-vowel and 63 vowel-
consonant syllables formed by combining 22 or 21 English
consonants with /Ä,i,u/ spoken by one male and one female
talker ~a total of 258 syllables!. The stimulus set was divided
into 12 subsets to provide for a more reasonable listening
interval. A more detailed description of the speech stimuli
can be found in Dubno and Schaefer~1992, 1995!. Each
syllable was presented two times in random order; thus, each
speech-recognition score was the average of 516 responses.
Digital speech waveforms~without a carrier phrase! were
output at a sampling rate of 32.89 kHz and low-pass filtered
at 12 kHz~TDT FT6!. The level of the speech was fixed at
82 dB SPL. Speech recognition was measured in the steady-
state and interrupted noises with noise presented at 77 or 85
dB SPL. Benefit was defined as the score in interrupted noise
minus the score in steady-state noise.

A subset of five younger subjects also listened to speech
in unshaped steady-state and interrupted noise. Speech rec-
ognition in both noises was measured with the speech and
noise each presented at 85 dB SPL. Articulation index~AI !
calculations predicted that this slightly higher speech level
would result in similar scores in the steady-state speech-
shaped and unshaped noise. Given that the benefit of inter-
rupted maskers was known to be dependent on the score in
the steady-state condition, it was important to equate scores
in that condition to make appropriate comparisons of benefit
in speech-shaped and unshaped maskers.

The amplitudes of all signals and maskers were con-
trolled individually using programmable and manual attenu-
ators~TDT PA4!. The signal was added to the masker~TDT
SM3!, low-pass filtered~TDF PF1! at 7.0 kHz, and delivered
through one of a pair of TDH-49 earphones mounted in a
supra-aural cushion.

C. Procedures

For each subject, thresholds were measured in the fol-
lowing order:~1! thresholds in quiet for 350-ms pure tones;
~2! masked thresholds for the 350-ms tones in the low-level
TMN; ~3! masked thresholds for 350-ms pure tones in the
speech-shaped steady-state and interrupted noises at 77 and
85 dB SPL; and~4! thresholds for the 20-ms signals in for-
ward and simultaneous masking. For a subset of five younger
subjects, masked thresholds were also measured in the un-
shaped steady-state and interrupted noises at 85 dB SPL.

Thresholds were obtained using a single-interval~yes–
no! maximum-likelihood psychophysical procedure, similar
to that described by Green~1993! and discussed in detail in
Leek et al. ~2000!. Each threshold was determined from 24
trials, four of which were catch trials. Listen and vote periods
were displayed on the screen of a computer monitor. Sub-
jects responded by clicking one of two mouse buttons corre-
sponding to the responses ‘‘yes, I heard the tone’’ and ‘‘no, I
did not hear the tone.’’

Following threshold measures, recognition of
consonant-vowel and vowel-consonant syllables was mea-
sured in the steady-state and interrupted noises. Subjects
were instructed to respond by clicking the mouse on the
appropriate alphabetic symbol displayed on the computer
monitor. All consonants contained in the subset were avail-
able alternatives; correct answer feedback was not provided.
Differences in scores due to age, noise level, and noise type
were assessed by repeated-measures ANOVA~effects were
significant withp,0.05).

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Masked thresholds

1. Thresholds in steady-state and interrupted noise
(350 ms)

Figure 2 shows thresholds for 350-ms tones for younger
and older subjects in steady-state and interrupted noises at 77
dB ~top! and 85 dB~bottom!. TMN was present while these
thresholds were measured; thresholds in TMN alone are also
shown in both panels~circles!. Note that masked thresholds
in the interrupted noise~plus TMN! were nearly equivalent
to those in the TMN alone. That is, the interrupted masker
provided very little masking of tonal signals. This was likely
due to the long duration of the signal~350 ms! in relation to
the duration of the ‘‘off’’ time of the interrupted noise~50
ms!. To obtain a single value with which to compare masked
thresholds between groups, weighted average thresholds in
steady-state noise, interrupted noise, and TMN were com-
puted using weights from the frequency importance function
for the speech stimuli used in this experiment~Dirks et al.,
1990a,b!. Averaged across masker level, weighted average
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thresholds were 1–2 dB higher for older than younger sub-
jects in the steady-state and interrupted noises, and TMN, but
differences were not statistically significant.

2. Thresholds in forward and simultaneous masking
(20 ms)

Figure 3 includes thresholds for 20-ms tones at 0.5, 1.0,
2.0, and 4.0 kHz for younger and older subjects measured in
forward and simultaneous masking, for the 77-dB masker
~top! and the 85-dB masker~bottom!. Averaged across fre-
quency, thresholds were significantly higher by 3–4 dB for
older than younger subjects in both forward and simulta-
neous masking. Thus, age-related differences in masked
thresholds were larger for shorter-duration signals~Fig. 3!
than for longer-duration signals~Fig. 2!. However, differ-
ences between thresholds in forward and simultaneous mask-
ing were similar for younger and older subjects. That is, the
size of the age-related threshold difference was similar in
forward and in simultaneous masking.

B. Speech recognition

1. Steady-state and interrupted noise

Figure 4 plots speech-recognition scores for younger and
older subjects in speech-shaped steady-state noise~top! and
speech-shaped interrupted noise~bottom! as a function of
noise level. In steady-state noise, scores declined with in-

creasing noise level, as expected, and declined similarly for
younger and older subjects. However, across level, scores
averaged 11.7% higher for younger than for older subjects.
This was an unexpected result given that~1! subjects had
essentially equal audibility and~2! most of the variance in
speech-recognition scores in steady-state noise has been at-
tributed to differences in audibility~e.g., van Rooij and
Plomp, 1992!. In the interrupted noise, scores declined with
increasing noise level, but declined less than in the steady-
state noise, as listeners benefitted from the momentary im-
provements in signal-to-noise ratio during the ‘‘off’’ periods.
However, scores declined significantly more for older than
younger subjects with increasing level of interrupted noise,
suggesting less benefit of interrupted maskers for older than
younger subjects~this will be addressed again in later sec-
tions!. Across level, scores in interrupted noise averaged
15.2% higher for younger than older subjects, an even larger
age-related difference than was observed in steady-state
noise.

2. Benefit of interrupted noise

Figure 5 contains the same data as Fig. 4 but shows
differences in scores for steady-state and interrupted noise
for younger and older subjects as a function of noise level.
Scores were higher in interrupted noise than in steady-state
noise for all subjects, especially at the higher noise level.
However, scores of older subjects improved significantly less

FIG. 2. Mean thresholds~61 SE! for 350-ms pure tones for younger sub-
jects ~filled! and older subjects~open! in steady-state noise~triangles! and
interrupted noise~inverted triangles!. Thresholds in the 77-dB noise are in
the top panel and thresholds in the 85-dB noise are in the bottom panel. Both
panels include the spectrum of the speech at 82 dB SPL~dotted lines! and
thresholds in the threshold-matching noise~circles!.

FIG. 3. Mean thresholds~61 SE! for 20-ms pure tones at 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, and
4.0 kHz for younger subjects~filled! and older subjects~open!, in forward
masking~circles! and in simultaneous masking~triangles!. Thresholds in the
77-dB masker are in the top panel and thresholds in the 85-dB masker are in
the bottom panel.
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in interrupted noise than those of younger subjects, consis-
tent with the conclusion from Fig. 4 that age-related differ-
ences in speech recognition were greater in interrupted noise
than in steady-state noise. That is, older subjects did not
benefit as much as younger subjects from the improvements
in signal-to-noise ratio that occurred when the interrupted
noise was ‘‘off.’’

The pattern of results shown in Fig. 5 suggested another
estimate of the benefit of interrupted noise. Note that for
younger subjects~top!, the mean score in the 77-dB steady-
state noise~70.0%! was nearly equivalent to the mean score
in the 85-dB interrupted noise~71.8%!. That is, with noise
modulation, younger listeners maintained the same score
achieved in steady-state noise despite an increase in noise
level of 8 dB. Similar results were seen for older subjects
~bottom!, but the benefit of interrupted noise was smaller.

Benefit of interrupted noise and effect of noise level are
seen in a different way in the left panel of Fig. 6 which plots
benefit, i.e., score in interrupted noise minus score in steady-
state noise, as a function of noise level for younger and older
subjects~the right panel of Fig. 6 will be discussed later!.
Benefit increased significantly as noise level increased, sug-
gesting that in higher noise levels, larger improvements in
signal-to-noise ratio in the interrupted noise resulted in larger
increases in scores. Given that scores for older subjects in
steady-state noise were poorer than those of younger sub-
jects, older subjects had thepotential of greater benefit.
Overall, however, older subjects derived significantly less
benefit from improved signal-to-noise ratios than younger
subjects.

3. Effect of audibility

a. Speech recognition in steady-state noise.Reduced
speech recognition for older than younger subjects in steady-
state noise was an unexpected result because of the assump-
tion of equal audibility for all subjects. Although age-related
differences in weighted average thresholds were not statisti-
cally significant, thresholds for older subjects were consis-
tently higher than those for younger subjects by 1–2 dB. To
determine if poorer scores in the steady-state noise for older
subjects could be attributed to their slightly higher thresholds
in the steady-state noise, AI values were computed and
scores were predicted using each subject’s masked thresholds
in the steady-state noise~from Fig. 2!. Figure 7 shows scores
for younger and older subjects in steady-state noise at two
levels plotted against AI. The solid line is the normal transfer
function relating the AI to speech recognition established for
the nonsense syllables used in this experiment~Dirks et al.,
1990a,b!; the dashed lines encompass the 95% confidence
interval.

At the lower noise level~77 dB, circles!, the distribution
of AI values computed for younger and older subjects gen-
erally overlapped, although the three highest AI values were
for younger subjects. Scores for most older subjects fell
slightly below the transfer function, suggesting that perfor-
mance was somewhat poorer than predicted from the AI. In
contrast, scores for most younger subjects clustered around
the transfer function or were better than predicted. This pat-
tern suggested that higher masked thresholds in the 77-dB

FIG. 4. Mean speech-recognition scores~61 SE! in steady-state noise~top!
and interrupted noise~bottom! as a function of noise level. The parameter is
subject group.

FIG. 5. Mean speech-recognition scores~61 SE! for younger subjects~top!
and older subjects~bottom!. The parameter is noise type.
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noise for older subjects and the subsequent decrease in audi-
bility did not entirely account for their lower scores. Never-
theless, observed scores for nearly all subjects were within
the 95% confidence interval of their predicted scores. In the
higher noise level~85 dB, triangles!, age-related differences
in AI values were similar to those observed in the lower
noise level. However, there was not as clear a differentiation
between scores for younger and older subjects with respect
to the transfer function; indeed, scores for most subjects in
both groups were better than predicted by the AI. This sug-
gested that threshold differences among subjects in the
85-dB noise accounted for the lower scores observed for
older subjects in that noise.

To quantify the contribution of masked thresholds to
age-related differences in scores in steady-state noise, differ-
ences were computed between individual observed scores
and scores predicted by the AI~represented by the transfer
function in Fig. 7!. Here, the difference between the ob-

served and predicted score~usually referred to as the ‘‘re-
sidual’’! was used as an estimate of speech recognition that
was independent of threshold elevation. As such, comparison
of observed–predicted differences for younger and older
subjects provided an estimate of the age-related difference in
scores that remained after accounting for differences in
masked thresholds among subjects. If poorer scores of older
subjects were entirely attributed to reduced audibility related
to their elevated masked thresholds, differences between ob-
served and predicted scores would be equivalent for younger
and older subjects. When effects of masked thresholds were
accounted for, the average difference in scores between
younger and older subjects decreased from 11.7% to 7.4%;
this group difference remained statistically significant (p
50.03). However, the analysis also suggested that the por-
tion of the age-related difference in scores attributable to
masked thresholds varied with noise level. In the higher level
noise, with audibility accounted for, score differences be-
tween younger and older subjects were no longer significant
(p50.348). In the lower level noise, score differences re-
mained significant even while accounting for audibility (p
50.004). Thus, in this condition, age-related differences in
speech recognition in steady-state noise could not be entirely
explained by audibility.

b. Speech recognition in interrupted noise and benefit.In
the interrupted noise, the noise was ‘‘on’’ half the time; dur-
ing the remaining time, thresholds were determined by the
TMN. Given that thresholds were slightly higher for older
than younger subjects in both steady-state noise and TMN, it
was possible that poorer scores for older than younger sub-
jects in interrupted noise could be attributed to reduced au-
dibility both when the noise was ‘‘on’’ and ‘‘off.’’ Initially,
AI values for interrupted noise were estimated using the cor-
rections described in Sec. 5.1.2~Masking by Non-Steady-
State Noise! of the AI standard~ANSI, 1969! and given in
Figs. 9 and 10 of the standard. However, using these correc-
tions, AI values for younger subjects were all very high,
resulting in scores that were nearly all substantially poorer
than predicted. In addition, for the 77-dB noise, AI values
were nearly identical for all subjects. These results called
into question the suitability of AI values for interrupted noise
computed using methods specified in the ANSI standard.

Several other procedures for computing AIs and predict-

FIG. 6. Mean benefit~11 SE! as a
function of noise level for younger
subjects~solid bars! and older subjects
~striped bars!. Benefit was defined as
the score in interrupted noise minus
the score in steady-state noise. Benefit
computed from observed scores is in
the left panel and benefit predicted
from articulation index values for
steady-state and interrupted noise is in
the right panel~see text for details!.

FIG. 7. Speech-recognition scores for individual younger subjects~filled!
and older subjects~open! in steady-state noise at two levels plotted against
articulation index~AI ! values computed using each subject’s thresholds in
the steady-state noise. The solid line is the AI-recognition transfer function
for the nonsense syllables and the dashed lines encompass the 95% confi-
dence interval.
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ing scores for interrupted noise were evaluated, each using a
different method to estimate an effective noise level for the
interrupted condition. The best results were obtained using
the method described by Houtgastet al. ~1992! wherein the
AI for the interrupted noise was integrated over time by~in
this case! taking the mean of the AI for TMN alone and the
AI for steady-state noise. Predicted scores were obtained us-
ing the same AI-recognition transfer function used to predict
scores in steady-state noise~Fig. 7!. Figure 8 shows observed
scores for younger and older subjects in interrupted noise at
two levels plotted against AI. Here, observed scores in inter-
rupted noise for nearly all of the younger subjects were
within the 95% confidence interval of their predicted scores,
supporting the validity of the method used to estimate the AI
for interrupted noise. Further, observed scores in interrupted
noise for nearly all of the older subjects were poorer than
predicted.

As described above for steady-state noise, a comparison
of observed–predicted differences for younger and older
subjects provided an estimate of the age-related difference in
scores in interrupted noise that remained after accounting for
differences in masked thresholds among subjects. When ef-
fects of masked thresholds were accounted for, the average
difference in scores in interrupted noise between younger
and older subjects decreased only slightly, from 15.2% to
12.2%. This group difference remained statistically signifi-
cant (p50.0018), with no significant age by noise-level in-
teraction. Thus, consistent with the pattern of results in Fig.
8, age-related differences in speech recognition in interrupted
noise could not be explained by audibility.

AI values for steady-state and interrupted noise were
also used to predict benefit of masker modulation for
younger and older subjects~i.e., predicted score in inter-
rupted noise minus predicted score in steady-state noise!.

Mean predicted benefit for the two noise levels is shown in
the right panel of Fig. 6, along with mean observed benefit
~left panel!. Overall, observed benefit was less than pre-
dicted, but the source of this effect differed between groups.
For younger subjects, on average, observed scores in inter-
rupted noise were nearly equal to predicted scores whereas
observed scores in steady-state noise were better than pre-
dicted, resulting in less observed benefit. For older subjects,
on average, observed scores in interrupted noise were much
worse than predicted whereas observed scores in steady-state
noise were closer to or better than predicted, resulting in
even less observed benefit~as much as 17% less!. An inter-
esting pattern was seen at the higher noise level. Here, older
subjects were predicted to benefitmore than younger sub-
jects from modulation~as noted earlier!, but actually derived
lessbenefit. Greater predicted benefit for older subjects was
based on their slightly higher thresholds in steady-state
noise; these higher thresholds reduced both audibility and
predicted score more in steady-state than in interrupted
noise, resulting in greater predicted benefit. Overall, how-
ever, older subjects derived significantly less benefit than

FIG. 8. Speech-recognition scores for individual younger subjects~filled!
and older subjects~open! in interrupted noise at two levels plotted against
articulation index~AI ! values computed by taking the mean AI with and
without steady-state noise. The solid line is the AI-recognition transfer func-
tion for the nonsense syllables and the dashed lines encompass the 95%
confidence interval.

FIG. 9. Speech-recognition scores for older subjects~circles! in steady-state
noise~top! and interrupted noise~bottom! plotted against weighted average
thresholds measured in steady-state noise. The parameter is noise level. The
lines are best fit linear regression functions; correlation coefficients are in-
cluded in each panel. The triangles are mean weighted average thresholds
and scores for the younger subjects.
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younger subjects, due to their poorer-than-predicted scores in
interrupted noise.

c. Relationship between thresholds in steady-state noise
and speech recognition in steady-state and interrupted noise.
Linear regression analysis was used to assess the relationship
between scores in steady-state and interrupted noise and
weighted average thresholds in steady-state noise. Figure 9
includes scores in two levels of steady-state noise~top! and
interrupted noise~bottom! for older subjects plotted against
weighted average thresholds in steady-state noise. Correla-
tion coefficients~r! are also given in the figure for each pair
of variables. The negative correlations suggested that scores
in both steady-state and interrupted noise decreased as
masked thresholds in steady-state noise increased. Indeed,
the correlations for the 77-dB noise indicated that 81%–83%
of the variance in scores was accounted for by weighted
average thresholds~but less was accounted for in the 85-dB
noise!. Because scores in interrupted noise and weighted av-
erage threshold were also significantly correlated with age,
multiple correlations were computed and theR2 partitioned
to determine the portion of the variance attributable to each
factor individually and that attributable to the joint contribu-
tion of these factors~the total explained variance was
97.7%!. For scores in the 77-dB steady-state noise, 5.2% of
the variance in score was accounted for by weighted average
thresholds in the steady-state noise and 15.6% was contrib-
uted by subject age. However, most of the variance in score
~76.9%! was explained by the joint contribution of age and
weighted average threshold. Correlations between scores in
the higher level steady-state noise and age and between
scores and weighted average threshold were not statistically
significant.

For comparison, also shown in Fig. 9~triangles! are
mean scores for each noise type plotted against mean
weighted average thresholds in each noise level for the
younger subjects. In contrast to results for older subjects,
scores for younger subjects in steady-state and interrupted
noise were not strongly correlated with weighted average
thresholds in steady-state noise. As shown in Fig. 9, although
mean thresholds for younger subjects were within the range
of those for the older subjects, mean scores were higher,
especially in interrupted noise.

4. Relationship between forward masking and speech
recognition in interrupted noise

One goal of the current experiment was to determine if
age-related differences in speech recognition in interrupted
noise could be explained by differences in thresholds mea-
sured in forward maskers. Although weighted average
thresholds in steady-state noise accounted for a large propor-
tion of the variance in scores in the lower level interrupted
noise for older subjects, only modest correlations were ob-
served for the higher level noise and for younger subjects.
One explanation is that thresholds in the steady-state masker
~which determined audibility when the interrupted noise was
‘‘on’’ ! underlie scores in lower level interrupted noise,
whereas recovery from forward masking~which determined
audibility when the interrupted noise was ‘‘off’’! underlies
scores for higher level interrupted noise with its larger im-
provement in signal-to-noise ratio when the noise was ‘‘off.’’

To test this hypothesis, linear regression analysis was
used to assess the relationship between scores in interrupted
noise at two levels and thresholds in forward maskers at two

FIG. 10. Speech-recognition scores in
interrupted noise plotted against
forward-masked thresholds. Data for
two noise levels~77 and 85 dB! are
presented in the top and bottom panels
and data for two signal frequencies
~2.0 and 4.0 kHz! are presented in the
left and right panels. Results for
younger and older subjects are indi-
cated by filled and open symbols, re-
spectively. Linear regression functions
were fitted to the pooled data. Correla-
tion coefficients are given in each
panel.
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levels. Negative correlations were observed between scores
and thresholds at each of the four signal frequencies~0.5,
1.0, 2.0, and 4.0 kHz!, suggesting that the benefit to speech
recognition achieved in interrupted noise decreased as for-
ward masking increased. At both noise levels, correlation
coefficients increased with increasing frequency, reaching a
peak at 4.0 kHz. Correlation coefficients at 0.5 and 1.0 kHz
ranged from20.38 to20.45 and were not statistically sig-
nificant. Correlation coefficients at 2.0 kHz for lower and
higher noise levels were20.75 and20.77 (p50.0004 and
p50.0002); the comparable values at 4.0 kHz were20.78
and20.82 ~for each,p50.0002). Figure 10 shows speech-
recognition scores in two levels of interrupted noise~top and
bottom panels! for younger and older subjects plotted against
forward-masked thresholds at two signal frequencies~left
and right panels!. Each panel in Fig. 10 displays data, linear
regression, and the correlation coefficient for a different pair
of variables. Note that slightly stronger correlations were ob-
served for the higher level than the lower level interrupted
noise. Because scores in interrupted noise were also signifi-
cantly correlated with age and weighted average threshold,
multiple correlations were computed and theR2 partitioned,
as described above~the total explained variance ranged from
76.0% to 80.7%!. For the four conditions~two noise levels
and two forward-masked thresholds!, the variance accounted
for differed slightly but the general pattern was the same.
That is, 9.9%–15.9% of the variance in scores in interrupted
noise was accounted for by forward-masked thresholds and
12.7%–22.0% was contributed by subject age. However,
most of the variance in score~42.8%–52.1%! was explained
by the joint contribution of age and forward-masked thresh-
old.

Finally, a stepwise regression was used to determine the
relative importance of thresholds in steady-state noise and
thresholds in forward masking to scores in interrupted noise.
Consistent with our hypothesis, at the lower interrupted noise
level, steady-state threshold and age accounted for the most
variance, whereas at the higher noise level, forward-masked
thresholds and age accounted for the most variance.

The frequency dependence observed in the relation be-
tween scores in interrupted noise and forward masking may
be interpreted in at least three ways. First, the frequency
dependence may be related to the relative importance of
lower and higher frequencies to nonsense syllable recogni-
tion. The frequency importance function for the nonsense
syllables used in this experiment increased with frequency
and had a broad peak from 2.0 to 4.0 kHz. Information in
these higher frequency bands contributed more to recogni-
tion of the nonsense syllables than information in the lower
frequency bands at 0.5 and 1.0 kHz. Thus, speech recogni-
tion in interrupted noise may be more dependent on recovery
from forward masking and the subsequent improvements in
signal-to-noise ratio at higher frequencies than at lower fre-
quencies. Second, the frequency dependence may be related
to the spectral shape of the noise. The speech-shaped noise
used in this experiment had more energy at lower than at
higher frequencies~see Fig. 2!. Thus, for a given overall
noise level, the momentary improvement in signal-to-noise
ratio during the ‘‘off’’ periods of the interrupted noise was

substantially greater in the lower frequencies than in the
higher frequencies. With less speech information available in
the higher frequencies, small differences in recovery from
forward masking and the subsequent effects on speech audi-
bility may have been critical. Third, scores in interrupted
noise may have depended more on recovery from forward
masking at higher than at lower frequencies as a result of
differences in the contribution of higher and lower frequency
fibers to processing of speech in time-varying noise.

5. Effect of masker spectrum

Figure 11 plots thresholds~top! and speech-recognition
scores~bottom! for younger subjects measured in unshaped
and speech-shaped steady-state and interrupted noise. As ex-
pected, in the steady-state condition, thresholds in the un-
shaped noise were lower in the lower frequencies than in the
speech-shaped noise, but higher in the higher frequencies.
Very little masking of pure tones was observed due to either
unshaped or speech-shaped interrupted noise. In the steady-
state condition, speech-recognition scores were poorer for
unshaped noise than for speech-shaped noise, but, in inter-

FIG. 11. Top panel: Mean thresholds~61 SE! in speech-shaped noise
~filled! and unshaped noise~open!. Overall level of each noise was 85 dB
SPL. Thresholds are shown for steady-state noise~triangles! and interrupted
noise~inverted triangles!. The spectra of the speech at 82 dB SPL~speech-
shaped noise! and 85 dB SPL~unshaped noise! are also included as a ref-
erence~dotted lines!. Bottom panel: Mean speech-recognition scores~11
SE! for speech-shaped noise~filled bars! and unshaped noise~striped bars!.
Scores for steady-state and interrupted noise are the left and middle pairs of
bars, respectively; benefit~interrupted score minus steady-state score! is the
right pair of bars.
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rupted noise, scores were better for unshaped than for
speech-shaped noise; differences were not statistically
significant.1 Nevertheless, these opposing trends resulted in
significantly more benefit for the unshaped noise than for the
speech-shaped noise. This suggested that, in the unshaped
noise, listeners benefitted from the larger improvements in
signal-to-noise ratio in the higher frequencies that occurred
during the periods when the interrupted noise was ‘‘off.’’ As
mentioned earlier, given the importance of higher frequen-
cies for these nonsense syllables, improved higher frequency
audibility would be expected to contribute substantially to
performance. Indeed, consistent with this assumption, benefit
for unshaped noise predicted from AI values~39.4%! was
larger than benefit predicted for speech-shaped noise
~36.4%!.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Younger and older adults with normal but not identical
audiograms listened to nonsense syllables at 82 dB SPL in
each of two maskers presented at 77 and 85 dB SPL:~1! a
steady-state noise shaped to match the long-term spectrum of
the speech, and~2! this same noise modulated by a 10-Hz
square wave, resulting in an interrupted noise. Speech recog-
nition for younger subjects was also measured in unshaped
steady-state and interrupted noise. An additional low-level
broadband noise was always present which was shaped to
produce equivalent masked thresholds for all subjects. Pure-
tone thresholds at one-third-octave intervals were measured
in quiet and in each masker; thresholds in forward and si-
multaneous masking were also measured at selected signal
frequencies. Results may be summarized as follows:

~1! Masked thresholds of older subjects were slightly higher
than those of younger subjects. Significant age-related
threshold differences were observed for short-duration
signals~3–4 dB! but not for long-duration signals~1–2
dB!.

~2! In steady-state noise, speech recognition for older sub-
jects was poorer than for younger subjects, which was
partially attributable to older subjects’ slightly higher
thresholds in steady-state noise. For older subjects,
scores in steady-state noise were strongly correlated with
weighted average thresholds in steady-state noise, espe-
cially at the lower noise level.

~3! In interrupted noise, speech recognition for all subjects
improved relative to steady-state noise, especially at the
higher noise level, as subjects benefitted from momen-
tary improvements in signal-to-noise ratio due to enve-
lope fluctuations. However, although predicted benefit
was larger for older than younger subjects, older subjects
benefitted less from masker fluctuations than younger
subjects. In the lower level interrupted noise, speech rec-
ognition was strongly correlated with age and thresholds
in steady-state noise. In the higher level interrupted
noise, speech recognition was strongly correlated with
age and thresholds in forward masking at higher fre-
quencies.

~4! Benefit of interrupted noise was larger for unshaped

noise than for speech-shaped noise, which was probably
attributable to spectral differences in the maskers at
higher frequencies.

~5! Masked thresholds for shorter signals were higher for
older than younger subjects. Further, speech-recognition
deficits for older subjects were larger in fluctuating noise
than in steady-state noise. Thus, age-related differences
were largest for temporally-challenging listening tasks.
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Animal vocalizations range from almost periodic vocal-fold vibration to completely atonal turbulent
noise. Between these two extremes, a variety of nonlinear dynamics such as limit cycles,
subharmonics, biphonation, and chaotic episodes have been recently observed. These observations
imply possible functional roles of nonlinear dynamics in animal acoustic communication. Nonlinear
dynamics may also provide insight into the degree to which detailed features of vocalizations are
under close neural control, as opposed to more directly reflecting biomechanical properties of the
vibrating vocal folds themselves. So far, nonlinear dynamical structures of animal voices have been
mainly studied with spectrograms. In this study, the deterministic versus stochastic~DVS!
prediction technique was used to quantify the amount of nonlinearity in three animal vocalizations:
macaque screams, piglet screams, and dog barks. Results showed that in vocalizations with
pronounced harmonic components~adult macaque screams, certain piglet screams, and dog barks!,
deterministic nonlinear prediction was clearly more powerful than stochastic linear prediction. The
difference, termed low-dimensional nonlinearity measure~LNM !, indicates the presence of a
low-dimensional attractor. In highly irregular signals such as juvenile macaque screams, piglet
screams, and some dog barks, the detectable amount of nonlinearity was comparatively small.
Analyzing 120 samples of dog barks, it was further shown that the harmonic-to-noise ratio~HNR!
was positively correlated with LNM. It is concluded that nonlinear analysis is primarily useful in
animal vocalizations with strong harmonic components~including subharmonics and biphonation!
or low-dimensional chaos. ©2002 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1474440#

PACS numbers: 43.80.Ka, 43.80.Lb, 43.25.Rq@WA#

I. INTRODUCTION

Animal vocalizations range from almost harmonic to
completely noisy sounds~Tembrock, 1996; Hauser, 1996;
Bradbury and Vehrencamp, 1998!,1 where calls containing
noisy elements in various amounts are referred to as
‘‘atonal’’ ~Tembrock, 1976; Hauser, 1993!. Such sounds are
characterized by broadband spectra with energy at many dif-
ferent frequencies and sometimes with traces of harmonic
elements. A prototype of such vocal utterances is the
‘‘scream,’’ which is a vocalization described in the acoustic
repertoires of many species~for instance, humans: Michels-
son, 1980; macaques: Rowell, 1967; Grimm, 1967; Green,
1975; Hohmann, 1989; Gouzoules and Gouzoules, 2000;
pigs: Scho¨n et al., 1999!. Another typical atonal utterance is
the ‘‘bark’’ which is present in the repertoire of several spe-
cies, including primates~macaques: Struhsaker, 1967; Green,
1975; baboons: Hall and DeVore, 1965! as well as canids

~Tembrock, 1976; Schassburger, 1993; Feddersen-Petersen,
2000!. In those categories, various types of calls are often
considered to be the same regardless of the difference in their
functions or significances. For instance, in canids different
functions have been ascribed to barks depending on the ratio
of harmonic to nonharmonic energy in these vocalizations
~Tembrock, 1976; Wilden, 1997; Feddersen-Petersen, 2000!.
Until now those differences have been rarely considered be-
cause of the difficulty of quantifying small variation between
calls which are spectrally very similar~Owren and Linker,
1995!. While statistical approaches like the multiparametric
analysis ~Schrader and Hammerschmidt, 1997! have been
able to uncover statistical differences by using many acoustic
parameters~Fischeret al., 1995!, the relationship between
these parameters and the sound production mechanisms in-
volved is not clear.

Understanding sound production mechanisms might
help explain the communicative role of such atonal animal
vocalizations by allowing spectral variability to be differen-
tially ascribed to anatomical and motivational factors. Atonal

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed: electronic mail:
tokuda@csse.muroran-it.ac.jp
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sounds are in general due to complex vocal production
mechanisms such as regular and irregular vocal-fold vibra-
tions as well as turbulent noise generated in the vocal tract
~Davis and Fletcher, 1996!. Vocal-fold vibration has been
extensively studied in humans~reviewed in Titze, 1994!,
whereas few studies exist in nonhuman mammals~Paulsen,
1967; Brown and Cannito, 1995; Brownet al., 2002!.

The concept of ‘‘nonlinear dynamics’’ has been recently
introduced to animal bioacoustics, where characteristics of
vocalizations are classified using the terminology of dynami-
cal systems~Wilden et al., 1998!. ~i! Limit cycle: the spec-
trum is composed of a fundamental frequency with harmon-
ics that are integer multiplies of that frequency.~ii !
Subharmonics: additional spectral components appear in the
harmonic stack, typically at multiples of 1/2 or 1/3 of the
fundamental frequency.~iii ! Biphonation: the simultaneous
occurrence of two independent fundamental frequencies.~iv!
Chaos: a broadband segment with no particular harmonics in
the spectrum.~v! Bifurcations: transitions between different
nonlinear dynamical states. Acoustic analyses of birds~Fee
et al., 1998! and mammals~Wilden et al., 1998; Fitchet al.,
2002! have shown a variety of such nonlinear phenomena,
including rapid transitions from harmonic to subharmonic
and chaotic states without intervening silent intervals. These
observations suggest that the transitions arise from intrinsic
properties of the vibrating components of the larynx. The
intrinsic dynamics of the vocal folds can thus produce com-
plex temporal acoustic call patterns without complex nervous
system control~Fitch et al., 2002!.

The theory of nonlinear dynamics shows that rather
complex vocalizations can be generated from systems de-
scribed by nonlinear equations of motion having very few
dynamical variables. For example, the desynchronization of
horizontal and vertical vibratory modes of the vocal folds
~Berry et al., 1994! or the desynchronization of the left and
the right vocal folds~Steinecke and Herzel, 1995; Tigges
et al., 1997! can lead to subharmonics, biphonation, and low-
dimensional deterministic chaos. Such observations imply
that some of the noisy animal utterances which have been
considered as turbulent noise or high-dimensional dynamics
might be generated from low-dimensional nonlinear systems.
In order to quantify the complexity of animal vocalizations,
it therefore becomes quite important to clarify whether the
underlying dynamics are low-dimensional or high-
dimensional.

Dynamical systems are considered low-dimensional if
they exhibit only a few~say, 3 to 10! dynamical components
and high-dimensional if they have many more. Typical ex-
amples of low-dimensional dynamics in acoustics are certain
pathological voices~Titze et al., 1993! and musical instru-
ments under certain conditions~Gibiat and Castellengo,
2000!. An example of high-dimensional dynamics, on the
other hand, is turbulent air flow. However, since broadband
spectra do not always imply low-dimensional dynamics, spe-
cial analysis techniques based on nonlinear dynamics should
be applied to distinguish low-dimensional systems from
high-dimensional ones.

From the point of view of animal voice production, de-
tection of low-dimensionality in acoustic signals is of par-

ticular interest. In principle, acoustic signals are the result of
the neural control of the vocal production system~respiratory
system, larynx, and vocal tract!, which has rich biomechani-
cal properties. Nonetheless, it has been found in nonlinear
studies of voice that even without complex nervous system
control the vocal system can exhibit a variety of complex
nonlinear phenomena such as chaos and bifurcations~Mende
et al., 1990; Titze et al., 1993!. Observations of low-
dimensional dynamics therefore imply that a variety of com-
plex features of animal vocalizations is traceable primarily to
the biomechanical properties of the vocal production systems
involved rather than close neural controlper se.

Nonlinear analysis of animal vocalizations may have
significant importance for animal communication research.
For instance, in animal bioacoustics, sounds are often cat-
egorized as being either harmonic or atonal. Calls with
mixed structural components~e.g., harmonic calls with noisy
overlay or calls in which tonal and noisy components are
interspersed! have been excluded from most analyses~e.g.,
Hauser, 1993! or considered as atonal. This poor dichotomy
makes systematic studies of animal acoustic communication
difficult ~Ryan, 1988; Hauser, 1993!. The harmonic-to-noise
ratio has been recently introduced in order to improve differ-
entiation among atonal calls~Riedeet al., 2001!. The ques-
tion of whether atonal calls are low dimensional or high
dimensional, however, remains unresolved. This issue is im-
portant because we can differentiate three main sources of
voice irregularities:~a! air turbulence generated in the vocal
tract,~b! high-dimensional complex vocal-fold vibration, and
~c! low-dimensional irregular vocal-fold vibration. Precise
quantification of the degree of irregularity is therefore impor-
tant for studies of animal communication.

For human speech signals, nonlinear analysis has been
carried out rather extensively~Mendeet al., 1990; Townsh-
end, 1991; Titzeet al., 1993; Herzelet al., 1994; Narayanan
and Alwan, 1995; Kubin, 1995; Kumar and Mullick, 1996;
Behrmanet al., 1998; Behrman, 1999!. For animal voice sig-
nals, however, nonlinear characteristics have not yet been
thoroughly investigated. Narrow-band spectrographic analy-
sis has been proven to be useful in interpreting nonlinear
phenomena such as limit cycles, subharmonics, biphonation,
chaotic episodes, and transitions among different nonlinear
dynamical states~Wilden et al., 1998; Fitchet al., 2002!.
Simply counting the various phenomena has provided the
first quantitative results~Riedeet al., 1997, 2000!, but fur-
ther application of more sophisticated techniques like
Lyapunov exponents and fractal dimensions~Titze et al.,
1993; Fletcher, 2000! can be problematic as these measures
are quite sensitive to nonstationarities that are common in
animal signals.

In this paper, a new method is introduced to analyze
nonlinear dynamics of animal voices. Some decades ago, any
irregularity in signals was attributed to random noise and
consequently, broadband signals have been modeled typi-
cally with linear stochastic models such as autoregressive
~AR! models. With the advent of chaos theory~May, 1976!,
it became clear that irregularities may be due to deterministic
chaos in low-dimensional nonlinear systems. In order to dis-
tinguish two sources of irregularities, Farmer and Sidorow-
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ich ~1987! suggested evaluating the predictive power of de-
terministic nonlinear models and stochastic linear models.
By comparing the deterministic nonlinear predictability with
the stochastic linear predictability, the strength of nonlinear-
ity in the data can be measured. After this concept, the
method is called the ‘‘deterministic nonlinear versus stochas-
tic linear ~DVS!’’ modeling technique~Farmer and Sidorow-
ich, 1987; Casdagli, 1992!. Here, we apply the DVS model-
ing technique to macaque screams, piglet screams, and dog
barks as three examples of complex animal vocalizations. On
the basis of further analysis of 120 samples of dog barks, we
also examined the correlation between degree of nonlinearity
and harmonic-to-noise ratios in the same signals.

II. MATERIAL

Voice data from Japanese macaques~Macaca fuscata!,
piglets ~Sus scrofa forma domestica!, and domestic dogs
~Canis lupus forma domestica! were analyzed as representa-
tives of atonal animal vocalizations.

The macaque screams were recorded from a 1-year-old
juvenile and its adult-female mother, and digitized with a
sampling frequency of 22 kHz. Figure 1 shows the time se-
ries of these screams, as well as a spectrogram computed
with a 512-point FFT. The first nine calls are from the juve-
nile, the tenth sound is ambiguous, and the remaining
screams are all from the mother. The broadband spectra ap-
parent in the spectrogram show that neither the juvenile’s
scream nor the mother’s call have a simple harmonic struc-
ture associated with fundamental frequencies.

As a next example, screams were recorded from six pig-
lets ~age: 16 days, body mass: 4.160.9 kg! with a sampling
frequency of 20 kHz. Figure 2 shows an example of the
piglet scream and its corresponding spectrogram. The spec-
trogram shows that transitions among harmonic sounds with

several peak frequencies and irregular sounds with broad-
band spectra occur in the series of the piglet scream.

As a final example, barks were recorded from 6 dogs
~named asa, b, c , d, e, and f ! with a sampling rate of 20
kHz. All dogs were from the breed dachshund, ranged in
weight between 7.9 and 10.7 kg. The dogsa, b, e, and f
belong to a clinic sample, where the barks were recorded
while treated in a veterinary clinic for some disorders. The
dogs c and d, on the other hand, are normal and healthy
dachshunds whose barks were recorded at the owner’s prop-
erty. The barks were elicited by staring into dog’s eyes~a
mild threat to the animal!, where only the dogs from which
the barkings could be elicited in this way were used for the
analysis. Samples of the dog barks used in the present study
come from the samples used by Riedeet al. ~2001!. Selec-
tion criterion was the dog’s harmonic-to-noise-ratio~HNR!
value averaged over its first 50 calls per recording session.
The HNR is a measure that compares the acoustic energy of
the harmonic components with that of the noise in time se-
ries. This measurement has been introduced to study hoarse-
ness of human voice~Yumoto et al., 1982; Awan and Fren-
kel, 1994!. A voice with low HNR sounds quite hoarse,
whereas a voice with high HNR is tense or pressed. Accord-
ing to the HNR analysis applied to 20 samples of dogs, the
dogs a and b had the lowest average HNR~1st and 2nd
rank!, the dogsc andd had a medium HNR~14th and 16th
rank!, and the dogse and f had the highest average HNR
~19th and 20th rank!. In the present study, 20 barks recorded
from each dog were analyzed. Figure 3 shows three different
dog barks and their corresponding spectrograms~bark A
from doga: HNR59; bark B from dogc : HNR513; bark
C from dogf : HNR517!. The spectrograms show that sev-
eral sharp peaks are observed in the frequency structure of
the bark C, whereas the sharp frequency structure is flattened
in the bark B, and is quite broad in bark A.

FIG. 1. Time series of the macaque screams~above! and its spectrogram
~below!. The first nine calls~marked with arrow as ‘‘juvenile’’! were from
1-year old juvenile, the tenth call was ambiguous, and the remaining calls
~marked with arrow as ‘‘mother’’! were from the mother. The black markers
above the spectrogram indicate the segments used for the DVS analysis. The
juvenile’s calls started when it became frightened due to the proximity of an
alpha male. Then the mother came running over and began screaming,
which drew the male’s attention to her.

FIG. 2. Time series of a piglet scream~above! and its spectrogram~below!.
The black markers indicate the regions associated with harmonic and noisy
spectral structures, which were analyzed using the DVS technique in Fig. 8.
The arrows are directed to limit cycle with harmonic regime~a!, bifurcation
with a sudden transition between two different regimes~b!, and complex
dynamics with broadband spectral regime~g!.
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III. METHODS

In the field of nonlinear dynamics, various techniques
have been developed to estimate nonlinear dynamical quan-
tities such as fractal dimensions and Lyapunov exponents
from time series~for instance see reviews by Lauterborn and
Parlitz, 1988; Abarbanel, 1996; Kantz and Schreiber, 1997!.
One must be careful in using such techniques, because reli-
able estimation of these quantities from short-term data re-
quires delicate numerical computation~Theiler, 1986; Smith,
1988; Ruelle, 1990!. The analysis of long-term voice data, on
the other hand, suffers from nonstationarity. In addition, the
contamination of the data with noise often gives rise to spu-
rious results for dimension estimates~Ruelle, 1994; Rapp,
1993; Rappet al., 1993!.

The DVS modeling technique introduced by Casdagli
~1992! provides a more robust approach. In general, there are
two major approaches to model irregular time series in na-
ture: ~A! deterministic nonlinear prediction model~Farmer
and Sidorowich, 1987! and ~B! stochastic linear prediction
model~Markel and Gray, 1976!. The main idea of DVS tech-
nique is to measure the strength of nonlinearity by compar-
ing the prediction accuracy of the two models. If the data
represent at least partially a low-dimensional attractor, its
nonlinear dynamical components can be predicted by using
nonlinear models. Linear prediction models, on the other
hand, cannot accurately predict nonlinear dynamical compo-
nents. The strength of the nonlinearity in the time series can
therefore be measured as the gap between the nonlinear pre-
diction error and the linear prediction error. The method is
quite simple and effective for short-term noisy data, with
applications to many real-world data such as coupled diodes,
fluid turbulence, flame dynamics, human speech, EEG data,
measles, and sunspots~Casdagli, 1992!.

DVS analysis of the animal voice data was conducted as
follows. First, we embedded the time series$xt :t
51,2,...,N% into delay coordinate space~Takens, 1981; Sauer
et al., 1991!

x~ t !5~xt ,xt2t ,xt22t ,...,xt2~d21!t! ~1!

~d: embedding dimension,t : delay time!. In this particular
analysis, the delay time was always set to bet51. By setting
the embedding dimensiond large enough, we get informa-
tion of the basic waveform structure~in the case of periodic
data, this corresponds to one period of the waveform! within
the time lengthd21 of the vectorx(t). For a data point
x(t), distances from other pointsx(s) were computed as
dt,s5ix(t)2x(s)i5AS i 50

d21(xt2 i2xs2 i)
2 (s5d,d11,...,N!.

By ordering the distances asdt,s(1)<dt,s(2)<¯

<dt,s(N2d11) , D neighbors$x(s( i )): i 51,2,...,D% of x(t)
were found. Note that the data point itself and its temporally
close points$x(s):us2tu<15% were not included in the
neighbors~Theiler, 1986!. Then, one step further state ofxt

was predicted by using a local linear predictor as

x̃t115 (
k50

d21

ak~ t !xt2k , ~2!

where the prediction coefficients$a0(t),a1(t),...,ad21(t)%
were determined by a least-square algorithm, minimizing the
error function defined for theD neighbors as

E~a~ t !!5(
i 51

D H xs~ i !112 (
k50

d21

ak~ t !xs~ i !2kJ 2

. ~3!

This technique is called local linear prediction because
the ‘‘local’’ dynamics of the data is approximated by ‘‘lin-
ear’’ models. Note that the ‘‘local linear’’ implies essentially
a nonlinear model since the prediction model depends on the
location of the datax(t) in coordinate space. Consequently,
local linear models are also capable of generating determin-
istic chaos. The difference of the predicted signalx̃t and the
true signalxt measures the prediction accuracy. Using the
residual signals:r t5xt2 x̃t , the signal-to-noise ratio~SNR!
was computed as

SNR510 logS ( t5d
N $xt2 x̄%2

( t5d
N $r t2 r̄ %2 D dB, ~4!

where

x̄5
1

N2d11 (
t5d

N

xt , r̄ 5
1

N2d11 (
t5d

N

r t .

Here, noise refers to unpredictable components within the
signal.

This local linear prediction shows a remarkable depen-
dence on the number of the neighbors@see Fig. 4, where
#N5100•D/(N2d11)% stands for a percentage of the
number of the neighbors among all data points$x(s):s
5d,d11,...,N%#. In the case of a small number of neighbors,
prediction accuracy is sensitive to recording noise~meaning
energy from a different source than the animal’s vocal appa-
ratus! contained in the data. This sensitivity results in a rela-
tively low SNR. As the number of the neighbors is increased,
the recording noise effect is suppressed, nonlinear structure
of the data is well modeled by local linear predictor, and
consequently the SNR is improved. With an intermediate
number of the neighbors, the highest SNR with optimum
nonlinear prediction is realized. As the number of the neigh-
bors is further increased (#N→100%), the local linear pre-

FIG. 3. Time series~above! of three dog barks with low~A!; medium~B!;
and high~C! HNR and their corresponding spectrograms~below!. The barks
A, B, and C were recorded from the dogsa, c , andf , respectively.
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dictor eventually becomes close to a global linear predictor.
This global linear model is almost identical to an AR model,
except that in the parameter estimation it does not use tem-
porally correlated data~AR modeling uses the complete data
set!. Nonlinear components cannot be well predicted by the
global linear model and the SNR is again lowered. Depend-
ing on the strength of nonlinearity of the data, a gap should
be observed between optimal nonlinear prediction and global
linear prediction. If the nonlinearity of the data is strong~or
weak!, the gap should be large~or small!. By using this
property, the amount of nonlinearity included in the data can
be measured.

Finally, we define the low-dimensional nonlinearity
measure~LNM ! as an SNR gap between the optimal nonlin-
ear prediction and the linear prediction as

LNM5SNRoptimal nonlinear prediction

2SNRglobal linear predictiondB. ~5!

LNM can be interpreted as the amount of the signal that
cannot be predicted by the linear model but is predicted by
the nonlinear model. We note that in case of analyzing com-
plex data generated from high-dimensional nonlinear sys-
tems, it is not easy for any modern technique~Lauterborn
and Parlitz, 1988; Abarbanel, 1996; Kantz and Schreiber,
1997! to precisely detect nonlinearity in the data, because
such data often cannot be distinguished from the ones gen-
erated from complex stochastic dynamics. We therefore em-
phasize that the LNM is to detectlow-dimensionalnonlin-
earity in data.

IV. ANALYSIS OF A PATHOLOGICAL VOICE

As a benchmark test for the DVS technique described in
Sec. III, a pathological voice was first analyzed. Since non-
linear dynamics of pathological voices has been well ana-
lyzed ~Titze et al., 1993!, such a voice sample provides good
data for testing the DVS technique. Figure 5~a! shows the
time series of a pathological voice recorded at the university
hospital~Charité! of the Humboldt-University of Berlin from
a female subject who had papillomas of the vocal folds. The

data were digitized with a sampling frequency of 20 kHz and
12-bit resolution. By removing the initial transient phase and
the final decay phase, the stationary part of the vowel /u/
composed ofN57000 data points was extracted. Nonlinear
property of this voice sample was carefully investigated by
Titze et al. ~1993!. By delay coordinate embedding tech-
nique, low-dimensional strange geometrical structure of the
pathological voice was reconstructed. By fractal dimensional
analysis, a noninteger dimension ofD252.6 was estimated.
By Lyapunov spectrum analysis, positive first Lyapunov ex-
ponent ofl1'0.1 ms21 indicating orbital instability of the
data was estimated. These analysis results provided strong
evidence for low-dimensional chaos in the pathological voice
sample.

Figure 5~b! shows the result of the DVS analysis applied
to the pathological voice data. The DVS plots were drawn
for varying the embedding dimensiond53,4,...,8. For all
DVS plots with different embedding dimensions, clear peak
structures of the SNR at an intermediate number of neigh-
bors were discernible. Namely, as the percentage of the num-
ber of the neighbors #N was increased from zero, the SNR
increased with a peak at about #N53%. As the number of
neighbors was further increased from the peak, then the SNR
decreased monotonically. This result implies that the patho-
logical voice contains a certain amount of low-dimensional
nonlinearity that gives rise to a clear gap between nonlinear
prediction error and linear prediction error. For a variety of

FIG. 4. Schematic illustration of the DVS plot. In the case of small #N, the
SNR is low due to noise contained in the data. As #N is increased, the SNR
is improved and optimized at an intermediate value of #N. As #N is further
increased, the SNR is again lowered. The low-dimensional nonlinearity
measure~LNM ! is defined as an SNR gap between the optimal nonlinear
prediction regime and the global linear prediction regime.

FIG. 5. ~a! Waveform structure of the pathological voice.~b! DVS plot of
the pathological voice.
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embedding dimensions, a nonlinearity measure LNM was in
the order of 1 dB. Since this voice sample was shown to have
low-dimensional chaotic property, we may say that the
present DVS technique works for real acoustic data and the
nonlinearity measure LNM of 0.5 dB implies existence of
low-dimensional nonlinear dynamics in the data.

V. RESULTS

A. Macaque screams

Analyzing macaque screams as a first example of animal
vocalization, Figs. 6~c! and ~d! show autocorrelation func-
tions for the calls from the juvenile and its mother, respec-
tively. While the autocorrelation function for the juvenile’s
scream showed rapid decay, the mother’s call gave rise to a
function with a long tail. Strong correlation implies periodic
structure, whereas weak correlation implies noisy structure.
The long-term correlation of the mother’s call reflected the
waveform structure of Fig. 6~a!, which showed relatively
clear periodicity. The vanishing correlation of the juvenile’s
scream, on the other hand, might be due to the noisy wave-
form structure of Fig. 6~b!. Figures 7~a! and~b! show results
of the DVS analysis applied to screams of the juvenile and
the mother. The DVS plots were drawn for varying embed-
ding dimensiond53,4,...,8. In both figures, clear peak struc-
tures of the SNR at an intermediate number of neighbors
were apparent. The peaks were observed at #N53.33% for
the juvenile and #N52.5% for the mother. As the number of

neighbors was increased from the peak point, SNR decreased
monotonically. This result implies that both calls contain a
certain amount of nonlinearity that gave rise to a gap be-
tween nonlinear prediction error and linear prediction error.
Compared to the juvenile’s scream, the mother’s call showed
a larger gap. In fact, in the case ofd57, the nonlinearity
measure was LNM50.23 dB for the juvenile and LNM
50.50 dB for the mother. As we have seen from the analysis
of the pathological voice, LNM of more than 0.5 dB can
point to low-dimensionality in acoustic signal. We may
therefore say that the mother’s call had low-dimensional
nonlinear characteristic, whereas nonlinearity of the juve-
nile’s scream was not so clear. This outcome might be due to
the periodic components of the mother’s call, as limit-cycle
dynamics, which were well predicted by nonlinear models.
The irregular dynamics of the juvenile macaque’s calls
seemed to reflect high-dimensional dynamics, since the non-
linear model with embedding dimension up to 8 allowed
only a small improvement of the linear prediction.

B. Piglet screams

As a second example of an animal voice, piglet screams
were analyzed. Figures 8~a! and~b! show results of the DVS
analysis applied to the piglet scream of Fig. 2, where~a!
corresponds to the harmonic sound region of Fig. 2 and~b!
corresponds to the noisy scream region. The DVS plots were
drawn by varying the embedding dimension asd53,...,8.

FIG. 6. ~a! Enlarged waveform structure of the juvenile macaque’s scream of Fig. 1.~b! Enlarged waveform structure of the mother macaque’s call of Fig. 1.
~c! Autocorrelation function of the juvenile macaque’s scream.~b! Autocorrelation function of the mother macaque’s call.
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The harmonic part showed a large nonlinearity measure
LNM, meaning a large gap between nonlinear prediction and
linear prediction. The noisy part, on the other hand, did not
exhibit such behavior. More specifically, in the case ofd
59, the nonlinearity measure was LNM50.41 dB for the
harmonic part and LNM50 dB for the noisy part. Conduct-
ing the same analyses with various screams from 5 other
piglets produced similar results. Namely, strong nonlinearity
was detected in harmonic screams, whereas no clear evi-
dence for nonlinear dynamics was found in noisy screams.
Hence, the harmonic parts of piglet screams can be consid-
ered to be due to low-dimensional nonlinear dynamics such
as limit cycle, subharmonics, and biphonation~see the region
indicated asa in Fig. 2 as an example of limit cycle regime!.
In contrast, the noisy parts may be due to turbulent noise or
high-dimensional complex dynamics.

C. Dog barks

As the final example, we analyzed dog barks. First, three
dog barks with low, medium, and high HNR~barks A, B, and
C shown in Fig. 3! were tested. Figures 9~a!, ~b!, and ~c!
show results of the DVS analysis applied to the three dog
barks. As the HNR level increases from low to high~from
bark A to B to C!, the DVS plot gives rise to clearer peaks at
an intermediate number of neighbors and the gap between
nonlinear prediction regime and linear prediction regime be-

comes larger. In the case ofd58, the nonlinearity measure
was LNM50.02 dB for bark A with low HNR, LNM
50.18 dB for bark B with medium HNR, and LNM
51.23 dB for bark C with high HNR. These results imply
that barks with high HNR exhibit low-dimensional dynam-
ics. The irregular components included in the hoarse barking
with low HNR may have been from turbulent noise or high-
dimensional dynamics.

A further, more comprehensive analysis examined 120
barks recorded from the 6 dogsa, b, c , d, e, andf ~20 barks
from each!. As shown in Fig. 10, the dog barks exhibit vari-
ous waveform patterns@~a! and ~b!: two different barks of
dog a, ~c! and ~d!: two different barks of dogf #. Even in a
single dog, the repeated barks exhibited different waveform
structures. The relationship between the HNR and the non-
linearity measure LNM of the 120 barks is shown in Fig.
11~a!, based on the computation of the LNM with fixed pa-
rameters ofd55 and #N54.8% for the nonlinear predic-
tion. HNR and LNM were found to be correlated, with a
correlation coefficient ofr 50.647. In order to unfold the
correlation curve, a ranked correlation plot is presented in
Fig. 11~b!, where the HNR~or the LNM! values are normal-
ized between 0 and 1 in such a way that thei th-ranked HNR
~or LNM! is given a value ofi /120. A qualitatively similar
structure to Fig. 11~a! is discernible with a ranked correlation
coefficient of r 50.646. Hence, we may conclude that the

FIG. 7. ~a! DVS plot of the juvenile macaque’s scream of Fig. 6~a!. ~b! DVS
plot of the mother macaque’s scream of Fig. 6~b!.

FIG. 8. ~a! DVS analysis of the piglet scream extracted from the first marker
in Fig. 2. ~b! DVS analysis of the piglet scream extracted from the second
marker in Fig. 2.
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nonlinearity measure LNM increased with the HNR. This
result implies that nonlinearities are observed in dog barks
mainly when they have clear harmonic dynamical compo-
nents, such as limit cycles, subharmonics, and biphonation.

It should be noted that the correlation plots of Fig. 11
include several outliers which exhibit relatively strong non-
linearity measure LNM at intermediate HNR levels. There is
a possibility that such relatively noisy barks are generated
from low-dimensional nonlinear dynamics such as chaos.
Careful investigation of these presumably chaotic data is
thus an interesting research subject for future studies.

VI. SURROGATE ANALYSIS

In this section, we test the significance of nonlinearity
observed in the animal vocalizations in Sec. V. In nonlinear
data analysis, it is quite important to clarify the underlying
dynamical process that has been detected by the nonlinear
method. This clarification, however, is quite difficult, since
there are a variety of stochastic processes that look similar to
nonlinear dynamics. As a first approach to validate nonlinear
analysis of irregular animal vocalizations, we carried out a
surrogate analysis~Theileret al., 1992!. The surrogate analy-
sis is a kind of statistical hypothesis testing, which is to test
a null hypothesis that the acoustic signal is generated from a
particular class of stochastic dynamical process. In accor-
dance with the null hypothesis, sets of artificial time series,
calledsurrogate data, which preserve some of the statistical
properties of the original signal are created. Then, a discrimi-
nating statistic is computed for the original and the surrogate
data. If the discriminating statistic of the original signal is
significantly different from those of the surrogate data, the
null hypothesis can be rejected. The surrogate data have the
property of ‘‘constrained-realization’’~Theiler and Prichard,
1996!, which is to randomize the original data by strictly
preserving some of the original statistical quantities. It has
been empirically known that the surrogate analysis is effec-
tive for statistical hypothesis testing when nonlinear dynami-
cal quantity is utilized as a discriminating statistic.

In this study, as a standard surrogate analysis, we tested
a null hypothesis that the macaque screams were generated
from linear Gaussian dynamical process. Here, an iterative
Fourier transformed algorithm~Schreiber and Schmitz,
1996! was utilized to shuffle the original signal and to gen-
erate surrogate data, which exactly preserved the original
histogram and approximately preserved the original power
spectrum. The local linear prediction error was then used as
a nonlinear discriminating statistic.

Figures 12~a! and ~b! show results of the surrogate
analysis applied to the screaming data of the juvenile
macaque@Fig. 6~a!# and its mother@Fig. 6~b!#. In each figure,
local linear prediction errors for the original screaming data
and its surrogate data are drawn by varying the embedding
dimensiond53,4,...,15. Prediction errors of the surrogate
data were averaged over 40 sets of different realizations of
the surrogate data, where standard deviations are indicated
by the error bars. For the local linear prediction, the number
of the neighbors was fixed as #N52.4% for the juvenile’s
analysis and #N52.9% for the mother’s analysis. For both
juvenile’s and mother’s screams, it is clear that the original
data had much higher SNRs than the surrogate data, where
the differences were larger than several standard deviations
of the surrogate statistics for all embedding dimensionsd
53,4,...,15. This implies that the dynamical processes that
generated the two macaque screams were not as simple as
linear Gaussian. The original screams may have a certain
amount of nonlinear dynamics which was well predicted by
the nonlinear models. Such nonlinear dynamical structure
had been destroyed by the surrogate data shuffling.

FIG. 9. ~a! DVS plots of the dog bark with low HNR value~bark A of Fig.
3!. ~b! DVS plots of the dog bark with medium HNR value~bark B of Fig.
3!. ~c! DVS plots of the dog barks with high HNR value~bark C of Fig. 3!.
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VII. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

Nonlinear analysis was carried out for complex animal
vocalizations. As a measure to quantify the amount of non-
linearity in voice data, DVS analysis was applied to three
types of animal vocalizations, namely macaque screams, pig-
let screams, and dog barks. Nonlinear components were de-
tected in all three, particularly for vocalizations with strong
harmonics such as limit cycles, subharmonics, and biphona-
tion. In contrast, analysis of highly irregular vocalizations
from the three species involved revealed no clear evidence of
low-dimensional dynamics. Analyses of 120 dog barks
showed good correspondence between the nonlinearity mea-
sure LNM and the HNR measure. This result implies that
many irregular vocalizations observed in animals can be due
to turbulent noise or high-dimensional complex dynamics.
However, relatively large nonlinearity measure LNM was
computed in some of the irregular vocalizations, such as the
juvenile macaque’s scream and some of the dog barks. Al-
though careful future investigations are necessary to examine
chaos in such real-world data, some of the irregular animal
vocalizations seem to be generated from low-dimensional
nonlinear dynamics. It is therefore well worth conducting
further, detailed investigations of the possible occurrence of
chaos in complex animal vocalizations with large nonlinear-
ity measure.

A. Dimensionality of the macaque screams

In the analysis of macaque screams, evidence for low-
dimensional nonlinear dynamics was more clearly recog-

nized in the mother’s scream than in the juvenile’s one. Since
the result is obtained from the analysis of only two samples
of macaque screams, it is very difficult to judge whether this
is a general property of adult and juvenile macaque screams.
Nevertheless, it is interesting to consider a relationship be-
tween low-dimensional nonlinear dynamics and neural con-
trol of animal voice production, because low-dimensionality
implies constrained laryngeal dynamics with strong nervous
system control. If it is a general property that the dimension-
ality is lower in the mother’s scream than in the juvenile’s
one, we may say that the mother’s call production is more
controlled than the juvenile’s one. Such a new insight may be
useful in understanding normative developmental processes
of macaque vocal system. It is therefore a worthy investiga-
tion to increase the sample number of the macaque screams
used for nonlinear analysis and compare the dimensionality
of the adult macaque screams with that of the juvenile
macaque screams.

B. Physical interpretation of the dog analysis

In the analysis of dog barks, a wide range of nonlinearity
measure LNM was estimated. Let us consider the original
causes of these differences. Since all six dogs analyzed by
the nonlinear method were from the same breed~dachshund!
and expressed similar body sizes, their laryngeal gross
anatomy might be similar. We therefore speculate that differ-
ences in the acoustic product could come, for instance, from
difference in fine~i.e., microscopic! anatomy~e.g., the vocal-

FIG. 10. Waveform structures of various dog barks.~a! and ~b! show two different barks from doga, whereas~c! and ~d! show two different barks
from dog f .
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fold surface structure! or from differences in the nervous
control of the voice production~e.g., vocal-fold parameter
and subglottic pressure!. In the HNR analysis of the dog
barks ~Riede et al., 2001!, we have earlier discussed that
damage to the vocal folds~following hyperphonation! or
functional hypertension of the vocal folds could be possible
reasons for dog barks that exceeds a normative HNR range.
Since the nonlinearity measure LNM was shown to strongly
correlate with the HNR, these physical conditions may also
give rise to nonlinearity measure that exceeds its normative
range.

C. Other applications

In this study, significance of the nonlinear method was
tested by using the method of surrogate. There are, however,
other approaches to validate nonlinear analysis of animal vo-
calizations. For instance, there exist ongoing researches on
biomechanical modeling of complex animal vocalizations
~Mergell et al., 1999; Feeet al., 1998!. Such models have
been developed to understand the physical and physiological
mechanism~e.g., laryngeal oscillations! that generates ani-
mal voices. Applying the present nonlinear method to syn-
thetic voice produced from such biomechanical models and
comparing the results with those of the real acoustic data
might be of significant importance, because~1! such experi-
ment may clarify the sources of nonlinearity which have

been~or not have been! detected by the nonlinear method,
and ~2! plausibility of the biomechanical models can be
judged by comparing the nonlinear structure of the model
with that of the real acoustic data.

For applications of the present nonlinear analysis tech-
nique to other real data, excised larynx~Berry et al., 1996!
and EGG data may also provide important materials. Such
data can be utilized to examine how the results of nonlinear
analysis change as the source of nonlinear phenomena
changes. Nonlinear analysis of these types of the measure-
ment data will be carried out in a future work.

D. Usage of the nonlinearity measure

In the analyses of dog barks, there was a strong correla-
tion between the nonlinearity measure LNM and the HNR
measure. This is because, for analysis of nonlinear dynamics
with strong harmonic components such as limit cycle, sub-
harmonics, and biphonation, the HNR measure works in a
similar way as the nonlinearity measure LNM. In the case of
analyzing low-dimensional chaos, however, the nonlinearity
measure LNM is capable of detecting low-dimensional dy-
namics, which cannot be detected by the HNR measure. We
therefore stress that the nonlinearity measure LNM is useful
in particular for analyzing low-dimensional chaos.

FIG. 11. ~a! Correlation plot of the HNR and the nonlinearity measure LNM
computed for 120 dog barks.~b! Ranked correlation plot of the HNR and the
nonlinearity measure LNM.

FIG. 12. ~a! Nonlinear prediction of the juvenile’s scream~solid line with
crosses! and its surrogate data~solid line with error bars!. ~b! Nonlinear
prediction of the mother’s scream~solid line with crosses! and its surrogate
data~solid line with error bars!.
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Finally, we note that there are limitations in applying the
present nonlinear analysis technique to animal vocalizations.
Nonstationarity, which is an inherent characteristic of vocal-
izations, always makes reliable nonlinear analysis quite dif-
ficult. Small signal amplitudes, recording noise, and nonlin-
ear distortion in voice signals can also increase nonlinear
modeling errors. Very high sampling rate, on the other hand,
can sometimes enable linear models to predict nonlinear sig-
nals quite accurately, making the difference between nonlin-
ear predictability and linear predictability difficult to inter-
pret. Due to these limitations, some low-dimensional
attractors in complex animal vocalizations may remain hid-
den. For a correct interpretation of complex vocalizations,
accompanying simulations of biomechanical models
~Mergell et al., 1999; Feeet al., 1998! and conventional
spectrographic analysis will certainly be helpful.

1In this paper ‘‘noise’’ refers to any nonharmonic~irregular! energy within
the acoustic utterance signal.
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Steller sea lion~Eumetopias jubatus! mothers and pups establish and maintain contact with
individually distinctive vocalizations. Our objective was to develop a robust neural network to
classify females based on their mother-pup contact calls. We catalogued 573 contact calls from 25
females in 1998 and 1323 calls from 46 females in 1999. From this database, a subset of 26 females
with sufficient samples of calls was selected for further study. Each female was identified visually
by marking patterns, which provided the verification for acoustic identification. Average logarithmic
spectra were extracted for each call, and standardized training and generalization datasets created for
the neural network classifier. A family of backpropagation networks was generated to assess relative
contribution of spectral input bandwidth, frequency resolution, and network architectural variables
to classification accuracy. The network with best overall generalization accuracy~71%! used an
input representation of 0–3 kHz of bandwidth at 10.77 Hz/bin frequency resolution, and a 2:1
hidden:output layer neural ratio. The network was analyzed to reveal which portions of the call
spectra were most influential for identification of each female. Acoustical identification of
distinctive female acoustic signatures has several potentially important conservation applications for
this endangered species, such as rapid survey of females present on a rookery. ©2002 Acoustical
Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1474443#

PACS numbers: 43.80.Ka, 43.80.Lb, 43.64.Tk@WA#

I. INTRODUCTION

Steller sea lions were selected for this study because
biological theory predicts that colonially breeding individu-
als will possess refined means of individual identification in
order to invest finite resources in a manner most likely to
enhance their reproductive success~Trivers, 1972!. Indi-
vidual identification is potentially possible for any individual
of any species; however, evolutionary theory predicts that the
need to reduce confusion over reproductive investment will
result in more obvious and consistent communication of in-
dividual identity in colonially breeding species~Beecher,
1982!. The task of developing a mathematical means of dis-
criminating amongst individuals is thus more likely to suc-
ceed with a colonially breeding species than with a species

where opportunities for mistaking identity and misplacing
competitive, breeding, or parental resources are less frequent
and therefore less consequential.

Sea lions and fur seals~Otariids! typically demonstrate a
polygynous breeding system, with females gathering in
dense congregations to give birth and to copulate~Riedman,
1990!. Mothers alternate between nursing their pups on land
and feeding at sea, sometimes leaving the pup unattended for
several days~Riedman, 1990!. Acoustic mother-pup call
recognition appears to be the primary means of initiating
contact and orienting searching behavior after a period of
separation~Insley, 1989, 1992; Gisiner and Schusterman,
1991; Schustermanet al., 1992a; Phillips and Stirling 2000,
2001!. Playback experiments have provided additional evi-
dence to support the existence of mother-pup acoustic recog-
nition systems. Studies on both the subantarctic fur seal~Arc-
tocephalus tropicalis! and Galapagos fur seal~A.
galapagoensis! have suggested that mothers and pups react
positively to recordings of each others’ calls but not to those
of strangers~Trillmich, 1981; Roux and Jouventin, 1987!.
While individual call recognition among Otariids appears to
be common, few studies have used acoustical and statistical

a!Portions of this work were presented in ‘‘Acoustic identification of female
Steller sea lions,’’ Proceedings of the 140th meeting of the ASA/Noise
Congress, Newport Beach, CA, November 2000, and ‘‘Neural network
classification of individual female Steller sea lions~Eumetopias jubatus!,’’
Proceedings of the 14th Biennial Conference on the Biology of Marine
Mammals, Vancouver, BC, Canada, November 2001.

b!Electronic mail: gcampbel@sonofsun.sdsu.edu
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analysis techniques to evaluate call stereotypy. Only studies
of the northern fur sealCallorhinus ursinus~Insley, 1989,
1992!, South American sea lion~Fernández-Juricicet al.,
1999!, and South American fur sealArctocephalus australis
~Phillips and Sterling, 2000! have classified known females
based on the acoustic structure of their calls.

The Steller sea lion ranges along the North Pacific Rim
from Japan to Central California, with centers of abundance
and distribution in the Aleutian Islands and the Gulf of
Alaska ~Loughlin et al., 1984; Riedman, 1990!. In response
to population declines in Alaska since the 1970s, the Steller
sea lion was listed in 1990 asthreatenedunder the U.S.
Endangered Species Act~NMFS, 1992!. Genetic and distri-
bution information subsequently led to the classification of
two separate breeding stocks of Steller sea lions: a ‘‘west-
ern’’ stock, which included sea lions in the Gulf of Alaska,
Aleutian Islands, and Bering Sea, and an ‘‘eastern’’ stock
which included sea lions from Southeast Alaska to California
~NMFS, 1995; Bickhamet al., 1996; Loughlin, 1997!. In
1997, the western stock of Steller sea lions was relisted as
endangeredunder the U.S. Endangered Species Act. This
reclassification was in response to a dramatic population de-
cline during the past 30 years, estimated at over 80%
~Brahamet al., 1980; Merricket al., 1987; Loughlinet al.,
1992; Trites and Larkin, 1996; Seaseet al., 2001!. During
this same time period, Steller sea lion numbers have re-
mained stable or increased in Southeast Alaska and through-
out most of the range of the eastern stock~Calkins et al.,
1999; Seaseet al., 2001!.

The causes of the decline in the western stock of Steller
sea lions are not known, though poor nutrition is currently a
leading hypothesis. Undernutrition resulting from changes in
the abundance or appropriateness of Steller sea lion prey
items may lead to reduced birth rates and increased mortality
through starvation, disease, or predation~Merrick and
Loughlin, 1997; Calkinset al., 1999!. Considerable research
on Steller sea lion population dynamics and energy require-
ments is currently being conducted in an effort to better un-
derstand the factors influencing the population decline in the
western stock and the stability of the eastern stock.

Between May and July, Steller sea lions gather on off-
shore rookeries for reproductive activities. Females give
birth to a single precocial pup, and for one week following
parturition, mothers fast and suckle their pups on land. No
allomaternal behavior has been reported. Following this peri-
natal period, mothers begin a cycle of feeding at sea for
approximately 24 hours and then returning to the rookery for
approximately 24 hours to suckle their young and to rest
~Higgins, 1984; Riedman, 1990; Miletteet al., 1999!. When
Steller sea lion mothers return from foraging trips, they must
repeatedly find their pups on the large crowded rookery.
Acoustic mother-pup recognition appears to be the primary
means by which female Steller sea lions achieve this essen-
tial task ~Higgins, 1984; Miletteet al., 1999!.

Monitoring the arrival and departure activities of indi-
vidually identified mothers within and across breeding sea-
sons is one method that can provide important information
on maternal care, energy transfer, site fidelity, patterns of
rookery usage, and philopatry or dispersion of matrilines.

Currently, individual identification is done visually by com-
parison of photographs or drawings of distinctive markings
~Gisiner, 1985; Miletteet al., 1999!. However, the accuracy
of this identification method depends on the observer’s ex-
perience and can lead to misidentification. Markings may be
small and inconspicuous and only visible from one side, ani-
mals in the water usually cannot be identified visually, and
crowded conditions make it difficult to single out and main-
tain visual contact with an identified individual. As an alter-
native, call identification has the potential for reliable dis-
crimination of individuals based on acoustical parameters.
Since females call whenever they move and whenever they
depart to and return from the sea on feeding trips, acoustic
identification may be preferred in conditions where direct
visual observations may be difficult.

Campbellet al. ~2000! demonstrated that female Steller
sea lions can be discriminated by call characteristics. They
evaluated a set of classifiers including linear discriminant
analysis and three artificial neural network architectures
~backpropagation, learning vector quantization, and adaptive
resonance! using standardized training and generalization
datasets of calls from 14 females. The backpropagation ar-
chitecture clearly provided the highest classification accu-
racy on the novel generalization data.

Here, we advance development of a robust neural net-
work to classify females based on their mother-pup contact
calls. Average logarithmic spectra were extracted for calls
from 26 females, and standardized training and generaliza-
tion datasets created. A family of backpropagation networks
~BPNs! was generated to assess relative contribution of spec-
tral and architectural variables to classification accuracy. The
BPN with best overall generalization accuracy was analyzed
to reveal which portions of the call spectra were most influ-
ential for identification of each female.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Study site and data collection

Our study site was Sugarloaf Island~58°53±N;
152°02±W!, one of numerous offshore locations in the Gulf
of Alaska that serve as rookery/haul out sites for the western
population of Steller sea lions~Fig. 1!. Prior to the current
study, 70 females were visually identified and photographed
at Sugarloaf during the breeding seasons of 1994–1997~Mi-
lette et al., 1999!.

During the breeding seasons of 1998 and 1999, acoustic
recordings were conducted with a two-channel Sony
TCD-D8 DAT recorder connected to a Sennheiser M-60 Di-
rectional Microphone. One channel was devoted to sea lion
calls and the second channel was used for observer narration.
A typical recording contained a repetitive series of female
calls with the name of the vocalizing individual stated after
each call. We catalogued 573 contact calls from 25 females
in 1998 and 1323 calls from 46 females in 1999. Nine known
females were recorded in both years, yielding a total of 62
identified individuals.
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B. Acoustical analyses

Acoustical analyses were limited to nonagonistic calls
directed by mothers toward their pups while on the rookery.
The digital data were transferred from DAT to PC with a
Zefiro Acoustics ZA-2 digital sound card over a Sony POC-
DA12P fiber optic cable. Transfer was managed via Sound-
Forge 4.5 multimedia editing software. Raw data preserved
the 44.1-kHz sampling rate and stereo format in PCM WAV
files. The stereo WAV files were scanned using the narration
channel, and each call was segmented using a SoundForge
‘‘region.’’ Each of the 1896 calls was labeled according to an
individual female and one of four possible call quality rat-
ings. Quality 1~Q1! calls were vocalizations that had excel-
lent signal to noise conditions with no little or no ambient
noise. Quality 2~Q2! calls were degraded by ambient noise
~e.g., wind, rain or surf!. Quality 3 ~Q3! calls were degraded
by other sea lion sounds and/or weather conditions, which
made segmentation of the calls ambiguous. Quality 4~Q4!
calls were samples in which female identity was uncertain,
and were not analyzed.

C. Backpropagation architectures

After all recordings were segmented, a batch process
low-pass filtered~4 kHz! and decimated each call to an
11.025-kHz sampling rate, and extracted the call to an indi-
vidual WAV file. The calls were cross-tabulated by female
and call quality. Q1 and Q2 calls were pooled, which yielded

a set of 26 females, each of which was represented by more
than ten calls. Backpropagation is a supervised learning al-
gorithm that requires a set of exemplars to be compiled into
a learning set, and generalization ability can be tested using
additional sets of novel exemplars. For this study, a standard-
ized training set of calls was generated by drawing ten calls
for each female at random (n5260), using Q1 calls and
supplementing with Q2 calls where necessary. All remaining
Q1–Q3 calls (n51281) were placed into a generalization
set. The data are summarized in Table I.

Each call was represented by an average logarithmic
spectrum on the BPN input layer. We evaluated the effects of
spectral and architectural variables on the generalization ac-
curacy of the BPNs. Two spectral variables were manipu-
lated. Frequency resolution was set at 5.38, 10.77, 21.53, or
43.07 Hz/bin, and bandwidth was set at 2 or 3 kHz. The BPN
processing architecture was manipulated by modifying the
ratio of hidden layer elements to output layer elements, using
settings of 2:1, 4:1, and 6:1 hidden:output ratios. The output
layer always had 26 elements, one for each female. Thus, for
example, a BPN with a 3-kHz input bandwidth, a 10.77-Hz/
bin frequency resolution, and a connectivity ratio of 4:1
would have 280 input elements~corresponding to the first
280 spectral bins, which span 0 to 3 kHz!, 104 hidden layer
elements, and 26 output layer elements.

The BPNs were fully interconnected and used standard
cumulative-delta learning propagated across the bipolar tanh
transfer function. Each BPN was trained to a rms error cri-
terion of 0.05, which corresponds to approximately 95% cor-
rect across the training set. After training, the classification
accuracy of each BPN for novel exemplars was tested using
the generalization dataset. The overall generalization percent
correct for each BPN was used to select the most accurate
network. A detailed analysis of the relative importance of
each frequency band in the input spectra was conducted. For
every call in the generalization set that the BPN correctly
classified, the value of each input bin was dithered by 20%,
and the resulting percent change on the output neuron acti-
vation strength was measured. Dithering the values of input
bins that had strong connection weights would result in large
changes on the output neuron, thereby providing insight into
the spectral characteristics that were most useful in classify-
ing the females.

III. RESULTS

A. Female call characteristics

Female calls ranged in frequency from 30 to 3000 Hz
with peak frequencies from 150 to 1000 Hz. Typical call
duration was 1000 to 1500 ms. Call structure varied across
females, illustrated in Fig. 2. Some individuals typically pro-
duced tonal calls, demonstrated by a call from Amatuli in the
left column of Fig. 2, while others typically produced pulsed
calls, demonstrated by a call from Ethel in the right column.
Calls containing both mixed and pulsatile portions were also
common in our data set. Note that the tonal call was charac-
terized by clearly defined harmonic structure, which gives
rise to the rippled spectra and harmonic lines in the spectro-
gram. In contrast, the pulsed call lacked strong harmonic
structure and little spectral rippling.

FIG. 1. The study site at Sugarloaf Island, Alaska. The top panel gives an
overview of the western Gulf of Alaska region. The box and arrow indicate
the location of study site, with a detail presented in the bottom panel.
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B. Neural network evaluation

All BPNs learned to classify the set of 26 females with
100% accuracy on the training dataset. Overall generaliza-
tion accuracy ranged from 58.5% on the BPN with 2-kHz
bandwidth, 43.07-Hz/bin frequency resolution, and 2:1 hid-
den:output layer connectivity to 70.7% on the BPN with
3-kHz bandwidth, 10.77-Hz/bin frequency resolution, and

2:1 hidden:output layer connectivity. The results are summa-
rized in Table II. The accuracy of BPNs with 2-kHz band-
width was significantly lower than those with 3-kHz band-
width @ t(22)52.74, p50.012#, with mean percent correct
of 63.07 vs 66.99, respectively. Analysis of variance revealed
that manipulating frequency resolution also resulted in sig-
nificant differences in accuracy@F(3,8)5148.16, p
,0.01#. Scheffe’s post hoc comparison of means (a
50.01) demonstrated that accuracy of networks using a
43.05-Hz/bin resolution was significantly lower than that of
the networks using 21.53-, 10.77-, and 5.38-Hz/bin. No sig-
nificant effect of manipulating hidden:output layer connec-
tivity ratios was observed.

On the basis of these evaluations, the BPN with 3 kHz
of input bandwidth, 10.77-Hz/bin frequency resolution, and
2:1 hidden:output connectivity was selected for further study.

TABLE I. The sample dataset. Data for each of the 26 females are broken
out by quality factor within the training and generalization subsets. Each
female was represented by ten calls in the training set, and by unequaln’s in
the generalization set.

Female

Training Generalization

Q1 Q2 Q1 Q2 Q3

763Girl 1 9 0 0 19
Amatuli 10 0 7 8 4
Bellow 6 4 0 9 6
Breeze 3 7 0 12 38
Bubbles 1 9 0 23 57
Chamille 10 0 7 45 82
Cher 10 0 1 82 96
Clover 1 9 0 1 3
Crunchie 2 8 0 25 40
Carcy 3 7 0 7 13
Demera 3 7 0 4 26
Dice 2 8 0 12 50
Ethel 4 6 0 9 53
Flo 9 1 0 12 28
Fungus Ear 0 10 0 0 65
GooGoo Doll 3 7 0 23 46
Jay 2 8 0 0 8
Jessica 7 3 0 9 5
Lucy 10 0 7 40 26
Moss 10 0 6 31 47
Pebbles 5 5 0 3 12
Pinky 4 6 0 1 5
Sasha 4 6 0 4 5
Scooby Doo 4 6 0 11 8
Snicker 9 1 0 16 25
Ziggy 0 10 0 33 66

FIG. 2. Sample call types. A tonal call from Amatuli is presented on the left, and a pulsatile call from Ethel is presented on the right. The top panels are
spectrograms and the bottom panels are average log power spectra. Duration of the calls were approximately X seconds. Frequency ranges from 0 to 3 kHz
on both the spectrograms and power spectra; amplitude is in relative dB.

TABLE II. Comparison of the generalization accuracy of the backpropaga-
tion networks. The first column is the frequency resolution of the spectral
input representation in Hz. The second column is the connectivity ratio
between the number of elements in the hidden layer to the output layer. The
third column is the average percent correct~APC! ~with standard deviation,
s.d.! computed over all 26 females, using a 2-kHz bandwidth spectral rep-
resentation. The fourth column is average percent correct using a 3-kHz
bandwidth.

Frequency resolution
~Hz/bin! H:O Ratio

APC ~s.d.!
2 kHz BW

APC ~s.d.!
3 kHz BW

5.38 2:1 61.77~22.26! 68.81~19.50!
10.77 2:1 64.69~20.23! 70.69~17.15!
21.53 2:1 62.58~18.54! 69.19~18.99!
43.06 2:1 58.50~19.03! 69.19~20.39!
5.38 4:1 64.54~21.20! 69.19~17.88!

10.77 4:1 63.38~20.85! 69.81~17.72!
21.53 4:1 64.54~17.70! 68.38~17.37!
43.06 4:1 60.00~20.22! 58.96~20.61!
5.38 6:1 64.19~20.51! 68.46~17.8!

10.77 6:1 66.31~20.06! 70.62~17.36!
21.53 6:1 65.73~18.43! 68.92~18.93!
43.06 6:1 60.65~18.93! 59.73~19.45!
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No difference was observed between the 2:1 and 6:1 archi-
tectures, so the simpler 2:1 network was chosen. The confu-
sion matrix for this network is presented in Table III. Calls
were correctly classified 70.69% of the time~617.15!, with
zero errors for some subjects. Interindividual variability in
percent correct classification suggests that the BPN can dis-
tinguish some females more readily then others, though all
individuals had scores that were well above what would be
expected by chance~i.e., 26 females51/2653.8%!. The
most notable degradation in classification was observed for
Flo ~40%! and Jay~38%!. The pattern of errors was not
related to distribution of Q1 versus Q2 samples in the train-
ing set nor to the distribution of samples across quality levels
in the generalization set. Also, the pattern of errors could not
be attributed to the female call type~tonal versus pulsatile!.
Further analysis of errors would require a larger generaliza-
tion set to justify more complex statistical treatment.

C. Representation of call features within the BPN

A detailed analysis of the relative importance of each
frequency band in the input spectra was conducted. For ev-
ery call in the generalization set that the BPN correctly clas-
sified, the value of each input bin was dithered by 20%, and
the resulting percent change on the output neuron activation
strength was measured. Dithering the values of input bins
that had strong connection weights would result in large
changes on the output neuron, thereby providing insight into
the spectral characteristics that were most useful in classify-
ing the females.

The results of this analysis are summarized in Fig. 3,
one female per panel. The data are percent change in activa-
tion of the output neuron assigned to that female, ranging
between660% change. The results can be interpreted as
follows: The BPNs represented data on a21 to 11 full-scale

range~bipolar!. An output neuron with activation of11 in-
dicates strong ‘‘confidence’’ of correct classification. An out-
put neuron with activation of21 indicates no confidence of
correct classification. Therefore, strong positive-going
changes in the activation levels indicate that those frequency
bands made important contributions to confidence in cor-
rectly classifying the female. Strong negative-going changes
in the activation levels indicate that those frequency bands
made important contributions to confidence in classifying the
call asnot coming from that female. Small changes indicate
weak areas of frequency differentiation.

The overall picture suggests that most of the highest
frequency weightings lie below about 2 kHz, which is sup-
ported by an approximate 5–15-dB rolloff in sound energy
above those frequencies. However, recall that the generaliza-
tion accuracy of BPNs with 2-kHz bandwidth was signifi-
cantly poorer than those with 3-kHz bandwidth. Thus, al-
though the frequency weightings were attenuated in the 2–3-
kHz range, they added about 10% improvement in
classification accuracy. Visual comparison of the weightings
indicates a diverse set of positive- and negative-going pat-
terns that defy straightforward summary. However, note that
the percent changes for Flo and Jay are attenuated~especially
those for Jay!—these are the two females for which gener-
alization accuracy was poorest. Dithering the input represen-
tation resulted in very little percent change in the output
neuron, suggesting that the network could neither identify
features for positive attribution nor features for positive re-
jection of these females.

IV. DISCUSSION

Acoustic signature recognition requires low intraindi-
vidual call variability and high interindividual call variabil-
ity. Our analyses suggest that female Steller sea lions have

TABLE III. Confusion matrix for the optimal BPN on the generalization dataset. Actual female identity is in
rows, and predicted identity is in columns. To facilitate comparison, values are percent classification, which
normalizes across the unequal sampling. Percent correct is on the major diagonal.
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evolved sufficient vocal stereotypy to differentiate between
individuals. The BPN was relatively accurate, and clearly
able to consistently differentiate females based on their call
parameters. The results of this research are consistent with
other studies on colonially breeding pinniped species, which
have suggested the existence of acoustic mother-pup recog-
nition systems facilitated by individually distinctive vocal
signatures~Bartolomew, 1959; Peterson and Bartholomew,

1969; Trillmich, 1981; Roux and Jouventin, 1987; Insley,
1989, 1992; Gisiner and Schusterman, 1991; Hanggi, 1992;
Schustermanet al., 1992b; Ferna´ndez-Jurisicet al., 1999;
Phillips and Stirling, 2000, 2001!.

In this study, the best BPN yielded an overall percent
correct classification of 71% on novel data~100% correct on
the training data!. In contrast, Phillips and Stirling~2000!
reported that linear discriminant analysis resulted in 55%

FIG. 3. Relative importance of spectral regions for neural network classification accuracy. Spectral frequency lies on thex-axis from 0 to 3000 Hz in 10.77
Hz bins. Percent change in output neuron activation lies on they-axis from260% to160%. Large positive-going changes in the activation level indicate that
those frequency bands made important contributions to confidence in classifying the calls as coming from that female. Large negative-going changes in the
activation level indicate that those frequency bands made important contributions to confidence in rejecting the call as coming from that female. Small changes
suggest that the network could identify features neither for confident attribution nor rejection of that female.
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correct on novel data~70% on the training data! for a set of
15 female South American fur seals. Neural networks clearly
outcompeted LDA on our Steller sea lion data as well
~Campbellet al., 2000!. Though our BPN analyses of female
Steller sea lion calls demonstrated the existence of individual
acoustic signatures, the system was still prone to decision
errors. The fact that classification rates were not higher over-
all may be explained by a number of factors. First, the spe-
cific acoustical parameters that pups use to identify mothers
are not known and our inability to discern what variables are
most important for identification may have limited the sys-
tem’s discriminatory power. In addition, recognition may oc-
cur in two ways, either by discrimination of only one indi-
vidual ~i.e., mother! but not of others, or discrimination
among a number of related individuals~Beecher, 1982!.
Moreover, we do not understand the degree to which other
factors may have contributed to variability in call structure.
These factors include changes in motivational state within
and between call bouts, effects of physiognamy~e.g., female
size and condition!, stability of female vocal tract character-

istics across years, and varying signal-to-noise conditions in
the recordings.

Implementing an autonomous acoustic recognition sys-
tem in the real world faces several challenges. For example,
the deployment of the acoustic sensor~s! needs to optimize
the desire for maximal signal-to-noise ratio for female calls
and the desire to survey as many females as possible. In the
current study, calls were recorded by a field technician using
a directional microphone, which provides both for intelligent
survey of females, and best possible recording quality. An
affordable autonomous system is not likely to be mobile~i.e.,
robotic!, but an array of fixed microphones could be de-
ployed which enclose the female haul-out site within their
aperture. Beamforming would then substitute for the ability
of a field technician to isolate a specific female and maxi-
mize signal strength by manually orienting the handheld di-
rectional microphone.

The recognition system must be robust with respect to
signal quality and the presence of distractors such as male
calls, pup calls, other types of female calls, and other discrete

FIG. 3. ~Continued.!
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ambient biotic sounds~e.g., songbirds!. Moreover, the signal
processing system must be able to extract female calls from
the real-time acoustic data stream. Finally, the recognition
system must be able to form new output categories for new
females, ideally without supervision. We speculate that the
signal processing issues might be solved as follows: The sys-
tem would consist of several cascaded stages. In the first
stage, the real-time data would be parsed into successive
time slices. Each time slice would be presented to a filter in
which mother-pup contact calls would be discriminated from
other coarse classes of calls~e.g., male calls, pup calls, other
female calls, and other biotic sounds!. Once categorized as a
female pup-contact call, the data segment would be passed to
the second-stage classifier in which individual female recog-
nition would occur. The second-stage classifier could utilize
unsupervised learning algorithms, such as adaptive reso-
nance. Theoretically, this type of architecture would permit
formation of new categories for new females by detection of
‘‘sufficiently novel’’ calls. Testing the utility of this concept
will require several years of field data from individually
identified females.

These points illustrate the fact that development of an
autonomous, real-time, adaptive recognition system is not
trivial. Tradeoffs will exist inherently between the desire for
real-time processing speed and the desire for accuracy. If the
system is to be remotely deployed and the data are not re-
quired in real time, we suggest that real-time recognition be
abandoned and that slower, more accurate signal processing
methods be used. A haul-out site could be sampled for a
segment of time, and the archived data processed between
sampling epochs. Post-processing introduces the ability to
apply tools such as adaptive ‘‘whitening’’ filters that increase
signal-to-noise ratio by reduction of local ambient noise. In
addition, post-processing could be used to scan multiple
beams~from an array! to collect calls from multiple females,
and to potentially allow the recognition system to reorganize
as a result of novel incoming calls. Although an autonomous
adaptive recognition system is technically exciting, it is im-
portant not to lose sight of the importance of verifying
acoustic classification with visual recognition by an expert,
such as reported in the current study.

Individually distinctive acoustic signatures in female
Steller sea lions have several potentially important scientific
applications. Statistically based voice identification may be a
particularly important tool for studying the decline of this
endangered species. First, because females usually call when
they enter and leave the rookery but are not always visible,
the classification system described here could be used in the
field to document the precise female arrival and departure
times at the rookery. This information could be used to docu-
ment patterns of maternal care/energy transfer during the
critical development stage of pups. Time devoted to foraging
and feeding trips by different individuals in different age
classes could be examined. Comparisons of these parameters
between the western~endangered! and eastern~threatened!
populations of Steller sea lions may be of particular interest
due to the different conservation status of the two popula-
tions. In addition, data collected over multiple years could

allow us to determine site fidelity of females, interannual
patterns of rookery usage, and philopatry or dispersion of
matrilines.
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A behavioral response paradigm was used to measure masked underwater hearing thresholds in a
bottlenose dolphin~Tursiops truncatus! and a white whale~Delphinapterus leucas! before and after
exposure to single underwater impulsive sounds produced from a seismic watergun. Pre- and
postexposure thresholds were compared to determine if a temporary shift in masked hearing
thresholds~MTTS!, defined as a 6-dB or larger increase in postexposure thresholds, occurred.
Hearing thresholds were measured at 0.4, 4, and 30 kHz. MTTSs of 7 and 6 dB were observed in
the white whale at 0.4 and 30 kHz, respectively, approximately 2 min following exposure to single
impulses with peak pressures of 160 kPa, peak-to-peak pressures of 226 dBre 1 mPa, and total
energy fluxes of 186 dBre 1 mPa2

•s. Thresholds returned to within 2 dB of the preexposure value
approximately 4 min after exposure. No MTTS was observed in the dolphin at the highest exposure
conditions: 207 kPa peak pressure, 228 dBre 1 mPa peak-to-peak pressure, and 188 dBre 1 mPa2

•s
total energy flux. ©2002 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1479150#

PACS numbers: 43.80.Nd, 43.80.Lb@WA#

I. INTRODUCTION

Previous studies~e.g., Au et al., 1999; Kastaket al.,
1999; Schlundtet al., 2000! have demonstrated that a marine
mammal exposed to a sufficiently intense sound may exhibit
an increased hearing threshold, or threshold shift~TS!, fol-
lowing cessation of the intense sound. If the hearing thresh-
old returns to the preexposure value after a period of time,
the TS is known as a temporary threshold shift~TTS!; if the
threshold does not return to the preexposure level, the TS is
called a permanent threshold shift~PTS!. PTS and TTS data
were used to establish noise exposure limits in humans~e.g.,
Kryter et al., 1966! and TTS data are often used to help
predict the effects of anthropogenic noise on marine mam-
mals in the wild~e.g., Department of the Navy, 1998, 2001!.

There have been three previous studies of TTS in odon-
tocetes: Auet al. ~1999! and Nachtigallet al. ~2001! mea-
sured TTS in a bottlenose dolphin exposed to 30–50 min of
octave-band noise centered at 7.5 kHz; Schlundtet al. ~2000!
measured temporary shifts of masked hearing thresholds
~MTTS! in bottlenose dolphins and white whales exposed to
1-s pure tones at frequencies of 0.4, 3, 10, 20, and 75 kHz.
@These data included and expanded on the original pure-tone
MTTS data for bottlenose dolphins described in a technical
report by Ridgwayet al. ~1997!.# Finneranet al. ~2000! con-
ducted a study designed to measure MTTS in bottlenose dol-
phins and white whales exposed to single underwater im-
pulses ~i.e., transient sounds with relatively high peak

pressures and broad frequency content!. The latter study used
an ‘‘explosion simulator’’~ES!, consisting of an array of pi-
ezoelectric sound projectors with accompanying hardware
and software, to generate impulsive sounds with pressure
waveforms resembling those produced by distant underwater
explosions. The pressure waveforms produced by the ES re-
sembled those predicted by the Navy REFMS model~Britt,
1987; Britt et al., 1991!; however, the measured frequency
spectra showed a lack of energy at frequencies below 1 kHz.
No substantial~i.e., 6 dB or larger! threshold shifts were
observed in any of the subjects~two bottlenose dolphins and
one white whale! at the highest received level produced by
the ES: approximately 70 kPa peak pressure, 221 dBre 1
mPa peak-to-peak pressure, and 179 dBre 1 mPa2

•s total
energy flux~Finneranet al., 2000!.

This paper presents the results of a study designed to
measure TTSs in a dolphin and white whale exposed to
single underwater impulses produced by a seismic watergun.
The watergun was used because it was capable of producing
impulses with higher peak pressures and total energy fluxes
than the pressure waveforms produced using the ES. The
watergun was selected over other seismic sources~e.g., air-
guns! because watergun impulses contain more energy at
higher frequencies, where odontocete hearing thresholds are
relatively low. The experimental approach was similar to that
of Schlundtet al. ~2000! and Finneranet al. ~2000!: a behav-
ioral response paradigm was used to measure hearing thresh-
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olds before and after exposure to single underwater impulses.
The test site~in San Diego Bay! featured a relatively high
and variable ambient noise background, thus band-limited
white noise~masking noise! was introduced to create a floor
effect and keep thresholds consistent despite fluctuations in
the ambient noise level. The presence of masking noise has
been shown to decrease the amount of TTS observed in hu-
mans ~e.g., Parkeret al., 1976; Humes, 1980! and the
amount of PTS in terrestrial mammals~Adeset al., 1974!. To
indicate that the thresholds presented here were measured in
the presence of masking noise, the term MTTS, rather than
TTS, is used to identify these data. The potential effects of
the masking noise on the measured thresholds are discussed
in Sec. III.

II. METHODS

A. Experimental subjects

Experimental subjects consisted of one bottlenose dol-
phin ~BEN, age 36 years, approximate weight 260 kg! and
one white whale~MUK, 32 years, 600 kg!. Subjects were
housed in floating netted enclosures~939 to 12324 m! lo-
cated in San Diego Bay. The study followed a protocol ap-
proved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee
at SPAWAR Systems Center, San Diego, and operated under
Department of Defense guidelines. All subjects were healthy
during the course of the study.

B. Experimental apparatus

1. Underwater stations

Tests were conducted in a 939 m floating netted enclo-
sure located approximately 50 m from the subjects’ ‘‘home’’
enclosures@Fig. 1~a!#. Subjects swam to the test enclosure
shortly before each test session and returned to their home
enclosure afterward. The test apparatus consisted of two un-
derwater listening stations, designated as the ‘‘S1 station’’
and the ‘‘S2 station.’’ Two stations were used to spatially
separate the location of the impulsive sound exposure from
the location of the hearing tests. The S1 station was the site
for the presentation of the underwater impulse produced by
the watergun and a ‘‘start’’ signal to begin the hearing test.
The S2 station was the site for the hearing tests. Each station
consisted of a polyvinylchloride~PVC! frame with a plastic
biteplate on which the subjects were trained to station. The
S1 and S2 biteplates were located at depths of approximately
4 and 2 m, respectively. Each station contained an underwa-
ter video camera; a third video camera was located in-air
with a view of both stations.

The S1 station@Fig. 1~b!# contained a single sound pro-
jector~ITC 1001! that was used to emit a 1-s tone as the start
signal for the subject to begin hearing tests. These start tones,
or ‘‘S1 tones,’’ were at a frequency of 10 kHz and a sound
pressure level~SPL! of approximately 120 dBre 1 mPa. The
S1 start tones were produced using a programmable function
generator~Wavetek 178! and amplified~BGW PS4! before
being input to the S1 sound projector.

The S2 station@Fig. 1~c!# contained four sound projec-
tors: an ITC 1032 and a USRD J13 were used to project
hearing test tones, or ‘‘S2 tones,’’ and another ITC 1032 and

a USRD J9 were used to project masking noise. Two projec-
tors were required for both the hearing test tones and the
masking noise to cover the frequency range of interest. Hear-
ing tests were performed at three S2 frequencies: 0.4, 4, and
30 kHz; these frequencies were selected to strike a balance
between the range of frequencies present in the watergun
stimulus~see Sec. II B 2! and the audible frequency ranges of
TursiopsandDelphinapterus. The S2 tones were 250 ms in
duration including 5-ms rise and fall times. S2 tones were
generated using a personal computer~PC! containing a mul-
tifunction board~National Instruments PCI-MIO-16E-1!, at-
tenuated~HP 350B!, filtered ~Ithaco 4302!, and amplified
~BGW PS2! before being input to the appropriate sound pro-
jector: the USRD J13 at 0.4 and 4 kHz or the ITC 1032 at 30
kHz.

FIG. 1. ~a! Test site showing locations of watergun and S1 and S2 under-
water listening stations.~b! Detail of S1 station.~c! Detail of S2 station.
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Masking noise was generated on a dedicated computer
running custom software~Finneranet al., 1999!. This system
allowed for the continuous generation of masking noise
whose frequency spectrum was compensated to eliminate the
effects of projector frequency-dependent transmission char-
acteristics and acoustic standing waves. Masking noise was
generated using a National Instruments PCI-MIO-16E-1, at-
tenuated~HP 355D!, filtered~SRS 560 and Ithaco 4302!, and
amplified ~BGW PS2! before being input to the appropriate
sound projector: the USRD J9 for testing at 0.4 and 4 kHz or
the ITC 1032 at 30 kHz. The projected masking noise was
centered at the appropriate S2 frequency and had a frequency
bandwidth equal to the test frequency; e.g., for hearing
thresholds measured at 0.4 kHz, the noise bandwidth was
0.2–0.6 kHz. The noise spectral density was 95, 90, and 80
dB re 1 mPa2/Hz for S2 frequencies of 0.4, 4, and 30 kHz,
respectively. The noise spectral density was flat within63
dB over these ranges. Masking noise was continuously pro-
jected, from the time the subjects entered the test enclosure,
to the cessation of testing.

The acoustic pressure during each S2 tone presentation
was measured using a Reson TC4013 hydrophone~mounted
to the S2 PVC frame! and a B&K 2635 charge amplifier,
digitized using the PCI-MIO-16E-1 multifunction board, and
stored on the PC. The pressure during the S1 start tone pre-
sentation was measured with a B&K 8105 hydrophone
~mounted to the S1 PVC frame!, amplified and filtered~B&K
2635!, and digitized~PCI-MIO-16E-1!. The PC was also
used to record the time each S1 and S2 tone was produced.

2. Watergun stimuli

Seismic waterguns use compressed air to rapidly expel
water from a water-filled chamber. The water leaving the
chamber creates a void behind it; the collapse of water into
this void creates an acoustic signal. In this study, underwater
impulses were generated using a 1310 cm3 ~80 in3! seismic
watergun~Seismic Systems, Inc., Model S80!. The watergun
position was fixed relative to the subject; the amplitude of
the sound produced by the watergun was varied by changing
the pressure of the compressed air~the watergun static pres-
sure charge!. The watergun was located 4.5 m from the sub-
ject at the same depth, aligned with the subject’s longitudinal
axis. Water depth at this location was approximately 8 m.

Each exposure condition was assigned a nominal level,
from M1 to M13 for MUK and B1 to B4 for BEN, in the
order in which they were tested~MUK was tested first; the
resulting data were used to guide the development of the
abbreviated test matrix for BEN!. The acoustic pressure am-
plitude produced by the watergun generally increased with
the watergun static pressure charge but was highly variable.
The actual received sound levels thus did not necessarily
increase with each increase in watergun static pressure and
the received level at a specific static pressure charge varied
from day to day and from one impulse to the next. For MUK,
the static charge at level M12 was intentionally reduced~as a
control procedure! and level M13 was intended to replicate
level M11.

The acoustic pressure produced by the watergun was
measured during each subject exposure using a hydrophone

~B&K 8105! mounted to the S1 PVC frame between the
subject and the watergun; the hydrophone was located 0.74
m from the subject’s ears. The hydrophone output was fil-
tered from 2 Hz to 200 kHz and amplified~B&K 2635!, then
digitized at 500 kHz using the PCI-MIO-16E-1. The digi-
tized waveforms were analyzed using custom software to
calculate the peak pressure (pp), peak-to-peak SPL
(SPLp-p), total energy flux (ET), and duration~t!. A dis-
tance correction based on daily calibration measurements us-
ing a second hydrophone~B&K 8105 with a B&K 2635
amplifier! placed at the location of the subjects’ ears~when
on the S1 biteplate! was used to correct the sound levels
measured during exposure~0.74 m from the subjects’ ears! to
the actual received sound levels at the ear position.

The peak pressure was determined from the absolute
value of the measured waveform~i.e., the maximum negative
or positive peak!. The duration of each impulse was esti-
mated using the ‘‘B-duration’’~Hamernik and Hsueh, 1991;
CHABA, 1992!, defined using the first and last time values
at which the absolute value of the waveform reached an am-
plitude of 220 dB relative to the maximum amplitude.@The
B-duration was used, rather than the ‘‘A-duration,’’ defined
as the time from impulse start to the first zero-crossing
~Hamernik and Hsueh, 1991; CHABA, 1992!, because of the
presence of multiple peaks in the received pressure wave-
forms.# The energy flux spectral densityE(m) was calcu-
lated as

E~m!5uP~m!u2, m50,1,...,N21, ~1!

where

P~m!5Dt (
n50

N21

p~n!e2 j 2pmn/N, m50,1,...,N21, ~2!

p(n) is the digitized pressure waveform,P(m) is the dis-
crete Fourier transform ofp(n), N is the number of samples
in p(n), Dt is the sampling interval, andj 5(21)1/2. Fourier
analysis of each signal used a 131-ms time window to pro-
duce the desired frequency resolution. Note that the medium
characteristic impedancerc has been eliminated from the
definition of E(m) described by Frickeet al. ~1985! and
Johnstonet al. ~1988!; this was done to emphasize that the
energy flux spectral density was based on individual pressure
measurements rather than acoustic intensity measurements.
The energy flux spectral density thus has units ofmPa2

•s/Hz,
rather than J•m22

•Hz21 ~0 dB re 1 J•m22
•Hz21'182 dB

re 1 mPa2
•s/Hz, for seawater with nominal values of den-

sity r51026 kg/m3 and sound speedc51500 m/s!. The total
energy fluxET was calculated using

ET5D f (
k50

N21

E~k!, ~3!

where D f 51/(NDt). The total energy flux has units of
mPa2

•s ~0 dB re 1 J/m25182 dB re 1 mPa2
•s, for seawater

with r51026 kg/m3 andc51500 m/s!.
Representative pressure waveforms and energy flux

spectral densities measured for each of the impulse levels for
MUK and BEN are shown in Figs. 2 and 3, respectively.
Note that the pressure waveform axes scales are not uniform
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throughout the panels. The pressure signatures exhibit fea-
tures characteristic of watergun impulses: a low-amplitude,
positive pressure precursor produced by the expulsion of wa-
ter from the chamber, followed by a high amplitude negative
pressure pulse created by the collapse of water into the void.
The recorded pressure waveforms in Figs. 2 and 3 also show
the effects of multipath propagation caused by reflections
from the surface and bottom.

Tables I and II show the mean values forpp , SPLp-p ,
ET , and t at each exposure condition for MUK and BEN,
respectively. The6 values in Tables I and II indicate the
standard deviation for linear quantities and the maximum6

excursion for decibel quantities. Waveform duration de-
creased with increasing watergun static pressure, making the
frequency spectra more broadband at the higher exposure
levels. Peak pressures were more variable than the SPLp-p

andET .

C. Procedure

1. Overview

Figure 4 illustrates the test sequence and data analysis
techniques. Each test day consisted of two sessions: a morn-
ing session@Fig. 4~a!# and an afternoon session@Fig. 4~b!#.
Each day one session~an ‘‘exposure session’’! featured an
exposure to a watergun impulse. The other session was a
control session and featured a ‘‘mock’’ exposure where the
watergun firing procedures were simulated but no watergun
impulse was produced. The choice of morning or afternoon
for each exposure session was randomized.

Four hearing tests were conducted in each control and
exposure session: Three hearing tests were performed before
the exposure~or mock exposure!; these tests yielded preex-
posure hearing thresholds at the three S2 test frequencies.
The fourth hearing test was conducted after the exposure~or
mock exposure! and yielded a postexposure hearing thresh-

FIG. 2. Representative pressure signatures and energy
flux spectral densities for impulse levels M1–M13. The
analysis frequency bandwidth was 7.6 Hz.
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old. The postexposure test frequency was the same as the last
frequency tested preexposure. Three days of testing were re-
quired at each exposure condition to obtain a postexposure
hearing threshold at each of the three S2 frequencies. The
order in which the S2 frequencies were tested was varied to
test all combinations over a number of days. The preexpo-
sure and postexposure hearing test procedures were nearly
identical. The preexposure hearing test procedure is pre-

sented in detail next, followed by a discussion of the postex-
posure hearing test procedure which highlights the differ-
ences between the two.

2. Preexposure hearing tests

The hearing test procedure was based on the method of
free response, or MFR~Eganet al., 1961! and was very simi-
lar to that used by Schlundtet al. ~2000! and Finneranet al.
~2000!. Each hearing test consisted of a number of relatively
long observation periods, designated here as ‘‘dives.’’ During
each dive the subject was presented with a number of S2
hearing test tones. Each dive began with the trainer directing
the animal~with a hand signal! to the S1 station. The subject
was trained to remain on the S1 station until presented with
the S1 start tone, which signaled the subject to proceed to the
S2 station. Once the subject was positioned at the S2 station,
S2 hearing test tones were presented. The time interval be-
tween S2 tones~the interstimulus interval, or ISI! was ran-
domized between 5 and 10 s and the subject~as well as the
trainer! did not know when the next tone would occur. Sub-
jects were trained to whistle if they heard a tone and to
remain quiet otherwise~see Ridgway and Carder, 1997!. The
time period between 0.05 and 2.05 s immediately following
each tone start was designated as a ‘‘hit interval.’’ A whistle
response occurring within the hit interval following a tone
was defined as a ‘‘hit.’’ No whistle response within the hit
interval was a ‘‘miss.’’ The amplitudes of the S2 tones were
adjusted using a modified up/down staircase procedure~e.g.,
Cornsweet, 1962!: the amplitude was decreased 2 dB follow-
ing each hit and increased 2 dB following each miss.

The trainer monitored the sound in the water~using the
Reson TC4013 hydrophone mounted on the S2 frame! for
any whistle responses by the subject. The trainer was also
aware of the session type~control or exposure!, the ampli-
tude of each S2 tone, and was notified as each S2 tone was
produced~but not before!. After a variable number of tones,
the trainer sounded an underwater buzzer to signal the sub-
ject to leave the S2 station and return to the surface for fish
reward. The point at which reinforcement was delivered~i.e.,
the number of tones per dive! was randomly varied within
the following guidelines: Subjects were reinforced only after

FIG. 3. Representative pressure signatures and energy flux spectral densities
for impulse levels B1–B4. The analysis frequency bandwidth was 7.6 Hz.

TABLE I. Exposure conditions for subject MUK. Mean values are listed. The6 values indicate the standard
deviation for linear units~e.g., kPa! and the maximum6excursion for values in dBs.

Level
pp

~kPa!
pp

~psi!
SPLp-p

~dB re 1 mPa!
ET

~dB re 1 mPa2
•s!

t
~ms!

M1 8.261.5 1.260.22 20262 17161 3762.8
M2 20.262.1 2.960.30 20861 17461 2464.0
M3 25.766.8 3.760.99 21162 17661 1560.5
M4 38.663.3 5.660.48 21561 17861 1561.8
M5 58.6612.7 8.561.84 21761 18161 1560.6
M6 87.2617.5 12.762.54 22161 18261 1461.9
M7 89.267.3 12.961.06 22161 18361 1461.2
M8 116628.6 16.864.15 22462 18461 1361.9
M9 118622.3 17.163.24 22462 18461 1361.4
M10 14368.4 20.861.22 22561 18561 1161.3
M11 160623.3 23.263.38 22661 18661 6.362.1
M12 107611.8 15.561.71 22361 18361 1362.1
M13 198618.6 28.762.70 22861 18761 1163.8
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correct responses. An attempt was made to reinforce subjects
after responding to low-level tones~i.e., at a lower level than
any previously responded to!. If the subject missed several
tones in a row, reinforcement would generally not be given
on the first subsequent hit. The dive times were normally
kept to less than 3 min. The amount of reinforcement was
scaled to the performance of the subject during the dive~e.g.,
more reinforcement was given for longer dives and/or re-
sponding to low-level tones!.

After reinforcement, the next dive was begun and the
procedure repeated until the hearing test was complete. Pre-
exposure hearing tests were conducted until at least ten ‘‘re-
versals,’’ defined as a transition from a hit to a miss or from
a miss to a hit, were obtained. The first five S2 tones at each

frequency were presented at suprathreshold levels as
warm-up tones, beginning approximately 10 dB above
threshold; any reversals occurring in the first five tones were
not counted as part of the required ten reversals. Each pre-
exposure threshold could usually be estimated after one to
four dives or 15 to 30 tones.

Figures 4~c!–~e! illustrate the threshold calculation
method. The hearing test resulted in a record of the subject’s
performance~hit or miss! to each tone@Fig. 4~c!#. The per-
formance data were then converted to a series of reversals,
shown in Fig. 4~e!. The time and amplitude for each reversal
were defined as the mean time and mean SPL, respectively,
of the hit/miss pair. Time values in Fig. 4~e! are referenced to
the time of the exposure~or mock exposure!, thus the preex-

FIG. 4. Test sequence and data analysis technique.
Each test day consisted of a~a! morning and~b! after-
noon test session. Four hearing thresholds were mea-
sured during each session: three preexposure and one
postexposure.~c! Preexposure and~d! postexposure
hearing test results showing hits~filled symbols! and
misses~open symbols! as functions of tone number.~e!
and~f! Preexposure thresholds were calculated from the
mean SPL of the first ten reversals. Postexposure
thresholds were estimated by applying a 10-point mov-
ing average to the collection of postexposure reversals.

TABLE II. Exposure conditions for subject BEN. Mean values are listed. The6 values indicate the standard
deviation for linear units~e.g., kPa! and the maximum6excursion for values in dBs.

Level
pp

~kPa!
pp

~psi!
SPLp-p

~dB re 1 mPa!
ET

~dB re 1 mPa2
•s!

t
~ms!

B1 43.567.3 6.361.06 21561 17761 1460.9
B2 146613.1 21.261.90 22561 18561 1161.5
B3 220627.9 31.964.05 22961 18761 1061.4
B4 20766.1 30.060.89 22861 18861 1361.7
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posure reversals occurred at negative times. Finally, preex-
posure hearing thresholds were calculated as the mean SPL
of the first ten hit-miss/miss-hit reversal points@Fig. 4~f!#.
The time at which the threshold occurred was defined as the
mean time of the ten reversals.

3. Postexposure hearing tests

The postexposure hearing test procedure was identical to
the preexposure procedure with three exceptions:~1! During
exposure sessions, a single impulse was produced by the
watergun 30 ms after the start of the first S1 start tone. Dur-
ing control sessions, a switch was used to disable the water-
gun triggering signal, preventing the watergun from firing.
~2! An effort was made~during both control and exposure
sessions! to get ten reversals within the first two dives after
the exposure~or ‘‘mock’’ exposure!, in order to test the hear-
ing before any substantial recovery occurred.~3! The postex-
posure hearing tests were conducted for at least 20 min for
MUK and at least 10 min for BEN~it was concluded after
testing MUK that 10 min was a sufficient amount of time!.
The longer test durations were used to enable any TS and
recovery to be tracked.

Figures 4~d!–~f! illustrate the postexposure threshold
calculation. As with the preexposure tests, the postexposure
hearing test resulted in a record of the subject’s performance
~hit or miss! to each tone@Fig. 4~d!#, which was converted to
a series of reversals, shown in Fig. 4~e!. The time and am-
plitude for each reversal were defined as the mean time and
mean SPL, respectively, of the hit/miss pair. Since the time
values in Fig. 4~e! are referenced to the time of the exposure
~or mock exposure!, the postexposure reversals occurred at
positive times. Postexposure hearing thresholds were calcu-
lated by applying a ten-point moving average to the postex-
posure reversals, which typically numbered many more than
10 @Figs. 4~e!–~f!#. Each output of the moving average con-
sisted of two data points: the mean SPL over the ten reversals
and the mean time over which the ten reversals occurred.
The postexposure threshold as a function of time thus repre-
sented the mean time and mean SPLs of each group of ten
postexposure reversals. Thresholds at specific postexposure
times ~e.g., 2 min, 4 min! were obtained by interpolating
within the collection of thresholds from the moving average.

4. False alarm rate

Any whistle response by a subject not occurring within a
hit interval was recorded as a false alarm. The ISI~defined
from the start of one tone to the start of the next tone! was
randomly varied between 5 and 10 s, thus the majority of
time spent on the S2 station was outside any hit intervals and
functioned as a ‘‘catch trial’’ period. The false alarm rater
was defined as the number of false alarms,NFA , divided by
the total amount of time that the subject was on the S2 sta-
tion with no hit interval present. To obtain a dimensionless
quantity,r was multiplied by the hit interval durationT1 :

rT15
NFA

T2NS2T1
T1 , ~4!

whereT is the total amount of time the animal spent on the
S2 station andNS2 is the number of S2 tones presented. For

the MFR,rT1 values calculated using Eq.~4! are analogous
to false alarm rates obtained from a single interval experi-
ment ~Miller, 1969!; however, this study employed a modi-
fied version of the MFR: the ISI was not open-ended but
randomized between 5 and 10 s. TherT1 values calculated
here are therefore not precisely identical to those obtained
with the MFR or to false alarm rates obtained from a single
interval experiment; however, they do reliably assess a sub-
ject’s response bias from session to session. The use ofrT1 is
a method of normalizing the number of false alarms with
respect to the number of tones presented and the total time
that the subject was on the S2 station.

5. MTTS criterion

Postexposure hearing thresholds were compared to pre-
exposure thresholds to determine if a subject experienced a
MTTS, defined as a 6-dB or larger increase in threshold over
the preexposure threshold at that frequency. This 6-dB crite-
rion was derived from a substantial amount of threshold data
for these animals obtained at several frequencies over a pe-
riod of several years~e.g., Ridgway and Carder, 1997; Ridg-
way et al., 1997; Schlundtet al., 2000; Finneranet al.,
2000!. This criterion was considered to be the minimum shift
that was clearly larger than any day-to-day or session-to-
session variations in the subjects’ masked hearing thresholds.
Studies of TTS in terrestrial mammals exposed to single im-
pulses have shown that TTSs up to 40 dB may be fully
recovered without a PTS or the loss of sensory hair cells
~Ahroonet al., 1996!, thus the 6-dB criterion was considered
well below levels resulting in a PTS.

In this report, the difference between a pre- and postex-
posure threshold is denoted as a TS. If the TS is larger than
the 6-dB criterion and recovers after a period of time, it is
referred to as a MTTS. MTTSs and TSs at specific times are
denoted with subscripts: e.g., MTTS2 indicates a temporary
shift of 6-dB or more at 2 min postexposure.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Preexposure thresholds and rT 1 values

Table III shows the mean preexposure thresholds and
rT1 values measured for MUK and BEN. Data from both
control and exposure sessions are pooled. Preexposure hear-
ing thresholds were consistent over the course of the study.
Subjects rarely committed false alarms, thus therT1 values
were generally low.

Table IV shows the meanrT1 values measured during
the postexposure sessions~control and exposure sessions are
not pooled here!. A repeated measures ANOVA was used to
compare the postexposurerT1 values from the control and
exposure sessions to the appropriate preexposurerT1 values
and to each other. For MUK, there were no significant dif-
ferences betweenrT1 values. For BEN, there were no sig-
nificant differences betweenrT1 values at 0.4 and 30 kHz. At
4 kHz, rT1 values measured during control sessions were
significantly higher@F(3,9)55.26,p,0.05#; however, this
result may be somewhat misleading because of the low vari-
ability in the rT1 values for the exposure condition~i.e.,
there were no false alarms during these sessions!.
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B. Threshold shifts and recovery

Figure 5 shows the postexposure thresholds measured
for MUK at levels M10–M13. Each data series was normal-
ized with respect to the appropriate preexposure threshold.
Control sessions are displayed in the left set of panels; the
right set shows the exposure sessions. Each panel row repre-
sents a control/exposure pair from the same test day. Inverted
triangles, triangles, and circles indicate thresholds at 0.4, 4,
and 30 kHz, respectively. Time zero indicates the time of the
exposure~or mock exposure!. The results for levels M10 and
M12 are representative of the majority of the measured data:
postexposure thresholds varied within the range of64 dB
during the majority of the control and exposure sessions. No
MTTS was observed in any exposure session from level M1
through M10 or in any control session.

At level M11, a 7-dB and a 6-dB MTTS2 were observed
at 0.4 and 30 kHz, respectively. At both frequencies, thresh-
olds returned to within 2 dB of the preexposure value within
4 min postexposure. Received levels at M11 were approxi-
mately 160 kPa peak pressure, 226 dBre 1 mPa p-p pressure,
and 186 dBre 1 mPa2

•s total energy flux. Figure 6 shows a
detailed view of the recovery from MTTS at 0.4 kHz~in-
verted, filled triangles! and 30 kHz~open circles! for level
M11. A linear regression was used to fit equations of the
form

TTSt5m log10 t1b, ~5!

to these data, wherem and b are constants, TTSt is the
threshold shift in dB at timet, andt is in minutes. The form
of Eq. ~5! was based on human TTS recovery functions for
exposure to continuous-type sounds~Ward et al., 1958,
1959!. The curve fit was conducted over the time range up to
4 min, where both MTTSs returned to less than 2 dB. The fit
to the 30 kHz data was good (R250.994) and yieldedm5
214.5 andb59.93; at 0.4 kHz the fit remained reasonable
(R250.981), yieldingm5221.4 andb513.2.

Received levels were reduced for exposure condition
M12, to verify that the shifts observed at M11 were not a

behavioral artifact; i.e., the subject did not simply stop re-
sponding to hearing test tones after exposures. Level M13
was an attempt to replicate level M11. No MTTSs of 6 dB or
larger were observed at levels M12 and M13; however, at
level M13 a maximum TS of 5 dB did occur at 1.7 min
postexposure. Although lower than our predefined criterion
for MTTS, this TS was larger than any of the TSs that oc-
curred in any exposure session from levels M1–M10 and
M12, or any control session.

The discrepancy between the TSs measured at level M11
and M13 ~i.e., lower TS at the higher exposure level! was
probably the result of day-to-day differences in the subject’s
susceptibility. The same exposure should not be expected to
produce the same TTS in a given subject; standard deviations
in repeated human TTS2 measurements~the same ear ex-
posed to repeated, widely spaced noise! have been reported
to be around 4 dB for TTSs of approximately 20 dB~Light-
foot, 1955!.

Figure 7 summarizes the postexposure thresholds mea-
sured for MUK. These plots show the TSs measured 2 min
~upper!, 4 min ~middle!, and 10 min~lower! postexposure for
the control sessions~open symbols! and the exposure ses-
sions ~filled symbols!. Inverted triangles, triangles, and
circles indicate thresholds at 0.4, 4, and 30 kHz, respectively.
The majority of TS2 , TS4 , and TS10 measurements~223/
234! were within 63 dB, there were 8/234 occurrences of
64-dB TSs and one occurrence of a25-dB TS4. There were
no systematic differences between control and exposure ses-
sions, except for the MTTSs at level M11, which were the
only TSs larger than 5 dB.

Figures 8 and 9 are analogous to Figs. 5 and 7, respec-
tively, and show the results for BEN. Figure 8 shows the
postexposure thresholds for levels B1–B4. Figure 9 shows
the measured TS2, TS4 , and TS10 for BEN at each exposure
condition. As with MUK, postexposure thresholds varied
over the course of testing. The majority of postexposure
thresholds~65/72! were within63 dB of preexposure values.
No MTTSs were observed in any control or exposure ses-

TABLE III. Mean values for preexposure masked hearing thresholds andrT1 values for MUK and BEN. The
6 values are standard deviations. Data from exposure and control sessions are pooled.

Frequency
~kHz!

MUK BEN

Threshold
~dB re 1 mPa!

rT1

(1023) n
Threshold

~dB re 1 mPa!
rT1

(1023) n

0.4 11761.6 060 78 12361.4 5.768.2 24
4 11861.6 1.965.5 78 11761.7 1.967.1 24

30 11661.8 1.265.3 78 12661.6 1.564.0 24

TABLE IV. Mean values for postexposurerT1 values for MUK and BEN. The6 values are standard devia-
tions.

Frequency
~kHz!

MUK BEN

Control
rT1 (1023)

Exposure
rT1 (1023) n

Control
rT1 (1023)

Exposure
rT1 (1023) n

0.4 0.360.9 0.561.2 13 15.867.6 16.1629.4 4
4 1.464.1 2.964.2 13 10.163.6 060 4

30 1.462.7 0.661.4 13 1.663.2 8.567.2 4
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sions. The highest exposure conditions were 220 kPa~31.9
psi! peak pressure and 229 dBre 1 mPa p-p pressure~level
B3! or 189 dBre 1 mPa2

•s total energy flux~level B4!.

C. Behavioral observations

Previous studies of TTS in marine mammals have re-
ported various behavioral reactions on the part of the test
subjects during and/or after exposure to high levels of under-

water sound~Kastak et al., 1999; Schlundtet al., 2000!.
These reactions mainly consisted of alterations in the sub-
jects’ trained behaviors that appeared to be deliberate at-
tempts to avoid the sound exposure itself~for long duration
exposures! or to avoid the spatial location of the exposure
during subsequent tests. More severe reactions such as ag-
gression toward the test apparatus~Schlundtet al., 2000! or
trainers~Kastaket al., 1999! have also been observed. Al-
though neither subject of the present study exhibited aggres-
sion towards the apparatus or trainers, the subjects’ behav-
ioral reactions were otherwise consistent with those of the
earlier studies: both subjects were often reluctant to station at
the S1 biteplate following exposure to the watergun impulse
and sometimes vocalized after the exposure. For MUK, these
behaviors began at the first exposure condition; this may
have been a result of her prior experience with impulsive
TTS testing~see Finneranet al., 2000!. For BEN, behavioral
alterations began at level B3. The validity of extrapolating
these types of behavioral observations of trained, experi-
enced animals to wild and/or naive animals is questionable.
The nature of the test sequence, where the exposures gener-
ally increased over time, also may have introduced order
effects.

FIG. 5. Postexposure threshold shifts measured for MUK at levels M10–
M13. Control sessions are displayed in the left set of panels; the right set
shows the exposure sessions. Each panel row represents a control/exposure
pair from the same test day. Inverted triangles, triangles, and circles indicate
thresholds at 0.4, 4, and 30 kHz, respectively. Time-zero indicates the time
of the exposure~or mock exposure for control sessions!.

FIG. 6. Recovery of MTTS for MUK at level M11. Inverted, filled triangles,
and open circles indicate threshold shifts measured at 0.4 and 30 kHz, re-
spectively.

FIG. 7. Threshold shifts measured for MUK at 2 min~upper!, 4 min
~middle!, and 10 min~lower! postexposure for the control sessions~open
symbols! and the exposure sessions~filled symbols!. Inverted triangles, tri-
angles, and circles indicate thresholds at 0.4, 4, and 30 kHz, respectively.
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D. Masking noise effects

Studies of TTS in humans~Parkeret al., 1976; Humes,
1980! have shown that the presence of masking noise results
in elevated hearing thresholds~simulating a preexposure loss
in hearing sensitivity! and decreases the amount of TTS mea-
sured. Adeset al. ~1974! also measured smaller amounts of
PTS in chinchillas when thresholds were obtained in the
presence of masking noise compared to the amount of PTS
measured when thresholds were determined in quiet. There
are currently no conclusive data for the relationship between
masking noise and TTS in odontocetes; it is possible that
larger TSs may have been observed without the masking
noise. Masking noise was employed out of necessity because
the test site had a variable ambient noise level. The masking
noise employed was at the lowest level~above ambient! at
which uniform frequency content and stable hearing thresh-
olds could be maintained. Subject preexposure hearing
thresholds~Table III! ranged from approximately 10 dB~at
0.4 kHz! to 80 dB ~at 30 kHz! above published ‘‘absolute’’
thresholds forTursiopsandDelphinapterus~Johnson, 1967;
White et al., 1978; Awbrey et al., 1988!; however, the
masked thresholds at 30 kHz were only approximately 22 dB
above thresholds measured in the presence of ambient noise
in San Diego Bay~Schlundtet al., 1999!.

E. Comparison to existing data

In the absence of any cetacean TTS data, Ketten~1995!
stated that, for exposure to single impulses, 34–103 kPa
~5–15 psi! peak pressure was accepted as the value at which
TTS was rare. This estimate, apparently based on anatomical
studies and extrapolations from terrestrial mammal data, has
been used to derive TTS impact zones for marine mammals
exposed to underwater impulses~e.g., Department of the
Navy, 2001!. Ketten ~1995! acknowledged that, in the ab-
sence of direct experimental evidence, her conclusions were
‘‘highly speculative.’’ The results of the present study may be
summarized as follows: for the specific subjects and pressure
waveforms employed, a peak pressure of 160 kPa~23 psi!
caused a small MTTS in the white whale and a peak pressure
of 207 kPa~30 psi! did not cause an MTTS in the dolphin.
These data therefore suggest that, for single impulses with
durations and waveforms comparable to those used in this
study, peak pressures necessary to induce TTS may be higher
than the previously predicted range of 34–103 kPa~5–15
psi!.

Figure 10 compares the watergun results to the existing
odontocete TTS data from Nachtigallet al. ~2001! @TTS in a

FIG. 8. Postexposure threshold shifts measured for BEN at levels B1–B4.
Control sessions are displayed in the left set of panels; the right set shows
the exposure sessions. Each panel row represents a control/exposure pair
from the same test day. Inverted triangles, triangles, and circles indicate
thresholds at 0.4, 4, and 30 kHz, respectively. Time-zero indicates the time
of the exposure~or mock exposure for control sessions!.

FIG. 9. Threshold shifts measured for BEN at 2 min~upper!, 4 min
~middle!, and 10 min~lower! postexposure for the control sessions~open
symbols! and the exposure sessions~filled symbols!. Inverted triangles, tri-
angles, and circles indicate thresholds at 0.4, 4, and 30 kHz, respectively.
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bottlenose dolphin exposed to 30 min of octave-band noise
centered at 7.5 kHz#, Schlundtet al. ~2000! @MTTS ~6-dB or
larger shifts! in dolphins and white whales exposed to 1-s
pure tones at frequencies between 3 and 75 kHz#, and Finne-
ran et al. ~2000! ~no MTTS after exposure to single im-
pulses!. Figure 10~a! displays the peak SPL versus the expo-
sure duration from each study; Fig. 10~b! displays the
exposure energy flux versus the duration. The rectangles rep-
resent the TTS-inducing exposure conditions from Schlundt
et al. ~2000! and Nachtigallet al. ~2001!. Peak SPL values
from Nachtigallet al. ~2001! were approximated as the oc-
tave band~rms! level 13 dB. The open circles indicate ex-
posure conditions from Finneranet al. ~2000!. The open tri-
angles indicate the exposure conditions from the present
study with no MTTS; the filled triangles indicate the condi-
tion M11, where MTTSs were observed. Figure 10~a! also
includes a line with a slope of 3 dB per doubling of time fit
to the mean value of the Schlundtet al. exposure levels. The
3 dB per doubling of time slope, or 3-dB exchange rate
~NIOSH, 1998!, is equivalent to an equal energy criterion
relating the SPL and permissible exposure duration~for
continuous-type sounds!; that is, for continuous sounds, if
the exposure duration is doubled, the SPL must be reduced
by 3 dB for the energy flux to remain constant.

The large range of TTS-inducing peak pressures in Fig.

10~a! emphasizes that the use of a single SPL, without regard
to exposure duration, is an inappropriate metric to predict
TTS. For these species and stimuli, the23-dB exchange rate
appears to be a good fit to watergun, Schlundtet al., and
Nachtigall et al. TTS-inducing exposures presented in Fig.
10~a!. A comparison of the TTS-inducing energy levels@Fig.
10~b!# shows good agreement between the Schlundtet al.
and Nachtigallet al. data sets; the energy flux of the TTS-
inducing watergun exposures was roughly 6-9 dB lower than
that of the other studies. This range is reasonable considering
the differences in methodology, exposure conditions, and
subjects. From these limited data, it thus appears that the
total energy may be a good predictor of onset-TTS levels in
odontocetes, especially for continuous-type sounds. Of
course, caution should be used in extrapolating these results
to other impulsive pressure waveforms with much higher
peak pressures and/or radically different waveforms or dura-
tions. Given the limited amount of data, it seems prudent to
consider both the peak pressure and the energy flux when
estimating the impact of impulsive sounds~e.g., Department
of the Navy, 2001!.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

A behavioral response paradigm was used to measure
masked underwater hearing thresholds in a bottlenose dol-
phin and a white whale before and after exposure to single
underwater impulsive sounds produced from a seismic wa-
tergun. MTTSs of 6–7 dB were observed in the white whale
after exposure to single impulses with peak pressure of 160
kPa~23 psi! and total energy flux of 186 dBre 1 mPa2

•s. No
MTTS was observed in the dolphin at the highest exposure
conditions@207 kPa~30 psi! peak pressure and 188 dBre 1
mPa2

•s total energy flux#.
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Erratum: ‘‘Development of wide-band middle ear
transmission in the Mongolian gerbil’’
[J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 111, 261–270 (2002)]
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Panel B of Fig. 7 contains an error: the stapes-vibration
phases from Fig. 4 of ‘‘Measurements of middle-ear function
in the Mongolian gerbil, a specialized mammalian ear,’’ Au-
diol. Neurootol.4, 129–136~1999!, by J. J. Rosowski, M. E.
Ravicz, S. W. Teoh, and D. Flandermeyer, were incorrectly

plotted. The correct phase values are actually smaller by a
factor of 2 than those shown in Fig. 7~i.e., stapes phases
should have varied between approximately190 and 290
degrees!.
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